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ANTISOCIAL CHILDREN AS
ADULTS`f

"..-

Prificipal Investigator: Lee N. Robins, Ph.D.

Author: Herbert Yahraes*

I.
For, no apparent reason, a youth grabs an 85-var-Rld woman

irl front of her doorstep and chokes.h'er to death. A 15-year-old
boy steals a neighbor's car and is picked up 3 weeks, later,
hundreds of miles away, because he had parked on the wrong
side of the street. A middle-iiged woman is jumped by A gang bf
teenage girlsavid for money, of which she has noneand
winds up in the hospital.

Such items dot the Nation's newspapees daily, and hundreds"
of thousands of similar cases are believed to. go unreported
every year. In 1975, close to 2 million young people'under 18
about 20 percent of them girlswere arre ted for offenses rang
ing from murder to vagrancy, and incl ing burglary, larceny,
vandalism, arson, and assault. Of all ple ar.rested, 45 per-
cent are under 18. During 1965-1974, itceording to the National
Center for Juvenile Justice, the delinquency rate rose by

almost 59 percent.
What has science to tell us about why kids go wrong?

Two of the most comprehensive studies of the roots of violent
and other antisocial behavior in children and a antisocial pelt
sonality in adultsthat is, an ingrained attitude of disdain for
both law and people--have been conducted. by Lee N. Robins,
research professor of sociology in psychiarry, Washington Uni-
versity School of Medicine, St. Louis.

*See note 'at end of chaptr.
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In tl* first study, more than 500 patients who were seen at fk
St. Louis child-guidance clinic inhe- 1920s were followed into
theil forties. A group a 100 matehed controls was used. In the
oth& study\ more than 200 normal, young 'black Males were
followed into their thirties. Then, some years later, Robins and
her associates also exkminsid. the school and juvenile police"
records ofkmany of the ori 'nal subjects' children who :were
over 18. 1

.

The findings of this research, confirmed by other investiga-
tors, have posed and answered e number of major questions:

w'
,

HOW EARLY DOES ANTISOCIAL PERSONALITY IN
ADULTHOOD GET ITS START? 4
Robins answers that, in4r1.1dhood, "The people we have stud-,

ied have been mostly lower class . . . and have had a lifetime of
exposure to hardship . . . . If they did not respond with psycho-
pathic symptoms when eiposed to such an environment in

. childhood, they did not begin to do so as adults." Antisocial
personality "apparently cannot begin in adulthood." In fact,
unless'there had been marked antisocial behavior before 18, "a
diagnosis of adult antisocial Personality was never mif.de."

Robins emphasizes that onset was usually early' in child-
hoodparticularly among boys. "Most 'boys began having obvi-
ous difficulties as soon as they began attending school. The first.,
signs were truancy, failure to perform well academically. 'de-
spite adequate IQs, stealing', and discipLinar`y problems in the
classiooms." Another indicator was to be found in poor rela-
tionghips with classmates. For a few boys and most of the few
girls who became antisoica as...a$1ults, such behavior did not
enierg clearly until early ad lescence, usuallY at ages 12 to 14.

A typical antisocial child first drew attention because of diffi-
culties during the early school years. How many had already
shown serious problems in the home and neighborhood is not

b known, but."there are many anecdotal accounts of problems,
dating from infancy." Robimr continues: "The fact that we doi
not knotv whether onset is really at birth is a serious lack hi

. rying to understand the etiology. If it is truly a disorder with
which one is born, the social environment would have to be
seen as at most a ,niodifying, rather than an instigating,
factor.' li

. . ir .,
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.. The r le of heredity in criMinal and ditlincibent bcavioi has
been stu i d to sortie extent by othett; With tiO deg," outegme...,

. In animals, a .strow.geiret,ic elgmerit rri4ink for ;akgtessitk'
.- . . .

. ..
behavior has been prord.. , .

r I > t ,51 ,.
. $ *

1.-10W DO ANTISOCIAL CHILDBEN TURN OUT?

Among children referred to the child-guidanoetclinic Ile4cause
of antisocial behOvior, one-fourth turned out to be antisocial ik

adults, orie-twelfth were alcdholics or :drug addicts, and one-
ninth were psychotic. Only 16 pgr-cent recovered by the ake of
18 and ,had no farther psychiatric problems by the age of 40.
Reports RobirA "This was in marked contrast both to children
referredsto thMblinic for reaSons other than'antisocial behavior,
who were more often well and rarely sociopathic as adults, and
to a comparison, group of normal school children, 60,percent of.
whorn were weli, and oiily 2 percent:sociopathic."

The antisocial chile Who develops'into an antisocial adult is
not. carefree, as popularly believed, but '.:liable.to suffer ,inter-
nal miseq.". More significant from society's view, "he also con-
tributes impor . illy to most of our major social problems." It is
from antisoci: ildrqn that "a very high proportiyn of the
prisoner .popul comesLas do many of our vagrants, NIT
skid row inhabitants, those drug addicts who rgsort to crime to
support their habits, add even substantial proPortions of those
psychotic adults whO require resttaint becaUSe' of their aggres-
sive and combative behavior.. . . . Also front this groUp come
many of the parents whose children end on welfare rolls, as
wards of the State, or as adoptedrchildrea, because the parents
simply do not provide sufficieittjknancial or affectional care for.
them. These neglected, iMpoverished, or adopted offspring
thermelves have a very high risk of childhood aritisocial behav-

ior disorder's . . . . Thus the high frequency cif intirlocial disor-
ders in the ohild population is preserved from one generation to
another." -

As Robins emphAsizes, these findings have impressive impli-
cations for public policy. "They suggest that if one could inter-

,. rupt the antisocial patterns so readily discernible by children's
patents, teachers, and peeric, 'one might greatly reduce the
scope of the world's sod& problems."
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WHAT CHILDHOOD SVMPTOWS PREDICT ADULT
DRII.INQUENCY? /

No one symptom 'marked- every persop who became delin-
quent as an adult, but some symptoms were very Common. In
more-than half of thp cases; these included "theft, incorrigibil-

\se ity, running away from liome, truancy, associating with other,
delinquent children, staying out past the hotir alloWecf,

problems in school, and school retardation." Among
symptoms that were' less cbmmon but occurred significantly
more often than in controls were fighting, 1-41essne8s, sloven-
liness, enuresis, lying for no appardnt gain, failure 'to shtiw
love, and an inability or unwillingness to 'show guilt 'over dis-
turbing behavior. .

None of these'behaviors was an infallible predictor of antiSo-
Cial pPrkonalit*, known also as "sociopathy" or "psychottathy."
In other words, the laehaviors were found also in some of the
Children who di'd not become antisocial adults. "Indeed," Robins
-reports, "less than half of.even thdrmost highly antisocial chil-
dren" were diagnosed sociopathic when followed up years later;
virtually none of these adults, however, was psychiatrically
healthy,. 'The numbert' of symptoms was a considerably better
pre;:lictor than any particular symptom or combination of
symptoms. :I' h e more antisocial symptomssuch as lying, steal-
ing, truancya child showed, the more likely he was to become
an antisocial adult.

WHAT LIGHT DOES THIS RESEARCH SHED ON THE BASIC
CAUSES OF ANTISOCIAL Bp-IAVIOR?

In the case of an antis al adult, Robins answers, it is ex-
trewely rate those aspects of the environment
that rrilly affect liehavior from those aspects that are affected

the/adult hims6lf:

The iopath lives in a de ressed neighborhood be-
- . eatilie is early behavior has kept hiin' from completing. ,

411' schbOl and his curren't behavior patterns make it very4'
di hard fo' r him to WA a job or t9 pay his rent even

when he thas the money. He is divorced or separated
'beCause lie has been nansupporting, abusive to his'
spoilse, and unfaithful. He is isolated from family
nteqters because he has long since shown them a lack

;

1 4



LEE N. ROBINS 491

of interest and has failed to provide them witl; his
current address.

Robins finds no reason to indict the
broken home as a major factor in the
development of antisocial personality.. -

t.

Possible causes for antisocial behavior ard alai) difficult to
tease apart. However, drawing on the woik of other investiga-
tors ,as well as on her (win, Abins in 1975 examined the three
factors of sex, race, and parental behavior and found that each .
had an influence. A

- Among antisocial children, she reports, boys.butn$inber girls
four to one or better. "Furthermore, girls who do have behavior
.problems tend to cqme from families that are worse than the
boys', suggesting that girls may have a higher ehreshold of
vulnerability to genetic and/or environmental' factors . . . or"
that girls experience more parental control than boys eyen in
relatively disrupted families." Whether the.proportion of anti-
social girls has increased in recent years, as a kind of coIollary
of the movement toward sexual equality, is not yet clear.

As for the racial factor, Robins .notes that black children,
compared with white, have higher rates of school clitopout and
of juvenile delinquency and, when referred to child-guidance
clinics, are more often seen for conduct disorders and less often
for neuroses. "However," she points out, "racial discrimination
as reflected in poorer quality of education, police prejudice, or
psychiatrists' stereotypes might explain some-or all of. these
differences."

A 1968 study of black children and white children in the.'
South, cited by Robins, did find that black school boys reported
more antisocial behavior than whites "suggesting that biased
reporting is not the whole story." And a 1974 study of English
school children found that both.parents and teachers of blacks
and whites reported a higher rate of antisocial behavior among
the former. It seems likely that these differ6nces, too, are
rooted in the different social climates usually encountered by
members of the two races.

ii
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As might be expected, parents 1ad an influential role.

Whether theiN role was genetic in nature, or.environmentaCor.
both,*antisocial parents produced a significantly 1/reater propor-
tion of delinquent youngsters. Among white males who were 17

by 1959, the delinquency rate for those having air antisocial
parent w 28 percent; for the others, 13 percent. Similarly
among black males who were 17 by 1973 the delinquency rate
was 43 Percent if either parent was antisocial; otherwise, zero. k
Among black females; 24 percent of thOse whose fathers had
been arrested at least once were delinquent,.but none of those
whose fathers had not been arrested were delinquent.

k However, the relationshiO between parental behavior and the
diagnosis of antisocial personality in these same children as
adults was not always as direct. The effect of deviant parents
in increasing ,the risk of their children becoming antisocial

'adults was strongest among children in the middle range of

antisocial behavior. Conver'sely, cat-dm-ming (not antisocial) par-
eats tended to have children who 'became conforming adults
even when these children were moderately antisocial. In con-

s, trast, among both white adulth and black adults who as chil-
dren were either "highly" antisocial. or "highly conforming,
ijarental behavior did not have such a significant effect. This
differential effect suggests that, in the extremes° of childhood
behavior, parental influence is outweighed by other factors.

Perhaps surprisingly, Robins finds no reason to indict the
broken home as a major factor in the development of antisocial
personality.

Our data suggest\hat the broken home is in fact an
unimportant variable that is correlated with outcome
only because antisocial parents usually separate. 'The
child's experiencing the break itself does not seem to
be the critical factor. Death of parents without prob-
lems led to no increased risk of antisocial personality,
nor did we find that children's being early separated
from an antisocial parent reduced the risk. since
amount of exposure to the parent seemed to have little
effect, eithei, negatively or positively, 'perhaps we
should look to genetic factors, perinatal factors, and
Very early influences rather than to the eiperience of
growing up in the parents' household as the crucial,
factors.

I b
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Nor, to the investigator's surpriw, did low social class add
much to the ability to predict antisocial pqrsonality, once the
parents' and child's own behaviors were taken into account.

Similarly, Robins found no support for another popular
theory, one engrained in folk wisdom, tliat a child's undoing
can often be traced to bad companions. This explanation "must
be treated with great caution," she reports, because the bad
companion, instead of having led the child astray, may have
been selected by himafter his problem behavior beganpre-
cisely,because of a similarity of interests. "Whethe5 children
engaged in antisooial acts independently or in 'gangs," she
notes, "they had approximately the same risk of antisocial.
behavior lateroh. Similarly, we found no effeCt of the neighbor-.
hood delinquency r.ate on the chances that 'the black school
boys we studied would develop delinquency."

Research by Robins and her associates suggests that l'at bes4
peer: group pressure or imitation may be a necessdry but not a
sufficient condition to explaip delinquency." They ad,d that
nondelinquent parents "appaiently were able to innoeulate their
children against enticement into delinquent activities even in
the high: delinquency dreas to which housing segregation
fined most blacks" (italics supplied).

HOW DOES THE TYPE OF PARENTAL DISCIPLINE AFFECT
OUTCOME?

When parents used discipline-that Robins calls adeqqate and
that also has been described as love-oriented, only 9 percent of

ys referred to child-guidance clinics turned out as adults
with a .sociopathic, or antisocial, personality. Precisely the
same outcome occurred when parental discipline was too stfict
or, in the words Of some other investigators, punitive. .

Of the children whose parents were too lenient, or wild exert-
ed no disciplint because they were uninterested in the child,
the rate of antisocial personality as adults was about 30 per-
cent.

Those. results, Robins points out, confirm the earlier finding
by William and Joan McCord that both love-orientdd and puni-
tive discipiih. "militate against convictions and incarceration,
while excessive leniency, inconsistent discipline, and disintereof
are associated with records of convictions." Moreover, "when
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supervision during the teenage period waS described as ade
situate, onl§ 9 percent were.later diagnqsed sociopathic personal-,

ity. . . ." This rate almost doubled among children .wfm were
sometimes supervised and sometimes not. And it more than
tripled when they were supervised little, if at all.

AN DELINQUENCY BE PREVENTFD?

The findings reported.abqve are strong evidence that some
ypes of discipline and parental attitudis are far More effective
han. others in forestalling antisocia havior.,
Some additional light gip the quesflTis provided in a recent

analysis by Robins and an associate, Eric Wish, of the develop-
ment of deyianCe ip Robins' black male subjects.. Among other
things, the investigators hoped to learnby studying the se-
quences of deviant behaviors in these childrenif certain beha-
viors manifested quite early could be used to predict other

.antisocial behaviors later on. The findings included: Absence
from school in' the earliest years was linked both to dropping
out of school in later years and to leaving home; drinking
alcohol before the age of 15 was also linked to leaving home.

"If there is'a practical message in our efforts!' these investi-
gators report, "it is that centering efforts on preventing truan-
cy in the first and second grade and drinking before 15 is likely
to have the greatest payoff at least cost."

WHAT IS TOE EFFECT OF SEPApaION FROM THE FAMILY?

A number of other investigators have added. to our ulder-
standing of the rods -of antisocial behaviOr. For instance, a
noted English child psychiatrist, Michael Rutter, concludes that

'the separation of a child from his family does have "some
association" with the later development of antisocial behavior.
However, this effect, is caused riot by the separation itself but
by "the family, discord which precedes and accompanies it."
The discord need not .be active; it may simply be marked by
lack of affection. The -effects are the same. However, "a good
relationship with one parent can go some way toward mitig7
ing the harmful effect of a quarrelsome uvhappy home."

In the case of transient separatiOns,lasting at least 4 con-
secutive weeks, Rutter found that&when the separation was
from one parent only, there vnti, no rrise in antisocial behavior.
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The contrary was true when tIte child was separat4d from both
parents. However, this finding held "Stay in homes where there
was a very poor marriage relationship. . . ." Where the mar-
riage had been rated "fair" or "good," the' child's separation
from the parents did not affect the rate of antisocial activity. 4

On the lisis of his oWn as well as of a number .of other
studies on permanent separations, Rutter concludes thaf over-
all, "children from a broken home have an increased risk of
delinquency." But the cause of the brea'kup is important. The
psychiatrist cites findings fro three studies Cat "the delin-
quency rates are ne ly doufe fdr boys whose parents had. =r

divorced or separated .. ..but for boys who had lost a parent by
death the delinquency rate wois only slightly (and nbnsignifit
cantly) raised." In permanent 'as well as in transient separa-
qons, the link between the separation and antisocial behavior
seems to be not the separation itself but the discord and disr-
mony leading to it. .

. .

ttdr carried his investigation further bistudying" childrên
wilo had been separated from their parents because of family
'ffitkord or deviance and found theniiselves in new family .sifuti;
tions. The new situation was still, very poor for a number of
these.children; for others it was fair or, for a feW, even gobd.
For children whose new family situations were very poor, the

... rate of antisocial disorder Was doubled. .
Rutter poses a major question: "Why and how does family

discord interact with a child's temperamental characteristics to
produce antisocial behavior?" He suggests several possible
mechanisms. First, parents of delinquents may differ in the
vvtly they supervise and disCipline their children. Parental dis-
cord may be important only ft) the extent that it is "Associated
with erratic and deviant methods of bringing up children."
Second, laboratory studies have shown that children, after
watching someone behaving aggressively or deviantly, tend to
go and do likewise. Perhaps, then, parental discord is linked tofan antisocial outconie i the child simply because it gives him
a model of hostility d antisocial behavior to copy. Finally,
says Rutter, perhaps "the child learns social behavior through
having a warm, stable relationship with his parents," and this
relationship "provides a means of learning how to get on with
other people. . . ." In this case, the basis of antisocial behavior
might be "difficulties in interpersonal relationships."

.
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4S THERE EVIDENCE QF BIOLOGICAL FACTORS? (.....--/
In athiition to social and cultural determinants of violence

and other antisocial behavior, a klumber of investiptoiS sug-
gest that young people prone to violent behavior may differ

, from normal young people in the activity of their hormones
and neurotransmitters. ,

i

One of the proponents of tilis view, psychiatrist Derek Miller,

of the University of Michigin I6dical School, theorizes that
inappropriate hormonal responses to stress are produced in ---:
some violerrt youths. e supports this hypothesis with observa-

tions that these ,indiv uafs tend to think of people as things
instekri of as human beings and, in consequence, do not appear
to get expted, when Icting vlolently. Although this attitude
does not always lead to viiolence, Miller believes that it does if
the porsort is neticall vulnerable 4t and hasIltd relevant
nurtyr,ing e perin Le.,.pfents who frequently use physical

I force Witho ex*lanation.
Coftsiste with Miller's theory are data compiled by Univer-

sity of Vir nia 6chool 1 f Medicine psyohjatrist Ake Mattsson.
In tin' atte pi to locat biological abnormalities in youngsters
prone to rio nce, he find that the te dency of delinquent boys
to have lowe \cortisill e cretion th 'other boys helps to ex-
plrtul their lolv IWvel of excitement. Mattsson is quick to point
o /however, that irlmoit all of,t.he delinquent boys had very

i dis ptive early familytiyesf .# .,

St ng ellidcnce that delikuent boys show other physiologi-
cal difference4 has been o b it ined by psychiatrist Peter H. Wolff

f(of t Childre s Hospital Medical Center, Boston) and his
asso tes. In o e project, for\example, Wolff was studying a

con tion calle the "choreiform twitch,'' a slight motor insta-

bility that is diffiEult to detect except by neurological examina-
tion. Wolff calls it "d kind, of noise in 'the central nervous
systet." It 9n occur almost anywhere. When a youngster is
reading, for example, his eyes will bd focusing on one part of
the page wpken the extraocular muscles may give a sudden

' twitch-and shift the focus elsewhere for an instkint. Boy13 whose

1
' _del i nven cy has brought them into trouble with the law, Wolff
.-

finds, have a much higher Cncidence of choreiform twitch at an
Id ge when most othe boys have outgrown it.

9

0,
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Wolff and his fellow investigators, beginning then to look
more closely at antisocial youngsterS, administered the Lincoln-
Oseretski test of motor maturation to '15delinquent boys be-
tween 14 1/2 and 15 1/2 years old. (This test measures a wide
range of neuromuscular skills, such as jumping, crouchingOal-
ancing, sorting matchsticks, and picking up coins.) All 15 delin-
quents turned out to be in the lowest 5 percent of all boys their
age. "A rather startling finding," Wolff comments. In contrast,
all but one of the controls, who were normal youngsters of the
same age as the delinquents, ranked in the highest 30 percent.
The Ns of all the boys in both groups were normal or higher.

The investigators also adniinistered the test to 15 boys being
treated for learning disorderThesg boys, too, had IQs that
were normal or above. This t7ie the finding was also a sur-
prise: All b4..it one of the boys with learning disability placed
just the same as the delinquentsin the lowest 5 percent of the
population.

Another study, using different tests. with groups of 11-year-
old delinquents and normals, also found differences in neuro-
psychological functioning.

On the basis of these and other studies, the .inVestigators
suggest that "children with delayed or disturbed neuromuscu-
lar development are more likely to be identified as delinquents
when they grow up in a lower-class context and to be identified
as children with learning disabilities when they come from a
middle-class environment."
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CHILDREN AT RISK

Principal Investigatoc Jon E. Rolf, Ph.D.

Authors: Vivian R. Isenstein, NIMH, and William
Krasner*

a

"We professionals," said Dr. Jon E. Rolf, "must face the fact
, that we-really krio'w, very little about preschool children, what
is helpful and what is harmful. to them. We know very little
about the causes of behavior *problems in very, young children.
We should admit it and then launch on a mutual voyage of
discovery with parents, with other workers, and with the chil-
dren themselves."

Dr. Rolf, Associate Professor of Psychology at the University
of Vermont, is Director of the Vermont Child Development
Project (VCDP). Together with Dr. Joseph E. Hasazi, his co-
investigator, and the rest of his staff, his "voyage of disCovery"
started in 1973. They have been gathering and organizing mil-
lions of pieces of information about the etiology of behavior
disorders in early childhood in order to understand the multi-
ple and interrelated CAW; of these disorders. They have also
been designing and testing early therapeutic intervention strati-
egies and procedures that might someday prove useful for pri-
mary prevention.

THE CONCEPT OF VULNERABILITY TO MENTAL DISORDER

Dr. Rolf noted that school teachers and counselors rarely
identify disturbed children early in their school careeis unless
they are very withdrawn, overly aggressive, or overtly' antiso-

*See note at end of chapter.
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Many, other children with psychological problems remain
undetected. They rove along in school or perhaps begin stay-
ing behind for realions that have little to do with intelligence.
However, with act(demic failure, more children with.psychologi-
cal problems will, be notiCed by their teachers, but typically
they will still tt children with overt, easily recognized behavior
problems. Some will be called hyperactive, but most Will be
judffed as disturbing to the class. They become, discipline prob-
lems. They are sent to the principal's office; their parents are

called in; some are punished; some' ace referred to counselors or

psyChologists.
At this point, 20/20 hindsight comes into play..Investigating

social workers and examjjng psychotherapists find patterns
that seem to go back to early childhood. These children Wad
shown, signs, in early school and even before, of beirig at risk,
but die sympttims had gone unnoticed by 'vents who may
have had their own problems or did not wanahe bother or the
stigma of having a "drsturbed" _child. Unfortunately for the*
children at risk, there are few other adults around to notice
thefie early signs or to knbw how to help these children.prior to
their Morning "problem children" in the elementary schoolp.

It would be easy to blame ignorant or careless parents for hot
noticing early deviations, but the truth is that, even from the
scientific viewpoint, too much about the origins of behavior °
disorders is unknown and unexplored. Hindsight analysis is not
the same as'the ability to predict which children will develop
problems. In the past, theories that hoped to identify and to
explain the etiology of behavior, disorders in children usually
focused either on how crucially important early experiences
and environmental stresses were (e.g., broken home, poor
family, violent neighborhood) or on -the ,child's constitutional
vulnerability (that is, inheriting genes for schizophrenia from
an alreaCly schizophrenic parent). The theoretical position used

to focus etiological research on the discovery of incontestable
proof as to whichenvironment or geneswas the causative
factor of deviant behavior. Fortunately, within Ahe last:decade

a notable shift has occurred in the attitudes and dogma of

developmental psychopathologists. Most now acknowledge the
legitimacy of the interaction of a multitude of environmental
anti constitutional causes. This is particularly true for research-

01
6, 4,k
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4 ers studying new methods for the early identification of and
intervention for vulnerable young children.

Would it be possible, in any case, to predict which children
.will have behavior disorders? Dr. Rolf and his colleagues think
so. Healthy competition among researchers has improved the
quality of potetrtially useful predictors based on data coming
from life-history resew:0 and from samples of high-risk chit-
dten studied prospectively. Furthermo there appears to be a
growing consensus that the most vuln rable children have been
identified as being:

Those with deviant parents, 41?,'s ialV those parents with
psychotic and criminal historie%
Those with chronic aggressive behavior disorders.
Those who have suffered very severe social, .cultural, eco-,
nomic, and nutritional deprivations.
Those who. have physical, temperamental, or intellectual
handicaps.

THE CONCEPT OF PREVENTION

Having identified these risksthese warning signals in other
wordsthe next question is: How do we use this information?
The Vermont Child Development Projeceis an example of ap-
plied research at its best. The answer is to try to prevent
pathologic behavior from developing in children At risk by "in-
noculating" them with_competence-promoting early experiences
.much like the concept .of giving the vaccine to infants to pre-
vent 'smallpox. However,tone must,remember that smallpox has

ia single causq, and still t took much research before the cause
ws'çJiscovered and much testing before the effectiveness of the
prey ntive vaccine was proven.

Could the multiple causes of psychopathology in young chil-
dren be proven and prevented? Could early symptokis in dis-
turbed children be .!duced, duration shortened? Maid pre-
86)001 child-care facilities be used as treatment centers? Dr.
Rolf, and his cOhorttlit are attempting to answer these questions.
Keeping in mind that there is no one specific target behavior,
no one universally proven treatment strategy, no one target
treatment time, and constantly changing env,ironmenW varia-
bles, Dr. Rolf decided to test the efficacy of a therapetitic day-
care intervention program at the saine .time he was gathering

Kto
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baseline data on children with alrea47 detected behavior-disor-
ders and on children at varying degrees of risk in the popula-
tion at large. Specifically, he, was interested in st dying the
development of competent behavior in both vuln able and
nonvulnerable children, the symptoms and duration f fmtholi
ogy in presohool children, the relationship of preschool ineas-
ures of competence to salmi measures of social adjustment and
academic prowessu and the relationship of the observed 'pat-
terns of incompetence in preschool and early-school children to
recognized signs of incipient adult psychopathology.

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

flze Vermont Child Development Pilisjecf was designed With
four major componentsepidemiologicaI surveYs, high-risk
family 'studies, Intervention.-- studies,; ;find a 'follow-along
surveyrunning simultaneously.. .

The epidemiological survey has islready sampled a broad proils
section of over '1,000 preschool-age thildrezi in dlip.care cente
and at home in an effort to obtain basic data on: the 'develop-
mental patterns of skills and,:behavior disorders in larite non-
clinic populations of' preschoolers.: ,The Vermont Bhavior
Checklist, developed specifically for:thie project te de rmine
developmental differences, in children, and the Famil Back-
ground Information Forni have beezi used by child caretakers
at 30 day-care centers, at approximately 6-month intervals, on
65,9 of the children. In addition; 400 families whose children are
in home care were also administered the instruments. Of the
68tchildren, 210 were rated at the same tithe by their parents;
An additional 1,100 first-grade childjen (half the first gradere
in the county) have also been screened annually throtib teach-
er ratings using the Lambert Pupil rfehaviOr Rating Form and
peer ratings by their .classmates. At the same time, additional
ratings have been made by VCDP behaviOral observers, and
ratings assigned to cumulative school records on each partici-

The high-risk family studies, look at the social, intellectual,
and physical competenci:g of several grouK of vulnerable pre-
schoolerr-those having parents who have received treatment
for psychotic, neur ic, character, or marital problems. Two
maj(i psychiatric trea'bqet institutions lisi,Ve cooperated with
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the VCDP to identify 450 high-risk families who met the crite-
ria. A subsample.of 50 of these target, families arkd an equal
-number of control families have been contacted for intensive
evaluation of the. family members and their preschool chil-
dren"if development.

, ..

The intervention studies are being conducted at the Ethan
Alien Child Care Center, .formerly the University of Vermont's

1. Home Care Enrichment Center, to determine how effective
typical and/or specially designed day-care experiences'are for
helping already disturbed or vulnerable children. For each in-
tervention child there are four control children, two of whom
are randomli rlected from ,other day-care facilities and from
home-care environments and two who are matched on behavior
and family background variables. The vulnerable children ex-

. perience the usual day-care program and, tit tliVsaine time,
individualized therapeutic _procedures to promote greater com-
petencies (social, intellectual, and physical) ricnd to diminish
maladfiptive behaviors. Daily treatments and assessments are
iiipde on both the children under treatment and their matched
co4rols. The intervention studies also include voluntary coun-
seling programs that have been designed for the parents of the
vulnerable chlldren in the program. .

At the beginning of the study, eaCh of the vulnerable Chil-
dren receivea a thorditgrmedical examination. Also, a special
balanced-diet program was designed aid initiated by a Univers
sity of Vermont' nutritidnist for all children at the day-care
center; and, when netessary-, some pafents Were given maxi-
tional information toimprove 'liome meals.

A follow-plong survey is studying Che devel4ing competed-
cies of prescool children in general in order to seCsocial and
intellectual norms. With permission of their parents and teach-
ers specific_ preschool children are ,then followed into their
school careers to elicit data with 'oh to make outcome corn-

, .

parisons.
Several stddies have used children from pathogenic families

as subjects, but the VCDP is unique in its depth, target popula,
tion, overall goals, and potential fOr.usefulness. Itls unique in
its AiteChittenden County, Vermonta relatively isolated
New England valley with a mix of urban antrural areas and a
well-balanced population-that provides a stable community of
subjects and controlled variables. The project works with pre-
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school children from 2 to 6 years of age; particularly those
, under age 4,. a fough-to-research but extremely important

group. Also, no other high-risk child research project actively,
puts the emphasis on testing therapeutit interventions.

One great advantage of the combination of epidemiological
surveys and of intervention programs is, interestingly, the light
shed on the behavior of normal children. First, data collected
from the general population of children can sefrve as a base
against which-to pl8t and measure the deviations and the pat-
terns of recognized problems; second, they give 'greater insight
into what the norms really arelor this age group. So little has
actually been known about preschoolers trat much that had
been accepted as fact turns ou,t to be theoretical folklore and
often professionally espoused mythology.

_HOW,NORMAL1S. NORMAL?

10

(hie of the most significant findings from prior studies is that
there are two major behaviors that reliably demonstrate the
types of diaorder among school-aged children: external' ing or
"acting-out" behaviors (tisually unsocialized aggressiven ) and
its opposite, internalizing (withdrawing) behavior. one of
these studies, however, has indicated how strong or how wide- ..

spreafi these behaviors are among very young boys and girls in
day Ore or at.home.

Data from a iandom sampling Of 1,100 VCDP youngsters,,not
cases referred. for treatment or defined as1 at high risk btit
taken from the general population, show that examples of both
aggressive and withdrawal behaviors can usually be found in
the majority of children. For instance, over 41 persCent of the
boys struggled or picked fights with other; children at least oncp
a week. But what is 'most important is the frequency or sever-
ity of the fighting: Less than 10 percent made a constant habit
of it, struggling or fighting several times a day or continuously
all day long. These latter freguenCies of fighting define abnor-

, mal rates of fighting for preschool boys and not just the oCcur-
rence of fighting per se.

There were pther interesting sidelights about sex and age
stereotypes. Very young girls may be spice, but in certain

-situations and at ages less than 3, they are no more sugar and
everything nice than the boys. At age 2 they show as much or
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more aggressiveness, including temper tantrums and conatant
demands for adult attention. They pick fights as frequently as
boys. But, in the later preschool years, wirther from constitu-
tional factors or from watching their elderk and television, the
Isoys catch up to and surpass the girls in all categories of
aggfessiveness.

4. an overabundance oi efiergy and
trouble being in one place for a period of
time, the cardinal symptom of hyperacti-
vity, must be expected in normal pres-

,
choolers . . . ."

Most important, perhaps, is the impact these findings must
have on our treatment modalities and our pet ideas that are
based on concepts of normality which may be only partly true
or false. For instance, "hyperactivity" is' usually defined as an
abnormal condition, synonymous with "minimal brain dysfunc-,
tion," which in turn, is considered to be an organic syndrome
and is frequently treated with stimulant drugs. But the VCDP
data show that "an overabundance of energy and trouble being
in one place for a period of time," the cardinal symptom of
hyperactivity, must be expected in normal preschoolers. If not,
one-fourth of all children from 18 months.to 5 1/2 years, rated
as being active almost all of the time, have "damaged brains."
Asks Dr. Rolf, "Which alternative explanation would you
choosir .

,

Classifications of the behavior disorders of the very young
have been handicapped by lack,of reliable datispecifically by
a lick of sufficient representative samples of children available
for examination. There are several reasons for this. First, as
previously mentioned,' parents are often hesitant to bring their 4/

.,
infants and preschoolers with troublesome behavior to a clinic
or doctor for diagnosis or treatment bdiause they often correct-
ly believe the children will "outgrow it." In some instances,.
psychologically disturbed parents would be, for their own rea-
sons, even less likely to bring their children for study. Indeed,
they migh not want the signs of child abuse to show or they

tj
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRESS
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may need a disturbed scapegoat child to hold their own lives
together. But in most instances, parents simply might not con-
sider antisocial or prepsychotic symptoms important or as any-
thing abnormal. Indeed, when members of the staff of the,
VCDP pointed out to some parents that their children were
violently aggressive, attacking and hurting other kids for little
or no apparent reason, a few parents answered with some
surprise, "What's wrong with that? I was just like that myself
when I was a kid."

Secondly, unlike older children, many seriously and chron-
ically disturbed preechoolers will probably, not be noticed,
screened, ,or evaluated by professionally trained teachers, guid-
ance officers, .Or nurses; they will not be referred by concerned
and trained nonrelatives for psYchological evaluation% 4.8 a
result, prior to studies sucfr as the VCDP, the incidence and
prevalence of behavior disoraers among the very young must
be inferred from searches of a limited number 9f clinic cases.
How can,conclusions about the types and prevalence of abnor-
mal behavior drawn frorn such records be scientifically sound?

In contritst to previous studies, the yaw has created a'
developmental risk profile program, identifying ana quantify-
ing normative behaviors among preschoolers and, measuring
their interactions with family background and environmental
variables. The data amassed for these profiles are not only '
useful I& epidemiological purposes, but they also provide a
baseline against which to measure the effectiveness of early
therapeutic interventions for children with different early ex-
periences. rurves that show h hovi quickly normal develop-
mental ski s are acquired a are abandoned can be
compared between the high-risk children in intervention and
the large number of controls who receive no treatment but who
have ha similar or dissintilar childhood rearing environments.
Ari exam le 'of a comparative developmental risk profile ap-
pearston p . 506-7.

EARLY. INTERVENTION IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

The theoryor theoriesof early intervention stress the
be

re
to

-etlationship of early environment havioral developmen .

They date et least to the 1940s and provided the' early impet
for the broad& scale preschool intervention programs of he
1960s, including Head Start.
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Historically, the first intervention progrdms concenirated on
cognitive development because it was concluded, or felt, that
social and emotional immaturity would be expressed, and could
be measured, by poor school.performance. These programs were I

predicated on th'e belief that children who hadkbehavior prob-
lems would lose "learning time" because they could. not adapt
to the school routines, e.g., emotional upeet anti spcial disorien-

. tation disrupt intellectual concentration and the learning pikoc-..,
ess, creating a substantial gap betweenl3otential and perform-'`

4

ance among children with troutkC A related school of thought,
holds that emotional disorders Eire really defects in dhcial inter-
vtion and that the origins4or these defects.occur in the firstr)
few, years of life, in interactions ivith others, young and old,
who must conte -with the stregses of bad neighiorhoods and
homes. The obv. us solution, therefore, would be to. give the
children "enrich environments" and better adults and chil-
dren to use as models.' Most federally funded day-cesc and
Head Start programs have tried to do this.

C"---:
Most day-care centers are designed to k
hel,parents, n clad

Today, a well-run nursety-school or day-care center, piirticu-
lady one that puts its major emphasis on therapeutic or compe-
tence-promoting strategies tether than baby sitting, meets most
of the criteria of good mMels and enriched ensironment. Says
Dr. Rolf, "Coming tNay care gives children a chance to get out
of a posiibly pathogenic home, to meet other kinds of socially

, capable kids and adults they might not have dreamed about,
t and whose behavior can serve as examples. At the center they

can get good food, attention, a chance to play in a good social
atmosphere.," The concept of the therapeutic day-care center is
not new, bnt few have existed because of lack of money for
specially trained staff and perhaps because ourociet Y is un-
prepared ler day care in those terms. Most day-c centers are
designed to help parents, not children. For epiple, the WIN
(Work Incentive) program was deviaed f mothers off wel-
fare and into the la,bor market.

'41
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Those centers that have used t atment have usually used
traditional day-care programs with muior therapeutic modifica-
tions. The teacher's or therapist's major job was to turn the
child from socially unacceptable forms of behavior toward wfiat
would be acceptable. Each center essentially would go its own
way in developing a treatment package for each, chtld. Further,
there was usualry no con)sensus`and*no evalwit4on or proper
definitionabout what-Worked best and why. In retrospect it
seems obvious that, regardless of the theoretical bias of a par-
ticular centW or therapist, what worked best was a combina-
tion of yarious meihods adapted to the indi;fidual childthe

° eclec*c and Pragmatic approach.

ECLECTIC APPLICATION AND EVALUATION:OF EARLY

INTERVEVON
±1

Although both are classified as "at risk," there is a substan-
tial, if not fundamental, difference between those children who
'come from backgrounds or with handicaps that statistically
indicate a greater chance of disorder and those ctildren who
alreadyt have irrious problems when they come to tie-day-care
centers. And there are even greater differences between "at
risk" children and the controls of the VCDP intervention re-
search who remain in their, homes.

Different children, different types of children, call for differ-
ent intervention strategies. This has ,been a basic precept on
which the project has built its program and a basic conclusion

"Label a child handicappid, set him
aside in special grouis for his kind of
handicisp, and he toill probably stay
handicapped and labele& "

dral,vn* from implementing the progriim. It is also'an inevitable
and essential part of the "voyage of discovery" aPproach.' The
project is trying, simultaneously, to assess the therapeutic ef-,,

, fectivener of two related types of intervention. On one hand,
they are trying to judge the impact of day-care and nursery
school experiences in general on various samples of chikdren

t.
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judged to be at risk, as compared to the controls at home. On
the other, they are trying to define, çlevelop, and judge the
effectiveneis of specific and specialize competence-promoting

. strategies'of already disordered children.

The VCDP does not believe in segregition of children with
special problems. In the current intervention site, the Ethan
Allen Child Care Center in Winooski, Vermont, no segrega-
tionbd it by sex, social class, behavioral problem, etc.is
practiced. yery few children, no matter how severe their disor-
ders, are turned away. (Some are referred when they can get
better treatment elsewhere for certain problems.) They are ex-
posed to, and they play with and relate to, a broad range of
other kids. Drs. Rolf and Hasazi feel strongly on this point and
have written eloquently on it. "If an intervention program is tO
be idplemented within a day-care setting . . . the maladjusted
and well7adjusted children must be mixed together in order to
facilitat4 the learning of appropriate social behaviors under
controlled conditions." They follow a large number of autPlori-
ties in public education who find that segregation of handi-
capped children has seriously damaging effects on self-image
and helps initiate a self-fulfilling prophecy. Says Dr. Rolf:
"Label a child handicapped, set him,aside in special groups for
his kind of handicap, and he will probably stay handicap)*
nd labeled.'',

If the maladjusted can learn appropriate social behaxiors,
from normals, what about the reverse? Dr. Rolf. smiles. "This
negative modeling can and does happen. For example, one
'mother came to us, horrified, to tell us that her small, son,
while being complimented for being a nice boy by an elderly
lady they Met on the street, told her that she was an old
(bbscenity)." However,that boy's behavior was quidkly correct-
ed by his mother. Most or the modeling and influencing ulti-
mately do go in positive prosocial directions.

Perhaps the most compelling argument for early therapeutic
interventions with high-risk children is that it might not only
treat and ameliorate, but be prophylactic as wellbuild up
resistances, better methods of coping, greater flexibility of re-
spohse. For these purposes, too, the intervention program at
VCDP serves as a laboratory. The. overall goal remains
straightforward: to help the children while finding out how. To
accomplish this, one can wear the two hats of humanist and

ft.. 0
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experimentalist: The children must be regarded warmly, and
the data and eialuations must be regarded with cold objectiv-
ity.

THE INTERVENTION PROCESS

Six modes of intervention are usedday-care curricula, con-
sultation, referral,. direct child contact, parent and family con-
tact, and advocacy/follow through. Any one intervention mode
can be applied to a singular behavior problem, but, more com-
monly, intervention of necessity involves the simultaneous' ap-
plication of several modes to deal with complex problems.
Flexibility is em`phasized.

The usual day-care activitieS are maintained at the Center.
However, the intervention aspects are tailorel to the special
needs of individual children. It would be unwieldy to cite the
many Variations of a technique adapted to one situation. The
general goals are to improve social, intellectual, and physical
competencies to give the children self-confidence and a feeling
of well-being.

Social competencies are usually developed through a graded
series of cooperative play and work activities, group theatrical
skits with peer and teacher roles assigned, and practiCe in
socially acceptable behaviors. Visits to various institutions such
as churches, stores, and fire stations not only make the chil-

e, dren aware of the exiiitefice and function of these units but also
teach them society can work for the good of all. At the same
time, these pursuits enable the children to interact 4ktth a
variety of people whom they wouldn't usually see, and hey
learn to appreciate and accept a range of individuals and their
differences.

It is difl-Fult to speak of age-appropriate intellectual compe-
'twice when much of what children learn depends upon their
readiness to do so. However, generally, the program objectives
are to stimulate. creativity, concept development verbal com-
prehension arid expressions, critical thinking, and sensory dis-
criminations (visual, auditory, and tactual). Perhaps developing
inquisitive behavior is the most important part of this effort.
Although much environmental-sensory stimulation is done in-
formally through manipulated play activities, more formal in-
struction in number, alphabet, and language training is done
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through tapes and records and repetitive exposure, practice,
and reinforcement.

Before attempting to work on physical competence, each
child's vision, hearing, motor coordination, and tactual sensitiv-
ity are sarefully evaluated. Through games, sportg,. dancing,
and rhythm exercises, the children are taught about their
bodies and how to control their movements. They also learn the
relationship of their bodies to physical structures and objects.
Most' importantly, they learn to cooperate with o-ther people.

Although the three types of intervention appear to be
autonomous, in practice there is much interrelatedness. Many.
otpthe activities promote all. three 'competencies at the same
time. Should we be overwhelmed with the busyness of the
intervention program, Dr. Rolf is quick to point out that free

.. unstructured play opportunities, are available in large quanti-
ties and that the children derive much pleasure from their

-experiences.

Paul is an example of one yaw profited from interven-
tion and whose progress was dramatically portrayed on
the developmental. profiles. He was one of the early
cases and is still in the project. He was referred to the
VCDP by a social agency investigating possible abuse
and neglect. Both his parents had histories of psychiat-
ric hospitalizations and still showed signs of severe
psychological problems. At age 3 1/2 he had almost no
language skills, wasn't toilet trained, couldn't take
care`of his own simple needs, and his social skills were
typical of children half his age. Since he was in'such
bad shape, intervention had to start' with the most
elementary problemsincluding getting him to the
day-care center on time and in reasonably good condi-
tion. His motherlonely while her hpsband was away
would keep the children up late for cOmpany and go to
bed so heavily sedated that she could hardly get up
and make breakfast foi. Paul in time to take him to
the Center. He missed sessions often, and when he did
come was apt to be sleepy, hungry, and irritable.

Finally, arrangements had to bp made by the project
staff and funding obtained to hire a driver to pick him
up and to bring him to the Center. The intervention
programs for Paul 'had to be addressed to many prob-
lemssocialization with other, children, cognitive
skills, self-help, use of the toilet, and so on, including
speech therapy and training in the verbal expression
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of feelings. He differed from the others not only in
degree but in variability. On the developmental pro-
files his curves rise and fall like those, of an erratic
steeplechaser, compared to the more smooth curves ,of
all the control subjects. Paul's shifting pattern seemed
to reflect the periodic crises .the family went through,
as well as his uneven attendance at the Center.

With time, most of the developmental curves of the interven-
tion subjects approach the norm as skills are acquired via the
therapeutic programs. In Paul's case, by the time he reached
age 5 (41.8 months after hfindart in day care) his curve was, in
most measures, nearly parallel to that of the rest of the sub-
jects. The biggest probltziis and greatest deviances were still in
social and general behavioras noted before,, the areas most
closely affected by the continuing distressing situations at
home.

Each child is different. So are the interventions. Dr. Rolf
says, "Some kids will respond to more freedomthe open élass-
'room kind of thingazd_open upAike flowers. But others will
just fly apart; they n-litructureperhaps a new structure
that they don't get at home. You gently try one approach, then
another to find the one that workibest.

"In working with children, with parents, and with teachers,
we must develop mutual trust on the basis of recognition of our
mutual ignorance concerning the causes of behavior problems
and the desires to discover, new methods to help the children
help themselles."

ROCKS AND SHOALS

Intervention with high-risik children must run into piblems,
and their nature, and possible approaches to solutions may be
as instructive as the successes. ,

The Parents

The greatest source of pro lems in the VCDP intervention
program has not been the ch dren. Parental involvement or
lack of it, both in relation to th children and the intervention
strategies, came around to hau the staff again and again.
Although the programs were thant primarily to revolve
around children and their needs, pa nt participation and coop-.
eration are built in and are vital. hen a child enters the

ot
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program, the parents must agree to meet with project staff-at
least once a month to discuss progress and behavior at home.
.Some parents have been seen as often as once a week for
counseling and support in childtearing. Nevertheless, when a
10-week program of parent education was designed an,c1 devel-
oped, thougk all parenth of target children showed interest,
only one acedly showed up at the first meeting. This poor
attendance was boil): frustrating for the staff and illustrative of
the resistance br relUctance of parents to be actively involved.
Indeed, such reluctance is very commonly encountered in cases
where young children Arfic experiencing developmental delays
or behavior problems.pReports from other intervention projecth
describe recurrent difficulties with engaging the ackive partici-
pation of the parents in the child's treatment programs.

Unlike many other early intervention programs, such as
Head Start, that deal primarily with cognitive development,
the VCDP has chosen to work with all parents, even those who
are themselves seriously disturbed.

dften, some of these parents contribute to their children's
problems (and the staff's): They do not get children up in time
for day care; they do not give them basic health and nutritional
careclean, clothes, baths, or adequate food; they deliberately
confuse the children abaft 'the treatment program, encouraging
them to actively oppose the staff. Sometimes a parent or both
parents may need to keep (the child disturbedhe may be all
that holds them, or the family, together. As noted, Paul's
mother, with her husband gone at night, kept the children.up
to comfort her. At 4 years of age, highly disturbed, Paul would
still reassure her, "Don't worry, Mommy, I'll be the man of the
house." He would take care of her. Says Chris Gault, a primary
planner and implementer of the therapy programs, "Children
tend to blame themselves for whatever went wrong at home,
even for the abuse that was visited on, or befell, them." Paul's
statement may have comforted his mother but did little for
him.

Working with parents and children at the same time in-
volved walking a tight ropetrying to find that difficult bal-
ance between loyalty to the family, so that they would continue
tO trust the worker, and loyalty to the child's welfare and
interest, when that might involve confrontation with the par-
ents; this was especially true when neglect or abuse was in-

"
to
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volved. With some famili/ies t was hard .to impress the parents
with the ,seriousness of the child's condition. They,. had prob,
lems of their own, and in their world everyone has troubles.
With, withdrawn children, of course, the difficulties are not
always obviiius to the untrained; and to many overburdened
mothers a good child is one that.makes no trouble.

Because lack of parental cooperation does present a serious
obstacle in any program for high-risk children, the VCDP sug-
gests that future research plans. include the investigation of
new ways to mot ate parents to join the therapeutic team.

Multiplicity of ProlMems

Tp a lesser extent, the scope and profusion of a child's own
difficulties diake trouble in planning. Most of the children in
intervention not conq have physical and learning problem% but
social ones as well. . .

The-broad spectrum approach to interventionparticularly
for multiproblem children,has many advantages, mostly that

eiprogress is more likely to he made i a limited period of fime.
Its plajor disadvantage, apartfrom e demands on the person-
nel, is that precisely isolating what led to the positive changes
is moat, difficult when there is mere- than One uncontrolled
variable. This does not' Mean that the intervention programs
ale haphazardthey are all aimed .at specific targetsbut
being initiated at once, or close upon one another, it is hard to
determine which one made the difference. A brief case ,history
might illustrate the problem in intervention planning.

,

Unlike Paul, Fred had been attending the day-care
center for some time before intervention. He seemed
fine in most areas, but he seldom spoke to or played
with other children, though he did interact with
adults. This behavior did not improve the longer Fred
stayed in day care (without hitervention), so the pre-
sumably salubrious effects of day care alone were not
working sufficiently, at least not for him. In fact, the
troublesome ways he increasingly went about attract-
ing attention of adults led to his referral. The routine
day-care center activity wet actually increasing the
severity of his prOblems, and he needed special pro-

'grams to change this trend toward more prosocial be-
havior%
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At the time intervention began, positive abcial interac-
. tions with other kids in his group owere rare, far less,

-frequent than is typical for his ai4e level. The case,
having worAied in the months before intervention,
was stubborn; it was 6 months before a definite change
wag. noticeable: But after that the gates opened, and
his progress was ripid. By the end of another 6
months, hig social behaviors were normal arid very
positive. Interventioh was no longer necessary. Fred
was not as serious a case, from all appearanCes, as
Raul; even so he received speech and laitguage therapy
twice a week, individual work with project staff .that
concentrated on cognitive deplopment delays, aijd
sfnall group : play that was supervised. In the small
group he was, first, exposed to children with strong
positive social skills who trie&to involve him and led
into activities and games that encouraged cooperative
play; he go literally taught to play with other chil-
dren_apid181ially rewarded if he did. In addition to all
this; project staff worked with day-care center teach-
ers, 'and their responsiveness to Fred was altered to
'lay more attention to positive behavior and to ignore
attention-getting ones. This fit. in with and comple-

: mented the peer-play. intervention. In. short, we might
say that Fred was given the "full treatment," or a good
deal of it, and the poeitive resiips justified the effort.

Since chilarren differ ao much it may not be as important to
find out what interventions worked with one child as to find
that a broad syectrum approach will work with many. Fred is a.
success story,. despite his initially serious problems. So is Paur;
and there are others.

(.>

Prior Agency Affiliations V.,
,

..
,

ated to all this is the fact that most of the families of the
h' -risk children are not only multiproblem, but multiagency

iliatel. They are iffiliated with the project, with the day-care
center, and with a number of social agencies, some of which
might wish. they would go elsewhere. All these affiliations,
programs, and philosophies must be coordinated or contended
with. Some families have had a long and unpleasant history
with other Agencies and vice versa. They may carry over re-
sentments and stereotypes; or, on the other hand, they may

., look upon affiliation with the VCDP and the Ethan Allen
Center as a chance for breaking off with the others. te

,
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,

When children are accepted into day care, therefore, several
interesting.phenomena are likely to occur. Often the referring
agencies and parents act as if they had finally succeeded in
their dreams of getting the child into a mythical sanctuary in
which all needs would be met; and the time had now come to
relax and get out from under.So welfare agency case workers,
therapists from .mental health centers, and visiting nurses all
tend to terminate their active participationin effect, to cut
out. "When the agency people leave," says Dr. Rolf, "the par-
ents often 'go to ground.' They withdraw to their homes, close
the door, and try to avoid working with day-care and interven;
tion staff: So ourtaff works hard with the kids during the day
and then gets frustrated because the next morning much of the
previous day's progress has been undone at night., These par-
ents have _developed an avoidance reaction to agency people, so
the necessary parent-education work can't be started." The
result is that the highest-risk childrenwith severe disorders,

, from multiproblem families, who need help the mostare also
the poorest risks for steady progress in gains in social and
intellectual coMpetence. The same parents who created much
of the risk prevent it from being treated realistically. Paul may
be considered such .an example: Lower-risk, children, who may
have &miler 'problems but have more reachable parents, are
generaIj the more appropriate short-term intervention cases.
Fred is at kind of example, for his parents followed his
progress c osely and were very pleased with the appearance of
each new social skill.

Worker Resistance

Disturbed parents are not the only ones who may resist
researchers intervening with their children. Day-care center
stpif members who develop proprietary or riUrrogate parental
Sterests often have attitudes 'Which make cooperative research
difficult, Sometimes it seems te Dr. Rolf and his group that
some of th)tir more vocal critics among the workers must have
been influenced bY mO scientist movies, because they could
hardly have had any kperience (much less. bad experience)
with real researchers. To those who apparently prefer to' rely
on practical experience, love, and intuition alone, researchers
mugt by'definition )x, cold manipulators; and tender children
(perhaps till society) must be protecte&from them. Fortunately,

.
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negative stereotypic attitudes are exhibited by relatively few,
and moot parents and day-care .providers are understanding
and cooperative. "Maybe," says Dr. Rolf, "this minority is nec-
essary to cool down unethical researchers. But it is very tiring
and depressing to have to keep defending-ourselves and reas-
suring alerybody that we are not evil and unloving Fagins in
search of an Oliver Twist, or agents of a corrupt and-authori-
tarian government. It wastes a lot of time and energy."

Associated with the "all research is evil" attitude is the fact
that work with children attracts a wide range of people with
differing philosophies and motivations. Some have superb skills
and sympathy, with good relations iVith children, staff, and

`-parend. But some choose to work in day care apparently be-
cause they feel they will be free to do as they pleasethat
thild care and therapy are' varieties ofIree-form art in which
excellence is achieved by untrammeled freedom of expression.
Supervision and 'evaluation of performance by others are not
only undesirable but philosophically abhorrent to them. The
intuitions of the worker are better for the children than any
rules br the past experiences of others. What this 'Means in
practice, of course, is that it is often impossible to have consist-
ent approaches to intervention either within or between cen-
ters and difficult,pr imposs- ible to reconcile programs for coop-
erative effort or transfer. For example, one room in a center
may allow "fair fights" (and thus reward physical aggression),
while the next room does not permit fights and will separate,
even isoiale, combatants until the conflict can be resolved some
other way. Therefore, says Dr. Rolf, "Anyone who starts inter-
vention studies in an already existing day-care center witib
such free spirits at work can't expect programs to be either

-*totally accelpted or equally implemented by all staff. But, only
those programs which will work in such ,a real world setting
can generalize to other real settings."

Having described the frustrations and difficulties, hoivever,
*Drs. Rolf and Hasazi would like to make one thing clear. While

there have been complications (including blizzards, epidemics of
flu, and chicken pox) in trying to follow their research desi

the pomplications are really very trivial in light of the eno
mous support provided to the project by Center staff.
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FORGING AHEAI:

Impediments to progress are encountered only by persons
going somewhere and are important only if speed and move-
ment toward goals have been generated. The Vermont Child i
Development'Project has accomplished much since its inception
in Septemter 1973.:

The epidemiolOgical surveys of preschool children in Chitten-
den County, Vermont, have een initiated and are continuing.
Both matched and randomlS, selected control children have
.been obtained for comparison with the high-risk children in the
inte r ntion program. Much basic data have been collected1,14

that ll identify specific age-appropriate behaviors in pre-
school, children and will also provide insight into behavior dis-
orders itn the early years. The Yermont Behavior Checklist, one
of the more important measures created for this project, has
been proven a reliable'instrument. Another technique designed
specifically for the projectthe deVelopmental risk profilehas
proven useful for outlining the progress of a single child in
areas of motor development, self-care, cognitive achievements,
and prosocial behaviors and enables a graphic comparison be-
tween children, or within each child over time.

Weekly Arisits to psychiatric treatment facilities to recruit
patients have provided 50 high-risk families with preschvoli
children who haVe participated in the study. These families, as
well aft an equal number of control families, have had each
family member and their preschool children's development
evaluated through structured interviews, tests, self-report
measures, and behavioral observations.

To date, 28 children have participated in the intervention
program; 'some having completed their second year or more.
Therapy goalsa written set of specific behavioral objectives
were established for each child individually based on their
social, cognitive, and preacademic skill levels. lIntervention ap-
proaches have drawn heavily ono behavior fiodification and
Adlerian concepts, and considerable attention has been given to
'developing interpersonal relationships. Between group dompari-
sons on all dependent variables and a variety of within-subject
experiments have been designed to evaluate particular therapy
or teaching techniques. Definitive counseling programs weie
developed for the parenth of the intervention children.
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The epidemiological surveys of competence and disorder have
now follovhd the children into the public schools, starting in
the spring of 1975; with the active cooperation of four district
superintendents, the principals of 12 schools, teachers'. in 46
classrooms, and the parents of about 1,100 children. Competen-
cies in school and related activities have tbq rated by teach-
ers, classmates, behavioral h tions, and c apt},Istibe ripcord
data. Aff more *of these ow-a on data Cline in, it will be
interesting to seeivrat patterns develop.

The voyage of discovery at the University of Vermont has
been under way now for more than 3 years. No final destina-
tion has been reached, but much has been learned about re-
search navigation in the community, about research impedi-
ments and cross currents, *bout how to stick on course, about
the dimensions and conformations of what is to be explored,
even if it cannot now all be seen. Millions of facts have been
collected; and tables, charts, and profiles of progress have been
made. Certain stereotypes, believed to exist by many, have been
proven to be myths; but phenomena that are even more impor-
tant and remarkable are taking shape, just ahead. Says Dr.
Rolf, "We're working toward primary prevention with very
young, high-risk children. Sometimes we know where we're
going, sometimes we feel our way. It's a long trip, but we're
moving with all deliberate speed and respect for all our chil-
dren."
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RUNAWAYS REVISITED

Principal Investigators: 4uoy Olson, Ph.D.,Elliot
Liebow, Ph.D., Milton Shore, Ph.D., and F. Vincent
Mannino,' Ph.D.

Author: Mary C. Blehar, Ph.D., NIMH

In 1961, a group of social scientists at the Mental Health
Study Center in Adelphi, Maryland, a suburb of Washington,
D.C., began working with Prince George's County juvenile au-
thorities on what was then becoming a problem of epidemic
proportions; namely that of young people running away from
home. 'Even in that pre-Vietnam, pre-flower child era, children
were leaving their homes at such an alarming rate that Judge
Ernest loveless of the Seventh Judicial Circuit became con-.
vinced that professional collaboration was needed to compre-
hend the situation. Responding to this need, a Study Center.
team, composed of Itobert Shellow, Julian Schiunp, Elliot
Unger, and Elliot Liebow, began a research project designed to
provide some answers.

With the assistance of the Police Department, they obtained
names of all missing personi between the, ages of 10 awl 17
during a period from 1968 to 1964. As it turned, out, most of the
cases were runaways, although a few were children mistakenly
reported by parents as missing when in fact tfiey were actually
staying with friends or other relatives. Seven hundred fifty
cases of missing youths, consisting of nearly, equal numbers of
boys and girls, from local primary, middle', and secondary
schools, were officially reported.

In 1967 the research team published their findings in a
monograph published by-the Society for &search in Child De-
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velopment. It provided information about the children's family
backgrounds, school performance, and peer relations. However,
in so short-term a study, the issue of the lasting consequences
of running away could not be addressed.

More recently, Liebow, presently head of NIMH's Center for
Studies of Metropolitan Problems, joined with Mental Health
Study Center staffers, Drs. Milton Shore, F, Vincent Mannino,
and Lucy Olson in an attempt to track down some of the
former runaways, now young adults, to determine how they
had fared over the years. The following is, in large part, .the
story of 14 of them as they are seen trying to cope with the
complexities of modern living. But let us turn back the clock to
1961 when the original research was undertaken.

THE ORIGINAL STUDY

As a preliminary step in their research, Liebow and his
coworkers reviewed, the existing literature on running away:
What they found was more theory than hard data. Most of the
theories were dated, insofat as the act was usually embedded in
tke context of social and economic,conditions prevailing at the
time the theorist was writing.

An early interpretation of running away saw it as an expres-
sion of youthful exuberance. The prototypical runaway was
Huckleberry Finn, whose exploits up and down the Mississippi
River were chronicled by Mark TWain. In this view, youthi
might leave their small Owns or farms to seek adventures or
flee home misadventures, but there was little that was patho-
lOgical about their behavior. Indeed, it was a positive indifator
of normal growth.

'A later theory conceived of running away in economic terms.
During the Great Depression of the late 19201 and early 1930s,
economic, stresses pushed large numberd of yolmg men into a
mobile zig-zag across the Nation as they sought work. A study
of 3,352 such .youtbs registered between 1934 and 1935 in a
regional camp of the newly created Federal Transient Service
cited family financial strain as the usual reason for running
away.

A third more recent theory was closely aligned with tradi-
tional clinical psychiatry. Its propbnents had worked with
youths in homes for delinquent and disturbed adolescents. Per-
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haps because of their experiences, these workers tended to see
running away as indicative of severe pathology. Youths who
engaged in it were thought to be imp ive, disorganized, and
otherwise prone to sociopathic behavior. .

The early Study Center team was fully satisfied with any
one of these theories as an exclusive explanation of the contem-
porary patterns` they were observing. The romantic theory
seemed too fanciful. The economic-stress theory was not par-
ticularly plausible among the relatively advantaged population
of Prince George's County. The clinical theory seemed too
harsh an indictment of so large a number of children. It was
better, they concluded, to make few aisumptions and to let the
data guide them empirically to an understanding of motiva-
tions.

After obtaining the names of missing children, the research-
ers contacted parents by telephone, explained the purpose of

reir work, and, if permission was granted, conducted a el
hone interview. In this aspect of their endeavor, they yere

) exceedingly successful; they interviewecd almost 98 percthit of
parents. In a smaller number of cases, 96 to be exact, they
conducted a face-to-face interview with the runaway child.

Another facet of the early study involved a comparison be-
tween the runaways and a random sample of County youths. A
questionnaire asking about home and school life was sent out
to a group of nonrunaways)enrolled in secondary schools. The
same information Was obtained from the runaways interviewed.

The sample of 750 was special in one very important way. It
was the first one to include almost all families of children
reported as missing. Previous studies, conducted in mental
health clinics or homes for delinquents, were open to criticism
for failure to obtain a representative group of runaways. Their
conclusions that runaways were deeply troubled or even socio-
pathic 'were based on an already,select pathological sample, but
they had not shed much light on the status of the many
runaway youths not requiring speciallvatment. Because the
Study Center teatn had surveyed a much more representative
population, they were in a 'far better position to make state-
ments about runaways. As a cautionary note, however, they
suggested that perhaps they were dealing with only "the tip of
the iceberg", since episodes of running 'way may have gone
unreported by parents in the mOet highly disorganized families
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or in those where hope for reconstructing the missing child had
been abandoned.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EARLY RUNAWAYI

Who were the early runaways and what types of families did
they come from? The Study Center team reported them to be,
on the average, between the ages of 16 and 17 and from homes
very typical of County families in terms of hicome.and parental
education. Relatively few came from low-income households
and relatively few from thaw of higis. inccome. Most were
squarely in the middle. . . .

The runaways did diverge from the norm in two wpys, how-
ever. They were more likely tti`lte living with only one of their
natural parents and more lilrelbb have changed addresses
the past year. Hence, in terms of broad indides at least, t

lett.
eir

home lives were less stable than those of other children. On the
other 'hand, they wpre no more or lesi, likely to repOrt, disagree-
ments with their parents than ws(r6 the landomly sampled
secondary school youths who answered the questionnaire. Both
groups reported a high incidence of conflicts.

Parents of nonrunaways were pot sampled, so no comparison
could be made between them and parents of runaivays. Howev-
er, in the small subsample of families where the 'child had ben
mistakenly reported to police as missing, rents wer much
less likely to note problems with their frildren than were
parents of runaway youths. The resea era concluded that
adolescence was a generally tumultuous period for post chil-
Ren, who tended to Oerceive disagreements with parents as
significant, but that parents themselves were much less likely
to disclose difficulties to- professionals unless they were of
major proportions. 7 .

In the area of scholl performance, which will be reported on
in detail when the clinical-followup study is discussed later, the
runaway children had many more problems than the general
population of youths. It was not that the, runaways were less
capable or intelligenton, a standard IQ test, the two groups
were equivalent--z-but they were less motivated to achieve aca-
demically.

Surprisingly, one-third of both runaway and nonrunaway
children polled reported some encounters with local police in

4
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the preceding year, but formal charges were more often filed
against, the runaways, although five-iiixths had no- police rec-
ords.

Nven over the brief span of the early study, certain names
kept reappearing on the missing-persons rosters. These chil-
dren, labeled "repeaters," were singled iout for special atten-
tion. The research team found that the repeaters were most
nearly similar to the stereotype of runawaks as delinquent,
impulsive, and disorganized. They had experienced far more
school and home difficulties than nbnrepeaters and their prob-
lems were more severe 4n nature. They were the ones whom
the team believed to be in special jeopardy for normal develop-
ment.

In discussing their findings in 1967, the researchers were
careful to qualify them. They had examined only suburban
children. While they had sampled, a far larger and more repre-
sentative group than ever before, they had na dealt with the
universe of runaways. Perhaps the most in need had different
characteristics. They had. looked at runaway children over a
brief period of time. In order to understand the full conse-
quences of the behavior, it would be necessary to follow them
over the years into young adulthood. Their research had pro-
vided a short-term analysis of runaway, youths and had laid the
foundation for a longitudinal study.

TOE EARLY 1970s' STUDY OF FOURTEEN FORMER
RUNAWAYS

In the early 70s, public interest in runaway youths was re-
kindled by several events. Children were leaving home in large
numbers in protest oVer the Vietnam War, the tompulsory
draft system, and in generalized disapproval of parental mate-

,' rialism. Gravitating to counter-cultural meoras, such as New
York City's East Village and San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury,
they practiced, refined, and sometimes abandoned a myriad of
alternative lifestyles.

Inn'exas, several missing boys were found victims of brutal
and bizarre homosexual murders. Their parents had not heard
from them' for months and in some cases even for years, and
many parents had given up holie of ever finding their children.
The shock and horror created by disclosure of circumstances

k
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surrounding the murders ftirther increased public awareness of
the problem. While ,the motivations of the early 1960s'
runaways were, superficially at least, somewhat different from
those of youths in the late 60s and 70s, the act itself still held*
painful consequences for parents.

In response to public` pressure, during the presidency of
Gerald Ford, Congress enacted the Runaway? Youth Bill, which
mandated the establishment of runaway houses for children
who might be, drifting in strange cities without money or
friends. These houses were meant to be places where wandtors
could come to get a meal, rest, and perhaps some advice .ADut
difficulties that had led them to leave home. Telephone hot-
lines were established so that runaways and those contemplat-
ing running away could call a friendly and understanding
person.

It was in this social milieu that the investigators became
convinced of the importance of following up a small group of
the early 1960s' ruhaways. They envisioned their work as pro-
viding4ome preliminary answers to questions about the long-
term consequences of running away and as yielding some -

hunches that could in turn be tested in a full-scale followup
study if the results of the smaller one proved'proniising.

The research team tracked down 14 former runaways; half of
them men and half women, and Olson interviewed them in
depth about their past and present lives. She also interviewed a
sibling close in age to each former runaway in order to make
intrafatnilial and where possible she spoke with
parents, grandparen and other family members. All in all,
she spoke to 89 persons. Wpat was found will be reported with
emphasis on two sphem of functioning, school and present
work. While schooling is in the past, it seems to provide a link
to problems the former runaways encountered in employment.

In gerieral, outcomes seep to depend in large part on two
dimensions, the social clasi of the youths and their repeater-
versus-nonrepeattir status. Of the 14 seen, 7 each came from
middle- and working-class backgrounds. Seven were repeaters,
the others nonrepeaters. Social class seemed to provide a con-
text in which the original act of running away was interpreted
by the subject and by his or her family; and those who had run
away repeatedly seeined more impaired in their functioning
than those for whom the behavior was an isolated incident.
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Perhaps central to an understanding of the problems encoun-
tered by the former runaways was their previous school histo-
ry. As Olson explained, in our society important events of

passage, such as high school or college graduation, typically
follow fairly fixed timetables, largely dictated by the exigencies
of ongoing social institutions. These timetables identify cruchil
transitions in a person's life and give it much bf its shape and
meaning. Whether or not a person is "on schedule" determines
to a great extent how successfully he or she is integrated into
the larger social structure. .

School, particularly high school, is an arena in which impor-
tant kinds of socialization take place. People learn vocational
skills and methods of relating to others which can stand them
in .good or bad stead for later life. ideally, graduation should
'signify competence in thebe areas. Unfortunately, while school
played a central role in the runaway? lives, it failed to have
the desired consequences: Of the fourteen, only six completed
school, and this they managed with difficulty. None wqnt
beyond the 12th grad Their shortened school careers contrast
with those of their ndnçinaway sibs, who, with one notable
exception, received diplomas liy the standard age of 18. Six
siblings went on to college, all of these graduated, and two
continued in professional or graduate schools. The differences
in length of schooling are Toot striking when repeaters are
compared with their siblings and with nonrepeaters. With one
exception, all of the repeaters dropped out of secondary ichool,
and only two of the nonrepeaters did tip. ,The former group
accounts fin-most of the difference between the runaways and
their sibs in schooling length. Table 1 summarizes these find-
ings.

Table 1Length of SchOollng

Groups Dropped Out Diploma Only College

Nonrunaway Siblings 1 8 5

Runaways 8 6 0

Repeaters 6 1 0

Nonrep ters 2 5 0
,

Micidle-cl runaways were expected by their parents not
only to finish jgh school but to continue on to college. Howev-
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A table, while it can demonstr jtj 118t0e 0 '891,0! s.0001-
: problems, 'cannot capture the,' suJo1ve 1 'e,lement Of . 04theitil,,,,,

Among middle-class parents, sten Of ;aeadernic exellence,h
held for children were higher than anjnmg Wor g-class,
ents. Even when middle-class rinaw p 14were ?,' utting ..in
average performance in sChool, their liark nts' o "n1 copsider 1
them to be doing porly. For instance,. qne gfrl,:vita 'Q
age aroused such isappointment in .her
woman took her to a psychologist for an; IQ teat:MO.0' iilearning'i .', .'

that her daughter had a very high IQ ideekt 'Oil Other
placed her in a boarding school from whichi she pro* y'.rii4
away, only to `return home and, do much worse thazirbe ore in
the local school. By contra,* the parents of worki\niNlasi

. .

runaways rarely engaged in severe and ego-deflating battlers
with their children over school.

The relative academic successes of their siblings' was also a,
source Of discomfort, to the middle-class runaways. l'arenta.:
would characterize them as "awkward" and "stupid" and the
sibling 'as "bright" and "talented." The runaways thetnseles- ..

made such comparisons and found themselves wanting, One
middle-class young woman, identified as possessing an IQ in the ..
genius range, never did well in-school and dropped out in the

Ifir. tenth grade after receiving a number of Ds and Fs. Her siater,
whose intellectual abilities were not as great as hers, graduated

the top orher class. Clearly, many of the runaways possessed
the' ability to perform' in school but they were hindered by
personal problems that interfered with learning. !

Academic failures and failure to complete high school had
obvious implications. Lacking self-diacipline, constructhe work
habits; and actual skills, the runaways were at a serious disad-
vantage Vis-a-Vis other youths. Additionally, when they fell
behind academiCally they also tended to suffer socially with
teachers ahd peers. This is suggested by th frequency With
which they got into trouble at school for such iIçte as cfassroom
disruption and confrontationa with teachers or kere suspended
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or expelled. Table 4-i11nstrates the_ distribution of school prob...
lems among the runaways apd their sibs. Ten of the 14
runaways encountered vschool-dikcipline problems while only
one of the 811)e did so. Again, these difficulties were more
pronounced among the repeater.groUp, all of whom had chronic
and severe problems to coutend4with.

Table 2Behavior Problems* in School'

Groups Behavior Problen.is No Behavior Problems

Nonrurlaway Siblings 13

Runaways . 1.0 4

Repeaters v 7 0
Nonrepeateis 4r,

Refers to reports of two yr more disciplinary acflons taken by teachers
, principals and other schootauthorities,

"Class differences ih the' occurrence of disruptive behavior
wer.e paid, with disruptions bOng more common imolligvork:
ing.clar.yodtbs. Thei working-class runaways tended toMpress
their..hostilkto school authorities openly, directly, Emd force-
'fully.' All 41ne man4"id, "When the teacher hassled me . . . 'I'd
tell her to. go- to heNe Otkeri recoUnted how they used disrup-
tive stcategies to' wreak. havoc in the clessroom. When middle-
class youths pt intOttouble, it Was usually not:Tor classroom
antics but for stealing;-drug or sicohol abuse, or truancy. Their
response to these problems and'consequent eiposure was one of
humiliation. Their classmates tended to com`pound their prob-
lems by. ostracizing them or by being crilel. As one middle-class.
hmaway put it. "All I knew,was, these kids were piling up on

-me . . It Was rgally a nightmare."
Miviy of the runaways expressed to Olson during intçrview s

how they had felt bored, frustrated, .arid defeated vile in
school. They had .demofistrated these emotions by vario s acts
of school disruption and4y withdrawing from most-ich 1 and
cultural activities. TheY viewed their teachers*, hostile and
restrictive/ Some spent time in parking lots or woods near the
School`"just fooling aiound, not doing much of- "anything."
Others simply vanished from the prethises entirely. While
middle-class runaways recognized implicitly the value of educa-
tion and reacted to this recognition with anxiety, working-class

_

st:-
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runaways saw little relationship between school and the "real
World." k

Interestingly enough, despite their poor school performance,
when they were interviewed years ago, many of the youths lied
expressed hopes for the future. Tlfey spoke of goingr on to
college and entering professional careers. Today, they are woe-
fully unprepared to fulfill such ambitions or even much more
modest ones. In retrospect, many see their flight from school as
an abandonment of theis visions and as a, "fatal" step that
removed them from the mainstream of adult life. Defensive
about their lack of education, they now look back and view
schctol .as having failed to prepare them technically, socially,
and psychologically for the next step in lifethe world of work.

WOR K

For most young People, after schooling, the next step toward
assimilation into adult life is to enter the world of work. But
for those who had run away from home; this entry was prob-
lematical. Table 3 summarizes the current job status of the 13

o work or Who have workesi in the past and their siblings.
Ate kinds tof jobs they hold or have held are shown in table 4.
Eight of the runaways, not including, a housewife, are unem

(
-

loyeda and five of these have never held any kind of regular
ob laaTing more than a few months.

By contrast, all but one of the nonrunaway siblings are now
employed and have worked regularly. Most have white-collar

n jobs, and even those fvho do blue-collar work have more special-
% ized, technically demanding positions than the runaways: The

'siblings, with the exception of one high school dropout, tIke
40-.. ,

Table 37.-Employment Status* of Runaways and Nonrunaway
Siblings

Grotips Employed Unemployed

Nonrunaway Sibiings 12 .1
Runaways 5 8

Repeaters 1 6
Nonrepeaters 4 2

'Table excludes a housewife and ber siblir4
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Tib le 47-Job at Last Employment (by )ass)

Family of Origin

Miqdle-Class Working-Class

Non-
runaway Social worker
Siblings Psychiatric nurse

Editor '
Self-employed

businessma6
Lawyer (exp: still in

school)
College teaCher
Computer programmer

Run-
aways Salesman-

Electrician
Munitio% worker (Air

Force)
(Bus Boy)
(Laborer)
(Receptionist)
(Beekeeper)

Printer (maste0
Elevator repairman

(Fed. gov't employee)
Computer programmer
Administrative assistant
Legal secretary
Keypunch operator
(Construction worker)

Electrician
BartOnder
(Autobody repairman)
(Housepainter's heNer)
(Construction woxlier)
(Stock worker)

Shows latest job regardless of preserft employment status Unemployed statOs

indicated by parentheses

theit jobs seriously, regarding them as careers. Their work
courses show the typical pattern of increased responsibility and
upward mobility as they acquire expertise and experience. For
the runaways, their many odd jobs have not added up to a
career but at best have served to provide an occasional source
of income. Many "of the runaways have quit jobs or have been
dismissed from them.. The changes have been precipitated by
such factors as misconduct at work, poor performance, trouble
with the boss, or their own general discontent.

Personal income gives further confirmation of the runaways'
dire circumstances. As might be expected, the runaways, when
they work at all," earn less than their siblings ($8,500 versus
$18,000). Five runaways have no income and are supported
either by parents or by social-welfare, agencies. Several of the

men admit to having supported themselves intermittently by
pushing drugs or committing robberies. Even among the very

11

obi
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few who make a relatively substantial amount of money, debts
are common. Some are supporting families, others have income
drained by alimony or chil* support. h. general, financial li-
abilities limit already strained economic r urces.

\
Necessity rather than affectio has
thrown many of the runaways ba
their families adding to what amo,unts to
an already great strain in thleir rela-
tions.

The forMer runaways' living arranger'nents are yet another
reflection of problems in making a living wage. Fully ,half of
Mem do not live in separate residences but have remained
either in their parents' homes, in institutions, or in makeshift
households. Most do not have their own means of transporta-
tion but must rely on others, usually their families, to get them
around. Necessity rather than affection has thrown many back
on their families, adding to what amoupts-to an already great
strain in their relations.

As was the case in schooling patterns, the work patterns of
the repeat runaways demonstrate their greater difficulty in
coping. Only one repeater has a regular job today, and the
others have skt.chy and intermittent work histories. They are
more likely than the one-time runaivays to depend on their
families or social-service,agencies for assistance,,,i,

Class differences in work tend' *0. be much less marked in
actual performance than in personal sentiments. Working-class
runaways are somewhat ambivalent about their lack of success
in the job. market. They alternate between enjoyment of their
freedom from "the rat race" and frustration at being without a
joH 9r working at one they dislike. Unemployment compensa-
tion ,offers 'an attractive alternative to boring employment for
many.

For middle-class runaway% problems in the work world seem
to follow naturally from earlier problems in school. THey tend
to feel a greater sense of failure and devastation than the
working-class runaways. Taking little pleasure in unemploy-
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mentt,
) the middle-class younupeople compare their -own unsuc-

essrul circumstances with that of their more prosperous, par-
ents and siblings.

OTHERIASPECTS OF THE ADULT LIVES OF THE RUNAWAYS

While their work patterns demonstrate most clearly the un-
focused nature of the runaways' adult lives, love, friendship,
and family relations also reflect their difficulties' in bein as-,
similated into the culture at large.

Many of the former r:unawayt have experienced severe pr
lems in forming and , maintainini meaningful love relation-
ships. When they have married, they have tended to- live in
situations fraught with tension. Several marriages and unfor-

. malized relationships have been dissolved.
Friendships seem likewise ephemeral and transitory, al-

though class differences emerge in specific patterns. Working-
class runaways describe themselves as spendiAg a great deal of
time in' social activities of a diffuse nature. An acquaintance,
not seen for a long time, may drop by and spend the day
drinking with the runaway, only to disappeT again for
months. Social activities tend to be spur-pf-theinoment,, and
"friendships" often end on a violent or aggressii)e note when
the friend does something that is perceived as inatnicable. More
often than not, relationships that give the superficial apfear-
ance of starting out well end Aruptly. -

The siblings of the working-class runaways spend less time in
general social activities, but they have smaller and more stable
circles of friends, many of whom they have known since their
high school days. Other friends, of more recent vintage, work
with theiri7Such an avenue of lasting 'acquaintance is cloeed to
their nonworking siblings.

Fragile though they may be, the social relationships of the:1

wor g-class runaways at least provide them with a sourCe of
re companionship. By contrast, middle-class runaways seem.

lated and forlorn. Perhaps kecause the middle class is much
more formal and structured, there exist fewer opportunities for
making casual acquaintances at a neighborhood restaurant or
pub. Having severed school ties yeare ago and failing to achieve
lasting work relationships, many of the middle-clans sample
have very little occasion to get to know others. Their siblings,

is
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on the other hand, describe themselves as having a surfeit of
good friends with whom they share common interests.

Perhaps the moat paradoxical finding of all concerns the
former runaways' relationships with their own parents. Several
Years after their abortive attempts to separate themselves pre-
maturely fro* faMily authority, they are still dependent, sup-
ported bir fruarated.igtrents who see themselves burdened long
after their responsibilities for childrearing should have ended.
Many of the runaways live at home but treat it merely as a
place to stop off, to shower and eat, much as they would use a
motel! ,

Parent!' have to accommodate to outbursts of violence, par-
ticularly marked among the working-class segment of the
4mple. However, they seem to view more philosophically their
child and their relationship than do middle-class parents who
are still less accepting both of failures and overt hostilities.

By contrast, the siblings, who aid not break early ties, have
virtually all managed to establish themselves in their own
homes with their own new families. Their relationships with
their parents remain strong but are qualitatively positive
rather than negatire, hostile, or resentful, as oppoeed to those
of their less fortunate siblo persist in relating to parents in
a jUvenile and conflicted manner.

The violence which ertipth at home also filters down into the
former runaways' behavior in their general social milieu, as
can be witnessed by.their police records. Whether their offenses
are characterized only 'by implicit violence against society
burglary, drug pushingor actual violence against persons,
nine of the former runaways have police records. Of these, all
but two are repeaters, who into adulthood continue4o show the
most persistent signs of sociopathy.

SUMMARY

If youthful running away is viewed as an isolated act, rela-
tively little negative can be stated about its long-term signifi-
cance for the individual's development. When the act is repeat-
ed, and especially when it co-occurs with other youthful acts of'
truancy, vandalism, or disruptive behavior, running away can
be a signal of long-terM problems. Of ithelf, it disrupts a youth's
schooling and sociil relatiOns, at least temporarily, but it is not
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clear that running away causes later problems. Rather, it is
probably one element fl"-irbi-Oader causal network charater-
ized by disruption of normal defelopmental patterns.

While at this point no statement can be made about the
consequences of running away per se (as contrasted to state-
irients about the signal value of repeated acts in indicating the
'possibility of serious disturbance), it is nonetheless clear that
the adult outcoines of the 14 runaways seen seem to be filtered
through social class. Even though they are by no means suc-.
cessful adults, the working-class runaways appear to be more
firmly anchored in their social milieu than the middle-class
group. The former appear not to have jeopardized their class
position so drastically by leaving school as did the latter, who
are more isolated from the very formal structures that allow
the middle-class individual to fit in adequately. The disruption
of schooling and inability to find meaningful work have severed
the middle-class runaways more drastically from social posi-
tions they might otherwise have been expected to achieve.

On the other hand, sociologic& variables cannot account en-
tirely for the distressing outcomes of the runaways. Even famil-
ial factors cannot do this, since the runaways' siblings, subject-
ed to the same environmental conditions and at least roughly
equivalent home conditions, . have apparently thrived. Even
after such factors are taken into account, there remains a
residual element of causation, rooted in the individual's psy-
chology or in peculiarities of the parent-child relationship, that
is not readily amenable to broader-level interpretations.

The Study center followup research is highly suggestive of
the consequences of running away, but because of its relatively
modest scale cannot be taken as definitive. As the researchers
readily point out, even the early 1960s' sample did not include
all runaways, only those reported to police by parents. In the
followup study, Olson may have spoken to a somewhat special
grow, perhaps those with more problems, or at least more
willingness to air problems, than others, who may have,gone on
to make bet4r life adjustments.' The researchers also stress
that runnirig away, while an individual act, stemming at least
in part from personal troubles, is still deeply rooted in the
broader s'ocial environment. The cohorts of the early 1960s'
runaways 'generally viewed their poteptial.s with an opti-
mism not held by youths today. Running away during that

4.
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time mat have been a greater act of deviance and a more
significant sign of discontent than running away VMS during
the flower-child era of the later 60s and early 70s, when leaving
home almost came to occupy the positioti of a fad. In the late
1970s, running away from home may again signal great ig-
turbance, since it is a radical departure from a more general
course folloOed by youths, wbich involveg intensive and serious
preparation in school for entry in what they perceive to be an
incieasingly conipetitive joh. market. Social factors proVide a
background for the enactment of personal crises.

.An adolescent's running away disrupts families throughout
the generations. Aside from iminediate negative impact on par-
ents and siblings, it has long-term undesirable effects on par,
enth who must deal with the prolonged childhood of their
offspring at a time when they had anticipated a bit more peace,
and on the runaways themselves, who are generally unable to
establish and maintain satisfactory new family units.

Because of the provocative nature of the fmdings of the
small-scale study, the research team would like to undertake a
larger followup study of the Prince George's County runaways
so as to answer with more certainty questions such as under
what conditions, to what extent, and in what ways, running
away is associated with problems in adulthood. Other questions
they would like to address are whether differences in age at the
time of running away, length f stay away from home, and sex
ofAhe chilk make for differences in the long-term outcome.
Most cruciarfrom a policy Perspective, they want to find out
what kinds of support and assistance the former runaways
received during or following their experience and, in retrospect,
what kinds of services would have been useful to them.

A large-scale study, such as the one they envision, would
provile important information to those who must decide on
strategies for intervention and prevention. In making distind-
tions, not only between runaways and nonrunaways, but also
among runaways themgelves, thiresearch team has begun to
provide a more refined picture than previously available of a
special at-risk population of youths.

6 -1.'Sr
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.13§YCHOSOMATIC ASPECTS OF
DIABETES IN CHILDREN

Principal Investigator Salvador Mirychin, MD. .

Author Julius Se'gal, Ph.D., NIMI4

'Alt hay, long been assumed that conflict between parents im-
poses an emotional -burden on Oleir children. Because the
young child is so heavily dependent for a sense of well-being on
he quality of7i4eractions with parents, sigrups of stress be-
ween mother and father are logically thought to have a palpa-

ble impact on theyqung.
At the Family Therapy Training Center of the Philadelphia

Child Guidance Clinic, Dr. Salvador Minuchin and his asso-
.

ciates, Dr. Lester Bakerdirector of the Clinical Research
Center of Children's Hospitalfind Dr. Ronald Liebmanmedi-
cal director of the Child Guidance Clinichave been investigat-
ing the role of family conflict in the psychosomatic ills of
children. They do not suggest that stress in the familyor any
other stresscan, of itself, produce .such physical ailments as
diabetes. As psychologist Dr. Bernice Rosmanresearch direc-
tor at the Clinicand her colleagues on Minuchin'olteam put
it: "The sick child admittedly has a predisposing physiological
vulnerability. A diabetic child lYas diabetes and will inevitably
manifest its symptoms. What happens, however, is that some
children, already diabetic, cannot be managed medically. They
are resistant to treatment. And for them, we 13uspected that
stress in the family is a factor."

The cues for the researchers' hypothesis were hardly subtle.
Minuchin and his associates had repeatedly observed cases of

541
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542 FAMILIES IN DISTRESS

children whose psychosotnatic problems were especially severe
And wh4 were typically unresponsive to tribatment, They began
working in 1966 with La small group of such severe, or "brittle,!'
juvenile diabetic children incapacitated by their disease. These
children had been hospitalized on the average of every 3 to 4
weeks, suffering bouts of ketoacidosis---:a serious disturbance in
the blood's acid-base giptabolism. EXhaustive study had failed
to uncover any organiir cause for such recurrent crises. More-
over, when the children were removed to a hospital. or chil-
dren's residential facility, away from home and family, their
bouts with ketoacidosis ceased. When they were returned home,
however, the pattern inevitably resumed. Individual psychiatric
therapy .had failed to change the pattern of hospitalization, and
the hunch was, therefore, that emotional factors embedded in
the family were triggering the episodes.

In one typical case, a dykbetic 8-year-old girl, whose daily
insulin dosage was of the Order Of 30 units, was given over 500
units of supplemental insUlin over a 24-hour period and still
required hospital admission for diabetic acidosis. The supple-
mental insulin, provided to the child by her mother, was re-
checked and found to' have normal biological potency. On et
missiOn, the child's blood gjucose was extremely elevated, and
the degree of her a *dosi was acute. A single standard dose of
insulin was admin stered. It was readily effective, thus ruling
out unusual forms bi insuj4n resistance.

Such episodes led to the hypothesis that it was the emotional
family milieu that triggered bouts of ketoacidosis and the sub-
sequent resistance of the child to standard treatment.

Were these diabetic. children, so resistant to treatment (Min-
uchin and Baker call them the "psychosomatic" group), react-
ing in a special/way to family conflicts? If so, how 'were they
different from /other children who, while also diabetic, were
free of disabling attacks.of ketolicidosis?

A STUDY OF 'PSYCHOSOMATIC" DIABETIC CHILDREN

To answer the question, Minuchin and his research team
contrasted the stress reactions of the "psychosomhtic diabetics"
with Oose of two other groups of diabetic children serving as
controlsone of them mpde up of children showing symptoms
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of behavior disorders, the other made up of children who had
no psychological difficulties; i.e., "normal" diabetics..

The biochemical mechanism responsible for the onset-of dia-
betic acidosis is widely .acknowledged to be the releape.of free
flitty acids (FFA) in the blood. The same substance 'can be
regarded as an index of emotional arousal or streteven in
normal childrentypically rising ,within 5 to 15 niinutes of
exposures to stress. Minuchin's study involved, therefore, ..an
ingenious arrangement designed to unobtrusively test Changes:,
in %the FFA levels of the vulnerable children at the yery.time
that stressful events in the family were unfolding.

Using what Mintichin calls the "standarized family diagnos-
tic. interview," the Tetietirch team studied the children in,the .

three diabetic kroups, along with their parents', in a setting
designed to, evoke and intensify conflict and tension within the
family. To establish a baseline, a half hour was spent settling
the parentS in an interview room, while the child took p.place
in an observation room behind a one-way mirror. Froth that
riintage point, the child could see and hear the parents but

could not participate. The psychiatrist next told the parents to
choose and discuss a family problem and then left for a half
hour. Having sown the seeds of discord, the psychiatrist re-
turned and heated up the conflict by clearly allying himself
with one spouse against the other. Finally, the child, who had°
all the while been observing the parents' arguments from the
safety of; the observation room, was brought into the,ilterview
room, and now the psychiatrist wilted the parents and child to
help each other decide how to resolve the problem. After 'a half
hour, in which parents and child interacted, the entire family
adjourned to another room, with no medical personnel present,
for what the investigators called a "recovery period." The
entire experienceup to the recovery periodwas video taped.

To assess the physiological stress reactions of the family
members to each stage of this experience, Minuchin and his
team had equipped all of the participants of the studyparents
as well as childrenwith "heparin locks," needles speciallp
designed to allow continuous blood samples to be drawn with-
out disturbing the subject and without the risk of clotting.
These were inserted in the arms of the participating family
members before the experiment began so that blood could be

'
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Town every 15 minutes by laboratory personnel who were
hidden behind a screen.

The free fatty acid levels in the blood samples were laterr
meaSured and the restas matched with clinical assessments of
the video-taped family transactions. By correlating the FFA
levels with clinical appraisals of family interaction, the ,investi-
gators were able to define the relatioNihip between patterns of
family behavior on the one hand ttlid the emotional iirouisal

p4tterns of the three groups of diabetic children on the other..
The results clearly marked the seriously ill diabetic children

as different from children in the other two groups*At each
point in the experimentwhile watching the parents become
involved in conflict, seeing it exacerbated by the psychiatrist,
and especially when immersed in the conflict themselvesthe
II psychosomatic" children eXperienced a significantly gOater
"turn on" of stress as measured by the free fatty acid leMls in
their blood. Moreover, these levels remained elevatedand, in
some cases, continued to riset---eken after the conflict had sub-
sided, while the children and their parents were "unwinding"
in a natural setting.

1.

4 THE FAMILY TASK INTERVIEW

The..investigators might simply have pssumed that the brains
and bodies of these acutely a chilaren were more vulnerable to
stress, ltout they wondered whether there might be something

N. about their lives within the family that put them at riik for
serious bouts with diabetes.

To assess thequality of the interactions among family mem-
bers and especially the involvement of the, child in parental
conflict, the investigators engaged each of the families in a
"family task interview." The technique allowed the investigator
to observe family members interacting with one another as
they attempted to answer a series of questions and perform a
task in concert. Included in the family setting for this part of
the experiment. were not only the diabetic children, bul, also
one or two siblings whose presence provided ,an even richer
insight into family interaction.

The group tasks did not focus on family pathology or serious
problems: While Some items did invite the discussion of ordi-
nary family disagreements and . unpleasant feelings, the re-

0
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,

mainder were eith r neutral or positive'in tone. The task direc-
tions were recorded and played back on a tape deck situ'ated
just outside the circle of family members. Once the initial
instructions were ,given7for example, that there were no
"right" or "wrong" answers or that anyone could operate the
recorderthe family was left to its own devices; no one outside
the family reentered the room until the tasks were completed.
Here are a few examples of what the family heard when the
tape recorder was set in motion:

Suppose all of You had to work out a menu for`dinner
tonight and would all like to have your favori t- oodst.
for dinner, but you can only have one meat, two v ge-
tables, one drink, and one dessert. Talk together arout
it, but you must decide on one meal you would all
enjoy that has one meat, two tvegetables, one drink,
and one dessert. Remember, you must end up agreeing

_,,, on just one meal that everyone, would enjoy. Okay,
turn off the machine and go ahead.

/.low in every family things happen that cause a fuss
now and then. Discuss and talk together about 0
argumeidt you had, a fight or argument at home tlyat
you can remember: Talk together about it, lik6 what
started it, who was in on it, and what went on, 'and
also how it turned out in the end. See if .tiii can
remember what it was all about. Take your time. Turn
aff the machine and go ahead.

We have something we want you to build together. We
have one made up for you to copy from. There are
enough pieces for you to put it together. The model
you will copy from is on the table. Use the pieCes in
the box next to it to build your copy frorn. The pieces
in the box are divided up into bunches, one bunch of
pieces for each one of you to start with. You can work
on the table. Remember, it's for the whole family to
work on together. Okay, turn off the machine and go
ahead.

C41ARACTERISTICS OF rAMILY INTERACTIONS

Did the fdmilies coltaining "psychosomatic" children operate
differently from the others in response to the,tasks? Minuchin'
and his coworkers found that there were, indeed, some unique
elements in' the interactions aMong family-meinbers containin'g
a psychosomatic child.

I .
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To begin with, the sickly diabetics appeared to be inextrica-
bly and pathologically "eryneshed in their families' curreets of
conflict. In 'such a family, changes in ,one m ember 'or in the
relationship between two of therralreverberate throughout the

. tfamily sy§tem; even two-way conversations are rapidly diffused
by the entrance of- other family members, and one family
member may even finish another's sentences. A conflict be-
,tween any two members sets off a chain of shifting alliances
witTiin the whole family as other members get involved. The
boundaries that define aitiridividual's private fife space are fair
game for others, so that 'Privacy is chronically punctured in the
name of "togetherness" and sharing.,(4.'Why do you change the
furniture arOund in my room all the timewhen I'm not there,"
a 15-year-old, for example, complains to, his mother.) Family
members also intrude on each other's thoughts, feelings, and
communications. One member may /Tray . messages from an-
other member to a third, thus blocking directi, communication.
In enmeshed fa ilies;-executive hierarchies are confused. Chil-
dren may join o in ritici,ing the other, and often the

. children take inappropr y iiiarental roles toward each other.'
In the absence of a clearly defined and effective parental col-

. laboration, parents work at cross-purposes in relating- to 'chil-
dren. Often one parent enlists a child's sti'pporP1/24 struggles .

with theTh6ther parent._
0

For the sick .child, the icapkity to pro-
tect the family from conmerihrough the
use of symptilMtay act as a major
reinforcement "he illness.

In families with a psychosomatically ill chiliCrheiilers ,also
exhibited`an undue degree oc,ouerprotectiueness unc&toncern for

crther's welfare; nurturance and protective responses are
constantly sou& and supplied. A sneeze, for example, sets.off

.1 a flurry of handkerchief offors, and queries and complaints
about fatigue may punctuate the flow of conversation. Critical
remarks or demands are often quickly followed by pacifying
behaviors. Moreover, signs of distress' frequently cue family

C
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members to take steps to avoid the approach of "dangerous"
tension or conflicts. For example, the sick child's emotional
outburst may elicit comforting and help designed to avert expo-
sure or exploration of family conflicts. Family members' per-
ceptionfi of one another are strudtured around protective con-
cerns, particularly where there is a sick child. In such families,
the parents' overprotectiveness retards the child's development
of autonomy and competence. (A father tells his two adolescent\
diabetic daughters, "If Mommy and I could only take the nee- \
dles for you, everything would be.all right.") In turrr the chil-
dren, particularly the psychosomatic children, feel greatre-
spasibility for protecting the family. For the sick child, the
capacity to protect the family from conflict through the use- of
symptoms may act as a major reinforcement for the illness.

Minuchin and his colleagues also found that the psychoso-
matically ill diabetic child was typically a member of a family
marked by extreme rigidity, committed to maintaining the fa-
milial status quo. Such families experience great difficulty in
periods when change and growth are necessary. For example,
when a child in an effectively functioning family reaches ado-
lescence, the family will be able to change its ruled' and pat-
terns or relationship in_ways that allow for increased autonomy
while still preferving the family continuity. But the family of a
psychosomatically ill child operates like a closed system. When
events that require change occur, family members insist on
retaining accustomed methods of interaction. Consequently,
conflict avoidance circuits must be developed, and the sick
child serves as a particularly useful detouring route. When the
family's lbw threshold for conflict is approached-, the @lick child
simply becomes ill, allowing family members to detour conflict
via their concern for him or her. Because issues that threaten
change are not allowed to surface, these families live in a
chronic state of submerged stress. Typically, -the famiYS? repre-
sents itself as normal and untroubled except for the sick child's
medical problem.

Also characteristic of these 'Families was an inability or un-
willingness to resolve conflicts, a pattern often buttressed by a
strong religious or ethical code. ABA) result, there can be no
explicit negotiation of differences. Problems are left unresolved,
to threaten again and again and continually aCtivate the family
system's '"avoidance circuits." Often one spouse ig the

r-f
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"avoider." The other may bring up problems, but the avoidei
always manages to deflect the kind of confrontation that woulo
lead to the acknowledgment of Conflict and its negotiation. A
man, for example, may simply leave the house when his wife
tries to discuss a problem. While other, normal families may
bicker continuously, the constant interruptions and changes of
subjectlitypical of enmeshed families obfuscate any conflicts
before they are brought to the fore.

PATTERNS OP FAMILY COICFLICT

Minuchin found dramatic evidence that
the parents of psychosomatically ill chil-
dren are literally using their children to
absorb the stresses induced by their
adult conflicts.

Minuchin and his team were especiall); interested in learning
whether the psychosomatically ill child was drawn into the
conflicts of the parents in a unique way. They went back,
therefore, to the data of the experimental fawily conflict Situa-
tion and found characteristic patterns of behavior that cildtarly
affect the child's ability to "turn oft" psychologically--and
physiologicallyafter the stress has passed.

Three patternsaa involvement seem to severely handicap the
child's ability to "turn off" and, Minuchin concludes, are thke3./
fore related to psychosomatic illnesel

The filst, which Minuchin calls "triangulation," involves a
splitting of the spouies. The children are pressed to ally with
one parent against the other. They are put in such a position
thai they cannot express themselves without siding with one
parent against the other. Statements such as, "Wouldn't you
rat:her do it my way?" mitre used in the attempt to force the
child to take sides. One demonstrative father. was ;finally able
to express ins covert criticism of his wife, accusing her Of
coldness to the children. Both parents then pressed their
daughter to say .whether she preferred her father's ways and
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wanted her mother to change. Stuck between the two adults,
she was uniible to speak.

In the second pattern, whiciit Minuchin calls "parent-child
coalition," a split also occurs between the parents, but in this
instance the child tends to enter into a stable Coalition with
one parent against tile other. One- wife, for kexample, kr
unable to sxpress`her rage over her husband's refusal to pro-
tect her from his mother's attacks. The sick son became deePly
involved as his mother's protector and Eg:tokesman for her coin-
plaints,.urging his father to protect her from her mother-in-
law. Although the father tried to persuade his son to reject the
mother's childish demands, the boy doggedly maintained his
enmeshed adult stance. .

In the third type of pattern, called "detouring," the father
and mother are united and submerge their conflicts by "pro-
tating or blaming their 'sick child, who is now defined as the
only family problem. In several such family studies by Minu-
chin, the parents required that the children reassure them tin"
they were good parents or join them in worrying about the
family. Such parents occasionally vacillate between their con-
cerns for the children and exasperation over the burdens the
children impose by "not trying to help themselves." In most
cases, parental concernA ublibrb the couple, so that all signs of

. marital strifeeven minor differencesare suppressed or ig-

nored.
Such maneuvers may often occur, of course, in the transac-

tions of effectively functioning families. In Nlinuchin's view,
howevyr, normal families can shift to other modes of conflicj
confrontation and negotiation. The rigid families with psycho-
somatically ill children are oore likely to engage in self-defeat-
ing maneuvers.exclUsively---ivirtually as a way of life.

Minuchin found 4,reittatic evidence that the parents of psy-
chosomatically ill children tire literally using their children tos
absorb the stresses induced by their adult conflicts. Analyses of
the blbod samples of parents and children show conclui*Vely

*that when, in the experiment, the children v:tere brought from
bphind the one-way-mirror into the presence of their squab-
Ring.parents, the youngsters' FFA levels' rose dramatically as
they became involved in their parents'. tensions. At the same
time, the parents' FFA levels were dramatically reduced. In
today's vernacular, the adults had "laid it on" their children.

4
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As Dr. Rosman (1975) describes the sequence: "When the
interviewer comes in and makes this problem, the parents'
FFA levels go up, and so does the child's. When the child comes
into the room, the child' level goes up further, but the parents'
levels come down. There is an absOlute crossover."

How, then, do' seriously psychosomatically ill children get
that way? The answer, Minuchin says, is not a simple one, but
three factors are involved. First, the child is physiologivally
vulnerable; that is, kie specVic organic dysfunction is present.
Second, the child's family is characterized by enmeshment,
overprotectiveness, rigidity, and lack of conflict resolution.
Yhird, the sick child plays_ an iniportant role in the family's
pattern of avoiding conflicCa role that serves to reinforce the
symptoms.

Dr. Minuchin and his colleagues have studied other disor-
dersasthma, for example, and anorexia nervosaand-. have
found that, regardless of the specific physiological problem, the
children who suffer severe psychosomatic attacks are the chil-

,dren from constricted family situationsthe children who are
receiving the brunt of their parents' conflicts. Meru is little
wonder, then, that all of these acutely ill 6hildren fare better
when they are removed from the family scene. But whisking
sick children away fromitheir parents, Dr. Minuchin is quick to
emphasize, is at best a stopgap measure. His ultimate goal is to
treat not the child, but the family=esse tially to reorganize
family pat:terns.
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PHYSICAL VIOLENCE IN
FAMILIES

Principal Investigators: Murray A. Straus, Ph.D., and
Richard J. Gelles, Ph.D.

Author: Herbert Yahraes*

The first survey bf family violence in this countryviolence
between spouses, between parent and child, and between one
child and anotherbased on a rekesentative cross-section of
American families is being completed under the leadership of
Murray A. Straus, professor of sodology at the University of
New Hampshire. Coinvestigators are Richard J. Gelles, asso-
ciate professor of sociology at the University of Rhode Islartd,
and Suzanne K. Steinmetz, associate professor of sociology at
the University of Delaware.

Even though leaping divorce rates have served notice that
the family is troubled, the evidence of actual violence uncov-
ered by the Straus team is likely to astound almost everyone
except those who have engaged in similar but less comprehen-
sive studies.

For instance, on the basis of their nationwide sample, Straus
and his coworkers estimate that during the year of the survey,
1975, approximately 1.7 million American children (out of
nearly 46 million from age 3 to 17 who were living with both
parents) were kicked, bitten, punched; or beaten . up ("beaten

t up" being whatever the parents chose to consider it); or threat-
'ened with a gun 'or a knife; or actually had a gun or a knife
used on them. In some cases, these punishments were used only

*See note at.end of chapter.
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once 'during the year, but in most cases, except for guns or
knives, ny times. .

Also o the basis of the survey, 6,00?4onts out-of every
100,000 uusbaries or wives or both sed the more serious ,(
types of violen"n each other during 1 year. And when there
was fighting between the parents, there was much more likely
to be fighting among the children and aggression by the chil-
dren against the pa7nts. .

The extent of child abuse and other violence in American
families, alotig with tileir causes and means of prevention, is
the topic of this chapter.

Straus and e le1point out that "even'
e less .violent ac that parents carry

o on their childre . . . could, if they
wehe done to stran rs or adults," bell
considered illegal an subject to police
action: .

The investigators spent 7 years developing and testing ques-
tionnaires and checklists, conducting preliminary studies, and
in other ways preparing for the national survey. For example,
Straus developed the Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS), It set of ques-
tionnaires on how family members attempt to deal with con.
flicts among one another. The physical violence section of the
CI'S contains the following categories: pushing, slapping, shOv-
ing, or grabbing; throwing things at someone; kicking, biting,
or punching; hitting with an object; beating up; threatening
with a filife or a gun; and altually using a knife or a gun.

The investigators then %isolated s#rt violence indexes that
used only the following acts: punching, kicking, biting, hitting
with an object, beating up, and using or threatening to use a
knife ot a gun. Finally, fro'm the severe violence index used to
estimate the extent of parental violence against children, the
researchers omitted the item "hitting with an object." This/was
done to mee(the objection that the parents in many cases may
not htiire been making an out-of-control assault but "merely"
punishing with the traditional strap, cane, or paddle.

1
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But Straus and Gel les emphasize that in their view even the/
mild forms of physical punishment should not be condoned and
shoult count as violence, They assert that none of the items on
the CTS. is aeceptable "for relations between any human
teings" [emphasis added]. They point out that even the less
violent acts "that parents carry out on their children . . . could,
if they were done to strangers or adults," be considered illegal
and subject to police action.

As employed in the national survey, the CTS contains three
groups of items on hew conflict is resolved. One group covers
the use of rational discussion and argument; another, the use of
verbal expressions of hostility; the third, the use of physical
violence. Parents were asked how often each tactic had been
use% during the preceding year with-the particular child chosen
toll interviewed.

Earlier research had indicated that the CTS is a valid meas-
. ure. But the questionnaire does have some drawbacks. For

instance, the consequences of each paiental act are not brought
outeven in cases where a\ parent admitted to having used a
knife'or a gun.

The survey itself was conducted by trained investigators of
the Response Analysis Corporation, Princeton. Straus and his
colleagues then spent 2 years analyzing the answers and devel-
oping reports on various aspects of the study. Some parts of the
project, in fact, were still being analyzed in 1978.

The study produced 2,143 completed interviews with adults,
roughly half with liusbands and half with wives. Theseenter-

\ views were conducted in families living in 103'areascounties
or groups of countiesthat, taken together, represeV the Na-
tion's major demographic characteristics, such as geokraphical
location, size of family, and socioeconomic status. More than
half of theit families had at least one child between the ages of
3 and 17 living at home, and each such parent was questioned
about one of his or her children. If the family contained more
than one child, the child to be discussed by the parents was
selected at random. The investigators describe the full sample
of 2,143 families al3 4:extreme1y representative" of American
families.

A,
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. OCCURRENCE OF VIOLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN

If the survey43 findings are generalized to all the country's 46
million chPdren aged 3 to 17 anotk, living with both parents, an
estimated 6.5 million children are physically attacked -by a
parent during the course of the year. This figure includes those
children who are subjected only to the milder forms of violence,
such as pushing and slapping.

The total drops sharply when the violence is limited to severe
actskicking bigng, punching, beating up, and using or threat-
ening to use a knife or a gun. Under this limitation, "only" an
estimated 1.7 million children iare abused per year, and "only"
three or four out of every 100 parents are abusers.

Straus adds:

The data just presented might overstate the amount of
child abuse because a family is included if even one
isolated incident of abusive violence occurred during
the year. On the other hand, these rates may under-
state the extent to which children are severely assault-
ed by their parents because the figures do not take
into account how often such assaults occurred. The
answer to this question is that if one assault occurred,
several were likely. In fact, a single incident occurred
in only 6 percent of the child abuse cases. The mean
number of assaults per year was 10.5 and the median
4.5.

The incidence of severe abuse is much larger than that esti-
mated by the U.S. National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
(NCCAN). By NCCAN figures, about 1 million children a year
are abused. But the number physically abused, according to
these figures, is about 250,000. Why the difference between
NCCAN's 250,000 figure and that of the estimated 1.7 million
obtained by the Straus-Genes-Steinmetz study?

Straus reports two main reasons:

1. The NCCAN figures are based on incidents which come to
official attention. This leaves out the vast number of cases
in which physical abuse is suspected and not reported, as
well as the equally vast number of cases in which a child is
injured but in which there is no susFicion of abuse.
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2. Probably the most important reason why our rates are so
much higher is that our data are based on violent actei
carried out, rather than on injuries produced. Fortunately,
children are resilient. Many are the children who have
been thrown against a wall arid who simply bounce off
with, at most, a bruise . . . .

Straus believes that "even our veTyNgh rates of child abuse"
are underestimates. For one thing, the survey omitted children
"in the high-abuse-yisk age running [from] birth to age.3." For
another, the data come from reports parents to a survey-
making stranger, to whom the parents might not have been
entirely truthful. Again, parents were not questioned about
every type of abusive actburning, for example, and wiping
out a child's mouth with lye or other noxious substances. More-
over, the information pertains only to one parent's abusethe
one interviewed, either the father or the mother. Finally, "the
omission of children living in one-parent households may lead
to underestinAting because there are reasons-Az think that
child abuse is greater under the strain of trying to raise chil-
dren without the aid of a partner."

Among the other findings:
63 percent of the respondents (either the mother or the
father) mentioned at least one violent episode during the
previous year with the particular offspring randomly select-
ed to be interviewed.
'58 percent of the respondents reported slaps or spankings:
41 percent reported pushing or shoving; 13 percent said they.
had used some object with which to hit the child. About 5
percent had thrown something at the child.
As for the most dangerous types of violence, about.3 percent
of the parents reported having kicked, bitten, or hit the
child with a fist. More than 1 percent said they had beaten
up the child. One-tenth of 1 percentor 1 in 1,000 parents
repo!ed they had threatened the child with a gun or a
knife, and the same proportion said they had actually used
a gun or a knife on the' child. Almost 3 percent sai4 they
had ever threatened the child with one of these weapons,
and the same proportion said they had ever actually liked a
gun or a knife on the child.
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The investigators estimate that as, many as 46,000 American
children had knives or guns used on them by their parents
during the survey year, while between 1 and 1.4 milliort chit:
dren htad ever undergone such punishment.

"Children who have been hit #row up to
'hit' their spouses and their children."

Do children ever hit parents? Indeed so, particularly in fami-
lies where parents act violently both toward each other and
toward their children. When that situation occurred, 70 percent
of the children hit their mothers, fathers, or siblings in the
course of the survey year. When there was no violence between
parents, that proportion dropped to 5 percent.

From studies by himself and many other investigators,
Straus is convinced that physical punishment in the great ma-
jority of, cases neither damages children's personalities nor
makes them mentally ill. Exdeptions exist: childr who have
been beaten to a pulp or maimed by their parents. ut where
noncrippling physical punishment is used," he koes-on, "there
is a difference in willingness to use violence on others. The
research is very clear on this: Children who haVe'been hit grow
up to 'hit' their spouses and their children. And children iVho
have been hit often enoughthere is yet no definition of 'often .

enough'are likely to become- violent youngsters and violent
adults and to use force even in situations that other hitters
would find inappropriate."

SOME FACTORS AFFECTING L.FVELS OF PARENTAL
VIOLENCE

The most serious formt of punishment, including the use of
guns and knives, are as likelyor more likelyto be employed
by mothers as by fathers. And mothers are thare likely than
fathers to slap or spank the child, to throw soniething at him
or her, or to hit the child with something. Part.of the reason is
that women have the main responsibility for'thild care.

Boys at4 treated violently only very slightly more often than
girls. During the survey year, 66 percent of the sons were
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struck at least once, as compared with 61 percent of the daugh-
ters. Straus thinks this Virtually equal experience with physical
punishment i4 part of the reason women areabout as violent as
men within the family, though much less violent outside it.
According to one hypothesis, our society believes that viSence
serves to toughen boys, and that toughness is desirable. Per-
haps in confirmation, the National Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence Survey found in 1968 that 7 out of
10 people interviewed considered it good for boys to have a few
fist fights.

The child's age makes a difference, too. During the survey
year, sone type of force was used on 86 percent of the children
3 or 4 yars old; 82 percent of those from 5 to 9; 54 percent of
the chi dren from 10 to 15; and 33 percent of those from 15 to
17. The vestigaters offer two possible explanations for these
differences. Perhaim parents find it hard to use reason in pun-
ishing younger children. Or perhaps younger children interfere
more often with their parents' activities.

Social class plays a role, too. Parents among the lowest-
income groups and with low-stAtus occupations were much
more inclined than the others to use the most violent forms of
punishment. Also, Straus found, in earlier research that among
working-class families, thellp was no significant correlation-be-
tween husband-wife violence iT idren's delinquency, while
among middle-clitss familie, relation was highly signifi-
cant. His exiSianation: In the is lass, husband-wife vio-
lence is tnore of a violation o the normseven though violence
between parents is!only slightly less common than in the works
ing class. So middle-clasa Oildren are more likely to be ad-
versely affected.

Straus and Gelles were iOmewhat puzzled because parents
actually admitted usjng severe and dangerous forms of punish-
ment. Their tentative explanation is that many of the parents
did not consider such forms deviant but, rather, acceptable or
tolerablerchildrearing techniques..

VIOLENCE BY HUSBANDS AGAINST WIVES

Straus recalls an incident on a BBC television show in the
spring of 1974. One woman asked another, "What makes you

#,

f4
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think he doesn't love you anymore?" The reply was simply?
"He hasii't bashed me a fortnight."

The investigator also al ttention to a news item in' the
Portsmouth, N.H., Herald of ptember 13, 1977:

The New Hampshire Commission on the Status of
Women has rejected a plan to help battered wives,
oaying that wifebeating is caused 'by the jise of femi-
nism. "Those women, 'libbers' irritate the hell out of
their husbonds," said Commissioner Gloria Belzil . .

CQ111111ission members, appointed by Governor Meldrim
Thomson', said any program to help hattered wives
would be "gri invasion of privacy."

"This statement,Straus comments, "suggests that a certnin .

amount of violence in the failIitY is 'nornial violence' in the
sense that it is deserved (for example, by 'irritating the hell'
out of one's spouse) and that unlike violence outside the family,
the State should not interfere."

Then there was the student who asked Straus how she could
narrow a term paper on violence in the family to something .,
manageable. He suggested that she limit her paper to one of
three aspects of the subject: Violence between husband and
wife, or between parent Lind child,' or between tholi, family's
children. The student was astounded by that iast topic. "Well,"
she .said, "I never thought of My brother Kitting me as vio-2
lence."

There seems to be a cultural norm, Straus remarks, makil
it legitimate for family members to hit one another. "In respect
to husbands and wives, in effect, this means that the marriage
license is also a 'hitting license."

The marriOge license as a "hitting license" is not just a
matter or the folk culture . . . it also remains embodied
in the legal system despite many legal reforms favor-
ing women. In most jurisdictions, for example, a
woman still cannot sue her husband for damages re-
sulting froth his assaults, because, in the words of a
California Supreme Court judgment [1962J, "this woultl
destroy the peace and harmony of the home . . . ."

Of course, criminal actions can je brought against an
assaulting husband, but here, tab, there is on almost
equally effective bar inherent in the way the criminal
justice system actually operates . . . . If a wife wants to
press criminal charges, she is discouraged at [every]
step, beginning with police officers . . . who will not

9
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make a ests nd 'going on . . judges who block
convict the miniscule fraction of cases which do
not court. (Straus 1977)

k
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Again,, a survey conducted by. the National Commission ono
the tauses and Prevention of Violence found that about one
out of foiutzrto5f/ those interviewed agreed that it is sometimes

permissib ra husband to hit his wife. And an experinint in
which Straus participated found that when people read about
an assault by a man on a w man, those who were told that the
couple was married recO ended much less severe punish:*
ment. .

Straus points to sev l reasons why even one beating may
be highly significant. It is a debasement of life, and there is
physical danger involved. Finally, manj, ot the heatings are
part of* power struggle, and "it only takes one such event le
fixithe, balance of" power in a family-for many yearsor per-
haps for a lifetime." .

Of the adults inte.rviewed, 28 percent reported that the hus-

band had acted violently toward his. wife during the course of
1975. Moreover, 3.8 percent sof the wive* had been severely
attackedby being kicked, bitten, hit with a fiAt, beaten up, or

attacked with a weapon.
There' was great variation in the number of attacks. About

one-third of the wives who were attacked got-beaten only once.

At the other extreme, one-third were beaten five or inOre times.

Rif the s'urvey's findings aie generalized to all U.S. couples
about 47 millionthes, indiate that approximately 1.8 million

wives are severely attacked by their husbands at least once a
year. On the other hand, if.the proportion of wives att4Pked by
their husbands is liiiiited to the respondents who actually used
the tertn "beateh trif or something similar, the percentage
becomes 1.1. This Would- bring the nationwide figure to More
than half a million wives beaten up in the cow* of 'a year.

Compathlg the survey findings with national crime statistics,
the researchers deinonstrated the truth of their hypothesis that
violence in the home is more common than outside of it. FBI
statistks show 190 assaults for every 199,990 persori's. The sur-

vey's rate foriglitsband-Wife assaults alone is 6,190 per 19009
persons. StraunVhasizes tha..t the latter figure includes only
the more,serioUs types ofNiolence.

f r.1
40;
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The overall rates of husband-wife violence do not support the
widely held view that violence between spouses occurs mainly
among couples of the lower-incolie class. The rate of severe
husband-wife violence, though, was found to be at least twice as
high among blue-collar as among middle-akass families.

The research team reminds us that people are more likely to
be murdered by a relative, particularly a husband or a wife,
than by anyone else. On the basis of studies by other investiga-
tors in other countries and cultures, family violence is what
anthropologists refer to as a "near universal."

Straps believes there was considerable underreporting of
most types 9f violence, even the more severe ones, by husbands
against wives. "There is a large group for whom violence is so
much a normal part of the family system," he explains, "that
lit] is simply not a noteworthy or dramatic event to be remem-i,,':,
bered." Then, too, there is reluctance to admit severely violent
acts "because of the shame involved if one is the victim, or the
gticlt if one is the attacker." Finally, because the sample was
limited to couples living together, the'clata probably omit much
violence of the type that often leads to divorce.

0.

"These considerations," .the investigator says, "plus the
higher rates in our pilot studies . . suggest that the teue
incidence rate is -probably dims to 50 or 60 percent of all

ples than it is to the 28 percent,who were willing to describe
v olent acts in a mass-interview survey."

PREVENTION OF WIFEBEATING AND OTHER FAkilLY
VIOLENCE

Straus has a number of suggestions for preventing the use of
violence against wives. These include:

Tell the public the facts. He believes that awareness "can
contribute to tie ,demise of the 'hitting-license' norm be-
cause such a norm is contrary to other norms and values .
about the family."
Define marriage as a relationship in which use of physical
force is simply unacceptable"as unacceptable as it is*be-
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tween those one works with or with whom one goes bowling

or plays tennis." For the wife, Straus continues, this means
making clear that physical fora will not be .tolerated. "In
an unknown "but perhaps not insignificant proportion of
cases,*this alone could serve to alter the situation, because
the hitting-license aspect of marriage is so much an unper-
ceived, taken-for-granted norm, and is so contrat), to other
widely acknowledged and valued' norms concerning mar-
riage."
Reduce to the fullest extent possible the use of physical
force by the GovernmeRt. American families are part of a
violent society. "Violence is truly built into the very fabric
of American society," says StiWs, "ginII into the personality,
beliefs, values, and behavio-raliEripts of most of our popula-
tion. Elimination of wife-beating depends not only on elimi-
nating sexual inequality but also on altering the system of
violence on which so much of AmeriCan society depends."
Straus reminds us that the U.S. Supreme Court recently
upheld both physical punishment &in the schools( and the
death penalty and that the Government maintains a world-
wide military establishment. "The necessity for and efficacy
of much governmental violence is highly questionable, as
illustrated by the controyersy over the efficacy of the death
penalty, of police toughness (to say nothing of police brutal-
ity), and of the still widespread practice of physical punish-
ment in the schools . . . . These examples of governmental
violence provide powerful models for the behavior of individ-
ual citizens."
LImit depiction of violence -in the mass smedia to the maxi-
mum extent possible consistent with preserving freedom of
eipression and artistic integrity. Almost all scientific re-
viewers, of research during the last 10 years, Straus 'reports,
have (41)uded that "violence in the media is part of a
societal pattern which keeps'America a high-violence soci-

ety."
"Gradually eliminate physical punishment as a mode of
childrearing."
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Encourage parents to Feduce violent acq. among their chil-
dren. Above 01, parents should not define, either explicitly
or implicitly, suii acts as permissible. [In one sample of
youngsters studied by this investigator, almost two-thirds
while Iligh school seniors had hit or been hit by a brother or
sister, yet only one-third had hit or been hit by someone
outside the family.] Of course, if parents are to reduce vio-
lence among their children, both parents and children must
be given other techniques "for coping with andinsolving the
inevitable conflicts of family life . ." Strags points out
that promising methods for reducing parent-child and sib-
ling-sibling conflict have been developed in recent years.
Chief among these are kehavior-modification, techniques,
which, in ess6nde, provide rewards for desired behavior.

Sponsor research to determine e social and psychologieal
conditions which lead some p rents to be 71c1 and distant
rather than warm and loving, nI translate the results into
programs to aseust such parents.

Recognize the inevitability and legitimacy of conflict within
the familyfor reasons noted later in this chapter"rather
than consider it an atypical deviation. Once the inevitvility
and legitimacy of conflict within families is recognizec, the
way is open to learn efficient and constructive wayis of
resolving it."

Elimi'nate the system under which "women's occuriations"
tend to be poorly paid, "and the equally pervasive difference
between the pay of men and women in the same occupa-
tion." In spite of recent laws intended to put the sexes on an
equal economic basis, Straus says, women with full-time jobs
earn only 57 percent of the amount paid men. A
"Reduce or eliminate the sex-typed pattern of family-role
responsibilities." Straus holds that ririany women will find
greater fulfillment as members of the paid labor force and'
thaemany men "will find greater fulfillment than.they now
experience" if they share equally in household taskt "Full
sexual equality," thin sociologist believes, "is essential 'for
prevention of wifebeating."

Et)
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"Establish or subsidize a compAhensive and high-quality
ustem of day-care centers for preschool children." Straus
makes this recommendation both because beaten wives are
expected to take care of the children if the'marriage breaks
up and because such facilities "are needed by millions of
women who enjoy fully satisfactory marriages."

.However, he continues:

Sexual equality, by itself, is almost certainly not going
to end conflict and' violefte between husbands and
wives. 'It will reduce or eliminate certain types of con-
flict, but at the same time create new types of conflict.
Issues which are not now the subject of disagreement
in millions of familiessuch as who will work for
wages and who will be in thAkhousehold labor force, or
more specific isstes such as who will do the laundry
will no longer be determined by subscribing to the
patterns of family roles which have been worked out
over the centuries. Rather, they become open questions
over whibh ilevere conflict can arise. It is by no means
inconceivable that neither partner will want to be in
the paid labor force, and that neither will want to do
the laundry. Consequently, a reduction in the level of
violence also depends on couples having the interper-
sonal and conflict-Management skills necessary to cope
with and realize the benefits oka less rigid type of
family system. Millions of peoplelaCk thew skills and
almost all of us can.improve them.

Stop making differences between boys and girls in the way
parents interact.with them and in parental expectations for
them. .

Cease "the implicit toleration of wifebeating wbich comes-
about through statutory and &)mmon 1 lnw; through the atti-
tudes of,the kolice, prosecutors, judg ; and through cumber-
some and inefTect4ie procedures which make even.the avail-
able legal reitedi& and proiection ineffective."

ADVICE FOR WOMEN WHO ARE BEATEN p.
A preliminary version 'of a chapter section by Straus on

"What Can a Battered Wife Do?" was submitted to Katherine
0. Lynch, Director of the Vietirtis -Advocate Program, Dade
6ounty, Florida. She comdiented in part as followst

gip
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I am sure you are well aware of the obstacles facing
the woman who tries to follow your suggestion . . .. At
present, in Dade County, her frustration and .convic-
tion that she has no viable alternatives would be
strongly reinforced j95 percent of the time. Friends,
neighbors, and nearby relatives will often only help
one or two times, if then; they frequently blame the
woman for not "making" the marriage work and are
afraid the husband/boyfriend will turn on them if they
"interfere." (It's a realistic fear: They occasionally get
pretty threatening with our staff.) Legal' Services here
cannot even do intake on domestic cases for 2 months,
because of funding problems. Legal Aidas you
stateddeclares all women with working,husbands in-
eligible because of their husband's income. A restrain-
ing order i very difficult to get, and usually does not
permit incarceration for violation, but rather necessi-
tates another court hearing several weeks away. So far
in our experience very few cases have gotten past the
preliminary level: In those few, the defendant was ac-
quitted or placed on "misdemeanor probation," for
which in Florida there is no staff assigned. The woman
who tries to get a job is often beaten by her mate for
so doing, either at home or on the job, or he otherwise
harrasses her at work until she loses the job. The
whole situation is so frustrating and volatile that it's
no wonder most of the "professional helpers" try to
turn their backs on it.

I appreciate your efforts to help the battered woman
find her way through the maze, but am concerned she
will blame herself when [she] failsand reinforce her
own poor self-image both in her own eyes and in those
of the publicinstead of working with other's to try
and change the larger patterns ....

Nevertheless, Straus offers a number of specific suggestions.
First, he advises, get help. Best sources are persons or groups,
notably feminist organizations, "committed to changing the
svist structure of the family and society." Refuges, shelters, or
"iafe houses" for battered wives if the community is fortunate
enough to have such, are obviouit.sourcea of information and
support, even if tlie.wife does not intend to live temporarily in
such facilities. Moreover, wovieWs groups in a growing number
of communities are setting up "hot lines" dealing with, among
other problems, wifebeating. One of them, Abused Women's
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Aid in Crisis,in New York City, serves as a national clearing-,

house for information and referrals!
A number of legal steps are available, too, "but all are diffi-,,

cult and uncertain because the judicial system is focused on,
'preserving the family' rather than protecting wives from plryr
ical injury."

Straus points to a number of other possible sources of help,
including the Family Service Association of America, psycholo-

,
gists and other professional workers trained in marriage Nun-
seling, and clergymen. He cautions, though, that' these tradi-
tional sources of help "also tend to be traditional in the sense
of .. . comMitment to a patriarchal family system." He stresses
the importance, too, of seeking help from friends, neighbors,
and relatives: "Even if the advice is livorthless and the moral -

support not forthcoming, just the act of gettink the issue into
the own can help to create the psychological readiness to take r
the initiative for whatever steps are necessary."

It is also essential to cancel the "hitting-license." even if Such
usual complaints that the wife is a nagger or a lousy house-
keeper are accurate in a given case, "that no more justifies a
beating than being a 'griper' or a 'slacker' at -work." Straus
adds: "It iE important to realize thht friends, neighbors, rela-
tives, and therapists often start by trying to find out who or-
what is wrong. A beaten wife must reject that approach, even
though these issues must ultimately be faced. Whatever else is
wrdng, all parties must acknowledge that hitting s wrong."

The wife must make clear that if the "hittin is-wrong"
agreement is violated, she can and will leave. Si4 must plan
ahead .for this possibility and have a specific, place to,go and
specific plans for a job. In fact, Straus thinks that getting a job

or job training while the marriage is still intact is a highly
important means of averting further beatings, since it rein-
forces the threat that the wife, if brutally treated, will leave.

Some presumed authorities have urged women to get rid of
their inner hostilities by ventilating their anger or "letting it
all hang out"an approach related to the encounter-group
movement. Straus notes that such advice is based on the "ven-
tilation" theory'of aggresdion control. 'That theory starts with
the assumption that all of us have built into our nature a
greater or lesser tendency toward aggression which .somehow
must find expression. If we attempt to repress this deep, bio-

.
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logically based mot vation, it will only result in a more destruc-
tive explosion of t1 innate aggression drive at some later
time."

But, the investigator continues, almost no research "with any
pretense of scientific rigor supports the theory, and much of it .

shows the reverse . . . . In general, aggression . . . (either
verbally or physically) tends to (a) produce counter-aggression,
(b) impedes getting to the real problem, and (c) if it does Suc-
ceed in squelching the other person, reinforces the use of ag-
gression as a mode of interaction." A study of 385 couples by
Straus found that the greater the amount of verbal aggression,
the greater the amount of physical aggression as well. It is
essential to be assertive. "But one can be assertive without
being aggressive."

Why sdo most abused wives stay with their husbands? Gelles
Conducted interviews with members of families in which
wives had been beaten and with a sirhilar number of neighbor-
ing families. Nine of the abused women had left 'their hus-
bands, 13 had called in the police, 8 had sought counseling from
a social-service agency.

This investigator found three main factors influencing an
abused woman's behavior. A beaten wife .was most likely to
stay when the violence was least frequent end severe. The
more a beaten wife had been struck as a child by her parents,
the more likely she was to remain with her abusive husband,
presumably because she had become used to violence in the
home. Moreover, the fewer the resources she had for getting
along without her husband, the more likely she vlias to stay.

Gelles found also that women who had observed physical
fights between their parents were more likely to 1 beaten by
their husbands: Presumably the pare ts had servis models
of what to expect in marriage. Or possibly these women, having
witnessed violence in their childhood homes, Gelles suggests,
were more likely to marry violence-prone men.

Of the beaten wives, only 25 percent of those who did not
leave their husbands or seek help in other ways held jobs. The
proportion of wives who left or sought help was twietras great
among those who did have paid employment. A job made a
'difference, the investigator suggests, not only because it gave
the woman money of her own but also because it enlarged her
view of the world.
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He quotes one beaten woman as saying:

Until I started being out in the public, to realize what
was going on around me, I was so darned stupid and
ignorant. I didn't know how tjle other half of the world
lived. And when .I started being a waitress I used to
love to sit therewhen I wasn't busyand watch the
peoplethe mother and the father with their
drenand see how they acted. And I startecV to feel
like I was cheated . . . and it started to troublb-sne an&
I started to envy those people. So I said, "You know
. . . am I supposed to live the way V.rn living?"

569

However, the length of formal education di not distinguish
between those abused wives who left or who ought help and,
tire who did not; nor did the number of child n.

Gelles reports that "one fact remained e clear at thend
of the 80 interviews: Most agencies and ost legal organiza-
tions are quite unprepared and unable to provide meaningful
assistance to women who have been beaten by their husbands."
Moreover, many of the beaten wives never sought help nor left7home 1 ause such actions would have ruptured "the carefully
nurture myth of their fine family life."

Advice on the prevention of violence between parent and
child and among brothers and sisters is among the subjects still
being considered by StrauS, Gelles, and Steinmetz.

VIOLENCE BY WIVES AGAINST HUSBANDS

As-Straus puts it, violence between husband f'ind wife is far
from being a one-way street. Among the husbands, in the na-
tional survey, 12.1 percent had acted violently against their
wives during the pre&ding year. Among the wives, 11.6 percent
had acted violently against their husbands. Moreover, the wives
tended to act violently somewhat more frequently than their
husbands. These findings are based on the occurrence of all
acts the investigators consider vialence. Violence classed as
severe was somewluit more likely to be used by the wives truin
by the husbands.

Straus holds, nonetheless, that social policy should give pri-
mary attention to the abused wives. One reason is that a study
carried out in preparation for this research showed that hus-
bands were more likely than wives to underreport violence
probably, Straus thinks, because the use of physical violence is

CI

d.
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so much a part of the male way of life that many instances are
forgotten.

Among other reasons:

Men have greater physical strength than women, so it is
more likely that they will seriously injure their wives
rather than the other way around.
A disproportionately large number of attacks by husbands
occur when the wife is pregnant.

For econorrjic and socia) reasons, wqmen often see no alter-
Jaiew- native to p tting up with male brutality.

,,-

A ROOT CAUSE OF VIOLENCE: H CHIliREN ARE RAISED

Among the basic causes of wifebea ing and husbandbeating,
according to Straus, are the childrearing patterns of American/ parents. Typically,. these include the use of physical punish-

.

merit and thus instill in the child the idea that violence is
' acceptable and even necessary. .

When physical punishment is used, as it is in nearly all
American households, Straus 'says, severdl outcom,pan be
eXpected. "Pkrst and most obviously, is leaptling to cio or not do

defhatever the punishment" is expected to correct. Less obvious
At equally or more important are thred1other lessons which
are so deeply learned that they become a "ntegral part of
on 'a personality and world view. The first is th association of

6 with violence. The child learns that those ijho love him or
r the moat .are also those who hit. The secpé is that practice

) o physical punishment gradually establis "the moral right-
neas of hitting other family members." F nally, the child also
learns that "when something is really irzjortant, it justifies the
use of physical' force." The investiga r adds: "These indirect
lessons are not confined to .providing a model for later treat-
ment of one's own children. Rather, the become such a funda-
mental part of the individual's person ity and world view that
they are generalized to other social re ationships, and especial-
ly to the relationship which is closest to that of parent and

jchild: that of husband and wife."
Citing studies by other investigators, Straus points out that

parents who abuse their children are often people who were
severely punished physically themselves as children.

al
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Both the national survey and research by a Straus colleague,
Steinmetz, fidd another link to the chain of circumstances
making forl`family. violence. Husbands and wives who treat
each other violently, Steinmetz found, punish their children
physically more often than other couples. Moreover, their chil-
dreti act violently against brothers and sisters more often than
do the children of other couples.

Another basic cause of family conflict Gel les and Straus
explain, is that. family members spend sojnuch time interact-
ing with one another. And these interadtions cover a broad
range of subjects. For example, shall the stereo be used for
Bach or for rock?; shall we go bowling or attend a movie?; who
gets to use the bathroom first? Moreover, the degree of injury
felt under certain circumstances is likely to be greater by fr
than if the same problem were to arise with an outsider. "The
failure of a work colleague to spell or to eat properly may be
mildly annoying . . . . But if the bad spelling or table manners
are those of one's child or spouse, the pain experienced is often
excruciating."

Among other reasons for the high level of family violence,
the investigator cites these:

Dissatisfaction over undesirable behavior is exacerbated by
parental attempts to change it.
Generational and sex differences in culture and outlook
make the family "an arena of culture conflict."
Family statuses and roles are usually assigned on the basis
of age and sex rather than on the basis of interest and
competence. Further, "not all husbands have the compe-
tence needed to fulfill the culturally prescribed liadership
role," so they assert themselves violently.
The family continuously undergoes nukjor changes in struc-
ture because of such potentially stressful events as "the
birth of children, maturation of children, aging, and retire-
ment."
To protect, train, and control a child, "parents are permit-.
ted . . . to Use a level of physical force . . . th4 is denied
even prison authorities in relation to training and cOntrol-
ling inmates."
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OT ER FACTORS MAKING FOR VIOLENCE

The national survey finds' a correlation between the use of
alcohol and, the occurrence of violence in the home. Straus and'
his ,fellow-workers believe ,this is partly because some people
'get drunk as an unconscious excuse to beat up someone.

'The educational level of the parents apparently does not
. affect family violence one wax or the other. But incothe and

bccupation definitely do: the higher the income level and the
,higher th. occupational status, the lower tke amount of' vio-
lence.

Families isolated from relatives and friends show higher
rates of violence than do 'tither families, prqbably because
people with relatives and friends can turn to them for help,
Straufi believes, and also because relatives and friends can
intervene if the situation deteriorates too far,

Also more likely to !use violence are persons judged to have
what Straus describes as mean personalities and persons with
little-social competence. The latter group' turns to the use of
/force to compensate ,for a lack of ability to get along with
people.

On the basis cif earlier research by 5teinmetz and others,
Straus points 'out that violence in the family seems to Jead to
violence outside the family. "For example," he says, "aiiiiost all
the political assassins came from homes where they had been
much beaten." The natiAal survey also covroborates earlier
findings that the beaten child is the' one most likely to become
a childbeating adult.

Among other causes of family violence, Straus lists the char-
acteristics of the species, the neurobiological makeup of specific
persons, and personality development. In most cases, he and his
colleagues believe, there is probably a complex interaction
'among all these factors.,

THREE THEORIES OF VIOLENCE

The researchers also investigated three theories often used to
explain, interfamily violence.

The first is conflict theory, which holds that when individ-
uals, groups, and organizations are faced with a problem, they
do not seek consensus or compromise. Instead, each person or
group seeks to further its own interests and viewtt conflict as

,s
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naturaL "Violence is likely to occur in the family as an out-
come of these conflicts," Straus says, "tiecause violence is a
powerful mode of advancing one's interest when other modes
fail"; Indeed, in some families, violence is the mode of first
choice. At issue is not the presence of conflict, which is almost
universal in this society, but the ways of resolving it.

Another profirred explanation s is resource theory, which
states that violence and threats of violence are fundamental
the organization of any social system, including the family.
However, violence is used as a resource in the family only
when other resources are lackitig. For instance, a man who
wants to be dominant in his family but has been poorly educat-
ed, holds a low-prestige job, and lacks skill in getting along
with people may resort to violence to maintain his position in
the family. Moreover, underdog family members, may turn to'
violence to redress grievances when other resourFds are inad-
equate.

A third explanation is structural theory, in which violence is
seen as an outcome or expression of social expectations, or the
pattern of life, or the situation in which a person lives, all
structural determinants of behavior.

Straus prefers this last thebry and reports that the national
survey confirms that it is the most important. However, the
other two theories also contribute to the explanation of family
violence.

HOW TO HAVE A FAMILY THAT DOES NOT USE FORCE

Suppose a perpon is about to get married, or has just recently
married, and would like some specific ideas on how to avoid
violence in thévw family. What would Straus say?

Perhaps the first thing, he replies, is to recognize that con-
flict is a part of life, including family life. Having recognized
that, one should realize that conflicts within the family can
and should be settled nonviolently, just as they usually are
outside the family. The chief means are negotiation and com-
promise, give and take. "One of the main principles to keep in
mind is that you want things from other people but that they
also want things from you, and it's possible to do a trade.
There's a sort of reciprocity: If I do things that please you, you
tend to do things that please me."

. ti
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Another basic need, Straus continues, is to recognize that
most people at-lithe back of their minds have a rule which says
that it's OK to hit someone if he or she is being unreasonable.
Then the married couple must say, "The rule.in this family is
no violence." "If they don't say that and mean it," Straus adds,
"the other rule comes into play."

Of course, there has to be some means of getting justice;
everybody has gripes. "You have to say what's bugging you,,
and the other person has to say what's bugging him. Then the
two---6f you have to work it out. You can call he process
intellectualiiation, or. reasoning, or even confrontationbut
confrontation in the sense of getting the issues oat and discuss-
ing them, and trying to arrive at some settlement, without
being abusive."

When a man comes home at night grouchy and complaining,
and his wife tells him, "You're just bringing your conflj,cts
home from the outsid% world and taking them out on me'Fis
the wife behaving acceptably?

"Yes, that's perfectly legitimate," answers Straus. "She's
giving you her complaint, getting it out on the tiible, telling
you what she thinks is wrong. That's OK. But if she said: 'You
damn mean bastard, why do you 'deliberately do these things-to
tortum me? What was wrong with your father and mother?'
And ther stuff like that. That's verbal violence, and it is
wrong. It is'not getting the l'gsue opt and discussing it."

Straus' research and obseevations convince him that a sizea-
ble amount of physical violence is ,brought in from outside.
"You beat up your wife because you couldn't beat up your boss.
You're not allouild to beat Lip your boss but you are alloWed to
beat up your wife. Those are the rules of the game as it's been
played thus far. Here again we have social structure theory at
work."

Another fundamental step to forestall or eliminate fame -
violence, Straus maintains, is to eliminate physical punish-
ment, "becauseAphysical punishment 'provides the most funda--
mental training in the use of violence."

Physical punishment starts With infants. An infant
crawling on the floor picks up something dirty and
puts it in his or her mouth, so you tell the child not to
do that. The child, qf course,,doesn't really understand,
puts, the thing in his mouth, and mommy in daddy

0 6
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slaps his .hand. Now that's something done for the
'child's Own gooa, but it's'also sopwfhing that teaches
the child that love and violence go together, that those...

who love you are also those whri hit bu. And that's so
indelibly fixed in the growing chi1d'1,411ind that most
people think that it's a biological link rather than
something that's just learned from ear,liest infancy Orr.
In addition, the child learns it is moralty right, that the
parents punish him physically, because, after all, it's
fbr the child's Own good. And that's the basic origin, I
think, of the rule that. it's okay to hit other family I
members if they're being-uprelisonabk..

1 A i .

We've had lots of .'people 'say, "Yes, I was running
around with that oth`e- man:so I deserved it when he
.threw the pot of hot coffee at me.' That's going back;
to the little child. I don't mean that she'+; right run-, .
ning. around with other men, but I nwan that no .

matter what/ you do, no one has the right to throw a
. pot of hot coffee at you, or even to slap you, hr push

you. Even in ciLys, we don
m

't permit. physical punish-
ment any o

Finally, there is one other way to prevent or eliminate family
violence, Straus adds. That is tof heliminate the husband as
'head or the kmily' from its continuing presence in the law, in
religiim, in adrntnistratir procedure, and as a taken-for-grant;
ed aspect offamily life.'' Strilus Illakefi this suggestion,because
he believes that probably the most basic factors leading to
wilebeating are "those cvnnected with the sexist structure of
the family ana society.;'

Bgt however deeply rooted, violence is not a necessary or
..4,

biologically inevitable fact. of life. It is htarneat It is an expedi-
ent or resort employed at. the individual levenind reflected at
other levels. At the level of nations, violence is often sanctioned
ak, a patriotic' duty. At the level cif a goverrunent's relations
with individual citizens, it is sometimes forbidden and usually
controlled. At the level of individuals' social relations with each
other, it i's almost always proscribed except for specified-miti-
gating cireumstances.

From level to level, from culture to 'culture., from age to age,
the rules irl conduct governing the use and expectation of phys-
ical.vMlence have varied and a so been related. But It. is-at the
level of'the family where most OrliThlearn our initial lessons in

"11111_
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violence, first in h90 we.are.treated and eventually in how we
treat others.
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CHILD ABUSE: A REVIEW OF
RESEARCI-10)

Author: Julius Segal, Ph.D., NIMH

INTRODUCTION: HISTORY OF AN ENDANGERED SPECIES 4

The 2-year-old child lies frail and immobile in her crib.
Only her eyes move, as' if fearfully'searching the world
for the next violent blow, her bodyshoulders, back,
legs, arms, chin, cheekbones7-a mosaic of angry
bruises and scars, her 'shrunken buttocks laced with
cigarette burns. The child cannot or will not speak,
and her response to a gesture of open-armed tender-
ness is panicand an empty, tearless, and agonizing
scream.

Another child, only 7 but appearing 'ancient, has
beeome a grotesque satire of youththe product of
chronic abuse and mutilation by his elders. His feet
are crushed, his shoulders bent out ofshape, his head
held. at a tilt, the result of repeated insult to the brain.
As he walks alone in the busy market, he excites the
curious gaze and revulsion of.passers-by

The two cases are indistinguishable, both in their stankkbru-
Way and in 'the scorn they .portray for the destiny of an
innocent child. They differ only in their origins. The first child
is a patient at Children's Hospital, Washington, D.C., August
1976 . . . The ,second has been dead over 2,000 years, a
forgotten dust speck of the Roman era. Taken together, they

'symbolize a fact that shouts at us from the pages of histrory:
Since the beginning of time, the world's children have consti-
tuted an endangered species--a yielding target for the frustra-
tions, conflicts, projections, unresolved hates, and smouldering
anger of the adults who so often tyranically bestride their lives.

577
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Althotigh child abuse and neglect have only recently com-
manded a viave of' national attention, the bleak outlook for so
many. contemporary children is no new plwnomenon. As chron-
icled by child historian Lloyd deMause, the history of childhoofl
is a panorama of incredible cruelty and exploitation (197,1).

DeMause examined 200 statenwnts of advice on childrearing
s offered be, writers before the 18th century, and he fouttd that

most approved of ehild beatings. "Virtually every childrearing
tract from antiquity to the 18th century reccimmended the\ beating of children," he conchldes. The advice fell on willing
ears. Over the centuries, children have been beaten and bat-
tered regularly, beginning even ai birth. DeMause believes that
a very large percentagt: of the children born before .the 18th
century would be regarded as truly "battered".by today's' statnd-
ards. ..

The tradition of physical punishment administered freely to
children gained acceptance over the centuries .as a virtual way

t of adult lifeand not only among the poor and uneducated.
Venerable figures in history are embedded in the patternthe

1 \ poet Milton mercilessly beat his nephews; Beethoven abused
his pupils with a knitting needle, or even bit them; the father
of Louis XIII, a whip at his side, taught the 2-year-old not to

t parents duty to God and the child required breakinft 'gk....
e

whimper whett confronted by a flogging. John Calvin prea ed
tha

I will of the infant at. the earliest possible age. And, consider one
mother's testimony on childrearing, given in 18th century Eng-

find: "When turned a year old (and some before), they were
taught. to fear 0* rod, and to cry softly." The words are of
Susannah Wesley, wife of John, the founder of Methodism.
While the act of abusing children clearly has a Jong history,
current chnical an scientific intereSt in the subject is, surpris-
ingly, still in its in ncy./
The Act and Its Victims

In July of 1962, the Journal of the Awrican Medical Associ-
ation publislwd an article by pediatrician C. Henry Kenme and
four fellow physicians that quickly became a benchmark in
pediatric medicine. Titled The Battered-Child Syndrome, the
atrticle exposed fbr the first time as a medical phenomenon the
brutal fact of chitdren's lives over the ages (1962). Here, in
medically impersonal yet. chilling detail, Are the essential con-
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clusions reached by Kempe and his team, ?Ind the suggestions
they .gave to their fellow doctors for spott,ing a battered child
among other suffering children in .their care:

The battered-child syndrome may occirr at any age,
but, in genecal, the affected children are younger than

1
: years. In some instances the clinical manifestations

re limited to those resulting from a sinle episode of
trauma, but more often the child's general health is
below par, and he shows evidence al neglect including
poor skin hygiene, multiple soft tissue injuries, and
malnutrition..One often obtains a history of previous
episodes suggestive of pkental neglect or trauma. A
marked discrepancy between clinical findings and his-
torical data as supplied by the parents is a major
diagnostic feature of the battered-child syndrome. The
fact that no new lesions, either of the soft 4t3sue or of
the bone, occur while the child is in the hosPital or in
a protected environment Iticls added weight to, the
diagnosis . . . . 8ubdural hematoma (bleeding between
the brain and skull), with or without fracture of the,
skull, is, in ouKexperience, an extremely frequent find-
ing even in the absence of fractures of the long bones:
The characteristic distributiOn of these multiple frac-
tures and the obs4vation that the lesiong are in differ-
ent Sthges of healing are of additional value in Making
the diagnosis..

The publication of Kempe's article sparked a wave of interest
in the phenomenon of child abuse; it was as if medical charts
had suddenly. verified the existence of an ancient ne. In the e
press, each day brought new estays of oUtrage. ' he reports of
injuries read like the case book ,of the conce tration camp
doctor, wrote one astonished rrter. As in the case of any
behavioral phenomenon, statisticia s quickly began their at-
tempts to define the scope of the problem. How extensive, is

child abuse?
The answer is 'still unclear, primarily because a universally

plausible, uniform definition of child abuse is difficult to estab-
lish. The range"of physical punishments endured by children

'and the reasons for them given by adultsmake the task of

definink the act difficult. Moreover, the channels thtough
which child-abuse cases are reported are often blocked`Nith
defensiveness, denial, ahd rationatizatiotrt\both by physician

, and parent alike.
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Still, for the researcher, .a standard accepted definition of
abuse is necessary to assess its prevalerice and study the impact
of prevention programs. Aftepreviewing the various criteria
used by researchers to define child abuse, psychologist Ross D.
Parke (1975), working in collaboration with Candace Whitmer

40 Collmer, suggested plat abuse be considered to exist when the
Child suffer's non-accidental physical injury as a result of acts
or omissionson the part of his parents or guardians "that
violate ihe community standards concerning the treatment of
dhildr'en."

Estimates of the number of American children abused in
roughly such terms each year range from a half million to 1.5
million. Moreover, two in el:fery 1,000 abused children' are esti-
mated to die as a'result of the trauma suffered at the hands of
their tormentors.

Most researchers in the field have long believed that surveys
of child-abuse cases seriously underestimate the pi'Oblem. Many

'parents never bring-their battered children to rnIcal atten-
tion, and others who are repeated abusers manage to shift from
one doctor-or hospital to another in the hope that the child's
injuries will be regarded as accidents. Often, the types of inju-
ries inflictedare not readily detected. Even ifthey are, the
phYsician May fail to report many. cases to a central registry,
thus leaving behind no trace of the brutal reality.

As a result of a ecently completed national survey, the
assanption that child .abuse is more prevalent than shown by
earlier statistics has been reinforced. A team of sociologists
studying a nationally representative samplero4 2,143 families
has found that child abuse is a dramatic and visible aspect of a
much broader pattern of violence that characterizes the Ameri-
can 'family today (Gelles 1977).

The'findings are based on a survey of over 1,100 couples who
had at least one child between 3 and 17 living at home. Among
parents of children age 3 to 9, over 80 percent were.found to
use physical punishment, including acts which often go well
beyond "routine" slaps. Moreover, the pattern applies to Older
as well as young children. The survey. shows that over a third
of all American children between 15 and 17 had been hit by
their parents during the survey year.

The study reveals, moreover, a surprising range and severity
of violence toward children by their parents. For example, 20
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percent had hit the child with some object, and over 4 percent
indicated they had "beaten up" thd child. Even more astound-
ing, according to Gel les, is thk fact that nearly 3 percent of the
parents 'used a knife or gun on their young targets. Applyine'
this rate to the population of children aged 3. tb 17, Gelles
estimates a total of about .1,200,000 children whose parents had
at some time in their lives attacked them with a lethal welpon.

Gelles identified the types of violent acts which are most
likely to produce serious physical injury for the child. These
include kicking, biting, hitting with a fist or object, beating up
the child, threatening the child with a knife`or gun, and actual-
ly using a knife or gun. Using this index, he found that 3.6

percent of the parents interviewed admitted at least one of
these violent acts toward the child in the previous twelve
months. This suggests that each year well over one and a half
million American children from the ages 3 to 17 experience an'
attack by their parents which could cause severe bodily harm
or death.

Telling as these statistics are, they .Still do not' capture the
range of abuses to which children are subjected 1y their adult
guardians. Psychologist David Bakan has summarized them:

Children have been brought into hospitts with skulls
fractured and bodies covered with lacerations ;

Children have been whipped, beaten, star ed, drowned,
smashed against walls and floors, hel in ice water
b4hs, exposed to extremes of outdoor temperatures,
burned with hot irons and steam pipes . Children have
been tied and kept in uprig positions for long peri-
ods. They have been systematically exposed tO electric
shock; forced to swallow pepper, soil, feces, urine, vin-
egar, alcohol, and other odious materials; buried alive;
had scalding water poured over their genitals; had
their limbs held in open fire; placed in roadways where
automobiles would run over them; placed on roofs and
fire escapes in such a manner as to fall off; bitten,
knifed, and shot; had their eyes gouged out (1973).

The conclusion js inescdpable: Tens of thousands of children
now receive not love and support but rage and rejection and
savage balterings. Survey data translate into the sight and
sound of a child brutalized by a parent../What are the effects of abuse on young victims? What are
the survivors like?
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The Fate of Abused Children

To date, only meager scientific effort has been directed
toward reaming about the consequences later in life for abused
children. Michael S. Aid, professor of law at Stanford Univer-
sity, and author of an exhaustive analysis of the legal ramifica-
tions of child abuse, has found that until about 1970, no one
studied abused children at allonly the abusive parents (1975).
Moreover, as University of Pittsburgh social worker Elizabeth
Elmer points out, most of the studies which do extst are weak-
ened by the absence of control groups, making it. impossible to
define exactly how abused children compare witlrcomparable
samples of unabused, children (1977a).

Despite this paucity of solid scientific datajsufficient evi-
dence "already exists to outline the impact of abuse on its
victims: If t.hey survive at all, abused children appear to
eimerge with their i.qtellectual functions impaired; they suffer
physical, psychologicAl, and social problems, that scar not only
them but, should they have children, the next generation as
well.

Clinical observations, for example, have long suggested that,
abuse can seriously alter a child's physical resourcesnot only
the ability but even the willingness to survive. In his paper on
"The UnwelcomeChild and his Death-Instinct," p4Srchoanalyst
Sandor Ferenczi concluded decades ago that "children who are
received in a harsh and disagreeable way die easily and willing-
ly. Either they use one of the many prpffered organic possibili-
ties for a quick exit, or if they escape this fate, they keep a
streak of pessirirism and of aversjon to life" 11971). Pioneer
child researcher Rene Spitz dramaticull3, demonstrated the con-
dition in studies of children pia in. foundling homes (1971).
Those children endured the rejection and neglect of their "care-
takers," suffered physical deterioration and q dramatically
higher death rate than otherwise worild be expected. In ex-
treme ciises, total withdrawal to an apathetic, vegetable-like
exist\mce promptly led the child to its "quick exit."

Psxchologist 'John Money, of The Johns Ilopkins UniverAity
SchoJI of. Medicine, for exami4e, has described a condition
termed "psychosocial dwarfism-o direct outcome, he con-
tends, of severe and malignant child abuse (1977). The endo-
crine'system vf the victimized child may simply vase its usual

a
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production
. of growth hormones, Money reports, and in the

environment of abuse and neglect the young body stops grow-
ing normally. The result is a dwarfed child, stunted- in both

physical and mental growtha grotesque anomaly of normal
child development. Such children, Money points out, can be
readily misdiagnosed as psychotic or mentally retarded. When
finally seen by a physician, children suffering psychosocial
dwarfism show evidence of the physical 'and psychic trauma
they have endured. Their bodies are often laped with infected

lesi2ns, burns, and scars; .an investigation ,of their families _re-
verils that tnany of the children haveleen isolated, severely
punished even while aslepp,'and chronically starved.

hen children With psychosocial dwarfism are removed from
ttrelk , y td a hospital or foster home, Money reports, their
preci1ol.zI1s1cal decline is reversed. Their body chemistry
changes. Th ito produce growth- hormones and resume
normal develoint;t1Ierke_ child grew eight inches during the
first year" away from hiS \Wy. In Money's study of 16 such

piltients, an improved liviii*.eifivironment led also to a catch-up

in mental growtha rise in intelligence _quotient and increased

learning achievement.
, For many abused children, lingering physical disabilities
merge with intellectual and emotional ones in a pattern that
invites lifelong problems:In 1974, tor example, 'pioneer child
abuse researcher Harold P. Martin reported the results of a 5-

year followup of Abased Children. Although the injuries
sufferpd by these children had hot been especially severe, ap-
proximalely a third shOwed poor physicakrowth, and over half
suffered neurological abnormalities. More than 60 percent evi-

,
'denced personality difficulties, including low self-esteem, inabil-

ity to enjoy interpersonal relationships, learning disorders, and

behavior problems. The children's average IQ was in the
normal range, but nearly tbree times the expectea number fell

below 85.
The studies by Money and 1VI;trtin, and others like them, '

portray the dramatic impact of child abuse but lack comparison
with matched gi )ups of chIldren not suffering abuse. A l'are
study using such control subjectsin this case, children safer-

, ing comparable body injuries through accidents rather than
abuSehas now been reported by Elmer (1977a). She has de-

scribed the results -of an 8-year followup designed to compare a
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small grou0 of abused children with a matched group of acci-
dentally injured children, utilizing measures(of health, develop-
ment, behavior, and school progress as gauges. '-

Infants, all of them from poor., families, were selected for
study from referrals to the X-ray department of Children's
Hospital 'of Pittsburgh. All of the tiny patients were suffering
from what the investigator calls an "impact event"for exam-
ple, a fall, or a blow. Each inju'ry wat judged Illy a pediatrician,
a family interviewer, and Elmer herself to be the result either
of abuse or accident. To place a child in the abuse category, the
three judges had to agree unanimously, using one or more of
three §pecific criteiria: an actual report of abuse; a conflicting
history, or one suspiciously inadequate to explain the patient's
condition; or evidence of injuries incurred at more than one_
time. All children not judged to have been abused were placed
in the accident categery.

At the outset of the study, a number of differences between
the two. groups were apparent. The abused babies weighed sig-
riificantly less, their heads, often beaten and bruised, were
Aaller, and they showed signs of neurological problems. 'They
tended also] to be slower in motor development-and were signifi-
cantlimoie variable and negative in their moods.-

By the time the babie9 returned for a final outpatient evalua-
tion one year.later, five of the abused children had been placed
in substitute care. As a group, however, they contintied to
weigh less, were shorter in stature, and- had a smalld head
circumference, although no longer significantly so. Health
problems continued to be more severe among the abused chil-
dren. Even some whose Weight had been satisfactory at the
beginning of: the study, for example, were now significantly
b;low the average for their ages..MeVal, motor andlan4uage

v development, .however, had slackeilet in both groups, more
than half of erich scoring below normal. Differences ip tempera-
ment. had disappeared also, largely 'because the accient chil-
dren hal become more negative and thus had begtur to resem-.
ble the abused children,more closely.
'Now, 8 years jater, Elmerynatched 17 of the abused children

with 17 from the accident Omip in age, race, and sex, and.
compared them not only with each other but with control

.groups of ,hospitalized childre'n who had experienced neither
abuse nor accidental' injuries in infancy,. After the intervening
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years, she found that the earlier diffirenees had disappeared.
There were now no substantial differences among the children
in their physical health, language development, intellectual
status in school, self-concept, r behavior. What most surprised.
Elmer, hdwever, was the extent of various problems across the
entiPe sample, including controls. Seventy percent of all the
children, .for example, had speech problems, including poor ar-
ticulation, chronic hoarsedess, intermittent loss of speech, and
stuttering, all often associated with tension and anxiety. Over

alf showed some degree of behavior disturbance, and nearly 40
percent Were doing poorly in school. None of these disabilities,
however, was significantly greater in one group than in either
of the others.

Elmer's results suggest that the effects on children of pover-
tyand the family disorganization that accompanies itmay
be as powerful as/abuse. All or her subjects, abuseor nat, grew
up in impoverished homes that were chaotic, disorganized, and
marked by an abiding threat of violence. Such an environment

/ may be a powerful, overriding factor that masks even the spe-..
cial impaa of abuse.

Elmer's results do not mean, however, that child abuse itself
has no appreciable effect. It would take a great deat more.
controlled research with children across a broad range of age
and economic levels to measure specific outcomes rigorously.
Meanwhile, however, studies of many samples of children con-
tinue to remind us that the penalties kaid by the victims may
be enormous.

Brandt F. Steele, professor of psychiatrt at the University of
Cojorado Medical Center, and a staff member of Denver's Na-
tional Center for the Prevention and Treatment of Child -Abuse .
and Neglect, lhas recently detailed some of the effects of abuse
on thTpsychological development of the child (1977). Unlike
Elmer s subjects, most of Steele's families were above the pov-
erty level. Moreover, his concern is not alone with children
who have suffered physical trr gmafractures, burns, bruises,
and internal injuriesbut with those experierscig emotional
deprivation and degradation, nutritional neglect, lexual abuse
and life in an environment shorn of all stiniulatipn as well. He
is particularly concerned with children wjlo suffer such condi-
tions in the early montImand years of life.

ki
##.
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. .
Steele's results are unequivOcal. "Maltreatment during this

period," he reportsk"not only results in immediate damage, but
' can also lead to deficits which affectIt< entire course of the

child's life and distort all or his later psychological, etnotionifl
and cognitive development."

Problems in an abused child's development C a n often be ex-
plained in br ik te physiologfcal \K-ms. Repeated blows to the*head, and the esulting bleed inside the skull, ultimateli
mean the destruction of brain tissue. Parents may succeed in
producing the same outcome, howeviztr, without obvious head
trauma. Steele finds that subtle hemorrhages, diffusely scat-
tered through the brain substance, can take place when an
infant 'is simply shaken, leaving no eXternal signs of injury.
The net result of the brain damage endured in either .case.may
range from a lowered IQ to profound mental retardation, de-

.. fects in vision, and impairment of motor skills. Commmly, the
baby suffers a delay in language development considerably
greater than one might expect from the .IQ score itself.

Steele is not surpriseeto find such disturbances resulting
from injuries to the brain, but he is surprised and disturbed
that many of the same impairments are suffered by children
without head injuries and the accompanying neurological
damage. They are the victims instead of a harsh, neglectful
and emotionally abusive environment. In approximately a third
of the children without head injuries, for example, Steele re-
ported borderline IQs or lower and, again, a Jarge number..
suffering significant language deficits. .
01 It is t14s inability to handle language that emerges' as one of
the most common characteristics among abused and neglected

tildren. "Many of them," Ste e Us.lound, "Ahow significant
learning problems when they en er die educational system in
pre-school, kindergarten or first g ade." Steele contends further
that a significant number of those living their young lives in
our.institutions for the mentally retarded are there as a result
of.abuse and neglect. "Many of' the children who utilize the,
services of' our overloaded special education progrhms in the
public schools," Steele adds, "are there for the same unhappy
reasons."

Steele reports also among abused and neglected children a
"tragically low sense of' self-esteem" whiC I) endures into adult-
hood. "It is a residue," he says, "of the ty times the childn ki

00
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.. was criticized, belittildd'ajid puniPhed or i4urell'when:he fatted
to meet the excessively high' parentql expectatiOns. Spess,_ if...4
"it ever occurred, wPs not praised, an&there was n way . ,.-
.'*velop a sense-3st ,fvotth." Steeg., Is iinpressed. also shy' the.

pathy and depressive mood., the lacjcrof any spontaneity-and ,, ,
. ,-. joy among abuse victims. `, ..

.4mong the most poignant diaracteriStich finind by-reseqrch-
.

.,-, ers ia the abused child's "hyperv'igildnce," a teriden4 to be
wary...and watchful'of .the world, as if' he expected the .next
unreasonable blow to fall at anY moment. It *he same fearful
attitude found.among concentration-camp survivors who, 'for
years after .they enierged froni their long' ordeal, were readily
startled and panicked by -even normal sounds, of footsteps or
.shouting, that reawakened old horrors. Steele finds,that Ayben
abused .children observe violent physical .and verbal act,ions of
others, even-though not directed at them, the result -is often :
terror that cannot be assimged.. . ,

What happens Ultimately to abused children? "Some with the
help of fortunate circumstances, can lead fairly normal lives,"
Steele contends. "Other children who are' more Severely.dam-
aged are neyer able to (jevelop adequate skills of learning and

itsliving. They ma n prsecarious borderline adjustments,.and
are often in trob

/
..A small proportion becoine quite aggres- .

sive land are], repeatedly in trouble at home, in the neighbor-1
hood, and at séhool. A larger nuMber appear very well-adjust-

f.
ed, are extremely compliant, obedient; thoughtful and helpful.
But this is a superficial adaptation to avoid disasteri; under-

1neath1 y are. lonely, empty and emotionally disturbed.";
Not urprisingly; such disturbanee sometimes finds expres-,,

sion in the later sexual live4 sof ab_ted children.,

The Sexual Problems of Abuse Viciims

, A sn'ecial problem found,in dramatic evidence among ebuSed
children is embedded in t i eir sexual attitudes and behavior.
One of: the most striking r sults of Elmer's study, for example,
was the finding that,so many of' her sample of abused children
grew .later to develop significant difTiculties in their sexual
identification. Elmer herself was surprised. She did not set out
th assess sexual problems, 'but comments from several of the
examiners converged to suggest that this was a-significant area
for investigation. Seven of' the abused children were spontiine-'.i

t'
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oust), described by their examiners as confused in their sexual
ideatification, or unable to separte their sexual from, their

- aggressive impulses. Only two of the children suffering acciden-
tal injuries 'were thought to hare such problems, and even
these were less severe. .. .

Under an early btirrage of abuse from the outside world,
young victims seem to lose a sense of identity and .to erder a
prolonged and unresolved sexual crisis.

Can it be that, while traumatic injuries sufrered either
through accident or abuse leave some psychological scars in
9ommon, it is the relentless and purposefuOttaek siva child by
a signifiCant, adult "pritector that can dpecially damage de-j
veloping sexual self-identity i the young personhlity? .

The findings of Elmer and her'team agree with observations-mt.& centuries ago. Aristotle concluded rhat deviant sexual
bvbaVior becomes a way of life. among. "those who are abused,
from childhood." Min-cover, the connection between abuse add-,
svxual pr'oblerns-did.not escape the sharp clinical observatio'ns
of early psychoanalytic theorists. Ferelezi Concluded that un-
welcome, rejected children grow to be frigid -and impotent
(1971), and rrom .his vast clinical files sex pathologist Richard
von Krafft-Ebing deduced .'decades ago that traumatic experi-
eiiVi; in childhood often produce adult sexual deviations (19(m).

'Such theoretical speculation might be dismissed as derived
from isielated cli'nical incidents were it not for suppOrtive data
now available from research such as Elmer's and, even more
dramatically, froth animal' studies..During their ground-break-.
ing research on- infant developMent, Harry F. Ilarldw and his
team of investigators at the University of Wisconsin amassed
convincing data linking early abuse with later sexual pathology
among primates (1974). ,

Ilarlow's original purpose was to establish experimental neu-
roses 0. infant monkeys. byt arranging for them to be trauma-
tizI by their mothers. Later, as the animals grew
older lw and his fellow idt!searehers were struck*by some of the
long-terilLand difficult-to-reverse effects of their early.manipu-

littiOn.i.rroriCine.nt among these were sexual difficulties and
4,

aberrations. .

Onc: experimentill approach was to inflict on the young mon-
keys a "rejecting ihother" who, on chedule or demand, violent-
ly separated loer baby from further contact. A wire frame,

I
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embedded in the mother's spun-nylon covering, was displaced
abruptly upward and backward, causing the infant to be relent-
lessly disconnected frorn its source of protection and love. ,Next,
Harlow developed an "air blast mother" with a series of nozzles
clown the entire center of her body which released cOmpressed
air under high pressurean extremely noxious stimulus to
monkeys. then he introduced a "shaking mother," Which could
be made to jerk her infant violently until its teeth cha,ttered.
Finally, he devised a "porcupine mother," extruding brass
spikes over the front of its body and offering aro abusive and
painful response to the infant's attempts at nuzzling.

As the months and 'years passlkl, Harlow and his coworkers
found the traumatized monkeys to deviate increasingly from
the normal. The animals sat in their cages, strangely mpte;
staring into space, relatively indifferent to people andl their
monkey peers. Many clutched their heads in both hand's, rock-
ing back and forth in the manner of the typical autistic child;
others engaged in violent frenzies of rage, grasping and tearing
at their legs with such fury that they sometimes required medi-
cal care. Eventually, Harlow realized that he had, indeed,
raised a laboratory filled with severely damaged monkeys.

Because .of housing pressures, some of the animals lived in
pairs for several years while growing to sexual maturity. In the
earliest reports of his classic studies, Harlow began to note the
absence of normal sexual behavior among his abused breed.
"When the older, wire-cage-raised males were paired with the
females at the peak of estrus, the introduction led only to
fighting, so violent and vicious that separation wall essential to
survival. In no case was there any indication of normal sex
behavior. ...."

At this point Harlow (1975) took the 17 oldest of his experi-
menial female animals shoWing consistent.estrus cycles and a
similar number of obviously mature males and engaged them
in an intensive re-education program, to see whether the
damage could be repaired. He paired the females with "the
most experienced, patient, and gentle males," and the-males
with his "most eager, amiable, and' successful breeding fe-
males." The resulth were startling. "When the, laboratory-
abused females were smaller than the patient, giintle males,
the girls would back away and sit down facing the males,
looking appealingly at these would-be contiorts. Their hear
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were in the right place, but nothing else. When the females
were larger than the males .. . they would attack and maul the
ill:fated male." A

Harlow (1975) reported the' trainini4 program for the males to
be equally unsatisfactory: 'They approached the lemaks with a
blind enthusiasm, but it was misdirected enthusiasm. Frequent-
ly, the males would grasp the females by the side of the body
and thrust laterally, leaving them orking at cross purposes
with reality. Even the mo5t persistent attempts by these fe-
males to set the boys straight came to naught. Finally, these
females either stared at the males with complete contempt or

uttacked them in utter frustration."
.

Harlow's whimsical prose lioes not soften his harsh results.
Monkeys abused in their infanc# tended to grow into,sexually
incompetent and perverse adults, and their attempts to engage
in normal sexual activity ended in frustration and failure.
From difThrent sourcesthe initial clinical insights renczi
and Von Krafft-Ebing, Elmer's controll

r
qii studies of used and

,
acciciental-injury children, and Harlow's abuse experiments on
monkeysthe evidence is accumulating that sexual debility,
perhaps irreversible, may be a long-term effect of child abuse.

Planting the Seeds of Violence

Perhaps the Most malignant outcome of child abuse, howev-
er, is the seed of violence so often sown in the heart and mind
of the young victim. The Biblical warning that foresaw the
"sins of the fathers" visited on their children is nowhere more
fully realized than in the ugly intergenerational chain of vio-
lence spawned in the home where child abuse occurs.

Centuries ago, the sage Ben Sirach observed: "The brunch
sprung from violence has. no tender twig." His observation has
now been confirmed repeatedly by investigators who

leunusually high rate of viont behavior, including juvenile de-
linquency and crime, among children abused earlier by their
adult parents anii guardians.

The number of suc4i untender twigs in American society is
proliferating at an alarming rate. While violence in general has
beet) steadily increasing in our society, recent years have wit-
nessed an especially remarkable spuft in the incidence of vio-,
lent behavior among the young. Violent crimes committed by
children of all ages have been increasing between three and
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\kour times faster than they have in the general population
(Wolfgang 197(a

But no array of statistics can accismrately portray the chal-
lenge posed by a violent child to tilosif \vho share his world. For
parents, siblings, peers, teachers, and, ultimate y, law-enforce:.
ment authorities, such children test the limits qi adult compas-
sion and caring, raise tides of guilt and self- ubt, and chal-
lenge the most sYmpatheticesponses in our re rtoire.

"If we want to understand violence in
general, we must .pay attention to how
we treat oar infants and small. chil-
dren:"

Co trary to the views of some, television is not the prime
m , for our children's violent behavior. What appears on the

all screen is actually a polcid two-dimensional" repres'entation
of the violptice that many children experience in depth each .

day in kitchens, living rooms, and bedrooms across the coUntry. .,
Based on their national survey, sociologists Murray A. Straus,
Suzanne K. Steinmetz, and Richard J. GelIes conclude that
violence between members of the same., family occurs More
often than)t does between any other individuals or in any
other setting except.wars and riots (Genes 1977).

Steele reports studies in the Denver area showing that Fully
80 percent of youngsters picked up as juvenile offenders have
been abused and (neglected early in life (1977). He cites one
investiation of 100 youngsters picked up for the first time; 84 .
were found fo have been physically abused before school age
and 92 had been bruised, la'cerated, or had a bone bruken by'a '

went within a year and a half previous to confronting the law
(1977). Followup studies cited by Steele tell the same story. In
California and New York, for example, children reported to be
abused and neglected were ,followed for a dozen years or nore.
Nearly two-thirds of them emerged as delinquents.

No one will deny that other factors may be involved in, the
origins of violent behavior in the young. Thce importance of
abuse as a springboard for the later abuse of society, however,
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ca be sweet away. 'fif we want to understand violence in
geneta1,2 concludes Steele, ""wo must pay attention to how we
treat our infants and small children."

Contrary to popular assumption, diagnosable mental illness
is rarely a characteristic of abusive parents. Abusive parents do
not fall neatly into traditional psychiatric diagnostic categories
sueh as schizophrenia or, manic-depressive psychosis- Although-

some psychotic individuals are . responsible for child abuse,
Kempe estimates that less than 10 percent of abusiv. parents
actually onn be classified as mentally ill (1962).

Are there instead certain personality charafteristics that
abusive parimts share in common?

Various investigatorNhave suggested a bewildering array-of
'traits, describing such,parents, for example, assimmature, im-
pulsive, rigid, domineering, self-centered, hypersensitive, and
&ore. They have not succeeded, however, in constructing a

coherent portrait. In 1972, after an extensive analysis of the
existing research literature on the subject, John J. Spinetta
and David Rjgler found general agreement only that the abu-/
sive parent alluws aggressive impulses to be expcessed too
freely; there was little consensus, however, on the source of
these impulses. In another review one year later, Genes found
that, among the 19 traits identified by various investigatqrs as

typical of abusive parents, there was agreement by two ( rr more
authors on only four; the remaining 15 traits were e'ach unique
only to one resedrcher's findings (1973).

The most systematic study of personality attribute§ of child-
abusing mothers was reported jn 1969 by Harry Melnick and
John R. Hurley. They compared two groups of ten mothers,
largely poor and black, one-Made up oC abusive mothers, the
yther crying as ontrols. The groups yere matched in age, .

social c tss, an ducation. The abusing mbthers revealed lower
se! f-estee ss family, saWaction, less need to give nurtur-
ance, higher frustration of tlieir dependent. needs, and a less
openly rejecting stance toward children'. Even- their findings,
however, are not necessacily generalizablefor example, to fa- 2
tilers, or to parents of iither sex at higher socioeconomic levels.
It is noteworthy, too, that o,Q two-thiTds of,the other personality
dimensions studied the two groups of nmthers difThred not at
all.
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But there do appear to be soms,qualitativolodifferences be-
tween the'two types of parents. Three chlwacteristics orabusive
parents stand out: an acceptance of abuse as a way of parental
life; a tendency to harbor grossly unrealistic eXpectations of
children and to view them as evil; and a background of abuse

in their own childhood. .

- To begin with, parents gN,en to child abuse appear to regard
physical punishment as quite natural and appropriate in rear-
ing their young. Elmer reports the experiences of a colleague

during visits to the homes of families being studied. "Even

side 'professionals," says El er (19771A "several reacted to their
vil)\ ohthough the parents kne they were under fervation by out-

children's objectionable behavior by. hitting them." The parents
had been judFcl abusive by the court and khew, therefore, that
they..were in trouble; W -evidently it did not occur to them to
curb their attacki

Elmer found the same attitude toward punishment among\
P nts in her own study., One mother, angry at her child for .

ot .bathing, looked, about for a strap with which to beat the
GhiIt was only by chance that the strapcould not be-found; , #

otherwise the beating almost surely would have taken place, .

despite the presence of an interviewer. Such parents, in
Elmer's-view, simply, do not see corporal punishment as related
o abuse; instead they are "doing what comes naturally."

For the parent given to,abuse, it is never too early to begin
showing the child who is boss. Slaps, spankings, beatings, all
these begin virtually at birth. Moreover, the attitude does net
appear to depend on social *class. Barbara M. Korsch and her'.

colleagues interviewed 100 mothers of insTants under .18 months

of age, all of whom ranged from low to middle crass.(1965). One-

quarter of the mothers had started to mete outophysical Ounish-
ment before their babies were 6 months of' tor. Almost half the
women were spanking before the infhnts were 12 months'.of
age, even though they believed it was preft,rahle to defer such
punistiment until the age 1 year. Elmer's study focused on
families ranging from v y low to very high socioeconomie
classes, but the tendencies of the mothers were much the same
as among those studied by Korsch. "Over 80 percent were using

, physical punishment by the time the children were 12 months
old," reports Elmer. Few mothers distinguished between leach-

ing and punishment.

4;
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With such a readiness to apply physical force, it is not sur-
prising that the line between child discipline and child viola-
tion often becomes blurred.

...,
In, the view of Kempe and his start', there appears to be an

unbroken spectrum of parental acts towards children ranging
from "reminder pats" on the ,bottom through severe spanking
and bruising to the breaking of bones* and the fracturing of'
skulls. The readiness of paren4 to yell, scold, punch, hit, and
yank very small children is common,And the investigators feel,
therefore, that in dealing with the abused child, they are not
observing an isolated, ique pheponienon, but only the ex-
treme form of an attitud toward Childrearing common among
parents in our culture. .

The ablisive parent, already comfortable with physical force,.
appears also 'to harbor surpysingly unrealistic expectations of

,

the childyrorn their dirpd.dbservation abusive parents and
their clildren, ee ' d Carl rs. Polloc Concluded not only
that pareiltql emvitIs for peribrmance are heavy but that
they arevprem ture by far, "clearly beyond the ability of the
infant tocornp ehend what 's wanted and tO respond appropri-
ately" (121i8). S ch parents rsistently deal viitli their children
as if th6y were with older than therreally are.

Abusive pare_n ' tend so,.4)to vrclw theiroictims as evil, har-
boringinalevolentOlOntions that must be exorcised. Elmer has
'heard hrents describe tr baby weighing 15 pounds as "out to
get m or as "a little Communisti"The abused child is seen
.§orneho as purposely mairtion .andiantagonistic. For histori-
an deMa e, th oots of such ' titudes lie deeply buried in the

)
1 syehes of offendi g parents. '1%).. roughout history, he contends,
dults h e used teir children as objects onto which they

'could pr ct their wn Unconsciotis conflicts and struggles. In
psychoa alytic terms, -Such parents "void" their feelings onto
their young. %

It is a baCkground of abuhe in their own childhoods, however,
that emelges as t4he most overriding cluiracteristic of adults
who violate their children. "It. is out of thebpool of abused,
neglected childrein that the next generation of abusive parents
will cmne,"-says Steele. 'Mese unfortunate people have carried
into adult life their main psychological patterns of lack of'I
trugt, fear nf social contacts, inah'ility to have pleasure, low self-

; esOtatni, mild depreSsion, great neediness and inability to etn-

1 t
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pathically love . . . . When they have children they repeat the
behavior of their own parents; they ex'pect their children to
behave in ways to satisfy the excessive parental needs. Espe-
cially in times of crisis the parents turn to their babies for
comfort; the children are bound to fail and.are punished (3,4,
neglected. The cycle repeats itself." Throughout history, accord-.
ing to deMause, adults have unleashed similar long-smoldering
hate and anger against the defenseless child.

The chain of abusive and neglectful behavior thus created
has emerged consistently in attenipts by researchers to tap the
psychological roots of abusive parents. Most dramatic, perhaps,
is the evidence that surfaced from the work of ,Harlow, part of
it described earlier. It will be recalled ,hat Harlow and kis
coworkers at the University of Wisconsin succeeded in produc-
ing child batterers among monkey mothers simply by degriving
them, as children, of all signs of. Maternal or peer love. Al-
though raised in a faultlessly, physically hygienic environment
with bodily needs satisfied, they were not allowed to know
affection of any kind.

'Harlow admits'his own surprise. "Frankly we never thought
we could produce the battered-child syndrome in the rhesus
monkey," he says. Yet he didby-raising motherless"monkey
mothers, animals who had 'never .known nrther love them-
selves and had never had the chance to express love to a
mother nor to exchange affection in play with agemate mon-
keys." He has since concluded that mother love can be prevent-
ed almost perpetually by withholding such love from the
mother-to-be, even if she isn't to be a mother for many. years.

Two different behaviors characterized the unloved, mother-
less monkeys grown to be mothers themselves. One was to
totally ignore the babies, to neglect them, a response that is
totally foreign to the behavior of both human and monkey
mothers, who, typically, "at the dimmest detection of distress,
rush to the babies and clasp them to their breasts with tender
love and care."

The second basic behavior was, in Harlow's words, "grim and
ghastly." When the infant madp contact with the mother's
body,_ he reports, "the mother, would disattach the infant. She
would literally scrape it from her body and abuse the infant by
various sadistic devices. The mother .would put the baby's face
against the floor anti rub it back and forth .. . . In Most cases
.4;
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fog

opr experimenters were able to stop sadism at this point, but
some mothers were so violent and vicious that the baby was
barely save,d or even lost. Not infrequently the mother would
encircle the infant's head with her paws and, in one case the
skull of the neonate was crushed before mother and child could
be separated, so little had we anticipated the severity of the
events in the repr,oductIon of the battered-child Syndrome."

How comparable are the human vestigial responses toNearly
trauma?

"There are practically no exceptiops," says Selma Fraiberg
(personal interview, 1978), whose evidence emerges from a long
career as a clinician sand researcher studying children born
beteft of normal human bonds. "I do not think I have ever seen
an abuser of' a child or for that matter an abuser of his wife
who had not experienced abuse inhis own childhood."

Children Who "Ask for.lt"

Elmer (1977b) has described an unfolding situation common
to many young married couples:

They eagerly awaited the birth of their little bundle of
joy and prepared ihe pink dress, the pink crib, the
pink-and-white room. As it turns out, pink is not suit-
able, for the baby is a boy. Moreover, the dress is
slobbered on, and the crib is where the bitby cries, not
where he sleeps. In fact he rarely &leeps, eats sporadi-
cally, spits up much of his food, and is often smelly
and dirty. He never listens; whatever his mother says,
he does just the opposite. No matter what methods k.he
parents try, the baby doesn't learn to become dry and
clean, to eat neatly, to live on schedule . Instead of
living happily ever after, the couple becomes more ans1/
more fatigued, more irritable, less tolerant of norn?al
baby behavior. . .

The new arrival introduces a stress
which Often tests the limits of a par- 1..
ent's capacity to protect and care for a
child . .
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Such circumstances, Elmer believes, are often a prelude to
physical punishment of the newborn and, ultimately, abuse.
The case highlights a fact of amily ife experienced by count-
less parents. The new arrival duces a stress which often
tests the limits of a parerit's capacity to protect and care for a
child, especially when no strong commitment to the newcomer
exists from the start.

Certain characteristics of the *neivcomer, high among them
excessive irritability and crying, can help push parents beYond
their threshold of violence. Newborns who fcet a grealt deal
appear to run a greater risk of harm than those who are placid
and easily soothed. Such a "difficult" temperament may be
determined by constitutional factors. Or, as Martin and Patri-
cia Beezl4 have pointed out, it may.arise from subtle early
malfunctions of the infant's central nervous system, rarely
identified by medical or nursing staff (1974). The result in any
case is a child wh9 is tvically described by parents as irritable,
colicky, fretful, ahd difficult to feed, satisfy, or diaper. Parents
of such children, they report, develop feelings of inadequacy,
guilt, and anger; nothing about the baby's behavior makes
them feel good about being parents. For adults with a "high
potential to abuse," such an Afant can soon precipitate vicious
attticks.

To compound the problem, the difficult baby who suffers
abuse may quickly develop behavior patterns which, in turn,
invite still more harm. Bakan concludei'that abused children,
unlovable to begin with, tend to take on characteristics which
make them even more unlovhble (1974 "The child who is
abused and neglected," he finds, "becoines ugly in appearance
and behavior and invites further abuse and neglect. Peused
children develop such traits. as fear of being alone, continued
whimpering, shyness, fear of novel situations of any kind, hy-
persensitiveness to pain, overreactiveness, fear of engaginv in
any action at all even to help qiemselves . . . ." The victim, it
would seem, begins early to cointribute to his own disastrogs
fate.'

Of all the infant's characteristics, the one that appears most
likely to invite abuse is low birth weight. Supporting data have
emerged from a host of studies. From hospital records between
1960 and 1969, for example, Michael Klein and Leo Stern re-
trieved the charts of children diagnosed as victims o " attered-
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child syndrome," 51 in all. Nearly one-fourth of them had
'weighed below 6 'founds at birthover three times as many as
one would expect tollfind in the population at large. Since
mothers of low socioeconomic status are more likely.to giye
birth to underweight children, the researchers re-examined
their. data, Controlling for social class. Among poor fami4es, th'e
incidence of abuse Was still over tvvice as high among low-birth- Ist
weight infants.

Low-birth-weight infants are disproportionately premature, -
frail, and underdeveloped. What is A about the' frail infant,
boat prematurely, that invites violenceTo begin with, Parke
and Collmer point out, the underdeveloped newborn often vio-
lates the common parental explctations that the baby will be
attractive and lovable (1975)..Wis neither. Moreover, such
flints impose greater demands on their parents than do normal
children. reeding disturbances are common, and the babies are
more irritable and- cry more. Progress in muscular develop-
ment, speech, and socialization is often nagging.low during
the first two years. "Although research is badlY needed to
specify the exact characteristics of the low-birth-weight infant
that elicit parental abuse," Parke and Collmer conclude, "it is
clear that the burden, stress, and disappointment associated
with the birth arid care of a low-birth-Weight infant could in-
crease the probability of abuse."

Child development researchers Sarah Friedman and Blanche
Jacobs, at the National Institute of Mental Health, have ob-
served how nursts help propagate or intensify negative atti-
tudes towards premature infants. "We see how they talk about
the children," says Friedrnan. "They often hate them. If they
develop a hate for the child everyone begins to disown the
child. You come in and ask 'how is this baby doing?' The
answer is I don't know. I'm not taking, care of this child."
Jacobs adds thaLt the dynamics of a nursery for premature
.infants is very different from the norm. The staff can often
gang up on babies that they don't like. A baby that doesn't
thrive is a symbol of failure, and they don't like it. If he is ugly
to begin with and troublesome, the spiral of neglect ,can begin.
Irhe researchers pointe-Cais..tint the mother who comes to visit
her premature child after leaving the hospital gets a lot of
"vibes" from the attitudes of hospital staff. The spiral of ne-
glect and isolation builds up (personal interviews, 1978).

1,
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The problem may be compOunded by the impact on mother of

her separation aorn the premature infant at the very start of
their relationship. A child born prematurely is typically not
available to mother for long periods precisely at the time when

critical attachments are beginning to take hold. A host of stud-

ies of both animal--and human mothers and infants, some of

them reported earlier, have demonstrated that such early sepa-

ration can have a significant effeCt on the mother's behavior

and attitudesher skills as a mother, her4lf-confidence, even

her pllysical interactions with the child.
From their studies, John H. Kenn Al and his asociales have

reported subtle evidence with potentially explosive ramifica-
tions (1977). Mothers who were permieted phykical contact with

their premature infants beginning in the'first aays of life, they

found, spent significantly more time edgaged in cuddling and

other intimate behaviors during later feedings than did moth-

ers who first handled their babies only after 20 days. Mothers

enjoying early contact more often held their infants cradled

close to their body or on their cirest or shoulder; furthermore,

they were moreiikely to look, at and talk to the infant during
feeding.rather than to pay attention to others. Separated moth-

ers, in contrast, often held their infants at some distance from

their bodies and showed less evidence of attachment. The pa

tential for abusive behavior is less by mothers who have en-

joyed the opportunity to form strong emotional .bonds with

their infants. The premature newborn, removed from contact

with the mother, is a likelier victim later, therefore, when

encounters begin in earne4t with a mother who has not made

the critical early connections of love.

Studies such as those by Kennel, Klaus, and others demon-

strate th6 importance of early experiences in the later develop-

ment of the child. Yet it should be kept in mind that the data
provided by these studies portray trends and tenden i0s, not
immutable facts of human development. Indeed, som hild-

development 'authorities have recently challenged the notipn

that one can always hticipate from the experiences and beha-

xiors of infancy what a child will be like later on in life. Among

them is Harvard professor of human* development Jerome

Kakan, who rewinds us'that recent evidence from longitudinal

studies provide a portrait of child development that is more
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plastic, mare malleable by later experience than has hitherto
been believed to be t,he case (Kagan 197ii0.

Help for Abusers and Their Victims

1The foregoing data expose the need for programs t t
effectively reduce tire suffering of children and break,he chain
of abuse that finks the generations. Can preventive measures
be introduced to end the relentless attack on abused children
and offer them and their families a chance for normal exist-
ence? Not all cases of child abuse are comparable, of course,
and no one preventive measure, therefore, can work in a11
cases. In the view of a niirater of experts in the field, however,
a rang6 of existing programs appears to offer hope for dealing
with_child abuse. Parke and Collmer have described six catego-.
ries of such programs (1975):

Parent Oroups, which provide abusive parents with an op-
portunity for group discussiunand emotional support. Group
members, often isolated'in eheir own individual lives, 'report
that the): profit from knowing that" other people have prob-
jems and feelings sirrillai-io tkitir own.

Home SuPpori Programs, which involve lay therapists fmc-
tioning as family friefids for abusive parents. In contrast to
tyPical ,soeial workers, whp carry a load of 15-30 cases, an
aide is assigned to only one or two families, with the aim of
providing advice and support over an extended period on a
regular basis, asually in the parents' home; the aide is
available by phone day and night, and the parent is encour-
aged to make contact during a crisis.
HAtine Telephone Services, organized along the lines of
those successfully offered to suicidal perlms. The public,
made aware of the 24-hour emergency iierfices through the
media, is encouraged to call for support in a crisie situation,
or to seek referral to an agency offering direct advice and
therapy. ,>

Crisis Nurseries and Drop,off Centers, providing the stressed
parent with 24-hour emergency short-term care for infants.
Such facilities emerged from the frequent observation that,
when hartassed parents are, faced with the task of caring
for their children without a.,break, abuse is more likely to
occur.

tcy

A
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Child,Gare Instrixtion, based on thJ demonstrAle fact that
many abusiVe parents share common misunderstandings
about childrearing. In seine instances; the essentials of child
care are taught in parent group meetings, while in others
individual instruction is offered in the home. Emphasis is on
the practical aspects of child "tare, including the trouble-
some area of child discipline.

Public Education, aimed at increasing general awareness of
the origins and nature of. child abuse. Because many adules-

.
te. cents share' only vague and unrealistic ideas about parental

-feelings and behavior, such educational ,efforts are especially
useful to them.

.

Parke. ,and Collmer, offer an importatit rerninder. Many,
^ Ay.),

claims have been made, on behalf of various intervathition ef-
forts, but none bat; been sufficienty evaluated. Still, until sys-

. tematic assessments aretaprried out, such progratis must be .

reggrded as vehicles'of hope for both victim andabuser.

.

,

When Stpuld Therapy End and the Law Take Over?

For those engaged in the helping process, a sharp ,and rend-
o ing dilemma often 'Presents itself: How to balance the therapeu-
.tic impillse with the reeliT of revulsion, outrage, and censure
evoked by the abusive pareq.

Rosenfeld and Newberger propose a number of criteria that
clinicians might use to help decide whether an abusive parent
should best be approached with coMpassion or control (1977. )
Examples are: if the child's, injuries appeal' to be the-result of
an isolated,expetience triggered by stress; if the parent shows-
some Concern or guilt; if the parent's behavior is not deviant in
other waysfor example, alcoholic or criminal; if the child is
seen by tffe parent as basically gobd a worthy of love;, if the
parent is able to view the child as a s parate entity'ultienately
wortliy of compassion and emPathy; and if the parent appears
to have suffkient strength of personality to be able to learn to
control violent and aggressive impulse& If a few of these are
the case, then a compassionate stance apPears appropriate. lf,
on the other hand, the child is the "Victim orse'vere and recur-
ring:injuries, 4he parent seems unconcerned or displays other
deviant behavior, sees the' child as intrinsically "bad," cannot
distingu1gh the child's needs from his or her own, and lack* the

-
0.

1 ,
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psychological hefilth and alaptive strength to deflect harmful
impulses, then an intervention aiiproach weighted towara "con-
trol" may well be invoked.

Ultimately, the best hope for all lies in the develpPment of
techniqueslor antidipating child abuse, for preventing it before
the pattern begins to take hold at all.'The work of one seasoned
research team is directed toward this end.

An Early Warning System

At the National Center for Ihe Treatment and Prevention of
Child Abuse and ,Neglect, in Denter, C. Henry Kempe and his
coworkers have acted on the conviCtion that it may be possible
to pick lip signs of trouble between the newborn infant and its
mother at birth (Grey, CUtler, and Kempe 1977). Children who
are most likely to be battered later can often be identified from
their mothers' reactions *luring labyr and during and after
delivery, Kenre believes. -

One of the important clues to future difficulties for the 4pild,
.for example, is lack of direct eye contact between parents and
newborn, says Kempe. Other 'parental reactions that might
suggest future problems of child abuse and neglect include lack
of an active interest in the baby, unreasohabledievels of expec-
tation toward neWborns, disappointment over the child'a sex,
hostile reactions,-and inappropriate comments.

Kompe believes that, as a result of his early identification
techniques, prevention of major injuries is possible. "We can do
nothing about how people are raised. We camdo nothing about
how thely see thfir. children. But we can from the very first do ,
something abouNifelines and rescues and about crises manage-
ment." Kempe believes that his approach ban identify families
who need extra helpthat is, "outreach services" that all chil-
dren ahetild have:

In the Colorado study (in which Kempe's collaborators were.
Jane D. Gray, Christy A. Cutler, and Janet G. Green), 100
mothers believea capable of "abnormal parenting practices"
were evenly divided among a High Risk Intervene (HRI) group
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and a High Risk Nonintervene (HRN) group. Fifty mothers at
low risk for abnormal parenting were selected'as controls.

A prenatal interview was given each rnothek with info'rma-
tion gathered on the parent's upbringing, feelings about this
pregnancy, expectations for the unborn child, attitudes
toward discipline, availability.of support systems, and the
present living situation!

A questionnaire was administered to the Mother during the
Prenatal or early postnatal period, covering the same,
ground as the prenatal interview.

.
Mother-infant interaction was assessed on forms completed."
by the labor and delivery-room mirses or from videotapes.

Observation and/or interviews were given during the post-
partum period.

As it turned out, "information gained from observers in, the
delivery room was most accurate in predicting potential for
abnormal parenting practices." The investigators add: "If deliv-
ery room observItion is not feasiple and onlY one opportunity
foe evaluation exists, the early postpartum period affords the
best Opportunity . ..."

Intervention was provided by.,a pediatrician, who examined
the baby in the newborn nursery', talked- with the parents, and
scheduled the first. pediatric visit when the infant was two

.`weeks old. After that, the doctor saw the child bimOnthly and
at other times when the mOther or the doctor felt necessary.
The pediatrician also telephoned the family.two or three days
after the child left the hospital and during the weeks when a
clinic visit tram not scheduled, and he provided support when=
ever a medical or other crisis was present. The families were
not told that this service was_ exceptional. Also included in
intervention were weekly visits by public health nurses. Lay
health visitorspersons who assess the general health
status, offer emotional support to the family, and kovide liai-
son with the health systemwere used whenever indicated.

When the children were at least 17 mons old, home visits
were made to 25 randomly selected. families in each of the
groups under study. Some of the findings:

ki
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No, child in .the URI group (high risk, intervention) and
none in tile low-risk group suffered an injury thought to be
secondary to "abnormal parenting practices" that was seri-
oils enough to require hospitalization. However, five chil-
dren in the HRN group (high risk, no intervention) required
inpatient treatment for serious injuries, which included a
fractured femur, a fractured skull, barbiturate ingestion, a
subdural hematoma, and third-degree burns. One of the five
serious injuries (the burns) was preceded by relatively minor
inflicted trauma, including cigarette burns, scratch marks,,
and strap marks. These all received medical,attention but
were never repoited, nor was an attempt made to invotve
other helping agencies in an effort to prevent further inju-
ries. There is a possibility that' the third-degree burns and
the resulting contractures could have been prevepted if in-
tervention had been initiated proMptly. In another case, a
subdural hematoma and itE(resulting intellectual deficit and
neurological handicap mitight havk, been prevented if inter-
vention had been instituted during a "social admission" to a
hospital just prior to the injury. If appropriate interventions
to alleviate social pressure had been undertaken at this
point, there is a possibility that the injury would not have
occurred (Gray, Cutler, Dean, and Kempe 1977).

Possible indicators of high risk had been considered to be
the mother's race, age, and marital status, -and the family's
socioeconomic level. As it turned out, the mother's 'race was
not a significant variable. However, sinOe and young moth-
ers were considered at higher risk for abnormal parenting
practices; also "there was a tiend toward 'financial difficul-
ty' in mothers in the high-risk groups."

$,
<

ThyOenver investigators arrived at a conclusion that is re-
ported most gently in tlyir oWn Ards:

Families identified as being in need of extra services
must have access to intensive, continuous intervention
which is both positive and supportive. It makes little
sense to provide excellent prenatal, obstetrical, 'and
neonatal pediatrie care in our hospitals, only to aim*
don the most needy young families at the hospital door
and leave to chance, or to parent motivation, the
needed access to helping professionals (Gray, Cutler,
Dean, and Kempe 1,)77).
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Such pre ction effois, Parke and Collmer believe, are
abng the t important recent innovations in the area of
alild abuse re arch. If they are successfyl in rdentifYing poten-
tially abusive caretakers, education programs for parents can
begin immediately after the child is born, thus short-circuiting
the developing patterns of interaction that portend later abiise..
It is far easier to prevent the evolution of such patterns thap
modify them after they have taken hold.

In thus providing parents with the capaéity to deal well with
their children, we may yet reverse the inexorable chain of
violence that now binds the generations.

Note

(1) This report is adapted from a chapter appearing in A
Child's Journey: Forces that Shape the Lives of our Young, by
Julius Segal, Ph.D., and Herbert Yahraes (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1978).
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HELPING ABUSED CHILbREN
AND THEIR PARENTS

Principal Investigator: James I KeN, Ph.D.

Author.Mary C. Blehar, Ph.D., NI

4

A 12-month-old infant with a painful abd swollen hand is
brought into j..,os Angeles Children's Hospital. His nervous
young mother's account of the injury is vague and inconsistent.
Skeletal X-rays confirm the pediatrician's, initial diagnostic sus-
picion that the baby has other'hairline fractures, some of the&
partly healed, most orthem unli ly come about by
accident. He concludes that th child is probably a victim of
Non-Aecidental Injury e case is reported to the pdlice,

as required by California law. Pending investigation of the case
by the Los Angeles Police Deilap,merit Child Abuse Unit and
the Department of Public SO9101 Services, and finardetermina-
.tion by the juvenile court, the infant is removed from The
famil3f home.-

A month-old girl is brought into the hospital by a, grand-
er who complains that the mother, her own daughtef, is

ni taking proper care of the infant. Examiners observe that
the baby is unresposive tct social stimulation and far below
normal in height and weight. After a few days' stay in the
hospital, during which time dhe is well fed, the baby gains
weight dramatically. The, case is again referred by.the attend-
ing pediatricjan to the Department of Public Social Services as
an instance of:Failure to Thrive (FTT), itp probable cause being
environmental deprivation.
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These ard but two examples of the kind of abusive treatment
to which young children in America.are spjected today. In Los
Angeles alone, the reported rate of non-accidentar injury and
child neglect was around 300 per million of population in 1976,
and comparable rates were reported for other urban 'centers.
Some experts suspect that rthe. true inOdence may be even
higher. The number of abuse casesComing to the attention of
authorities has grown rapidly in recent times, as ore and
more publicity is given to the problem..Whether abuse is actu-
ally increasing, or whether it is just being reported more, is. debatable. But the fact- remains that substaptial numbers of
Kung children suffer a variety of neglectful or injurious,expe-
riences tit the hands of the very adults who are responsible for
the children's safety and well-being.

A. Children's Hospital teatn in Los Angeles, California, has
been, involved in lm intensive, long-term study of/abused chil-
dren and their families. The Family Development Project, as it
is named, is headed by Dr. James Kent, a clinical psychologist
and reOpier4 qf an NIMI1 grant, He and his coworkers com-
bine research interests with daily practical concernsfbr the
care and twatment of chHdren and their parents. TeaArmem-,
bers have diverse Orofessional backgrounds..Among them are
pediatricians, psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, social work-. ers, nurses, specialists in development, parent aides, and-office
staffers. Together they comprise a dynamic group which takes
a multidisciplinary approach to what' is a multidimensional
problem.

Speaking briefly in his hospital office about the many causes
of abuse, Kent points out that there is a wide range of psycho-
logical characleristics associated with abusing parents, the
most commonly cited profile involving a childhood history of
13'hysical or emotional neglect, low self-esteem, high dependency
needarand Unrealistic expectations for the performance of very

' young children. Children are viewed as sources of reassurance
about personal adequacy, and when they fail to provide this
reassurtmce (as they often do by crying or by disobeying), the
parent sees her'self (or himself) as rejected. The impulsive re-
sponse to rejection is excessive anger and punishment; The
child suffers accordingly. That sociological factors are also im-
iilicated in abuse is shown by national surveys indicating that
the overwhelming majority of abuse and neglect cases come

Li 0
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from socially and economically disadvantaged groups. Alkhough

Kent finds this circumstance to prevail in ej? Angele h

points opt that, unfil recently, there has berf" an apparent
reluctance on the part of.private physicians to report to police
patients suspected of abbse. At present, only 1 percent of abuse
refereeds come from the private sector, though this situation is
changing as a result of physician education efforts now being
undertaken byi the American Academy of Pediatrics.

Kent does iot think that low socioeconomic status is a condi-
tion necessary for abuse to occur. He points out ihat parent
self-help groups, called Parents 'Anonymous, have sprung up in
Los Angeles and other urban centers throughout the United
States, and that these groups are made up almost exclusively of
middle-class parents. Thus abuse is not limited tbsImy one
social stratum; yet it is obvious that the stresses of low socio-
economic vcistence may help to push susceptible parents into
abusive patterns.

What about the abused children? HOw do they fare? Whit
long-term outcomes are associated with early abuse? The clini-
cal picture of an environmentally deprived (FTT) infant is well
known: malnutrition, retarded bone age, vulnerability to infec-
tion, stereotyped motor behaviors, and emotional apathy. When
Failure-to-Thrive children are placed in more stimulating and
responsive environments, they tend to improve dramatically.
Still, many professionals question whether the effects of early
deprivation can ever be undone completely. If the is§ue is phys-
ical development, then the outlook is ceptimistic, except in iso-
lated cases of severe and prolonged malnutrition in the first
months of life.,But if the issue is social/emotional development,
the prospects for complete recovery are much dimmer. Many
deprived children are never able to form close personal ties,
many suffer from character disorders, and many also tend to
lag behind their more fortunate peers in language development
and.concept-learning capabilities.

Physically battered (NAI) children present a somewhat differ-
ent clinical picture. The incident that led to injury may be
isolated, or it may be one of a series. Deliberately inflicted
injury is by its very nature not usually as chronic as neglect or
environmental deprivation, but it can be extremely dangerous.
At Los Angeles Children's Hospital, where casefinding is pur-
sued aggressively, the mortality rate for battered children is
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, around 5 percent. Ejsewhere it is undoubtedly higher, esti-*
mEqes of 10 percent being common. Even when a child survives
abdeb, some 20 to 40 percent sustain permanent damage, usual-
ly to the central nervous system.

The children suffer from numerous emotional difficulties.
They tend to be aggressive and to have difficulties with peer
relations. Overall, their emotional adjustment is poor. On
measures of intellectual development, they do not appear to be
affected as severely as in the emotional domain, but very few
score in the superior ranges.

RESEARCH GOALS 7

Although Kent and his colleagues are interested in differ-
ences between abuse-prone parents and other parents, they are
trying -to answer an even more significant and complex ques-
tion concerning differences among 'abusers themselves. Parents
of Failure-to-Thrive infants are distinct in many waYs from
parents of victims of No-Accidental Injury, and even within
these two categories of abuse parents vary widely. If a system
for categorizing parents according to reasons for a,buse can be
developed, Kent claims, then professionals can estimate the
degree of risk each cbild has for reabuse, and treatment of both
parents and children can be tailored to fit individual cases. To
this end, the Children's Hospital team workers have been gath-
ering* psychological, physichl, and sociological information
about the families they see. This information has been used to
sort abuse-prone families into four clusters. The clusters will be
refined continually as more information about abuse becomes
available, but Kent has already written a preliminary paper
describing four kinds of parents of children suffering from Non-
Accidental Injury. Dr. Robert Jacobs, a Children's frospital" pe-
diatrician,' has also identified three types of parents of Failure-
to-Tlirive 'infants. These cl ers will be described in detail
later.

Another research aspest of the program consists of a com-
parison between two groups of abused children and parents. A
"control" group, that is, a group matched to a test group in
every respect ex.cept the one being tested, contains childrea,
who were previously identified at the Hospital as victims 'of
NAI or 1.71'. They received the social-sdrvice assistance availa-

o''',
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ble, usually consisting of visits from an ernployeepf e Depart-
ment of Public Social Services. The second group c ntains chil-
dren who are also .victims of abuse but who in addition to
regular .social services Participate with their pare ts in a 'pro-
gr4rn developed by the Family Development Proj t team: Par-
ticipation in this program is the pnly difference between this
group and the control group. The children in the two groups
receive evaluations both at the time of the abuse and periodi-..

cally afterward so that their physical and social development
can be monitored.

Treatment Considerationa

Kent and his coworkers are worried about the long-term
,development of the children in their prOgram. Usually when a
child is reported to authorities because of suspected parental
abuse, he or she is removed from the home and placed in foster
care. Studies of children in such care indicate that they im-
prove initially'in physical growth and intellectual development
but that the longer they stay the more likely they aro to
develop difficulties in relating to their peers and to adults. It
appears that the effects of the abusing incident are compound-
ed by foster care or by separation from parents. Kent sees this
circumstance as representing a central problem in the effective
treatment of abuse.

This portrait of parents in pain qvcAr the
loss of their offspring is unlike the popu-
lar picture of 'abusers as homicidal sa-
dists who have little capacity to feel
positive emotions.

While it would be foolish to return children home indiscrimi-
nately and to hope that their parents would not reabuse them,
indefinite separation from parents may puts many children at
risk for developmental deviations that are less dramatic than
physical injury but perhaps equally detrimental .to long-term
growth and development. Consequently, the team has evolved
the philosophy that. children should not be placed in foster care
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unless it is absolutely necessary (i.e., tmless there i8 clear-cut
reason to think that reabuse will occur). The parent-child bond
is so fundamental a tie that we tend to take it for granted. But .

in the first months and years of life, it is either not yet well
consolidated or ,else easily disrupted. Long separation may
cluse significant damage to the child's development. Most of
the children's parents are likewise having difficulty in bonding.
ReMoval of the child further impedes this fragile process.
While foster care takes the child away from immediate danger,
it involveso severance of what-§ome consider to be infants' and
toddlers' earliest and most important love relptionships and
may subject them to a sucoession of caregivers. Kent points out
that children can have deep emotional ties, even to par,ents
who are indifferent or abusive. Separation is almost always a
painful experience,,no matter how 'objectively "bad" the parent
is. Parents too experience profound grief when their children
are taken from them. They can become so preoccupied with
regaining them that they are distracted from indepth therapy
that t ould alleviate conditions leading to abuse.

,

This portrait of parents in pain over the loss of their off-
spring is unlike the popular picture of abuse as homicidal sad-
ihts who have little capacity to feel positive e ns. On the
contrary, most of the parents Kent and his coworke have seen
love their children but are ambivalent. Circumstanc s in their
environments have tended to tip the balance of loV and hate
(present,' say most psychiatrists, in all close r ationships)
toward hate and aggression. It is the work of the s illed them.-
pist to re-establish a more suitable equilibrium.

When a child is referred to Children's Hospital, Kent and his
colleagues must decide about placement. The decision depends
on the sorts of factors that are emerging from the "risk" pro-
files. A few parent:3 are frankly psychotic and impulse-ridden.
They cannot be trusted not to reabuse a child placed in the
home again. Other parents require more superficial re-educa-
tion about child behavior and einotional development. Each
case is unique and therefore requies careful individual delib-
eration. Kent 'believes that the shock\ipgly high rates of reabuse
can be lowered and the abuse of othels children, some of them
as yet unborn, be prevented by prompt\ and effective interven-
tion. \
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While a major activity of the Family Development Project is
research, on a practical level the entire staff is involved in day-
to-day casefinding and treatment. Many cases of abuse in Los
Angeles County end up being referred to the Hospital for diag-
nosis and treatment. Although technically the Department of
Public Social Services has jurisdiction over a case, in practice
the caseworker kpually listens carefully to the team's delibera-
tions and, in most instances, follows their advice.

Diagnostic Techniques

Usually the first staff confact parents have is with Dr. James
Apthorp or Dr. Robert JacObs, both 'pediatricians. Apthorp, one
of California's leading experts in the diagnosis of Non-Acciden-
ial Injury, seep cases where abuse is suspected. Jacobs sees
Failure-to-Thrive children.

As for, the pediatrician's tasks, Dr. Apthorp says that first he
must assess whether an injury is accidental or deliberate. (In
many instances, parents deny kuowledge of any incident of
inflicted injury.) Second, he must inform parents of his diagno-
sis, a duty that can be very painful. Third, if the child comes
under the auspices of the protective services, he must assess
developmental status and eventually developmental progress.

Most of the injtKed children Apthorp sees are infants and
toddlers under 3 years of age. They come in with a variety of
injuries, ranginefrom relatively minor bruises and cuts to
severe and life-threatening conditions that require prolonged
.hospitalization and that can lead to permanent damage. He
explains that it is usually not difficult to distinguish .between
accidental and non-accidental injury. The location of injuries,
their type; and the explanation parents offer often provide
invaluable clues. For instances bruises on a' preambulatory
infant- are more suspicious ,than on an active toddler. Bruises
on the child's backside and those that leave die imprint of an
instrument are highly questionable.

Parent behavior alsb can help establish a diagnosis. Mona
"Finnila, the staffs pediatric nurse practitioner, reports that
mothers of accidentally injured children are more likely to
behave in an extremely distraught manner than are mothers
who have inflicted the injury themselves. Dr. Stan Katz, one of
the team's two clinical psychologists, suspects that parents who
admit to the act of abuse initially may have a less favorable
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therapeutic prognosis than /parents who start out denying
wrongdoing. In the latter case, the experience el shame and
guilt (implicit in denial? may indicate more effective coping
strategies and greater willingness-to work in therapy tq prove
commitment and efficacy as a parent. Furthermore, parents
who admit abuse may feel that their confession is sufficient in
order to have their child returned and then believe that they'
have no furt er psychotherapeutic responsibilities. Research is
being conducte presently to verify these impressions.

The diagnosis )of Failure to Thrive (Frn secondary to a diag-
nosis of environmental deprivation is usually .no more difficult
tO make than one of NAI. Defined technically ne weight apd
height ni.ealurements below the third percentile for age, FTT is
most cqrnm6nly found in children under 1 year of age. When
an PM' infant is first seen, the pediatrician must entertain the
possibility that there is an aganic basis for the Condition; but
this diagnosis:is easily dismissed if and when the bhby gains
weight rapidly after a few days in the hospital. A baby who has
been chronically underfed is likely to II, ve a small ,head cir-
cumference as well as low weight, while ,baby suffering from
acute malnutrition will have relatively normal height and head
circumference. Other indications of psychological failure 'to
thrive are ltiarental reports- that the baby -has not had immuni-
zations, poor infant skin care or untreated infections, inappro-
priate infant clothing, or atypical or unresponsive behavior.

For suspicion of injury,IMI) or neglect (FTT) to lead to
actionjt-is not necessary to establish which parent is "guilty,"
.or even that th'e parents (rather than a babysitter or sibling)
were themselves responsible for the. injury. It is sufficient that
the child's.. condition besevere enough that .parental action
should have prevented it from developing or that it called for
immediate attention. (This is not to say that a parent Whose
child is injured by a babysitter and who takes him or her to a
doctor immediately will have the.schild removed. In this case;
action iA considered prompt and appropriate.)

On the ocher hand, if ,X-rays give evidence of repeated inju-
ries that pal-ents would have had te notice but took no action,
it does not matter that they deny wrongdoing. The child's
safety arid well-being are of paramount importance.
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Enlisting Parent Participation

bp& .the probability of abuse has been established by the
pediatricians, the Arents are put in touch with the Project's
social workers, Heather Halperin and Jill Pospisil. Halperin
sees the. parents of.children diagnosed as NAI, Pospisil parents

-of Children diagnosed as. FTT. they have the difficult job of
informing parents that their 'children are going to be taken
from them, at least tempgrarily, and that they are under suspi-
cion by authorities. In :.iome cases, proof' of injury can lead a
parent of an NAI child down a long and costly road of court
hearings, possibly ending in incarceration.,(In the past, parents
of an FIT. child were rarely charged with any offen4, if they
cooperated actively in 'the treatment, but as the program ,pro-

.. gresses, more ITV cases are being referred to the courtsiAt
the same time,,,N social workers must try to establish rapport
With the paeents. hile Parficipation in the Family Develop-
ment Project is voluntary.; most liarents perceive the staff as
having real power over.them, since staffers can determine what
happens to the child. This circumstance crtes conflict in par-
ents' minds. The staff must prennt themsel7Ges as people who
want to help the parents, while at the same time they also
have to tell wrents that .the policeepight be in touch with
them, that their child is to be removed, and that they should
participate in a program of therapy.

Halperin stresses how sensitive this first contact is. She de-
vribes her rotv as one of a stranger entering the parents' lives

at a most difficult time. The parents alrlmst inevitably see
themselves accusql of harming the child,, and freUu6ntly they
will ask whether they seem like people who would "do that sort
of thi ." At the same time Ow social worker wants to help the
paref s get through what will probably be an embarrassing
an enjationally pane exlvrjence.:It is her task to impart to
them the iness'agethat she can be trusted.and wants to be their
friend.

If the parents agree to participate in the Project,-their per-
sonallives will be subject to unprecedented scrutiny. They will
be asked to fill out several questionnaires about themselves, -
undergo three to five interviews with staff members, fill out a
long social' history with the social woler, submit to psychologi-

cal and psychiatric evaluations, and then MUet with ;Jae social
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worker and a Department of Public Social Services representa-
tive to discuss the future. Even if they agree to cooperate fully
in all these undertakings, the social worker can make no prom-.
ises to them about the return of their child. The initial reaction
of many people to the..first meeting is anger, bewilderment, and
defensiveness. Halperin herself confesses to occasional doubts
about what she is amg and saying. It is far easier on the social
worker, she says, ifthe parents admit to the injury. It is very
hard to tell people that they need therapeutic intervention if'
theY claim that they did not do anything,wrong.

EVALUAT.ION OF FAMILIES'

Psychological evaluations of the parents play a large part in
determining what happens to the child in the futute as well as
what course of treatment to follow. Often, the social workers
make initial reports to the. staff about the parents. Then psy-
chMogists Kent and Katz see the parents in a series of sessions.
If the ease calls for it, staff' psychiatrists will also work up an
assessment. ,

In a first interview, parents are asked about. their relation-
ships with their own parents in childhood (a common finding in
cases of' NAI is that patents themselves were nbused as chil-
dren), their educational and employment histories, their social
relationslOps and outside activities, histories of pregnancies
and childcare experiences, and marital satisfactions.

Except in a few areas, abusive parents
generally have lower-than-average expec-
tations for their child's development.

For tla. Project's research purposes, it is highly desirable that
parents provide a detailed .account of' the circumstances of' the
sabuse, but frequently the particulars are not easily brought
formard. Before the very people they see as authorities, parents
understandably are afraid to admit to an act of injtiry. In other .

cases, they are less than candi'd because they are ashamed and
anxious: Gradually,. as the parents' confidence is gained, infor-
mation does becon e available, and when it does it is used to

t:10
*as
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enrich the risk profiles the team hopes to refine with further
study.

In addition to general social history items, information about

f a parent's attitudes toward parenting is especially useful in
planning a course of therapy. Kent and his coworkers have
been gathering data on parental, expectations for children's
behavior. It is commonly thought th4t abusing parents expect
unrealisticallY high performances fro{n.childrenand.that w,hen
these expectations are frustrated abuse occurs. In' fact, prelimiz

nary findings from a parental expectations survey indicate the

opposite. Except in a few areas, abusive parents generally have
lowee-than-average expectations for their child's development.

Que of tflese areas is control of crying, where they anticipate

very early mastery, despite the fact that crying in early infancy

is much more apt to be an expression of physiological needs

than a device for annoying a parent. Since young children cry
often (and, claim some, more often when not responded to),
abuse-prone parents are caught in a vicious circle. The child's
crying is misinterpreted as rejection to which those parents

may be especially Vtrtnerable and so pverreact, which increases

the child's crying. More generally, abuse is triggered when

parents fail to make realistic assessments of a child's abilities

at a given-stage of development.
Kent and his coworkers are obtaining a variety of personality

assessments of parents. Some techniques involve administra-

tion of standard evaluation tests; otheyerequire parent inter-

views with the staff social workers, psychiatrists, and psycholo=

gists. The measures are designed to reflect a parent's ability to
control aggressive impulses (an important factor in assessing

risk of reabuse), capacity for nurturant behavior, and positive

response to available treatments.

--win addition to parental assessmenAts, detailed assessments are

made of the children's physical, Ritellectual, and social-emo-
tional functioning. For instance, at the time of admission to the

flospital anthropometric measurOments (the child's size,

weight, proportions) and bone-age studies (skeletal development
relative to age) are made for all cases and for any NAI

case below the tenth percentile in height. Laboratory studies

include routine blood and urine work. Neurological normality

as weri as physical strength and coordination is assessed. Motor

and intellectual development. are measured through the use of,
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standard tests. Emotional adjustment is more difficult, to pin-
point, but staff members rate .chnren on ability to form inter-
personal bonds, aggressive behavior, attention span, and gener-
al affict. These measures are repeated at 6-month intervals
both for the control and the study children. After all results
are M, the twolsroups will be compared in order to see what
effect participation in the Family Development Project has had
on developmental progress.

Nfavorable outcome of treatment for parents will be assessed
primarily in two ways. First, anecdotal accounts from the var-
ious team members who have had contact with the parents will
be used to form a general impression. Ratings of parents are
made every 3 months in order to assess parent responsiveness
to cOntact, initiative in bringing about change, and capacity for
nurturing and protebting chk1dren.

Second, when the.child iS placed back in the home (which
happens in nearly all F117 cases and in an,as-yet-undetermined
percentage of NAI .casesl, the parent-child interaction is as-
sessed through observation, as lire the quality and amount of'
stimulation provided the child by the home environment.

TEAMWORK IN ACTION

One recent afternoon in Los Angeles the therapeutic team,
headed by Kent, met to-make a decision about the placement of'
a child. The particular case that day was a difficult one for the
staffers to deal with. The parents were atypical for the
samplethey were solidly middle class and semiprofessional.
The suspected abuse had been detected by a private physician
who had referred the family to 'Children's Hospital. Both par-
ents denied any wrongdoing. On the other hand, each accused
the other of the abuse. The infant, a 7-month-old boy, had been
a planned baby, and, his mother piolessed to be a staunch
practitioner of breastfeeding in order to enhance, bonding.
There was considerable disagreement awong the teiun mem-
bers as to what should be done with the child bicauSe the
family situation was complicated and the circumstances sur-
rounding the abuse ambiguous. Some favored keeping the
infant with the husband's mother who lived close to the couple
so that his own mother could have the ready access to him she
required for breastfed,ing. Others feared that this proximity
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could create problems. First of all, relationship between
mother-in-law and the child's mother had already been strained
before the abuse, and it was Felt that the mother-in-law would
most likely join her son in blaming his wife for the child's
condition. If so, relations between husban'd and wife would
further degenerate. Secondly, making the child so readily acces-
sible to the parents might allow for reabuse. The oup's
cussion was freewhi.,eling and-, at times, heated.43ome believea
the mother's deniaW 7thers (the staff psychiatrist, among
them) the father's. Only by a narrow majority was it decided to
place the child in the mother-in-law's home. The deciding fac-
tors Were two: hrst, while the injuries sustained were multiple,
they had not been so serious as to endanger the infant's life.
And now that the parents werl, under Social Services jurisdic-
tion, further injury seemed unlikely. Second, the mother-infant
bond would be disrupted minimally ty the arrangement. Al-
though the case was unusual, the style of discussion, the vari-
ety of' opinions offered, and the heat of' debate were not. Every
member of the staff who was related even tangantially to the
case came and had the opportunity to express an opinion. (This
child has since been placed back in he care of his parents,
although he is still under jurisd ion. )arents are continu-
ing...in therapy.)

PAPENT WORKSHOPS

Mier a course of therapy is decided m, the parents are
usually invited to participate in weekly gr p sessions. Accord-
ing to Marilyn Rigler, parent-education coordinator for the
Project and leader of one of the three evening parent sessions,
at first the sessions concentrated on frankly didactic goals, such
as teaching principles of child development.. However, she said,
this format did not appeal to most parents and tended to
'threaten them. Hence, a more informal atmosphere was
sought, the major objective being1he improvement of parent
communication skilEs.

The workshops span l'he dinner hour From 5 to 7:30 p.m., the
first hour being given to a casual supper during which parents
and staff mix freely and engage in small talk. Children are
invited and eat with their parents. After dinner, the group
breaks up into three parts. Rigler heads a husband-wife group,

';/
-At
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Heather Halperin"Ind Jill Pospisil single-mother groups. The
( topics of the evening center on feelings about oneself and how

( they affect relationships with other people, .s...hildroihring
behavior, and day-to-day problemsolving: The fdrmat is an open
one, the group leader guiding the topics when parents stray too
far from loosely defined goals or, as occaAionally happens, when

riono member of the group monopo,lizes the conversation. During
a recent session involving couples, a woman launched into an
open expression ot dissatisfaction with her husbakid's inability
to communicate with her. The husband initially reacted by
acknowledging the "righteousness" of his wife's accusations
mfith littlemore than begrudging grunts, but eventually he was
drawn into discussion by other members of the group.

As for the dynatnics of the sessions, Rigler says that cotiples
who have .been coming for a long time tend to loosen up and
become more vocal. They tend to form friendships with other
members of the group outside the sessions. Hence conversation
frequently centers on husband-wife and couple-to-couple rela-
tionships. New couples often start out with resentment and
hostility. It takes time for them to begin to relax. But once they
see the group as an arena for learning about themselves, rather
than as a. court where they are to be judged, they become
active participants. Rigler is hesitant tO characterize the ses-
sions as therapy, but she does think that they serve a useful
therapeutic function. They increase verbal skills and sensitivity
to verbal communicationS' and emotions, and in thus promoting
greater self-awareness and understanding of others with simi-
lar experiences, may serve to lessen the likelihood of reabuse.

Single-mother sessions also follow a casual fitrmat. In a
recent one conducted by Halperin, mothers,wereiasked to con-
sider their former roles in male-female relationships. The topic
was a not uncommon problem. Many of the mothers admitted
that they had embarked on affairs with men who were likely to
abuse them and possibly their children. Halperin hoped to raise
their consciousness of their own worth and to make \!.hern real-
ize that a man-at-any-cost attitude was destructive to them-
selves as well as their children. Many of the wotrken spoke
openly about living in fear of thyhusbands or boyfriencti and
of the relief they felt when the relationships finally ended.

While parents are participating in group sessions, children
are in therapy and stimulatickn grout* according to age level.
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There are separate groups for infants, tod
schoolers., Nurse-practitioner Finnila and ps
pervise the children's groups. While the

with an opportunity to give the childr
to encourage social interactions,
sessments of developmenta
Katz are assisted in
age aides fro
adults fr
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sqcial stimulation and

y alSo permit informal as-
atus and progress. Finnila and
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e nearby Hollywood High chool and by,
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e atmosphere 'at the weekly sessions is one of friendly

informality. Individual therapy is also conducted in one-to-one

sessions Vlith parents by Kent, Katz, and specially trained psy-

chology interns. however, even this degree of involvement

probably would not be sufficient to effect long-term improve-

ments in a family's condition were it not for the existence eon

important, informal liason between professional staffers and

parents, the parent aides.,

PARENT AIDES

The Parent-Aide Program was originated by five staff mem-

bers, James Kent, Mona Finnila, Susan Curtis, Pat Croot, and

Martha Satin. Coordinated by human-development specialist

Marilyn Rigler, the program evolved in response to the parr

ents' dissatisfaction with traditional office psychotherapy. For

one thing, many of them viewed such therapy as punishment

by the court and were loathe to kmply with it. Secondly, many

had very little faith in the value of the so-called "talkirig cure"

when their primary concerns were so pressing. No amount of

conversation and probing could alleviate their anxieties about

basic survival issues. Thirdly, some parents were so preoccu-

pied with their missing child that they didn't want to discuss

anything not bearing directly on the issue of the child's return

home. The Department of Public Social Services caseworker,

already overburdened with ,families, and even the Family De-

velopment Project staff themselves, just could not handle all

aspects of the parents' situations that required attention. In

order to give needy parties additional contact, the staff decided

to provide them with someone in the community who would

fulfill the .role of a good neighbor.' For these reasons, the
Parent-Aide Program was set gp.
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The aides are recruited from the greatei Los-Angeles commu-
nity. They include mothers with young children, university
students studying psychology, and even unwed mothers who
have experienced many of the frustrations and burdens that
bother the families. They are given only a very modeSt monthly
stipend of $50 plus their travel expenses. The aides are trained
in the causes and problems., of child abuse. Initially many of
them have to be helped to (gork through their own anger and
hostility toward people who "\yould do this to a child." To this
end, they engagA.in role-play ink of the problems and stresses of
abuse-prone families. Finally they are given help in developing
their listening skills and in techniques for encouraging parents
to solve problems.

Aides meet on a biweekly basis to increase their skills and to
enhance their sense of participation in the Project; and they.
are invited,to attend case conferences and group evening ses-
sions. At the evening meetings, they serve to break the ice by
bringing up their own problems for discussion. Because many
of the parents come to know thtioides and like them, their
participation diminishes the threatening atmosphere or the ses-
sions. 4

Each aide is assigned to specific families, but not all families
have aides. When a family treatment plan is first discuSsed in
conferetce, one of the major concernst'of those present is
thether or not a parent aide will help in attaining therapeutic
goals. If the family already lias a built-in neighborhood or
family support systempeople-who can -provide concrete help
with such things as child rare or transportation and who are
warm and acceptingthen aides are.not necessary. If the par-
entii are clearly psychotic, aides are not assigned since this
degree of psychopathology is beyond the scope of their ability.
However, most of the families in the Project tend to be isolat-
edsocially, physically, and economicallyfrom Other people.
They need the sort of informal support that an aide can give so
well. Every'attemptis made to match aides and families on the
basis of personalities, economic histories, age, intuitions, and

needs of the parties involved.
An -aide's initolvement with parents can be extenpive. For

instance, one invited a mother and her children to her home
for lunch. While their toddlers played in a little wading pool,
the women discussed the children's behavior and development.
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In anothei case, a mother was trying to brush up on her typing A,

skills in order to get a job. An aide 'loaned her a typing book
and typewriter for 2 months. In still another case, an aide
repeatedly took care of a couple's children overnight,so that
the parents could have some time to' themselves.

Aides are there to help in times of real crisis, as when one
received a telephone call on a Sunday from a mother who,
although not specific as to the purpose of the call, was slurring
her speech badly. Even though she was not asked, the aide
made a home visit. When she arrived, she discovered that the
young mother had, taken an overdose of Valium. She took the
mother to the emergency room of the local hospital. Since then
the woman has emerged from the state of dejection that led up

to the incident.
While the parent-aide relationship usually develops into one

of, friendship and trust, there are some pitfalls. Some of the .

ybu
gest mothers tend to transfer negative feelings .toward

th own parents onto the aides, whom they perceive as parent
substitutes. Other times aides may come to resent being used
only for transportation. Still other times, en aide may become
overly involved with a family to the extent that she tries to
protect them from the "powers that be." And there is always
the danger that parents may become overly dependent on the
aide to the extent that they 'fail to work on developing their
own problemsolving skills.

Nonetheless, the aide's role remains an extremely valuable.
one. She.befriends the parents and becomes an advocate of the
family, while at the same time she provides informal, surveil,
lance of them and particularly .of the child. Some parents are
at first suspicious of the aide and see her as an informant; but
because they are in such great need of friendship and support,
most soon develop rapeort with her. The double role that an
aide must perform in fulfilling her responsibilities both to the
Project and to the parent occasionally lead!. her to complain of
a conflicted existence. But all in all, the concrete assistance
and emotional suppoft aides provide give the Child Develop-
ment Project that personal and individualized aspect which
sustains the more formal ties between client and hospital staff.
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SOME PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FINDINGS: CLUSTERING OF
TYPES OF ABUSE

,

Of all the research goals that the members of tho Project
have set for themselves, perhaps none has more potential im-
portance than- the development of' typologies of NAI and FTT
families. These typologies, mentioned briefly in an earlier sec-
tion, consist of profiles that distinguish families on factors of'
importance foi planning therapy and child placettnent.For ex-
ampli';., it is emerging that some NAI families require educa-
tional efforts while others require intensive. psysthotherapy.
Children of: parents who require instruction are usually at
much less risk for reabuse and/ for long-term development than
are children of' moe severely mentally disturbed parents.
Hence, they can be placed back- inlelneir own homes more
confidently. As the profiles become more and molt refined, it
will become easier to place a particular family in a category
and to make decisions op the basis of what membership-1n the
category implies. In general, knowledge Ai cntained in the pro-
files will enable the intervener o make .highly individualized
decisions about a particular family that are maxiinally benefi-
cial to the parties involved, all the while using scarce money
and human resources only where they are most needed.-

The first analysis was undertaken by Kent and his colleagues
and yielded fotir clusters of' NAI families: The fi4 duster they
call "flash point." Flash-point families are the be t1 that don't
resemble the other families in most ways. The have relatiVely
high socioeconomic sfatus. They are mtddle class, They .0ave
not beitn involved with the .police, and there is ino particular
history of' mental disorders. Out of this family all of a sudden
comes a severe case of' abuse involving a very young baby. The
father is somewhat more often the abuser thad the mother.

ften reqiiire weeks hospitalization, and they are frequently
oil)The most serious inj ries also occur in this group. Children

o

damaged physically for life. Kent thinks that the children in
this type of family are at greater risk than.in the others,
because there probably exists among family members a quiet
kind of' psychopathology, the parents being borderline schizoid
personalities who are isolated from -eack other and from their
community. Treatment is difficult because violence is episodic,
covert, and hard to predict. The Family Development Project
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team finds these families the hardest to deal with. Kent says,
"They scare us. They scare us a lot."

The second group is called "spare the rod." These are fami-
lies where all the children are physically disciplined; not just
the child who comes to the hospital. Parents in this group say
things like, "If you don't beat them now, they're going to grow
up to be juvenile delinquents." They are not beating their
children because they hate them but because they love them
and believe that they need discipline in order to turn out to be
solid, law-abiding citizens. The level of abuse found in these
families is chronic but not serious. Children are regarded by
the team as at low risk for serious reabuse, and generally the
parents are fairly amenable to treatment, once they get over
the shock of being reported for doing something they have
always done. They are more -often arrested than parents in
Odier groups, perhaps because they are the ones who show up
at the hospital emergency room and say, "Look, I hit him too
hard. You'd better take care of it." This admission trigger's' the
social and legal machinery. Kent finds that the outcome qf
children in this group is the best of all four groups, because the
abuse is not intended nor perceived as rejection from the par-
ents..All the children in the family are receiving it.

A third group is called "you asked for it." This is a group of
families, most of them new to the Los Angeles area, ant a third
of them Mexican-American, where the father 'is often underem-
ployed. rathers are usually the abusers. The, child who . is
abused .is a 2- or 3-year-old, who is seen by the father as
defiant, disobedient, and undermining the father's authority.
Father already feels his self-esteem diminished by being under-
employed; his position as economic breadwinner is tieci to his
sense of worth. The mothers in these families rarely work, and

they tend td have stable personalities.
A fourth cluster is one that is most common in the Project. It

represents approximately 0 percent of all the cases seen.
Called "who needs it," the cluster includes boyfriend abuse
incidents. A mother, generally the biological mother, is in-

volved in tio series of unstable and short-lived relationships with
exploitive and sadistic men. She seems to invite' abusive treat-
ment by her passive and masochistic "do to me what you will"
attitude. She is desperately.needy and tolerates abuse of herself
and sometimes of her child in order to have companionship.

I co-
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These mothers have histories of abuse as children. They have
always been life's losers, and they are still losing. If a boyfriend
isn't beating their child'ren, then they are. These families are
the multiproblem ones that make intervention very difficult
because the parents are disorganized, depression prone, and
impulsive. They do respond to support, but it has to be inten-
sive and sustained.

Dr. Robert Jacobs, who deals with FTT cases admitted to
Children's Hospital, has also worked out profiles of FTT fami-
lies in a way that is conceptually analogous to Dr. Kent's
profiles. Again he finds that FYI' parents, despite several *-
portant similarities, are not a hombgeneous group, and that
important differences exist among them which have implica-
tions for treatment.

In all the families, there were few telephones, low incomes,
relatively high incidences of low-birth-weight babies and twin

'births, and low percentages of marriage and planned pregnan-
cy. Maternal health was poorer than average and disagreement
betweenalopouses on childrearing higher than average. FaTilies
were more mobile and more isolated from their communities
than tisual. Many had had problems with the local police.
However, while most cases showed certain characteristics, im-
portant distinctions could be made. Jacobs found that of 32
families seen, 14 fit into one or the other of three groups, while
17 required dual classification into a primary and a secondary
group.

In'group-one families, mothers were deficient in- what Jacobs
calls "mothercraft skills." They did not know basic things
about feeding and care of young infants. (For instance, one
mother fed her infant with his head unsupported and hanging
straight down.) The parents in this group had the lowest in-
comes, and mothers the highest rates of mental retardation
and youngest average age. The mothers were less likely than
the other mothers to report tilemselves as physically punished
in their own childhood, and they tended not to have problems
with uncontrollabl% outbursts of temper or alcohol and drug
abuse. The infants of group-one families frequently were not
immunized and often.were of low birth weight.

Gropp-two families were characterized as demonstrating the
"sociology of neglect." These people were frequently wiped out
emotionally because of very poor living conditions, Mothers had

\
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basic knowledge of baby care but did not use it. 'They were
tired and apparently incapable of much feeling. While they
were not mentally disturbed, their problems seemed to over-
whelm them, and they_ could respond neither to their babies
nor to themselves. Very few mothers were married or living
with a man, and very few pregnancies were planned. The moth-
ers tended to be confined to their homes without a car or even
a telephone. While they described themselves as having few
problems with their babies and as making friends easily, it
seemed clear that they were nonetheless unable to use neigh-
bors and friends as support systems. Of all the infants studied,
the infants of group-two families were youngest when they
came to the attention of authorities..

Group-three families reflected the "psychology of neglect."
Parents were acutely neurotic, or even psychotic. Many were
under severe stress and abused alcohol or drugs. Parents in
this group were the oldest of all and had the smallest number
of persons living in their homes. They were also the most stable
in terms of length of residence and least confined tp their home
enviromments. They had the highest incomes. Mothers reported
themselves as having received more physical punishment as
children than the other mothers. Arrests were more common
among these families, as was the use of alcohol, drugs, and
medicines .to alter mood. At the time the infants were diag-
nosed as Failure-to-Thrive cases, they were older than infants
in the other groups and tended to have all the required immu-

.

nizations.
Kent and Jacobs characterize their family types as first ap-

proximations to a system that they hope to refine further, but
they believe that they hav already gone a' long way toward
making sense of a variety of characteristics. Even now they are
finding the, distinctions useful in diagnosis and treatment of
the cases of child abuse that they see on a daily basis.

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION STRATEGIES ,

Kent sees the problem of child abuse in te ms of )two broad
strategies or approaches. The first is a systems ppr(4ich which,
calls for radical changes in those social conditions which predis-
pose people to abuse, such as inequities in . wealth, education,
opportunities, and quality of life. Proponents of the systems
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approach also advocate establishing Afdes ad' 6et orlics

support for parentg'So that they could t. aVqi p43ible4l..
formal, and clear-cut channels for -1d rnr :tp, hap le thei4

4 .

frustration and aggression. The sweeping alt` ilq,iops in soretaL
structure that the systems approach calls!' OP care not achieved
overnight. Even if such far-reaching; etvohlz .:4vere qinfkly
established, cocaplex changes take tim o'' ef.sloArri to the'
family level, and results might not be a ritifOr'generations'.

A second approach to child abuse a ióne, and
Kent believes that his Family) Developme t" olecti,Lpfogram
fits this. description. Symptoms 'approaches,' tioi chi,ld::.41m4se :are
aimed at earlier and better casefinding and',at educfrtiçi g. par-
ents about the sources of helpformal and irifornia1ti-04j1able'
to them when they feel themselves at immegiate
ing their children. 'Another ouch program besides titie:'Fkrnily
Development Project is Parents Anonymous, 1,Vhoqe foithdtr, ,

Jolly K1, is herself,a former abusing mother. Parents iVitatily- .

mous tries to help people talk o.qt their frustrations in .\the
company of others with similar concerns and problems.
participation is totally voluntary. The symptoms approach goes
hand-in-hand with secondary prevention efforts. While primary.
prevention tries to prevent conditions which lead up to abuse,
secondary prevention tries to nip in the bud problems that, if
left untreated, could lead to greater damage to children.

The work .at the Family, Development Project has aided sec-
ondary prevention goalS 'by 'identifying types of abusing par-
ents, so that it is now possible to differentiate between a parent

o disciplines with good intentions but badly thought-out
ethods and one who disciplines out ofjrustration with over-

whOwring environmental stresses. Such parents obviously need
d,ifferOt treatment strategies:

The goals of the Project, while they may seem ambitious to
the lay person, are characterized by Dr. Kent as modest ones.
He thinks that modest goals are in oripf or else would-be
interveners will wear themselves.out frematurely. In each
family that they see, he and his coworkers hope to achieve a
shifting of the ratio of expressed love-punishment toward a
child more in favor of love. In their experience, most abusing
parents are not individuals with homicidal tendencies, and not
all require years or even months in order to change behafjor.
Kent views the Parent-Aide Program as particularly important
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in providing a bridge between formal therapy on the one hand
and informal contact with good neighbors on the other. He
believes that programs suet as the 'Family 'Devel'opment Proj-

.. ect muig, break down the barriers' that interfere With normal
expressions of a parent's. love and..rnust build on the parent's
real concern for the child rather trian begin with the assump-
tion that children are _expoeed to injury ottt of indifferenc4 or
hostility. 11 happens, he says, but it is lesg common'than the
reverse.

Finally, he belietres that the preyention of abuse or reabuse
is only a, first step in treating the problem. With so much
attention focused on a particular1 act of abuse, it is easy to
foog6t that a whole''§ocral environment fostered it. Children
who grow up in such environments may have difficulty in
building feelings of basic trust and self-worth.,They may come
to, gee ,modeIs of violehce as acceptablelorms of expression in

,buman 'relationships. When they in turn grow up tgid .become
parents:they' may 'perpetuate recourse to child abuse. So,the
children from, tileee environments,need tis much extra Mkt-
ance a's their parents. Rotving,the physical abuse problem only
engbles 130ciety. to turn its attention,to the child. If the social.
'genetics or.ailkabute aro ..to .altered permanentlY, Kent
believes, it is. to.ward "Me child thae the mold sustaindd efforts
must be directed.

f
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MENTALLY ILL AT HOME: A
AM1LY MATTER

Principal Investigator. John Clausen,,,Ph.D.
tn

Author: Bette Runck, NIMH

One evening during World War II, John Clausen went to the
Washington, D.C., home of a black sociologist friend. The,.
friendcall him deorge Smithhad returned the previous
night from a 'trip to U.S. Army camps. Clausen listened as the
agitated and outr,aged Smith told ,,his guests about the abuses
that black soldiers had endured in the camps. The situation
had so upset Smith that he'd been unable to sleep .thq night
before. At 5 that morning he had called a top-ranking general
to demand that camp conditions be ftnproved immediately. The
general, too, became angry. At Smith. He ordered Smith's 'supe-

rior officer to dismiss the sociologist.
That morning in their office at the old War Department;

Smith had told Clausen and his other coworkers about the trip.
That night, as Clausen heard the story unfbld for the second
time, he noticed that his friend was embellishing parts of it,
recasting others. He knew about the incident with the- general.
As he listened, Clausen came ID realize that his friend was
unable to distinguish actual experiences from imagined onea.
There was something about SnAith's manber, his growing hyste-
ria, and his inability to organize an Oft-told story that worried
Clausen. Others at the gathering, some of them members of
Washington's wartime "Black Cabinet," had .not heard that
morning's account. They took the story at face value. Because
black people suffered grievously throughout society then, they

(;:r4
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found even a bizarre report about mistreatment of black sol
diers, all too believable. They set to work planning how to help
the soldiers.

John Clausen sat wondering how to help his friend. Later
thdt evening4 he suggested 'to Smith's wife that her husband
might need psytiatric help. "I know," she said. "This hap-
pened once before."

She recognized what was happT-ling to her husband because
he hAd already gone through one schizophrenic episode. But
how hack she known the first time? How does anyone know
when a Tfusband or wife, mother., or father, child or friend has
stepped over that line where everyday emotional upheavals
become mental illness?1-low do they know, when the line itself'
fades off into a large gray area, shaded by pain suffered and'
pain inflicted, by moments and days when all seems normal, by
the era's agreed-upon codes for reasonable thought and seemly
conduct? How long does bizarre behavior pile up before those
wilt) live wiith it define it as madness? How do family members
perceive` what is going on? When do they finally seek help?
How do they gro about getting it? What happens to those left

'behind when mother or father goes' to the mental hospital?
,What do the children know about their parent's illness? What
are they told? What :happens when the patient returns home?
Is the job still Open? Friendi3 still friendly? Does lifefor pa-
tient, spouse, child, familyever settle down to normal again?

Searching for answers to these questions has occupied John
Clausen during much of his profeiisional career as a research
sociologist. His interest was sparked that night at his friend's
house, years before he earned his doctorate. Hisq;tudies are
reaching a denouement now as he nears .retirement 'from the
Department of. Sociology at the University of California in
Berkeley.. There, Clausen and his_colleagues are poring over
facts and feelings told to them by menial patients and their
families. Some families were interviewed in the 1950s and then
again in the 1970s to learn whet has happened in the interven-
ing years. Other families in which a husband or wife was
recently treatdd for mental illness have also been interviewed.
Clausen's team is compdring the, new grottp's experiences to/
those of the fartilies of patients hospittllized in the early
1950sa time when the powerful tranquilizing drugs were not

I 4
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in general use, and patients were kept ii tie hospital for
months, even years, longer thitifthelf -are today.

Are, the new treatment practices.lets disruptive to families?
Or does the presence of a symptomatic mother or father pose a'
greater threat to the survival of the family unit or the well-
being and emotional development of the patient's children?
Along with his intlest in the long-term consequences of
mental illness /or marital relationships, work careers, family
cohesion, and Aildren's lives, Clausen is trying to learn if the
families of mebtal patients fare better in the 1970s than they
did in the fifties.

PRACTICAL JROBLEMS, HUMANITARIAN CONCERNS,
THEORET AL ISSUES

Clausen's family research'began in the spring of 1952, when
he was made chief of the newly created Laboratory of Socio-
Environmental Studies at the National Institute of Mental
Health (s4IMH) in Bethesda, Md., a'ksuburb just outside of
Washington, D.C. Clausen and his coworkers choSe to study, as
,the laboratory's first major project, the consequences of mental
illness for patients' families. Surprisingly little w813 known
about the subject. Until then, the only systematic research
attention given to the families of mental patients was often
unwanted attention, because it focused 'on the family members'
possible role in causing, the disorder, not the problems they
faCed as a result of it.

At the outset, Clausen was intereated i theN problems as a
practical matter. He had witnessed, the ambity of mental
illness, the uncertainties family members felt, the turmoil they
endured. He wanted to learn the details of these experiences,
through systematic and impartial research. By describing how
mental illness affects family life, Clausen thought he-might be
able to identify the kinds of support that families needed to
cope with the crisis, ar.

His approach wet strictly empirical until Marian Radke
Yarrow, a research psychologist, joined the laboratory's staff
some months after the project began. Clausen credits Yarrow,
whO became his principal collaborator on' the NIMI-1 study,
with greatly enriching the conceptual dimensior, the re-
search. The objective of the original study remained largely

1
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practical, h ever. Perhaps4hrough such research, the investi-
gators could learn how to sdften the blow to a family when a
member became mentally ill.

If Clausen's landmark research was important for simple
humanitarian reasons in the fifties, it has become a potential
source' of insight into a major social issue of the seventies. The
theoretical issues Clausen and his colleagues have addressed
over the yearsissues involving society's response to mental
illness--.--have acquired more than theoretical interest today.

Clausen and other sociologists have observed that our "heri-
tage of attitudes and practites regarding the insane" has been
one of "putting the patient away." During the last quarter
-century, we have begun to move away from that heritage. In
1979, the treatment of choice for persons who become psychotic
involves little reliance on the type of large institution so dra-
matically criticized by Ken Kesey in One Flew Over the Cuck-
oo's Nest. Today, the mentally ill spend much more time among
'us, even while symptomatie. Their presence forCes everyone*
they encounterparticularly their familiesto come to terms
with them. And it forces all of us to come to terms with the
irrational and unacceptable strains in our awn mental makeup.
How we respond to mental illness and the mentally ill:--with
understanding and tolerance, or fear and rejectionis a subject
of theoretical interest to John Clausen, the sociologist. It is a
subject that has practical social significance to the contempo-
rary community of which he is a part. And it has day-to-day
personal consequences for patients and their families.,

e

Recent HistoryFrom Hospital to Community

The transformation in treatment of the mentally ill in recent
years came about with little attention paid to the social con-
text. Such neglect is astonishing, sinee presefving the patient's
place in society was the motivating force behind many of the
changes.that took place. As events converged to move patients
into the communityout of the big hospitals that were soci-
ety's isolated islands of deviancerepercussions were inevita-
ble.

When Clausen and his colleagues began studying the families
of mental patients in 1952, a person hospitalized for a psychosis
might very well expect to spend many months in Li mental
hospital. This was particularly true' if the disorder was diag-
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nosed as schizophrenia. Psychiatristsoffered little hope to fami-
lies. It was common to view mental illness as a permanent
condition requiring long-term hospital care for the sake of the
patient and the Well-being of the family., Another m ve was
often hidden beneath this altruistic--concern, howev r. As lau-
sen has put it, large public mental hospitals "se n
fest function pf caring for mental patients believè to be in-
capable of life in the community, but they served the tent
function of isolating and hiding the mentally ill." This practice,
he says, provided "a form of institutionalized denial of the
existence of mental illness while at the same time producing
chronic patients incapable of functioning in the community."

Treatment of the mentally ill slowly began to change after
' World War II when mental hospitalsparticularly in Great

Britainexperimented with open wards, enlarged their staffs,
and adjusted other administrative policies to give patients more
freedom and better care. It was the wonder drug, chlorproma-
zine, .introduced into this country in the mid-fifties, that
brought dramatic changes, however. The first of the "major"
tranquilizers now routinely used to treat schizophrenia, chlor-
promazine could ameliorate symptomsthe unseen voices, the
bizarre thoughts, the paranoia, the unfitting emotionsin a
way that no sedative drug could. Liy taking chlorpromazine
regularly, patients could at' least function at home and on the
job (albeit with some impairment and discomfort). Before long,
other antipsychotic drugs were introduced; among them were
powerful mood-elevating drugs that can lift severe depressions,
and lithium, a common element that can reduce the frequency
and severity of manic attacks. While not without their side
effects, some of Which are serious, the psychiatric drugs intro-
duced since Clausen began his research have produced a revo-
lution in the treatment of psychotic conditions.

By the early sixtiesr-largely because of the, new drugs, it was
possible for the Federal government to begin underwriting a
nationwide system of community treatment centers where
mental patients could receive short-term, in-hospital care and
continuing support when they returned home. Separations
from the family became much shorter, return to work easier.
For some enthusiasts, mental hospitals seemed a thing of the
past. Recognizing the chance to save public money, States
began closing the hospitals down. Patients were -released to the

-ft. Led
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"community," where theoretically they had access to tryatment
as ceutpatients and could expect tolerance from their neighbors.

The possibility of relieving symptoms with psychoactive
drugs and the promise of community care together changed
attitudes about the prognosis for mental illness. Reformers
began to deny society's right to treat the mentally ill any
differently than everyone else. A few theorists asserted that
me4tal illness was no more than a repressive' label used by
society, to control unwanted behavior. ome suggested that the
label caused-mo e serious problems t an the deviPcy itself
and, indeed, st ilized the symptonis. Riding the Gde of the
sixties' dedication to individual rights, activists took the case of
the mental patient to court. In 1975, the Supreme Court ruled
that plitients could not be committed to mental hospitals unless
they received appropriate treatment once they were there. This
ruling plus increasingly stringent commitment procedures, ac-
celerated the trend toward treating new patients in community
sAtings/tind releasingsometimes expellingchronically hospi-
talized patients into the bewildering/world outside.

Clausen and his colleagues are address-
ing issues ihat were largely ignoretrin
the early days of the community mental
health movement

Meanwhile, ignoring idealistic expectations, the real commu-
nitY began to notice what was happening. Still-symptomatic ex-
patients were wandering city streets. The "shopping bag lady"
became the butt of jokes on late-night talk shows. Terrified at
newspaper reports about former mental patients whetkommit-
ted violent crimes, the public began to fear all mental patients,
not realizing that many of than are more frightened than
frightening. In the last few years, reaction has set in. Halfway
Muses and community.treatment faciLities have been zoned out
of neighborhood after neighborhood.

And many families live with the "patients" in their midst,
happy to have her home, relieved that he won't be consigned to
a back ward, but still troubled by the events that led to hospi-

1(,
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talization in the first place, still brooding over the'unuttered
question: Will it happen again?

Life in the Community

By trying -to understand how a family is affected by the
mental illness of one of its members, Clausen and his col-
leagues are addressing issues that were-largely ignored in the
early days of the community mental health movement. Intro-

duction of the antipsychotic .drugS awakened mental health
workers to the possibility of.community treatment. Reformers
worked toward the goal of emptying the mental hospitals and
keeping new patients in the community'. They too seldom con-
sidered the community itselfits fears, its prejudices, its level
of tolerance. And they forgot the patient's family, that part of
the community most directly affected by mental illness. Clau-
sen and his coworkers, in long conversations with these fami-
lies, are learning what life is like out there in the community.
They are learning how such labels as mental patient, psychotic,

or schizophrenic affect patients 'and their families. And, be-

cause "mental illness can beregarded only partly as a private
affair," they are also learning how we as a society respond to
the mentally ill among us.

EXPLORATIONS INTO UNKNOWN TERRITORY

Clausen's original research on families of patients broke new
ground in the study of mental illness. When he began his work
at NIMH, so little was known about the impact of mental
illness on the.family that he and his colleagues were forced to
,use methods that were "frankly exploratory." Their first sensi-
tively probing interviews were designed .to identify the charac-
teristics Of families who were coming to terms with a mental
illness in the husband or/wife. Later, when they understood the
dimensions of the problem, they would generate hypotheses
that could be tested systematically.

The research and clinical literature provided some clues. Be-
cause surveys had consistently shown that the public held feai.-

ful and rejecting attitudes toward the mentally ill, Clausen
assumed that families of patients would be reluctant to adthit
to themselves or othersthat one of' their own was deviant
enough to be hospitalized. Other public surveys, however, had
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found that when asked to comment on specific signs and symp-
toms of mental illness, most people explained th&behavior in
some other termsterms within 'the range of 'normal experi-,
enceeven when the symptoms were dramatic or severe. Clau-

' sen wondered if a person who confronted these symptoms in a
family member would still explain them away.tAs for the ef-.
fects of mental illness 'on families, case histories 'teported in
professional journals had documented that family.rokititiesed
relationships are disrupted when a member falls flL Other
factors that needed to be explored were suggested by researdi.
on families in crisis. Recent work on social role theory-,ndevi-
ance, and social perception was also considered.

The research literature, then, led Clausen and his colleagnes
to. consider such issubs-as: the family's perceptions of deviant
behavior in ()fie of its members; its responses to that deviant
person and their consequences; its efforts to maintain morale
and cohesiveness; and its shifting of roles (provider, caretaker,
etc.) as the illness progressed .and resulted in hospitalization:

Guided by- these issues and assumptions about the problems,
. families might face, Clausen's group formulated a number of

researi questions. .Among_them:

How does the spouse understand the meaning of a mate's
illness and then deal with it?
How does the illness affect relationships within the family
before, during, and after hospitalization?

How does the family maintain itself psychologicily and
materially?
How does the illness of a husband or wife influence the
spouse's relationships with others?

Clausen and his colleagues chose a research strategy that
woulj give them the most insight into specific details of the
family's experience. They would use only a few subjects and
interview them in great depth. Although some questions would
always be asked, the interviews would be open-endedallowing
the conversation to follow whatever direction the family
member chose. They would keep their minds open. They Would
record every comment. What they Would hear might come as a

complete surprise. They would continue the interviews over a
year or more, if necessary, and they would come back to the
same questions again and again. Maybe this week's account
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n.

would contradict last week's. They. would hav't'.! to sort it out
later.

In selecting the patient sample, the researchers were guided
by their wish to study, first, hOw mental ilrness was recognized
and defined and, second, whal haVened to the family when a
spouse and parent was hospitalizedVhey would choose patients
w were being admitted to thp hospital V the first time

ose least likely to have been previously din'knosed as, mental-\
ly ill. To minimize gross cultural differences arming the fami-
lies, they would not include minority group members and
recent immigrants. The patients, of course, had to be marrV
and living with their spouses just prior to hospitalization. Ana
they had to be permanent residents in the Washington, D1C.,
area so that the study team could interview their spouses
during and after the h4spital stay: (This last constraint dis-
Rualified several patients who might otherwise have been in-
cluded in the study. In early pretesting, Clausen discovered
that a number of persons experiencing\schizophrenic episodes
had come to Washington .because it was the National Capital;
some had come to see the President. They had been sent home
as soon as their permanent residences were established.)

Tfr first study in.cluded only male patients because Clausen
had treason to believe that their families could provide the most
comprehensive information over the entire period of crisis. In
those days families often temporarily dissolved when a wife
and\ mother was hospitalized; children were cared for some;
where away from the parental home. Wives of male patients,
by contrast, usually kept their children with them. Since Clau-
sen wanted to learn how children were affected by a parent's
illness and absence, and what they were told about it, he would
focus first on families that would probably stay together until
the.patient returned.

Clausen further decided to limit the original study sample to
patients who received a diagnosis of schizophrenia, manic-de-
pressive psychosis, psychotic depression, or severe psychoneuro-
sis He excluded patients with such organic conditions as senile
psychosis or arteriosclerosis because they were "likely to be
defined as permanently lost to the spouse and family." He arso
tried to exclude patients.with long-standing drinking problems,
but this proved to be difficult (I).
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By chooSing this intensive approachstudying a small
number of families of functionally psychotic or neurotic male
patientsClausen's group sacrificed the prospect of' generaliz-
ing its findings to families of all mental patients. The study
would, however, prepare tho ;.vay for later researchwhen the
dimensions of the families' experience were clarified, when the
investigatora understood the variations in the families and the
sources of these variations. The next phase Of the research
could then be more focused and also expanded to include
larger, more varied samples. $t. Elizabeths Hospital, the public
mental hospital fbr Washington, D.C., agreed to inform Clausen
when men who met the study criteria were admitted so that he
could get in touch with their wives. During 1952 and 1953, his
research team asked 35 women to participate; 33 agreed.

-

For sci'entific Purposes, the 33 families comprised a nonbiased
sample of families of married, white, working and middle-class
men who were hospitalizedlfor mental illness for the first time.
Judging from their occupations, education, and home addresses,
they weile fairly typical of Caucasian families living in Wash-
ington, D.C., atothe time. Three in five were in the middle Class,
the rest in the working class. All weri.; white, as were tw'o' out
of' three Washington residents in 1950. All were either horn in
this country or had lived here most of' their' lives,in many
respects, they were like their neighborsreasonably well-liked,
'respected and responsible members of the community.

The 33 families had all crossed a line separating them from
most of their neighbors, however. They had all witnessed their
fathers, and husbands change in a. way they could no longer
understand. Most had finally reached the conclusion that treat-
ment was necessary. All had suffered through the arduous,
wrenching process of witnessing or participating in the hospi-

tion of a family member.
Idea , to studY the process leading to hospitalization, the

research s should have interviewed the wives "as they strug:
gled with he developing illness." Because this was impossi-
blethe problem was not a "social fact" until help was
soughtthe next lest solution;was to interview the wives im-
mediately after hospitalization, when memories were fl-esh. The
interviews were repeatedin the ideal case,, first at weehly,
then monthly intervalsuntil 6 months after the husband re- ,
turned home. By scheduling interviews close together, the re-

(.1
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searchers were trying to obtain "a gontinuing record of the
wife's effort to cope with the 'shifting ground' and the problems
attendant upon these stifts." The majority of the women were
interviewed at least five times and sdmipas many 1:8 times.
Most were seen in their own homes when they %tete atone with
the interviewer.'

A Short-Order Cook Takes on Einstein

The stories related during those first intensive interviews are
full of the bewilderment wiv0b felt about their husbands' be-
havidr. Typically, they found some explanationany explana-
tionthat would make the changes In their lilisbands under-
standable. Mrs. Foster (not her real name) was one of these
wives who, over an unusually long peribd, despgrately tried to
make sense of her husband's disturbing behavior.

She had been married to Robert Foster, ; short-order
cook, for about 3 years,bgfore he was admitted.to St.
Elizabeths Hospital: with. a diagnosis of schizophrenia.
Early in their ma riage, she had nqticed that >he was
nervons and tense. e ten sick, Which, he ex-
plained, could be traced the/ malaria he ha con-
tracted during the war. He perspired a JAt. He was

.crabby. Noticing that Mr. Foster's frien4s seemed ner-
vous too, MrUFoster concluded that "maybe f %V*
happy-go-luckyand elieryone else was a bundle pc
nerves. ' She got used to her husband's frequent
nesses and sporadic work, but grew annoyed' because
he wouldn't see a doctor. "I was beginning to think he
was getting lazy because there wasn't anittuni I could
see that.was wrong," she-reported. ' .41P

Others noticed a change i oster. A friend 'of his
told Mrs. Foster that her d was "more nervous
than 3 ha-ve ever seen hi and Mr. Foster's boss
observed that he "seemed very much worried about
something." Mrs. Foster talked to more friends about
her husband's unWillingness to consult a doctor. +Ter. ,
tolerance was strained. She tried to understand him,
coming up with one explanation after another. Thet
sha.got fed.up. "I got disgusted and Said if he didn't go
to'alloctor, I would leave hlin," She asked Mr. Foster s
boss to talk to him. "I begged, threatened, hissed." Mr.
Foster then made one visit to atVeterans' Administra-
tion doctor. He told his wife that tlie doctor had said
he was all right. On the day Mr. Foster was scheduled
for a second visit, he overslept, missed the appoint-

C
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ment, and never returned. Mrs. Foster didn't talk to
the VA doctor.

There were periods when Mr. Foster was well and
working. Mrs. ,Foster forgot about his troublesome 1?e-
havior during those times. "You live from day to day.
When something isn't nice, I don't think about it," she
told the interviewers. "If you stop to think about
things, you can worry yourself sick. She worked as a
clerk in a small store and enjoyed meeting people
there.

Mr. Foster would occasionally talk of a coming revOlu-
tion during which Negroes and Jews would take over
the world. Mrs. Fosier learned that she dare not dis-
sent from these ideas, so she just tried to change the
subject..

About a year and a- half before Mr. Foster was ad-
mitted to St. Elizabeths, he began waking his wife at
night to tell her of nightmares about his wartime expe-
rience. Three months later, he quit his job. He began
to write a book about the war and science. `,`If you saw
what he wrote, you couldn't. see anything wrong with
it," Mrs. Foster recalled.

While she was at work, socializing with the customers
and other clerks, Mrs. Fostel- could forget about her
husband's strange behavior. At home, it wasn't as
easy. She found it increasingly difficult to ignore the
seriousness of his condition. She was also concerned
that he wasn't making any money.

One evening her husband told her that he wanted to
discuss his ideas with Einstein. He planned to pay a
visit totthe great scientist. Mrs. Foster thought it wq&a
silly thing to do. She wondered why he couldn't j7st
talk to someone closer to home. But later she told the
interviewers that she had driven to Princeton, N.J.,
with her husband. She said they had parked outside
the building where Einstein's office was located, arvd
when he emerged Mr. Foster erigaged him in converse-
*tion for about 10 minutsk According to Mrp. Poster's
account, Einstein told 1VW Foster to see his 'secretary,
who told him to put his ideas into writing before at-
tempting to- discuss them further with the scientist.

The day before Mr. Foster was finally admitted to a
hospital he went shopping with his wife, something he
had never done before. He worried that he *might lose
her while -shopping, Mrs. Foster reported, Later that
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day, Mr. Foster thought he was the sul))ect of a TV
program and that the set was "after him." By this
time, Mrs. Foster could see that her,husband's behav-
ior was "rather strange."

That night, Mr. Foster talked incessantly. Ile re-
proached himself for not making enough money to give
his wife surprises. After a second thought, he changed
his mit* did have a surprise for his wife, he ex-
claimed. He was going to kill her. Scared now, Mrs.
Foster asked him what he meant. He began to cry. She
must not let him, hurt her, he wailed, but do for him
what she would want him to do for her. Sjie asked him
what was wrong with him. He said -Me had cancer.
Then he began talking about the worm growing out of
his grandfather's mustache. Remembering that she
had earlier seen him watching wirms in the fish bowl,
Mrs. Foster thought she knew where thiS idea came
from. Mr. Foster said he had killed his grandfather. He
asked Mrs. Foster to forgive him. She became con-
vinced-that her hlisband's mental state was not what it
normally was. "But I wouldn't say that he was insane
or crazy, because he had always bossed me around
before,' she reported.

Mr. Foster talked all night, but by morning he
"seemed to straighten out" and drove his wife to the
store where she worked. At noon, he walked into the
store. "I couldn't make any sense of what he was
saying," Mrs. Foster said. "He kept getting arwy be-
cause I wouldn't talk to him." Her boss told her"to go
home.

On the way there, Mr. Foster told his wife that his
male organs vvere blovn up and little seeds covered.
him. Mrs. Foster assured him that she couldn't see
them. She announced that site planned to call his
mother. At this, he began cryilig, and &be was forced to
promise that .. she wouldn't. "Don't you think you
should go to a psychiatria?" sjle asked. "No," he re-
sponded. "There s nothing wrong withme."

At home, he suddenly chased his wife around the
apartment, growling like a lion. She screamed. Her -
husband ran out, and Ahe slammed and locked the door
behind him. "When he stalled roaring and growling,
then I thought he was crazy. That wasn;t a human
sound. You couldn't say a thing to him."

I,ater that night, Mr. Foster went to a nearby ch'urch
and created a scene. The police took him to the psychi-
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atric ward of a general hospital. At the commitment
hearing that followed, however, he seemed quite
normal. It was recommended that she arrange for his
hospitalization at the VA hospital. During the days
they waited to get in, Mr. Foster again became dis-
turbed. On the tenth day after the hearing, he assault-
ed a friend. Mrs. Ioster then spent 2 houre callirtg
hospitals, and finally she got D.C. (District of Colum-
bia) General Hospital to accept him. A fire department
ambulance took him there.

Early Finchngs

After analyzing the interviews with Mrs. Foster and the
other 32 wives, Clausen and his group had a fairly clear picture
Of the kinds of experience families encountered before, during,
and after husbands were hospitalized for mental illness. The
most salient of their findings were later noted by Clausen:

Like Mrs. Foster, most wives had difficulty perceiving the Ap
nature of their husbands' problems. They tried to see their
husbands' behavior as normal, variously attributing it to
weak character, somatic illness, normal response to stress,
or passing events..Their interpretations changed as pressure
mounted, as conflict with their husbands became more in-
tense and frequent. "Only when alternative interpretations
could no longef be sustained was the hypothesis that the
spouse was 'mentally ill' Nitertained seriously. ,,

If the wife recognized that her husband requited treatment,
she was repeatedly frustrated in her attempts to get it;
usuany she encountered roadblocks and deadends such as
those Mrs. Foster found. Seldom were these *ives able to
get their husbands into a 'hospital without great difficulty.
"Most families did n9t lirtoik where to turn for help, and
even those professrOnals who are commonly seen as gatE-
keepers to psychiatric care frequently rebuffed patient and
family in their search for help." 4.

4 Although most wives denied that mental illness carried ahy
stigma, their behavior and comments .showed otherwise.
They avoided friends and acquaintances. They misrepresent-
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ed the nature of the husband's illness to young children,
distant family, and employers. They worried about the hos-
tility and criticism they and their children would encounter.
"Particularly at the time of tiospitalization and when the
husband returned borne, communications with friends and
relatives often tended to become a source of great anxiety
and ambivalence."

Refinements

Conclusions drawn from the first intensive study of 33 fami-
lies of mlle patients were reported in all the richness of detail
possible through the investigators't research methods in an
entire 1955 issue of the Journal of Social Issues. Other reports
were published later by Harriet S. Murphy, a social worker and
researcher, and Charlotte Schwartz, a research sociologist. Both
had worked on the project in the NIMII Laboratory.

After they had analyzed the data on the first 33 families,
Clausen and his coworkers were able to define the research
questioris more clearly. It was now possible to design a series of
four structured interviews made up of sharply focused clues,
tions. The researchers planned to expand the study to include
women patients and draw their sample not only from St. Eliza-
beths, but also from hospitals seirving the Maryland suburbs of
Washington, D.C., As Clausen contemplated this larger scale,
longer term study,bowever, he realized that his search staff
would have towotk less intgnsively (in it tha the first
study. "The kind of interviewing we were do as wearing
and often anxiety-producing," he recalls. He fo nd it especially
difficult to recruit men who were good at such interviewing
and who also enjoyed it. It was their lot to'interview the female
patients' husbands, who were less willing to talk than were the
wives of male patients.

Nevertheless, the work continued. Only Harriet Murphy gave
all her time to the project. Throughout the rest of the 19508,
she and her coworkers interviewed 55' more families. In :31
families the wife and mother was the patient, in 24 the hus-
band and father was.

44.
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The investigators learned that this second group of families
had just as much difficulty in recognizing mental illness for
what it was as had the first 33 families. These families also had
similar difficulties in getting the patient into treatment and
felt as much stigma ao, had the first 33 families. Although the_Th
data were fully analyzed only recently, Clausen did examine
the prehospitalization marital relationship of 24 of the new
couples in a way that was not possible with the earlier data. He
presented a paper based on this analysis at the 195:PAmerican
Sociological Association meeting. (Findings from this and the
earlier papers will be discussed below.)

Influenced by the initial reports on Clausen's NIMH re-
search, as well as by generally increasing interest in rehabili-
tating mental patients, other investigators took up the study of
the consequences of mental illness for the family. A California..
group led by Harold Sampson, Sheldon Messinger, fand Robert
Towne ihtensively studied the interactions leading to hospital-
ization in the families of 17 women diagnosed as schizophrenic.
Designed in part to complement Clausen's project, the Califor-
nia study was much more probing; patients as well as spouses
were interviewed for up to 3 years following a patient's return
home. On the average, 50 interviews Were conducted with each
family. For Clausen, this careful research was later to hold
more than the usual interest of one investigator in another's
work. :

In 1960, Clausen moved to Berkeley, Where he became Direc-
tor of the Institute of Ilvman Development at the University qf
C' ifornia. lie had planned to get back to analyzing data from
tilt INIMII family study once he settled into the new job. But
he bund that his new research, along with administrative and
tea\Ie. ing duties, took up all his time. For the next 10 years,
exce t for devising procedures for coding his data, Clausen was
unab e to work on the family study.

A RETURN TO THE FAMILIES

"In 1970," Clausen says, "I realiwd tbat if the study was ever
to be cqmpleted, I should have to get started before retire-
ment." lie decided then that, in addition to analyzing the data
on al, the families first studied in the fifties, the study Would
be much more valuable if he also did followup interviews with

;Jii
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them. When Sheldon Messinger learned of Cfausen's plans, he
suggested that Clausen might also follow up the schizophrenic
women whom he, Sampson, and Towne had studied in the late
1950s.

In addition to the families originally interviewed in the fif-
ties, Clausen's group would also interview families of a new
group of patients hospitalized for mental illness in the 1970s;
this time, they would interview both patients and their spouses.
New patients would be found in the same areas as those in the
original study. Financed by a grant from NIMH, Clausen began

the new study in April 1971. His principal assistant was Harri-
et Murphy, who had interviewed about a third of the families
in the fifties. For the first few months, she coordinated the field
work in the Washington area. When illness forced her to give
up her position, she was replaced by Carol Huffine, who was
soon to be awarded a doctorate in sociology at the University of
California. fluffine joined the project in early. 1972 and has

continued to be Clausen's principal professional colleague on

the study through the years.

Doing it the Hard Way

For a man nearing retirement, Clausen was taking on an
enormous job, requiring a mixed bag of skills and sensitivities.
He had, however, already proven himself adept at this type of
intricate sociologiéal research. lie goes at it the hard way. lie
insists on working "close to his data." For example, he inter-
views some families himself. fie pays attention to them, hears
what they have to say, keeps an open mind so that unexpected

responses don't pass by. lie and the other interviewers go in to
learn about the nitty-gritty details of mental illness from those
affected by it/-not to "'administer a questionnaire." His re-
searchtie_isig now involves using enough subjects to allow for
statistical an lysis. In collecting, quantifying, and analyzing hisl
data, Clausen is a hard-headed scientist. He attends to detail,
teases out the I idden biases, checks arid rechecks reliability. To
avoid becomin enamored ,hy these quantitative findings, he
thOn ifurm,i ba to t.he casesthe stnries told by the people

beg, studif.
'nie first task Clausen's group undertook in 1971 was to

locate thy bunilies who took part in the studies in the fifties.
Dogged detective work was required to track down the fami-
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liesmost on the other side of the country from Clausen's
Berkeley he quartersin rapidly changing urban centers.
Public record had to be checked for names of ents who had
died, hospita files ixamined, phone book scanned, rumors
pursued. Surprisingl, more than half of the families had re-
mained in the area in which they had first been studied. Most
of those who had moved had merely gone from city to suburbs,
but many had moved seyvral hundred miles away.

Over the months, Clausen's team was able to account for
about 85 percent Of the total group of patients--:whether living
or dead, whether subsequent treatment h9,d'been required, and
current wher abouts. Onc the families ikerie located, Clausen
and his coll gues had t ep ack and consider whether re-
interviewin them might t isks to their welfare. Would
recalling th r experience with rntal illness touch off new
reactions to o troubles? In some a.ses, where a patient had
committed suici r died qe'on after returning from the hospi-
tal, Clausen's group decided not to s bject the families to fur-
ther interviews.

Of.those they tried to interview, on in 10 of the patien or
spouses refused. When the spouse wa dead, refurd to be 'nter-
viewed, or could not be located, the interviewers turned tb the
patient or a relative such as a grown child.

Sometimes they could find no one. All of the "lost" cases
involved female piitients. Clausen believes that name .changes
and the instability of many of the female patients' husbands
account, in part, for his group's inability to locate some female
patients' families. Ile notes, however, that these families were
difficult to study in other respects as well. Wives of male pa-
tients were better educated and much more willing, to partici-
pate and to respond fully during the 'interview than were hus-
bends of fernfile patients. Clauktu remerriire that the wives of
male patients in the first study welcomed an opportunity to
talk with a sympathetic listener, and many established dose
ties with the interviewers. The husbands of female patients, by
contrast, could talk with coworkers and other confidants. They
were not the kind of men who liked to talk 'about their feel-
ingswith theirAdves or with an interviewer. At followup,
they had not changed markedly. As a result, information on
female patients is skimpier than that for !nide patients.

'
,
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l'aterviewing the families took the better Ott of the first 2
years of the renewed project. In most cases, the spouse was
asked abolt the patient's treatment hiptory, the couple's mar-
riage, the occupational careers and social participation of both
spouses, and the children's development and current status.
The well spouse was also asked to assess the overall impact of
the patient's illness on the life of the family. Those who were
separated or divorced were asked additional questions about
that experience. Over the next 2 years, the research team spent
long hours painstakingly voding and recoding the verbal re-
sponses into quantitative form. Clausen was scrupulous about
reconciling all discrepancies in the coding, because his sample
size was too small to allow room for technical errors in the
data. The coding job turned out to require "little short of
herculean" effort, says Clausen. In addition to the followup
interviehi 'themselves, data from Sampson and Messinger's
original California study had to be coded to match Clausen's
study. .Changes in computer technology -meant that his own
interviews from the fifties had t? be recoded. Background data
on the families and clinical recinfds were also coded. Just devel-
oping codes that would render data from several samples com-
parable proved to be a difficult and slow task.

Deadline-defeating gremlins kept popping up. Grant motley
was delayed and coders.had to be laid off. A careless research
assistant failed to follow instructions, and some of the coding
had to be redone. Clausen's grant was reduced during a period
when the NIMH research budget had been cut and all projeck.
%Ter scaled down. AS a result, Clausen and his staff we'W
forced to give less time to the project.,
New Rules, New Wrinkles

Meanwhile, for the second part of the study involving new
patients, ClausN was negotiating with State and local mental

health facilities to obtain access to 'records. One mental health
center was closed to hitt) because the city's attorney adamantly
opposed such researchperhaps a sign of the public's increased
sensitivity to the rights of patients. Clausen, himself acutely
aware of the stigma of Mental illness, willingly agreed to sign
affidavits pledging that all records would remain confidential.

t
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Because treatment practices had changed so dramatically in
recent years, Clausen had first to monitor the flow of past
admissions to the participating hospitals and clinics to learn
where patients' meeting-his research ,:criteria could be found.
When he began the new study-in 1971, he had assumed that-
many of the patients he wished to study would now be treated
in outpatient settings. He had, in fact, hoped to compare fami-

Contrary to Clausen's expectations, few
of the husbands and wives who broke
down in the seventies were treated as
outpatients.

lies of patients who were hospitalized to those of patients who
were,not. His assumption proved wrong. In the counties includ-
ed in the researchMaryland's Prince Georges and Mrtgom-
ery Counties and California's Alameda and contra Costa- Coun-
tiesvery few patients meeting the research specifications
were being seen as outpatients. (The new group of Patients, like
the old, were to be white, married, living with their spouses,
between 20 and 50 years old, not previously treated for mental
illness, but now diagnosed as schizophrenic, manic-depressive,
severely depressed, or psychoneurotic.)

Aq2ther difficulty arose as a result of stricter procedures for
proteaing patients'.Aights. State and Federal regulations, as
interpreted by Berkeley's Committee for the Protection :Of
Human Subjects, required that Clausen obtain the signed con-
sent of both patient and spouse before interviewing them. Sev-
eral patients refused to sign. Like most researchers, Clausen
enthusiastically supports the need to prqtect patients' rights
and privacy. But he thinks that local committees charged With
that responsibility too often rely on the signed consent form
and fail to consider alternative mechanisms. For his stuly, for
example, he preferred giving the patients and their spouses a
statement, signed by him, that would explain what the study
was about and spell out their rights as subjects and his duties
and responsibilities as investigator. Clausen explains that many
respondents, particularly those in the working class, have
heard over apd--over that they should nevpr sign anything.
Among Clau en's prospective subjects, this reluctance to sign

V
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forms was compounded by the fact that both patients and
spouses understood that the research had nothing to do with
the services they were receiving. They knew their participation

\ was wholly *voluntary and that they would be offered no serv-
)ices by the research team. Clausen's group asked them to take
part in the study merely because it might help the researchers
understand the problems of families, so that ev tually other
patients' families might be served better.

Clausen believes that. if he had been able to forego consent
forms in favor of a statement of explanation and commitment,
he would have been able to come up with emore representa-
tive.sample than he did. Patients who refused to sign consent
forms either had strongly paranoid symptoms (a few patients
refused because they saw,the research as "stealing their se-
crets") or 'were from families in which there had been intense
conflict before hospitalization. As a result; their families may
be underrepresented .in the new sample.

The. brief time thri. patients are hospitalized today-also intro-
duced unexpected problems. Typically, patients spend only a
week or two in the hospital on theif first admission. Frequent-,
ly, they are released only to be readmitted shortly thereafter.
In some cases in Clausen's new sample, therapists of patients
who had been in and Out of the hospital advised against trying
to interview them. In other cases, patients persuaded their
wives and husbands to end participation beyond the second
interview. Some patients were hospitalized for such brief peri-
ods that they were lost to the study. Clausen estimates that a
third of the potential population meeting the study's criteria
was lost.

Of the 41 patients whO finally comprised the new groups 18
were men, 23 women. Only one, a woman, was treated in an
outpatient setting. The mEkjority were seen in the psychiatric
services of general hospitals or local private psychiatric hospi-
tal& After interviewing the new patients and their families, the
research teach again coded and recoded the information. They
also prepared detailed clinical summaries on the patientsf
which were mixed with similar summaries from the "old" pai
tients and independently diagnosed by a psychiatrR consultant,
Dr. Carlos Sluzki. Clausen took this precaution to assure that
patient groups were similar, because Re wished to compare the
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new patients' experience to that of patients first hospitalized in
the fifties (2).

Reporting pack .

In the 8'years since Clausen returned to the study of families
of mental vatients,. few reports ori the work have reached pro-
fessional audiences. The research has require'd far more time
than Clausen had anticipated. He acknowledges that he origi-
nally une .restimated the complexity and cost of the work he
had set so t to do. As a result, he has been short of fund§ and
staf uring much of the project. He also admits to trying to do
too many things at once. While working on the family study",
he continued doing research at the Institute of Iluman Devel-
opment, directed a large training-grant program, and served as \
Chairman of Berkeley's Department of Sociology for 2 years.

By its very nature, longitudinal research in the social sci-
ences is enormously time-consuming, however. Unlike physical
and biological sciences, where definitive laboratory experiments
can often be done in relativelyIshort order, collecting data
about social and behavioral processes is slow-going. And as it
Prokresses, hindsight becomes clearer and clearer. Clausen
notes that "in the later stages of any research, we wish that we
had done sortie things differently." In the family project, some
interviews, inevitably, "would lead to new hunches and to revi-
sions of some of our classifications." But many revisions sug-,
gested by the clear vision of hindsight could not be made with-
out starting over. To maintain comparability from one subject
to the next, one sample to the next, Clausën, like othdr social
scientists, has been forced at times "to live with imperfect

measures."
Clausen resigned his department chairmanship in mid-1978.

Now he and Huffine are, indeed, living with their measures
perfect and imperfect.*Well along with their,analysis of the full
set of data, they are examining how each.'patient's sex and
diagnosis are related to the process of defining mental illness
and the consequences of mental illness for the patient and the
family. They are also attempting to weigh the effects of social
class, the quality of the marital relationship, and personality
features in 14oth patient and spouse on these same factors.
Because of the sknall number of cases in each subsample (e.g.,
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male schizophrenics), each possible source of variability in re-
sponses to mental illness is being examined separately':
"Much of the analysis of data on the long-terin consequences

of mental illness has already been done and several articles
have been qccepted for publication. Comparisons between t e
fifties and seventies families are well under way. During the
next year, Clausen and Huffine will prepare a monograph
which will describel1the entire project and report their findings.
The results given below are drawn from four sources: rticles
and papers based 'on the fifties' studies, grant app 'cations and
interim reports on the new project to NIMH, several already
completed papers reporting analyses of the followup data, and
interviews and correspondence with John Clausen.

FAMILIES OF MENTAL PATIENTSTHEN AND NOW
,..

V

In their a alyses, Clausen and Huffine are comparing the
experience çI the 41 families of patients first hospitalized in the
seventies to e 80 families from the fifties who met the study's
original sampling requirements in every respect (3). Many of
the comparisons contrast the families of schizophrenics to fami-
lies of patients who'received other diagnoses (psychotic depres-
sion and rnanic-depressio severe psychoneurcAes, reactive de-
pression, depressive neur '\s, or personality or character disor,

. .

der). ..

In the new group, proportidin wer (50 percent) were
diagnosed schizophrenic than tl group (70 percent).
Half of th% new patients w.aa- e years old or younger when
hospitalized. The fiftirs patients were a few years younger at
the time of their firgt admissibnperhapg reflecting the fact
that Were were more schizophrenics among them, and schizo-
phrenia typically appears at a younger age than do. the "affec-
tive" disorders. The new grouP, as expected, left the hospital
much earlier than did tthe fifties patients (measured in weeks
rather than months), and far more were markedly symptomatic
when they left.

Recognizing Ment'd Illness -

In families studied in the 1970s, Clausen's group gave special
attention to learning the "grounds of normalcy" in each home.
Their earlier interviews had taught them that the process of
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recognizing mental' illness was always affected by the family's
longstanding perceptions of what was "normal" for them. Thcol'Pes
relationship between husband and wife has,a life of its own,
influenced by, but sometimes very different frqm, cultural
norm's. The spouse is most likely to try to fit unusual behavior
into the pattern of perceptions accumulated over the years. As
the WIMH group noted: "Symptorriatic reactions which are in-
tensifications of long-standing,response patterns become part of
the fabric of life and are not easily disentangled as 'symptomat-
ic."'

Before one spouse became entally iU, nejirly all of-the
families in both olti and new gr .ead been established long
enough for the husbands and wivcs.to have developed stable
expectations of each other. The fifties patients had been mar-
ried for an average of 10 years, the seventies group for nearly
15 years. The marriages in which the husband _e_ysentually
became mentally ill, however, were much happier than those in
which the wife became ill.

For those hospitalized in the fifties, four out of five female
patients'. marriages were unsatisfactory to one degree or an-
other, Many had been torn by pervasive conflict:for years.SEven
before the wives experienced symppnlshearing voices, for
exampLetheir husbandS saw t m ,as disturbed: The. men
characterized their ,Wives as ealous, suspicious, nervous, A
moody, shy, immature, or compla ners. Male patients had much 47"
better marriages, rarely marked by longstanding conflict. As
often as not, their wives saw them as essentially ribrmal and-
healthy before symptoms appeared. Some described their hus-
bands ai3 weak in'Tharacter, spoiled, or physically ill: By and
large, however, they saw their mates as mentally normal.

Clausen says that he is not sure if the harsh characteriza-
tions of the female patients reflected what were, in fact, very
inadequate personalities, or were simply expressions of "the
male's stereotypic tendency to see the female of the species tis
more neurotic than the male."

In the families of patients hospitalizediin the seventies, there
was far less overt and bitter conflict thal in the fifties group.
The investigators speculate that, among other factors, this
change could be related to duration of psychiatric problems or
today's easier divorce procedures. AH with the fifties families,
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male patients' marria s had been before the onset of,

symptoms tha emale patients'.
Motit of the wives in the fifties group were unable to point to.

a single strange Or disturbing reaction that convinced them

that their husbands were mentally disturbed. Most, jike Mrs.

Foster, ble to separate the bizarre from their over-

all knowledge eir husbands' persbnality and family expec-

tations. The problems usually began at Wine, within die
familyphysical complaints, expressions of inadequacy or
hopelessness, withdrawal, nervousnes4, deceptiveness, slovenli-
ness, aggressiveness, suicitIal behavior, delusions, hallucind-
,tions. All piled up and eventually spilled over into more public
domains, Excessive drinking and indecent or bizarre behaVior

. * ,
in public often occurred then.

1 A

Some patients themselves expressed the
fear that thej might be mentally ill, a
fear that family membersten protest-
ed.

,

The husbands of female 'patients were sloW to jtake serious
notice of their wives' symptomatic behavior. A wife might
accusotthe husband of being unfaithful, move out of the mar-
riage bed, withdraw psycholeally. Then She'd get the
housework go. For many, t1ymptums went on for a year or more
before the husband sought help., "In several instances where
conflict had been rife," says Clausen,. "husbands maintainecian
almost incredible tolerante of deviance for many months with-

.
out communicating with anyone outside."

Like the fifties group, when the well spouses in the seventies
first noticed apt something was wrong, they itfterpreted it as
nervoaness. 0x...irritability. "Again'," says, Clausen, "a majority

of wives otirl husbandi KA the patient's problem as
something other than Mental illness or severe emotional dis-
turbance." 'Again, spouses petteived the onset of problems as
gradual. The inveatotors fOund .that, in the new group, hus-
bands of older women ;Are still often interpreting their wives'
distresS as a sign of menopouse"an old -husbands' tale ,that

-"p., .j

..
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persists," notes Clausen. While one in six wives interpreted her
husband's changed behavior as serious emotional disturbance
requiring treatment, only one in 20 Iliusbands came to' that
concluSion about a mentally ill wife. ,Another fourth of the
male patients'. wives and a fifth of the ferns* patients' hus-
bands considered the possibility of emotional disorder but found
.other explanations equally plausible.

In both the fifties and seventies groups, some patients them-
selves expressed the fear that they might be mentally ill. (It
was not uncommon for their families to protest such fears, to
deny that they were mentally ill.) In other cases, the patients
had told*their spouses that they felt either persecuted, serious-
ly ill physically, or guilty of sin or some terrible act. In many
cases, the patient simply withdrew, and the spouse was unable

'to tell the investigators what the patient felt was happening.
In the fifties, if the disturbed iipouse's symptoms had been

persistent, the household's day-to-day routines became seriously
disrupted in the month or so before hospitalization. None of the
couples was getting along weitty" then. If the marriage had
been' good, the spouse's initial anger might have turned to
worry. But in bad marriag4, anger, fear, and ridicule contin-
ued. Hostile comments that were typical: "You should have
your head examined." "If you're not careful, you'll be a mental
_case." The same patterns were tab found in the seventies
families. The spouses again dealt with the problems by coaxing,
begging, pleading, and sometimes berating or avoiding the trou-
bled partner.

In the fifties, children were .not usually involved until this
late stage before hospitalization. Especially where mothers
were psychotic, child neglect and, less often,tbusp prompted
the spouse to seek hospitalization. In other case% assaults on
the spouse or suicide attempts were the fintkl strAv. But until
just -before hospitalizatijan., many Mothers (especially those in
happy marriages) contffitied to care for their children, arid
many men continued to perform on the job. "Indeed," says
Clausen, "1.hese seem to be the minimal role functions that
must in general be 'sustained if the family is toJ go on at all."

Just before hospitalization, roughly seven in ten of the seven-
* ties patients iA4re showing bizarre or aggressive behavior that

reached levels the spouses could not ignore. (Most of the other
patients were depressed or acutely anxious.) As with the fifties

dl
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families, the marital relationship was impaired long before
other major roles became affected. And; as ip the old group, the
male patients' performance on the job and the female patients'
performance as mothers were not markedly impaired 'until just
before hospitalization.

In the 1970s families, Clausen's group asked for'details about
the patient's effect on the children.-The symptomatic fathers
tended either td withdraw.and not respond to their children, or
they became more critical. Mothsrs were also sometimes less
responsive but more often were ftported to be critical, sevete,
or (occasionally) hostile or bizarre in dealing with the chil-
dren," Clausen and his colleague, Carol Huffine, report. ,

Reaction of the Spouses

Clausen NO Huffine found that spouses in the new group
were more sympathetic toward their mentally ill mates than
were those interviewed In the 1950s. But in both groups, wives
of disturbed husbands were, on the average, more sympathetic
and underitanding than were the husbands of female patients.
In the new group, where the patient was interviefved, the(well
spouses' perceptions of their own reactions were largely con-
firmed by the patient spouses. In the new group, two-thirds of
the wives were reported as more accepting than rejecting of
their symptomatic husbands, and some of the rest became more
accepting once they recognized that their husbands were men-
tally ill. By contrast, four in ten husbands were seen as reject-
ing their mentally ill wives in some fundamental way.

As might be expected, the happier the marriage before the
breakdown, the more likely it was for the spouse to react
sympathetically. In marriages that had turned *our, even the
wives coutd be extremely sarcastic and harsh in assessing their
psychotic husbands. 'In marriages that had been close, the
spouses rernai sympathetic no matter how annoyed or
angry they mig with the patients,

The Search for Help

Wives of the original 33 patients in .the NIMH study seldom
knew where to turn for help. Many constilte.d family. physi-
cians; but in half these cases, the physicians:failed to reqognize
the 4syghiatric problem. In several families% the 'wife turned
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her husband over to his parents, who sometimes did arrange
for hospitalization. In other cases, clergymen were consulted or
the police brought in. They, too, often failed to help the wife
.clarify what was wrong. As a result, "the paths to the hospitar
were beset with obstacles and traumata for husband and wife."

Attempting to explain the difficulty these wives encountered
in the fiftiev, Clausen's group pointed out that with mental
illness, unlike physical illness, "the diagnostic process must, in
general, go much further within the family itself." Even aft&

theillness had been recognized, however, the route qo treat-
ment was long and snarled for these families,

Families encountering mental illness for the first time in the
1970s had a somewhat easier tirab. In the fifties group, spouses
often reported that their most difficult problem had been get-
ting the disturbed spouse into the hospital once they had recog-
nized that it was necessary. In the seventies, only one spouse in
eight saw, the process of hospitalization as the most difficult
problem.

Nevertheless, patients still often underwent prolonged symp-
torpatic treatment for physical symptoms or for "nervesNeven
when they exhibited bizarre psychological symptoms. Nearly .80
percent of the patients consulted a phYsician about their pre's-
lems at one time or another. While female patients usually
went on their own initiative, male patients wont ht their wives'
insistence. Half saw a physician more than a month befoie
they were hospitalized. And in more than half the cases where
seen, the physician failed to advise consultation with a psychia-
trist or to actually refer a patient to one.

As with the fifties group, it was most often the spouse or a
professional who first suggested that the patient's problem was
mental or emotional: Physicians decided that the p4ient
should be hospitaliz d in the case of nearly half of the female
,patients. Most often the patient agreed to) the move. The great
majority of the othe patients were hosPitallized because their
spouses, or'they an their spouses together, decided that it
would be desirable. A sixth of the male patient4 decided*on
tlAr own to be hospitalized. Parents ot the seventies patients
were much less often involved in getting the patient hos.pital-
imd than were parents in the fifties families.

Clausen xnd Iluffine found that,.to their surprise, an unhap-
pily married woman was moru likely to get into 'treatment
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within 3 months after a breakdown thin was a woman who
had a good relationship with her husband. They believe that
this difference might be attributable, in part, to suicide at-
tempts or other acts that precipitated hospitiVization. But an-
other factor may be that husbands whose wives were extremely
sick, but who had sound marital relationships, were reluctant
to seek psychiatric treatment. Because the sample is. small,
Clausen says he doesn't want to make too much of this dfiler-
ence. "But there is a suggestion that wives today' are somewhat
more active in their own behalf, even when mentally ill, than
they were two decades ago."

Only dne in five of the new patients was committed, com-
pared to three in five of the original 80 patients. In one of ten
of the seventies cases the spouse milk' the police to take the
patient to the hospital. The police were also' involved in six
cases where there was a court order committing the patient.
rlearly half of the familips had become involved with the police
in the 1950s.

Based on tbeir analyses to date, Clausen and Lluffine con-
clude that it is not much easier.for a husband or wife today to
eecognize mental disorder in a spouse than it was 20 or 2.5
years ago. But once the prpblem is recognized, 'the mentally
disturbed spouse gets into treatment more, quickly and with
much less trauma than was .the case idithe 1950s. Clausen
believes that today's greater availability of community re-
sources for, treating mental illness makes the hospitalization
process much easier. "Moreover," he says, "if physicians do pot
always recognize a psychosis when it is first presented to them,
they at least-ItTirm where to sgfer the patient once they have
recognized it."

An Ab6ent Partner and Parent

Families suffer ma,* diiiruptions in their normal routines,
Mies, and relationships wiffie one alember is becoming increas-
ingry more disturbed. For those in the .fifties, hospitalization
brought even greater upheavals. Mothers or filters, wives or
.losbands were 4one for months at a time. Patieni7 hi 'Clausen's
fifties' sample spent an average of 3 to 6 months Us the hospi-
'tal, but six of the 80 pa7ents were there for a year or more.
When the husbands In the first grodp were hospitalized; in St.
Elizabeths, Hospital, their wiveS wereto)d to prepare for a long

4-4
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absence. Many were advised to take job4...un1ess they had some
other source of financial support. Most did not move; most kept
their children with them. A few mov0 in with their paients; a
few left their children with their parents during the day.

As Clausen and his colleagues had anticipated, when wives
were hospitalized in the fifties, their families frequently broke
up temporarily. Children were often cared for by their grand-
parents or other relatives, who sometimes lived far away.
Unlike the families in which the father was the patient, very
young children were usually placed somewhere odtside their
parental home when their mothers were hospittflized. "Even
when wives of male patients worked," report Clausen and Huf-
line, "they gave higher priority to the child's needs than did
husbands of female patients."

Familiesin the seventies uffered far less disruption when a
parent was hospitalized. Wit the hospital stay usually under 3
weeks, children were rArely laced with relatives except for
care during the day. Unless thr patient remained seriously
symptomatic, the arrangeme ts were temporary. Not one wife
in the recent group took a j b because. her husband had been
hospitalied. "On the contrt y," say Clausen and fluffine, "a
substantial proportion of mothers who had been working took
time off from the job or put in shorter hours." This was also
true of husbands.

Children .often have the most problems
when theii parent returns from the hos=
pital.

- Although they did not systematically inquire about children's
visits to their hospitalized parents in the original saniple, Clau-
sen apd his c011eaguem have the impression that such visits
were much less frequent than they were in the recent group.
Hospital& are more readily taccessible in the seventies. The
great majority of the 'new patients were visited by their chil-
dren as often as they might have been if they had been phys-
ically ill.
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The researchers also asked the new group of families how the
children responded to their parent's absence. The wives of male
patients usually saw signs that their children were upset or
concerned, but husbands of female patients as frequently re-
ported that .children were not concerned. If there had been
longstanding conflict, the children might even be reported as
relieved. Clausen and Huffine are skeptical about these reports,
especially Chose cif the husbands.Rheir recent interviews with
the now-adult children' of patients hospitalized in the fifties
suggest that many children are far more distressed than theirs
parents seem to realize.

The wives of male patients hospitalized in the fifties often
learned some valuable lessons: When the interviewers asked
them how the experience with mental iillness had affected
them, the wives frequently said they had learned to recogni4e
their own competence. A typical comment was, "It made me
realize that I could handle things myself." Some, especially
those who expressed a need for autonomy, kept their jobs after
their husbands came home and returned to work. Others who
had quit jobs when their husbands returned from the hospital -
went back to work when their husbands' symptoms r'eappeared.
"They wanted to control their destinies, and not have to
depend on somebody who might be in and out of the hospital."
Few wives, in fact, stayed with husbands who continued to be
symptomatic.

Husbands had the opposite experience. They were far more
k'-likely to report that they didn't realize -until thei wives

became ill that they.weren't able to do many things. Thfr were
also more likely to stay with wives who continued to bii symp-
tomatic, often participating very fully in some homemaking,
chores.

Explaining to the Children

Clausen was surprised to learn that when a mother or father
becomes mentally ill today, the spouse receives no more guid-
ance in dealing with children's reactions than parents did 20 or
25 years ago. At least this was so for the families he studied.
"Despite all the talk about /family therapy," he complains,
"only a few of the husbands or wives in our new families were
called in for an interview by the treatment staff." As far,as
Clausen has been able to determine, none of the patients'

40°
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A
spouses was even asked\ about the children. In the past quarter
century, mental health eglucators have made repeated attempts
to distribute materials advising families how to deal with
mental illness. Some of the 41 families in the 1970s had read
books or pamphlets that contained suggestions for coping with
mental illness. But none of the material was given to them by
the treatment center. In the early fifties, he recalls, "one of the..,
mOst difficult things for people to deal with was communication
with the Aileen as to what was going on." The spouses didn't
know what to say. "They tended to shy awaY from talking
about mental illness. They still do."

1 Clausen describes a typical parental response in a family
with severs.; young children. The mother had been taken to a
State hospital and diagnosed as schizophrenic after she was
arrested for trying to sell what she said were military secrets.
Her *neighbors noticed her absence and assumed she was away
on a visit. Then one neighbor learnecrthat she was in the
hos'pital. He waited for a few days before broaching the Subject,
and he found that when he finally did, the husband was re-
lieved. The husband said he hadn't, been Able ,to bring himself
to say anyth. ing about it to his friends and neighbors.

The neighbor offered to help with the children. It was then
that the husband had to admit that he hadn't been able to talk
with them about their mother's breakdown. N6 one at the
hospital had asked him if he needed help with the childrenNo
one offered advice.

While the wife was hospitalized, the husband was relieved to
learn that most of his neighbors were supportive. They prought
in meals and helped care for the children. The youngest child
was especially troubled by his mother's absence. He4arted
sucking his thumb and wetting his bed habits thatThe had
broken before his mother left. When sh ... returned home, she
did not seem to know how to relate to her children. -She said
that she felt her authority in the family )1.ad been undermined.
She subseqUently abandoned her ramily.

In the families Clausen studied in both the fifties andseven-
ties, less than a third of the well parents who had children old
enough to understand the problem told them what was happen-
ing.. "The parent will either say, 'They're too young to under-
stand,' or 'They know what's going on."
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How do they explain the ill parent's absence? The well
parent will often tell young children that their mother or
father is suffering from some physical ailmenta toothache, a
tummy ache, trouble with a leg. "All Of the conflict that pre-
ceded hospitalizationand there's usually a lot of conflict when
someone becomes sufficiently symptomatic to be hospitalized
all that is brushed under the rug." ,

crelo Older children might bA taken into their parent's Confidence,
particularly their mother's. Clausen says that the rathers
seem to find it easier to discuss their feelings with their chil-
dren and to recognize that they may feel guilt an confusion".
"The fathers are much more likfly to deny that here's any
effect on the children, at least that they've noti d. Fathers
typicalOy say something fike, 'No, they just take in stride.'
Mothers are much more likely to notice."

Explaining to Others

When Clausen and his colleagues asked the spouses in the
fifties fa mil ies to characterize how their partners' mental ill-
ness had af ted them socially, the investigators learned that
most felt stiginatized. Again and again, these spouses said they

% expected hostility and criticism. Wives feared for their hus-
bands' jobs, worried that old friends would avoid them, and
were anxious that their children might be excluded from play
groups o be taunted other children. They were concerned
that their a e would be hurt. With family, friends,
and employe.s, they issembled, concealed, and denied; in only
a few cases did spouses talk openly about the situation.

Two typical comments were: "I live in horrora perfect
horrorthat some people) will make a crack about it to Jim
[childit and _suppose after George gets out everything is going
well and gomebody throws it up in his face. That would ruin
everything. I live in terror of thata complete terror of that."

"Of course it was all new to me. I had never known anyone
like this before. At first I was a little ashamed, but now I'm
getting to understand it better. I know that mental illneso is
just like physical illness. I don't think people think about
mental illness the way they used to. Of course, I have cut out
seeing all but a couple of our friends. There are especially some
I have cut out. In fact, Joe asked me not -to tell his friends
while-he was in Saint Vlizabeths Hospital."

.%
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t/Two out of t I ee of these families studied in the flfties had
parental families living nearby. Most knew of the illness and
hospitalization, but the communication between the psychotic
husband's wife and her own family differed greatly from that
with her husband's family. While wives rarely sought help
from their own families before hospitalization, they often
turned to them for help and emotional support after they were
left alone with the children. Their interactions with their hus-
bands' families, on the other hand, were laced with hostility.

e"Accusations and ounter accusations are made. Patience is
shortnd criticistrs are easy Lind frequent. The wife blaMed
her Kusband's fam ly for his illness; they blamed her. "The

fchusband's illness seems to have the e ect of onsolidating or
accentuating the prior relationships bet een t e wife and the
parental families," thefesearchers reporte\il in 1955. Wives fre-
qyently complained that in-laws had little appreciation of the

/difficulties they experienced. As one wife said, "I feel hurt and
feel they have not considered me. All they are concerned about,

is my husband."
In their communication with outsiders, some wives tried "ag-

gressive concealment;" cutting out all social encounters. Sooner
or later, however, they would have to tell some ean envfoy-
er, fir example. Lies and evasions were cum rsome and diffi-
culttlkmaintain. Isolation would distort the w e s perception of
what others thought:

The reaction of others was sometimes kind and lderstand.
ing, b t at times it was cruel. The wife mikht be kidded by

. cowor ers aket her lack of a sexual partner or bjected to
acjvan es from male friends. Also, while the hus nd was hospi-
talized, "there was rather thoiough-going avoi ance by friends
and acquaintances," the investigators noted. 'Normal expres-
sions of concern for the welfare of one wh ill such as visits,
written messages or gifts are avenues little used for the mental
patient."

Although Clausen and 'Huffine have rift completed their
analysis of the data on the new families social interactions,
Clausen has the imprerion that they are much less traumatic
thani they were for families in the fifties. The well partners
seerA to feel less stigma than did their counterparts 25 years
ago: One indication of this differetiWis- that the spouses seem
to be more open about discussing mental illness with their

<
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neighbors than they were in the 1950s. The apparent change in
attitudes may. be attributed, in part, to the fact that far fewer
of the seventies patients were sent to State mental hospitals.
Clausen says that another reason may be that mental health
professionals are themselves more hopeful about the prospects
for the futUre of psychotic patients.

The extended family also appears to be less involved today.
Unlike the fifties wives, a wife in the seventies was not likely
to blame her husband's parents for his proble s or turn him
over to them. In fact, three out of four couple either did not
inform the husband's parents of his hospitalization until after
it had occurred or did not tell them about it ae all. About a
fourth of the female patients' parents were involved in their
daughter's hospitalization, while slightly less than half either
knew nothing about it or weren't told about it until afterwards.

The Returning Patient

In the fifties, when patients returned home after a long stay
in the hos.pltal, their husbands .and wives found them very
dependent. They demanded displays of affection. They tried to
please the spouse by helping out around the house and doing
extra chores. Clausen says that while this phase did not last
long, some spouses found the readjustment "unanticipated and
unnerving."

Many of the former male patients were anxious about re-
turning to work. Very few men lost their jobs because of their
illness or had trouble finding a new jofi. But, says Clausen,
those who did have trouble were devastkited by it. Contrary to
their fearful expectationg, most men who returned to old jobs
found few problems in relating to their coworkers.

The men first hospitalized in the seventies were much more
likely to return to their old jobs than were those who first
suffered a psychotic breakdown in the fifties. This difference,
say nuffine and Clausen, is probably partly due to the shorter
duration of hospitalization in the seventies group. But other
differences in the groups also may contribute to khe change in
experience. The men in the new group were older, on the
average, than in the olda factor which in itself was positively
related to job retention. They-also had somewhat higher levelii
of occupational attainment, another factor which, in both old
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and ne ups, was positively related to returning trI an old
job.

Today's Treatment Practices

The revolution in standard treatment practices for the men-
tally ill has solved some old problems and introduced new ones
for families. For the most part, the short hospital stays seem to
be less disruptive for families Own the long hospitalizati-ons
common a quarter of a century ago. The _short stay is much
easier to hanclgelike a hospitalizaion for a physical illness
according to Clausen. Being treated in the psychiatric ward of a
general hospital or small private hospital is far less stigmatiz-
ing than going tO a State hospital. In the earlier study, wives
whose husbands were treated in a Veterans' AdmInistration
hpspital felt less stigma. The wives could just tell friend's, "My
husband's in the VA hospital." They didn't have to mention
that he was on a psychiatric ward.

Long periods of hospitalization did have some advantages,
however. There Was more time to heal the wounds opened in
the period of turmoil before hospitalization. When the patient
was gone longer, some families would go through a honeymoon'
period after being rednited. This is less common today. In Some
of the families who experienced ks first hospitalizatiOn in ,the
seventies, the cooling-off period was not long enough, Claiten
concedes. "Some patients are retulming home while the're's still
so much turmoil, and they /hay still be symgtomatic or so
heavily drugged that they dan't relate." The patient more often
returns to the hospital in short'order. Patients hospitalized in,
the fifties, on the other hand, "would be allowed to go home for

a weekend. Then they might be given a longer passmaybe an
indefinite passand be discharge1 a year or so later: They
were kept on A string tied to tbe hospital." Clausen and Huf-
fine also discovered that, despite t e reduced chance of break-
ing family ties b&ause of long separations, file families, in the
seventies more often dissolved after the initial hospitalization
than did those in the fifties.

What is the optimum length of a hospital stay? One that is
long enough to a'ilow family frictions to cool down and patients
to recover? One that is short enough to prevent patients from
becoming chronically .dependent on the hospital and/or 03-
tranged from their families? Clausen thinks there is.no opti-
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mum for all patients; much depends on the patient's symrptoms,
Ow family's composition and internal relationships, and the
resources available to it. "Some studies suggest that patients
who have, been hospitalized until their symptoms have consid-
erably subsided do better upon return than patients who have
been maintained in the community on drugs and psychothera-
py," \he notes. While this issue is far from resolved, treatment
staff mus1 always keep in mind "the alternative considerations
of giving the ,family a 'moratorium, on the one hand, and yet
not completely cutting the patient off, on the other...1'

Like the patients, many spouses were
afraid of psychiatric drugs. They were
often concerned that improvements may
not be "real." One husband said, '

.don't know how much of her personality
is her's and how much stems from the
pills."

The powerful psychiatric drugs, mi which many once-hospi-
talized patients depend, present problems of their own. Clausen
and other critics have observed that drugs are often prescribed
indiscriminately or inappropriately, especially for patients in
the community. Clausen and Huffine collected some data on
drugs being prescribed to patients in both their old and new
samples..They also have information on the Method of monitor-
ing drug use and how family members influence the patient's
use of drugs. Clausen observes that in some instances very high
levels of drug dosage are being prescribed with almost no moni-
toring. "Wide varieties of drugs are used in rapid succession,
sometimes for patients whose prioblems appear to be. relatively
minorpatients who have been coping quite effectively for a
decade or more but have sought help in the face of an etreme-
ly situation."

Female former patients are much more likely to be receiving
medication than are the male former patients. Some of the
women hospitalized in the fifties and now in outpatient treat-
ment "are being given far more drugs than they need," Clausen
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Says. "They get what amounts to an open prescription, with
*physicians.saying,in effect, 'Don't bother me, I'll give you what
you want in the way of drugs.' It's rather appalling to f'inI out
the prescriptions some of these women havethe whOle rnge
of major and minor tranquilizers." Clausen learrred in one in-
terview that a former patient was taking four times the maxi-
mum dosage of one commonly prescribed, addictive tranquiliz-
er. She couldn't function without it, yet she and her husband
were very_unhappy with her dependence. They arranged for
her to..,,g6 into a hospital for withdrawal, but when..she ge9t.
there, she stand only one night. The eixperience of the .State

, hospital 15 years earlier hit her so hard that she coQldn't stay,
she reported.

In some instances, husbands control and manipulate Their
t wives' medication. They often have qualms about their wives

using the drugs. But "only in a tiny minority of cases" haw:0%
treatment staff explained to the spouse either the nature of the

4Ik
patient's condition or the rationale behind the drug treatment.
"In general," says Clausen, "we have found that ihe family
tends to be ignored almost as much now as it was yearg'
ago.

An abalysis done by Carol Huffine calk into question a
common belief among mental health workers that patient's who
live with others are more likely than socially isolated patieets
to take medication as prescribed because their intake is super-
vised. Using data from the followup interviews with the fifties
patients and interviews with seventies patients and their
spouses, Huffine compared attitudes toward the use of psycho-
therapeutic drugs te the patients' actual use. She found thlit,
like the general population, many patients and spouses io this
study hold negative attitudes toward psychoactive drugs. A
minority complained of adverse side effects; but others feared
the drugs, felt that taking them carried a stigma, thought that
they threatened the patient's autonomy and independence, or
denied. that they 4ere necessary or effective. Iluffine found
that the spouses' attitudes largely mirrored those of the pa-
tients. Even those who perceived real improvement in the pa-
tient's behavior or demeanor ,were often concerne0 that the
chfinge may not be "real"that it may reflect only the'drug's
power to mask symptomsN fluffine quotes one husband as

I I

"11.
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saying, "I don't know how much of her personality is her's and
how much stems froni the pille

Nevertheless, despite the "fears, sneers and side effects,"
most of the patients in the new group of patients took their
medication as prescribed for at ,least a month after hospitaliza-
tion. Some po,tients who appeared n6t to be complying with a
peescription were, in fact, manipulating the medication sched-
ule to minimize side effects that interfered with day-to-day
activities. -Some patients and theiu spouSes apparently found
that the benefits outweighed the negative aspects of the drugs.
Others were able to cut down the drugs' costs by manipulating
the prescribed regimen.

Iluffine suggests that therapisis should seriously take into
account the attitudes of patients and their families toward
medication. Brushing aside' fears and opinions is simply ilia,
enopgh, she says. The patients' past exiwriences and the opin-
ions of spouse and friends are. likely to prevail. "A clinician
should .not only take the time to explain what a drug is and
why it is prescribed; he shodki also alter the dosage andtiming
of medication if patients complain about side effects.

LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES OF MENTAL ILLNESS

In the analyses of the lons-term effects of mental illness,
John Clausen and Carol Ifuffine have focused on the same 80
familiew from the 1950s samples that they are using for com-
parisons with the 1970s sample. Interviews with 66 of these 8Q.,
farniVs Were completed-by mid-1973between 14 and 20 years'
after the patients were first hospitalized. Clausen's analysis of
these families' "experience is informed by-his years of research
on long-range normal development at the Institute of-Human
Development. Ile and Iluffine are also .making systematic com-
parisons between groups within the'study sample: The adapta-
titm of,fhmilies of schizophrenic patients, for example, is com-
pared to that of families in which the patient had an affective
disorder o severe psychoneurosis. Families with a mentally ill
wife are contrasted to those with an ill husband. Using these
and other characteristics to define groups within the study
sample, Clawn and Iluf,fine are examining the effect of'

mental illness on marriages, the c' hildren, work careers, rela-
tionships with others, and changes in roles.
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There werel,some differences among the subsamples of pa-
tients. Most nonschiNphrenic men were Older than the schi-
zophrentcs. The female patients were less educated than the
men, and their families were of a loWer social §tatus than those
of male patients. The women were first hospitalized after 1914
when tranquilizers were widely used; as a result, their first
hospital stays were considerably shorter than they would have
been a few years elrlier,and were slightly shorter than were
the men's. But. their vmptoms at that time and during the.,
succeeding years were more serious and persistent than were
those of the male patients.

Whatever( life held in store after the patient's first mental
breakdown, -none of the patientsyr their families saw the expe-
rience as an ultimately rewarding one. It was, says Clausen, "a
horrible ira mily trial." Some seemingly denied that it had ever
happened. Clausen says a typi&il reaction in these families
was, "Well, we don't know what happened then." But few
families could forget the experience, because, in the majority of
cases, the patient subsequently needed mental health care. (

Mental Illness in the Interim

By the .early .1970s, half of the former male patients had
received further treatment. at some time since the initial epi-
sode. By contrast, nine out of ten former female 'patients; most
of whom were schizophrenic, had been treated again. The man-,
jority of all patients who received treatment were also hospital-
ized again--an average of three times. Mdst spent only short
periods in the hospital when they returned. Some, however,
remained symptomatic and continued to receive treatment as
outpatients after they went. borne.

At the time of followup, four patients were either in psychi-
atric hospitals or on their books. Another woman had been
tr nsf Ilerred from a t.ate hospital to a boarding home, where
p esumably she will spend the rest of her life. Of tbe 80 pa-
tients in the sample, seven rben and four women were dead.
Three of the men and two of the women had committed Ruicide;
two men had killed themselves while on leave from their initial
hospitalization, and another did so.during a subsequent hospi-

1 talization. i .\ Less thlm half of the men diagnosed as schizophn.nie in kw
fifties were currently receiving any form of mental health
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than any other diagpostic
()int out. that mari.led male schi-

. zophrenics ar(, among mental patients, a blest group. They
typically have a better prognosis than the other types of' pa-
tients -included in this study:/"Marriage (or the establishment
of an intimate heterosexual relationship) is undertaken by a
minority of males who are at any age diagnosed schizophrenic,"

. they note. Mose who do marry have repeatedly been found
less likely to beconle chronic schizophrenics." ,

What led to further treatment'? In two out of three cases, thv C
interview respondents said that symptoms similar or identical .1---

to the original ones had l'ecurred. These syttiptoms were seen
as rum erat5 to severe ii't two-thirds of' the schizophrenic women

\

li ,and the Gnschizophrenic men. In most of these cases, Vie
spouse considered the patitmt. to lw mentally ill.

Divorced Couples

By the early seventies, a third of the-marriages had endeci in
divorce. Most broke up within t.he first. 3 years after the first
hospitalizationalmost always when symptoms had reap-
peared. Most. of' the later separations came af'ter a subsequent,
hospitalization. The spouse was usually the one to ask fbr thv
separation. In families with an affectively disordered patient,
t.he couples were more likely to have ,agreed ,upon the need to
separM.e, and, in a few, the patient initiated the break.

In mst of these families, the spouse asked fhr p separation
after the patient's behavior had become intolerable. 'nye wives
of most. of' the schizophrtmic men who continued t.o be symp-
tomatic had left. hy the tirne of' fbllowup. Persistent. symptoms
in nwntally ill wives did not, :by contrast, often lead to a
marital breakup. "Separation was not a clear-cut event" in
many families' of' female patients, accordini; to Clausen and
Iluffi9e. Sometimes the families just never got back together
again after the wife returned from a hospital stay. Husbands
didn't seek divorces unless they wanted to remarry. i"Sonu .
familfes were so amorphous that it would Iw hard to say wheth-
er or not they remained jntact," the resealrchers remark.

To then. surprise, whether a couple remained together until
the time of' fhllowup seetnNt to bear no relationship to their
ratings of' how happy the couple had been before the initial
hospitalization. Some conflict-ridden nmrriars had endured;
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some that had seemed retivarding in the fifties had ended in
separation or divorce.. Another finding that surprised the Fe-
searchers was-that middle-class families more often broke up
than did lower-class ones, especially when the wife was the
patient.

Several couples who fought constantl finally separated after
their chgrdren left homeusually at'an early age. In one, a
sch6ophrenic mother encouraged her t ee daughters to be
sexually provocative. Vrihen she invited t lover of the 16-year-.

in, her husband tried to prevent it. e moved out because
he was unable to.

Married Life Over the Years

Of the 34 couples who were still together at the time, of
followup, a few seemed to be happy. Most were either lock in
intermittent conflict or had worked out a truce maintai
spending little time or emotional energy on each .other. A,few
were at War. Yet, two out of three spouses characterized their
mates in positive terms, sometimes mingled with descriptions
of symptoms. A third dwelled on,the symptoms and inadequate
personalities of their mentally ill spouses.

In the families that remained intlict, half of the patients'
Spouses had considered separationit some time. A number of
the wives and one or two (husbands of Patients are.still contem-
plating divorce, while 'several patientsT wives have resigned
themselves to unsatisfying marriages. In most of these faryilies
where separation had been consideredthe patient's symptoms
had"Persisted and ofton included violent behavior.

Among those who had never considered separation, a f,rourth
of the husbands and wives go their'separate ways. Far more of
the couples who expect to.remain together .are highly. depend-
ent on .each other, however. Where the wife was the patient,

rteine out of three couples seems bound together by mutual
.pathological dependence, despite frequent outbursts of hatred.
Few of the families where the husband was the patient depend
on each other in this way; instead, most "have worked out lives
that touch lightly under the family roof." Their mild involve-
ment with each other keeps conflicts and tension at a .low level.

'Oil the whole,' .9 a y Clausen and Iluffine, "wives of male
patients semed to cove much more competently with the dual
roles that were thrust.Aupon them when their-husbands wernit
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incapacitated.Y In,a few families, rotes were acfually reversed;
the trusband stayed honw and the w,ifecontinued to hold a job.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster, whose experience during the early 1950s

. was described above, are one of these families. They ary still
together and, by Clausen's estimation, have a good relationship.
Mrs. Foster Went back to school after her husband's break-
down. For, many years now, she has taught school and been
active in organizing professional training for herself' and other
teachers. Mr. Foster has never hdld another formal, paid job,
bttt hps done a good deal of'r voluntvr work. Although he has
been very anxious at times, he has never been hospitalizl. The\

couple has no children.
Over'the years, the families of male' patients were generally

kss rocky than those of female patients; the patient-husband
was . not often symptomatic, usually held a steady job, had
smoother relat;ionships with his spouse, and "shared more inter-
ests and activities. Vy and large," Clausen say "their fami-
lies have been morjs stable than families of rhos sociologists
and psychiatrists." ,,,I. .

I fall of the wives of former patients were unhappy about the
dispr6portionate amount of responsibility that fa to them be-
cause their hUsbandN did little to keep the household ping.
These men did "even less" around the house than the typic P

Anwrican male, say Clausen /And I luffine. But that paqern ha
ai

started Parly in the marriage and hadn't changed much over
the'year'S.- By contrast, former female patients tended to carry,

less and less resp6nsibility for household work as the years
went by. Their hwibands did much of it. But only one in rive of
these men corhplained about thi; arrangement.

Families in which the htisban&ad an affective psychosis
appeared to get along "reasonably w ll except during symptom-

. atic episodes, When the patient w s often corlpletely out of
control:" These husbands were less abusive iit home than were, husbands of' schizophrenic wonwn. During manic episodes, they,

acted out away from home. When they Were depressed, they
were depressed at home.,

675

, Regardless of the 'patient's .,4ex or diagnosis, in most conflict-
ridden marriages the fighting started over either spouse's objec-
tions to the.Other's behavior or because of disagreements about
the children; in more than a -third where the wife was the
patient., ,sexual 'relptionships were lin early focus of trouble.

1 L

(
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Whether the patient was man or wife, the conflict was most
(den moderate, leading to two-sided screaming sessions or to
the wife's withdrawing from theygumeilt.

Despite 'the continued and ATten bizarre symptoms in the
female patients, their husbands stayed with them more often
than not. But, fbr mOst, it hasn't been a happy life'. The hus-
bands of schizophrenic women (Alen had histories of problems
themselvesbigamy, poor work records, tissluilts, arrests. Sev-
eral haye themselves been hospitalized or treated for mental
disorders, and, Clausen observes, several otfiers sllow marked
psychopathology. They (Alen drank to excess, or took off, "leav-
ing the children to cope with.their mother's difficulties." They
not. :only berated, their wives and children, but phYsically
abused them as well. "One can't imagine why the wives or
older children put up with this. Perhaps the wives have to stay
because they axe so often sick."

Clausen recalls one case where, after the father °had been
interviewed about the mother's history, a daughter'plymed and
asked if she could conw in and talk. She wanted to counter the.
lies she, was sure her father had told. Telling the hiterviewer
that her fathqr was extremely brutal, she described how he
beat, up her mother, her sister, and herself. She said, for exam-
ple, that he didn't like her mother's smoking. If she lit a
cigarette, he'd stub it out on her 'face. This young woman was.
in college, which was'rare among daughters of schizophrenic
mothers, and she lived away from home during the school year.
But she returned to live.with her parents dUring the suMmer.
"We couldn't understand why she came home," Clausen says.
"Perhaps she stayed at home to .defend and protect. her
mother." In a .few families with a patient-wife, howiever, the
husbands have been."incredibly humane," Clausen adds. A few
altered their vccupational plans, 'gave up chaves for advance-
ment that. would have forced the family to move, took new jobs
that gave them more time at home, or retired'early.
/Some who had led unstable lives settled down. Oneman, for

example, had held 14 jobs in 13 years before his wife's break-
down.but has held the same job since she was first hospitalized.
"Ile's gotten his life together. Ile's organiwd." Ifis wife has

A
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been in outpatient treatment a good part of the time since' her
first breakdown. ,

But th:is man, like many others, does not give his wife much
emotional support. "He manages nteto be around the house a
great deal. This is one of the strategies whereby mostof the

- ---fathilies that stay together cope with the patient's symptomato-
logy. The well spouse wilt have union., meetings, church aotivi-

', ties, take on extra jobs 1.1 the evening, and in that agy tvoid
intense interaction with the'patient." . V-

Unwittingly, the, well spouses may be helping their marriage
partners 13y Eivoiding too much interaction with them. Research
done by a group of London investigators (Brown, Birley, and
Wing 1972Y suggests that patients engaged in intense emotional
involvement with a spouse or anpther significant person in the
home are much more likely to be rehospitalized. This likelihood
is even greater if that significant person" is critical of the pa-
tient. The more hours per week that the patient interacted
with the spouse or a "significant other,", and the greater the
emotional involveMent with that person, the more\likely the
patient would letiwn to the hospital.

Away From Home .

The social life of the former patients and Ilieir_ milies ap-
peared to be quite restricted. Few entertained or had a wide

''. circle of:friends. Extended families were im tant to a mckjor-
ity. A ut half of the schizophrenics were ery, close to somef)

mem r of their original fami'lies and fre ently visited with
relatives.

Other than these. relationshipd with close family members,
the patientit derived Most pleasure from their family life at
home. This was especially true of male schizophrenics, a mWor-
ity of whOin, had nct close friends; their social activities were
a4o6st exclusivelycentered on their wives' social life and
friendships. Nonschikphrenic men., by contrast, went out with

, friends alone more often than 'With their families. Among all
the patients, four..-out bf ten were said to have no closeTefends.
Less than half of the families belonged to organizations, usual-

. ly ii, church. Church activities were particularly important to
the wives of.maleepatients.

41,
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Growing Up With Mental Illness

Concern for. children of psychotic parents h.as grown as com-
munity treatment has become more common. Mentally ill par-
ents are now more likely to remain at home with their chil-
dren except for short stays, in a hospital. Many of them are
still symptomatic when they return home, Many break down
repeatedly. At those times, they may neglect 'or even abuse
their children. Their mere presence offers the opportunity to
involve the children directly in diSordered thought processes
thld behavidr, or to transmit distorted perceptions of reality.

Several children had- been particularly
bothered by their mothers' hallucina-
tions. One said of his mother, "Like my
father hides his liquor, she hides her
thoughts."

Sensitive to these potential hazards, Clausen and Huffine
have analyzed rePorts on 150 children.of patients f3rst hospital-

s ized in the fifties. They have given particular att tion to the
sex. of the ill parent, the supportiveness of the wii parent, and
the patient's diagnosis. The research team has systematically
analyzed the development of the children along a number of
dimensionstheir educational attainment, when they left
home, their problems, and their relationships with their...par-
ents. Because most of the children have reached young adult-
hood, they and their*parents could look back with some dispas-
sion (and some anguish) at how neeils were met and symptoms
experienced. It is these remembrances, especially those of 13 of
the children themselves, that provide a vivid picture of what it
was like to grow up with a mentally ill parent.

Children with a mentally ill father had an eaSier time than
did those with a mentally ill mother. During childhoo d! they
were more jikely to have two pqrentsa father who usually
held/a steadj, job (despite occaaiol%al problems) and a mother
whot.was sy9tipathetic and supportive. Family life, was stable
and routirW. The mother disciplined the children with little
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interference from the father. If the parents sylSarated, the chit,
dren always went with the mother.

Growing up viith a schizophrenic mother was a much less
positive experience. Sons had particulur difficulty communicat-
ing with their mothers. Fathers often failed to provide the'
support and 5tability the children needed. Young children were
shunted betIteen relatives when the mother was hospitaliZed
again.

Serious Problems

The researchers obtained.from the parents' reports and clini-
1 records some information on serious developmental prob-

They did not attempt to interview any children except
tise4Ay available. From the evidence they do have, Clau-
sen atiktiti ft conclude that the children of these- patients
are not 'exce patiAlig roblematic." But a number oP them
haye had severe em4i7) .9blems dr ha e gotten into trou-
ble.

Because most of the. children had nOt yet reachect the age of
maximum' risk, Clausen's group does not (know how many will
break down with a mental disorder. At leaSt)three had already
been hospitalized, however. Clausen and Huffine have evidence
that at least seven children' Sall. of whom had sc,hizophrenic
parent's) have had brief psychotic episodesfar more than
would have been expected. On the other hand, eight children,
only about 5 perceia of pm 'total group of ,patients' children,
had been reated for what appeared to be a nonpsychotic emo-
tional disturbance; Clausen and Huffine bEiieve that a similar

,proportion of fach disorder's would be found in the general
pOpulation.

Children of schizoPhrenic mothers more often had serious
problems than did those of other patients. More than a fourth
of this group had ,attempted suicide, become psychotic, had
illegitimate children, or were seriously delinquent, according to
reports from parents or other direct evidence. The investigators
have indirect evidence that another tenth 'of the children had
similar ptolilems.

Social class was related to serious problems in children of
mentally ill mothers but not in children of mentally ill fathers.
In working-class families, 44 percent 'of the children with a
ibentally ill mother had serious problems, while in middle-class,
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families only 9 percent of the patient-mothers' children had
such problems. Serious psychological problems and' deviance
did not occur more frequently in the children of divorced par-
ents than in those vThose parents remainedmarried.

Contrary to their eXpectations, the researchers did not find
that serious problems were most prevalent among young adults
who were under age 2 when their mothers were first hospital-'
ized. While none of the eight children in working-class families
who had been under 2 experienced serious problems growing
up, seven in ten who had been 2 to 6 had experienced such
problems. Children in these families who were 6 to 12 at the
time 9f the first hospitalization also frequently had problems.

The Children's Accounts

Several researchers who, have examined the incidence of
_mental disorder in the grown children of psychotic patients
have concluded that living with the -patient made little differ-
ence; genetic vulnerability to mental illness seems'to be the
mctie powerful influence in bringing on a breakdown in the
children. But the stories told by the grown children from sever-
al families in Clausenrs study poignantly demonstrate that
even if living with a mentally ill parent doesn't calve a child to
become psychotic in later life, it is nevertheless a stressful way
to grow up.

Several, of the'ehildren mentioned that they had been par-
ticularly bahered by their mothers' hallucinationsa mother
who talked with someone the child couldn't see, another who
couldn't hear her child's questions and comments because she
was listening toan unseen voice. One young man related how
his.younger brother repeatedly became "so bugged" that he'd
run away from home. The last time he left the house his
mother said, "If you go, I'll kill mysAlf." The brother left de-
spite this coercive threat. And the mother did kill herself.

Two other children who recognized their parents',mapipulati-
veness were greatly annoyed at this'"dishonesty." Even recall-
ing such incidents as adults, they could not accept it. One said
of his mother, "Like my father hides his liquoi., she hides hes).

thoughts." The other was convinced that her father used his
symptoms to control her. Ile became delusional whenever he'l
disapproved of, or was threatened by, something she wanted to
do.
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The worst memories of childhood came fraht the fyoung
adults whose ill parent had been disabled by synfptoms over
long periods and whose well parent was abusive or unavailable.
One child of a schizophrenic.mother anea "hard-drinking,
abusive father" reported that, when she gets together with her
brothers and sisters, they talk about the "hell" they went
through together, and little else. "Such meetings are always
followed by nightmares," Clausen and-Huffine note. "All of the
children in this family appear to suffer from emotional prob-
lems." None has received treatment. "Indeed, a daughter -re-,
ports that no member of the family 'will ever go near a psychi-

'atrist." -
Some of the young aaults recalled beiq extremely resentful

about not being told what was happening, or why certain.be-
havior upset the parent who had been a patient. Clausen inter-
viewed one young woman who was K. before her mother ex-
plained why her father acted in ways she 'couldn't understand.
Her father's initial breakdown came during the McCarthy era.
He feared that he would be accused of being 'a "rwd." The
daughter recalled:

There were many things that were never sayable in
this household, an(1 many clothes, many colors, I coukl
never wear in front of [father]. No red, no pink, no
purple, no brown. And there were many kinds of jokes
that could never be, said, and. unfortunately I often
didn't find' out about them until after I had made
them. And then my other, would jump down my
throat. [Clausen and Hjuffine 1979, p. 2051

Several children were o d enough at th2 time of the initial
breakdown to feel respo sible for it. But many others felt
guilty about subsequent breakdowns. The well parents would
often control their children's behavior with comments such as,
"If you keep this up, he'll end up back in a mental institution;9'

4P" The Importance of the Well Parent

Cluuken and Huffine have evidence from clinical records that
a few patients pbysically abused their childreo; "One child was
brain-damaged when the mother threw it against a wall," the

peinvestigators report. The child has remained in a State institu-
tion. Another mother, who believed someone was filling the
house with poison gas to 1011 her children, broke windows to let
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ilt fresh air, Sand then attacked the children with a brooni
thandle.

"On the whole, however, exqept durin episodes when delu-
sions guided their behavior, the patients abused the children, less than .did some of the spouses, especially husbands who
were heavy drinkers," Clausen .an c Huffine report. In families
where the "well' spouse tufned alcohol as a means of
coping, "the chil4en have a doubfe burden to bear, and it is
our impression t5at some of these have had the most difficult

*time emotionally:" s

In many families, the well parent spent as much time as
possible outside the home. The children not only had to cope
with the patient's upsets and idiosyncrasies but Jacked the'
support the well parent Might have provided in dealing with
,their own problems of growing/15, "In such families," say

' Clausen and Huffine, "children expressed bitterness toward
both parents."

Children whose mothers were mentally ill had particularly
difficult times. In the few inStances where fathers were* sup-
portive and sympathetic, the children were better able to cope
with tlieir 'problems. It was, however, the wives of male pa-
tients who most often showed the strength and competence

;necessary to provide firm regulation and mirm support for
their children while still coping with the nerds and problems of

it their ill htisbands. Children of mentally ill mothers, especially
those in the middle class, may sometimes have fotmd support'
and help with their problems from teachers.and friends.

a . .

The evidence suggests, say Clausen and Huffine, that chil-
dren of schizophrenic mothers were more likely to deal with
their family problems by turning outside the home for response
and intimacy; others rebelled, quit school, then entered the
service or drifted. Children of affectively disordered parents
were likely "to throw themselves into their schoolwork,"
tiote 0 atisen and Huffine. "A manic-depressive father might be
a terror to live with at some times', but at other times he might
be seen as 'a knight in shining armor' to use the words of one

, of the grown sons we interTiewed," Unlike the recurrently
symptomatic schizophrenic p ents, a depressed or manic
parent might function very effectively ,hen)not troubled by
symptoms. /
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WhateVer else the dhildreu Of ;mental p9kiefttS experien4d,
they all were profoundly uncertain akiout, what Was happening

-

to them. Tonflict ir rec.riminati9n frequontly :pervaded .th.e
family life space.:VVith n.o ex.planatien fibril a trusted car'etak--

those, children. fortunate enough ttx-tSve sibiings seem prter
to have clung to eaCh other for support and Wpo, the investi-..
gators. note. /I

.

Many not only survived the ordeal but achieved "a senge of
competency and maturity far beyond wh'at would normally be
expected at their ages." As with so many other childhood expe-
riences, th.is achievement was usually possible only where the
well parent'or.another close relative gave the child support. .

Among working-class families, .adolescent thiughters sometimes
rook over the mother's role, caring for younger children -and
doing the housework and cooking. Some of. these daughters
took their responSibilityin stride and 'were even,fat' times, =

resentful at having tb give urr.their uutiono-my,i,vben-their
mothers returned. Others, however, felt they had lost their
childhood. . ,

Despite "great hardships and uncertainties," many children
with close relatic ips with brothers and sisters and support
from their well .p ts'hildiwarm feelings and pleasant memo-
ries about their family life..Whichever parent was mentally ill,
"children are more likely to retain a warm relationship with
the mother," according to Clausen and. Iluffine. They say that
this is especially true of daughters: "Relationships .between'
children ary both parents arii predominantly warm .on,ly in

intact families of male patients." v

Children of parents who eve..ntially separated were much
More likely to ,lqave home pernOently before they were 18.
Early departures' were most frequent in working-class families
where 'the mother was the patient; more than half .of these
children left beforq they were 18. The number of children who
remained 4itli-their parents past 20 is equally impressive, say
Clausen and Iluffine. rt fiappened most often in intact families.
"Several of the most deviant and disturbed .of the children"
remained past age 18, either because it was convenient to do so,

or because they were intensely dependent; some of these de-
pendent young adults were also strongly .hostile towar'd their

parents.
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The Fhture

As. ror the future lives of these chtiren, oro. aspect that .can
be predicted is their work ,careers,, which, depend largely on
their performance in school. Clausen and Iluffiné note that, in
the population at large, social status Has been shown to be the
"most potent influence" on how. well a child does iq school.
And so it was with the children of Mental patients in their
study. Among those who were over 18, 78 percent.from
class homes graduated from high school, while only 55 percent
'of' those from workingTclass amilies earned high school diplo-
mat. A. few children, mostly from middle-cla4 famili* attend-
ed college;. a few had graduated by the time or rollmop. Social
class was alsp related to the influcmce of an intact family on

. th children's educatiork, Working-class children whose parents
sepaeated left,school 'earlier than those whose parents.stayed
tbgether; this difference was not found in middle-class children. 4.,

jaonost .families,in the general population, children of'
nonschizophrenic parents*exceeded their alianmts' educatipnal
'attainment.liut children of schizophrenic parents reached only
the level that their parehts had reached. The children of schi-
zophrenics also droPped out of school earlier than did those of'
nonschizophrenics; this pattern was especially apparent among
middle-class children, who would have been expected to contin-
ue in school longer..

4
Clausen and Huffine speculate that growing .up with a men-

tally' ill parent may be even more difficult than their evidence
suggests. TWeir data came largdy 'from. parents, ''who naturally
wish to give the best possible account for themselves." The
turrpoil and trauma the children encountered in these. familiv
were probably greater than the parents realiied or were willing
to recall. It was evident, say Clausey and Iluffine, that many of
the parents "cpuld not provide role models for competent. per-
forrnance'and pilot ional contról."

Whilr Cla'usen and Ihiffine were left with no doubt that
parental ritental illness often impairs a child's normal dovelop-
meffit, 'the...in:Q*1ns in these families are not unique. As they

. .

poin,t' out, many .families face conflict and disruption, many
parenth AbUsepr negrect their children.

While their study- leaves many gOestions unanswered, the
evidence that-Clagusen and lluffine do have attests "as much tilr

1/4
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the resilience of the developing child as to the deficits that
parental mental illness may entail for the child."

Labeling and Stigma

Most patients in Clausen's study did not suffer serious long-
term consequences simply because they had once been labeled
mentally ill: Nor were their symptoms less serious' of more
labile befbre they wtra-reerVize'd as mentally ill. Thew. and
other findings tend to discredit a- theory that has influenced a
good many social scientists in recent years. Offerea as an alter
native to psychological and ps3rchiatric interpretations of
mental illness, "labeling theory" emphasizes social over intra-
psychic or biological processes. Labeling theorists assert that
social response to deviance not only perpetuates mental illrtess

4but causes it in the first place.

INws Labeling Cattse Meutal Illness?

According to labeling theory, mental illness liegins with
minor deviations from culturally defined expectations. For one
reason or= anotherorganic illness, 'fitress, mischievousness
we all break th% small rules governing behavior. These rules
are so inconsequential that we take them for granted (making
eye contact with someone wti're speaking tb, for example).
When We break the rules, those around us usually just-refuse
to acknoWledge our beNivior or find some "plausible excuse for
it. Most of us stop this "deviance" before it gets us into trouble.
But the person destined to be found hientally ill soimehow gets
caught in the psychiatric netbecause those around him get
irritated and are sufficiently powerfUl to foroe hirn into treat-
ment, or because the deviance is too publicly visible or trouble-
some. Once a, person is diagnosed as mentally ill, says labeling
theorist -Thomas J. Scheff, he is "launched on a career" of
chronic mental illness.

I-low this comes about is quite simple in Scheff's formulation.
lie aasumes that, as children. We learnt st,ereotyped imagery of
mental illnessthe image of crazifies.sand this view of the
mentally ill is reaffirmed as we grow older. The role of mental
patient is well-defined and widely recognized. The person so
labeled tends to act out the part. Ile accepts the role because a

"crisis has made him vulnerable to suggestiont Ile is encourage

4,
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-
to continue playing it by being rewarded when he does and
pUnished when he doesn't.

These families rarely saw their members
as "crazy." Frequently, a spouse would
joint out differences between his or her
hoseitalized mate and other patients who
are "really° mentally ill.

t , %

Clausen's research discredits this assertion that the label
itself causes a person to act in ways expected of the mentally
ill. Patients in his tudy exhibited psychotic symptoms long
before their families considered the possibility of mental ill-
ness. Their- behavior caused the families.tremendous conflict.
But the families cast about for other exiieriations for the be-
havior. "We have overwhelming evidence, ' Clrlusen says, "that
symptomatology need not be labeled mental illness to become
stabilized and reach its most florid manifestations."

The "florid manifestations" a4ymptorn1 may, however, be
fed by the stigma mental patientst, Clausen says. He and
others have pointed out that, all societies set the mentally ill..

apart, assigning them roles that clearly distinguish them from
seers and Prophets. Modern-day urban America is no exception.
At best, social response to the mentally ill is "negative and
derogatory," and at worst, "punitive and utterly rejecting."

. Even to consult a psychiatrist in this society ','is to threaten
one's public identity as a responsible person." The labeling
calls into question the person's ability to control himself and
his relationships, according to Clausen. But labeling, does n

o t.ause mental disorders.
Clansen's families rarely saw their members as "crazy," de-

spite the'. conflict and 4ostility engendered by the patients'
symptoms. The spouses' perceptions of the symptomatic behav-
ior simply did not fit a stereotype oftaving madness. And those
perceptions did not change once a diagnosis was made. "One
frequently ds a spouse pointing out differences between hisn
or her hos

ftalized
mate awl other patients who are 'really'

mentally ill," say Clausen and Iluffine. Patient and . family
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speak of emotional upset or disorder, or a nervous breakdown,
but not mental illness or disorder. Instead of collaborating to
affirm the stereotype of mental illness, these families tried
desperately to deny its presence.

, Stigma on the Job

When the male patients returned home and went back to
work, both they and thett wrves were very much attuned to
possible signs of stigma. Few former patients actually experi-
enced it on -the job. "Indeed," say Huffine and Clausen, ,"most
men either perceived no change in their relationships with co-
wprkers or found their colleagues to be sympathetic or concilia-
tory." Only a few felt overt hostility from coworkers. "Appre-
hension and tack'of co'nfidence were cotrimon: in the early days
of return to worli, but ability to perform in the job dispelled
self-doubts."

Among male patients, first hospitalized in the fifties, those
who remained free of serious symptoms continued in their
work careers without major setbacks. Huffine, and Clausen
report that nearly half of the _schimphrenic men from the
fifties' grouP have been relatively symptom free and have been
stably employed at a level equivalent to or higher than that
enjoyed before hospitalization.

Men who continued to experience symptoths as the years
went by more often were failur on the job. They were also
younger than the successful m .n at the time of their first
episode of illness, and they had been symptomatic for longer
periods before they entered the hospital. But "even continued
symptomatology of significant proportions is not assurance of
downward drift" in the work careers of`these men.

The most powerful factor that seemed to detertnine whether
a tnan,-could continue working and taking on responsibility was
his job performance before the breakdown. Those who had
established their competence before they were hospitalized
stood "a good chance of surviving the ravages of prolonged,
even severe symptomatoliogyr," according to Huffine and Clau-
sen. , xr

Compared to . the husbands of female patients, °the former
male Patients had been on their jobs somewhat longer, held
jobs of at least equal status and responsibility, and felt better
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about their wor; fewer male former patients than husbands of
female former patients were'unemployed at followup.

One man who has remained as symptomatic as when he was
first hospitalized has continued to hold a reSponsible 'profeSsion-
al job over the years. Ile still lives with his paranoid fears.
Clausen says that he may be a case of the "old, true 'paranoid
who, operating outside that delusional system, can do whatever 4,

he hag to do." He does well on the job. Ile.keeps hiS delusions
in check when he's away from home. But the moment he
returns, his litany of persecution and abuse'resumes. Another
patient diagnosed as manic-depressive has, when functioning,
been his compapy's top salesman, Clausen reports. Lithium
treatment has kept his symptoms in abeyance in recent years.

Where Labels Count

kluffine and Clausen believe that being labeled mentally ill
does not, in and of itself, impair work careers or soCial relation-
ships. The stereotype of mental illness 'held by mpst members
of society is so extreme that it rarely fits a real mentally ill
person. They cite the work of Walter R. Gove, who has noted
that although "the public holds a highly negative stdeotype of
the mentally ill, there is little evidence of actual discrimina,
tion." When an employer and coworkers have known a person
for some.time before an initial breakdown, the popular notions
of what it is to be mentally ill simply do not square with their
personal knowledge of this partioular person who has been
mentally ill.

The stereotype of Mental Illness held by
most members of society is so extreme
that it rarely fits al real mentally ill
person.

One context where Huffine and Claun note that the label,
mental illness, can have a powerful efkct is the psychiatric
Hotting. Most of the 'population is not schooled in what to
expect from mental patienth and how to interitct wiith them,
they say. "Psychiatrlsts, psychologists, social workers, mental

44.
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health 'researchers; these are. people -who have Oti-rned a, pat-
tern of interaction vis-a-vis the mental patiftt." These are the
people who can be expected to give undue weight t,,: the status
of being a mental patient in interpreting the patient S behavior.
"Being a schizophrenic in a -hospital' is Arel:-3, different" from

being a nurse or 1 doctor or even a manic-depressive," they
note. Labeling is important, they say, only to the extent that-it
is taken. seriously. "And it's taken seriously by psychiatrists
primarily." It is in the hospital or clinic that the course and
consequences of mental di order can be made worse by the
label. Wron diagnosis, pre iture classification, reified beliefs,
together w" h institutionaliza ion, can cause"Ahe patient more
problems than the initipl symptoms hood.

A MODEST PRESCRIPTION

Despite the care John Clausen has taken with his study 9.f.
the families of m' tal patients, the rewarch does have limka-
tions. Because m rity group members were systematically
excludesi-in both the 1950s and 1970s samples, the study results
may not reflect their experience. When he began the study,
Clausen was exploring uncharted territory. He wanted the

- sample of families to be as large as possible without being too
lacge to preclude intensive and prolonged inteviewing. The
sample also had to be as homogeneous as possibIliiWithout the
cgalounding effects of minority status. In adattion to these
considerations, there were no minority group members on the
laboratory's gtaff to conduct:interviews and contribute to the
analysis of.the data. The same factors, plus Clausen's desire to
keep the samples as comparable as possible, m'ade him decide
to exclude minority families from the new cohort. .

I -

The lack of formal comparison groups also somewhat limits
interpretation of a few findings. The children's educational
achievements and.. emotional problem fox exargple, might be,
compared to the same characteristics in ildren with similar
backgrounds whose parents did not brea down. But such a
control group would sharpen the researchers nswers to only
one or two questions. Each outcome variable might require a
separate control group. Even if it were possible to select a
group of "normal" familiesmatched to the patients' families in
all respectsand Clausen believes that would be impossible-

41..
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the cost of the study would double, while the usefulness of the
findings would be increased only slightly. Despite the lack of a
foNtelcomparison group, Clausen and Ifuffine are comparing
Some of their family data to other reAearch findings, particular-
ly those from the long-term study of normal development that
has been going on at Berkeley's Institute of Human Develop-
ment for half a century. Other comparisons are being made
between subgroups of families i.,11 the.study--schizophrenics vs.
nonschizophrenics, bizarre vs. mild sY'Mptoms, male patients vs.
female patients, old vs. young patients, and middle-class vs.
working-class kmilies.

Claul;en's study remainl among the bestif not the bestof
its kind done to date. It is possible that, because of the huge

,

amOunt of time and money, that Would be required, no better
study can be4done..Purtherniore, it is.hard to imagine it possi-
ble to find another investigator who co bring to the work
Clausen(s combS atio work ki abits and personal, traits. His
cholarshito is orovgh, his methods rigorous, his attention to

details abput h subjects,unustial, and his patience apparently,
endless,

"It {Y-pp rs thadno one nod takes the
gime :to `meet with the well spouse and
the children, rto assess2.4keir needs for

formation and-guOance. With all the.,
se)-Liice to comm?nity mental health,'

we findlthis a distressing state of af-
rs." ,

What haj5 Clausenlearnvd about the families of mental pa-
tients aftgrall these yearS? First of all, he's learned that in the
face or trPmendoul difficulty many of these farcilies show resil-
'iency and a tenacious will to make the best. of what life has
handed them. 1They learned -to cope. Some wiVes of male pa-
tierSts 'and -some children were especially remarkable in this
respect. Se\cond, he has learned (Af the limited' choices that some
patients, particularly the women, had available; many Of the
sclliti)phrenic women seoned especially prone to marrying on
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whim, often selecting husbands who were not only unsuPpor-
tive of them and their children, but cruel as well. Third, he is
dismayed by the lack of attention paid to the family even
today. "It appears," ;ay Clausen and Huffine, "that no one now4
takes the time to meet with the well spouse and the children, t,
to assess their needs for infortnation and guidance. With all the

lip service to community mental health, we find this a distress-
ing state of affairs."

Clausen believes that few psychiatrists have learned to think
in terms, of their patients' ongoing socitil systems. "Too many
are preoccupied with narrow aspects of psychodynamics." He

thinks psychiatrists should not only take the patient's family
into account, but actively involve the spogse in therapy. And
they should "drop in on the children and talk with them, to get
some feeling for their degree of upset and need- for help." In
the faniilies that Clausen and his colleagues studied, there was
no evidence that sUch a visit ever occurred.

Many of the patients and families expressed extremely nega-
tive views of psychiatry when the interviewers talked with
them 15 to 20 years after the. first breakdown. They felt that,
during the period of crisis, they had no alternative but to
depend upon mental health professionals. "Nevertheless," says
Clausen,1 "many of the husbands and wives do not feel that
they were really heard." Many felt that, by contrast, the inter-
viewers who had first talked with them for the research project
had been sympathetic and had listened well. Clausen think§
the memory of these sympathetic interviews was one reason
the fkimilies agreed to be interviewed again recently,even
whdethey wished to forget about the crisis that had occurred
so many years before.

"Perhaps our research can speak to mental health workers
in a way that the husbands and wives of patients feel they
have been unable to," says Clausen. He has the impression that
there now may be somewhat less tension between the family
and hospitals than there was 20 or 25 years ago. The problems
that do exist in treatment settings today will be exotnined in
the late stages of Clausen and Huffine's data analysis. (

The researchers have a few words of advice to families that
Might be encountering mental illness for the first time. If one
spouse is concerned.about the, other, he or she should try to
diffuss the pr lem and try to convinbe the troubled partner to

Sso
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seek help. The couple should shop for a psychiatrist who will
agree to see them both and one with whom the disturbed
sbouse feels comfortable. If the patient sees a psychiatrist as
too threatening, a trusted physician should be consulted. And if
hOspitalization is recommended, the best choice would be the
psychiatric service of a .general hospital or another, similar
facility in the comidnity.

Childrein should be.told as much about what is happening as
they can understand. Young children might be told that the
hospitalized parent was upset, needied rest for a time, and
would be back soon. Older children, who may have witnessed or
participated in conflict, need maie thorough explanations. If
possible, some of the child's own overwhelming experiences
might be used as an example of how problems can get the best
of people at times. Clausen and Huffine strongly advise against
telling children. that theirparent has a physical illnessor
even using physical illness as an analogy. "At the very least,
children should be told that all the screaming and shouting and
threats in the home before hospitalization were brought about
by emotiory upset. The children should be made to understand
that they weren't responsible for it."

Children often have the most problems when their pareld
returns from a hospital stay. Clausen has some doubts aboLik,
the best Way tO warn children, or whether to warn them, abodt
conflict that might persist. "Do you suggest to the children that

A they should act as if nothing has happened? One would hope
that they would act as they would if their parent had been in.a
hospital for a physical illness. But if the parent is stilPsymp-
tomatic, the children must be protected without bei0 alienat-
ed." Ile suggests that the family might have a quiet redniosi
just as they might have if someone were coming home frim a
hospital staY of anyi other kind. "There's so much aprehe,nion
that it's important just to be together and do something."

Clausen thinks that the single most important factor in help-
ing children deal with mental illnessindeed, in keeping the
family functioningis the behavior of the well parent. "If the
other parent is so locked in hostile interaction with the patient,.
'then the cost for kids is really tremendous." A warm, sythpa-
thetic, and supportive spoupe can help a patient, hold a family
together, and spare children from the ill effects or mental
disorder in a parent. At the moment, it appears that these well
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parents get little or no help in meeting such extraordinary
demands from mental hehlth treatment teams.

to
Notes

(1) It-was often difficult for Clausen's group to be sure that
their original specifications were met. "Some patients, for ex-
ample, turned out to have had treatment earlier, even though
the hospital record showed them as first admissions, and the
spouse did not report earlier treatment itntil we.had conducted
several interviews," Clausen explains. "This was especially true
if the earlier episode had taken place during military service or
prior..to marriage. Also, occasicmally organic conditions were
misdiagnosed apjevere psychoneurosis or schizophrenia." Some
patients were included in the study sample even though they
were over 50.,, And '§onie turned out to have severe drinking
problems, even though these were not initially reported as ,
long-term problems..Clausen notes that "since many acutely
disturbed patients. with 'functional disordersyvill go on alcoholic
binges, it was sometimes difficult to know whether we were
dealing with drinking as a secondary symptom that had recent-
ly developed or with patients who had long had problems with
aldohol."

(2) Psychiatric diagnoses tend to chanie with time, location,
and purpose. Those made in treatment settings, for example,
are less systematically based on explicit criteria than are those
made for research purposes, where homogeneous diagnostic
groups are important. Dr. Sluzki,used diagnostic criteria estab-
lished in the International Pilot Study of Schizophrenia.

(3) After they were well along with their interviews of the 41

new families, Clausen and Huffine learned that two patients
had previously been hospitalized. Data on these two patients'
families will .be excluded from all analyses of the process of
recognizing and defining mental illness. As explained in note 1
above, several patients in the fiftiks studies were either too old
to meet sampling specifications or had eventually been diag..
nosed as having an acute or chronic organic disorder. The
researchers included" these patients in their followup to deter-
mine at least the patients' present 'status. The 25 who did not
meet sampling requirements were droppe"d from the anq,lysis of'
data, however. The proportionately greater number of schizoph-
renics in the followup sample is largely due to the inchision of

11!
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Sampson and Messinger's sample, made up entirely of schizo-
phren ie women.
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HEREDITY ANJD MENTAL
ILLNESS

eiPrincipal Investigators: David Rosenthal, Ph.D and,
Elliot S. gershon, M.D.

Author: Merbert Yahraest

Recent research confirms and extends edilier findings of an
important hereditary element in both groups of the 'most. seri-.
ous Mental il1nesses--7-schizophrenia and depression.

Consider schizophrenia:

The rates of sehizophrenia among the parents of schizoph-
renics have been found by a number of investigators, cited
by National Institute of Mental Health psychologist David
Rosenthal, to run as high as 12 percent. Among the brothers
and sisters Of 'the patients, the rates are somewhat higher.
In 'the general populatiom the rate is 1 percent.
When tit children of schizophrenic parents are raised by
normal foster parents, a greater proportitin of them, as com-
pared with foster children whose own parents were not
schizophrenic, become schizophrenic, too.

For identical twins, who have the'same genetic inheritance,
the 'glances are about even that if one twin becomes schizo-
phrenic, the other twin will also. When this happens, the
twins are said to be concordant for schizophienial

Now look at the major depressive illnesses:

*See rtote at end of chapter.
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A strong genetic element in depression has been documenti
ed in numerous studies of depressed persons and their rela-
tives. For instance, Elliot S. Gershon, a National Institute of
Mental Health psychiatrist and geneticist, and his asso-
ciates examined 524 relatives of people 'in Israel with psy-'
chotic depression. Of these relatives, 49 had some form of
major depressive illness, as compared to 4 out of 619 normal
controls. In other woirds, there .was about 10 times as much
depressive illness within families of depressed people as
within families that were not deptessed. 'Also, depressed
patients had about eight times as many relatives with mod-
erate depression and\ cyclothymic personality in which peri-
ods of depression and elation. occur regardless of external
circumstances. Howevet, people who tend to bea bit moody
and depressed- are found no moie frequentlyignong the
relatives of 'people with mopd disorders than among the

. - rzt
relatives of controlfk
If one identical twin has a psychotic depression, the chance

. ikat the other twin also has it, or eventually will have it,
rangesvarYing. with the studyfrom 60 to 90 porcent or
even higher.

4

STUDYING HOW HEREDITY WORKS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA

Granted that schizophrenia and depression have a large ge-
netic element, how can it be explained? What mechanisms are
involved? And how dciefrone explain the other diSeases in What
Rosenthal has namedLthe ;4'schiiophrenic spectrum"? These in-
clude, in addition to the psychosis itself; borderline- schizophre-
nia, paranoia, and.schizoid personality disorders, such'as over-
sensitivity, seclusiveness, avoidance of close relationships.

From the standpoint or the pumber of genes involved, there
are tiro ways of ekplaining heredit contribution. Ohe view is
the monogenic theory: All the d orders in the schizophrenic
spectrum are ihfluenced by a single gene. The extent tc)which
this gene is expressed in a portion's behavior depends upon
environmental factors. Where there-is very severe ;tress, the
genetically predisposed person becomes, according to this
theory, schizophrenic. Where the stress is much hghterhe or
she becomes the borderline schizoighrenic, the paranoic, or the
schizoid. Where the stress is still lighter, the person is normal.
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the single gene were dominant, the rate of schizophrenia
among the parents and children of schizophrenicsassuming
that only one parent carried the genewoulA be 50 percent. if
the gene was recessive; the rate wriuld be 25 percent. As_noted
earlier, theactual rate in faMilies where there is schizophrenia
is much lower than either of those figures, though much higher
tban the rate for schizophrenia in the general population. On
the basis of studies cited by Rosenthal, the Tate among children
with one schizophrenic parent is 9.7 perCent; among children
with two schizophrenic parents, it is almost four tinies as
great-35 ,percent. If a recessive gene is 'involved, the latter
figure should be 100 percent; if a dominant gene, eshould be
75 percent.

A

. . . many investigators believe that in an
illness as complex as schizophrenia a
number of genes must be involved.

1(It will be recalled that genes come in pairs,,one member of
each pair ,haviing been contributed by each parent. Assume that
the hypothetical gene for schizophrenia is labeled A if domi-
nant and a if recessive and that both parents are'schie4hrenic.
Then, if the gene is dominant, Rosenthal points out, "the pare ,

ent's mating could be expreAsed as Au x Au, and the, offspring
would be 1/4 AA, 1/2 Aa, and 1/4 aa. Only the aa children (25
percent) would escape the illness. If schizophrenia was caused
by a recessive gene, the parents would be aa x áu and altpeir
children wouldolso be aa, and all would be expected to develop
tichizophrenia.")

Such findings do not necessarily negate the single-gene
theorx. Recall the studies of identical twins. When all the
conditions that are apparently related to richizophrenia. are
taken.into account, the concordance rate rises from about 50
percent to about 90 percent.

Nevertheless, many in,vestigators believe.that in an illness as
ciomplex as schizophrenia a number of genes must be involved.
Under their theory, both the apiiarently normal Mother and
father who produced a schizophrenic child carry many of the
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pathological genes but not 'enough to be clinically ill them-
selyes; chance combinations of' the 'genes, however, result in
various frequencies of the illness among ther children.

A parent who is actually .schizophrenic Niirries more of the
pAthological)s4n4s, apEIL the likelihood that his children will
inheritenough of them to become sick will be greater. The
median rate of schizophrenia among such children is, in fact,
almost double the rate for children whose parents, though pre-
.sumably carriers, are not sick themselves. Chance combinations
of the genes could also crxplain why some children are at risk
for schizophrenia itself and others to less severe but related
disorders.

Psychiatrist Loren R. Mosher, Chief of the NIMII Center for
Studies of Schizophrenia, likens the inheritance of Schizoph re-
n i a to that of height or intelligence. "These are genetically
influenced," he explains, "but there is no gene for height Sand
'none for intelligence. Multiple genes are involved, and environ-
ment has a tremendous influence. You may be predisposed to
high intelligence, but if you,,are raised with poor nutrition and
in a poor environment, you may not grow up very smart." He
adds: "Madness exists on a continuum, and people who are
schizophrenic manifest things that we-all have. It is not, that
schizophrenics differ absolutely but that they have less or more
of certain qualities that Nve all have to some degree."

Under the polygenic theory, a person may inherit all the
genes involved in schizophrenia and thus be at risk for a full-
fledged p4chosis or he or she may inherit only a few of the bad
genes and thus be at risk for a lesser disorder.In each case, the
triggei that seth off the disorder is assumed to be environmen-
tal stress.

Some children wjth a schizophrenic parent: not only remain
well but even become outstandingly successful. ()on li. Karlsson,
an American pediatrician trained in genetics, studied seven
generations of descendants .of an Icelandic couple born in 14i82.
He reported evidence of an apparent association between what-
ever makes for schizophrenia and whatever makes for out-
standing aptitude. This couple had a likizophrenic grandchild,
and schizophrenics have appeared in each of the following gen-
erations. But many persons of superior quality have also ap-
peared. Karlsson says that, "Individuals so placed in genetic
pedigrees that they should be genetic carriers . . . seem not
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infrequently to be persons of unusual ability, such as leaders in
society or creative persons with performance records suggestive
of a superior capacity for creative thinking." In fact, the genes
involved in schizophrenia "appear to ha,ye a survival value"
except when they result in a full-blown psychosis.

Edward F. Foulks, medical anthropologist, has advanced a
similar idea. In view of the worldwide occurrence of schizophre-
nia, he suggests.that, until quite recently, this disorder furth-
ered the course of evolution because schizophrenics had the
vision that enabled them to help .people cope with social up-
heavals after traditional methods had failed. As an example, he
cites a renowned woman ;Ifho heard voicesJoan of An.

Schizophrenia can be lOoked upon, Karlsson suggests, "as the
price which the human race must pay'for its superior 'mem-
bers."-*

The problem with findings like those of the study in Iceland,
as Rosenthal,points out, is that child production requires two
patents. The superior intelligencp seen in some offspring of a
schizophrenic may indeed be att+ibutable mainly t'o the genes
Of tl?te sick parent. But it also may be attributable chiefly to the
otlicr parent. Moreover, and most likely, it may arise from
sonie combination of genes from bah parents. These last two
possibilities have not.yet been considered in investigations of
the intriguing notion that genius and madness have a comnr
genetic bahe.

That the higher incidence of sAizophrenia is,,higher ameng
the relatives of patients than among people in general indicates
that a vulnerability to this condition can be inherited. Whether
or not an inherited disposition leads to the disease depends
both upon the extent of the vulnerability and upon the amount
of stress encountered by the vulnerable individual.

In the case of mental illness, just 'what is it that can be
inherited? What chemical lind physiological processes are in-

volved?
Genes work by controlling biochemicals called enzymes. En-

4

zymes in turn work by controlling the millions of biochemical
rbactions constantly occurring in the body. For the last fey#
years, many research teams have been paying particular atten-
tion to a certain enzyme called "monoamine oxidase," or
"MAO." ii

alro
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The function of MAO.is to` break down one of the chemical
substances, ctilled "neurotransmitters," responsible for the
transmission of information from cell to"cell in the nervous
system. The neurotransmitter of interest here 'is norepineph-
rine. This brain chemical is closely related to epinephrine,
more widely known as adrenaline, the hormone that helps.the
body respond to stress.

When a message is to be transmitted in the nervous system,
norepinephrine (or another 'neurotransmitter) is released at the
terminals of a nerve cell. The chemical enters the space be-
tween two cells (called the "Synapse")-and changes the perme-
ability of the next cell's membrane.,This, change produces'an
electrical imptilse-that leads to the release of a neurotransmit-
ter at the next synapse, thus starting the process all ,over
again. In this fashion; electrical messages are propagated for
long distances along thousands of brain cells, without loss of
signal. Instead of causing cells to fire, the chemical message
may heighten their readiness to fire or may inhibit them from
firing. Man's actions and behavior, his emotional state, and his
thinking are regulated through the sum total of activity at the
synapSes.

After the transmitter has done its work, it must be quickly
cleared from the synapse to make way for the next message. In
the case of norepinephrine, NIMH scientists have shown that
theThemical is drawn up again into the nerve terminals, where
some of it is stored for future use, and the rest is broken down
by MAO. In other words, MAO's function is to break 'down part
okthe supply of al'ohemicalone of at least several such com-
poundsresponsible for the transmission of electrical messages
from nerve cell to nerve cell in the brain and the rest of the
nervous system..

Studies of pairs of identical twins, at least one of whom is
schizophrenic, have led to a provocative finding about this
chemical. In both schizophrenic and nonschizophrenic identical
co-twins, the level of MAO in the blood platelets is lower than
in normal controls. (The platelets are tiny protoplasmic ele-
ments that assist in the formation of blood clots when needed.)
The tower the ampunt of MAO, the greater the severity of the
illness.

c*
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A RELATIONSHIP oirrp DEPRESSION?
-A further provocative finding by NIMH scientists is that

roc? levels are also significantly lOWer than normal in pa-
tieiftk with bipolar depression; more commonly known as
114 manic-depressive illness" (though tome patients manifest
either mania or depression, but not. both). The levels were also
significantly lower in the close relatives of these patients
siblings, parents, and childreneven 'among those relatives
who pparently were well.

Conceivably, the low letiel of MAO in the blood platelets of
schizophrenic and manic-depressive patients is an indication
that something has gone wrong, or may go wrong under certain
conditions, at the synaptic junctions between nerve cellsvital
elements of man's information flystem.

Researchers once considered it poslii6le that a low MAO level
would prove to be the long-sought biological marker, an abnor-
mality indicating that a perin carrying it waaoither psycllotic
or very likely to become so. With the discovery that`a low level
of the enzyme is a widespread characteristic of apparently
healthy relatives of patients, this possibility seems to have
vanished. In a patient's(relatives, though, a low MAO level may
serve as an indicator of increased vulnerability to mental ill-
nessa possibility that remains to be studied.

Intriguing research problems now are how and wliy M'AO
levels are reduced in people with schizOphrenia or manic-de-
pressive illness; what role, if any, MAO plays in these disor-
ders; and how, if at all, these psychoses afe related. Adoption,
twin, and family sttiies provide no evidente of a relationship
between the two mikjor psychoses, btit clinical studies do point
to some similarity in their manifestations. Specifically, the
symptoms, in one stage of mania are often indistinguishable
from those of pcute schizophrenia. Moreover, the major tran-
quilizers have( antipsychotic properties that are effective not
'only in many cases of schizophrenia but also in some cases of
depression,. On the othex hand, lithium, carbonate, whichieems
to be a specific for the treatment 'of manic-depressive illness,,ls
not effective against schizophrenia.

NIMH investigators suggest this possibility: Whatever heredi-
tary element determineti the level of platelet, MAO may also
determine in part the likelihood that a person will display
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some type of psychotic behavior, with other genetic factors
determining just which type it will be.

Elliot S. Gershon is one of those investigators who believes
that schizophrenia and depression are basically different disor-
ders. Nevertheless, he tells of a man who bad an apparently
schizopHrenic breakdown and with it a change in personality.
He became antisocial He had recurring episodes of psyehotic
behavior, followed by check forgery and displays of aggression.
He seemed to. be a classic Case of schizophrenic deterioration.
Yet he responded to lithium. Moreover, his sister developed
mania and depression, and she, too, responded to lithium, Ger- '

shon sees the experience of these two as evidence that a person
may appearon the basis of clinical evidence, to have one major
type of psychosis, whereas the biological or pharmacological'
evidence indicates that basically be has the other type.

There do seem to be intermediate forms. A person may have
a mixture of symptornss6me depressive, some schizophrenic.
Such cases occur in families with schizophrenia and also in

families with depr6ssion.
There is also the case of a fairly prominent familyin the

entertainment field, sayin which either depression or schizo-
phrenia appean in almost every generation. The most refcnt
case is a boy with manic-depressive illness. His parents seem
well, but he has .an aunt with the same disorder. A woman in

the family has a combination of depressimend hypomania.
One of her sons, though, is a classic schizophrenie. Other cases
of schizophrenia have occurred. Does ,this family carry genes
for both schizophrenia and depression? Or are the biological
bases of these disorders similar? Our present knowledge is tol
meager to.provide an answer. It is known, though, that mem-

,. bers of the family have made a number of consanguineous
marriages. The closer the family relationship of the twn per-
sons in such marriages, the greater the likelihood that deleteri-
ous genes will find expression in their children.

OTHER RESEARCH ON THE BIOCHEMICAL BASIS OF
DEPRESSION

In work, undertaken more recently than that on MAO, an
6nzyme known as "cathechol-O-methyl transferase" (COMT)
has been identified' as a possible biological marker. COMT is

1

,<,
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responsible for the first step in breaking up biochemicals essen-
tial for the transmission of electrical signals throughout the
nervous system. Thus, its function is similar to that of MAO,
which, as described earlier, has been implicated in the break-
down of one of the neurotransmitters.

Gershon and an associate found that COMT activity, was
significantly higher in patients with psychotic depression than
in normal persons. Usually, it was also significantly higher in
patients than in theiy nondepressed relativesa finding which
seems to stamp it as a better investigatory tool than MAO.
Further, COMT activity is inherited, but whether or not the
genetic fact* is the time as, Or closely associated with, the
genetic hictor in depression is still speculative.

Attempts to define the nature of the genetic predisposition to
depressive illness also include the search for "linkage" betWeen
the genetic factor an&chromdsomal arkers.

A "chromosome" may be visualize as one long line of genet-.,

,ic informa,tion. Each bit of the line Ii the code for a particplar
functionnot necessarily related to the function of the adjoin-
ing bit. Bits are known as loci (plural of the Latin locus, mean-
ing place). A biological marker is a locuth that can be identified
at any specific point along the chromosome.

Distancefi from one locus to another canitb4 mapped by the
, extent to which inheritance of a characteristic at one locus is
associated with inheritance of the characteristic at another
locus. For example, if a person with one kind of color blindness
turned out to have the same blood type as the rest of his or her
relatives who were color blind, the geneticist would infer that
color blindness and the blood type apOarently associated with it
wer0 controlled by locidttually, by the genes occupying those
lociwhi5h were very close together. Either characteristic
Wood type or color blindnesswould serve as a. chromosomal
marker, an indication that if one was present the other prob-

. ably was' alsd. The characteristics would be considered
"linkedi"

In one mtkjor type of depressive illness, an association with a
type of color blindness has been found. The psychosis is manic-
depressive illness, or bipolar depression. Out of 10 (manic-de-
pressive men in a recent study, all turned out to be color blind.
However, the available information is as yet too slim to say
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whether or not the locus for color blindness can serve to identi-
fy the location of at least one* gene involved in depression.

The locus for the type of color blindness under study is on
the se* chromosome X. Since a man has only one X chromo-
some (his other sex a;romosome being Y), any characteristic
such as color blindness governed by the X chromosome will
'show up. In a woman, though, the same characteristic may not
show up because she has two X chromosomes. And the second
of these may haye, at the same locus as the one for color
blindness in the first, a dominant or counterbalancing charac-
teristic. Or it may not have. Researchers must take into ac-
count the intriguing fact that more women than men are af-

,.

flicted by depressive psychosis. The ratio of female to male
patients...has been found to be almost 3 to 1 in the case of pure
depressionknown as "unipolar"and almost 2 to 1 in the
case of the bipolar illness. These ratios are Compatible with the
hypothesis that a disposition to the disorder is indeed transmit-
ted by the sex chromosome X, but other findings are not..The
difference in prevalence between males and females, NIMH
scientists suggest, may turn out to be c'aused by differences
either in envAnmental conditions or in factors governed by
chromosomes other Chan the sex chromosonie.s.

. An answer tb still another question relevant to understand-
,

ing the strong genetic element ill depressive psychosis waits on
re9earch: Do the two major forms of psychotic depression
unipolar and bipolaractually have different bases? There is
evidence that they do, since bipolar patients are more likely
thaq unipolar td have afflicted relatives, and since lithium acts
more effectively against bipolar illness than against unipolar.
Moreover, if one identical twin has one:form of depression, the
likelihood that the other twin will not only be afflicted but alilo
afflicted witti the same type is about 50 percent. Still, a clear-.
cut diagnosis is sometimes hard to make, and some investiga-
tors believe that the two forms are merely different Manifesta-
tions of die same basic illness, the unipolar form being the less
se e re .

GETTING ADVICE ON THE ROLE OF HEREDITY

At medical centers genetic counseling is widely available to
,

help prospective parents weigh the chances of producing a child
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who may be vulnerable to 4, serious mental illness. Sometimes,
for instance, a couple asks Gershon about the likelihood of
their offspring developing.a manic-depressive psychosis. If only

one of the questioners has that disorder and the family tree of

the other is free of major depressive illness, the answer is:.
"About 10 percent."

The same answer applies for schizophrenia if one of the..
questioners is schizophrenic but the other is not and is not
related to a schizophrenic. In both cases, the child will also be
at greater risk than other children for troubles related in some
way to schizophrenia, but less Serious.

Nongenetic factors, too, must be taken into account. Medi-
cines for the control of manic-depressive, psychoses and the less
serious forms of depression are considerably more effective
than those available at this time for the control of schizo-
phenia. MoreoVer, if the schizophrenia is chronic, a normal
family life will be just aboutimpossible.

What about amniocentesis the analysis of the fluid surround-
ing the embryo in the womb? Many conditions likely to make
for abnormality can be thus detected. If a grave abnormality is
predicted, an abortion can be requested. And it should become
possible to correct some of the diagnosed defects while the 6hild

is still in the fetal st4e: Despite great advanes in our under-
standingaf "the psychoses, however, biochemidirvbnormalities
that ccp Fibute to them or indicate vulnerability to them have (
not yet been certainly identified. But investigators are hopeful
that one day the enigmas of schizophrenia will yield to scientif-

ic efforts.
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POOR FAMILY COMMUNICATION
AND SCHIZOPHRENIA

Prineipal Investigatortymdri C. .y e, ifkaT-1211,12

Author: Herbert V;fihraes*

A number of respected investigators believe that a mWor
element in the development of schizophrenia lies in pargntal
behavior, including, in particular, how tb,e father apd mother
communicate with each other and the children.

Chief among the authorities who stress the importance of
family relationships, including both corrective and deviant pa-
rental communication, as factors in schizophrenia and its pre-
vention is Lyman C. Wynne, M.D., Ph.D., a professor in the
department of psychiatry at the University of Rwhester School
of Medicine and Dentistry. He was formerly head of the Adult
Psychiatry Brasich of the National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH), where- his research on this subject began in 1954. His
principal associate has been Margaret Thaler Singer, a psychol-
ogist who is clinical professor of psychiatry in the same depart-
ment as Wynne's and also a professor in the department of
psychiatry at the University of California at San Francisco.

These researchers emphasize the widely accepted view that
genetics contribute to the vulnerability, or predisposition, to
schizophrenia, but that it does nci necessarily produce the
disturbing psychiatric symptoms of t,he illness. The -best evi-

dence for this conclusion is that when hizophrenia appeafs in
a pair of identical twins, who have exact4y the same heredity, it
usually strikes onikr one twin. If one identical twin develops
this psychosis, a number of studies have und, the probability

*See note at end of chapter.
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that the co-twin has already become or will become schizo-
phr-'..e.tit'e.-portgM from only a few to alput 45 percent. There 'are
a number of conditionS considerably less severe than schizo-
phrenia but believed to be related to it. The co-twin who does
not become schizophrenic has perhaps a 45 percent cbance of
developing one, of thOse related afflictions. Something besides
heredity appeal to be at work.

Oddities in, the way parents habitually
communicate apparently contribute to
increasing the vulnerability of a child
already at risk because of his biological
heritage;

-
Wynne and his associates do not believe that family commu-

nications alone, even when most seriously disordered,.can eause
schizophrenic disorders. Rather, they believe that deviant pa-
rental communications may lie letween the inherited predispo-
sition and whatever is the immediate cause of the schizophren-
ic breakdown. This,immediate triggering cause, the investiga-
tors suggest, may .be co'mmon-life events that have more disas-
trous effects than usual .because the vulrierabiljty has become
so high. Loss of a lovq one, too much stress at college or at
work, or any one of a host of other factors appear to trigger the
actual onset. Oddities in the way parents habitually cOmmuni-
'Cate apparently contribute to increasing the vulnerability of a,

e4" child already at risk because of his biological heritage. Identify-
ing these oddities in the way parents communicate, the Roches-
ter group believes, may prove highly useful in.helping to pre-
dict the likelihood of schizophrenia in an offspring and also in
fost9ring preventive efforts.

le psychiatrist Theodore Lidz, as well as Wynne, Singer,
and other investigators, have been reporting fer years that
parents of schizophrenics, though they have not usually been
diagnosed as schizophrenics therhselves, usually do possess com-
munication oddities that are difficult to pigeonhole. The goch-
ester group is attempting to describe these oddities and to
discover their effect on offspring:The investigators believe that

ty A
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a person's form of thinking is rOated to the way- he.derives
meaning from outside stimuli, siich as the black or colored
splotches of the Rorschach test, and the way he shares and
interprets common foci of attention with others. When 'parents
"are abnormal jn these respects, the investigators postulate, a
child trying, to relate to his ptftents may end up with his
thinking and communication processes disturbedone of the
hallmarks of schizophrenia.

The University of Rochester Child and .Family Study is de .
signed in part to discover connections between parental charac-
teristica and patterns of family interaction and communications
on the one hand and, on the other hand, both competence and
maladaption in;the children. The study of communication,
which is thet subject of this chapter:is only one main aspect of

.tthe research.
The researchers first study each parent's communication

with a strangerthe. person administering a test. Theri the
researchers study how the' parents communicate with each
otherfor example, when they are asked to re ch consensus on
the pictures seen in the inkblots or the Rorsc ach test. Finally,
title investigators observe how all family members interact
when they work together on such a task.

The 150 families being observed in this longitudinal project
meaning a project that follows its subjects over a period of
years in an attempt t8 identify factors in the earlier years that
are related to outcomes later in lifeinclude a group in which
one parent has schizophrenia. Children in au& families are
considered at genetic risk to this mental illness. Another group
of families has 'parents who have suffered from a psychotic
depression, and a third group has parents who have had a
psychiatric illness requiring hoopitalization but have not been
'psychotic. The child selected for attention in each family is a
son who was 4, 7, or 10 years old at the time the family entered
the study.

4

ANALYZING' COMMUNICATION

The Rochester team is less interested in what a person says
than in how he goes about saying it. In analyzing communica-.
tion, the teain uses a long transcript of Conversation. This inriay
be, obtained from ':a. , tape recording of pilchological test. in
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,

which the only persons present are a parentjrand one of the
investigators. Or it may, be a record of both parents trying to
regeki agreement ol a test. Or it may involve the whole family.

From the start oT-their research, when Wynne was at NIMH,
the scientists have used a variety of tests to obtain a record of
conversation. These have included. the Object Sorting Test, in
which a person arranges a variety of objects into, groups and
explains as he does so liv`hy he is assorting them that way
because of their size, their color, their function, or whatever.
There is also the Thematic Apperception Test, in which o
person looks at pictures on cards And tells.what ho thlhks the
pharacters are doing or thinking. Arid there is the Rorschach
test, in which a person looks at a series of ink blots prtinted on

. cards and tells what he sees in them.
None of the : nscripts of these tests is regarded in the usual

way, as projec of a person's innermost thoughts and emo-
tions, but simply as samples of. communication styles, which
can tbe analyzed and oddities noted. Moreover, the transcripts
help clarify family reliitionships.

' The investigators consider the Rorschach test, as they employ
it, to beespecially analogous to what .happens in daily life
when persons try to establish a shaiwd view of something. As
Wynne describes the process, "One person offers a focus of
attention, labels what he 'sees' and offers his interpretation to
the other. In turn, this pgrson then responds to the offered
'focus of attention in some way. The Rorschach offers a relative-.
ly standardized staiting point for sampling to what extent at-
tentional-foci and meanings are mutually shared during such a
verbal transaction."

Sin er puts it this way: r.

n the transaction with a person administering the
individual Rorscitach,"o subject is asked to say aloud
wjxtit he thinks tiach blot looks like. His words can be
regarded as the outward, visible products of his atten-
tional processes. First, he has to join the focus offered
by the inkestigator who has proposed the task of tell-
ing what he sees in the ink .blot; then attend to the
images and ideas that come to awareness in his own
mind and select appropriate ones.to express aloud. . . .

Thus this person s spoken words reflect the orderli-
ness, or lack of it, of his ,attentiwml prodesses as he is
using them at that moment. . .. It is assumed . *hat

Nr'
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these samples of attention and language . . . are repre-
sentative of how a person deploys his attention and
uses language in similar labeling and descriptive ex-
changes with other persons.

Manuals for scoring individual, husband and wife, and family
Rorscliachs have been de;reloped. In the husband and wife pro-
cedure, the spouses are asked to view a Rorschach card togeth-
er and see how many ideas they can agree upon as to what the
card looks like. The procedure is videotaped so that the conver-
sation 'later can be analyzed. Then their children are invited
into the room and are given a secoiid card. In this procedure,
known as the family Rorschach, the parents are asked to teach
or explain the task to thechildren, and each person contributes
ideas about the inkblot; the ideas are then discussed until the
members of the family feel they have reached agreement on as
many as they cun. Most families find this task absorbing,
lively, imd fun. The Rochester investigators and others use a
variety of other methods also for having families talk together;
in one of these, for expinple, members are asked to plan some-
thing they can do together as a family.

Relationships within the family as revealed when members
work together on a task arp considered more important than
oddities in communication style. Nonetheless, 32 clitegories of
communication oddities have been identified that appear in the
Rorschach records of parents of schizophrenics significantly
more often than in the parents of other psychiatric patients or
in the parents of normal persons. The categories fall into the
following six main groups or factors:

Odd, hard-to-follow; ambiguous remarks, such as unintelligi-
ble seritences and the peculiar or out-of-context use of, ordi-
nary words or phrases.
Failure to maintain attention to the task, such as forgetting
what one has said, hopping around among responses, find

'interrupting the examiner.
,Unstable perceptions and thinking, such as giving two re-
sponses that are incompatible and expressing views with
great unceitainty.
Describing one's own ideas, as well as the whole task; as
meaningless or as understandable only in private, idiosyn-
cratiotterms.

,
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Extraneous, illogiCal, contradictory, or derogatory com-
ments.
Abstract, indefinite, and wandering vagueness.

One assumption of Wynne and Singer has been that some
forms of verbal behavior are strongly influenced by the way the
speaker is paying or not paying attention to the subject at
hand. Singer reports:

When one person is conversing with anoth'er, his re-
marks reveal aspects of how his attention processes
are functioning. To select and arrange his words, he
must properly deploy and guide his attention. He must
attend to his inner thoughts, keep his listener in mind,
handle outer stimuli, and plan ahead to his next re-.
marks. That is, he must deploy his attention to search,
select, formulate, and state his ideas. ...

Many . . . rules of conversation carry the expectation
'that the listener 'should be able to attend in regular
and predictable to what is being said. When ti
°speaker phrases his t oughts in ways that affront such
attentional expecta ies, 'his remarks are experienced
negatively and a stener, even when he does n t cdm-
ment, is usually bothered or distressed.

These Rochester investigators find two broad types of atten-
tional problemsattentional repetitions and attentional
breaksthat Can be detected in many parents of schizophren-
ics.

In oneform of attentional repetition, a person seems stuck.
He may say: "I uh, I uh, I can't think of anything. Nothing
comes to my mind. I just can't think of anything."

In a second type Of attentional repetition, the speaker seems
unable to drop an idea or a phrase. Fou, example:

A man viewing Rorschach Ca4 IV said: `That looks
like a boot. Well you put your foot in here. Your fimt, it
fits in there, and it's ok through right that part. Put
your foot through the top of the, boot. You know what I
mean? Just like these boots I got on. Put your foot
through the top of the boot, slide it in." Here we see
the phrase and idea of 'f'put your foot" continuing to
intrude into the passage. Such mental processes catch
tHothe speaker's attention, and he is seemingly unable
to let go of an idea.
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Two other Rochester investigators, in a separilte study, have
reached the same conclusion. They ctill this type of dysfunction
"the inability to disattend from stimuli."

The second major form of attentional deficit, termed atten-

tion breaks, occurs when the speaker's words suggest that he
"has jumped to anpther idea without connecting the old idea to
what he is now saying." The result is to engender in the
listener "a sense of bewilderment because he has not been
Supplied with the connections" between the ideas expressed.
For instance, a young woman's response to a Rorschach card
went as follows: " . .. this looks like a part of the southeastern
United States coast from side and side, with this being Florida
and vaguely this, Lind the saying that goes: Life is neither black
nor white but different shades of greywhich are my sorority
colOrs, excuse me, you know ,what I'd. like to do sometime? Is
take all the charts and records and mail them off to a ghost
author and get nine-tenths of the property. No, I'll- write
myself. I want a book.that might interest him."

Early in their work with families in which at least one
person was schizophrenic, Wynne's group has recalled, the
therapists had "singularly different" experiences from those of
therapists with families in which another kind of mental disor-
der was present. ExprienceM with the schizophrenic families
were described as "M ddening" and "exhausting." For exam-
ple:

In a session which was not unusual for this farnily, the
mother of Mary, who was severely schizophrenic and
much of the time demurely paranoid, openly dismissed
the therapists as lunatics. Her manner was almost
disarmingly affectionate, thus both taugmenting and
obscuring the murderous character of the assault:
They were obviously harmless, well meaning and even
amiable lunatics, but to take them at all seriously was
patently absurd. Both the therapists in this group were
men, and the mother had frequently made her position
(or something of her position) abupdantly clear to
anyone who listened to hera category which seldom
included herselfthat men were inherently unreliabk,
and abandonment by them wali inevitable. Thus, the
fact ,that they were also child-like, ineffectual, and
stupid was perhaps less than tragically consequential.
It was within the framework of this position, and in
the immediate context of the comments about the
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lunacy of the therapists that the mother angrily -re-
proached her daughter for "not really wanting to get
well," since otherwise she would trust the doctors and
confide in them.

The father of this family spent a great deal of time
delivering weighty and protracted homilies to his wife
and daughter. The tone of .hia remarks was generally
kindly and detached, condescending, and moralithic;
their content included pedantic reminders of why they
were present, platitudes about maintaining a "positive
outlook," injunctions about racing the truth, no matter
how unpleasant it might be, and repeated eulogies of
the virtues of the analysis of motive and meaning. His
decidedly pompous air neatly complemented his wife's
uniformly depreciating fondness. He invariably agreed
with anything that was said by either of the thera-
pists, and, as invariably, the character of his agree-
ment, as this was reflected in restatement, wascon-
spicuously outside of his awarenessone of elusive
parody, partly in ita grave solemnity. He dealt with his
daughter's intense distrust by gently lecturing her on
the needto rely on others: While it was'clear, he said,
that untrustworthy persons existed, the nAjority were
decent enough human beings, and her distrust wakr
"just a part of her illness" which she should try to put
out of mind. At the same time he maintained a con-
stant vigilance over the therapists, watching them
closely during the sessions. He often interrupted his
wife, scolding her for having interrupted Mary. He
would sometimes sternly reprimand her for failing sin-
cerely to acknowledge the fact that Mary was seriously
ill, but otherwise seldom failed to refer to this as any-
thing but "her little nervous trouble."

During one session, Mary launched into a diatribe
about her roommate's selfish appropriation of their
bathroom and utter lack of consideration for others,
whicln she judged as outrageous. Mary was immediate-
ly condemned by her mother for her appalling selfish-
ness "which is not like you" and for "not appreciating
that this itirl is siekotherwise why on earth de you
imagine that she 'is in the hospital!" After rudely re-
buking his wife for her lack of understanding and
sympathy, the father turned to Mary land went on
patiently to explain that the other girl ivas "not very
well" and that Mary should really try to be more
tolerant.

4
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The transcript is clearly filled with contradictory remarks,
'but when .the therapists called them to the parents' attention,
blab denied having made them.

WYnne and his coworkers carried out numerous studies in
which an investigator, knowing only the results of the tests,
would predict whether% or not a family contained a young
sChizophrenic.

PREDICTING UNSEEN WHETHER OR NOT A FAMILY MEMBER
HAS SCHIZOPHRENIA

Singer, in particular, scored very well in blindly matching
parents and patients. She would fittt study the transcripts of
what the parents had said, while other psychologists were ad-
ministeiing tests. Then she would deduce the type of illness
suffered by the sick offspring, and also its severity. For int-

stance, of 20young people who had been diagnosed as schizo-
,phrern, unknown to her, she Was right 47 times. Of nine

bordertine schizophrenics, she was right seven tinies; of six
neurotic patients; four. There was less than 1 chance in 1,000

that her predictions could have been made accidentally.
Then she -siudied transcripts of the patients' tests and pre-

dicted te which family each person belonged. She was right 33
times out of 36.

In one study by -the -Wynne-Singer group three teams sepa-
rately tvsted, diagnosed, and scOred the communications of 114
families. High scores of communication deviance correctly fore-

.
told 'that 20 pairs of parents would be found in which either
one or both had borderline schizophrenia or worse. High scores
also correctly identified an additional 24 pairs of parents who
had a schizophrenic child even though neither parent was
schizophrenic or had an illness related to it. The parents of the
schizophrenics, it should be noted, were not totally different
from other parents. Rather, they varied along a contit!uum or
dimension so that they overlapped with the parents oigho had

borderline schizophrenic offspring. Moreover, this cont\inuum,
related to diagnosis, applied to all/members of the famifies,
including those -who were not plitients. The 'well siblings,
though, had lower scores than the parents. The findings suw
gest that the family system as a unit is involved.

I.
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In another study, the six main factors, summarized earlier,
distinguished the parents of schizophrenics from those of bor-
derline schizophrenics, of neurotics, and of normal children.
Also, the results for parents of a psychotic child who did not
have remissions differed somewhat from those of ifarents of a
psychotic child who did have remissions. The frequency of com-
munication deviations was much the same in one group of
parents as in the other. However, the parents of remitting
schizophrenics made significantly more derogatory,"extraneous,
illogical, and contradictory remarks than the others. The
Wynne group suggests that such ,parents have communication
feature,p which "may be distressing but often are clear enough
to permit oi even stimulate disagreement. . . ." These parents
also had signifiCantly fewer instances of failing to sustain the
task set. On the other hand, the parents of nonremitting.schi-
zophrenics were more vague and ambiguous. Significantly, they
were also much more likely to have had a schizophrenic-like
illness themselves. This suggests that interaction between a
genetic factor and deviant communication can contribute to
chronic or nonremitting schizophrenia in the offspring.

Why does usually only one child in a family with deviant
parental communication patterns become symptomatically ill?
Wynne observes that children in the same family,.unless they
are identical twins, normally vary widely in their intellectual
endowment, temperament, and vulnerability to illness. Addi-
tionally, children, partly because of differences in sex and birth
order, have different roles.in the family. Children's experiences
outside the family, as well as physical problems, differ also.
Finally, the relationship of each child and the parents differs
considerably, partly because of the individual differences al2
ready mentioned, partly because parents as well as children
change over time, and partly because how. each child fulfills or
disappoints parental expectations produces great variety iptothe
kinds,of relationship and communication. Although Wynne and
Singer have shown that brothers and sisters are somewhat
more similar to each other in communication styles than they
are to children in other families, differences within a family in
bah vulnerability and actual illness patterns are entirely rea-
sonable and expectable.
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HEREDITY AS A FACTOR IN SCHIZOPHRENIA'

Many researchers have produced apparently strong evidence
of a powerful genetic factor at work in the development of
schizophrenia. Wynne believes that an inherited disposition
does play a role but not as exclusively as often implied. To
throw more light on this question, he and Singer apd a cowork-
er, Margaret L. Toohey, recently made a "blind" assessment
(meaning that they did not know which parents had a schizo-
phrenic child and which did not) of the transcripts made some
years earlier by another group of investigators (psychiatrists
Paul H. Wender and Seymour S. Kety, and psychologist David
Rosenthal), who hold that heredity is highly important. Three
groups of parents had been studied: those with an adopted child
who later became schizophrenic; biological parents of a schizo-

, phrenic child; and a control group of parents with an adoPted
child who was normal. Wynne and his associates found that the
parents of a schizophrenic, whether the child was their own or
had been adopted, all tended to scOe high in communication
deviance. This was not the case Witi\ parents in the control,
group. . 4

The original group of investigators found that the biological
parents showed the most severe psychopathology, the parents
of adopted children who became schizophrenic showed less, and
thg control parents the least.

The findings reported in the preceding two paragraphs,
Wynne and his associates hold, l'are consistent with a gene-
environment interaction viewpoint. . . ." In other words, both
genetic and environmental factors, aCting toge her, may be
essential if schizophrenia is to develop. A child may inherit a
gene .or genes predisposing to schizophrenia. But t 'fa illness
may never develop unless some environmental factó t. interacts
with the genetk material. The environmental factor in which
the Wynne group is most interested is, of course, family rela-.
tionshipeparental communication styles in particular. Other
research suggests that other types of stress may well be the
environmental factor in many cases.

Wynne and Singer assume that communication deficits are
likely to predispose to schizophrenia rather than to precipitate
it. Such deficits, they think, increase a person's vulnerability,
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brought on by both genetic and other factors. The illness itself
may be precipitated by a variety of circumstances.

Vulnerability or predisposition to schizophrenia is defined, in
Wynne's words, "as the individual's characteristic, threshold
beyond which stressful events produce decompensation, mani-
fest in the clinically diagnosable symptom picture."

Like most other investigators, Wynne does believe Quit he-
redity plays a strongand sometimes a centralrole in the
development of schizophrenia. But, he says:

The genetic components af vulnerability are inevitably
shaped from conception onward as the result of trans-
actions of the individual with the psychosocial and
physical environmments. Furthermore, the transac-
tional point of view implies feedback loops in which
the individual modifies the same environment that
continues to be formative of his personal qualities. . . .

Interchanges or transactions at each developmental
phase build upon the outcome of earlier transactions. .
. . Constitutional and experiential influences recom-
bine in each developmental phase to create new bio-
logical and behavioral potentialities which then help
determine the,next phase.

This viewpoint implies, that prevention and treatment can
take place at many stages of development. And it recognizes
that the child influences the pArent, as well as the other way
arodnd.

A person's vulnerability May be either increased or decreased
by what Wynne calls "response dispositions," which he thinks
are .rartly inherited. These dispositions include the modulation
of attention; the susceptibility to stimulus overload (that is, the
relative ability to react healthfully to such stimuli as parental
or family discord or to a variety of emotional problems outside
the family); and patterns of cognitive and emotional controls,
such as degree of impulsivity.

No such factor in itself is probably specific for schizophrenia,
Wynne notes, but some or all together "met potentiate, inhibit,
or mask the clinical manifestations." As an example, "a high
readiness for rage, perhaps inborn, could make schizophrenic
breakdown more likely, whereas controls of rage learned in the
family environment" could forestall it. Wynne goes so far as to
conjecture that the environmental factors may turn out to be
the specific contributions to schizophrenia. irhe genetic factors

241
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with which they interact, he suggests, may be nonspecific. In
any event, he agrees with the general belief among researchers
that both heredity and the environment have major roles in,
the production of this major psychosis.

MAY DISTURBED FAMILY COMMUNICATION BEIDUE TO
ABNORMALITY IN THE CHILD?

Wynne points out that only longitudinal studies,tsueh as the
one his igi:oup is conducting at the University of Rochester, can
give an answer to what he suspects is probably s.chicken vs.
egg kind of question. Some critics have'argued that theibehav-
ior of a preschizophrenic child might be so abnormal as to
induce abnormal communication patterns in the parents. And 0.
there is some, quite scant, research tg Aest that this maY
indeed be so. For example, Joan Huser Lien a Harvarfl Medi-
cal School psychologist, used a word game to study communica-
tions in 11 families with a schizophrenic son ranging inage
from 17 to 25 years and in '11 families with is.normtl son. In
this game, the parents worked together, and the son seloarately,
to describe to a tape recorder a common object or concept. The
aim was to make the descriptions so clear that what had been
described could be quickly'identified when:the tape was Played.
The .parents then listened to and responded to tapes made .by
their own sons, and nextforming artificial families--to taPeS
made by the schizophrenic and normal sons of str in gers. In
turn, the zions responded to tapes made by their o n Parents
and by the parents of other young meneither normal or
schizophrenic. f

As expected, schizophrenic sons showed more disorder in
their talk than normal sons and 'their parents. But the parents
of schizophrenics did not show more abnormal comnpnication
patterns than, normal parents and normal sons. M6reover, all
parents made more misidentifications in responding to schi-
zophrenics than in responding to normal young men.

The Rochester group comments that the commuqication dis-
orders studied by Liem were not the same as those studied by
Wynne, Singer, and their associates. Also, a study of artificial
families cannot sample the longstanding fetlings and relation-'
ships of natural families. The Liem study d. show that people
have a hard time understanding psychotic talk.

24 2
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Wynne also notes that in one of his studies the scores of
young schizophrenics on communication deviance, like those of
their parents,'who were not schizophrenic, were lower than the
parents' scores. Moreover, Wynne, Singer, and two associates at
Rochester analyzed communication deviance in a group of par-
ents of neurotic offspring who were so severely ill that they
had to be hospitalized for long periods. Mbst of the parents of
these nonschizophrenics were very upset by the delinquencies
and disturbed behavior of their sick offspring; often, in fact,
they believed mistakenly that the offspring were schizophrenic.
Nevertheless, the parents showed markedly lower scores on
communication deviance than the parents of schizophrenics
who were housed on the same unit as the neurotics. As Wynne
points out, then, psychiatric illness in an offspring is naturally
upsetting to parents but -apparently does not force them to
express themselves deviantly. These findings suggest that it is
the parent who is influencing the child, rather than the other
way around. However, Wynne emphasizes, nothing can be sure
until the returns from the longitudinal studies are in. There
are some 20 of these being conducted in.the United States, but
only a few are concerned with communication deviance as well
as with other aspects of family life.

Preliminary findings from one of the investigations that do
take into account abnormalities in communicating have recent-
ly been reported by psychologists Michael J. Goldstein, Eliot H.
Rodnick, and their associates in the University of California at
Los Angeles Family Project. This project is studying relation-
ships in the families of emotionally disturbed adolescents seen
at an outpatient clinic. The scoring system for communication
deviance, is based on the one developed by Wynne and Singer.
When parents both had about the same number of communica-
tion deviations as the parents of a child already diagnosed as
schizophrenic, the troubled son of these parents was considered
at high risk to schizophrenia.

Five years after the initial tests, the investigators have re-
ported on the psychological health of 23 sons,. all 20 or 21 yearg
old at ithe time of the followup. Five years earlier,- they had
betn troubled but nonpsychotic. Now 11 of them, or almost one-
half, were diagnosed either as schizophrenic or as falling
within other categories of the schizophrenic spectrum (schizo-
phrenia 'or milder but related conditions). Moreover, parents
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who had high scores in communication deviance were signifi-
cantly more,likely than other parents to have children in the
schizophrenic spectrum eoup at young adulthood.

Still, the investigators report, "We cannot reject the hypoth-
esis that the deviant parental.communication styles may have
been reactive to the nonpsychotic adolescent psychopathology
or to more subtle temperamental characteristics of the adoles-

cent." For a final answer, the researchers agree 'with Wynne,
longitudinal studies starting earlier in life are essential. The
Wynne group and a few others are engaged in just such stud-
ies.

In a 3-year followup, so far completed for about one-third of
their families, the Rochester investigators have found a

*number of significant effects of family communication patterns. ,
Where these were deviant, as measured in the Rorschach tests
of individual parents and of several kindS of interaction of the
family aua whole, the children of parents with frequent corn-
inurficati8n deviations were doing worse in school than other
children. The oiffferences in these children were not only in
intellectual and academic competence but also in social skills
as viewed by their classmates and teachers.

In a few years we should have clearer answers to Sdhizophre-
nia's predictability, prognosis, and remediability, and to the oki
question of whether it is the deviant offspring or the deviant
parents who make for disordered, "maddening"ocommunication
styles in families that eventually producefor more than one
reason, undoubtedlya schizophrenic offspring.
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LONG-RANGE STUDIES
CHILDREN AT RISK FOR
SCHIZOPHRENIA

.,.1!

Principal Investigators: Sarnoff A. Mednick, gt?./DJ,,ahid
Fini Schulsinger, M.D. '1'4

1

Author Herbed Yahraes*

Throughout the world, some 25 or, 30 teams of researchers
are using a relatively new approach to try to isolate the causes
of what is, probably the most feared and fearsome of mental
illnessesschizophrenia. . .

The new approach is longitudinal researchresearch that
follows people for many years, sometimes from birth to middle
age or beyond, and tries to observe all the mtkjor influences
affecting their lives. The eventual goal is to isolate from a host
of factors just those responsible for mental illness.

LongOdinal research is costly and difficult, but it offers
great Mpe that some day we shall be able to spot signs early in
life of immnding trouble and perhaps wara off the threatened
disease. INiffitudinal studies are in contrast to retrospeCtive'
research in which the investigator usually has to rely greatly
on fallible memories.

The oldest of the lOng-range studies of schizophrenia, the one
with the most findings, began in 1962. Ita subjects are Danes at
high risk fort schizophrenia because ,they have schizophrenic
mothers! This account of it is offered as an indication 'of the
effort required for. a comprehensive study on one of the most
perplexing problems of mental health, but a problem which-

*See note at end of' chapter.
725
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through studies like-thiewftnd through laboratory researchis
beginning to yield its secrets.

Conducting the study ;Ire SarnOff A. Mednick,.a gvell::known
American psychologist, and Fini Schulsinger, a well-known
Danish psychiatrist. Mednick ortsinally planned to study De-
troit children and their pth'ents but found that they probably
would bt difficUlt to follow for 20 or 243 years, as plahned,
because the Detwit population frequently moves. In Denmark,
people tend to change residence much less frequently than in
the United States. Denmark _offe researchers another advan-
tage: The government's excelle t population records include
information on every person's prenatal and birth situations.and

\ slutsequent mental and physical health..

.Mednick believes that tq some 'extent
.schizohnenia is an "evasion of life,"
crnit that this evasion is learned. 1OP'

Vecinick 'Find his fellow )Nbrkers began by selecting 200 chil-
dren whose moitierMverelthizolThrenic.. They als6 selected
about 100 controlschildren considered at low risk jbecause no
family member, in thre..getierations had beep hospitalizecWor
psychiatric illness. The Childrep in both groups igre betWeen
10 and 20 Years old when the study began,-and none had had a
mental breakdown. However, the high-risk children thought
less well . of thonselves, had greater difficulty In making
-friends, were more tense; sensitive, nervous, and schizoid (a
cOndition marked by shyness, seclusiveness, and,. frequently,
eccentricity), and had significantly lower IQs. Almost 25 per-
cent sof them, compared to 5 percent of the controls, iere
considered to be poorly adj'usted.

According to their teacrt4s, "the high-risk children see ed
to react to excitement by withdrawal." The words,fre those of
psycl-qogist Norman Garmezy, who is involved in a longitudi-
nal study himsdrand has helped to summarize andvaluate
such ipvestigations for the National Institute of' Mental Health.
Further, the high-risk boys, conlpared wit'a the controls, vVere
more aggressive and interrupted class s.'essions more often.

°,24
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"Such findings," Garmezy notes, "are congruent with those of
retrospective school redord studies of individuals subseqUently
diagnosed schizophrenic."

A difference in the ways the two gi.oups responded to stress
was indicated by the galvanic skin reflex .(GSR). The GSR,
widely known because it it) used in lie-detector tests, is a mo-
mentary decrease in the skin's electrical resistance in response
to stress. To understand the importance Mednick attaches to
this resu t and
consider ho

Mednick h
"evasion of
an example
ment called a s

to a related finding some years later, let us
.8 investigator views schizophrenia.

hat schizophrenia, to a certain extent, is an
and that this evasion is learned. He offers as
ratory rat that is placed in a piece of equip-

uttle box.
The rat is first placed in compartment A, and a bell is rung.

"Ten seconds later the floor of compartment A is electrified.
The rat leapsup, runs around, defecates, urinates, and eventu-
ally runs into B and safety. After perhaps 10 trials, the rat will
learn to avoid the shock by running into B at the sbund of the
bell."

What roduces tilis so-called avoidance learning? One obvi-
ous and critical factor, answers Mednick, is the shockand,
'sobn, the bell aii ty itselfwhich produces fear. The more fear

-critical ctor is the rew,arda reduction of fearthat the rat
1produce the faster the rat learns.to avoid the pain. Another

ets by running into the safe cwnpartment.. .

The value or that reward 4, in psychologicitl terms, "rein-
forcement,7 depends both upon its size and,the speed of deliv-
b6, Under Mednick's hypothesis, this is where the autonomic
nervots system comes in, betause the speed with which the
fear is reduced depends "in large part on the rate at which the
autonomic nervouesystem recovers from a fear state to a
normal level. The faster -the rate of recovery, the faster the
delivery of the reinforcement and the greater the reinforce-
ment." . .

,
For a rat that recovers very slowly, Mednick explains, the

difference between the shock and the safe compartments will
be lessened. So will the rat's reward for jumping from one
compartment into the other. However, "if the 'rat has abnor-
mally fast autonomic recovery, his.reinforcement will come
abnormally quickly," and he.will learn abnormally quickly how
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to avoid the pain. Abnormal speed in responding to Ow danger
signal, the bell, and in the recovery of the autonomic nervous
system functions, then, "as aptitudes for learning avoidance
responses; just as nimble fingers and absolute pitch provide
aptitudea for learning to play the violin."

NoW, let 1.1E1 consider the human. He or she does not have to
run, or move at all, to avoid ap anxiety-producing stimulus. A
young person or an adult can learn to avoid stress, according to
Mednick, simply by thinking thoughts that are not relevant to
the anxiety-producing situation. In effect, the irrelevant
thoughts will remove that person from stress. The faster a
person's recovery system works, the more_likely that he or she
will feel rewarded for the irrelevant A/hough s, and the more
likely such thoughts will be elicited the next tirie the individu-
al faces an anx,iety-arousing situation. 'Vver y ars, the "preschi-
zophrenic will learn more and more of these avoidant
thoughts." By the time the thinking has bectime predominantly
evasive, "a clinician will be able to note the thought disorder
and will diagnose schizophrenia."

In other words, Mednick hypothesizes that, if a persiln, be-
cause of the *ay his or her autonomic nervous system behcaves,
responds to anxiety with abnormal speed and toan abnormal
degree, and if the system also gets back to normal with abnor-
mal speed, that person will have an aptitudea predisposi-
tionfor learning to avoid anxiety simply by switching into
irrelevant thinking. However, the predisposition will cause
trouble only "in response to unpleasant environments or nox-
ious thoughtr A person who is treated kindly is far less likely
to evince distressing overexcitement of the autonomic nervous
system "and will have relatively little provocation in learn a
massive pattern of avoidant responses." Mednick sums up his
idea: "The development of schizophrenia depends then on lin
interaction of reactive.,, sensitive, and quickly recovering auto-
nomic nervous systems and unkind environments."

this investigator offers what he considers strong evidence to
support his views. The chiklren in the longitudinal study who
were at high risk for schizophrenia, it was noted earlier, re-
sponded differently to stress, as indicated by the galvanic skin
reflex. Two 5-year followups have been made so far, first when
the subjects were 20 years old, on the average, and then when
they were 25. By the time of the second followup there had
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been two momentous changes. First, eight of the young people
in the high-risk group had died, at least four by suicide, but
none of the controls, or low-risk:grouift had-died. cond, 13 of
the high-risk subjects had developed schizophre , and 71
Showed evidence of schizoid or paranoid person9Jty disorders,
or other so-called "borderline states." f ---/

In contrast, only one control had developed schizophrenia
and, it was later discovered, this person should not have been
included in the control group: Unknown to the,investi ators
was the fact that the mother of this control had been spital-
ized for treatment of psychotie episodes before the stu y began.
Moreover, only five persons among the controls had one or
another of the borderline conditions; and 30 percent of the
controls were judged to be entirely free of any meiital disoider,
as compared with only 13 percent of the high-risk group.

In elect&ermal measures, Mednick and his associates found
significant differences between high-risk individuals who had
broken down and those who had not, and also between those
who had become ill and the controls. The rate at which the
autonomic nervous system returned to normal after stress, as
measured at the start of the study, predicted "ye/1y well" those
children who would develop schizophrenia during the next, 10
years, particularly those who would have hallucinationst delu-
sions, and thought disorder. The faster the return to normal,
the greater was the likelihood of schizophrenia. In a separate
study, Mednick and his ioworkers have found othat this recov-
ery time is significantly influenced by heredity.

In line with the fiUdings of ,the Mednick group, numerous
other studies in the United States, Englaiieand Sweden sug-
gest that heightened, psychophysiological responsiveness and
fast recovery are important 'characteristics of chronic, with-
drawn schizophrenics. In one of these studies, for example, the
stress was the unpleasant effect of a puff of air on the eye011.
The puff was preceded by a warning signal. Schizophrenics
learned faster than other people to close an eyelid at., that
signal and thus to escape the strees. Mild the schixophrdnice
whose behaviors were the most withdrawn and avoidant
learned the fastest.
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t
A cautionary note is in order. Many investigators--question

in the words of research psychologist Garmezy-:"the appropri-
iatenbss of using deviant psychophysiojogical functioning in

children as a criterion of risk." In fact, Mednick's basic hypotb-

fi

esis that a predisposition to schizophrenia is created by an
...

The mothers of the children who became
schizophrenic had developed schizophre-
tact themselves at a younger age, than the

' other mothers.

autonomic nervous system that is highly reactive to stress is by
no means universally accepted. In question are not the findings
of the skin-conductance tests but th6 interpretation of them.

The Mednick team found also that:
,Most of the sick group had been involved in prenatal birth
difficulties.
The intthers of the children who became schizophrenic had
developed schizophrenia themselves at a ydtmger age 'than
the other mothers.
Most of the schizophrenic children, in contrast to the others;
had been separated from their parents early i* life, mainly
because 'of the mothers' illness.
The children who became schizdphrenic were extremely dis-
turbing in school, easily became angry, and were violent
and aggressive.

One finding was surprising, though there have been hints of
it in a few other studies: When the investigators grouped their
subjects by sex, they found thatfor reasons not yet knowri.--
all the results given abode applied to males but not to females. ,
There was one exception: The development of sChizophrenia ini

girls, as in boyA, was significantly related to the age of onset of
the same illness in the motherthat is, the earlier the mother
developed schizophrenia, the more likely it was that her chil-
dren would develop it, too. In the boys but noi in the gills,
"this relationship seems to be almost completely explained by
the separation from parents which follOws the mother's early
onset of illness."
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Mednick and his associates are also following 200 children in
Mauritius, an island country in the Indian Ocean. The children
were chosen largely on the basis of their respdnse to the skin

"kr,

k The children with fast recoveries showed
not onlysmor.anxiety during the testing
but also more aggressive and disturbing
behavior in the nursery4ano1.

.
conductance teitt. More than »half of them show a very faiit
recovery from stress. 'Half of the children are attending special
nursery schoo ; the others are the controls. .

These childre were 3 years old ithen first examined. The
children with slow electrodermal rates, Mednick reports, were
those who did not cry in the laboratory and were less anxious
about the testing. The chilgren with fast recoveries showed not
only more anxiety during the testing but also more aggressive
and disfurbing behavior in the nursery sokool. It will be inter-
esting to see if these, as the research team hypothesizes, are
the ones at high risk for schizophrenia.

From the Eltatsdpoint of activity in the nursery schools, Med-
pick and.his associates find that both groups of,cbildrenthose
ivith a very ,fast rate of recovery as we) as 'the othersare
functioning essentially WWII. Children 4vith a very fast recovery
rate improve most an attempts to, initiate friendly contact. In
contrast, those who respond at the average speed improve most
in solitary constructive play. These observations make it evi-
dent to the researchers, that the ftinctioning of the autonomic
nervous systeni, the criterion for .selecting the subjects in the
study, has some influence on a,ghiid's behavior..

In sum, the Mednick group is conducting two long-range
investigations. The investigation in Denmarkpresdntly sup-
ported by the National Institute of Mental IIealth and at one
time supported by the Foundation for Child Developmenthas
already confirmed that sghizophrenia has a strong genetic base
and that preschizophrenic boys tend toward, violent and other
disturbed behaViors in school. Moreovm the research has found
evidence that the schizophrenic process in women may differ
from that in meni in other words, some of the factors which
seefn to bear upork the development of the disease in one sex

.ch
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may differ from those bearing upon it ip the other. At first
glance, this finding appeai'VroTnake the researchers' task mere
complex thab ever. But eventAlly it may help to clarify Che
role of apparently causative circumstances.

Because schizophrenia strikes in adolescence or ltiter, the
Mauritius study may have no important findings for another
dozen years. However, it is among the newest of the longitudi-
nal studies on et hizophrenia, which, taken together, constitute
a giant step toward understanding this mental health enigma.
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DETECTION AND PREVENTION
OF CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION

Principal Investigators: Leon Cytryn, M.D., and Donald
H. McKnew, Jr., M.D.

Author: Herbert Yahraes*

3

"I am the bidgest troublemaker in my family," 'said a wor-
ried-looking 10-year-old girl. "I cry a lot and feel weird a lot."

Betwe'en spell's of crying, a 12-year-old boy said, "I think I am
the stupidest kid in class . . . . I never really try to kill myself,
but sometimes I think to drown myself."

A dejected 8-year-old girl declared: "I feel ugly and like a
dumbbell . . . . Sometimes I would like to kill my friends or my
own stinnach or arm . . . . Friends make fun of me all the
time."

These children were talking to child psychiatrists at the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health (NIMH). Although none of
these children was psychotic, all had high depression scores, as
derived from two scales designed to measure depressive symp-
toms in children-The subjects were among the 30 children or
grandchildren of 14, consecutive patients recently admitted to
NIMH for observation and treatment of a depressive psychosis.
The children were between the ages of 4 and 15. Of the 30 child
subjects, more than half were considered "overtly depressed" at
the time of tlie interview.

A considerably lower rate of childhood depression had been
reported by earlier investigatorsperhaps, according to the
NI111H team, because the earlier workers either did not get to
kbow the shildren or else either did not realize or agree that

*See note at end of chapter.
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the symptoms of childhood dePression might be less marked
than, or even different from, those of adult depression. At any
one time, various studies indicate, as many as 20 children in
100 may be suffering from symptoms of.depression. Just how
many suffer from a formal clinical disorder is, however, open to

.queStion. Though the incidence of this disorder used to increase
steadily pith age, as a (1-ecent reOrt points out, "the growing
rate of depression in the young has brought about a peak
period in youth that outstrips middle age and is exceeded only
by the elderly."

MASKED DEPRESSION

Child psychiatrists Leon Cytryn and Donald H. Mc Knew, Jr.,
who were two leading members of the NIMH investigatory
team, agree with Dr. William E. Bunney, Jr., Chief of the-Adult
Psychiatry Branch, NIMH, that manx children diagnosed as
hyperactive may actually be depressed. Certainly, they report,
among 'children witfi masked depression, which is the common-
est childhood type in these investigators' experiences, hyper-
activity is common. This type of depression may also be masked
by school problems, delinquency, and either behavior or psycho-
somatic disorders. Every once in.a while, though, such children
are likely to actually, look or act. depressed. The iy(vestiliators
arrived at their diagnosis when they discovered \.that many
children who were not obviously depressed nevertheless mani-
fested in their dreams and fantasies the same depressive ele-
mentssuch as frustration, despair, and hopelessnessas those
shown by the clearly depressed children.

To gently remove the mask and get at the underlying trou-
ble, these child psychiatrists, who work not only with the
NIMH-group but also at George Washington University Medi-
cal School and at-Children's Hospital, Washington, D.C., use
several measures. One is a psychiatric interview which notes
any background of depressive signssuch as sadness, despair,
feelings of hopelessness or helplessness, and thoughts of sui-
cide. The investigators also evaluate whaCthe child thinks of
himself; that is, his self-esteem. And they elicit "fantasy mate-
rial" by having the children make up stories, interpret pic-
tures, and recount their dreams.
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As an example of masked depression, these authorities tell

about Ak;ert, a 12-year-old boy, who had been sent to them

because of his disruptive behavior in school. He was aggressive

and hyperactive. His grades were poor and his social adjust-

ment marginal. A look at the home situation suggested tWo

. l many children who have a behavior

problem may be basically depresied.

major probable c-au s: The mother held a full-time jee was

usually unavailab to her children, and had once been investi-

gated for child abuse; the father was an alcoholic who assumed

no responsibility for the family and who frequently beat Albert.

In sum; the child, like many others witb a siniilar condition,

had experipnced both tejection and depreciation.

Througifout the interview, Albert was apathetic and sad. "'He

described hAself as dumb, as the laughingstock of his school-

mates, and expressed the-belief that 9eryone was picking on

He saw himsey as inadequate and' helpless. "On the

fantasy level the APoy showed a strong preoccupation with

themes of annihilation, violence, explosions, and death, invari-

ably with a bad outcome'for the main figures ...."
Albert did not imrirove. In fact, 1 1/2 years later he was sent

to a residential school for delinquent boys. The investigators

.suggest that the boy's delinquency, and aggressiveness were

attempts to escape from a basic d4ression. They admit that

such a defense is self-destructive, but "it helps ward off the

unbearable feeling of despair" and, on the basis of the newest

evidence, seems to be far commoner than most of us think. In

other words, many children who have a behivior problem may

be basically depressed.
If a child is marked by hyperactivity, delinquency wilkher

behavior disorders, school difficultiys, or psychosomatic com-

plaints, Cytryn and McKnew believe,it would be a gbod idea to

have` him cir her checked for depression.

The family members of the children with a masked depres-

sion, report these investigators, "often presented a picture of

disorganization, and severe psychopathology, usually in the

form of a character defect, but gave no history of a clear-cut

depressive illness."

6 1
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ACUTE DEPRESSIVE, ILLNESS

In addition to masked depression, Cytryn and McKneNv have
found two other types of depression among children: acute and
chionic.

In the acute type, there always seerned to be a clear cause,
usually the loss Of a beloved relative or someone else very close.
Though the loved one had died in some cases, usually he orshefor any one of a variety of reasons, such as personal
problems or a movehad simply reduced or cut off the love
and care that the child had been counting upon and the loss of
which was seen as rejection. In the case of 6-year-old Beatrice,
the precipitating cause was traced to the rape . of an older
sister, l, who had been serving as a mother substitute because
the mother herself worked full time outside the home. "After
the incident the sister became withdrawn, preoccupied, and less
attentive," and within 3 months young Beatrice was admitted
to a psychiatric ward because she had gradually withdrawn
from activities, was failing in school, slept poorly, and lacked
appetite. "Iler mood," the psychiatrists report, "was markedly
depressed, as evidenced by a sad and tearful facial expression,
slowness ormovement, .monotone voice, and verbal expressions
indicating hopelessness and despair."

After several days of' hospital care and attention, but with no
specific _treatment for depression, Beatrice "became outgoing
and .started to eat and sleep regularly, her mood brightened,
and she was sociable, active, and alert . . ." Two years later
the mother reported that the girl was still maintaining her
gains.

Interestingly, Cytryn and McKnew report that such improve-
ment, 'despite the absence of any formal treatment program,"
has been "almost univirsal" in cases of acute childhood depres,
sibn, such as Beatrice'S. They suspect 'that it occurs because the

, child has been removed from one or more noxious environmen:
tal circumstances, "coupled with the rallying of the family
around the child who is labeled ill because of the hospitaliza-
tion." Many such children, whether or not they had availed
themselves of' followup psychotherapy, were found to *have
maintained tbeir improvement, initiated during a brief hospital
stay, even after 5 years.
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CHRONIC DEPRESSIVE ILLNESS

Children afflicted with the third type of depression, chronic,,

report Cytryn and McKnew, differ from the otriers ,in, these
major respects: They have a chronically depressed parent, evi.
dence that a genetic element is probably at play; they, .have
been separated several times, from infancy on, from pe;Aons
they had coanted upon, evidence of an environmental 'fórce;.
and no single precipitating incident can be found.

Consider Caroline, who was referred to Cyyyn and McKnew. ,

as an emehgency case at the age of 7. She couldn't sleeP,,,
couldn'teat, and for several months had had screaming epi-
sodes. She had often threatened suicide because,she was "a bad,
girl" and nobody loved her. Part of the prkblen9 was the girl's
mother, a helpless woman overwhelmed by`frilnily responsibil-
ities, poor self-esteem, a tendency toward frequent depressions,
and who had conceived Caroline oat of wedlock. "Her subse-
quent marriage was stormy, Caroline's stepfather had beaten
the child severely; then he and his wife had separated, but only
for a while."

The trouble may have started many years before Caroline
was born. For there is evidence that her mother, as a-child, had

been neglected by her own mother and been brought up in an
atmosphere of violence. Evidence has been found that a condi-
tion which might be mildly described as "poor parenting" often
is passed on from generation to generation, particularly in lhe
case of child abuse. The abusing parent, investigators often

have shown, is frequently the individual who was abused hini-
self, or herself, as a child. Some children who were physically
assaulted or otherwise maltreated as youngsters manage as
adults ne4rtheless to become good parents; many others do

not.
One of the most important persons in Caroline's life as an

infant had been her paternal grandmother, but suddenly, When
Caroline was 1 year old, her chief care had been shifted to a
maternal aunt. The mother herself, when Caroline was 1 1/2

years old and again when she was 4, had left her for several

months.
After Caroline had been dischNd from the hoipital, she

again "became depressed and developed abdominal cra'mps and

to.
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diarrhea. When the mother again separated from the stepfa-
ther, these symptoms tapidly disappeared."

TWO FORCES: HEREDITY AND OARENTAL BEHAVIOR

In their observation of many Vildren having at least one
manic-depressive parent, Cytryn and McK4ew found that more
than 50 percent of the offspring were ati "WA ,moderately de-
pressed when interviewed2usually overtly so. Environmental
forces were undoubtedly at work, because the shifting moods of
the bipolar patient lead to "a sense of uncertainty and Neil-
derment on the part of the child."

Research by other investigators demonstrates that hereditary
forces were probably heavily involVed, too. Among the general,
population, the incidence of manic-depressive pstychoSis has
been estimated at less than 1 percent; among close relatives of
manic-depressives, it hovers around 10 percent. Further, stud-
ies of identical twins have, shown th\lit, if one twin has this
condition, the likelihood- that the other twin also has it ranges
from 50 to 100 percent. All of which is to say that the strength
of the genetic element has been demonstrated but is not, usual-
ly,, the whole story. Obviously, in addition to heredity, the
pat!ent-child relationship is of prime importance.

Cytryn and McKnew found that many of their parents had
"suffered rejection and depreciation by their parents or loved
ones either all during their lives or at least over a period of-
many years." Such rejection may take many forms: blunt state-
ments stressing the child's inadequacy; attitudes and actions
that indicate a lack of respect or caring; a constant barrage of

'criticism and humiliation. Sometimes there was ma frank rejec-
tion or depreciatiob, just "a void in the parent-child relation-
ship." The investigators say that the parents "may or may not
be consciously aware of their behavior." They say, too, that
"depreciation of the child can be shown through overprotection
as well as through rejection; both attitudes convey the basic
message of the child's inadequacy and worthlessness." Conceiv-

\'--- ably, the child's depressive outlook is caused either by'identifi-
cation with this negative view of himself" or "by a sense of
alienation from important love objects," or by both.

Studies in Denmark strongly suggest that the relative impor-
tance of the two factors can be readily assessed. In children

25
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who are at risk for psychosis because they may have inherited /
a predisposition for it, the genetic factor, rather than the qual-
ity of the parent-child relationship, is of primary importance.
When there is no reason to suspect a genetic factor, however,
the quality of the child's mental health seems to be strongly
influenced by that of the parent-child relationship.

DETECTING CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION EARLY

Indications of "depression in 'childrenparticularly *when
something has gone wrOng at home, playground, or schoolare
quite common, as Cytryn and McKnew point out. Usually,
though, they do ,not last long. The problem is judged to be
depresilive illness when it continues for at least several months
"and is associated with severe impairment of the child's scho-
lastic and social adjustment and with disturbances" in eating
and sleeping. "In more serious cases the child's thinking is
affected by feelings of despair.and hopelessness, general retar-
dation, and, in the severe form, by suicidal thoughts."

In the best position to detect early indications of childhood
depression, these investigators s is the pediatrician or the
family physician. Each knows the family's history arId the
paront-child relationship "and can observe the child directly for
any sign of depressive mood and behavior." Also in a strategic
position is the school or child guidance clinic.

The doctor's role may be particularly valuable in suspected
cases of'. masked depression, "in which the child is usually
regarded by the family [and often by the school] as delinquent
or lazy." The doctor may try to investigate the case himself
"through the use of simple plaYroom techniques which will
elicit fantasy material In drawings, dreains, or selected projec-
tive tests or he may . . . refer the child to a psychiatrist. In
either case, if the suspicion of a masked depressive reaction is
confirmed, the all-too-frequent mishandling of such cases will
have been avoided."

Any person evaluating or treating a depressed parent, Cytryn
and McKnew advise, should "inquire about the emotional
stattis of the patient's children . . . . " Conversely, all child
psychiatrists, wheki Seeing depressed children, "should consider
(hat a similar disorder may exist in the parents and siblings."

2 GO
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TREATING DEPRESSED CHILDREN

When the child is younger than 8 years old, a d when the
illness .has not been very Severe or Of IJOg duration, ytryn and
McKnew select parental counseling as "'usually thj. -treatment
of' -cAice." Through such counseling an attempt'is made to
change parental or other family practices, including depreci-
Lition'oLthe child and preventable losses of loved adults, which
are damaging to the child's feeling of self-worth. Otherwise
the,se authorities advise family therapy, whal includes the
afThcted child, often coupled with individual. wiychotherapy for
the young patient.' Where the Child has lost a major loved one,
"the family needs help and guidance in providing adequate
substitutes either from its own ranks or from outside resources.
Where there have been frequent .early losses, the family is

encouraged to help compensate by increasej involvement with
,,the child."

These psychiatrists point out quit many familivi, particularly
those which a chi II mask6d depression; "respond
better to direct guidance an emcitional support" than to the
traditional interpretive and nondirective form of psychothera;
py. "Of course,'! they add,."there are situatiors where ,tradi-
tional psychiatric interw:ntion of any kind is not fe4ple. In
such cases, the psychiatriSt may have to collaborate with.com-
munity resources such aS juvenile court, halfway houses,. foster
homes, and even the police."

In adults, a wide variety of antidepreskiv4virugs--7including
lithium carboate, which i irtually a specific for treating
manic-depressive, or bipolar, and then for preventing or
markedly reducing the freque and intensity of future at-
tackshave been proved efficacious. Bipolar illness is rare in

children, so lithium is rarely used with them. The other anti,
depressives are being more widely used, hut no comprehensive
evaluation has been made of their effect,iveness. IloweVer,- in

labor4ory work with Rhesus, m'onkey babies that had reathed
the stage of de4air (retreating to a corner.of the cage, ceasing
to vocalize, and refusing food andi water), antidepressant drugs
have been.shown to reverse the symptoms.

Another major question for research, in addition to the efThc-

tiveness of antidepressant inetation in youngsters, is whether
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or not childhood depression leads, or predisposes, to adult de-
pression. .
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NEW LIGHT ON AUTISM AND
OTHER PUZZLING DISORDERS
OF CH IMIHOOD

Principal Investigator: Donald J. Cohen, M.D.

Author. Herbert Yahraes*

Micky at birth weigbed almost 8 pounds and appeared to be
perfectly healthy, yet Pie showed no pleasure when held by his
parents and did not 'respotid to their smiles .or other shows of
affection. His motor development was normal, and he walked
when he was 1(1 months old. But he never babbled. When he
was 18 months old, he said something that sounded like "no"; it
was his first and last word. By the time he was 2 1/2 years old,
h..e. was completely uninterested in social relations and totally
unconcerned by separation from his parents. During the next
few y'ears he remained easily distracted and very hyperactive.
He was either extremely ahxious or extremely lethargic. lie
also swung between periods of aggression directed at himself
and peribds of aggression d4rected at otliers.

At 7 1/2, Micky was attractive and bribt- eyed, but his only
attempts at communication were "whiningto his mother to
indicate hunger" And aggressive lunges toward the medical
staff of the hospital where he had hoeen tiiken for treatment.
The doctors could find Ao specific neurological or biochemical
abnormalities. They prescribed one of the phenothiazine drugs
commonly used against schizophrenia. For a while he im-
proved, showing decreased activity and increased social rela-
tions, "and for the first time tit% was able to follow simple
instructions." After 4 months, though, he lost diet*, gains, acid

*See note at cad of chapter.

74:1
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"even with manipulation of the medication, there was no way
of reducing'his activity and destructiveness." Because life was
becotning harder and harder Lor his family, Micky was ad-
mitted to a residential treatment institution.

During the first 4 months in the school, he Made edu-
cational and socia4 gains. Then, again, at dge 8 1/2 k3
years, he had`another radical mood shift, which left
him uncontrollable, banging his head all day, and
bruising himself. During this time, Ile seemed uncon-
trollable, and at times he required restraints to pre-
vent. him from hurting himself. 1je then had another
shift, and he would sit for hours, holding a nurse's
hand, apparently in great distress and muttering "uh,
uh." He pulled his hair, leaving wide areas of baldness.
A detailed neurological and metabolic evaluation was
performed, revealing him to be thinner, more dis-
tressed, and even more socially unlaiponsive than he
had been 1 year before, but otherwise with no indica-
tions of any central-nervous-System disturbance.

\ Micky suffers from "primary childhood autism." His story is
told by child psychiatrist Donald J. Cohen, Associate Professor
of Pediatrics, Psychiatry, and PsYchology at the Yale Universi-
ty School of Medicine and Child Study .Center. Cohen, who is
also Psychiatric Director of4he .Children's Clinical Research
Center, Yale University School of Medicine; is one of the coun-
try's leading authorities on autism and several other neuropsy-
chiatric disorders of children which are discussed in this arti-
cle. Although these disorders still have many pdzzling aspects,
authorities such as Cohen are making progress in distinguish-
ing One from the other, elucidating subgroups, getting at the
basic causes, and testing drugs and other forms-of treatment.

In addition to.Micky's ela4cal or primary autism, there is a
condition known as ".,5arondary childhood autism." Develop-
ment and behavior irithis type may be. almost the same as in
the other, but the trouble seems to be secondary to recognized
disturbances, such as brain damage associated with measletilV
with lead poisoning, inborn errors of metabolism; and a type of
blindness (7-etroleatal libroplasia) sometimes following 'the ad-
ministratiort of too much oxygen to premature infants at birth.

One child out of every 3,000 has autisen. The condition may
be noticeable from pe very start. The child's attention may
fade in and out. He 1 likely to be uncomfortable when held. 1Ie
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may cry almost without let up, 'or he may seem unusually

quiet. Around the age of 1, his main occupation may be looking

at his fingers or banging his head against the cribfor hpurs
or he may become occupied with ohe toy and reject everything

else.
Research concerning autistic and otiher developmentally dis-

abled children requires an integrated team of experts with

special competencies and interests. The core research team at

the Yale Child Study Center working with Cohen includes a

developmental psychologist and educator, Barbara Caparulo;

research c)).ild Psychiatrist, Dr. J. Gerald Young; and other

'research associates. They work in collaboration with other

clinical investigatorsDr. Bennett Shaywitz, a pediatric neu-

rologist who heads the section on pediatric neurology at Yale;

Dr. Myrou Genel, the chief of the section on pediatric endocri-

nology; and Dr. JUlian Ferholt, a child psychiatrist who sPecial-

izes in psychosomatic disorders of early childhood. In addition,

neuroradiologists, pharmacologists, psychologists, and human

geneticists join in collaborative research projects which no one

could undertake alone.
Biologically oriented clinical research with children is expen-

sive. During research hospitalization, disturbed children re-

quire private nursing care and the almost full-time attention of

a researcher. Specialized tests and laboratory proce'dure may

cost hundreds of dpllars. Thus, a several-day research study of

o .
utistic child may cost over $1,500 in ti aboratory

studies, and hospital costs. The research of the n group is

funded by several sources, both public and pr 1 Chil-

dren's Clinical Research Center is supported by the Division of

Research Resources, National Institutes Of Health. A special

Mental Health Clinical Research Center will be opened as the

result of a 1977 award from the National institute of Mental

Health; co-directors will be Cohen and psychiatrist Malcolm

Bowers. Private foundations, such as the William T. Grant

Foundation and the Ford Poundation, have funded certain as-

pects of the research. Most gratifying, according to Vohen, has

been the support of private donors iwhose inVolvernent in the

research sterns from being parents of children who have ace

disabilites being investig ed.
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THE SADDEST DISEASE

Of all the afflictions 6i childhood, primary autism may well
be the saddest because its core symptom, in Cohen's words, is
"the inability to relate .to people and social situations in ado__normal way." Even to the mother, thF autis)tic infant may
respond no more warmly than t.o a piece of string or a flash-
light. This inability is accompanied by aloofness, inaccessibility,and lack of interest "which superficially may rAemble' the
picrure presented by the most severely .mentally' retarded child.
However, the autistic child's usually normal developmental
landmarks and relatively normal physical development differ-
entiate this type Or disorder from mental subnormality."

Yet some autistic children digplay amazing word recognition
skills. Th6, can read very well, and they can also repeat com-
plex sentences read to them. They cannot explain, however,
what they have rrad or heard. "Autistic children," Cliparulo
and Cohen. report,,"are notorious for their abilities to repeat
strings of sentences, to remymber renites to places months or
years after first being exposed tp them, to notice changes in the
placement of furniture or the presence or absence of.toys in an
office, and to remember dates and numbers . What seems
to lie impaired "is the significance or meaning of the objects,
events, and people, and relations among them, reflected in the
written or aural communication." Examination usually un-
covers nothing neurologically wrong.

For many years, as even occasionally today, autism was.laid
at the parents' feet. Fathers and mothors were judged to be
co1I, to show little more than a polite interest in ,their child, to
be ncapable of extending love. Many parentsin particular,

intithers:- -grieved for years because of thy surmises of'
chik 0?xperts.

Col\en pas it this way: '"rhe hope during the 1940s and
1950s that one wopld find parents to Wanly was both mean' and,
yef, optimistic. If autism could be caused by parental feelings
and action, we would have a mucli greater sense of conviction
in the .power of environmental provision and optiinism about
what could be potentially undone. 'Today. however, parents of
autistic children are consideted to be like I he parents of other
handicapved ehildre'n whose care poses inhuman burdens. Par-
ents are' usually' unhappy, wortied, angry, discouraged, and

4
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exhausted. But they are not, as a group, unconcerned or unlov-
ing." Many of the parents of the autistic children studied by
Cohen keep their children home rather than serl them to a
residential treatment facility. And for these parents, "marital
strife, separation, and divorce are almost expected outcomes,"
because an autistic child places an "impossible stross" on a

marriage.
Instead of environment, congenital endowment may somehow

be playing a hand. A number of investigators, including
Cohen's group, have found a "relatively high incidence of de-

pression, language difficulties, severe psychological distur-

bances, and anxiety or eccentricity in the blood relatives of
autistic children."

Notions about the root of the trouble are beginning to accu-
mulate, and these have nothing to do with relationships within
the family. One basic proHem appears to bethe autistic child's
inability to generate rules for dealing with information re-
ceived through the sensesor even to understand these rules
when they are explained. Caparulo and ,Cphen, fbr "example,
have studied a bright., autistic IO-year-old4Ao liked to draw a
popular restaurant over and over again. His drawings were
accurate; obviously he had a sense of size. Vet, when he was
asked to arrange eight geometric shapes according to size, he
was baffled. In other words, he could draw a building according

to scale, but he could not understand the concept of smaller
and larger.

In some' autistic children, another problem seems to be an
abnormality or dysfunction in the body's system for regulating
the state of arousal and attention. For example, the rate at
which the heart works and 'the blood flows usually changes as
states of attention change. But Cohen and an associate found
that in the most disturbed children such rates did not follow
the normal pattern. Such children apparently were actually
rejecting sensory mes agos that in other children led to higher
levels of arousal. ' len believes that such rejection is not
voluntary but is caused.by some abnormality in the ability to
process external t.imu Ii. Recent work in the.laboratories of

Cohen and other investigators suggests that the most disturbed
of the children may be almost habitually in a state of hypervi-
gilmice. Such a state "may be associated with recurrent cogni-
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tive confusion and a compensatory withdrawal and turning
inward of att ntion to avoid environmental bombardment."'

Far from t ing to be contrary or to cause aiiil alid grief, the
autistic childi, impa_:ted cognitively and att6itionally, may be
simply trying "to ilcpose order on his world." Many of* his
symptoms, the Yale investigators point out, "may be seen as
compensatory, mechanisms." As dhe 16-year-old movingly ex-
plained: "I am sad abolg, my body, but it's no good to. be sad.
You should try to make jokes when you're feeling sad."

Some aspects of autism, Cohen speculates, .rmiy be associated
with overactivity of' the dopamine syste opamine is one of
the so-called biogenic amnes" essential orAPproper brain func-
tioning. It i , in fact, a u transmitter. Like other neuro-
transmitter,, each appare ly a mg in its own portion or por-
tions of* the 'entral nervous syst , it carries from one nerve,
coil to anothe at an unbelievable sPeed, the electrical signals
propagated in thr brain. A' trans tter serves in effect as a
bridge over the synapses, or the tiny lefts between nerve cells.

Cohen notes thtit drugs, such as h loperidol and phenothia-
zines, which inhibit dopamine action, ave therapeutic val e in
some cases of autism, while drugs h as the stimulant) dex-

.,dtroamphetamine, which increases that action, exacerba the'.
symptoms. Moreover, in the cerebrospinal fluid of* severely au-
tistic children, he has found greater quantities of dopamine
breakdown products. This discovery suggests that in these chil-
dren an excess amount of* this brain chemical is being manufac-
tured and broken down. Its release and'clitabolism have been
shown to be greatly affected by stress. It may well be that, as
seems to be the case in schizophrenia and depression, in autism
a disturbance in the neurotransmission system may help cause
the stress, instead of* the other way around. However, as Cohen ,
is the first t(). point out, a great dearof revarch by a number of
investigators will be fieeded 0tablishaP truth or falsity of
these and related ideas.

Nonetheless, the recent discovery by other scientists of* two
groups of* neurotransmitters quite different from those fOund
earlier seems only to strengthen the transmitters' importance
to nwntak health. "he new groups have been !riled the "enke-
phalins" and th "endorphins." Chemically, they are peptides,

6,1

or combinations of amino acids, which in turn are the building
blocks of protein. Cohen and J. Gerald Young point out that

6'
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the newly found compounds affect the "procesSing of sensory
and emotionel signals and "may be inVolved in modulating
pain and Assure." They have wide implications for under-
standing and treating'a variety of mental illnesses. Among the
subjects to be investigated, or re-investigated, as the result of
the new findings, these researchers list "the turning away from
sensory stimulation and the unusual sensitivities of some autis-
tic children," the hypervigilance of psychotics, the inability of
clinically depressed persons to experience pleasure, and the
nature of drug dependency. .`

Other investigators have found that one of the main hor-
mones, triiodothyronine, produced by the thyroid gland, makes
for imprgyement in some cases of autism. Cohen's group, in
turn, finds that some autistic children show marked swings
ranging frpm hypothyroid to the hyperthyroid level in a few
daysin the amount of thyroxine, another principal thyroid
hormone. Because of these and earlier findings, Cohen and
'other reSearchers are studying the way in whith thyroid hor-
mones affect the metabolism of bOin neurotransmitters.

One role of thyroid hormone, Cohen suggests, may be to
sensitize neurons to the effect of the various transmitting
agents. When the flow of thyroid hormones is reduced for some
reason, the. brain tries to maintain a steady state by increasing
their production and use. On the other hand, when these com-

pounds are produced too rapidly, the brain signals the thyroid
to ease up.

TIv marked swings oft a thyroid hormone noted in severely*"
autistic children may go hand in hand, under this hypothesis,
with broad swings in behavior. Thus the effectiveness of thy-
roid medication may be reVited to, its "dampening of rue-tu-
ations."

Another factorppparently at work in at least some cases of

autism is a higher-than-average amount of lead in the blood,
which even in normal children can lead to disordered behavior
such as irritability and lessened attention. The Yale investiga-
tors found these higher levelsin some cases well above the
toxic markamong dutistie children as a group. Presumably

\they arise because many such children take into their mouths
a Mile variety of inedibl material, some of it containing lead.
The Iron is that autistic childrlin should be tested for the

2 6 .
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presence of lead in the bloodstream, though t ley rarely are.
Lead does not cause autism, but it can add td the problems.

What haPpens to aqtistic childrem as they grow into atioles-
cence and then adulthood? Most of them remain in institutions
or are placed there. Cohen and his fellow workers report the
feelings of a devoted mother, who had spent every day with her
son during his first 17 years, when she first brought him to a
residential center. "I knew that as soon as I brought him
there," she said, "he would be as happy as he was at home. lie
didn't seem to mifis me for a minute." But Cohen estimates
that there are a "fortunate 10 tp 15 percent of older autistic
individuals with language abilities and improved social rela-
tions who may seem merely odd, eccentric, or very immature."
In social situations, their behavior:

. . . usually lacks spontaneity and reflects the hard
work they and their parents and teachers have put
into education. They must be taught social conven-
tions, for example, how to say "fine, thank you,". in-
stead of' honestly responding with a discussion of' their
daily lives when they are asked how they.are doing.

In school, such autistic individuals may. show areas of'
high intellectual ability and may learn to read well,
yet their comprehension nmy be relatively limited, and
the information they acquire may be of very question-
able value. The older autistic individual's speech usual-
ly remains deliberate and stiff ....
In spite of major improvements, these older individuals
remain anxious and perhaps depressed as they recog-
niw their limitations; they may have odd mannerisms
or flapping.behavior, especially when they are upset or
excited, and they may be unable to engage in imagina-
tive activities or work or play in a mutually meaning-
ful way with others.

Fqr the less 14tunate autistic child whose langlige
does not progress, behavior during the school age and
adolescent years remains clearly continuous with that
of' the preschool years. His -overactive behavior may
decrease with training but his ability to communicate

. . , or relate with peers or adults may be extremely
limited..

;'0
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CHILDHOOD APHAIA

Perhaps the most common symptom of preschool children
referred to thild-development clinics, Cohen reports, and cer-
tainly the most common symptom that brings autistic children
to child-development specialists, is slowness in, beginning to
talk. Among such children is a subgroup diagnosed as having
primary childhood aphasia, "usually defined as the failure to
develop, or difficulty in using, language and speech in the
absence of mental retardhtion, deafness, or a primary emotion-
al disorder." (Other terms used fo i. the saritee condition are
II congenital aphasia" and "idiopathic acquired aphasia," both
meaning essentially that the cause is unknown.) It differs from
adult aphasia because the latter is a /oss of languagefollow-
ing brain d4unage caused by a stroke, tumor, accident, or ill-
ness. In childhood aphasia, though, there is a failure to acquire
language.

Among 30 children:with primary childhood aphasia. studied
by Colfen and Capartilo, many if not most had been.diagnosed
at some time as autistic. However, "characteristically their
gestation and delivery were normal, the first year or two of life
was completely uneventful, and the child was thought to be a
healthy, socially attentive youngster by his second birthday.
Then, sometime between age 3 and 4, the family became in-
creasingly anxious about slow language development. Usually,
by the late preschool years, the child began to show increasing
activity, difficulties in deploying attention, and irritability. If
seen in a psychiatric Ihcility, the diagnosis of childhood autism
might have been made, although parents were quite clear that
the child showed warm, social 4ttochment, particularly to his
mother, and could make use ofAime and gesture in a meanittg-
ful way., . ." Autistic children, in contrast, "do not establish
meaningful affective relations, and they often actively resist
making socialcontact However, aphasic children do
become "increvingly agitated and disturbed as they recognize
their difficulties in communicating." Among children with pri-
mary or congelhita aphasia, some have an additional difficulty:
They cannot distinguish env,ironmental sounds, such as a cat's
meow or a dog's bark. Earlier investigators designated their
trouble as "congenital auditory imperception."

2 71
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There are several other groups of childhood aphasias, some-
times less severe than the congenital Condition. One major
group is called "developmental" because it occurs slightly later
in childhoog. Children with that type may :achieve the use oP
sentences, Cohen reports, While children with congenital apha-
sia generally do not develop the use of even phrases. In gener-
al, child aphasics comprehend language much better than they
produce it. They are alike, too, in having more Social attach-
ments with their parents than autistic children have, and
sometimes with many other people as well. And they give
evidence of a well-integrated imaginative life.

Some clinicians believe that autism and childhood aphasia
are related, but Cohen points to a fundamental biological differ-
ence. The electroencephalograms, or EEG's, of autistic children
tend to be "normal or bordprline abnormal, often showing some
immaturity or lack of symmetry." But the EEG of an aphasic
child "most often reveals dramatic, seizure-like patterns of dis-
charge." These "may be most clear overlying the areas of lan-
guage function, but may also exist in the occipital or in the
minor hemisphere. The EEG seizuni patterns are not. associated
with .clinical seizures [as in epilepay1; in fact, they may occur
several times a moment without any clinical change.",

Interestingly, though, the use of medicines that generally
prevent or rejuce the number of' seizures in an epileptic does
sometimes work with aphasic children. Cohen reports: "'Ilhe
reduction of paroxysmal EEG activity by the use of anticonvul-
sants such as Dilantin has, in our hands, sometimes led to very
gratifying improvement in the language and behavior of the
aphasic child." This suggests "that.the paroxysmal EEG *abnor-
mality may represent a cortical disturbance and one intimately
involved with the child's organ of language and ability to learn
and use language."

This investiptor continues:
Aphasic children may create fbr themselVes a rich fep-
ertoire of signs and gestures and may ofteh take to the
use of' the American Language of' the Deaf with -great
f'acility and pleasure. Learning to communicate opens
up new avenues of' social interaction and allows the
child, sometimes fbr the first time, to meaningfully
express alitract ideas. Mute autistic children may also
lw instructed in the use of' the American Language of'

fb. t h e Deaf, and we have seen how several of' them have
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shown improvement their general flinctioning and
the ability to learn a reasonably extensive repertoire
of signs. However, in contrast with children With apha-

.. sia,.those with autism remain severely limited in their
use of gestures, which they never acquire spontaneous-
ly, and their gesture kind mime language remain ste- /
reotyped and directed by immediate needs, rather than
by the wish to make social relationships more accessi-
ble.

Still, says Cohen, there are just as good reasons for associat-
ing childhood aphasia with primary childhood autism as there
are for completely distinguishing between them. "Perhaps the
most persuasive evidence of a fundamental relationship . . .

comes from studies of sibships." The Yale group is studying
several families, each of. which has several children. And in
v,ach case, one of the children has symptoms of autism, another
of aphasia, a third of a delay in acquiring language. Further,
"The family histories of children With autism sometimes reveal
relatives with delayed language characteristics, and this is a
finding which is quite.characteristic of the families of children
with childhood aphasia."

0

Continued study of the likeness and the differences among
many childhood disorders, Coherl is sure, will lead to enhanced
means of treatment. He points out, f nstance, that autism,
ob.sessive-compulsive "character isail mental retardation,
and a copdition discussed later, To s syndrome, although
all seemingly qui* disparate, do ha one e Imre in common
the display A repetitive, stylad -behavior: If researchers can
find the basis for controlling suFh behavior in one disorder,
they can go on to show how thiit behavior is biologically linked
to or 'set apart from the other disdrders.

As the aphasic child grows, older, Cohen reports, "every in-
vestigation has found incvasing hyperactivity and lack.of abili-
ty to at)..end." Other univeisal behaviors include "aggressive-
ness, distractibility, memory defect, immaturity and silliness,
seclusiveness,social withdrawal, reduced ability to deal with
abstract thinking, lidd variability of performance on IQ tests."

This investigator notes that "the sense of immaturity and
silliness observed in most aphasic children is heightened by an
intensely clinging and symbiotic mother-child relationship, in
which the yhild sees his mother, who is often the only person

/ ,
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\ who understaQds him, as representing the only stable and reli-
able source of emotional and social support."

Cohen points also -to the mi. ;ry caused by disagreement
among...physicians. "Disturbance in the- parent:child, usually
mother-child, relatiobships also item from the difficulties en-
countered in the course of seeking a diagnosis and treatment.
As parents persevere in trying to find appropriate education
and care for their child, they ofIen receive conflieting and
confusing opinions.,For years they may be the only ones who
remain convinced 'that the.child is not hopelessly retarded or
1.1.itistie. lh the prociess, they may become Progressively rriore
protective and defensive."..

As one example of the confusiorLifad misery visited upon
parents, Cohen cites a 1969 report by linother investigator:
During a 5year period; out of 24 children diagnosed as schizo-
phrenic or autistic and referred by child specialists or....z. ychiat-
tic units to special schools, "26 percent were found to be pri-

tnarily aphasic with secondary autistic reaction."
What happens as the aphasic youngster grows up? Usually,

Caparulo and Cohen agree, the language difficulties persist
well into adolescence: "Most *often the child incrases his %kord
dictionary, sometimes at a startling rate similar to, the early
vocabulany spurt of normal 2-year-olds. Combining-these words .

into syntaCtically correct' sentences remains difficult, however
. . , . Words connoting abstract qualities like temporal relations
and affective states or _emotions remain elusive .. . ."

In addition to the treatment procedures mentioneil earlier,,,
behavior-modification techniques have been _used successfully
with aphasic children and also with autistic children to control
hyperactivity and.to increase attention span. Basically, these
techniques reward a child immediately ler behavior desired by
the teacher, therapist, or parent and ignore other behavior (or

7.441 .immediately punish ild for it).
For the treatm( it of .4e\vere language impairment, whether-

, associated with childhood allhusia or with autism, Cohen offers
several recommendations. Such itripairment, he observes, re-
quires "intensive, individualized, and ol'alin one-to-one special
education in which the acquisition of' verbal and basic cognitive
skills is stressed. With specialized education and a, mininuil
number of interruptions, lasting over years, some of these chil-
dren may make remarkable. progress. It has appeared to us

274
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that 'summer vacatim from,special e ational programs are
to be avoided, hese often lead to loss of skills acquired only
with a great deal of energy from child mit-teacher. Children do'
best with a teacher with whom they May wOrk over the' course

of' several years..This tontinuitY is'especially important for the.

most developmenta ly-disabled childrep. For some of the apha-.'

sic children, i particular, the introduction of ti sign languagv
(American Language of. the Deaf) has proven to be extremely

valuable . . ....Instruction in sign language .provides the child,
and faniily,, with a broader range of gestires. We haice also
observed:changes in the beliavior of several' mute, autistic chil-
dren once they were able to communicate in a.more symbolic

way with adults."

ATYPIdAL F5eRSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
,

(:ohen cal4 ls this name "a., grab-bag term." lie uses it to de-
scribe those children who' fromthe very first years of life seem
tb have, marked deviations in .persou,alit-y, development and in-
the formation of warm and a'ppropripte socialiprOations. -An--
other desighation for this group .is "early onset, ilonautistic,
childhood -psychosis." At every age these atypical or psychotic

children semi to have'soine deviations in the way they'relate
people, difficulties in the control of impulses, aiid problems

in acquiring age-appropriate skills.

411

. childi-en with atypical personality
'development can he belped to modulnle
their anxiety' old to progress shiwly in
forming 'trusting relations with adults.'

As thi. invest.igctor notes., these d're very much like the diffi-
culties of autistic children. Uut,the Nildren-with atypical per-
sonality development dO become attliawd to other ritople.
Moreover, they have diScrinfint;ting attachments: They become

attached to their trythhor for exathple, but not 'to a stranger.
Autistic children, thoUgh, will go Off' as readily with a stranger

as with their Mother. '

9 PI
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Then, too, children with atypical personality development
have much more organic impairnusnt. They have a history of
traumatic deliveries; thei EEGs are alonorrnal; their facial ap-
pearance is often unusual. Autistic children tend to look much
like their parents and siblingli, while those willPh atypical per:
sonality development "often tool( as though they belong to an:
other family." Moreover, their disturbance is less severe than
fife autistic child's, though later on it may develop into child-
hood schizophrenia. Finally, Cohen has found, the children
with atypical personality, unlike those with autism, tend to
come from families that are stressed or disorganized.

A vat-NV of' causes or of symptoms.suggesting a cause has
been found in Cohen's group of such children. Among them are
brain damage from lack of oxygen.at the time of birth, epilep-

'tic-like seizures, and hypothyroidism. However, "often, the bio-
logical predisposition seems comp9unded or even overwhelmed
by the strains in the family and the stresses imposed on the
child.",cThis finding cOntrasts with what the investigator has
found in childhood autism.

Children with atypical personality development, suffering
from anxiety, learning problems, and difficulty in forming
social attachments, Cohen notes, can sometimes, be very much
helped by early psychotherapy. In individual treatment or in
_treatment in small groups, such arnne under the direction of
Dr. Sally Provence at the Yale Child''Study Center, children
with atypical personality development can be helped to modu-
late their anxiety and to progress slowly in forming trusting
relations with adults. In addition, their parents can benefit
from guidance tfiat helps them to understand their child's indi-
vidual sensitivities and needs, as well as to deil more effective-
ly with tleir own interpersonal and psychologiii problems.

Strengthening the fmnily life and improving parental compe-
tenee can have immedigite impact on the child's developnwnt.
Some children with atTpical development may benefit from

.,medication; many will require special education or education
desighed tn be more ,responsive to their individual needs.

Recently, atypical personality development has been concep-
tually related to one entl of the spectrum of childho4d difficul-
ties known tts1"minimal cerebral (Iysfunction" or. "miiiimal
brain damage" (MBD). Children with MBD often suffer from
cognitive problems, hyperactivity, impulsiveness, 41 nd immature

2 76
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personalities. It has been hypothesized that the most extreme
form of this disturbance may be, or may apptar to be, one type
of' atypical ',personality development. or some children with
MBD, stimulant medication may help.

PSYCHOSOCIAL DWARFISM

' Yale investigators in the Children's Clinical Research Center
and Child Study Center iire also working to elucidate the
causes and treatment of anotther peculiar and disturbing condi-
tion in children known as "psychosocial dwarfism." It is char-
acterized by a marked reduction in physical development and
by immaturity in behavior. It does not respond to growth hor-
mones. And it seems to occur only in milies %acing an abnor-
mal amount of stress. A

..,
\ 1,

When psychosociaLdwarls are hospita4ed, Cahe4 and other
researchers have found that they show "a remarkable accelera-
tion in physical growth." Before or at the start of the hospital
stay, tests show. that their production of the growth hormone
has been blunted. With hospitalization, though, this producrion
swings back to normal. "Such children, in hospitals," Cohen
says, "often display a voracious appetite, abnormalities of sleep-
ing, and short attention. Ilowevoe4 improvement may come
within a few weeks, or a few months at most. It brings normal-
ization of sleeping patterns, and appetite, and better sotial
relations." e

More and more such cases are being seen at university and
other hospitals with large child-cure departments becausl..,

Cohen suspects, such children used to be diagnmed as haying
an endocrinological abnormality. "But now," he continues, "we
can test much better for pituitary function, anA we can say,
'No, they're not like those other children'those with real
pituitary...disease, the hypopituitary dwarfs. Those are children

4(111
from a normal ronment who fail to grow. They respond to
growth hormone;-t, e psychosocial dwarfs . .. do not.".

The condition occurs in all social classes but probably in only
the most disorganized families. Cohen's colleagues, Drs. Fesholt
and Genel, haw studied several such children over long periods
of time. One child studied by Cohen was .broughr to the hospital
for evaluation when he was 12 or 13 but looked fi or 7. Various
doctors tAd suspected a chronic gastrointestinal 'problem or
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perhaps a chronic pultimnary disease. Thl"oy came from a
middle-class family and had developed nornmlly during the
first. few years. l-lut -whep, his father left to serve in the army
,for several yearb, the mother became depressed and the child
greatly reduced bis eating. Just before it was time for himo to
start school, the boy was eating hardly anything; by first ,or
second grade, his linear growth had stopped. When brought to
the hospital, he was very small, very immat um and depressed.
Hut endocrinologically he was sounil. flis growth hormones
were normal. ir

How do doctors treat such a child'?
Cohen answers: "We give them psychological support., love,

:in atmosphere in which they aro not constantly experiencing
anxiety, ,ind the oppOrt unity to learn how to take pleasure in
normal eating:, .

"For any long-term success, though," Cohen continues, "the
parents Nive to be educated, or re-educated, to parenting."
Among other things,-this means they must recognize the need
for calmness, order, and discipline in the }thole; the importance
of tja, parental presence; and.4he need for parental intervst
the child- not feigned but genuine interest so that the child
really knows he has someone who will listen to and help hits

do something about his troubles sand worries. And children
have more worries than most adults either reniember or be-
lieve. Where there is no capable parent available, an appropri-
ate subst it ute must be foupd..

The investigator calls attention to a disorder known as "an-
orexia nervosa," or refusal to eat because of psychological over-
comprn about obesity, which occurs primarily among adoles-
cents and young ,idults and results in dangerous weight losses.
"Why in .some ways,'-'-he asks, "isn't the appetite disordilli in
these psychosocial dwart's similar to what we see in some young
people later on'?" lle and his group have been int rrgued by the
possibility that psychosogial dwarfism is provoked by the stress
and-anxiety.bf the preschool years, while aflOn'Xin nervosa is in
some way triggered by the endOcrinological chu,nges of ,illo*s-
cemP. thit .he is inclined to think that 1 he two conditions are
sepirate rather t han related.

At the basis of the trouble in psychosocial dworlism, Cohefi
hypothesiws, iS ince in the metabolism of the brain
chemicals INown IM "bii genic amines." This disturbance alThets
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the functioning of the hypothalamic-piWftary gland system,
whose many jobs include the arousal or suppression or appetite.

Why, usually, is only one child in a stressed family afflicted?
Cohen answers with another question: ,Why, usually, is only

one "child in a family autistic? In the former-cage, Cohen re-
ports, "most investigators have .looked Tor, and have found,
difficulties in parent-child. relations." But Cohen wonders if
psychosocial dwarfism does not, at least in part, result from an
aberration in some of the children themselves. In 'other words,
there may be something in the child:something,M the work-
ings of the brain chemicalsthat with more than average ease
goes out ot kilter under family stress. To Cohen, such.an hy-
pothesis is consistent with the observation of' the disturbances
in parent-child relationshipp produced l autistic chirdren. lie
hopes "it will not be necessary for a vneration of parents of

children with psi ocial diverfism to be made' to suffer .the
same torment at tfiAands of' caregivers as have the parents of
autistic children from 1943 until the early 19708."

TOURETTE:S SYNDROME'

The Cohen group has also studied and successfully treated a
strange and disconcerting condition, less rare than commonly
,believed, known as -"Totrrette's ,syndrome" 4 ,'4c'hronic, multi-
ple-tic syndrome." It is first Manifested by tic-like blinks and
grirnwes in the early school years. As the investigator points
out,- trtinsient tics are-quite common in kinde'rgarten and first-
grade children. But in children with Tourette's syndrome; the
behavior spreads. Instead of involving just blinking and grimac-
ing, it comes to include shoulder jerks, body jerks, and then,
often, repeated movements such as shoulder shrugging, hand
jerking, or kicking. The person also makes little noises, "which
may sound like,I,OlispAing pir the whistle.or little "mice"; later
he may say words aloud; riff Ily, without apparent reason and
with no means of control, he may loose a torrent of vulgar and
obscenwlanguage, to the dismay of those,around him and to. his
own distressparticularly, as is often .the case, if' it iisa sensi-
aye; intelligent person. .

The investigator ,tells Or f3,-year-oId Bernard, whose trouble
first shown itself in kindergarteri% but iito, in spite (W hi

jerking, 'writhing, and uncontrollable spimids, became' expert in
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h

beith baseball. and basketball. Rvports Cohen: "His movements
were- attributed to .'"an allergic or .asthmatic personality' by a
Oediatrician. At age I2,he appeared to be a very husky, friend-
ly youngster, whose language comprehension and production
woro normal, whose intelligence Wa within. tile normal range,
and who was able to form warm and meaningful ti.ocial

. .
rvla-

tions,' even though he wag teased for his jerks, grimaces, and
sounds. ,

'to treat the youngster, Cohen used slowly increasing doses of'
haloperidol, a drug often used in treating schizophrenia, though
probably not to the same extent' as chlorpromazile and other
phendthiazines. These slowly increasing doses. "completely
eliminated all the symptoms Cohen reports. At a certain level
of.nwdication, I.,iernard was able to say that he felt like making

, a. movement or saying a.word, but could inhibit it. At a higher
level, he no ..101iger felt the Urge. When the, medicine was re-
dated, several of the move4nents reappeared. When it was in-

..
creased a littlo, the movements were again controlled.

In the case of this grimacing; jerking, spontitneous sound-
.

malLing ,condition, how does haldperidol work?..Ap. pacently the
,same waey it seems to wor4 sOizopVenia. Against that
niar. psychotic Hines's; haloperidA and certain other corn:
Pounds appear to act by blocking, tit It'ast,to some extent, the-
action' of th e. neurotranstrfitter" known as "dopamine." Ws
'act ign was discussed earlier in the section on autisiti.
"Children like Bermird, Cehen suggests, may have a .normal".

'ainOdnt dpparine arc)/ event, their spinal.fluid contains. a:i
prObably tiornall level of dopamine's breakdown productS)Aitit
may be abnormally sensitive.to it. This reason* is based on.",
the children's responses not only to a dopamine-blOcklng
halopet!idol, but also to a Stimulant drug. When a 'child like
liernard in given such a drugs his symptoms increase, -preauM.
ably because of increased dopamine in a system which ks
ready ovorseilsitive to it." .

Colien and Shaywitz have also thrown light on,What, nmy be
nt least one 'mine biological disorder:1,o ,hyperkinetfc .or hyper-
active youngstersexytable thildnm who hilvd trouble concen-
traing. The dopamine,turriOVer :rates in the central nerOus

.Aystems of such children, meaning'the: rates of prodtwtion and
usq,s, "appear to bo ielativ,ely reduced," im indiCation that their
supply of dopamine inay be loWerihaq average. Cohen points..

9
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out that such children benefit from stimulant drugs which
presumably increase the availability of dopamine, just as in his
vi .w they would be expected to do. On the other hand, children

ith either Tourette's syndrome or.autism have elevated levels
of dopamine turnover, an indication that they are producipg 401
too much of this transmitter. As expected, stimulant drugs
make these children worse.

Each of the severe disturbancee of early childhoodalong
with its subgroupsdiscussed here reflects in Cohen's view "a
variety of interacting metabolic, genetic; and environ.mental
forces." Basic to each may be disturbances in the brain systems
whose proper functioning depends upon the.correct amount and
functioning of dopamine. And at least one ameliorative factor
seems to be medicine that controls the ouiput or use of that
brain chemical.

DETVTING AND DOING SOMETHING ABOUT
DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFICULTIES

How can parents recognize when they need help?
When tlie child is an infiint, Cohen points to a number of

cautionary'signsfor example:
Slow motor development: not crawling by 7 months for in-
stance, or not walking.by 16 months.
Failure to form social attachments, such as smiling at a few
months of age, knowing the parents as.special pedplT y 6
months, showing separation worries at 8 or 9 months.
Slowness in compfehending language and in talkink for
instance, not saying a singte word at 1 year, not responding
to his/her name or to voices, not using many word's by .18
mohths,

Unusual Sensitivities aria irritability.
Problems in eating or in sleeping.

Fa i u re to show normal physical growth,

Failure to demonstrate normal feelings of pleasuro and.
pain. #

During the toddler years, indicaUin that the parents need
help is provided, for example, by the chikl's .hyperpctiVity, agl*
gressiveness, and failure to .advange

ft
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During the preschool (qui early school .vears, some of' the help-
needed signals are troubl6 in learning, particularly in reading,
unusual fears and prOccupations, or problems in paying ;Men-

,tion.
,

When parents note such problems or are worried about
anything else they tienSider abnormal, what 4iovild they do?
Cohen advises: Turn to specialists for guidance. The first of
these is the child's pediatrician or the family doctor. If the
parents feel that the physician has not understmd or seems
uninterested in the problem, or if' both the physician and the
parents feel the need for further advice, they should seek out

1 specialistsmainly child psychiatrists and psychologists spe-
cializing in children's development who can perform develop-
mental evaLuations.

Just what, is involved in such an evaluation'? (,ohen answers:

The developmental evaluation .of a yoyng child should
,include thorough physical evaluation', including assess-
thent of general health, sensory functioning (hearing,
sight), and neurological status. Often, this May require
laboratory tests such as urinalysis, screening for genet-
ic disorders, an electroencephalogram (EEG), blood
tests, and other procedures, depending on the nature of
the child's problems. Careful observation and develop-
mental testing, performed by a specially trained pro-
fessional, may require several visits to assess a child's
developmental level and areas of particular difficulty.
Repetition of such testing over the course of months
rnay be needed to determine if' there is progress or
deerioration. Since children's development occurs in
the context of family lift, careful social evaluatiott1 of
the family is generally required. A social worker, phy-
sician, o'r psychologist may spend a number of hu s
with the parents, learning about thCr own hist s
pnd the way in wbich the' family's cu rent functioning
might influence the child. On the basis of carefUl as-
sessrnent., a diagnostic team may arrive at a specific
diagzsis which can. be conveyed tAb the parent. The
majOr flanction of' the diagnefitic ass1:sstnent is to for-
mulate a plan of action 'or remediation, not t.o decide
,on n "label" for a child. There are several possitvir
results of,a diagnostic assessment:1'hi. parents may be
reassured-that their child's development is within the

pcit'tfial range or that his- difficulties .are transient..

9
bfw
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They may be given parental guidance about how to
relate to a-specific aspect of their child's personality,
e.g., hew to deal with his sensitivity or irritability, or
how to help the child through a,particularly difficult
period. The child may. require special psychiatric, psy-
chological, or educational help, and the diagnostic as-
sessment can help the parents and" professionals struc-
ture a comprehensi4 program for a child whenrhili is,
necessary. ---.

,

As a child with developmental difficulties proceeds toward
adolescence and beyond, Co reminds us..., his ne .ds must be

' constantly reassessed to make . re that he is ceiving the
appropriate type of help. A medici or other the ipeutic pro-
cedu4 that may have betm helpful at one s e o growth may

, be useless at another. Contrariwise, new disc ries may have
made more effective treatment available. The est. hope is.that
well-trained professionalsmost likely to be found in clinics
and other institutions associated with medical schoolswill
work tc er as the child's advocate. This means working to
advance his ause on all frontsmedical, rehabilitative, educa-

ygpt\

tional, goverrimental, and social.
The challenges are strong and numerous. "While remaining

appropriately and judiciously optimistic about further under-
standing of the biology of development," Cohen notes, "we
should keep in mind that the best we can offer most children
with severe developmental disturbances today is good humane
care." Ile adds that "for the vast, majority of children with

Ilk autism in the United States today, even these basic needs are
not satisfied." s

In the long run, as Cohen emphasizes, the best hope for the
prevention or amelioration of the major disorders of early
childhood lies in research. The training of more researchers
and the supportgovernmental and private, including individ-
ualof more researcri into the basic causes and treatment of
these disorders would certainly pay off. Within a year'? Iltrhaps
not. Within a decade? Very probably, particularly if the move
toward more and more cooperative research (cooperative both

,.

withiu and among institutions) continues. Yet with in rrecent
years, govermvent policy has been toWard less support.

263
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CONDITIONS HELPING EMOTIONAL HEALTH /
Asked what he would say to a parent who wanted to lthow

what he/she could do to ensure the emotional health of her
child, this child psychiatrist replied:

I would say, 'Have fun with your child; have fun with
your husband or wife.' The most important thing a parent can
do--assuming that the child is within the range of normal
healthis to enjoy what he or she is doing with their children.
I, would say: 'Don't ,v orrythere are no gimttnicks or gadgets
that am really im ortant, and there's no 'qurriculum they
should use with their I- or 2- or 3-year-o d child. An overzeal-
ous concern about mechanical things w. l distract them from
something very importantthe sense or- \pleasure in doing
something gratifying and watching somethi4 grow.'
)tmong other essentials for a child's healthy .development,

'Ccohen believes, are these:

The parents should be sufficiently available so that the
child can form a trusting relationship with them.

The parents should. respect the child's individuality as well
--or"

e child should
or disruptive

rience to be

as their own special needs and competencies.

T re should be consistency in handling.
not ave to exPerience either numero
changes but should be given enough new
stimulated.

The arents should feel comfortable in asking for guidance
whe they twrd it.
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BASIC TRAINING FOR PARENTS
OF PSYCHOTIC CHILDREN

' Principal Investigator: Eric Schopler, Ph.D.

Author: Bette Runck, NIMH

As the parent of an autistic child, one is more
ridiculous than heroiclike/I slucting, slosh-
ing infantry Addigr in a nuflear age.

JjAh Greenfeld, A Child Callgd Noah

TEACCH is, loosely, the acronym for Training and Education
of Autistic, Psychotic and Related Communications Handi-
capped Children. Division TEACC)-1 is the organization that
does the TEACCHing. It is something like a boot camp for the
parents of troubled children, a training ground where mothers
and fathers 'are shaped into teachers and therapists. At five
TEACCH centers scattered across North Carolina, parents
learn the techniques' that. the professionals use to reach and
train psychotic children. These parents become their own pro-
fessionals, experts at heping.their own children.

Parents need special training just to raise a psychotic child.
Skilip and habits that normal children master as a matter of
coursedressing, going to the toilet, bathingare, for some
psychotic children, major battles to be won. A word, a gesture,
or a facial expression can take months to learn, if ever learned
at all. Every week, parent and child go to a TEACCH center for
guidance in working out the drills that help the child learn
such basic skills. At home, every day, they carry out the

767
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drills--slogging their way toward some sort of imperfect victo-
ry.

For a place that depends so hpavily on drill instruction, a
TEACCH center has an oddly casual air about it. There's noth-
ing in dress or manner to distinguish a staff worker from a
parent. There's little to suggest a hierarchy among the staff.
Therapists, administrators, and teachers wear their profession-
al credentials like old uniforms grown too snug to be buttoned'
comfortably.

During their first visit or two, mothers may be noticeably
distressed, fathers nervous. Their worries soon subside. Parents
learn that, they can afford the program, because they pay little
or nothing in direct few They learn that they will no longer
have to be passive witnesses to therapeutic manipulation of
their psychotic child, that they themselves can do something to
help. They learn that they can nulture this child 4and are as
indispensable to him as they are to a normal one. They are
assured that they won't have to surrender their troubled son or
daughter to institutions and professionals. But they also are
awakened to their child's limitations. Most learn that there is
nothing they or anyone else can dd to assure normal lives for
their children. And they get help in trying to live with this
hope-shattering realization.

Division TEACCH is a statewide, largely State-supported pro-
gram, which is closely allied with the public school system, In
addition to the five diagnostic and treatment centei.s, it oper-
ates some 25 classrooms that are located near the centers, in
regular public school buildings. AdministrativA headquarter§
are on the second floor of an old nurses' dorm across an alley
from.the sprawling.hospital and medical school complex at the
University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill.

TEACCH director and cofounder, Dr. Eric Schopler, is a psy-
chologist who has spent the ibetter part of his professional
career working with psychotic children and their parents. Like
the program itself, Schopler has no discernible pretensions. If
he's running the rough equivalent of a boot camp, then he does
it with no hint of a lockstep style. He and his staff march to
the tune of' each child's reqqrements, each family's resources;
His method is pragmatic, fle)lible, and humane. It seems .to
work, and it seems to keep SchOpler tied to the real world
when he steps back tp examine the nature of childhood psycho-

26 7
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sis. Theoretical Ilights-tfancy, common in this subject, are not
evident in hiss work.

PARENTS AS THERAPISTS

It was evidently Schopler's down-to-earth traits that first got
him interested in training parents as cotherapists. Early in his

4

career he began to question, examine, and finally reject the
belief that parents were to blame for their child's psychotic
condition. It,.8Chopler's view, that belief grew out of the need
of professionals, especially psychiatrists, to find a scapegoat for

their scientific and therapeutie failures. He became convinced
that if psychiatrists were not wedded to their theories, they
could see what was in front of them. What, Schopler saw were
parents who were "more like the victims than the creators of
their child's psychosis." He saw parents who desperately
wanted to help their children, who spent time and money they
didn't have trekking around the country in search of a cure.
Could anyone be more motivated to 'help a child than hi,i; own
parents? Could any professional do as well when pareuts .sprnd

-so much more time with the child? Does anyone better under-
stand or care for a child? Who, after all, is responsible? Who is.
most 'likely to have a continuing relati hip with the child 10,
20, 40 years hence? Who must pijiJwk St future? Schopler's
questions led him back repeatedly to the pa

Could anyone.be more motivated to help
a child.than. his own parents?

A Pilot Study

By 1966, Schopler was ready to test the idea that if parents
were taught the right techniques, they-could "treat" their ovin
psychotic children. TheOdea was cOmpelling not only Vecause
parents were highly motivated to help their children, but also
because there simply werq not enough 6rofessional therapists

. to provide the ongoing, day-to-day treatment that seemed to be
required. Few mental bealth facilities would even consider ad-
mitting children diagnosed as \autistic or severely psychotic.
Schopler started a pilot program for training parents as cotfier-

288 A
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apists. Despite his dim view of' psychiatric beliefs about psk9-
chotip children, SchoWer received the blessing and support of
the Department of Psychiatry in the University of North.Caro-.
lina $chool of Medicine, where he had bel Director of Re-

search Development in the Child Psychiatry Unit since 1964.

Robert J. .Reichler, a child psychiatrist who had J9ined the
department in 1965, collaborated on the pilot project. Except

0. during Reichler's 2-year absence between 1967 end 1969, he and
Schopler have toOther guided the research and treatment pro-
gram through the years. Their close collaboratio'n ended Mien
Reichler moved lo,Seattle in 1976 to become Director of the
Department of Behavioral Siciences at Children's- Orthopedié
Hospital and Medical Center and also Professor of Child Psy-
chiatry at the Uniyersity of Washington.

During the early pilot project, Schopler and geichler
working toward the goal- of preparing very young psychotic
children for schl--ian emphasg.refleêted in The fact that the
project received dome support 'from the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. At the tittle, they and other specialists believed that psy-
chotic children, like khose who were otherwise d'eyelopmentally
disabled or "culturally deprived," would be,41e to achieVe
some success in school if' only they were iden4fled add trained
to overcome their handicaps before they started' first: grade.
The pilo t. project was directed at specifying. the "precursors 't6
school failure in childhood psychosis," as well as.developing
training techniques that could be taught to parents. and chili-
cians.
10 Like other investigators, in the mid-19608 Schopler and
Reichler believed that the "first:order handicap" afflicting psy-
chotic.children, especially autistic egitedren, Was the inability to .

relate to other people The assurniation was that this fundamen-
tal problem in hunian relatedness produced impairmenta in the
child's emotional life and in his cognitive-abilities (that is, in

ceiying, recognizing, conceiving, judging, and reasoning). Ex-

peiiqace and research have convinced Schopler and Reichler
*that the social withdrawal characteristic of psychotic children

results from their impairments (4 perception, intelligence, and,
hinguagerather than 'the ather way around. But the investi-f

gators' early emphasia on relationships reflected their conarnit-
ment to.,,jnvolving imrerits in 'the treatment process, and it put
them'on th'e right track as they looked for specific techniques. .

k 2S0
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Schopler,and Reich ler set out to improve the interaction be-
tween parents and child 'as a first Step toward ameliorating the
child's handicaps. Their, team would-approach each child on'. his

own terms to learn his strengths and weaknesSes, talents and
deficiencies. Thep it would guide parents as ,they learned to
,reach their child through whatever perceptual channels were
Open. Schopler and Reichler would also teach parents how to
conirol the troublesome behavior problemssuch as Wandering
away, temper 'tantrums, and bizarre 'body movementsthat
create turmoil in the family and angry and anxious feelings in
its individual members.

4

The pilot piTject 6roved that the treatment model had prom-
ise. Parents welcomed the training they received. Not only did
it seem to help their child, butlit helped them to regain confi-
dence in tibir abilities as parents..Many parents even devised
therapeutic techniques of 'their own. Their children became
easier to live witha source of occasional pleasure and pride.
Because of this apparent success, in 1967 Schopler applied, to
the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) for a grant
thfit would nllow him to expand the pilot project and test the
treatment model systematically. NIMH supported the Child
Research Project for 6 years.

Division TEACCH

As part of the treatment' program, parents and project staff
met together ohe evening a month. Video tapes of each parent
and child' were shown and discussed. Though 'not reqiiired,
attendance at .these meetings was high. Despite the parents'
wide differences in education and social status, tney all partici-
pated in the digcussions. At the end of the Child Research
Project's first year, Schopler reported that the meetings had
given parents the oppOrtunity to share problems and suppolt
each other in learning to,acc4t the limitations of their chil-
dren.

Abouethat time, Schopler and Reichler reminded the parents
that the research program. would be ending long before they
would be ready to give /up the help' it provided. At the end of
the program's second ykar, §choplkr,reported that the parents
had accepted tbis challenge by foetning themselves into the
North Carolina Cliapter of the National Society for Autistic
Children. At first, the group worked to increase its member-
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ship, raise funds, and e research and special education
in public schools. Then parents became politically active.
'They premed for legislation that, would provide ,public educa-
tion for children with autism and related disorders of commu-
nication. Reichler drew up a draft Of the legislation. The bill
that was finally passed. (without a dissenting vote) created
TEACCHthe Institute for the Training and Education of Au-
tistic and Communications Handicapped Children. It was to
bec6me a division within the University's Department of Pay"'
chiatry.

Division TEACCH, ap it has come to be cittte4, js one of the
rare cases where euccessful, federally funded, experinfental
treatment prograjn was expanded and continued as an ohgoing
part of State and Jociil services. NIMH paid for a major 'share
of the cost oC the experimental phase, and then the State of
North Carolimi 'took oyer to provide continuing services for
psychotic children. The importance of this achievement should
be emphasized. The 'transition was orderly, the expansion was
gradual, and there were few breaks in 4ervice to the children in
the experimental program. Even more remarkable,* the
TEACCH program has begn extended to serve most of the State
without sacrificjng its ability to treat one child at.a time ac- .

cording to his or her needs. Becailse it offers services democrat-
ically and has resisted the pressure towai'd becoming bureau-
cratic and uniform, Division TEACCH may be the mdst effec-
tive statewide progratKailable VS psychotic children in this
country.

Elsewhere, many parents of psychotic children continue to be
turned pway when they seek help. Or they are frustrated and
dissatisfied with the treatmede their children do receive. Whole
families still organize their lives and their bank accoUnts
around taking care of one psychotic child..

It is difficult to imagine how one small child can create such'
tudInoil. What is this disorder? Why is it so intractable? How
do these childreu differ from Other mentally handicapped chil-
dren?

,
CHILDHOOD PSYCHOSIS 1

i Psychosis in a child may be the most difficult of all mental
di sorders to understand, the moSt heartbreaking to witness.,.

2,91,
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, .

Here is a condition marked by paralyzing fear, an' affliction
\ that suggests sable aWful despair grown out of defeat and resig;

nation. Yet if is visited on the,very young, who are inexperi-
enced in the ways of the' world, too young to know guilt, too
innocent to understand. They May act tortured, as if they,

ffer unspeakable dread and unbearable pain. They might
i scrs m for hours with a ihrillness and panit that psychoana-

057,s.t illiam Goldfarb.has likened ,to the crying of.a colicky or
'hungrj, babY. Oi: they might close up, turn off, tune out, and
)ppend as many hours quietly rocking their bodies, flapping
Aeir hank, twiddling their fingers, spinning their wheelk
They are the inscrutable ones; the Wlinderers in the night, the
lonely little creatures imprisoned by one of pature's jailers. It
is 1 ttle wonder that they stir deep .passions in their parents
awl those who try,,to treat them and understand the nature oftheir.disorder. .

.,

Until the turn of the, century, psychotic children were prob-
ably grouped with brain-damaged or retarded children and
treated \accordingly. About then, the medical community began
recognizing the unusual speech and behavior of these children
and came to see them as psychotic. In 1943, Johns Hopkins
University psychiatrist Leo Kann% published a now-classic ar-
ticle describing n children with a pattern of symptoms which
he eventually called early infantile adtiim. Othel investigators
identified groups of children kith Other symptom constellations
and coined such diagnostic labels as childhood schizophrenia,P
symbiotic psychosth, borderline psychotic, and atypical child.

E;en when these troups are considered together, psychoses
of early childhood are rare. The beet studies to date have found
that about 450 or 500 Of every million childreri born are eventu-
ally diagnosed as having a childhood psychosis. This figure may
be far from accurate, however, because confusion over diagnos-
tic labels makes it likely that many childrp are misdiagnosed..
One puzzling but. frequent observatiOn is that children Trotn
low-inCome families are ribt often diagnosed as autistic or psy-
chotic. Beginning with Kanner, investigators have reported.
again and again that disproportionate numbers of autistic chil-
dren come from middle class and profedsional families (the
reveme of the, pattern for adult sckiizophrenia, whbre working
and lower class patients predominate). Children in the
TEACCH program, who have access to treatment' regardless of

2902
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their family's income, come from all socioeconomic groups.
Whatever the meaning of this fact, it illustrates that much of
what is.- known about childhood psychosis is Open to question
simply because diagnosc and- treatment practices have been
inconsistent'even by the standards of psychiatry, where diagno-
sis an& treatment are always controversial topics. (For discus-
siono of this issue see Rutter 1978a, Schopler 1978b, and
SchOpler and Rutter 1978.).Ci

There is little dispute -over two characteristics of childhood
psychosis, however. Like other developmental disabilities, boys
are affected far* more oftteh than are girls. Four tinier as,ma y
boys es girls are diagnosed as psychotic. Investigators also se
to agree that psychotic children are a remarkably di'ietse
group. Each one seems.to haire a unique pattern and sequence
of attaining maturational milestoneswhen they are attained
at all. A psychotic child's abilities range up and down the
developmental ladder; he may piece together complex puzzles
when very youkig, yet never learn to speak. Behavior varies
widely, too. Sot& psychotic children are hyperactive, bid more
areN3low and' phlegmatic. Some scream and shout and have
temper tantrums, while others are abnortnally quiet and with-
drawn.

The TEACCH Children

Partly because of *thi's variability, investikators have spent
huge amounts of time and energy over the years attempting to
define just what characterizes psychotic children. Recognizing
that the issue was far fom settled, Schopler and Reichler
developed a "broad but descri tively explicit" system for rating
the presence. and severity of chosis in children referred to
their project (Schopler and Reic ler 1968 and 1971). Their 15-
point rating scale was based o nine criteria formulated by E.
Mildred Creak (1963) and her "British Working Part*." Of
these criteria:four were later identified by British psychiatrist
Michael Rutter (1978a) as being the cardinal fgatpres of young
(under age e;) psychotic children:

SeverelY abnormal or.delayed use of language and ,"prelan-
guage skills" (such as the nornial 2-year-old's ricll babble) ,

Seriously. impaired relationships with other peoplelaloof-
ness, negatirism, or empty and impersonal interactions

293
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Strange mannerismsstereotyped and repetitive move-

ments (such as rhythmic rocking, spinning, and head bang;
ing)and resistance to change
An onset of these symptoms brfpre the:age of 80 months.

Schopler and Reichler followed Rtitter'4iggestion that the
.term childhood, psychosis be used to deritpate severe1y disor-

, dered children in whorp these autilfc characteristics are
.1

prominent. They came to use the term ritism interchangeably. .
with achildhood psychosis because the autistic features seem to
be 'central.

'MostpsychOtic children are seriously re-
tarded.

All of the cbildren in the pilot project and the Child Re-
search Project were psychotic or autistic by this defihition.
Most were s'classically autistic," with the pattern of symptoms
that Kanner had described. These are the children who are
Often the most seriOusly disturbed. Half never learn to speak; .

those ikho do speak usually use language as if they don't know
what it means. Some reverse pronouns, using .);ou when they. .

mean I, for example. Sqrne parrot 'back whatever is said to
them ("echolalia," in psychiatricparlance). Some reverse prep-
ositions. Autistic children are those who seem most alone. They
don't greet their parents when reunited after a separation.
They don't f011ow them around the house the way normal
toddlers trail after their parents:They don't lift their arms in
anticipation of being picked up. They seemprofoundly indiffer-
ent. Their play ill. repetitive and monotonous. They 'timely imi-
tate adults at work. They can't seem to tolerate the slightest
change in routine, robm arrangements, clothing, or the pattern
of play. Some perform amazing feats of memoiy and calcula-
tionthe children psychologist bernard Rimland (1978) hait
called the "autistic savants."

Most 'psychotic children, however, are seriously retarded
even those who might show islets bf normal intelligence or
even genius. As many as 60 percent score 50 or lea§ on tests
that measure IQ by means that do nqt require a knowledge of

,
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language; on-ly about 20 percent score over 70 (Ritvo ar)d Free-
man 1977). Unlike most retarded. children, .autistic children
have uneven levels.of abihty. A 4/ear-o14 autistic child whose
verbal abilities are comparable to those of a normale2-year-old
might hive the arithmetical skills of any child his age.

About half of the children in the TEACCH program today
are rated as psychotic. The rest have a wide range of cianmuni-
cations disorders and, usually, behavior problems as well: They
are accepted into Division TEACCH because their need' for
special ,education are very similar to thoge of the autistic chil-
dren. Of the entire TEACCH group, only a few children achieve
IQ scores in the normal range. Their retardation, their difficul-
ties with language and other forms of communication, and'
their troublesome behavior are all problems that the TEACCH
techniques were designed tO control in children who also have
psychotic symptoms. .

A visit to a TEACCH center can be a disquieting experience
simply because peace reigns- there. New parents might show
some distress, their children some obvious-symptoms. But the
wild child of the books is a rarity. And, despite' the Old and still'
commonly held notion that parents of psychotic chadrenpar-
ticularly mothersare emotionally cold; lyre is not a "refrig-
erator mother" in sight. The children have a disarming appeal
and attractiveness, some elusive charm. Many parents and cli-
nicians think that autistic children are unusually beautiful.

Above all, psychotic children are enigmatic. Trying to under-
staAl them and to master the anguish they cause, parents have
written enough books and articles to fill a Innen library. These
.rekorts and the prbfessional literature illustrate the, wide range,
of symptoms and behavior exhibited by these troubled children.
Here are fragments from the experiences of several young psy-
chotic cilildren, as related by their clinicians or parents (includ-
ing some from TEACCH):

4hort Takes .
As a baby, Charles was inactive. He lay in his crib just

staring, as if hypnotized. Because he seemed to enjoy music, his
mother played 'records for him. By the time hewas a yeal(and
a half, he could discriminate between 18 symphonies. His .

mother reported that as soon as the first symphonic movement
began, he wOuld blurt out the composer's name. At about the

. a
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same age, he started spinning toys, bottle lids, and cylinders,
an activity that would cause him to "get severely excited and
jump up and down with ecstasy." Later, his interest shifted to
light reflections. "When he is interested in a thing," ,his mother
said, "you cannot .change it. He would pay no attention to me
and show no recognition ,of me if I entered the room." His
mother was most impressed by his d6tachment and inaccessibil-
ity. "He walks as if he is in a shadow, lives in a world of his
own where he cannot be reached." He repeated the exact words
that others said, spoke of himielf in the-second or thirerperson.
"He is destructive; the furniture in his room looks like it has
hunks out of it. He will break a purple crayon into two parts
and say, 'You had a beautiful purple crayon and now it's two'
pieces. Look what you did." He hid feces 'around the house. But
he never soiled himself in the nursery school. He Waited until
he got home. "He is proud of wetting, jumps up and down with
ecstasy, says, 'Look at the big puddle he made.'," (Kanner 1973,
.p. 25.)

When Sally was less than a year old, she would scream when
other famil,1 'members failed to sit in their usual chairs, and
also when "the routine of the daily walk was' changed, if ..the
order of the dishes on the tray was altered, or when she was
'hindered in going through one special door leading into the
garden." She was obsessed with body functions. At 6, she had
trouble relating to people; she spent a lot of time alone. Her
memory was "phenomenal," 4nd she was unusually good at
solving, puzzles that were too difficult for otherg her age.
(Kanner 1973, pp. 192-193.)

At 3, George would wander out the back door.,"like a little
zombie," not looking where he was going, his head turned up to
the sky, his fingers moving as if he Were playing imaginary
castanets. When his mother had finally taught him to stay in
the yard, George suddenly started riding a tricycle "like he'd
been riding it for years, like he'd been born to ride it.", As far
as his mother knew, he had never heen on it before. He played.
in his sandpile. He also ,started playing with his swingset,
whicb before then only the neighbiar kids and his brother and
'sister had used. He4egan.to swing "like an old pro:'.' One day
his mailer looked 6ift the window and aim 3-year-old George

29c
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blithely marching barefLt over the top of the swingset, perfect-
ly balanced on a metal pipe. At-4i, Gerge couldn't speak. He
banged his$head against the wall for hours at a time. He slept
in his parents' bed. Any change in the household's routine
would set off a temper -tantrum. His mother recalls that "every
stitch he put on his back had to be color coordkiated, and
George had to we,ar exactly the same _little costume every day.
He wouldn't wear shoes. He seemed a incredibly dumb in some
ways. He was inAo way 'ready thy: school. But he was so keen
about other things. He would pick-dopr locks and get out of the
house in the Middle of the night 'V. in, the wee hours .of the
morning." (Reported by George's mother.)

.11 onna was frightened lest her bodY fall apart. In one in-
e was observed to be staring at her hand and crying

4 't fall off?" (Goldfarb 1969, p. 155.)

Hank and his farn me from Some distance for their
weekly sesions at the . ACCI-Is.:cfnter in Chapel Hill. They
stayed overnight near the Universit* campus in the Carolina
Inn. Hank always referred to the Inis the "Carolina Out."
The pun .was.,not intentional, but conTus,ion of meaning coup-

, led with a habit of Teversing prepoSitions. (Reported by
.Schopler.), ,

1,`,Daniel clutchebl at abclomen, ran wildly about his room,
and screamed With Such apparent distress that he was exam-
ined for the 'p6sifibility cff an'acUte abdominal condition. Howev-
er, in time it became clear that 'he ,reacted to boWel urgency
with panic and in each instance, he gave ho evidence of remem-.
bering and graspingthe familiar, rhythmic nature of normal
bpwel stimuli.".(Goldfarb 1969, p. 155.)

Richard's' MOther described her iton, who was almost 3,1 in
'thes0 words: I can't be sure just when he.,stOpped the imita:
tion of, word sounds. It seems that he has gone backward, men-,
tally kradually for the last two years..We have thought it was

.becaUse he .did not disclose what was in his head, that it was
there all, right. Now that he is making so many sounds, it is

".° diwoncerting, because it is now evident that he can't talk.
,t- Before, I. thought he,could if he only would: He gave the impres-

. (
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sion of silent wisdom to me . . : One puzzling and discouraging
thing is the great difficu,kty one has in getting his attention."
(Quoted in Kanner 1973, p. 12.)

A few months before I turned 4, Tommy was using about
200 words, one at a time, never in sentences. His parents
enrolled him in a nursery school for normal 37year-Qlds: They
had thought that being around children who used more lan-
guage than Tommy did would improve his dpeech. Shortly

. _thereafter, per a period of months, Tommy stopped talking
completely. His behavior also changed. He stopped showing
affection. His mother thinks she made a mistake by putting
him into the school. (Reported by Tommy's mother.)

At 4, Noah could neither eat nor use the toilet by himself.
According to his father, Noah never spoke with expression, his
attention span was too short to be noticeable, he rarely'played
with toys, he never came when called by name. "He was almost
always lost in a world whose activities consisted solely of
threaV-pulling, lint-picking, blanket-sucking, spontaneous gig-
gling, inexplicable crying, .eye-squinting, finger-talking, wall-
hugging, circle-walking, bed-bouncing, head-nodding, and body-
rocking." (Greenfeld 1972, pu. 97-98.)

GroWing Up Autistic

As autistic children grow up, their psychotic symptoms sub-
side., At or around' the age of 5, many impairments that niark
the young autistic, child's social interactions begin to clear uP,
according to the gritish expeR Michael Rutter (1978a). Serious
sociaL difficulties usually continue, however. A child may be
unable to play with other children cooperatively. He may fEtil

to make friends pf his own. Many children seem to lack the
ability to put themselves in someone else's shoes, or even to

perceive another person's feelings and responses.
Some dutistic children who are only 'mildly retarded, if at all,

lateme painfully aware of their limitations during adolescence,
Rutter points out. They are often "deeply distressed' by the gap
between their newly found desire to, make close friends and
their continuing incompetence." For the most part, these chil-
dren are unable to regajn ground lost during their early devel-
opmental,years.
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Iorge and his family took part in the early
,perimental projects that led to TE ACCH.
utured here at 16, he is now learning skills
ism will help .him to live and work in :het-
red settings when he machos adulthood.

"Lots of times George is a delightful person
to be around," his mother says. "But at
times he's made me so mad I wanted to
knock him into the middle of next week."
George has hit her, sometimes just after she
had been hugging him. "That's the kind of
paM only a mother can feel, only the mother
of an autistic or handicapped person."

George's mother, fecognizing that
her son haesome of the "balkiness
that teenagers are known to have,"
tries to giiie him more freedom than
when he was younger. "A teenager
has to resist a little bit. He can't be
treated like a robot."



Tommy, age 6, works at a blackboard in a TEACCH playroom.
Earlier, he had practiod the first steps in taking a bathturning
on ttie water, picking up the wash cloth, getting the soap.

P
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In a 1977 article, TEACCH ass
Schojilel. summarizethe findings
studies .on adolescents who wer
they were young children:Sloe

The "vast majority" ofs hutist
thetir intellectual functioning
under.

ProbablY no more than 5 la
, studied-had a "good" outcoMe'

unity, and social Spheres.

:
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iatemIerry L. Sloan and Eric
f a &all number of follow0P
diagnosed as autistic when
and Schopler observe. that:
adolescents are retarded in

'Many have IQs of 70 .or

percent of the children
doing well in academic, cofn-

ither were these children
accepted by their peers. Between 50 and 8 percen of the
ichildrenehowed "grossly maladaptive behavior snd were at.
4iome without .adequate' prograalik or were in institutions."
Abputhalf.of the children in the f011owup studies had deyel-' opiki the use of language; the earlier the child had succeed-

.

-..ea,in using language, the better his chances of a good olier-
. all out-come:. : .

.
,.. . .

, .
Many had4an obvious organic impairment such as a seizUre
disorder (a condition developed by 10 to 20 percent of the
children by adolescence). .L ....

4

sFew autistic adolescentsprobably less than 5 percenthad
ever been employed on a job.s,

.

In a subjoct so beset by debate, most investigators do seem to
agree that one set of factorsIQ, language;and school perforni-
anceis most predictive of the autistiq child's chances for the
future. If the IQ persistently tests et 30 'or below, the child will

"- probably.always remain "grossly handicaPped" and never de-
.. -velop language or bold a job; he is likely to spend his life in an

, institution,.and he is' more prone to epileptieseizures than are
other autistk c 'Wren (Rutter 1978c). Children -with normal
scores on tionve bal IQ tests aril likely to dd well nvschool, but
their ityrprmit be varies widely. The Thigh-fuoctiening" chil-
dreh, t se .with-normal or fibove normal -intelligence, are the
ones 'who 'receivre attention of the popillar Press. Some have..- . .

gone on'idloolle 'and beyond. But at best, even these former
.autietia,, children' often' remain socially awkward. A recent

. repOrt (oimLauriors .19:78) describes the case of'Clarence, one of
'the autistià clplcliene, treated by Kanner. Through agonizing
peftsistence ini '. Jfis therapist's help, Clarence was able 'to
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marry; he may be the only formerautistic child described in
the literature who did marry.

More typically, the autistic children who do grow u,p into an
adulthood where they can hold job and live ipdependently
show little interest in the opposite sex. When Kanner located
96 young adults whom he had diagnosed as autistic when.they,
were children, he found that 11 were working find.hiaintaining
themselves in society.

They have not completelY shed the fun4amental p(er-
sonality structure of early infantile alitism but, with
increasing self-assesSMent in their middle to late teens, _
they expended considerable effort to fit themselves
dutifully, as it wereto what they came to perceive as
commonly expected obligations. They made the Cpm-
promise of being, yet not appearing, alone ,and4listov-
ered means of interaction by joining groufis
they could make use of their preoccupations, previous-
ly immuced in self-limited stereotypies, as shared. "hob-
bies" in the capany of others . . . . Life.among people
thus lost ita formeir menacing aspeds. [Kanner 1973, p.
211.1

EVOLUTION OF bEVELOPMENTAL THERAPY .

,

uring the 1960s,
. investigators t. ried a great many tech-

niques for treating psychotic childrenincluding, as Schopler
and Reichler (1971) have noted, "custodial isolation, olectrocon-
vulsive shock, drug therapies, psychoanalytic therapy, operant,
conditioning, electronic typewriters; and megadose vitamin
therapy." Parents were more or less exCluded from all of these
methods of treatment. In some cases, the exclusion was total:
Many psychoanalytically oriented therapists performed "parent-
ect.omies." Beiliqing that parents mere cauiling the psychosis,
these therapists thought it was their' duty to rescue ,the chil-
dren and provide institutional.care for them.

, Schopler saw no basis in fact for taking such extreme actions.
His experience, had convinded him that most parents loved
their children and -ranted to keep thetii. He icknow)edged
th9.t, in relation to the psychotic child, parents often "show

;hperplexity, ,confusion about e ild fearing, and4 a tendency to
vacillate between' indulgenc andlirigidity." But he thought_
such behavior was understandable. Psychotic children caused
similar reactions in therapists. Why asstime that the. parents'

a 0
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behavior was anything else than a consequence of thei1 child's
extreme behavior? After all, these parents seemid to function
adequately in other spheres of their lives and usually had
other, normal children.

Schopler and Reichler wanted to develop
a treatment mOdel that was'grounded in
experience, observation, and experimen-

.
tal evidence.

Such was the reasoning that led Schopler to launch the pilot
program that eventually became Division TEACCH. Aware of
the history of overzealous, application of unproven theory, he
and, Reichler were determined to develop a treatrnigt model
that was grounded in experience, observation, and elperimen-
tal evidence. Their assumptions were explicit. In *ddition to
their supposition that' parents are normal, reseafcli evidence
led them to conclude that:

The caw& of childhood psychOsis are multiple, and it is
rarely possible to determine the specific cause of arLy 'one
child's disorder. In all probability, some brain abnormality
is the primary cause. It is manifested in impairments in
perception, and understanding, which in turn result in the
characteristic behavioral ands language Problems. Just
which syniptoms appear in any one child depends on the
child's age, the tifne of onset, and the severity of the impair-
ment.
Every child's development is guided by both biological prOc-
eases and, interactions with parents. The psychotic 'child's
biological impainnents are bound to upset these interac-
tions. By not Asponding to attention and care; the psychotic,.
child tends to frustrate and alienate his parents-I-to 'give.
"negative reinforcemen4" in behaviorist terms.

Schopler and Reichler believed that if parents could learn to
understand their child's abilities and limitations, they could
adjust their exPectations, rid themselves of guilt, and learn to
get along. Then, the way would be clear' for them to get back to
the business of helping their child grow and learn. Schdpler

u 4
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und Reich ler called their twatment model "developmentaP
therapy" to 'underscore the point,that all Aildren ghange rap-
idly and that developmental therapy 'was designed "tolfoster
growth in children whose development is usually ur)even. By
emphasizing development, the investigators wished, to remind
therapists that they could understand a psychotic child .and
know how to.help him bx recognizing that, in some activities,
he will respond much as a younger child would.

In devising their treatment method, Schopler and Reichler
_picked from a smorgasbord of techniques used to treat children
with other .kinds of handicaps. For example, to capture the
attention of children who seemed unable either 'to hear or
understand what was said tto them,.Schopitr and Reichler took
a leseon from the deaf, Who comriensate for their lack of hear-.
ing by depending on sight and Other senses; the investigators
believed that psychotic ichildren, too, may be reached more
easily through touch and sight. Schopler and Reichler borrowed
from the Montessori model and provided play areas and class-
rooms that aflowed exploratioh within limited koundaries only;,
they reasoned that psychotic children,- who have trouble orga-
nizing their experience, would feel and behave better -if some
structure were, impoied 'upon them. Sehopler and Reichler de-
cided to use operant conditioning techniques to control such
problems as terriper tantrums. Based on 016 age-old principle of
encouraging desired 'behavier by rewarding it, operant condi-
tioning had recently been used successfully with autistic chil-

, dren; some childçen, for example, learned to say a few words
when they were r arded with dandy for making successively
closer approximations to the corxect sound. (It was later
learned that the words were usually being parroted, not under-
stood. Bn t. the conditiOning.techniques worked well for chang-
ing behbior.) The techpiques had the further advantage of
being easily taught, the kind of procedure parents could learh
to use at home.

In Practice

By the time the 6-year, NIMH-supportea Child Research
40Project got underway, Schopler and Reichler's developmental

therapy was practiced in much the way it is today. It remains!'
flexible therapy, one which incorporates new ideas and new
practices routinely. Techniques and methods hive been refined
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Over the years, mid classr6oms have been added to the pro-
gram. Ba,the experience of the fiist families,°those who took
part in the research project, was similar to what it is 'for
families now at Division TEXCCH. Perhapi the program'
single most important feature is its continued emphasis on the
individual child and his or her family's needs! FOr that reason,

I,- -
there is no one treatment plan. -

With the first families, Schopler himself conducted the.diag4
hofitic session with the child. He would take the child into a .

. playroom with a one-way mirrOr on one wall. Observers in an .
adjoining rOom rated the child's behavior. Using' a box of. toys,
puzzles, and candy, Schopler Would lead the child through a
standard routine designed p.,elicit responses that would indi-
cat'e the child's level of dqvelopment and specific impairme
For exhimple, to test the child's perception of sound, Schopl r
would call to hifti from ever-increasing.distances.

While'the diagnostic session was going on, the parents would
tell another staff member what they had noticed about their
childtheir everyday observations and experiences. Then, each
parent would take the child into the playroom, give him candy,
play with him fusing the child's Own toystkthen get tAcfZild to
help put the toys back in a box. Meanwhile,:in Ofte-Vpservation
room, the treatment team would evaluate si,r.eniths and distur-
bances in the child's relationship with each parent. The ses-
bions also gave parents an idea of how they would be expected
to work with their ,child at honie. Not.only was the diagnostic.
procedure used to deterwine whether the child met the study's
criteria for admiilsion; it, also Efireftehopler and hia'colleagues
some-idea of hr to start the treatment`program. .

. Once admitted, each' Childpwas ev;luated for eduCational po-
tential and assigned to a therapiatt, who largely determined the
direction of the therapeutic'progrkm. Treatment decisions were
based on very practical consiilerations: Were techniques availa-_
ble for reaching this partia ild, techniques that could also
be demonstrated toeparen in an understandable way? The
first-problem was often ay havioral one. Many of the children
were out of coqtrol by the time they had reached the Child
Research Project-The parentS,.-by then, had "adopted an, air of
resignation in accepting anything t'he child does." .

hi 45-minute sessions held twice a week, the therapist dem-
onstrated how to reach or control /he child. while One of the .
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parents watched from the observatioti, booth. A "pdrent-consul-
tont" stai with the other' parentgand Pointed out what was going
on or answered qfiestions. The focus for each session was deter-
mined in advance by the therapist and parent-consultant to-

w
gether.

Once the c hild.was paying attentionthe sessions were likely
to be direeted.at trying to improve the child's responsiveness to
adults, his motivation to do welt on various tasks, his communi-
cativeness, and his perceptions. To it prove responsiveness, for
.example, Schopler a?4 Reichter would not allow the child to
move about the roonl or use any objector do anything
without the mediation of the adult. "Gradually, as, the child
takes the, adult into accounlf increasing degrees of frustration
are imposed, such as demanding some action or task before
satitfying the, child's wishes." For some ,childrenthose who
seerged not to be able to see or hearthe therapists. would
Swing* children or play with them in much the Eiame why
that a parent might play with an infant. The goal was to get
'the children to pay attention and to encourage them to imitatv
signals or words indicating that they, the children, wanted to
play the game again.

Parents "need -to become experts on
their own autistic child."

-

In- a 1971 article, Schopler and Reichler pointed out the
'advantages of demonstrating therapeutic techniques'to parents:-

It avoids the "mystique and unfounded authority" orthera-
pists reporting back from some private observation.
It discoutages. therapists from milking recommefidations tO
parents whic4 are "more easily made than carried out."
It stimulates competitioi between therapist and parent and
gives the parents a model to follow.

Parenti can understand direct demonstrations easier than.
they can vei.bal instructions or interpretations.

30,7
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It allows parents the chance to see that therapists, too, must
struggle, become frustrated; and occasionally make mis-.
takes. As a result, parents "become lest; self-critical and are,
better 'able to resume responsibility for 'the bond with their
own child."

.
In the same article, ,SChopler and Reichler observed that

before parents can dray( on their olkn successful experience at
rearing other children and adapt if to iteir psychotic child,
they must develop "a degree of self-consciousness inappropriate
to normal Child rearing. Inded, they need- to become experts
on their own autistic child."

Besides the demcihstration sessionst parent's were given a
home proyraik whidh clearly srlled out objectives, methods,

., and materials forlworicirig with the ichild in daily sessions. In
their work wall the first famiii0Schopler agt Reichler found
that fathers piornetini moire reepdy and Me to work with
tilt child ai holm t n tiff otheis lwere, especially just after
treatment bepn, herr the mother felt most , defeated and;
hopeless." Althoug both parnt were expected to share the
home sessiOnl, mo en eventuilly worked Mote frequently
with the chiffien th n did fatbe . -

Periodically, thk_p ents demotstratbd their., home program
in the playroom wlulç khe ctild's therapist and the parents'

. consultant bserved. A thouKh nervous 'at first, sooner or later
most pare actually asked for additirar sessions to show
some+ new, ud develqpipent.'Phe iparentt reported that' they

. enjoyed the h e seájons, when thei'set aside time to help the
child control a symptom or learn a kill. Therapists found that
desi ing the home pro am and training the parents to use
such techniques as ope nt .conditionihg were relatively easy
tasks. By contrast,' prdblems in sleeping, eating, and toilet-
training wertjals. One ditample:

One Child not go to bed 'until eleven o'clock. He sat
in the lien roon rocking himself for q half' hour
every night, and t en slept in his paren ' beef every
night. This had been going oiA, for ,several years. The.
parent, consultarit helped the parents to divide this
bedtime 'próblem into several units. First the rocking

4' wasnoved into the child:s bedrobm as was a
radio he liked listening to. After he became accus-
torp lo this change he was consistentjy moved from
the 'rents' to his ow bed, A difficult *struggle
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ensued, requiring parents to move the child 15 times to
his own bed during the first few nights. Within three
wteks, however, he was sleeping in his own bed.
[Schopler and Reich ler 1971, p. 961 .

Parents were asked to keep logs on the child's prog?ess.
Every day, they noted changes in the child's responses to each
part of the home program. Once a week, they rated the child's
other behavior at home. This log, along with the demonstra-
tions, was used to assess the parents' involvement and effective-
nesS.

BY the end of the first year, Schopler could report that the
parents Met the heavy demands exceptionally well. Of the ses-
sions that could have been held for MI parents, for instance,
only 8 percent were canceled, almost always for good reason.
'hie parents were rarely late, and they turned in daily logs for

'nearly every day. Not only did they participate regularly, but
they also eagerly conformed to the treatment structure. At
first, when they were most .insecure, they tended to be "exces-

'sively 6onscientious." As they became more comfortablr with
the role of cotherapist, they introduced innovations and occa-
sionally even mustered the nerve to protest against the re-
searchers' heavy demands.

The children progressed at greatly different rates. One child
with a successful outcome was rated severely psj,chotic when
he began treatment during the pilot project. He could not
speak, was unable to relate to anyone, and had an IQ of 57.
After 3 years, he was so much better that he could attend a
regular grade school and not stand out from his classtfiates. His
IQ by then Was 101. Although he continued to be slightly
awkward, his personality was appealing to both his teachers
and peers. Schopler and Reichler speculated that it was "quite
likely that the traces of this impairment will become sufficient-
ly camouflaged with further development to be unnoticeable."

At the other extreme was a severely impaired boy with -very
.limited abilities, Saiopler reported to NIMH that at 3 the boy

was unable to make communicative sounds or 4feed himself.
After 2 years 'in treatment, tile boy was able to relate to other's
and even e `oyed interactions with adults': His self-help skills
developed ØxtremJy slowly. frie could bring a sPoon to, biS,
mouth bu wa* unable 'to p(ck tip food from his plate. His

oi progress as slow and tended to disappear unless the ttisk was

41'1 30,9
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practiced continuously. Schopier noted in a report to NIMH,
however, that the boy's parents, who had four other children
and had previously gone through great marital conflict, "ral-
lied around him." Their marriage besaine more sound and
"thell feel that their boy has had a humanizing effect on every
member of the family." Clinically, Schopler irvrote, "these par-
ents have achieved the delicate balance of accepting the child's
limitations realistically without losing the enthusiasm and mo-
tivation to help him develop 118 best they can."

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION'

By the time Division TEACCH was established in 1972, ,

Schopler and Reich ler were confident that it was both Possible
and practical for parents to treat their own psychotic children.

, During the 6-year, NIMH-supported Child Research Project;
they systematically tested diagnostic and treatment practices
.they were Using and developed others. Even their studies of the
nature of childhood .psychbosissuch as Schopler's early work ,

on -perceptual processes in psychotic childrenhave clear im- .
plications for treatment. AlPof the work described below influ-4
enced the TEACCH program as it functions today.

'

I N....
P8keption

Before Schjopler went to North Carolina, he had studied the
unusual way in which psychotic children Perceive and process
information. Many of these children seem to have trouble hear-
ing but, when tested, are found to haye intact auditory systnns.
Vision, too, seems to be impaired in some children, bu9.again
tests* show .their physiological 'systems aw normal. gchopler
(1965 and 1966) demonstrated that psychotic children tend
process, information in ways that are more typical of infants
than normal preschool children. They receive information ii(nel
stimulation from the world around them from touching, mo4h-
ing, stroking, and smelling, rather than from sight and sound:
"These receptor preferences .have a profound effect on the
manner in which the child obtains and distorts cues for leatn-
ing about his environment," Schopler noted in his first grant'
application to NIMH. The .socializing efforts of parents and
teacherspAre especially,. affected by these preferences,. he aug.
gested.

3.0
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Psychotic children experience sensations "at the sacrifice of
learning and integrating the representation of sensory informa-
tion in the external world.' Scho er believed that it should f:te
possible to help the child g ond these infantile modes of
dealing with the world. He and Reichler based many of their
first . treatment techniques on this understanding of the psy-
chotic child's perceptual processes. They would try to reach the
child through the perceptual cfiannels that were accessible.

Research on perceptual prócesses in psyghotic children has
now gone beyond Schopler's insights. The best experimental
work, according to Michael Rutter (1978b), has been done by
British researchers Hernrlin and O'Connor, who concluded
that autistic children have a general inability to use signs and
symbols, "a disability which principally involves a deficit in the
coding; extraction, or organization of incoming information.",
Little research has continued on recepto?,preferTces. Schopler
himself lost interest' in the topic when he Aearned that his
research wasebeing used to justify treatment techniques such as

electroshock.

, Parents as Scapegdats

By contrast, Schopler's writings on the parents of psychotic
children have become classics in the literature. He was among
the first,. and the most convincing, to discredit the notion that
parents were to blame for the illness in their children. In 1969
he published an analysis of the relationship between profession-

al and the parents of psychotic children. Using
Gordon Allport's formulation of the conditions necessary, for
scapegoating, Schoplcr demonstrated that these parents were
in an ideal position to become scapegoats of professional fail-
ures.

He discussed six motives 'that clinicians have for, using par-

ents as scapegoats:

The confusion and lack of knowledge about the nature of
childhood psychosis put a frustrating burdenuon clinicians,
who clearly need to know ,more about:the disorder to justify
their professional pqsition.

3.1
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Such confusion "tends to weigh heavily on those clinicians
chanted with the treatment .of autistic children," Schopler
wrote. "This burden is often experienced as guilt," and pro-
jecting guilt onto others is "as , old as history." Sinee the

Ne.hild can hardly !e blamed, "his parents provide a most
convenient substitlite."

793 .

The autistic child'A negative attitudes, irritability,' and aloof'
and destructive behavior proauce a sense of helplessness
that "is not easily expressed against the child, and consider-
able presisure develops to explain the child's imp`ossible be-.
havior in terms of his parents."
When the causes of the c ild's disorder are -unclear and
treatment progress is uneven, clinician's view of himself
as an expert is threatened. Hig fees might put additional
pressures, on him to justify himself. Already existing pardn-.

tal guilt, insecurity, -and desperption "form a convenient
handle for explaining and fectifying the plight of both Child
and clinickans," Schopler observed. "The parents' perplexity
Inay readily be interpreted as a primary cause of die psy-
choeis."

. Colleagues around the clinician probably hold *the same
view, thus re3n.forcing the clinician's private views.
Seriously considering all possible factors that might have
caused the disorder is a difficult and time.consuming task.
Simplifications and "tabloid thinking" are easier.

Schopler also saw that parents collaborated in this process.
Allport's criteria for vietims of scapegoating fit 'them well: They
are conspicuous when ,. they are out in public with tir child who
acts in bizarre ways. At the time Schopfer wroth hia scapegoat-
ing article, the parents had no organization that would give
them a chance to object and retaliate. They become demoral-
ized by their failures to get help for their children. They are,
Schopler wrote, "ready and sometimes even willing victims."
And, they are accessible.The parents also reacted like scap-
gfat victi*They tried to comply, often by undergoingexteh-

e psychotherapy; they put in extra. effort, to learn about
tism and wrote books ana articles and developed their own

treatment programs. Eventually they sought, ameliorative
action by forming their own organization.

s
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Speaking before the second annual meeting of this parents'
organization,' the National Society fol. Autistic Children,
Schopler note4 that both parents and professionals are neces-.
sary for theATelfare of the psychotic, child. Professionals see

"Though*. the professional may advise,
only the parent bears the final responsi-
bility?'

more psychotl children than do Nat parents and thus have a
wider experience in the variations of the problems, he said.
Professionals also have the opportunity to compare, speculate,

hoplerand conduct research with grqups of children. But, Sc
points cat:

Parents, on the other hand, are contiLusly involved
with the same child. They have the opportunity to
observe most closely their child's unique characteris-

-, tics, abilities, and disabilities. Although many profes-
sionals are capable of empathy and understanding of
the parents' plight, ,the stakes for parents are higher
than for the professionals. Parents must evaluate and
deploy their limited family resources and energies in
terms of their total family. They must consider the
cost and payoff for special education or therapy for
their autistic child against the cost and payoff of the
education of their normal children. These are agoniz-
ing and difficult judgments. Though the professional
may advise, only the parent bears the final responsibil-
ity . . . I advocate that parents must become experts
on their own autistic child. They have the most com-
plete and relevant ihformation available from their
daily life with the child. They have the highest motiva-
tion for helping their child and maintaining their
family equilibrium. [Sehopler 1971b, pp. 75-764

Parental Thought Disorder and Understanding

In 1969 and 1970, Schopler, with his colleague, Jil.litoftin,
alsu published, research info the supposed abnormal- thought
processes of the piAnts of psychotic children. At the timb,
most, experts diviumed that parents transmitte'd psychosis to
their child through their disordered thinkingillogical con-
cepts, fragmented or bhirred attention, and inability to inter-
pret and coMmunicate meaning. In a series of studies, Schopler

',.
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A

find Loftin showed that these parents, especially' the mother's, .

did show more impaired thinking than dil Arents of normal
children; but only when theY felt confused and accused about
their psychotic child. When asked about their normal c}iil1re ,

parents of psychotic children did not show significantly ore
disordered thought them parents whose children are all nofThal. ..
They suffered frorli a "situationally cireumscribed anxiety" and
not from a fOrmal thought disorder.

Schoplgr arid Loftin syieculated that mothers are more affect- .

ed by their child's lack of relatedness because "it is she who
feels deeply rejected in her mothering role by e child who doed
not show the usual pleasures of infancy, the capacity to imitete.
and develtplike other children." ,

As time went on and SChopler and Reichler had trained
dozens of parents as ,cotherapists, they became more and rncire:
impressed by tht parents' awareness of their children's
strengths and .weeknesses. They began to think that thes.diffi-
culty these' parents have in raising, a. psychotic child is the
regult of not knowing how tO deal withl child whose develop-
meritatleYels are "uneveri-d erratic," and is not the result of
.their inability to peiyeive.t.he child's functioning. realistically:
.TO test theee c1inica1.4mpretigions, SegoPler arid.Reichler (1972) ;
asked 87 parente "to estiniate their children's functioning,
before each diagriestie evaluation,had been done. Parents were
asked about the child's overall level of development, language,

..vs motor and sociel::sicille, general ability to help himself, encl-
.,.

mental age. The parents' estimates closely matched the results
of standardized. tests that the children later took. Parents of
moderaigly or .severely psychotic- children estimated: their
child's revelopment better than did Pare$1,8 olimildly psychotic
children.. All parents; however, seemed to be bewildered about
what to do with, or .,eipe.ct from,' this understanding Of their'
child*: -"They appear to be uncertain about its' meaning for
the 'child's future, and What it means for his potential to
achieve relative independence iri his own life," Schopler and.
Reichler noted.

The Need for Structure

In another test of their clinical inpresitions, Schopler and hie ,

...colleagues did a small-scale, tightly controlled experiment on
the. effects o( structure ,on psychotic children (Schopler et. al.

Ito
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1971). They noted that in psychoanalytically oriented therapy,'
children were encoUraged to explore and exPress themselves.
Operant conditiOhing, by contrast, iMposed a rigid structure on
the child. SchOPIer and his group confirmed their impression
that psychotic children would benefit from a relatively struc,
.tured treatment setting. The most striking findihg was Olaf the
children's, reactions differed enormously, depending on their
developmental age.. The' lower the developmental level, the
more diSorganized they. were in uhstructured settinggi: "As the

inereasein- de4elopmentalletielancl organized r
sponse capacity, they Seem ko becorheUess;dependent on exter-

. nal strticture forv Maintaining their own organization .than do
autistic children on a lower Jevel of functioning." The ixnplica-

. .
tiona of these findings for treatmea'and education-, are clear;
according to. Schopler's group. "Perhaps the oiAimai learning
situation," theylsay, ft'is one which has more external structure-'

-for acquitirlg new learping patterns and has relotive freedohn
from stracture for praZticing these patterns which have been

e!Altered and interdalized."

Diagriosii
A,

From the begiqning of the Child Research Project,lhe degree
of psychosis in each child was 'assesiied with the psychotic
rating scale .Schoplver akReichler had developed from Creak's
(1963) criteria. During, the course of the project, they tested
each .of the 44 Variables on the scale against clinical diagnoses
a childhood psychosis. They found that nimaired auditory re,

:.sponsiveness, verbal coMmi,mication, and near-receror respon-
aeness (e.g., tOuch) were .better prediciors of psychosis than
more traditioid 'indicators,. such as faultk ability to refate and

- inappropriate affectiemotion). "The significance of this find-
.ing, they Say, "is that it Suggests that human relatedrieas may
be composed Of various .specific f ct lsibns, Such as iuditory)7,
responsiveness or the: ability to nderktand or -express lan-
guage." Identifging such specific impairments, they believe, has
greater 'potential ,for treatment:than% the -vague .eonstruot
human relatednessA (Further analysis Of .this constructls report-

,

'. ed in Reichler and Schopler 1974) Their tesearch also showed
that by rating a child's behavior 9n the psychotic rating scale,

*they could Peliably diaghose the presence and degree of psycho-
sis' In a child.

, .`-:,
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But they learned that other testing instruments were also
necessary. They wanted to have some idea of the child's -IQ
because other research was making it clear that children with
very low IQs did not change regardless of treatment, while the
prognosis'for children with IQs over 50 Varied greatly deprd-

. ind on education and experience. The IQ score could also pro-
vide a basis for judging later imprOvements.

When Schopler's group began the Child Researc1 Project,
most clinicians and rbsearchers believed thqt it was impossible
to test the mental ability of psychotic childi:en. The children
were (Alen unresponsive' or negative. Some could 4;lot use lan-
guage, some were hyperactive. Analyzing thvroblem of "un-
testability" in a 1933 article, Schoplef and Reichler attributed
itto three factors: the wrong psychological tests were used;
clinicians refusea to belieVe that a child's incorrect ,responses
could actually reflect lack of ability rather than .negativism;
and some children, especially hyperactive ones, are difficult to
test even if the righi test is used.

SchoPler and geichler and their colleagues learned Am
most, if not all, children could be tested if, .they were given the
right psychological test and if the staff wag sufficiently patient..
the tests now used at TEACCH include the Leiter Internation-
al PerforMance Scale, a test designed for the deaf alai requires
no understanding of spoken lankuaget the Bayley.}Mt Devel:
opment Scales, and the Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Testes
which relies on language less than do most other 'intelligence
tests. ,

Perhaps the most important diagnostic and evaluative tool
used in the TEACCH program is the PsychoeducationalProfile
(PFX), whick the staff deVeloped to make it *bible to identify

t'the 'uneven and idiosyncratic learning patterns so typical of
psychotic children. Seven types of functioning are a

. Vathology.the child's ability to maintain eye conta
oxample, or abnormalities in the uselof the senses, words, or .
materials
Imitationverbat and motor imitative ability; both of which
are important for language development
Perceptionperceptual skills, such as discriminating shapes
and sizes
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Motor skillsgrosi and fine motor ,skills, such as climbing
stairs and stringing beads
Eye:hand integrationskills necessary o learning, such as
cribbling, copying designs, -stacking bloc s, and coloring
within lines 4

Receptive language skills, such, as sorting letters and point-
ing to pictures ,

, Expressive languagenaming solutions of arithmetic prob-
lems or counting, for example.

Trained obserVers using'the PEP rate children on each item
as either passing, failing, or emerging .(whenc a child knows
something about performing a task but Can't complete it with-
out help). It is this last categOry that is most useful for plan-

, ning the teaching program. The PEP, which has been widely.
used by other programs for handicapyed children, has recently
been published (Schopler -and Reichler 1978) and a complete
description of the TEACCH diagnostic procedure is now in
press (Schopler et al., in preCis),

TEACCH TODAY

Schopler and Reichler built the results of their research into
their treatment model, Which has (svolved and- changed since
the first families took part. Therapists, for eXample, are no
longer chosen to represent Various Professions thought to be
necessary for treating psychotic childrdn. Schopler and.
Reichler learned that specialized training often made thera-
pists inensitive to fhe child's total needs. One specialist, for
example, did not consider it her job as a speech therapist to
work on the control. gftoblems of a child defecitting into the
heat vents. Today, the TEACCH therapists are chosen 'for their
interest in and willingnefis to help psychotic children. They
come from several different disciplines, and they leave their
professional identity at the door.. Once in the TEACCH pro-
grab, (they) alternate acting as therapists4o the children and as
parent counselors, so that they do not identify with either
'group. This is one of many practical measures Schopler and
Reichler have instituted to assure that the focus of their treat-
ment program remains on the individual child and ranilly and
not some preconceived notion of them.

4.
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Perhaps the most noticeable change in TEACCH since the
'days of the Child Research Project is the,. emphasis on educa-
tion that is now tipparent. Once t he goal was to treats the
child's symptoms so- that he or she woUld be ready to join a
normal firgt-grade class. Now it is known that most psychotic
children cannot progress to regular classroomi. Nevertheless,
as Margaret Lansing and Eric Schopler recently noted, re-
search and 'clinical experience over the past decade has led
many kwestigators to conclude that education is the treatment
of choice. Recent -Federal legislation requiring individualized
education for all handicapped children has added an impettls to
the trend toward educafing rather than just treating psychotic
children. The North Carolina legislation creating TEACCH car-
ried a mandate that it prqvide individiialized education for all
psychotic children and those with related communications
handicaps.

This shift toWard education has' changed sOeral aspects of
the TEACCH prOgram, beginniig with the diagnostic system.
For; educational purposes,

. . . it is less helpful to know the precise catalog of the
child's autistic characteristics than it is to know the .
educational implications. HoW much individual attsti-
tion does the child require to function in the class-
room? At what developmental level are his language
and other cognitive skills? Which of his autistic beha-
viors are incompatible with his learning or disrupt the
other children? This kind of information is needed to
decide the degree and kind of classroom structure the
child requires . . . the educator also needs to know
'what skills, if developed, will enable a child to better
functiontregardless of the environment he is in. [Lan-

--'146eing and Schopler 1978, pp. 440-441t.]

The diagnostic system and imilruments now . used at
TEACCH, particularly the Psychgeducational Profile, are
geared toward meeting these educational needs as well as clini-
cal goals. Parents are full partners in this process. Test data,
for example, ate formally integrated with 'information on the
child's Functioning at home, information supplied by the ohildk
parents. As with the first families, parents in the TEACCR
program today are never excluded from observatiOn and evalu-
ation of their *children. Irhey still watch diagnostic sessions
through ,a onemay mirror* Their questions are still answered

aia
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fully. They are given as Much insight into their child's ability
arid potential as the TEACCH staff can.supply. In fact, the
involvement of parents in the TEACCH program is probably
greater than it was during the first, experimental years.

Typically, a child now referred to TEACCH comes in with his
or her parents for a day of diagnosis and evaluation: Later on
the same day, theotaff and parents agree to a tentative con-
tract to work collaboratively; the contract sets out 'goals, re-
sponsibilties,.and procedures for working with the child. During
the next 6 to 8 weeks, the child and one or both parents come
in once a week for hour-long clinical sessions.'The child thera-
pist and parents.decide which problems are most troublesome,
agree on techniques to try to overcome them, and, set up a
program for the parents to carry out at home. The parent
consultant acts as an "advocatesuggesting management tech-
niques and selfthelp skills, arranging for medical services, help-
ing with educational planning, and "above.all being available
to share the parents' burden and strugglea in coping." (Marcus
et al. 1977.) .

"After this extended diagnostic period is Over, -staff and par-
ents again confer to set up a new contract that might involve
less frequent visits. t this point, ancl sometimes after the
initial day of evaluation, the child may be, assigned to one of
the classrooms' that are now part of the TEAC.CH ptogram.
Some children receive treatment at one of the diagnostic and
treatment renters first and then move on to a classroom. Some
are in both at the same time, and a few only attend classes.
Each classroom is staffed by a teacher and,a teacher assistant
Ad has five to eight children. Each is supervised by the clini-
cal director pf the regional center that it is near.

Claasroom programs ere, in Many respects, like the clinic
programs. The teacher, who has full access to diagnostic infOr-
mation, observes and experiments with each child on different
tasks and c011aborates with parents on the home prograin.

To illustrate, Lansing and Schopler have described how a
teacher/therapist and parents selected tasks and wOrked with
6-year-old Susan. They knew from the diagnostic assessment
that Susan could discriminate the shape and size of puzzle
pieces. She knew enough' words to label her immediate needs.
But she couldn't dress herself. At school she Showed no sponta-
rwous interest in the task at hand and typically withdrew

31
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instead. The teacher and. Parent decided ,to teach her a task
that was both within her ability and useful in daily lifein her
ease, the 'difference between big and little and the skill of
buttoning ier own clothes. Both the teqeher and the parents
hood noti d that Susan was very interested in her mother's
jewelry that she watched her mothersew, and that she learned

4 bet3t th ough daily repetitidh of structured 'routines.

Susan was quickly frustrated and rejected tasks that
were clearly difficult. Buttoriing her clothes was too

----difficult due to poor fine moter-skillsrupoor-visual-
tention, and lack of coordination between both hands.
The buttoning task wtis broken down into steps: begin-
ning with pushing large poker chips through a card-
board slot, then to large buttons, smaller buttons, and
finall3t to buttons attached to cloth. Both parent and
teacher worked simultaneously and observed Swan's
rate of increased skill, keeping the taiiks, at a level of
possible success. Big and little were taught firsein
sorting tasks using jewelry, serving utensils, and food
as well as school materials. The objects were labeled by
size, and once descriptive labels were understood,
Susan was required to use these in daq routines
asking for a "big cookie," "a big swing, ' "the little
earring," etc. Susan was inconsistent in her perform-

. ance from day to day. As her mother described it,
"Some days she seems to get 6ut on the wrong side of
the bed." Both parent and teacher observed that on
her irritable uncooperative.days they got better cooper-
ation if they immediately simplified the tasks, reduc-
ing the number or using bigger buttons" and giving
increased help with her ".big," "4ittle", verbal re-
sponses.. The process of task analysis continued from
day to day. [Lansing and Schopler 1978, pp. 447-448J

Susan's.,parents and teachers gradually ,moved on tO other
daily routines. The'teacher thoughethe girl should be able to
carry her tray to the school cafeteria, for example. Susan's
mother began teaching her this task by requiring her to carry
dishes to thejable at home and to carry groceries from the car.
Sometimes Susan tilted the dishes and spilled food. Her mother
noticed that she would watch her own hands when she was
carrying food sheliked, so she taught Susan to avoid spilling
her favorite foods by being careful and attentive. Soon Susan

. .
was carrying trays at the cafeteria.

3,,, 0
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It is this kind of respectful cooperation between teacher and
parent that is similar tO the interaction between therapists and
parents in the TEACCH program. In recent, years, the class-
rooms have become,an integral part of the effort to teach and
socialize the tr6ubled children who come to TEACCH, Besides
the classrooms, TEACCH has collaborated to establish a group
home for older children, classes for adolescents, a summer
camp, and summer recreation programs..

Some TEACCH children, about 20 percent, progress to regu-
aa . ' 2 a a al 11.11

them is to bring normal childrdn in from other parts -Of the
sChool system to spend time in the TEACCH classroom.

, .
Schopler says that when this.practice started, it precipitated a
crisis. "The principals and parents thought our kids had some-
thing .that was catching.". After a few weeks, however, the
visiting children became so interested that teachers started
using the yisits as a reward, evenlor second and third graders.
Schopler is pleased. "It gives our kids a chance to have nice,
constructive social interactions with capable, normal. children.
And the normal kid -learns ab'out- handicapped children in a
setting where he doesn4 feel compelled tO make fun or, yq.Sk
losing a basebali game."

Since the TEACCH program started in 1972, some 500 chil-
dren have gone through the diagnostic evaluan. More than
600 have been seen since the beginning of the Child Research
Project. Bet,ween 100 and 120 are now seen each year.

OUTCOMEDOES TEACCH WORK?

The advantages of the TEACCH Drogram over most, perhaps
all, alternative methods for treating and educating psychotic
children are obvious. Families are kept together mid parents
me restored to their position as the primary nurturing agents
in their child's life. T 1) e children are spared life in an institu-
tion. The cost of TE CCH) is low. During the 1976-1976 fiscal
year, for exathle, t 6 State of North Carolina spent an aver-
age of $2;155 on each of 301 TEACCH families; when Federal
and local funds are added, the cost ..comes to $2,255 for each
family...By comparison, institutional care in North Carolina
would have cost about $18,000 a year for each child; and many
private .institutions are much more expensive.. Considering just
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,
. the treatment provided at TEACCH centers, the cost .came to
'about $8 an hour, that yerir. The going rite 'for individual
psychiatric treatment was then about $40 an hour.

'And what .abour the children? How do they fare? Schopler
and Reichler have reason to believe that developmental then
.apy may work betterfor child and tarmily`than traditional
methods. Their own clinical impressions are that most children
improve, and most faMilies are more stable after they have
been involved with yEACCH for a time. Casual chats with

, parents and children themselves lead ign observer to the same
.conclusion. Parents voice none of the bitter resentment against
TEACCH tlAtt they so often express toward psychodynamic
treatmeht program's diey have tried. Their feW complaints are
minOr. 'Ney seem satisfied, even though they 12.ave foregone all
hope of a miracle cure for their child.

TEACCH has some formal measures of its effectiN4ness. ne
is a small experiment that tested the parents' ability to func,
rtion as cotheragists. Tha study, which will soon be published,
was done by Lee Marcus, his colleagnes at the Piedmimt
TEACCH Center, and Schopler: They found that mothers could
*significantly improve the teaching and crtrol of their children
in less than 2 months. Ten mothers in a clinic sample were
asked to teach their own children an unfamiliar but uncompli-

, cated task on two separate occasionsOnce before treatment
began and the second time after the first treatment phase was
over. The children had already been asspssed, and a task was
chosen if the PEP had shown that a child had emerging skill' in
performing it. All of the children were autistic illnd their
median IQ was only 34. As the mother helped her child learn
the task, observer's rated the child for compliance and specific
Skins, such as behavior control ana use of language. After the
usual weokly, sessions at a TEACCH center for the next 6 to 8
weekS, the mothers and children were observed again at a task
at the same level of difficulty. Results showed that all of the
mothers had irriproved as teadhersa and that they were able to
generalize what they had learned. The children were all more .

. compliant during the second testing session with one exception,
a boy who had been extremely compliant in the first session.
,Motheis of younger children improved more than those of older
children, which suggests that early intervention is important.
Mothers from lower socioeconomic status (SES) groups showed

,
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greater improvement than mothers from more advantaged
groups; both had done quite well at the first session, indicating
that the lower SES 'group was actually more. competent at the
end.

The excellent response of ihis group to the interven-
tion program is especially gratifying, since historically
lower SES families have not fared well in being identi-,
fled or obtaining services for their autistic children.
Clearly, educational or social advantages should not
influence treatment decisions invoIving direct 'parent
participation. [Marcus et al., 19781-

The investigators conchkled that while this small study lends
support to the overall effectiveness of the developmental ther-
apy model, it does not make it possible to separate out whth
parts of the treatment peocess produced the change in he
children.

Another study now anderway will show how parents rate
TEACCH. All parents in ti;e program have aaejtered a detailgd
questionnaire, and their answers are beat compared to re-
sponses to a similar questiotnaire answerea by all therapists
involved witlrparents. Initial reports show that 84 percent of
he parents have found the TEACCH program especially help-
ful in improving their .children's behavior problems, language,

, and social skills. Details Of this study will be analyzed later this
year. .

In a third spdy, supported in part by the U.S. Office, of
Education, observers are going into the .families' homes and
recording the children's behavior and cbild-parent interactions
before _treatment has begun. At seveial points after treatment
has started, the oblervers again record what is goigg on in the
home. Schopler reports that, so far, improvement has been seen
in several dimensions.

What can )be learned from such research is problematic, how-
. ever. As Schopler noted in a recent grant Ei'pplication to NIMH:

Most" visitors to the home of a disturbed autistic child
will agree that the child is poorly adjusted and that
the family atmosphere is unhappy. These vague de-
s'eriptors are quite real, and the desirability for im-
provement is rarely disputed. However, the factors
contributing to these effects are rmire variable and
complex than can reasonably .be controlled in an ex-
perimentahdesign. When changes are observed, any
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number of variables, may have produced them. On the
other hand, specific, . contributing beltaviors can be /
identified and modified (fOr example, a child's inability .

to tie shoe laces), bue.the demonstrated outcome may
be regarded as too specific to be relevant.

Schopler believes that in a program' required to treat all
children with a range of handicaps, such as' TEACCH, the best
way to evaluate how well'it" works is to measure the consensus
between all'parties inyolved:

Treatment outcome for both specific and general goals
is evaluated through independent interviews with par-
ents, therapist, and teaching staff. Assessment of out-
come Is validated by the extent to which they agree on
their evaluation of,success or failure. This consensual
validation . . . incorporates the recognition that family
adaptation with an autistic child can have many differ-
ent, forms. 'What a given family decides they can and
want to do for optimurn adaptation in collaboration
with their professional consultant may be closer to the
truth than any external criteria. [Schopler 1978a,- p.
4201.1

Schopler might have added that a consensus already exists
about the value of TEACCH. In. 1912 the American Psychiatric
Association gave Schopler and..Iteichler its Gold Achievement
Award for "productive research on developmental disorders of
childreilltand the implementation of effective clinical .applica-

. tion." TEACCH has,been the model for many other treatment
programs here and abroad.

There's every indication that TEACCH will continue its prac-
.

tice of flexibly adapting to the children and families it serves
and cautiously adopting.new techniques ahd procedures as they

come along. If there is-one inflexible doctrine at TEACCH, it is

that children, their parents, .and theii families are all unique,

and 1,heir, needs mUst be found out and met in the best way
possible.

,Parents repeatedly corifirm that this doctrine is practiced as
well as 'preached. Tommy had been at TEACCH for 6 weeks
when his mother compared it to other programs Tommy had
been in.

There, we sPent a lot of time getting Tommy to sit in
his chair or stop hitting. Here at TEACCH we come
and work on teaching him specifit skills and in the

3-24
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course of the work, his behavior has shaped up. But
it's more than that. Here we're teaching him in a way
that he can learn. The staff doesn't just assume, that .

every child learns something the same way. They
know that one method may be harder, another easier
for Tommy. ,

Like many other parents, TOmmy's mother thinks that one of
the most important things she and her husband learned 'at,,
TEACCH was to accept their son's limitations. Tomriry's autis-
tic characteristics have begun to subside, but he,remains seri-
ously retarded. His mother said she will be happytif the autistic
symptoms completely disalppear, and he grows up to be "a nice
retarded person, able to live comfortably with others."

Perhaps the last word on TEACCH should go to the parents.
Here is what one of the first mothers to participate had to say
.after she had been away from the program for a few years:

11,

Certainly, they brought out the best in me. Most :liar-
ents who come to TEACCH don't have any idea that
they have talents and that they can teach and train
their own child. None of us, when we get married,
think Of ourselves as needing tO have a unique or
.special quality in childrearing. They helped me learn
to set things in motion and teach George some skills,
how to help himself, to help him toward using his
potential. I had always telt that inside George there
were some abilities that we were not tible to tap with
an IQ .test. He does some problem solving that is at a
higher level than his overall functioning. When I'd say'
this in-the yearly re-evaluation 'sessions, no one ever
told me I was wrong or humored me. Buf they did help
me keep George's future in perspective. 'It took me a
long time to accept that there was no way George was
ever going to be able to read. No way was he going to
be able to understand math or social studies or history.
They helped me to refocus my thinkingthat it would
be better for him to learn functional skillg, to' go after
those things that would help him get along in a shel-
tered life, a sheltered job, perhaps living in a group
home. They never promised miracles. They have been
very careful. They learri from parents, then they take
What they have learned and give° it back to other par-
ents.

41,
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OVING PARENT SKILLS

Principal Investigator: Ira Gordon,,P4D.

Author: Herbed.Yahraes*

INTRODUCTION

Any parent of normal intelligence and average emotional
health can be reasonably confident that an infant who is un-
burdened by genetic and constitutional defects will develop into
a competent and mentally healthy youngster. Consider the
work of the late Ira J. Gogdon dealing with parents 4t the
lowest socloeconomic level and their babies. It is such children
who are at the greatest risk to educational failure, personality.
disorder, antisocial behavior, and mental illness. If the simple
methods developed by Dr. Gordon and his associates at the
University of Floridi can prevent dire outcomes in such fami-
lies, they may be equally effective in families higher up the
tiociowonomic ladder.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The ,Florida intervention project was directed at the parents
because research by. other investigators had shown that the,
efacts of working with the children directly, although substan-
tial Tor awhile, tended to fade and disappear after the extra
effort gopped, If the parents could be taught how to help the
chgd develop his inborn capabilities,. Gordon reasoned, the ef-
feel of the intervention program ought still to be felt for a
considerable time after the end of the project. And if the disad-
vantaged children succeeded in entering 'grade school at the
same be0avioral and. educational level Ss most other children

*See note at end of chapter.
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instead of incurring the usual lag of a, year or 2, which most
such children never do sucbeed in overcomingthe effects
might turn out to, be permanent; certainly the child's confi-
dence in his ability to stay in the mainstream would be en-
hanced.

As Gordon Ants out, there is a definite relationship between
self-concept, or how a person sees himself, and mental healthi
Thnpe is also _a definite relationship between self-concept and
competence. When a youngster knows he can read, for 'exam-
ple, the child's self-concept is improved, and the foundations of
mental health are strengthened. Events through the years
starting in 1906, when the first families were visitedhave
shown that Gordon was right.

In addition to influencing the child indirectly through the
mother, Gordon's program'yas marked by two other features.
First, work with the mother began whpn her child was only 3
months old. Second, the people who worked with the mother
they were called "parent educators" (PE's)L-were womeli from
the same social class ai the families they worked with.

The paraprofessionals taught the mothers ways to stimulate
the perceptual, motor, and verbal activities of their babies and
to be aware of and to meet their emotional needs. In the
investigator's words, the aim "was to investigate the'effective-
ness,and practicability of a home-centered technique for cogni-
tive, language, and personality development of mother and
child, based upon the use of parent and child educators who are
themselves members of the population served." If effective,
Gordon pointed (It, this innovation in family services would
ext*nd the reach Of the, professional, upgrade the competence
and importance of the nonprofessional, and, in the long run, as
participants became more capable of meeting their own needs,
reduce the,need for intervention.

The experimental group embraced 160 families, 4out 80 per-
cent of which wife black and; the re* white, in 2 oounties.
They included representativer of the urban poor, living in
Gainesyille and other cities, and represen
poor, Ping in small towns and settlemen
paintk cabins as much as 2 Miles from
some cases the neW baby was the mother's
of the scale, the eighth or ninth. In half th
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was absent because of separation Or divorce or, because the .
mother ras unmarried.

Visits to the hom 'showed that, in general, the mothers
were taking care of IJie baby's physical needs, though very
often on a haphazard lsis, but characteristically did not talk
to the baby, did not pla'y with hitn or her, and did not offer .

praise for accomplishments. Freiluently the homes containeek
neither books nor magazines..But most home's that had electric-
ity also had television sets, usually turned on high to the soap
operas.

"As we looked at the homes," Gordoti says, "we felt that the
predominant problem was not whiteness and blackness but the
cultural poverty. We found poor black homes that were doing a
good job with the kids and poor black homes that we e doing a
terrible job=and the same thing in the white popula n." The
staff did find' one racial differepce: It was hard r to k whites
in the program, possibly becau1e the extra atte y were
receiving may have hurt their pride.

There were two control groups of 30 families each. The &Wi-
nes in one received no services; those in the other were visited
once a month by a nurse, who showed interest in the baby and
the family and took pictures. Her activities were an effort to
control for the so-called Hawthorne effectthat is, to learn if a
simple show of interest would produce changes comparable to
those that might occur in^ the experimental group served by
parent educators. (The answer turnedout to be "no.")

The parent educators, or PE's, ranged in age from 18 to 55.
They had to meet fairly simple requirements:' a high school
diploma, some experience with young children, a warm ,person-
ality, and sufficient clerical skill to maintain a record of what
they had done and observed in the homes, During the training
period, which ran for six 40-hour weeks, they learned to demon-
strate and explain the great variety of activitiesknown to the
project as "tasks"they would be teaching the mothers. They

th worked at first with dolls and then with , children. Once the
home visits began, the program added iniervice training, 1 day
a week, to increase the ability of the PE's to recognize and deal
with different types of mothers and nhildren.

In keeping with the distribution of races in the project's
families, 15 of' the parent educators Were black, 3 were white,
and it 'was planqed that each PE would visit only families of'
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her own color. For greater ease is/scheduling visits, however)
this plan was dropkii after the first year, so that blacks som4-
times visited white families, ana whites sometimes visited black
families. The *color of the PE, Gordon reports, made no differ-

, ence either in her acceptance by the families or in the results
(obtained.

Visits were made oncei a week and lasted less than an hour.
'The PE would ask how well mother and child were carrying
out the activity introduced during the previous visit, would
answer questions, and*then would demonstrate, a new task and
rehearse the mother in it. The tasks, which were based on
studies showing how children develop language and- other
mental abilities and sharpen their skills and senses, were as
muOI the creation of the paraprofessionals as of the projects"
professional staff. Many of the activities required no matRiial
or"at most material available in even very poor homes. Equip-
Thèt not usually available, such as paper, glue, crayons, books,

and small toys, was supplied by the project.
Of the following examples of activities, the first two are

typical of those introduced during the child's first year; the
last, during the third yedr.

With the baby lying on his back, hold a rattle about 12
inches above his stomach. Shake the rattle until .the baby
looks at it; then say, "See the rattle." Move the rattle slow
toward the baby's hand until he looks at hand and rattl
simultaneously. Theo, say, "Get the rattle." When the baby

; grasps the xattlesmile, speak to the baby by name, and say,
for example, "Johnny has the rattle." Purpose: to help the
baby connect grasping with seeing and action with action
wards.
When the baby is relaxed and happy in your arms and
facing you so he ciin watch your lips, say some Rounds he is
not familiar with, such as "brr-own" and "gh -ate." Give
the baby time to make his own sounds. Vhen ie does so, 1)

respond with a laugh, a smile, or an ,.ei(couragng nuzzle.
Purpose: to help the baby make speec ike sound .

Have your child help you use crayons ,t,0 color some popsicle
Rticks. Then lay out a color pattern) talking while you do so.

4.
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Say, for example, "I put red, yellow, and another redtwo
red sticks with a yellow stick in the middle." Ask.your child
to copy this pattern. Then let him make a pattern for you to
copy. Primary purpose: to teach the child to recognize
colors. This activity can,also be used tti help the child grasp
the meaning of numbers. At least as important as the activi-
ty itself was the interaction it brought about between

/ mother and child.

The parent educators also listened to parental problems. In
/ middle-class homes, Gordon has found that such problems gem-

erally pertain to childrearing. 'But in the lower-class homes of
' this project', most of the recUrring major prOblems related to

/ 'the families' poverty. "I've got nine kidi," a mother would say,
"and a part-time job which makes enough money to keep me
off welfare, but I haven't got enough money to feed my chil-
dren." Or, "My husband is making a good living, but he's
drinking it all up,.so I don't have any money for my kids." Or,
"I don't know how. to get commodity foods." More than chil-
drearing, the problems concerned basic survival.

Since the prOject was nbt equipped to handle such problems
directly, it acquainted the parent educators with the available
social services and assigned them to be referral agents. Then it
had to tell the paraprofessionals- where their limits were. "Be-
cause they had .come out of the same boat the fermi's!, was in,"
Gordon recalls, "they'd identify very strongly with a family and
want to do what a new and naive social worker often doestry
to run around and do everything themselves. We'd have to say,
,'Now wait a minute. If you're going to help that motheit im-
prove her locus of controlhelp her feel that she herself is
greatly responsible for what happens to her and the family
you've got to work With her so she does things herself.'
,"Then the paraprofessional would say, 'But she doesn't have

Aar, you know, so how iss- she going to ge(t there?' We'd say,
'Ohay, .if you want to drive her, but she's got to talk to the
manyou can't talk for her.',We did get into all kinds of
problems.not strictly related io what we were.doing."

When the children were a yeair old, half 'of the control chil-
dren were randomly assigned to' the home-visit program, and
half of the children in the hometyisit program were, randomly\
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assigned to the control group. These changes were made so that
,at the end of 3 years the investigator could make comparisons
among groups that had been in the program for varying
lengths of time and at varying ages.

In a second, and major change, the project used an NIMI-1
grant to set up a number of home-learning centrrs so that the
children from 2 to 3 years old could benefit frofn contact with

rs. The centers were the homes and batItyards of some of
e project 'families. Three were established in low:income

sing projects in Gainesville and one in each of four Florida
ns. Twice a week, 2 hours at a time, groups of five children.

ach would meet there to engage in group and individual activ-
ity and to interact with the PE. The mother who lived in the
home was employed as the PE's aide. The home visits contin-
ued. This program was not day care, Gordon points out; it was
more like an abbreviated nursery-school experience.

Part of the inservice training day was set aside for meetings
of the Home Learning Center directors, university faculty
members, and graduate students to discuss difficulties and to
develop ideas for improving relali6W-3 among those attending
the centers. Also, each PE had a private conference each, week
with a faculty member to review het activities and receive
guidance. When a PE wanted speoial help, a faculty member

ip would make home visits with her.

ewes between each one's average sct4e and that df the con-

THE FINDINGS

they were 3 years old, except to aOminister testa. But it expects
to follow themthrough those tests, school records, and teach-
ers' observationsuntil they. have finished fourth grade. The
findings now available are summed up in thei gist of this sec-
tion.

scored significantly higher than the controls 'on the Stanford-

the end of the program. The groups, together with the differ-

IQs at

Binet` intelligence test at the age of 6. This Was 31 years after

trols were as follows:

The project has not been in touch with the children since,

Statistically, four out of the seven' experimental groups

$

1 el
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s 1. Children in the 'program all 3 years scored 7.2 IQ points
higher than the controls.

2. Children in the program only the first 2 years scored 9.4
Points higher.

3. Children in the program only the last 2. years scored 6.2
points higher.

4. Children who participated only in the Home Learning
Center Part of the program, which began wihm the chil-
Oren were 2 and ended a year later and which included

. weekly visi to the home by parent educators, scored 5.6
points higher.

The differences in the IQ scored among treatment groups are
not statistically significant. In other words, it is impossible to
say that one.treatment schedule yielded better results than any
other, as measured by IQ scores. Gordon reports indications,
however, that the 3-year program pays off the most consistent-
ly and talso has the most effect on the home.'

Illiekerage scores of the children in those four experimental
grOups ranged from 94.2 to 98; that of the controls was 88.6.
(The average IQ of black children of 5 or 6 years of age in five
Southeastern States is' 80.) White children and black children
in the program had average scores that were approximately the
same.

Gordon points out that the differences produced by the inter-
vention, though they were not startling, were sufficient to
move the children into the range of normal intelligence. The

vention program is started, the krea r the probability that it
findings suggest that the earlier a;31iild's life such an inter-

will make for a significant rise in his or her intellectual compe-
tence, However, Gordon notes that even those children who
took part in the program only from ige 2 to age 3, when the
Home Learning Center was introduced, scored higher than the
controls.

Three other groups did not score significantly higher than
controls:. those who were in the program theW first and third
years, or their first yea? only, or their second year only. Least
suCcessful was the grOup ihat entered at 12 months and left at
24 months, "Our feeling has been," Gordon comments, "that
the period from the first year to the second is Officult because
so many things are going on at once, particulatly in terms of ,
motor, deVelopment." AlsO, as Tound by other investigators, the
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child is likely to act negatively during a good part of that
period, even to the extent of refusing requests simply in order,
it often seems, to aggravate the mother.

Results at Grade 3

Of 30 children who 'stayed in the jigram for more Ilan a
year, 28 were in regular classes in third grade and only two
were in speCial education classes, w ich are claAses for th se
who have fallen decidedly below the level of their claism es.
This was 6 years after the end of tale intervention iiro am. In,
contrast, out of 20 control youngsters, 6 were in spec c sses.
The difference-6 out of 20 in trouble educationally as c,orn-
pared with 2 out o(30is statistroally significant at the .05 ,

level.

Factors Related. tp Children's Outc?me

Apart from the teaching of mental atIkmotor skit irrby the
mother, and the evidencelshe incidentallk gavO tI)3 Child or her ,

love, interest, and expectAtions for him or her', .gtherfaMily
practices Were found to be important. Pyominent amongr t;heee
was the extent to which the family ricognized the influektce of
the environment in shaping the child. To assess this factoi., the
project asked, for example: Are there books in t e /tom0 Does
the family use the library? Is the child taken 6he2oo,the
musesurn, Other places? When the child uses inp Cre6,t, langtage,
is he or she corrected? Does the family...know,.hoW the child is.
doing in school? The answers to these and other'qaestionsrwere
grouped into seven variables. For every :one of the variables,
there were differences; when the children were 6, between the
mothers whose children were in the program a94 the Mothers
of children in the control group. The variable dealing with the
extent to which the family took advantage of community oppdr-
tunities for learning turned out to be a particularly potent
indicator. Gonton is not sure,that the differences between fami-
lies with respect to this factor can be ascribed entirely to the
work of the parent \ educators. However, when the children
were between 2 and the PE's did ertourage the mothers to
take advantage of the libraries' preschoa story-telling.hour and
to use the bookmobile service.

333
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In other work, Gordon and his asdociates have further dem-
onstrated the importance of mother-child interaction. The sub-
jects in this research were 128 mothers and their new babies
from families below the poverty level. Mother-baby interaction
was video taped a number of times, begin'ning when the child
was 3 months old, and tests of infant intelligence were adminis-
tered at the age of 1 year. The outcome: Children whose moth-
ers talked with them rather *than at them, wha gaVe them
interesting things to do, and who encouraged them to stay with
an activity were more likely than other children to score well
on the tests.

Gordon points out that the findings of his studies are similar
to those of other investigators, both in this country and abroad.
"The role of the caring adultI don't want to limit this to the
motherin providing intelleCtual stimulation, security, ahd a
lOving relationship," he says, "seems to make" a fundamental
difference." More than any other siOgle factor, he believes,
such a person's influence early in a child's life, or the lack of
such influence, helps determine not only intellectual compe-
tence but al so. emotional strength and mental health.

Also important were the mother's attitude toward the project
and her view Of locus of controlthat is, whether or not she
thought a person could influence what happened to her, or to
him. The better her attitude when the child was 3 and the
stronger her .belief that she had some control over events, the
'more likely her child would scdre well on the IQ tests at the
age of p.

That's for the4'children as a group. Sex made a difference.
The best predictor in the case of the girls was the extent of the
mother's wiucation. With boys, the best predictors were the
mother's satisfaction or lack of -satisfaction with her appear-
ance and her social relations, and also her attitude 'toward the
project.

Changes in the Mothers

When the University of Florida team was planning the origi-
nal projeet, Gordon hypothesized that one of the results would
be aft increase in the mother's sense of personal worth. Psycho-
logical tests given at the end of the intervention, when the
chiltiren were 3, did not contirm the hypothesis. But interviews
with the mothers'when the children were 6 suggested that the
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project tad indeed brought changes. Compared with mothers of
the controls, significantly .more of the mothers in the project
were married; had ione back to school or takenOult-education
courses; had moved into better housing; were holding a better
job; and were involving their children in neighborhood or com-
munity activities. And sigdificantly more of these mothers
wanted their child to finish high schOol at least; thought that
the child, when grown, should make his or,her own choice of
occupation; reported that their child was doing better academi-
cally than other children; and said that their 6-year-old wait
teaching other children in the family things he or she will
learning in school.

"To do something with parents, to in-
volve them in some way," Gordon ob-
serves, "is becoming part of the general
thOust in childhood education."

There were other hopeful findings when the bbildren were 6.
Mothers who had been in the program all 3 years saw them-
selves% compared with mothers of conerol-group children, as
significantly more involved with their children's development
and learning; more engaged in self-enhancement; more aware
of the child's individuality; and more achievement-oriented and
upwardly mobile.

The investigators infer that;he mothers in the program for 3

years have higher self-esteefdand a greater sense of managing
their own lives 'than mothers of dontrol-group children. Ma/ti-
ers whose children were in the project for 1 or 2 yearh only
were significantly -better than control-group mothers On only
'some of the 'factors listpd.

As an important iiicidental result, Gordon points to the para-
professionals who worked as parent educatorM "If you want to
see what happens with the development of self-concept," he
says, "you, Should\look at that group of woineh. They'Wproud
of themtelves, they;ve grown, and they've sought additional
schooling." Two are\getting their bachelor's degrees at the

,
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university. Many are working at a large institution for the
mentally retarded.

The project has had a wider effect as well. A numbbr of
commsunity mental health centers in Florida are developing
intervention programs, with the emphasis on visiting the
hothes of infants; also, the State legislature has called upon
each school district to involve parents in the educational proc-
ess. Further, Gordon's ideas and those of half a dozen 'other
investigators working along similar lines are being applied in a
number of communities across the Nation as part of the
Follow-Through Program. "To do something with parents, to
involve them in some way," Gordon observes, "is becoming Part
of the general thrust in childhood education."

Now the project.will backtrack. It knows which children have
been identified by the schools as emotionally disturbed and

N. which ones have been assigned to classes for those who have
\ fallen behind. It will now look at what these children were like

\ <when
\The project will also investigate the persistency of nonpersis-

tent \behavior. This much is known: The nonpersistent and
impulkve children in the home learning centersmeaning the
youngstm-who tended to wander around and not focus on-any
one activitwere likely to have a lower-thari-averagq IQ score
at 3. But thii relationship did not hold at 6. Since Gordon views
persistence as a\highly important characteristic from the stand-
point of both achievement and mental health, the children are
being rated on thie\quality by their third- *and fourth-grade
teachers, who do not 'know which students were in the. project
and which were not. When the ratingS are completed, a com-,
puter search will determ* whether or not lack ot persistence
today is related to the samecharacteristic years ago, when the
children were between. 2 and 3.

Class Differendes in Childrearing
6

With respect to the quality of childrearing; the -investigator
emphasizes, the population under study proved to be heteroge-
neoue. The typical mother in the study does less well than the
typical middle-class mother in teaching larigaage, in interact-
ing with the child, in getting the child to read by her owil
interest in'. reading, .and in taking advantage of community
facilities. But there were some families among, those studied

34.1.
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that did these things very well and otherdi 'd 04

, ou
ly at all., "In a middle-class populatio4;
average would be'better but there still a ,n d illir

a very poor job." !
1 ' ..1 ;4 :

"comes from Mary Ainsworth's work wit rin'
Why the difference? "One of the cluesr; ' tot ahrroWilitti:,:,,,

l*,0e-'4.1 ;in Baltimore. $he was studying the ;1 .11ess;; of; the

mother to her children, whicb is general it'Io a40' 41'im

' r. : ,

tant part of parenting. She found that Otit 4thle' Moth; .;

ers were not responsive. A child would, cry, ' they' pust l'et,

him or her cry; another child would ask f i stiAtet 4* and,: ':
1 ,1

simply:be ignored." .1 :1

Similarly, in Florida, parent educatomwho int& kiting 'Y
the' homes of uniVersity professors in connecition f.Wit4 4. il of ..,..

Gordon's stAdies reported that in- some of the !hot 114 in

Was Tissing. Gordon-quotes a typical comment: " e 11 fi '

all, the kid has a room of his Own, and he's got tidy , and I
got this and that. But I don't see:inuch going onln termS'.001,,,
love relationship. I visit in our homes, and the kid may not get 'i..
enough to eat, and he doesn't have privacy, and maybe he is /
physiCally punished. But I also see some warmth." The investi-
gator adds: "4 think:all of the families in this country are in
trouble in some way. All need support of one kind dr another."

He gives; another example. "Middle-class families call us up ,

about being involved in a new project, and we tell them, 'We're
going to be taping you until the child is 1, and we'll need, both ,..
mother and father that whole year.' Then we've had the
nlIfther or the father tel) us, 'Well, we're only going to stick
together until the babkis' born.' They know that already, and
the diOer may even be info natural childbirth with the
mother., What's going to happen,to that child?" He adds: 'Me
can'A, take such couples, of puke, so we're going to har a
somewhat skewed sample, the 'skewed sample comprising what
we used to think of as the conyenti4nal family." . ' ,

JDEAS FOR A PROGRAM OF PREVENTION

If Gordon w,ere doing the study again, he would begin with a
prenatal program-t-simply because he Chinks that the earlier
you can get to the parepta .in helping them understand chil-

dren, the more you can influence them. Also, he would put

342
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more emphasis on helOtirtice parents-to understand "the. af-
fective domain"the world of the emotionsand how it influ-
enCes health and- behavior *and tb reccignize' the difference in

.

, teMperament from child, to child: 'We'know from' the works of
Thomas, Chess, anti Birch in .New-york,". he points out, "that
babies can differ on a numb** of dimensions of tvmperament..
For example, som'e babies need to .be fed i4very 4 h9urs mild
some every 2; some babies sleep more than others; some sleep
more hi the day:than "others and "are up More at night. Brazel-
ton finds much the' same thing in assachusetts. The differ-
ehces seem to be conititutional, y t in the information given
mothers about childrearing they have often been ignored. And

\mothers who have had .experienCe with, or been given informs-

,
tion' about, one or two types of babies may be, 'quite unable, .
without guidance, to adapt their expectations' to a different
type:We have to help parerits lcilow about their child's activity'
ratefor^ extimple, know abouV'their. child's openness to the
etwironment,inow about their child's sensitivity."

GordOn'twOuld.4bib Place greater ifilphatlis on the procesillif."
.interacion1;etvOen paren1 and child And on helping parents
,learti'lltemore tbsponsiv.e to. Pr child. "Responsiveness," he

..
rioted, "takes a" ceq4inZiVel Of pitret1tal self-esteem, self-assur-..... , t .

snce, an4 comfort. It 'als takeita certain level of suppOrt from '

:- eachparen't for the other.parent.!' .

..

I°

The problem with jutti:bg such ideas into .effest, Gordon'
points out, is that they are not simple, so the effort might not
be cheap. "Yet the tenor of' legislatidir is 6 look for simple,
cheap, and fast solutionsand there are none."
..-He feels strongly about finding ways to strengthen the ability

of parents to develop competent and mentally healthy children
on their Own, So he is not looking for "solutions that institu-
tional*. Children earlythat extend school downward to
earliesilyears as an institution. Rather, Um looking for w4
develop supportive services thiat enable families to do.bett r

. ,

than they can do now." .',(
The investigator points tb several trends that matt it diffi-

Cult for families thcsurvive.,"How Can we put the burden for
child*ring on the`family," he asks, "if the society is organiz-
ing. itself in a way that makes ij, impossible for a family to
csrry that burden? What /lie We feally doiwg with the mental
1ealth of parents whek we say, 'You're responsible for raising.

OAP

0
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your kids, but, if you want to succeed in business, you've got to
move''as in the ease of a man I met just the other day, 14
times in 17 yearsto go up the corporate ladder? What are we
doing to that family? Or to a welfare family when we say to the
mother, 'You're. a Korrible woman because you're not workin,
but we're going t6 '1)4 you so little that 'you cannot hire an
adeqUate babysitter to care for yout child, and we are not going I
to set up adequate day-care services.' What happens to her
child if she works?

.

.

"I think we have to look beyond education and beyond
mental health to the largee picture. For instance, North Caroli-
na is developing a large-scale testitig program of 4-year-olds, to
uncover children with problems. But once ihe problems are
uncovered, there is no systeM to do anything about them.
Again, we're putting moneythrough the National Institute of
Mental Health, the Office of Child Development, and other
agencieslinto early diagnosiEi, but we have no eystem to treat
the children once they have been diagnosed. We really ought to
sit do and get a- more synthetica more comprehensive
view t what the whole thing is about. Basically we need a
.program of prevention."

.., , ,,. As a major part of a.preventive program, Gordon would get
tidol entsnvolved with young children. "The American high ,

,..-...---sch 1 is in terrible trouble," he says, "because so many of the')
,- Where they're at and because there is no longer a prixkuctive

.
.students- think that, what they're learning is irrelevant to

t role cor an idolescent in American society. It used to be that a.
boy dr girl could get a job at 14, or even earlier, but not now.

"So we have th4 neelf,for day care, and we- hpve this need
. for giving,itifolescents a productive role. We can meet both -of

these nxieds to.% considerable degree by setting up a child-care
progralnin Ounior and senior high school framework. Adoles-
bents would then not only be performing a productive rslé but
would itlso be learning what is involved in taking carp of a
child. ,

'Then a 13-year-old girl might say to herself, 'My' goodness,
look what it takes to really raise a kid properly,' and she might,
then think twice about having her' first illegitimate child. ,

.. Maybe not; because there are all kinds of peer pressures on
her. But the experience if caring for young children as a part

3 4 4
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of her schooling will certainly have some influence on lfziw she
goes about caring for her own children."

Go don points out that the Office of Education and the Office
of CFkild Development fund a program called "Exploring Child-
hood' that includes academic w6rk in child development and
also s me field experience but; he says, .the program is too
small. lie Ovocates the establishment of good day-care pro-
grams in cdnnection not only wkth schools but also with indus-
trial plants and government agencies, places where many
women with small children work.. "An increasing number of
women with children under. the age of 3," he pointif out, "are
going into and staying in the Work force. So, in the interest of
prevention, we've got to do something to i;elp those children
have good care and to help those mothers supplement and
complement thatcarethrough what they do with those chil-
dren at home in the evenings and on weekends;

'Gordon rates many of the existing day-care programs as very
poor, "because a good prograin costs money and also because
many women don't understand the importance of a devejpp;
mental program," which seeks to help children develop their
innate abilities. "Many women are simply concerned with ga-
ragingwith knowing that their child is being fed and
changed. They don't 'understand thatPthe'whole area of interac,
tion, stimulation, and attention is highly important."

EFFECTS OF 9HANGES IN THE TEACHING STRATEGIES

In a separate pioject, the University of Florida team sqt out
to answer, among other questions, (1) whether people who were
better qualified educationally than paraprofessionals would get
better results, and (2) ,Whether it was more "effective to work
chrough the mothers or directly with the child. There were 128
families, plus 30 controls. \Half the parent educators, like those
used in the first project, were women who had graduated from
high Mchool. The others, considered professionals, were college
graduates who were studying for a master's or a doctor's degree
in education or psychology.

When the children who had received' the workers' slirect
attention were compared with those whose mothers had re-
ceived it, no differences were found at age 1, when the project
ended. Nonetheless, the mothers who had received the direct
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attention were judged to be better teachers than those who had
been 'simply onlookers, of the activities with their children.

As for the professional-paraproftssional isije the families -

accepted the professionals and paraprofessional equally we li k.
the professionals seemed to'be more effective an the parapro\
fessionals in working with the mothers of # rl babies aato be

,
as effective as the paraprofessionals with the Mothers of boy
bahies; the professionals were considerably less effeCtive than
the paraprofessionals in working directly with boy . In any

iefurther studies, Gordon would stick with the psrap fessionals
because the work of a parent educator 'Is a meaningful social ,
job that can be taught to people without advanced education.",.

"PING-PONG," PERSIS.TENCE, AND PROFESSING

Associated with high scores on- evelopmental tests at the
end of the chiOs first year, pirticlarlr in the case oft girls,
was a behavior labeled "ping-pg.'JFnvestigator describes
this as. "a .you-do-something, I-do-something, yoy-do-something,
back-and-forth activity between mother and-child. The mother
elicits, the child responds, the Mother elicits or corrects, the
child responds, the mother elicits, and so ot.' The activity
came to light *hen*video tapes of sessions ahiong pareht,child,
and parent educator were analyzed. Some of the mother-child
pairs ofteri engaged in it even when the child was only 13
weeks old, which was at the start of the study; others at that
time engaged in it rdtely, or not at all. Singe'the parent educa- ,
tor encouraged mothers to be awar6 of add respond to their
babies' activities and vocalizations, this4interaction gradually
increasbd in all the homes. Beginning at.25 weeks, there was a
'consistent relationship between "ping-pong" activity and test
scores.at 1? months,

i,111

A characteristic labeled "persistence",,also was found to be
important. The parent or the parent educator would start the
child on some activity and then step back; The longer the chitd
continued %tall he activity, the hiiher his or her ti-Core QI1
persistence a , on the averaget the greater his dr her develop-
Thental score t the age of 1. "We've been.trying to get teachers
to do this for i long time,"Cordon says, 'N... to show the child
h6w to do so hing and then step back .and let him or-her do

. 3 u
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it. It's interesting to fiqd that persistence makeae differekce
even during the first year of life."

An'other positive pattern was mutual gazing, or eye-to-eye
contact hetween mother ,and child as recorded a number cof -
tithes during the first year. The.amount of brief mutual "gazing
(between 1 and 3 seconds) at 19 weekavgas positively related to
language development at 52 weeks in boys. The athount of
prolonged mutual gazing (over 3 seconds) at a number of poin

'1 during this 1-year study *as positively related to scores on
, h other develppmental test items at 52 weeks, but again only for

boys. 4
A negative pattern turned up as well. Gordon labeled it

"professing""talking Lit, followed by4ta1king at, followed by
more talking at the child withoit being really tuned in to him
or her." It seethed to,be more characteristic of parent educ ors
who were at the professional levelthose with a ter's
degreeand who were working' with bop. Thesit. boys on the
average had lower scores at the age of 1.

EFFECT OF ,SEX 13IFFERENCES

Recently the Florida team started work on a new 1VMH-
supported project to 'investigate differences in nib relationships.'
of parents to their children during the first year of life. The
differences are expected to vary both with the sex ,of the parent
and with the sex of the child: The ileam's earlier work, Gord6n
points eut, seen% to show that the mother's view of herself has
greater influence on boys than .on Olds, while the teaching
relationshipthe ping-pong activity-I-seems to influence the
girls more than theeboys.

The neqc project is confined to middle-class families with.
their first child-40 with a recently born boy and 40 ..with
recently born girl. The hope is to uncover some basic processes
of parenting that influence a child's mental health and that
can be taught to prospective parents.

WORKING TO GET PARENTS INta THE SCHOOLS 4

In addition to directing the ,projects described to thib point,
Gordon heads a team of 15' faculty members and a number of
graduate stodenti, all froM the University of Florida, that has
helped to institute and guide the Federal and State Follow.

t
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Through programs in 11 conimunittes in 10 scattered States.
Included are Jacksonville and Tampa, Houstoni.Chattanooga,
Richmond, philadelphia, Yakima (in the State of Washington),
and one small community each in South Carolina, Arkansas,
Indiana, and Wisconsitt Teams from other universities work in
other commitnitiefi Follow-Throu , a followup of the Head
,Start program, is'Eoncerned children from kindergarten
through third grade.

In the intervention projects for very young children, Gordon
and his associates ere, in the main, training parents to be

',teachers irPthe h e. In the Follow-Through projects, in addi-
tion to increasin parents' skills as teachers of their own chil-
dren at honie, t y areAntroducing parents into the school
system as volunteers, observers and learners, and home visi-
tors. They are trying to get the parents involved also in such
decisionmaking processes as those concerned with the school
system's program aryrbudget. "With such activities," Gordon
says, ."the school becomes a humane Ace whete peoille can
talk with one another rather than a bureaucratia operation
where everybOdy is at a distance:"

Gordon explains why he.likes*to see parents working in the
school. "The more the parents feel that,they have some control
(pier- what's happening- to them and their child, I think the
more effective parents they can be. Parents have been told by
school people fOr many yearsmaybe not in so many words
that they don't know inything aboyt education; so they should
keep their hands off. When that trend is reversed, I think the
,parent gets a feel* of eelfovorth thatis extremely important*
Also, I- think thaf very often parents' feel that the school is an
alien place and that the teachers are getting paid for intidoing
anything much. When a motfier goes into pie school and starts,

., to work, though, she gets a different app`reciation of the teach-
er's job and comee to see her or him in a new light. And the
teacher beginf to see the mother in a new light. When home
and school deVelop a 'common view, nil) beneficiary is both
society and the child."

4
A recent report of Fol1ow4hrough achievements in the cities

for which Gordon is responsible .showed that a surprisingly
high proportion of parents had Volunteered to help teachers in
the classroonl\ The rate ,ranged 'from 27# to 96 percent of the
families samplbd.
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Problems tave arisen, to be sure. "There are some.teachers
who say, don't want anybody-in my rani,' Gordon notes.
"And there ,are smile parents whei say, 'Why should I go to,
WOrk in the school? rm not a teacher; 1 wouldn't knoW what <to
do.' So we try to piegin at the lowest level of agreement. The
teacher may say, 'Weil, if that mother wants to come and
watch how her kid's behaving, okayshe can come.' So we
start there. If she,Says, 'Well, if she wants to help me fix a
bulletin board, I'll tell her what to pin up,' :we'll start there.
We start wherever the two of them feel theY could be comfort-
able with each other and.gradually try to move them to*ard
higher levels of work."

The paraprofes8ionals-4e parent educatorshave helped
the process by 'talking to teechers about the activities the moth-
ers have learned and suggesting that mothers be invited to
demonstrate these in the school.

Gorden calls the Follow-Through program "the be4 concept
the Goyernment has ever had for intervention with school chil- '
dren. Before this program, the Govellrnment would give money
directly to the school system, With the result that when the
money died, the program died, too. Or the Government would
fund scholars to develop ideas, with no way of getting the ideas
into the real world. In Follow-Through, In contrast, a group of
university people with ideas have been tied together with a
group of local school systems, and both have worked hand .in
hand in developing, implementing, and evaluating changes." At
the beginning, the Florida teamthrough which Federal sup-
port is channeledbore responsilaility for the programs in its
communities, but the team has gradually disengaged itself, and
the programs are, now mainly in the hands of the local school
systems and parents. Most of the systems could go ahead on
their own, Gordon believes, even if Federal suppott diminished.

As an example of whet has happened, this investigator cites
the Follow-Through program in Yakima, Washington, where
the public schools are served by more than 40 parent advisory
boards. Many of the boards are concerned with curricular and
extracurricular activities at individual schools; fifteen deal with
vocational guidance; others serve specialized programs, such as
the one for the education of migrants.

Moreover, from September to Februal of leecent school
year, parents contributed more than 14, 00 hours of school-
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related work. Parental activities included helping students
overcome scholastic troubles, advising gtudents with other prob-
lems, and assisting in such activities as a book fair. During the
same period, school gersonnel made almost 11000 horhe visifs
to discuss educational opportunities and problems with parents
and children. Conferences with the parents of all' elementary
student§ are held twice a year. i score of Parent-Teacher-
Student Associations have been orgallized.

The schbol district's Career Awareness Center lists more
thad 850 community resource people who have volunteered as
classroom speakers, conductors of field trips, and occupational.
advisors. The center handles 350 requests a month (from stu-
debts and teachers.

To increase communication between the home and the.
school,. the yigh school has instituted the Guide Teacher Pro-
gram. Eachf guide teacher is assigned 30 students; who are
counseled at least once a week, on a one-to-one basis, concern-
inr academic, ,personal, and career quesaons. Before school

c opens in the fall, guide teachers visit each home. "One guide
teacher to 30 students," said the high school in announcing the
program, "is much better than one guidance counselor to 400
students."

IN THE INTEREST OF A COMPETENT AND MENTALLY
HEALTHY CHILD

In view of Gordon's experienceewith children at, risk and
their parents, what would he tell someone who asked, "What
can I do to help make sure that my baby will be of good
emotional health and have a sound mind? What can I do to
help prevent emotional maladjustment or underachieVement?"

Gordon responds: "The first thing I would say is, 'Relax and
enjoy your ihild. Don't get anxious. Realize that over the years
you will probably make a variety of mistakes but that what
gets communicated to the child is not the trauma of any specif-
ic act of yours but your own overall attitude.

"'Sit down with your partner and talk openly about what the
- two ofiyou think is important, what your hopes and expecta-

tions for a child are, how you think a child should behpve. One
thing that gets kids into trouble is diffetential behavior by the
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parentswhen one parent allows and the Other parent disal-
lows.

.

"The first things a child needs are order, and continuityv and
security. This means that you and your partner have to have
some areas of agreement. on how to raise this child. Authorities
by and large do not agree that there is only one right way to
raise a chile: But Ahey do agree thatAhe child should not be
subjected to varying types of rearing. And tboy do think, with
reason, that a completely chaotic, permissive environment is
destructive. There must be some rules, there must be_some
regulations, there must be some standards.'

"The second thing I Would say is: 'You need to develop smne
sensitivity gs to the individuality of your child and not hold
him up agaihst some external no`rms. You'll hear a good deal, if
you talk to authorities on child development, about the impor--
tance of stimulation. You need to realize that the most stimu-
lating thing in a child's environment is the adultriot a toy,
not a mobile, not a:fancy crib, but interaction with another
human being. riaget says that the most interesting object in
the child's world is the mother. I would say that the father is
just as critical. -

"If you choose to have a child, both of you must set aside
some portion of the day--.-even if you are both workirigthat
belongs exclusively to die child. You don't have to put it on a
schedule. You don't want to say: "Now, kid, it's 5 o'clock. I'm
going to interact with you until 5:15 arid then go have my
martini." That child sometimes needs you more than he needs
anything else. If you're going to have a child, that's your first
obligation. A

"Even if one of the parents is home, the child doesn't need
constant care. You don't have to be bothering him 24 hours a
day. Some people used to say that the Isrpli kibbutz-2e com-
munal settlementwould destroy the fantly. But it has been
shown that a child of the butz is just as much attached to
the.parent as other chil en ar That's because a part of each
parent's day is thexhild's time.

"Of course, if the parent is horn during the day, the interac-
tionthe fun, the play, the dialogue may be at odd moments:
2 'minutes here, 6 minutes there, 30 s onds somewhere else.

"Another thinwto realize is that you ca not separateif you
are at

1
homechild care from child development. This means
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that while you're changing a diaper, for example, you's have an
'opportunity to look at your child's face and smile. While r.z)u're
dressing a child, you can rub a tuinmy. While you're feeding
the child, you can talk. These are not simply physical care
timesi they are also learning 'time's. The things to do are
simple, yet they are important to the child's emotional and
intellectual, development:---and they don't require any extra
time."

Gordon.adds: "Those are the sort of things that typically the
lower-class n1othp does 'not do. And they tire increasingly the
sort ,of, thing he middle-class mother .does not do either2v

'For. instance, Gordon finds middle-class parents nfore and
more interested in books on basic child development. He attri-
butes this to a number of factors, stloh as the increased isola-
tion ofoyoung peoede from .their own parents (who, it iS pre-

.

sumedit would have some folk knowledge concerning babies to
impart tpt their own offspring), and also to the fact that many
young parents have never handled iilfants prior to having their
own. Given such isolation and inexperience, they turn to the.
professionals fo{guidance. While parenting may be in part
good intuition, it appears from the work of people such as Dr.

Gordon that it can a%o be given a substantial boost by appro-
priaie, well-timed training. Such training may be vastly im-
proved by the dissemination of understandable information as
to how to provide such traiging. (
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Foster parents aie discussing a crisis in the life of a little girt
in their chargea crisis that also deeply affects their own Byes._ "2

The girl's natural mother has appeared after 4 years of absence
and demanded that she have her daughter with her for Christ-
mas. The social worker directed the foster parents to comply
with the mother's requem. When the natural mother came to
get the little girl, the child, unable to remember her natural
mother, was frightened.

Foster Mother: Al, I'mtso mad I could scream! Imagine
the nerve of that social worker, telling us that Mary

baby-- t hopheaded woman isn't fit to touch he',
would Christmas with her mother. She's our

Foster Father: We've had Mary since she was 1 year
old. We're her mommy and aaddy and haye been for 4
years. Where was her mother then! Remember how
dirty, hungry, and scared ihe was when the social
worker brought her to us? That social worker doesn't
know what's going on. She's 'never seen how that
*man acts. .

The words are not spontanebus. The couple is reading from
script on the table before them. But the actors are real foster
parents, and the situation has direct and immediate meaning
for them anil for the other foster parents whe are listening
attentively.

*See note at end of chaer.

887
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When the reading is over, the instructor calls for comments.
Most of the foster parents have opinions. The majority are
hostile toward the natural mother and the social worker. One
man tries to take a broader view: "You have the 'child all year
round and you'll have her back. Why cafi't you be generoAa
enough to let her go for Christmasr"I'he others disagree. If the
mother loved the child, she wouldn't wait4tyears to visit. If She
loved the child, why is the child in foster cart.'0\

Theiroster parents move from comments on the script to real
lifp problems and grievances.",One woman is about s.to lose a
child she has had for 1 1/2 years. According to anothert..thoi
courts will take a child away merely at a natural parent's
request. One complains that her social worker does not. visit
enough; another praises her social worker. All the members of
the class have foster children and all have run into probleths
they would like to discuss.

This is a'beginners' class and there is a great deal of ground
to cover. The role of the social workgr.and her relationship to
foster parents must be explored. The problems of the natural
parents must be understood. The network of involved people
foster parents, natural parents, social workers, agenciesneeds
tO'be clarified since, in essence, they`are all working toward a
coinmon goal of what i best for the child.

THE PROJECT

The script is used in a course given as Part of astern Michi-
gan University's Foster Parent Training Ptoject, which is
funded by the National Institute of Mental Health's Center ,for
Studies of Metropolitan Problems. The .class is composed of
foster parents seeking to improve their skills for the unique job
of taking, care of other people's children. Part of the class
format involves role playing- the difficult 'situations which
foster parents frequently experience and discussing how to
handle them.

Requests for help from foster parents' asiociations led to the
development of the Project by Drs. Patricia Ryan arid Bruce L.
Warren, both associate professors of sociology at Eastern Michi-
gan University. They _designed a program to equip foster par-
ents in various Michigan counties with specialized skills to
meet the needs of the children in-foster care. According to Dr.

3 to.0
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Ryan, 'If any ,group of parents; is justified 01 feeling the need
.for help, foster parents should be first.on the list.

Many people love children and are willing to take them into ,

their homes, even at considerable personal expense. It costs the
State only a fraction of the cost of institutionalization to keep a
child in a foster home. The U.S. Children's Bureau estmates
that there is' a yearly average of 350,000 children in foster-
family-care homes. As some children ,move out of foster care,
new ones enter. The luality of their experiences while in care
dependS largely ori the foster parents. Dr. Ryan recognized that
many of the families caring for. foster children were not,pre-
pared to handle the children's special needs. She and her staff
believe that foster children are the collectivè responsibility of
the entire community, but that the specific needs of children
are best met in a.family

Ideally, foster parents prolnde a farnily, home, .and security P

for these children. Since all 'of the. children' haire been separat-
ed from the only homes they know, they bear scars That other
children generally do not. Dr. Ryan says, "Children blanie
themselves for' idhat happened to' them.. Why did Mamp die?
Why did. Papa go away? These events- are seen as rejections;
and the child feets he must have deserved them in someoWay
. *It often happens that children seem to get along well hi
foster care until adolescence when the situation deteriorates.
Foster parents, whose training,enables them to handle a child's
identity problems, can provide a home in which the child will
not feel rejection and fn which the normal developmental crisis
of adolescence will not cause a secure placement to' break
down."

THE CHILDREN

Foster children are under the supervision of welfare agen-
cies, public and private. Unlike orphans, most of these children
cannot be offered for adoption (and thus given petmanent
homes) because theimnatural parents are still living and will
not agree to release them. Society often helps families iri crisis
stry together, but *is reluctant*to terminate the rights of
natural parents ,to :their children if 'there is any possibility the

4amily may eveitually be able to provide a suitable home for
A
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' them. Many foster children remain Ui a.kind of _limbo of tempo-
rarY.care, with little hope of a reasonably quick solution. :

., About one-fourth.otethe national population of 'c 'Oren living
' outside their families are. in institutio* and group., brnes. The

rest live in foster homes. By definition, foster care 'is a tempo-
rary arrangement. But it may go on year after yearfor some.
children home after home--,-until the children are grown. Dr.
%%an,- it; oppoded to this: "Semething must be done defmitely,
and early enough, to give tbp child a permanent home before

,. the damage to his feelings Iridentity and trust takes place."

THE TRAUMA OF SEPARATION.,

All children -removed from their parents, even infants, expe-
rience separation ;trauma, although it may be 'Manifested differ-
ently depending on the.child's age and situation. Thus, children
come to foiter parents traumatized in ways 'that natural par-
ents seldom see. If the children have moved fr8m home to
:,hOme, their trauniatzation May be cpmpounded. Some chid-
'Oen, after being cont.' o rt, deliberately bring on fur-

,.

ther rejection by Creating uati6ns in a new foster home.
; . What these traumatized children need and are entitled tp is

a stable home. If the 'natural parents ',cannot provida,4i adop-
tion would be the ideal alternative. But law and custonkinake
adoption difficult, even When the natural pitrenth "conient to
such an actidn. When'the natural parents are oppotecito ter*:

4. nation of their rights to the child, it may take.many years 'from
the time- action ife taken until the child for adoption
and this time is crucial pe is of the Chit 's life.

In order to help the foster realize what the child is
- feeling, Dr': Ryan asks the fos arents to remember how it

felt When- they lost someone. Then, in order to better under-
stand a chIld's behavior, foster parents are taught thp various
stages of separation trauma the child goes through.lt is i'fbrna
'cf mourning with several stagefFirst, th t. child protest& and
deniT"How' could it happen? There must be some mistake."
This is Tollowed by shock and nUmbness., Then there is tremen-,
dous anger. The child lashes ou4 and, in -effect, cries "Why
meZ" The child blames the parent fop dying or the doctor who
said the parent was ill. At this-stage, the foster parent may

-..easily misunderstand-what is happening. When the anger lets

' oft
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up, the child often sinks into despair, Finally, the child begins
to accept the situation.

In addition to recognizing these stages, foster parents are
jhelped to develop techniques with which to handle each phme.
They are then able to help the children come to grips with
their feelings &put themselves and about their natural par-
ents. The clmses also teach the foster parents how to cope with
the ambivalence that childreh develop as they become attached
to the foster family and help to prepare the foster parents for
their own feelings of separation when the child moves.

FOSTEKPARENTING

.Parenting is not instinctual. Regardless of the experience
foster parents have had with their own children, they often
find fostering very *different. Few have had formal training in
child growth' and development. According to the Project news-
letter, "Foster parenting is parenting-plus." Fostering may in-
volve handling many children of many different -ages at one
time. (Michigan law allows foster parents to take up to four
foster children at a time if they have no more than four of
their, own.) Foster parents may have children further apart or
closer teitether in age than most families. The children arrive
at times. of crisis 'or under extraordinary circumstances. For
example, Dr. Ryan tells of a foster family who was cAlled at 2
a.m. and asked if they could take six children at 2:30 a.m. until
some other provisions could be made.

Foster parents also have special pressures that normal par-
ents do not have. They are under ongoing , supervision. Vey
have legal obligations to the agency, the natural parents, and
the children. Although foster parents are reimbursed by State
or local governments for some of othe expenses involved, few
'receive full reimbursement for what they spend on the chij-
dren. Michigan's reimbursement allowance is only 80.percent
of what Federal guidelines estilite to be the amount required
fOr expenses of a child on a modWate scale.

Dr. Ryan feels strongly that foster parenting is a job (like
any other job)' that requires training and formal status require-
ments. She says, "Foster famtlies shouldn't be considered 'prob-
lem families' under agency supervision. Foster-parents are
really agency staff, providi4 a service as important as that

fr
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provided by most professionals who deal with children . . For
more effective service to the child, foster parents should be
included in present and future planning . . . foster parent

, training should be viewed as in-service training."
Consequently, the Foster Parent Training Project not only

offers., single courses but also awards a specialized Foster
Parent Ctrtificate after completion of four courses or 80 hours
of instruction.

In planning the Project, Dr. Ryan also took into considera-
tion that foster pirents, with j9be and with children to raise,
need to be practical people; they must believe that the time in
class is well spent. Therefore, class content must sPecificany
address the problenis these parents encounter; daises should
be conveniently located so as not to waste travel time andthe
flexible enough to dilow for family disruptions; and the Project
should offer some reimbursement for, babysitting and travel.

The Michigan Department of Social Services, in recognition
.of the value of such training, pays the tuition for foster parents
supervised by their county agencies, plus $4 to each trainee for
each session attended to jjefray transportation and babysitting
costs. Some of the county juvenile courts and private agencies
do the same for foster.parents under their jurisdiction. Addi-
tidnal support comes from scholarships offered to foster parents
by a few of the community colleges.

CURRICULUM AND COURSES

During the first year, courses were offered for 2 1/2 hours .
once a week, fn 6-wEtek sessions. Course schedules and sites
were deMgned for maximum convenience of the foster parent s,.
and class size was kept small, about 20426 per class, in order to
maintain a peisonal atmosphere. Instructors were carefully Se-
lected on the basis of their iirofessional qualifications and their
personal ability to work with foster parents; theY were then
given curriculum, materials, course outlines, evaluation guides,
and an intensive training program.

The trainees, most Of who)gi had experience raising children
and foster children, helped to determine class content and em-
phasis, either by request or by their responses to:a question-
naire (excerpts in Appendix) administered before..the classes
started, or by trial and error while the classes proceeded. Feed-
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back wts encouraged and used to modify course content as the
year progressed. 'They may lack theoretical knowledge," says
Dr. Ryan; "but they bring a lot of commonsense, experience,
and concern to their jobs." 0

..

The first eight courses offered by the training program dealt
with: A

Child development At all ages, both for ordinary children
and for children with exaggerated behavior indicating emo-

.
tional problems.
Conditions. and situations that lead to the plitcement of
children in foster care, and what thei mean in terms of
future behaVior and adjustment. ,

'Ole role of foster parents and the function of the agency in
helping children.
The consequences of separation trauma.
How foster parents influence the 'child's behavior, both for.
shortpterm management andiong-tt;rM growth. A'

Vg'pecific needs of children with special problems:' retarda-
tion, emotional and physical disabilities, problems of adoles-
cence and minority status; what to expect from such chil-
dren; how to handle and_care for them.

. ASV 4

How foeter parents meet' probleMs in deali* with schools
fot ordinary foster children ak well as those with special
problems.
Community resources available to the parents. °

These cotirses were then altered, expanded, and modified as
information and demand increased. py the spring of.19/7, 20
courses had been developed: Issuev id Fostering (Course outline

appears V Appendix); The Thrdejamilies of the Foster Child
and Their Role in His Eletifbnal Development; Fostering In-
fants; Fostering the PreScheol Child; Fostering the School-Age

Fostering the Teenager; Guiding the Sexual Develop-
ment dig the Foster Child; Fostering the Mentally Retarded
Child' (I & II); FostersIng tha Physically Handicapped ,Child;
Handlini Lying, Dishonesty, and Destructive Behpvior (Codrse
outline jappears in Appendix); Fostering the Child with Emo-
tional *isturbance (I & II); Fostering the Batiered and Abused
Child; Communicating with the Professional; Working With
Natural Families; All' Under One Roof; Human Developments".

4
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Stages; Leial Aspects of Fostering; and Planning and Assessing
for Your Foster Child.

When foster parents expressed difficulty understanding and
relating to the natural parents, the social worker, or the foster
child,'uontent and material were again modified to meet these
concerns. Foster Parents learned that:

The world as they know it is not necessarily the one which
the child perceives. In oraer to help the child, they must learn,
aomething about his wory. For instance, what are the "Three
Families of the Foster Child?" The first is his natural family..
The second is ihe limiter family with which the child lives. The
third/is the child's fantasy. The fantasy fat*ly_ may start as a
make-believe family but, as time passes, the diild comes to
believe in the reality of this family. They may even tell their
classmates about this family so they will not be considered
diffefent. The fantasy family is a glamorization of the tiailtrEil
family: The father who has stopped drinking and will sootr
bring the family together again in a new house; the mot*
who sends many presents and will soon come for the child.
Wit1iout knowledge of the child's fantasy family, foster parents
may fail to understand what lies behind the child's behavior
and maim wrong Judgments or otherwise respond inappropri-
atel What appears to be simple lying may sometimes be
be te understood as confudion about how it -actually is and
how we would like it to be.

Some foster xhildren have problems that r ire special care
and understandingphysical handicaps, retardation,
emotional disturbances, and adolescent c special courses
train foster parents to work with these chi dr n as. an alterna-
tive to institutional placements. Foster families learn how to.
work with these children and learn about community resources
available to such children. They'learn how to assess the child's
needs, the child's progress, and how to develop plans to help

...them grow and develop. They learn how to work cooperatively
with other professionals to assure that the child has the best
possible care.

BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS'
rib

To understand a child's behavior doe% not necessarily mean
to accept or condone it. While the classes try to shift the

, 361
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emphasis away from rigid codes, they also teach foster parents
how to handle behavior that hurts the child, hurts others, is
illegal, or causes trouble. As Dr. Ryan states, "A child can't be
allowed to throw himself downstairs repeatedly. He or she can't
be allowed to swallow armhole bottle of aspirin. We can't let
one child attack another with haMmer. Our trainees have
had children who did all these things."

The foster parents must discover wheth-
er their attitudes and standards are con-
sistent . . . .

Destructive behaviors are distinguished from the cautionary
("yellow sight") or the permissible ("green light") behaviors and
are accordingly called "red light behaviors." If the foster par-
wits cannot control these behaviors, they must get outside help.

But all behavior must be evaluated in context. For iristance,
should a child's calling some other child dirty names always be
under absolute prohibition? Says Dr. Ryan, "Although verbal
abuse is not condoned, it may be an improvement over the
child's former practice of physically attackdng others. Thus the
foster parents ean focus on teaching the child more appropriate
ways of handling anger. Another poesibility is that a child may
have been exposed to such language in his natural family and

understarid that these words are 'offensive to others."
of the most popular courses is "Handling Lying, Dishon-

esty, d' Destructive Behavior." A close examination of this
clam xernplifies the Project's approach to other courses. The
foster ients learn to ask, "Why might a child behave like
this? Why does this behavior upset me.so much? How might I
be conttibuting to the child's behavior? How might I teach the
child more appropriate ways to behave?"

The parents are asked to list the reasons ;they think a child
might lie Are there any reasons why foster cbildren might be
more 'apt to lie than other children? What, about wish-fulfill-
ment? Could some of thern have learned to lie in order to make
their way in an unusually difficult work!? What about the lag
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in development that might occur in children who are wilder
prestaire?

What about stealing? Are foster thildren more likely to
steal? Could stealing objects be a substitute for other needs
that are not fulfilled? Could children who own so little have
different ideas of property rights? The foster parents explore
their own values and attitudes with the aid of questions such
as:. "Your foster child finds an expensive toy car .in the school
hall. He brings it home. Permissible? Not permissible?"

The foster parents must discovei whether their attitudes and
standards are consistentdo they apply equally., stern stan
ards to themselves? "You find an expensive watch in
tor at work. You take it home, but don't wear it/at work.
Permissiblt for me? Not permissible for me? Commu ity would
disapprove?"

Toward the end of the course manual there is a skf about
lying and stealing. It casts two foster parents with two children
of their own (Ji a boy, and X, a girl) and two foster children (A
and B, both boys). A is 15,t bright, talkative, likable, and eager
to please; but this foster home is hittitiftli. B is younger and
more docile; this is his fourth foster home.

Someone has been taking family possessions, and the father
decides that the time has come for a family talk. A responds

I

brightly that in his other foster homes people used to steal a
good deal trom him because his natural mother, a famous
opera singer, would come in for whirlwind visits and give him
wonderful gifts from all over. He explains why he tas no
pictures of his parentsthey too fvere stolen.

K likes A, but, becoming irritated, says that A has been
telling similiar stories at school, and it has become embarrass-
ing. The father -reprimands K,,but he also reminds A gently
.that he has spoken to the social worker about the .mother and
knows the truth. A becomes quiet. They go to the living room
to continue the discussion. The wood' for the fireplace is low,
and B, who is normally quiet, suddenly volunteers to get the
wood from the garage, insisting that he will do it alone. Cur-
iotts, the father follows him and finds a paper bEig with the
missing articles in it.

The boy at first denies stealing; then he asks if the foster
parents are gding to send him away. "That's what they always'
do . . . vend me away.". The boy begs him not to tell the others.

4.
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But the foster father insists that families cannot hide. things
Thfrom one anothe eVen unpleasant things. ey do llot hate

him; they will t send him away. Nothing jptiotis need
happen. But they re htuiti and they do hate stealing. "We will
have to do some very serious talking."

The foster parent has been gentle and reassuring. But he has
let the boys know that lying and stealing are not acceptable.an
a .warm, secure home perhaps such behavior won't be neces- .

,

nary. When children tie or Steal, they are trying to say some-
thing, and foster parents should be prepared to hear the mes
sage they are end .

-

"What we are trying to to the foste(plrents is that
s

many of these children have d rotten break, but you call .

still help the c ild have a g h experience." But, Dx.
Ryan insists, the oder parents must ()ay listen to the child,
to hear what he dr . e is trying,to say, whether with words or
actions. "When a dhild asks why the tural mother doesn't
visit, he may really be asking, 'Does Muna really love me?'
Foster parents shouldin'A, raise false 'hopeè, but neither, do they
have to belittle the natural Parents."

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT

The first training site was set up at the Center for the
Handicapped, run by. the City of Detroit Department of Parks
and Recreation, where a chapter of the Foster Parent Aisoci-
ation was already holding regular meetings. The location was
advantageous since it was convenien4\for the majority of poten-
tial trainees on the east side of Detroik

Lists of foster parents licensed by the Wayne County DePart-,
ment of Social Services were obtainei. Qt3estionnaires were
sent out. Thoee /in the eight zip-code frees Aloiest` to the site
were sent invitations to attend thlrfirst Clegg Although foster-
partnt participation is voluntary, a pattern developed that was
to be repeated with each expansign of the program: The re-
sponsetestifying to the extent of the needwas greater thati
anticipated. Instead Of the single class that had been planned,
tiro classes Were styted on November 6, 1974. 'rhirty-six stu-
dents with a broad range of backgrounds enrolled: The mean
age was 50 years, the mean educational attainment was 11.4
years, and 90 percent were black.

%
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\ Discussions with both parents and worker's made it clear that
the parents were primarily concerned with two major areas:
How to terent the children and how rto handleor work most
effectively withthe agencies. The first two classes concentrat-
ed.on these areas. -

When this first group of trainees was questioned about what
they thought of the training after completing the introductory
courses, a majority found the classes "very interesting." Only 3
percent responded "not very interesting," while 87 percent felt
that they could do "a much better job" as foster parents as a
result 'of the tiaining. Nevertheless, 25 percent said they would
not take the classes next term because of the pressure under
which they operated.

Hoibever, when invitations were sent out again to westside
Wayne County parents for introductory classes to be held at
the Stf. James United Church of Christ's at Dearborn, more
people applied than had been expected. Instead of the two
classes scheduled, three were started in ganuary 1975.

It was decided very early.0 keep the presentation of the
material flexible by develoOkig modulestirtwo classes togeth-
erthat could be combined into.any arrangement that might
seem most beneficial for a particular group at a particular time
and for an instructor with a particular style. The instructor
wag to lead, never to dominate. There was to be little reliance
on lectures. The foster parents would learn from one another,
or together, with the instrudtor acting as a resource person,
moderator, or group leader.

Drs. Ryan and Warren consider it vital that the instrular
develop class procedures which enable foster parents to feel
comfortably open with one another. To accomplish this, the
first session of each course includes what is called "unfolding."
Each person, starting with the instructor, introduces himself,
then gives poligonal information and relates personal experi-
ences that miiht have special metining for other foster parents.
An instructor who was a foster child, or is II foster parent, can
strike an immediately responsive chord.

New courses were developed to be used l'or workshops at the
Third. and ,Fourth Annual Foster Parent Education Conference
in 1975 and 1976. The Project staff was invited by the Michigan
Foster Parent Association to participate. The conference work-

, shops turned out to be especially valuable as both a source of

36p
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new ideas and as ai,testing ground. They allowed identification
of new professiona s who could be recruited and trained for the
program and mier a mechanism' for disseminating Project in-
formation to a statewide audience. Thui, the workshops con-
tributed importantly to the development of new courses and
sites.

During the spring of 1975, new and more accessible sites
were chosen for Wayne County, and one site was established in
adjoining Washtenaw County, even though there is no foster-
parent association there. In the fall of 1975, two sites were
added 'in Genessee County. The Projett has continued to grow,
adding new material .a,nd offering classes over a wider geo-
graphical area. Funds from the State of Michigan Department
of Education, under Title I of the Higher Education Act, al-
lowed expansion into 15 additional counties in southern Michi-
gan.

By the end of 1977, classes were being offered in 24. counties
in cooperation with Michigan's community colleges. This is
viewed as the beginning of a statewide program to provide
foster-parent training to all of the foster parents in. Michigan.
By December 1977, it is expected that.1,500 foster parents will
have received over 12,000 hours of instruction from over 70
instructors. More than 150 foster parents will have earned
their specialized Foster Parent Certificate.

Presently; two half-time field coordinators locate future
training sites and potential instructors. They also meet with
agencies and foster-parent associations to discuss proposed
classes and to obtain information about specific needs in. each
location. For instance, they recently had to cancel classes in
three of the more rural counties when they started too late in
the spring and interfered with the planting season. They also
ascertained that daytime classes were unPopular in rural apd
small metropolitan areas and rescheduled tfiem for eve g.

The Foster Parent Training Project has an Advisory rd,
composed of foster parents from each of the areas served,
which meets bimonthly at Eastern Michigan University to
review new programs and make suggestions concerning future
policy decisions. The Project also publishes a newsletter, Foster-
ing Ideas, to keep foster parents intormed of new occurrences.
Several workbooks, course outlines, and manhals have been
com eted; t ese materials are distributed in draft form to
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encourage constructive criticism from users in order to reshape
thern into more effective materials. As time allows, staff mem-
bers are available to discuss the material* with interested
groups or to lead workshops on selected topics.

As Dr. Warren, the Associate Director, says: "The program
has demonstrated that an extensive curriculum can be present-
ed over a wide geogrpPhical area . . . wheri cooperation and
coordination exist among a university, several community col-

leges, numerous public and private child-welfare agencies, 'and

foster-parent associations."
Plans for 1977-78 include continued expansion of the Project,

with the eventual goal of bringing classes within the reach of
every foster parent in Michigan, thereby affecting the lives of
many thousands of foster children in the State.

The Project expeets to reach the following goals:
A self-suppirting training program available to all foster
parents in ichigan throughout the academie-nar.

Establishment of a Professional, Foster Parent Certificate
recognized by child welfare agencies.
A detailed description of the procedures leading to certifica-
tion as a Professional 'Foster Parent.

a A detailed evaluation of the program for use by agencies in
other States.
Training materials and guides such as workbooks, readers,
and other aids for use in foster parent training projects.

Dissemination of curricula, bibliographies, techniques,
and other materials through conferences, workshops, news-
letters, speeches, and journal articles.
Special training for foster parents of physically and mental-
ly handicapped children that Would equip them to perform
as full-fledged members of agency teams dealing with the
probtms of such children.

It is expected that once the statewide program is operating,
the Project will be supported by State and agency fur$s. At
that time the Foster Parent Training Project,of Eastern ichi-

gan University .and its directors believe -that their mairi unc-
tion will be to provide resource, Coordination, and guidance.
Financial resources will be needed to provide 'six statewide

3 6
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,

'coordinators to ensure that things continue to run smoothly
and to maintain standards.
, The Foster Parent Training Project demonstrates the feasi-

bility of proyiding comprehensive training !and support for
foster parents', Eventually, it is hoped, the Project will serve as
a model for the training of foster parents on a nationwide
basis.

Research Grant: MH 25044
* Contract Writer - 278-76-0039(SP)
Principal Investigator: Patricia Ryan,. Ph.D.

Director, Foster Parent Training Proj-
ect

Department of Sociology,
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
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Appendix

The survey form that is used to identify areas
around which classes are developed is too long to in-
clude in its entirety. Short excerpts of sections illus-
trate the types of information southt.

Two Cpurse outlines used by project instructors in
training fcister parents are included to show how fos-
tering skills are prombtcd.

1

4

4

4
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,

TOSTER PARENT ArrifUDEAURVEY

Please read the following questions and put a checkmark ne to the answer that
. comes closest toexpressing your feelings. This is not, test but we will find. it helpftil
to know -haw the people in the class feel about .foster parenting and the areas in
which they :mould like more infOffination.

. ,

Foster mire is necessary becaqse the natural parent is totally inadequate to care for
- : the child. V, -

Always true _____ Usuilly true ____ Almost never true
Maintaining contact between/the foster child and his natural family assists the child
in knowingbimself. , , .

,_ Always true _Usually true Almost never true
Most foster children should nOtieturn to their own home.

Always.true . Usually true ... . Almost never true.,_. .

Developing self-worth in the foeter child is the sillkle most important task of the
foster parents. ,

Always true Usually true _ Almost never true
A foster' child's misbehavior is an indication that he doesn't like his foster family.

Always true Usually true _ Almost aleei true.
Titre is no good excuse for a child's breaking things in anger. , ..,

Strongly agree Agree Disagree .._,L,_. itrongly disagree
Children who takt part in sex play become sex criminals when they grow up._ Strongly agree _ Agrek: .1! Disagree ___ Strongly
There la no ,reason parents should have their own way aethe time, any more th
that children should have their own way all the time. ..

Strongly agree Agree __,.. Dissiree _..._ Strongly disagree
Adopting a foster child allows ereryone to forget that he once had another family.

_. Strongly agree Agree .1.............._ Disagree _ Strongly disairee
Once a child starts on drugs, there is no hope fa him. .Strongly agree Agree _ Disagree _ Stroke; disagree
Foster children have to learn that ihey cannot have the same amount of crothes and
toys that the natural children in the family have. . - ,

Strongly agree ...:!...._ Agree Disagree .,.....:,.:11.tronglY disagree

A child with a bad background is likely to turn out like his natural parents no matter
what anyone does.

_ Strongly agree A Disagree Strongly disagree
It is up to the worker or agency to det if a fosterchild needs counseling.

. Strongly agree _...4. Agree Disagree _ Strongly disagree
Childhood stealing is very likely to lead a child into a life of crime. .

Strongly agree . Agree _ Disagree _ Strongly disagree
child should never lie to his foster parents. e

Strongly agree Agree _Moore %___ Strongly.disagree
Unless a child has a physical Problem, wetting his bed is a sign ofiaziness._Stuns* Wee - Agree Disagree _ Stmngly disagree
Poster children shduld be grateful to the family that cares for them.

Strongly agree Agree '.' Dittagree °. Strongly disagree

3 7 0
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)
Foster chlldpho. ave been sexually .;bused are w bad influence Oh the natural
chikirin in t& family.

Strongly agree ..L._. Agree Disagree Strongly disagree
,

- ...

Running arny from a foster home is a'sign 'that the child should- not be returned to.:

. that home, .
.

- Strongly agree ...._ Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

Foster chilctr1lty need more rules than nitural children do.
) ttongly agree . " Agree .DiAstfirCe

. .

Stronglihisagree
. .

6mnie's frater parenn took her -to The doctor when she suddenly became ill. The

loctor said her appendix must .come out Lilo' day ,or two. What should the foster

pare'nts do?. -.., .. , . .'

. Agree to-iurkery ' ...-."Call Connie's pahnts
Ask friends fokadvice ___.:. Call saga! worker

After not visitiug for A long Bine, Johnny's ;nother phoned, unexpectedly. She wants . .

to see hint today, but the foster mother has made. othenplans. What should the
fatter mother do? . t

- _..! Call her **worker about the matter
___ Refuse to Allow Johnny'smother tO vitit

ea

i...3--. Allow Johnny's mother to iisit
Other: Explain .

.' Who do you thini Should 'take the most res7ibility for handling the foster child
.. . lothe following arm?

.
.

Talking to the teachen when thechild is.istrouble at school.-
Social wofker? Natuial'parent? .
Foster parent? Someone else? Who?

Buying dotes for the child.
Social Worker? Natural parent?
Foster.parent? Someone else? Who?

Deciding which church the child should attend.
Social worker? ___Alitural parent?

__IFoster parent? ...__,__..11hreone else? Who?

We know that childeen are (Afferent but would like you to think of the age at which
you can usually expect a child to do certain things.

For instance, it what age would you expect a child: . ..,

To be able to sit up by himself? ' -

..

. To start Walking? ,

To stsly dry during be ay?
..e

To feed himself without Go much mess?
To stop soiling his pants? A-

To stay dry all night?
a

.1

t To play iirfront of the houee or ,,,.

4 on Mack without constant supervitiOn? '

. / To crnss.streets alone? . .

To be able to teke i bus by himself?
To be able to count lo 101

We would like yosgte think; eb.it some of the problems you have as a foster parent..
Let's start with ta toclidororkers: 'What are some 'of the problems you have with
them? (Getting to !ilk with her; -tettini help from her; bringing or removing ail-.
dren unexpectedly; undesstanding needs of child, .of parent; making reasonable

. .
,

aft,11
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to
In the last year, how many different social workers have you worked with?

Would you say that your relationship with most of these :iorkers lmebeen generally
very satisfactory, satisfactory, unsatisfactory, or very unsatisfactory? '.

About how many contacts have you had with natural parents in the last -30 days?

By phone
In your home
In the home of the natural parent
At the agency Effice
Other

To

Is it easier to be a fostbr parent or a natural parent?
Foster parent Natural parent

Please explain:

What are your own feelings as a fostei parentwhat upsets you most? (Childitn
misbehaving, letting go of children, sense of failurc or too little achieved, not being
able to do what is necessary, anger with biological parints

at

What are some of the things yoir do well as a foster parent that make xou feel good?

What are some of the areas in Which you{ could improvethings .yoti would like to
do better? ..

Jo,

INTRODUCTION --rb THE ROLE OF FOSTER PARENTING
AND THE PROBLEMS OF SEPARATION

Oeneral Objectives:

1.1ntroduce, or.clarkfy for the experienced foster parent, thk role of Jbe foster
parent.

2. To help foster parents (a) understand the meaning of separation children,
kl(b) Oa:Mad the behavior proillems aid other consequences that may devel-

dp as a result of separation,(40 develop `skills in interpreting the meaning of
separation to children so as fo reduce the associated trauma of the ex
and (d) develop techniques to help children who are acting out e)ee of
separation.

bed& Goals: ,
I . "

Role clarification:
;a ,

1. To chaffy and inert*e the lwareemil of foster parents as to the importantellof
their Jobs. .

. I

e2. Tok.clarify the duties and responsibilities 'of faster families in 'workbag sub-
stitute family care for children.

t 3 72
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3. To explore the limitations of the foster parent role in working ')vith foster
children.

.4. To increase the awareneu of foster parents as to the obligations of the agency
&the child and his family.

5. To clarify the typos of support that the agency and worker are to provide the
fostecchild and the foster family.

6. To explore the obligation of the community to provide services for foster chil-
dren and the foster family', role in securing these services.

Undertfanding separatjon trauma:

1. To develop sensitivity 14 recognizing and identifying symPtorns of separation
trauma.

2. To increase the understanding of the types of reactions that children have to
separation.

3. To increase skills in reducing the impact of separation.

4. To develop techniques to dud with iikbehaviAf ehildren who are suffering
serration.

S. To reeognize tbe role of the natural parents in the child's life.

6. To develop adequaie skills in helping the child come to grips with his feelings
toward the natural parents.

7. To recognize the ambivalence of the abild as he develops feelIs of attach-
Mut for his foster family.

8. To develop the skills to prepare the child tor separation from th foster family.

9. To recognize the ambivalence the fotter family feels as they Prepare the child
to moVe to another home.

impeirtant points to be emphasized:

1. Foster profiting is a job, providing direct sevice to children.

2. Foster parents provide more than custodial care; they also provide emotional
support, help the child to feel worthwhile, and help him move to the next
developmental stage.

3. Foster parents are not natural parents. There are limitations On the decisions
they can make for the child.

4. Furter parents must learn to give -up foster child*. This is done Most easily
uivhen they recoenize what they have given the child. 7,

5. foster parentework with a lot Of children forti short amount of time.

tr. Foster parents catabld agency and community accountable.

7..Ageocaaleorkets are limited by Stato law and courts.

8. in most Uses. , natural 'parents retain 'rights to Potent the child and In all cases
they constitute an important part of hisliast.

9. Fostering is a total foster femily commitment.

10. Foster parents are part of a teani that shares infprmation to assuie appropri-
ate service tothe child.

11. Foster parents are the imreediate people- to. piotect the rights of the child in
fterms of his right to family life, his right to positive feelinas about himself

la° and his natural lamily, his righrto expect his affairs to be treated vonlIdenti-
ally, and his right to services.

8'"3
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12. All foster children have experienced separation. (.0

13. The five stages of separation are:
a. shock
11. protest, denial
t. anger
d. despair, depression ,

e. detachment or acceptance

14. Many, if not most, foster children blame themselves for the separation.

15. Passive or withdrawn behavior may be as symfromatic of trauma as acting
out.

16. Although behavior must sometimes be controlled, reddition of trauma Oho
long.range goal.

17. Foster parents must recognize and work with natural parents fOr the best
interests of the child.

1-8. Foster parents must remember the child with them tentporarily and will
leave them.

19. Part of the duties of foster parents is to prepare the child to leave them.

20. The foster parent should develcip a specific plan for helping the child the first
day.

21. The child who must choose to spend holidays or vacations with his natural
family or the foster family is caught between wanting both and feeling that
either way he will miss something.

,

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Class or small group discussion on one or more toiSics ftom A below followed by"
similar discussions around one or more topics from B.

A. What should a foster parent do if
. . . the worker refuses to answer telephone calls from the foster parents.
. . . refUses to remove a foster child or the home when requested to do so by

the hop parents.
. . . fails to process payments for the foster child's board, clothing, or medical

expense!.
. . . will not share with the foster parent information about the foster child.
. . . !MOM a totter child from the home without explanation or warning.

B. What should a worker do Ifs fester parent
. . . refuses to take a child to medkil appointments.
. . . refuses tO let natural parents visit in home.

. . uses physkel
. . . UNII money Oran the fester child's bank account.

Vends fater,fare pqments for new Mimosa fUrniture.

Z 'Milking about what it lei (or would be) like to
rd a loved 0110.

. . yourself *moos strugeh in a foreign country.
. visit youf child who wis in hider care in someone else's home.

. .. being lost as a child, ..

3. Listing on blackboard the needs of a child under various headings.

4, Devising specific (flans for a child.
. foe the first day in your home,

, . preparing him (her) to leave, .

, discussing why hie mommy didn't come when she sallishe would.

024
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S. List for each person responsible for the well-beg of the foster child (foster per-
ent, worker, natural parent) the particular duties, responsibilities, and right;
connected with that position.

SUGGESTED READING & MATERIAL

1. For Trainees

Casebook Foster Parent Training Project. Ypsilanti, Michigan, 1975.

Jolowicz, Mmeda R. The Hidden Parent. Federal Security Agency, Social iecur-
ity Administration, Children's Bureau.

Littner, Ner. The Importance of The Natural Parents to the Child in Placement.
HEW, Bureau of Child Development.

McAdams, Phyllis Johnson. Parent in the shadows. Child Welfare. (51(1), JanuarY
1972,

State of Michigan, Department of Social Servicle. Foster Parent Handbook

State of Michigan, Department of Social Services. Pablic Act. No. 116 of The Pub-
lic Acts of 1973.

State of Michigan Department of Social Services. Rules for Licensing Foster
Family Houses and Fospr Fami$ Group Hanes, 1975.

2. For Instructors

Charnley, Jean. The Art of Child Placement. Minneapolis: The Univerkity of Min-
nesota Press, 1955,

loping the cenviction in the foster child that he' is wokthwhile." Foster Care
Question. C.W.L.A. PubliCations. pp. 16-23.

ind, David, and Hansbet'Herbert J. The anallemy, of melancholy. Social Re-
viely, Sept. JO, 1972. .

ken, Marcia T. Foster parent and social worker roles hosed on dynainics
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3. Multimedia

Videotapes:

Wayne State University Video Tapes prepared by Marion Reavy, School of Social/
Work, 1975:

1. "Foster Parents' Attitude% Toward Natural Parents"
2. "What Foster Pirents and Natural Parents Talk About"
3. "Foster Parents' Behavior Toward Natural Parents"
4. "Role Playing: Foster/Natural Parents' Conversation"
5. "How Foster Parents Overcome Negative Feelings"

Focter Families. 'lbs Impact of Persons Who Care." ,Eastern Michigan Univer,
, shY.

Rime: 4

"John: 17 Months: Nine Days in a Residential Nursery," IJ. of M, Audio Visual.

HANDUNG LYING, DISHONESTY

)
and DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR

General Objectives

1. To help foster parents interpret the meaning of lying, stealing, and other
forms of dishonesty; to help them determine what the consequences of such
behavior are for the child; and to help them develop skills in helping children
to move to more mature ways of behaving.

2. To help ?foster parents deal with acting oUt behavior, especially destructive
behavior and temper tantrums; avoid situations that break down control; help
the child to develop controls; provide alternative acceptable behaviors; and
teach the child how to deal with his feelings.

Specific Goals

1. To differentiate between different types of apparent dis
, the child's developmental stage.

. 2. To clarify Brit own values around dishonesty.

3. TO understand the reseonswny children lie.

4. Tf develop skills to help the child aci more honestly.

S. To understand the reasons children are destructive.

6. To clarify their.own values and feelings about anger.

7. TO develop skins in controlling destructive behavior.

8. To ilvelop skills in helping children handle anger appropriately.

ImPulant PoInis

Dishotterty:

in terms of

1. Children lie. and steal for different reasons, At some developmental stare
They riafly do not understand the difference between lying and the truth, your
progeny. and' my 'property.. Some forms of dishonesty are the ways in which
children horn, and proper mangement of dishonest behavior may help the
.ehild tO more IntO the nut stage of developnwnt.

f
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2. Some of the re'asons why children are dishonest include:

a. Rea ity testing: attempting. to find out the difference between what is and
what ey think.

b. De I: a way of handling painfirl memories, feelings, fantules, or behavior
to protect themselves from feeling guilt or, inadequacy. .0e

c. Wish fulfillment: a way of making things better.
d. Fantasy: pretending, imagination, or daydreaming.
e. Protectial to escape the donsequences of behavior.
f. Modeling: copying the examples segby the adults in his environment.
g. Lack of impulse control: slowness in moving to the next developmental stage.
h. Replacement: children feel unloved and steal to appease their emotional

hunger.
1. Need fillfillment: to get things they need a want badly.
j. Recognition: to be part of the gang or enhance reputation.

3. Poster Willies ire upoet about lying and stealinibecause:

a. Their own moral codes are mulled.
b. Their relationships with the child are disruptei.
c. They are embalmed with the public, school, neighbors, ete.
d. They worry about the effect on their own children.
e. They worry about the child becoming a criminal or glowing up to be an im-

moral, unethical adult.

4. Lying and cheating are not clearly prohibited in our society. Adults are
allowed to bend rules, tell white lies, etc. Why do we expect more of children

than we do of adults?

Recognizing the stage the child is at developmentally may help alleviate con-
cern and allow the parenting person to use energies more constructivelyto
help the child to move to the next developmental level. It is important to be
aware of what the child . is capable of and what his perception of the world is
like, to undeutand his behavior and deal with it effectively (i.e., control the
most disruptive behavior and use the situation for growth). Developmental
stages are sequential and the person moves from one 63 another at his own/

Space and in line with his experiences. No stage can be s
child who is at a level below what would be expected must
stage. He cannot be forced to "act his age." (NOTE: Problems
dren are often either exaggerations of behavior that is typical of

and thus the
to the next
'foster chil-

developmen-

. tal *lige or they are developmentaily behind what might regarded as
typical of their age.) (See Developmental Chart, Michigan Foster Pilfent Asso-
citation Third Annual Educational Conference, pp. 31-37.)

6. It is important to be specific about the behavior that is labiled, dishonest. Is ft
%really dishonest from the child's point of view? HIM we put him into situa-
tions that almost force him into dishonesty? (Situations th'at may be discuued
here are: stealing food; fantasyespecially about natural parents; borrowing;
lying to avoid punishment; stealing one's own possessions or money; confusion

over timeI'll do it in S minutes.)

7. The foster 'parent can do many things to minimize putting a child into situa-
tions where he/she will react dishonestly:

a. Clearly establish 'property tights In and out of the household with the rights
of all (especially the foster child) respected.

b. Teach how to borrow and retutn and give Islip in getting permission and
with disappointment at failures to receive permission.

c. When a child steak insist on. restitution but help with personal support,
Provide some methell of payment when money is involved, i.e., extra Obi,
etc.

3 74
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d. Remove temptation, i.e., loe change about, unlocked coin collections,
piggy banks, wallets, etc.

e. Provide a legitimate source of income, i.e., allowance, ways to earn fair dis-
tribution of goodies, gifts at Christmas and birthdays.

f. Listen carefully to children's- feelings--is he/she angry, afraid, sad, empty
or needy? Help him find more constructive ways of handling these feelings.

g. Demonstrate your own honesty, setting an example afid providing a model.
h. Do not lie to a child to "protect" him.
I. Share your honest feelings of anger, embarrassment, and shame when a

child makes a mistake, and help him to see the alternatives to his behavior.
j. When he is wrong, let him understand how he could have been right in the

same situation.
k. Recognize what the child is trying to say and help him sky it honestly. I

wish. . . . It would have been nice if. . . . I imagined. ....
I. Review house rules to be sure that the child is not put into Oositions of lying

about behavior that should really be within his own discretion.

S. What to do in the short run?

a. Assess problbm. What is the specific behavior that is troublesome? When
does it occur? What situation or interaction triggers behavior? What does it
mean to the child? Why does he/she behave this way?

b. Make a plan. If we remember that our role is to teach.children to be able to-
make their own moral judgments and control theii own behavior, then .we
can base our plan on helping them to control their behaviok rather than de-
pending on outside control. 'This, doesn't mean we shouldn't use outside con-
trols. With young childrep, or with children qf any age who have not devel-
oped their own controls, Aside controls are nechsary.

c. Implementing plan. Chiki should be told vsby specific behavior is wining and
the consequences of such behavior in line with his stage of development. The
specific wrong behavior should be named and the specific conssquences of
that repeated behavior should be given.

Destructiveness

1. Anger and aggression are .the natural responses to frustration. All human .
beings experience frustrations, as they grow. The infant or small child reacts'
with rage. We must teach all children appropriate ways to handle rage.

2. Many adults feel Inger of any type is 'deplorable surd are especially corrckned...,,/,
about children being angry. Foster families also have to deal with tr)e:7.
quences of acting out behavior. of

3. Although behavior can be controlled; all feelings, incl. liag feelings of anger,
are legitimate.

4. Foster children, because of their life experiences, may feel more anger: than
most other children. The foeter family did not cause the ringer and it is not
their fault, but the foster child may use them as the 'target of the anger. All
behavior has meaning even if it is not always obvious.

S. Children are likely to express their anger through temper tantrums, deliberate
destructiveness, or attempting to hurt others. Although we can empathize
with their feelingi, we cannot let thent hurt themselves, others, or deetroy
proP;Irtyl 4

6. Childien set out their anger in inappropriate ways bore they have not
,developed appropriate controls, because they have not bah taught appropriate
ways to relieve their feelings, and because they really want adult* to provide
some opntrol u an expression of their concern.

3 7'8 4i
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7. Self-control is closely associated with devetopmentsi stages. Recognizing the
stage the c at developmentally may help alleviate concern and allow the

Painting energies more constructivelyto help the child move
to the ne developmental level. It is important to be aware of what the child

is capab of and what his perception of the world iselike. to understand his
behaviorl and deal with it effectively (i.e., control the most disruptive behavior

and use the situation for growth). Developmental stages are sequential sad the
person moves from one to another at his own pace and in line with his experi-
ences. No stage can be skipped and thus'the child who is at a level below what
would be expected must move to the next stage. He cannot be forced to "act his
age." (NOTE: problems with foster children are often either exaggerations uf
behavior that is typical of a developmental stage or they are developmentally
behind what might be regarded as typiCal of their age.) (See Developmental
Chsrt, Michigan Foster Parent Association Third Annual Educational Confer-

. encet pp. 31-37.)

8. The golds to be achieved with any child who acts out are:

a:Immediate control of the behavior to prevent harm to himself, others; or

ProPettY
b. Alleviation of tho anger.
c. Development of self-control atid acceptable avenues of expression of feelings.

.9. Controls that are extremely punitive only make the child moreaniry.

10. The best discipline is always the natural consequence of behavior. If you break
init. you no longer have it ind must pay for it if it helonp to someone

else. tf.you hurt children, you con no longer play with them. (NOTE Extreme
lsolatio4 may make the child more angry. Temporary removal until he/she
gains self-control or for a time period appropriate to his age is better.) Obvi-
ously, some consequences are too severe to allow.

11.-To handle behavior in the short run, the parent first of all assesses the behav-
ior. One should determine if intervention is necessary. Is the child truly
destructive or merely careless with his/her possessions? Is he taking out
destructive urges on his own personal property or infringing on the rights of
others? Does his/her behavior need confrol or is it only the expression of anger

that is disturbing the foster patent?

12. The parent must determine why the child acts out. What situations trigger
acting:out behavior and 'what is the child feeling? The answers to these ques-
tions determine the plan.

13. Working Oh too many problem areas at one time is bound to lead to failure.
Thp parent should determine which sPecific behavior areas should be tackled,
first. Priority would probably take the following order:
a. Stop the child from hurting Ithmielf or others.
b. Stop the child ftom destroying other's property.
C. Stop the child from verbal aggression that is auaultive on others. (NOTE: , -

This is different Nom stopping the child from expressing his feelings which
should probably never be done.)

, .

d. Teachhig the child to be careful and respectful ofPtoperty.

14. Whenever there is a need to control behavior, the . parent should use a varia-
tion of ,the folloWing,statenient: Yon NSW. to be angry or unhappy because

. , but I tonnat let you (specific behivior). If you (specific behavior), then
(opedficconstquences). Why don't' yota (atten:Sive behavior). The child must
be physally-ltopgedOr romovid. ttom tho situation if he is likely to be den-
(cornet tp himseltotothert
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15. When the child is rout of control, reason won't work. Probibly the best way

to handle a real temper tantrum is to hold the child firmly but lovingly until

he/she gains control or is exhausted. An alternative is to place the child in a

relatively safe place, e.g., a carpeted bedroom.

a child regains control, he or she may be able to explain feelings or reason

be ind his a . This ii not always possible. When the child is able to ex-

pla ul is sometimes surprised. Discussion should be initiated (in a

concerned way) around the following points:

a. Recognition and sympathy for the child's feelings.
b. Restatement of specific behavior that cannot be tolerated and why.

c. Specific consequences that will follow unacceptable behavior.
(1. Mternative behaviors the child cansubstitute.
e. Reassurance that the foster parent is coircerned about the 'child, feels he is

wortfi9ffitle, and is confident that the child will learn more appropriate out-

lets for his feelings.

17. Alternative behaviors for Children:

a. Pounding a pillow, stuffed animal, plastic blow-up toy, etc.

b. Throwing balls. snowballs. .

C. MITIefin$, chopping wood.
ing feelings through painting, drawing, working with clay.

e. "Hurting': attesting upmagazine pictures.

These behaviors are OK, but many foster parents will find them disturbing

unless they have themselves differentiated anger and acting-out behavior.
,

Hi. When situation devellips in which a child is losing control, he should be re-

moved. Hf ,can tre ta*tt to remove himself as he feels control slipping. Going

to one's room is Oft terribly frightening, especially if one's feelings are

seamy. A place removed from the family but nearby, such ss the stain, a COT-

net oleo dining room, &big chair is good. Removal time should be dependent

on ihthb ild't abhity to rejOia activities, rather thin a specific time period. He

can:usually. thell when he ki ready. As children develop controli, they can be

encouragbd take time one when control is slipping. Going to watch television

is sometinict inefUl.

-SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Havttalntli describe a lie they have told _es a child. Can they remember why

they told it'? How did they feel? Where they found out?

2. Have the group list ail of the situations when lying might be the better policy.

Can they think of hOw these situations might be handled sensitively, tactfully,

but still honestly?

3. Have each person write a short essai on "What do I do when I get really angry?"

4. Have small groups brainstorm:
. . how adults model dishogest behavirir

... how adults encourage children to lie

5. Have trainees discuis ways of retaining children of various ages who are haiing

temper yintruml.

SUGdESTED READING

1. Por Trainees,

Ltshan, Eda. When a cld lies . . . Woman's Day. November 1976, p. 107.

38ü.
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Michigan Foster Parent Association Thini Annual Educational Conference Sum-
mary. Ypsilanti, Mich.: Foster Parent Training Project, 1975, pp. 3,7, 29-47.

Piper, Aaron. A skit to help us think about dishonesty. Casebook. Ypsilanti, Mich.:
Foster Parent Training.Project, 1975.

Ryan; Patricia. The Whole Truth and Nothing But the Truth: A WIllrkbook; and
Handling Destructive Behavior: A Workbnok. Ypsilanti, Mich.: Foster Parent
Training Project, 1975.

Watts, Roy. Bobbi's dinner pipe. Casebook. Ypsilanti, Mich.: Foster Parent Training
Project, 1975.

2. For Instructors

Brendtro, Larry K., et al. The Other 27 Hours. ChicagoLdinc Publishing Co., 1969.

Redl, Fritz, and David Wineman. The Aggressive Child.*Now York: The Press of
Glencoe.

Ryan, Patricia. Instructors' Manuals for The Whole Truth and N9thiiig But the
Truth and Handling Destructive Behavior. Ypsilanti, Mich.: Foster Palieut Training
Project, 1976.
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DEVELOPING A (SE4NSE OF
COMPETENCE IN YOUNG
QI-IILDREN

1 Principal Investigator Eilurton L. White, Ph.D.

Author: Herbert Yahraes*

Burton L. White, formerly of Harvard University, has been
conducting research for almost twO decades on how experiences
of Various kinds during the first few yeans of life affect a child's
ability to get along in his worldand, later, in the world. Since
1965, when he was director of the Preschool Project of Har-
vard's qraduate School of Education, he has headed a large
rwearch attack on this question, and he is the author of a book.).
for parents on the first 3 years of life. White sees the problem
us "holy to structure the experieffte of the first 6 yefirs.of life
so as to help each child make theimost of whatever potential he
was born with." The investigator believes that he nOw has io

ma Oy. of the answers.
The project began with systematic observationslin homes

and schools, on playgrounds,sand at shopping centers---,of more
than 100 children over.a period of 2 years. The result was a list
of behaviors that charaCteriie the competent 6.wear-9ld. Such a
child:

Can get and maintain the attene n of adults in sockally
aceeptable ways.

Uses adults as resources in socially acceptable ways.
Can express both affection aud hostility to adults.

*See note at end of chapter.I.1

865
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Can both lead and follow peers, can compete With them, and
can express both affection and hostility to them.

Cap express Pride in something he has done or is doing or in
something he possesses.
Occasionally acts out a typical adult activity or in other
ways expres4s the desire to grow up.

All are social abilities. The cornpetent 6-year-old also pop'r
sesses a number of what White terms "nonsocial abilitie"
among them:

Linguistic competence.
Intellectual competence, as indicated by the ability .to sense
dissonance, that is, to note discrepancies in the envfron-

nnent; to antiCipate the consequences of whatever is occupy;
ing the child's attention; to deal with abstractions;
numbers; letters, and rules; to take another person's per-
spective;-* and to make interesting associations between
something he sees or hears and something from his experi-
ence, whether real or imaginary.
Executive abilities, as indicateli by the planning and execU-
tion of activities requiring several or more steps and by the
effective use of resources.
The ability to attend to two things fit oncefor instance, to
concentrate on the task at hand, yet be aware of what's
going on.

The investigator found that such abilities characterized not
only,the competent 6-year-olds in the study but also the most
competent of the &year-olds. There was, of course, a diffeience
of degree, the various abilities being significantly more ad-,
vanced in the older children. In Order to study the emergence
of competence, the research team gave priority to the first 3

years of life, in particular t$ the second and third years. But-
tressing this decision were 'the findings by a number of re-
searchers: A given group of children, regardless of social class
or race, performs much the same as another on developmental
tests until aboui 18 months. Afterward, the averages of some
groups begin to decline. In other words, many children do well

" on developmental tests during their first year and a half, yet
enter school with a handicap most of them never overcome.

'383
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To learn what kind* of experiences are regularly associated
with excellent or poor development, White and (his associates
selected 39 families with children who were either 1 or 2 years
old. There were two groups of families, chosen on the basis of
how the older children in the families had turned out. Families
hiiving highly competent older children, the investigators pre-
dicted, wotild, rear their new children:very successfully; the
other families, rather poorly, The new children in the first
groupswere designated A, children; .those in the second, C. All
were cardully observed in their homes for 2 hours every Other
week. For 19 of tile children, the observations were made
111.1ring the 12- to 15-month andthe 18- to 21-month periods; for
the others, during the 24- to 27-month arid The 30- to 33-month
periods. On five widely spaced days during each of these peri-
ods, the investigators also made a more intensive study of-the
children's experiences. They recorded what each child djd,
second by, secondVduring three 10-minute periods4n. each of
these days.

.

During the 12- to 15-month period, the most comrtete'nt:chil-
aren at 3 years had.almost twice as much social experience as
the others. Important elements of this experience Were fiee1$ ing
the-attention of someone else, ueually the mother, .and procur-
ing a service, usually from the m then The latter was taken to
be evidence of the ability to use an adult as a resource. \

On nonsocial tasks, the most ompetent children spent 20
percent of their waking time staring at objects, people, and
scenes. The investigators describe this activity as gaining infor-
mation visually. ,The less competent children engaged in thj,s.
activity orily half as 'much. The moSt tompetent children also
had considerably more live language directed to them and over-
heard more live language...In fact, one of the main differences:
betWeen the two groups was the exten(to which the mother or
some other adult talked to the childreri. When children were
,between 12 and 15 months old, for example, the top five in
overall competence 'mite talked to about three times as much
as the bottom five. Months later, between 18 and 21
months, those children who would turn out to be the most

'competent at age 3 spent significantly more..tinie thiin the
otherein trying to please another.person, generallyrthe mother,
and in prepthing for an activity. The most marked difference
betwe4 the two groups Of children duringthis period, though,

384
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was in .the proportion vf empty time"time spent in desultory
scanning Jr aimlss wandering."- The poorly dev.eloping chil-
dren spent 26 percent of their time in such behavior; the
others, 11 percent. The researchers suggest that the difference .,
can be explarned by restrictive parental practices in the poorlSt
developing group; fbr example, the mothers of these childicen
tended to confine them to playpens.

The children were 'tested for general development ak 42 and
2,1 months and. for intellectual function .at 36. At 1 year the
difference.between the A and C children, as had been expected,
yvas riot significant. At 2 years, however, the A children per-
fbrmed significantly bettev than the C. Two fact6rs in particu-
lar seemed to differentiate the two groups. On a 'ratio of com-
pliant-to-noncompliant behavior in response to adtilti' orders Q r
suggestions, the A 's rated higher. They also imitated adults in
their environmentusually the mothersmore frequently. The
investigators view this finding:as evidence tfiat, even at the age

of 2, some children demonstrate a stronger desire to grow up
and be like an adult.

At 36 months, the median for the A is on the Stanford-Binet
test of intelligence was 128; for the C.'s, 92. Such a large differ-
ence could be expected to occur by Chance= only .once in a
thousand times.

Good overall development, or'competence, at the age of 3 was
found to be associated with high scores in the following activi-
ties Auring the 12- to Wi-month period:

Procuring a sel-vice.

Gaining attention.
Gaining information .throtigh-Attiatly staring at pe9ple and
.objects.

Listening to iiv'e language (dr, put another way, being talked
to).

Also related to. competence were /ow scores in gross motor
actIvity, passing time, and exploratory 'experiences, mainly
with small objects. (Why shyuld exploratory experience be asso-
ciate& with lower competence?, The investigators suggest that
the finding may reflect the absence (If. other experiences that
would-have been rpOre effieacious.)

When the children'were fi years old, they were given another
IQ testthe Wechsler Preschool find Primary Scale of
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gence,, which at 5 has been tbund to predict' fuiure academic
.achievement. The rerations between types 9f experience at 12
to 15 months and IQ scores at 5 years were found to be almost
the same as they had.been at 3.

HOW THE PARENTS CAN HELP

:.Was the development of competence influenced bylparental
action or lack of action? It certainly looks that way, the investiv
gators answer. Effective parents, defined as parents of WW1;
tent childre performed three major functions in a way that:
distinguishe them from other parents:

Designing the Child's World.

The effective childrearer made the livitig areas as *iafe as
possible for the child who had started to crawl or 'walk and
then provided maximum access to it. "Such action immediately
sets the process of develppment off in a manner that will lead
naturally to the satisfaction of and further development of the
child's curiosity; the opportunity to learn much more about the
world at large; and the opportunity to enter into natural,
useful relationships.'. . . 'TM-effective childrearer [also] 'makes
kitchen cabinets attractive and available and then keeps a few
materials in reserve for trmes when may become
bored."

Consulting with the Child

Effective parents "were available to the child several hours
each day to assist, enthuse, and soothe4whenl necessary. . .

They would usually respond. [to overturA. . . . They would
pause to consider the baby's purpose of the moment. They
wbuld provide what 34vas needed with some language, on target
ana at 6r slightly above his level of comprehension. They . .

would not prolong the exchange longer than the, baby.wanted.'
uch exchanges, taking from 20 to 4p seconds, occurred "dozens

of times a day in the lives of children developing well::

Setting Limits, or Disciplining the Child

"Though 'loving arid encouragin; and free with praise [effec-
tive parents] were firm. No matter how young the infant, they
set clear limits. . ." investigators report also: "Different

386
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kinds of disciplinenecessary at different stages of infancy
and toddlerhood, and tri-ninority of childrearers in some fortu-
nate way have stumbled across ways that work. Children be-
tween 8 . and 13 months of ap,:g can usually be controlled
through distraction tactics. Children 1:i to 18 months of age
require distraction and physical removal from circumstances at
times; and children between 18 and 24 months require distrac-
tion, physical removal, and verbal restrictions."

.These findings are being tested in an experimental progianti
to learn if the' general run pf parents can be taught the chilfl
rearing skills used by .the parents of the most competent
children in the hiarvard study.

A research group at the CenteiNfor Early Development and
Education, University or Arkansas, has reached sinfilar find-
ings from -a study of children over the 6- to 54-month period. In
its observations of children and their environments, this team
used a schedule Of 45 itemsdeveloped by Bettye Caldwell, the
Center's director, and her associatesgrouped as follows:

Ethotional and verbal responsivIty of the mother.

Maternal' ir 11;gient with the child.
Provision of appropriate play materials.
Avoidankof restriction and punishment.
Organization of the physical and temporal enifironment.
Opportunities for variety in daily stimulation.

.

None of thoEie factors was found to relate in any important
Way 'to the children's performance on mental tests at 6 month.
and 12 Months. But all of them related significantly to perform-
nce on such tests at .3 ydars and at 4 1/2 years. At the latter
age, the, relationship between the first three factors and intelli-
gence was particularly strong.

According to the Arkansas investigators, 'The data obtained
after 1'2 months of age seem to indicate that perhaps the most

gnriching environments experienced by the children in our
Mample may be characterized as those .in which a mother (or.
some other primary caregiver) provided the infant with a vari- '
ety:of age-appropriate learning materials and who likewise con-
sciously encouraged Cleyelopmental advances by talkinglo,
looking at, and otherwise, positivelki responding and attending

)

to her child."
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\\\ Statistical treatment' of' the Harvard group's results showed
that 25.percett of' the differences between the A and C children
could be accounted for by 'differences in social class. The influ-
ence of these differenbes. was limited almost entirely, to what
the team calls "nonsocial competdrice," which in this resea10
includes mainly intelligence and liinguistic aL;ility..These itic-,
tors correlated highly with social\ class, suggesting that the
higher the social class of the child's family, the more likely it
was that the child scored high.

There were notable exceptions, however. Of five children wild:
the investigators thought wduld develop unusually Well becau"se
of their siblings' records,- one came out 22nd- of the .39, one
came out last, and the other three fell In between those two.
Further on chrld.Nwhor as expected to develop rather poorly
ranke lOth i'3i oyerall cgmpetence at the.age of 3. .

The èrre1ition between soCial class and overall competence,-
including both social and nonsocial factors,. was. moderately
high.

A PARTICULARLY CRITICAL PERIOD.

From the res rch described in the .preceding section, the
Harvard gtoupjias additional fittdings that should help parents
raise compete t children.

. . it is very difficult to stump out
strong, Oasic, simple, pure cUriosity
during the first 8 or 9 months of life."

.)

The most important years of the child's life, this group' re-
ports;are'the first 3, because it is then that the foundations are
being laid for the development of language, curiosity, aptitude
in social relations, and intaligence. Says White: "I. honestly
cannot think of any task more exciting and more valuable that
any of us do in our daily work than the task of providing an
early Ztducation for one's 'child under 3 years of:age." One part
of this period is particularly critical. It. begins at 6 to 8 months
of age, when most children "first undergo unusually supportive
experienceS," and runs to about 24 months of age, by which
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time the effects,, whether good or bad, "have become solidly
established." (White acknowledges that the effects of bad expe-
rienceg during the child's earliest yearS can ir;deed be reversed,
as Other investigators have found, by changing the environ-
ment: But the changes needed are not usually made.)

The begiriniv of this period coincides with the start of the
child's efforts' to move about and also with the emergence of
the ability to understand language: Nurturing this ability is
particularly' important for building the child's educational ca-
pacity..

Then, toward the end of the first yea.r, "babies begin to
reveal a growing awareness of themselves . . . as beings with
separate i'dentities. The form0 of this identity appears to be
shaped largely through social interactions with the primary
caretaker. These interchanges ako appear to shape the infant's
basic orientation toward people in gerleral . . . . He seems to be
acquiring his basic style as a social animal." However, whether
ch.ildren scoreop or 115-on tests of developmental status during
the first year "doesn't seem to tell us 'much about levels of

,function at age 3 and up."
As early as the 12-, to 15-month period, "and increas'ngly

thereafter, the environments of the A and child diffe ar-
kedly. . . . Mothers of A children interact more with hem,
engage in more intellectually stimulating qctivities with them,
teach them more often, encourage them more often, itiate
activities for them more often, and are more successful in
controlling their children..

"The most important iMplication of these findings," the re-, -searchers point out, "is th .hildrert who later grow up to be
xceptionally competent intellec ually do not seem to become .so

because of innate capabilities o ly, Starting as early as. 1 year'of
age, these children have daily experiences in their home that
sYsternatitally promote iheir development." Patticula' rlY impor-
tant are the developments in language, curiosity, social compe-
Vence, and intelligence.

ir+)' The mothers most likely, to develop competent children are
those who encourage the growth of language "by careful selec-
tion of'suitable words and phraset and by exploiting elle child's
interest of the moment." Other mothers "provide a. great' deal
of in'put but with considerably less skill and effectiveness." And
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still others show "minimal attention to the langultge interests
of their children." t

,Another major element that divelops-during- the first 2 years
is curiosity. "Even if a child come...a from a miserable home,and
is beaten 'regularly," White notes, '"i,t is very difficult co stamp
out strong, basic', simi)le, pure cdriosity during the first 8 or 9 '
months of life." He continues: "It is, unfortunately, not that
difficult to stamp it out in the next year or two'br, if not stamp
it put, suppress it dramatically or move it over into aberrant

.Patterns. For example, the.2-year-old who looks at 4 new toy
and, unlike other 2-year-olds, only. sizes it up to see how he can
use it to badger his mother; that is not sheer, unqualified
curiosity."

The thii'd major element in the foundation of competence is
social development. Says White: "We know that humansbeihgs
will not sumiive without some sort of strong, protective attaoh-
ment to an older; more inature, more Capable human . . . .

Between 8 months and 24 months or so, one of th'e "Most gor-

geous experiences you will ever.see takes place: children estab-
lish a relationship: usually with the mother. They learn tHou-

sands of things about what they can and cannot do in their
homb, what they can and cannot do in interactiOns with the
primary caretaker, about how to read the primary caretaker's
different mood states, and an incredible number of other
.things."

During those first 2 years a human personality is being
formed. The social' Patterns acquired then, through interactiOns
with the mdther and other members of the family, are the ones
that will be applied during the next few years to other adults
and to children 'whoicorneinto the home.'

The fourth major( eleMent is. the development of intelligence.
"From late in the first yeaf," White points out, "children are
k,ery much interested in cauSe-and-effect relotionships." They
flip Ili& switches on and off to see the consequences, and they
delight in working with jack-in-the-boxes. Though such events
seem yivial, "they indicate a' very deep interest in how things
work" and in other characteristics of objects.

(.1
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SOURCES OF STRESS: NEGATIVISM AND CLOSELY SPACED
CHILDREN

During the course of the"research, 'White confirmed whal
other Kesearchers had reported and observant mothers well
,knowfor a period during the seccmd year of life.children are
inclined to be negativistic. During that time, ."our subjects
begih asserting themselves, rejec,ting suggestionS, fgnoring com-
mands, testing limits, and generally4 flexing their Muscles."
Often the 'child seems to refuse to cooperate with his mother
just for the sake of refusing. "Same mothers cope well with this
normal phenomen n," the ihvestigator reports, "others not so
well." White copefi with it by. temPoriirily halting most-tests.

The negativistid period is likely to begin somewhere after the
(Nth or15th month and to end with the 24th- Month; though it
may continue for awhile. The likelihood that a child will
comply with a request by his mother falls to less than 50
percentduring this timealthough the child was largely com-
pliant, as a 1-yeai-old and probably will be again during the
third and fourth years.

Negativism seems to be triggered by what. White calls a
"sense of agency" or The child's realization thpt he, too, can
exert:power. Since the'child has to go "from total dependence
to a stance from which lie can face reality on his own," the last
half of the second year may represent a stage at which some
major step in the process takes place. "A second comparable
step," White points out, "seems to Occur at puberty aud takes
the form of adolescent rebellion."'

At times during the negativistic period it will be impossible
to dissuade children from something they are doing, "especialfy
if it is something that thpY see their mother disapproves of." So
whit can a mother do? The investigatorwhose research con-
vinces him that a strong link exists betweenyirm disciPline and
competent childrenreplies: "Firm dlscipline is still strongly
advispd but becanse it is clear that there are very great pres-
sures (on the child during this period) occasionally to contest
and to win-Over authority, I believe wise parents are well ad-
vised to yield occasionally to the child in areas where the stakes
ar'e not particularly high (from the parents' point of view( This
does not mean that I advocate a general permissiveness or a
general

4
abdication of responsibility for controllingl the home,

a , ,
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The parents we have watched doing an apparently effective job al

with' their .children never, abdicate their control in this regard;
but they are Wise enough and personally secure enough to
occasionally let the child win a minor struggle at, this particu-
lar stage of life. . . ."

Thlaugh negativism is a source of great 'stress to many moth-
ers, far and away the stress most difficult to deal with during
the first 3 years is "the behavior of a not-much-older sibling."
Frequently, though not invariably, White has found that "when,/
chjdren are oitced less than 3 yeEirs apart, families pay .a
significant price." ,he explains the situation: "A first child

reared at home lives (usually) in a loving, protective-atmos-
phere for most of his first 2 years. He rarely.coines face to face
with aggression or hostility. In contrast, a second child with a
sibling a year or a year and a half older inevitably must cope
witb such forces daY after day, once he begins to crawl about

. . . Mothers often find themselves into- at least 12 months Of
chronically unaLeasant policing activities... ."

On behalf of a first child who is only 1" 1/2 years old when
the baby is ,born, White points out that the child is still mother-
'oriented. lit is very difficult for him to have to share the center
of his life with the newcomer, particularly since the newcomer
seems to be getting most of the mother's attention. Consequent-
ly, when the new baby begins to crawl and get into things, the
mother may find herself 4:lending vast amounts of energy and
time simply trying to keep peace.

1. /'w
/7

PREVENTING EARLY-LIFE FAILURE

Failures in the developments of language, curiosity, social
skill, and intelligencethe major foundations of competence
"are extremely difficult to correct, using any means we ,now
have available" and lead to underachievement .or failure in
school. As evidence, White notes that "children who enter the
first grade significantly behind their- peers are not likely ever"
fo catch up." Also, the He9.d Start program, which Ls concen-
trated on helping children in the 3- to 5-age period, "does not
often succeed in its prime goal," the prevention of educational
failure..

Farnilies who want to'do the best they can for their children,
in White's view, face three major obstacles. The fifst is paren-

.
Vt.'" -491
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tal ignorance of the process of child development. The second, .
stemming in part fr'om the first, is varental stress, particularly
when the child enters the negativistic period and starts deter-
mining how much he can get away with. The third major
obstacle is lack of assistance.

This investigator has a number of suggestions for meeting
that situation:
1. Teach all prospective parentsthrough required courses in

high school and through taevisionabout hunian develop-
ment in the first years olliff. ("Our current educational
policy is grossly inadequate,!.. he says, because it largely
ignores the family, which he considers the most important
educational factor in a child's life. He believes that most
people will acquire good parenting skills only if they are

ined in them.)
At4 lt education courses for pregnant women and

the :Perhaps provide video-cassette or filmed
Mini-courses i itals during the lying-in period," as is
being done in andas been dqne, though rarely,
elsewhere.

3. Provide a low-cost detection an# referral serviCe to every
, ,family, starting when.,a ''chilti is born, with a promise that
the children. of participating families "will ne4 go through
the preschool years With an,undetedted educational handi-
cap."

4. gstablish a2neighborbood resource Center to make available
continuing, low presSure, strictly volUntary trainting for

parentg:'''This'reour.be 'center might,, arnong,otherctivi-
. .

ties, lendboal.ei, PamPhlets, and top to Parents; make pro-
fessionafs available to 'talk with parenta; provide free baby-
sitting, a few-,houra each week for parents' psychological

.> relief;.,and carry out a home-visiting program, under which
parents CoUld eledt to have a chilkuidance worker cope to

s. the hoVse-gonCe every 6 or 8 weeks, saytg observe the
child and talk aver problems.

In large part because of the Harvard Preschool Prqgram,
neighborhood resource center such. as White recommends 14
already ip operation in Brookline, Mass., a Boston suburb, as

. part .of the. Brookline Early Education Project, or BEEP. The -

Nproject had its beginnings one day several years ago in a con-
versation between White and the Brookline superintengent of

(.0
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schools.' "When I get a child in the first grade who already
looks weak," th e suPesintendent said, "I cannot do' much for
him, even thou I have one of the best special education
programs in the c untry." He thought that probably all chil-
dren should enter school at 4.,

White told him that 4 was too late, because even by 3 a
child's learning capability has been largely established. "Take a
look at what is going on in the first 6-vears, not just in the fifth
year," White advised. "Try to get at the origin of educational
deficits; try to preent them, and try to help earlier in the
game."

As a result, in Brookline a teacher-consultant from the public
school sYstem goes into the homes of newborn babiesif the
family has volunteered for the programand helps the parents
from the very beginning to/raise competent and emotionally
healthy children. The teaclier-consultant works with the par-.
ents until the child is 5. Also, mothers and fathers are free to -,
dTp into the resource center, where they may borrow books,
palliphlets, and toys, exchange experiences and problems with
other parents, and seek advice. . I

Although the results are not yet known, White would be
willing to advise any sobool system to undertake a similar
program now.

Dr. Donald Pierson, BEEP's director, believes that the public
school system should educate parents to be their children's first
teacher. He suggests that elementary schools could begin floing
so by lending parents books on child develOpment, establishing,
a toy-lending litirary, and providing physical' examinations and
developmental testing of young children. Pierson suggestsialso
that high school students be given credit for working with
children in a piogram like BEEP's: A,

It is clear that the first 3 years of life are extraordinarily
important to the healthy mental and emotionah as well as
physical, deyeloinnent of the child. Parents can and should do
much to rnake 'thorn productive years, for the child's exi)eri-
ences dking thdt pehod will determine to a large degreehow
well he or she will be emotionally and intellectually preparecir
for school and the experiences asQ sociated with it.
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SOCIAL LEARNINg .tECHNIQUES
FOR PAtilENTS Ofi DIFFICULT.
CHILDREN'

PrinciPal Investigator: Gerald R. Patterson, Ph. p.

Author:Sherry Prestwich, MINH

A 6-year-old boy causes "'his, parents considerable dis-
tress because of his extremely distractible hyperactivi-
ty, his inability to learn at school, his destructiveness,
and his defiance of authority. The mother complains
that she canuot leave him alone for a moment because
she is. not certain what mischief would ,next attract,
him. Wilkhout...:warning and .without apparent provoca-

.

tion he has itruck or kicked his playmates .

When a teticber gently reproved him for sayibg "shut
up" to her, he kicked her ill the shins, thuch to the
chagrin of the motherwho nessed the incidvt. At.
the table the child frequently indulges in thrlwing
silverware at prie china or at his brother and, sister
rarely missing.his target t ,

In the first grade Of the public school the child had a
tolerant, accepting teacher, who reported that he
seemed at the end of the year to be gaining some self-
control, some "tonscience about his errors," and ,was
becoming somev6at more obsorvant of common courte-
sies. Neverthelek, he rarely sat still, continually _inter-
rupted others, disrupting classroom activities, talked
loudly, and exaggerated stories to keep the attention of
others . .

His second grade teacher found him so Imanageable
it was necessary to send him out of the classroom daily

879 .
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and to exclude. him' from &jaw trips, thougkomithouc. ..

effect: The Child, consequently,, ,'was socially Uflaccep(ed.:
.- .by his peers:olhe mdtherVill, teik hith,,to school aria ,

called for him 'ever, day. The Itoy's ,incorrigibilitake
?

..
4

rise to much-tension notonlYbetween,tkre parent.s br..kt.
waS the Cause of much concern lietv./.een Vieth, and

. school authorities. ... #..',.. , .,
., . t . ..

: What' is the .prognOsis tor an antisbcial; aggressive, liostile, #
, otkof-control, oppositional youngstdr Who Continuously pre-,

r sents a magnale of prObieTs to parents, siblings, teachers,'
-...,

peerst, and soCiety. at large? Such children constitute about one;
third a the referrals for child mental lierilth se'rvices, but there..
is gentrally little in the,way or appropri e or ef'. ,ctive servicesa
for theM. Yet ap'propriate services coui imprii e paient-child
relationships, alleviate distressing', imnefatejrobletns and po- ,

.. tentially have .longxange value in preventing uch childten
from later eeriepang problems for which they are otherwise '

at high risk: mental illness, crime ,and delinquency, vocational
difficulties,,social problems,.etc. , - .

, .

At the Oregon Social Learning Center in. Eugene, Oreg.', Dr.

a twg10,Gerald R. P rson has developed a treatment program, based
on social le A Oinciples, particularly opey iditionin
cOncepts, that is designed to help parentsou 'lirustratA it'
the frbove narrative, to master -child rnanag rnent,* ..

-"Extremely simple" is D'r. Patterson!s deseription V his con- ".
cept and apProadh, ''and the pfogram cau be unilersfood in a

. relatively silt:4. P&iod of.iime; in fa9t; most- people=.do it intu-
, itively," he s s. "The most 4fflcult part .151%4he-, approach is

getting parent--to.'Ln rptrate it into their lives and to be
;. consistent. Theyltan imIleri d it; they can pass the test; they

can talk tO you about it; and they can even give
letture on it. However, it's getting nerformae-t-not learning,' '

i, ,
the coneeptthat's difficult." q

.Dr. Patterson'-describes the behavior, of the swially aggres-
sive cliild as Ya, direct reflection Of evèntiii occurring in his
natural environmentf According to Dr: Patierson, the families;
participating in his research are all twnhers of a violent
system, and the. function Of aggression Th ubh families is to
turn off the attaCks by other people.. Conse uent13,, 'aggretision
becomes a coping device. Dr. Patterson beliekPs further that' in
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such a social system a normal chi* would quickly learn. to
' ward off the aggressive behavior of .other family members by

imitSing their maladjustiye violence'. Some of the children who
have been treated had Income so violent that they attacked
their 'parents and other personk With scissors, for example.
Others broke furniture, stole, and set fires: They were.dbter-
mined to control the world ip which they lived. Almost every
time such' a child has a confrontation with his parents, die 4.
?child wins. Oddly, although ihese children are used to haVing
thie way, they are extremi* unhappy.

. .
- Patthrson's.data indicate that the mothers in his treat-
ment prc;gram are more aggressive than mothers from
rnitched, normal families, as are die' fathers and the siblings,
too. Whe:whole family is deeply committed t6 aggression...And

ihe farnilY's aggressiveness increases, .the time members 4.
speiid talking with.ieach other diminishes and, finally stops..

." This Makes sense: One avOids people who are constantly inflict-
-ing 'pain. .`

Patterson sums up tfie characteristics of the typical mother
. of an.aggressive child as "a.4iffuse and noncontingent person
with her chile 13y "diffuse" he means that she is'probably
warm and loVing sometimes., but that , such behavior is not
contingent upon the child's being good. "When he misbehaves,
and somAimes even when he behaves, she becomes diffuse
again by screaming at the child. He reacts against this incon-

.
@latency. This dis

s.

timts her marrrage and her life, and she be-
comes a miserable, anxioua, angry person."

On the other hand,, Dr. Patterson also suggests, "In most of
, the families Nve,, have seen, the parents genuinely wanted to

- help theix-..chll en;,usually they wanted veiy much to love
them." T,tie tr atment frograrin of Patterson and his colleagues
is ainied t lping parents regain control pygr thejr-children's
behavipi rt, When this happens, the love and the self-oteem of
the'pgrentsiniprovea sure sign that their' mental heakh has

, =
THE' SOCIN. I,XARNING APPROACH

13pcause. Dr. ..Lirattkson,. along witfi many other authorities,
blievea that,b0aVior is learned, his.program is directed at

398'
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training paren& to teach the Child to unlearn' wrong ways or
acting and at the same time to learn to behave in more accept-
able ways. This form of treatment, a form of behhvior therapy,
emphasizes the use of rewards and punishments, mechanisms
crucial to the application of the therapy, to shape deSi.red ac--
,tions. Unlike psychoanalysis and related techniques;behavior
modification does not delve into the "Unconscious causes" of
deviant behavior. It is content simply to correctAuch behavior.

Learning is psobably the Most signifi-
cant factor in the develo*ent of- child-
hood aggression.-

a

While improvell behavior ,can be interpreted As a _reward in
itself, the social learning theory relies for its success on using
an extrinsic consequeve to alte4 qstablished. m4iladaptive be-

vior habits. What one is rewarding is the peaormance of
ring old habits and.supplanting them with new ones.

- itning is proba y the most significant factor in the devel-
opmen child aggressions. For example, the child notices
that if he has a tantrum his parepts give him what he wants,
so the next time he wants something lie,asain has a tantrum.
If 'giving in to the tantrum .teaches the child to re hy
not just ignore ouch behavior?ya. his g o ver
that these children are emotional k, t at their
behavior is rather deeply ingraine . Consequently, 4hen their
behavior is ignored, they are apt simply to 'accelerate it or use

- 'ether pain-controlling techniques, thus giving their parents still
further punishment. .

Inasmuch as these disorders of aggressive behavior occur
more frequently in boys than in girls, Dr. Patterson's program,
with' a few exceptions when girls have been admittad, has thus
far been primarily focused on thelreatment of boys not older
than 15. Programs based on the same principles have been
shown repeatedly at other research centers to shape the behav-
ior of adults, too, but Patterson and his colleagues Consider this
social learning approach ideal -with' children. Witii adults the
therapist must consider'the rewards and punishments offered
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not only by the spouse but also by coworkers, neighbors, and
relatives, all of whom exert influence on a cLients behavior.
With a child there are fewer outside influences.

In working out a program for a par culttr child and hi4
family, the staff Of the Oregon Social rning Center (SLC)

. asks itself such questions as:
What seerns to be supporting the..maladaptive behavior?
What are the irnmediate'causes?
'Does the mother give in to the child's tantrums?
Thecfollbing is a case historyof achild and his fair-lily who

were referred to'the Center:

Fred's mother . . six -years previously had been mar-
rita to an angry, physically assaultive man whom she
later" divorced. She described herself as having been
overlY permissive, partially as an attempt to compen-
sate for her husband's rigid control of the family . . . .

From her previous and current intertictions with the
children, it seemed she preferred to be a friend rather
than a mother . . . As such, it was difficult for her to
set rules, limits, and contingencies. However, she be-
lieved that if she could be warm and 4oving enough,
the children would mature. Unfortunately, all of tle
children were out of -control; and she was finding it
commensurately more difficult to be loving.

Fred, age 11, was one of five children. He had an older
brother, age 16; an older sister, age 14; a younger
brother, age 111; and a younger sister, age 7 . . . .

During the past year she had sought psychotherapy for
herself and fol. Fired. He presented the geneial picture
of a sullen, unhappy boy, whose out-of-control behavior
was becoming increasingly dangerous.During the pre-
vious week, in a fit of rage, hehad tried to shove his
Mother down the stairs. He frequently attacked the
other members of the family . .

The school presented specific complaints about him,
8uch4as attacks on peers and widely disruptive behav-
ior in the classroOrlt . . . . Many attempts had been
made to change his behavior, but to no avail. As a last
resort, .the school requested that the superintendent
transfer Fred to another schpol in the district. The
second school accepted him With the condition that he
receivii treatment prior to hiS entrance to school in the

0
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Fred had previously served as a subject in a sample of 4
15 children working in a `,1token culdire" chipsroom (in
which tokens, exchangeable forgifts, are giVen for de-
sired behavior); of that giolip only two were not con-
trolled by the procedures. Fred was .one of those two.
teks his mother said, "We 'have already had behavior
modification, and he was too smart for it." The mother
was deeply pessimistic about the project being of any
help and disagrees on philosophical grounds with the
procedures used by belaavior modifiers ..% . A
Ob§ervational data were collected by olise-rvefs in the
home for 12 'days. From the data it was clear that Fred
was not necessarily the most aggressive of the family
memberi. The entire family exhillited what were re-
corded as: deviant behaviorg at ,theL,Tate of 1.89 in-
stances of aggressive behavior per person per minute

. . . The obseriration teains reported that the resulting
noise vel was similar to that found in a machine
shop.

Apparently, this family rarely experienced a respite from
chaos. The mother, in parficular, was distraughe,
despairing, and,-indeed, desperate. Yet, at the end of treatment,,
she "was able to return - to'college arid acquire a. teaching
certificate in art."

Through the intervention program set up by the SLC staff,.
the mother's goal.was first to obtaip control over the behavior

. of the youngest.children, who were exhiOting the -highest rate
of unlesired conduct. Achieving this aim, she went on tb the
"more difficult' problem, that is, Fred's hitting." Carefully fOl-
lowing the techniqmea and principles that constitute the social
learning theory, the mother set up contingency rewards for
Fred's good behavior and punishments for bad.

If Fred did not hit anYone, be was permitted an extra half
hour of TV at bedtime. However, if Fred ad hit someone, he
would be praced in time-out [time-out..is explained in detail
later in this report) as his punishment for a given period of
time. Fred did not waste much time in testing the contingen .
cies hi's mother placed upon his hitting. Immediately after his
mother explained the procedures .which it was hoped would
curb his hitting, he gave his younger brother a hard,blow oh
the arm. Fred's mother,instructed him to,go to time-out; imme-.
diately he hit the'younger boy thive more times: While in time- s
out, .he continued to be vocally abusive and disruptivebeha-
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viors which earAed him an additional t minutes time-out and
separation from TV, his reward:pr positive ivinforcement. The
next day Fred repeated his performance: He continued his
obnoxious behavior during time-out, thereby increasing by an
additional 40 minutes the time to be spent in social isolation.
After testing his mother to her limits to`see how much he could
get away with, and realizing that she fully intended, to adhere
t6 the newly implemented program, Fred's hitting practices
ppidly decreased and soon ceased to be a prOlem.

Eventually, with the assistance of the Center sten', the
mother set up. a plan that included chores for each family
member, and they carried them out. the family is now one
cohe,give unit, each member doing his share in making their
home a pleasant place to be. Yet the total cost of the treatment
program i* terms of professional time, Patterson reports, was
13.9 'hours, which includes intake interview, staff conferefices,
group meetings, and telephone contacts. t
TREATMENT

In die social lear'ning approach, parents or other.key persons
who interact with the chiad are taught skills that reduce rates
of undesired behavior and ingease rates of acceptable behav-
ior. The kgy to success is that the parent be .able to. control
most of the reinforcements (or rewards) and punishments in a
child's environment, That. is why the program has thus far
been limited to boys and girls to age 15, Although the aim is to
extend the program eventually to include boys uvto 16 years of
age. Dr. Matthew Fleishman, a ,,member of the Center. team,
explains ther cutoff age as follows: "Whereas the young child is
wholly dependent upon his parents, the young teenager, on the
other hand, can probably'find his own food and shelter. There-
'fore, we work on a program where wegissume that the parents
have the ability to control tbe.rewards.and pimishm'entslhat a
child receives. One exiirnple of gettini cOntr9l oVer a child's
behavior 'is by providing necessities for- the child's well-being.
An obvious example is that the child is dependent upon his
parents to provide kim .with regular meals. However, if the
parent-isn't dependable about providing meals and merely says
theiv is bread and, pOanut butter in the cdpboard, that parent
really has no cOntrol over the child's behavior in eating la

44.
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ovet other behaviors that might be controlled by depenedably
providing meals. It isn't always strictly in terms of discipline
that parents have control but also in terms of impact on the
child's life."

The treiatmpnt procedaes used for families enrolled in the*
Center's 'program include the required reading of a pro-
4ammed text on social-learning-based child-managetnent tech-
niques (either Living With Children, 1968 [Patterson and Gul-
lion] or Families, 1975 lPatterson])t The assignment of the test
is dependent upon the educational level of .the parents and
must be completed before treatment can begin. In simple and
nontechnical terms both books stress that the behaN'rior of -the
child can be managed and explains social learning principles
such ask reinforcement, slitting, generalization, coercion, extinct
tion, and punishment.

After 'the parents have read the required text, they are
taught to define carefully, track, and record a serie4 of targeted
deviant and/or prosocial beh.aviors. During this period, and
during all othertauteps of training, the parents -are Frequently
monitored via telephone by experienced data collectors." In addi-
tion, parents are systeniatically observed in the i;ome during
the' baseline period, before treatment, or intervention, begins,
and finally during several stages of the 12 months of followup..
During observation ,sessions, which are generally &inducted
auring the dinner hOur, each family member is "targeted: for
10 minutes: The targeted person's behavior and the response of
other family members-are noted over repeated 6-second inter-

, ,falS.

I Interestingly, little difference xists in the rate's of maladap-
Ove behavior performed by normal as opWsed tq -aggressive
children. One behavior labeled deviant is em4ted e ery 3 Min-
utes by the so-called normal chlld .as, contrasted, on the aver-
age, to about.one deviant behavior emitted every minute and a
half to 2 niihutes for the socially aggressive child. Consbquent-
ly, pinpointing the deviant child, especially in troubled ,Tami,
lies, can be difficult. ThE:refore, the program is not necessarily
geared to treating a target child, but in the final analysis, the..
entire family benefitafrom intervention.

Used in the home.by the observers and parents are two data-
gathering systems: the BehaviOral Coding ystem (BCS) and
the Paretit Daily Report (PDR). The BCy, used by home observ-:
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ers, contains 29 categories, 14 of which describe n'egative or
deviant behaviors (e.g., negativism, noncompliance, teasing, hu-.
miliation, and destructiveness); 7 are ipositive behaviors (e.g.,
working, playing, making positive physical contact, laughing,
and complying); the balance are neutral behaviors_(norrnal and
attending). The PDR, Heveloped by the Center, is a system used
by parents in the home setting to identify other less frequent
but important aggressive behavibrs. Wing a reference, list of
deviant and prosocial behaviors, parents track behaviors, by
recording each deviant or prosocial behavior demonstrated, I;y
the'child. During a series )itf senliweekly phone calls from data
collectors at the Center,,thel parents report which.of the target-
ed items 9ccurred the previous day. Thus, the parents and
therapists are .lable;to.,"anyze chaliges in both frequency and
severity of such behaviors," Tile paretits are then taught how
to reinforsiand e wage itrosocial, accellable behaviors and
how to ,rtduce r es o desited(behaviors._kbehavior is de-

(..scribed as if n ontOliance on each occasion that the parent
presents tt, clear request', gr cominand, that is followed by' an
argument,"refus 1, or. an acq iescent verbal response unaccom-
panied by..fictual ectinpliAnce.

Objectives are eached by bR.th waits and children in nego-
tiation sessiona-w .ch rest* i the creationkf family programs
designe44o establi4 .,reinforcernent and punishment contingerr,
,cies. Fr quently, when ttleatment is initiated, the parents may
bpcome isillusioned as thachild's celition worsens, an event
that, occ because; in effee1; th parents are now telling ttle
child that what-te has been oing in the past is no longer

a ceptable. On th4 other hand$the child is desperately strug-
ing to niaintain hi4<former statukin the.household, which he

considers to be a ore favorable position. The parents are
constant encouragei by Center staff to endure, and results
indicate t endurance eventually brings favorable effects.

The point%y em

One of the major objecives of the prograni is to help meet
thee child's _individual needs, an outcome accomplished by a
system of rewards based on a potnt program. The parents and

4 chifrdeeide together. on the behavioral goal4 and on the rein-
forf ent,. or reward, that the child will receive when the goals

are ached. Such agree ents involve exchanges between all
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parties concerned; that is, the child entering into the contraci
consents to alter his own behavior, and the parent agrees to
furnish reinforcement for changing the behavior. For example,
if a child plays by himself for 15 mintutes, he might receive 3
points. Each time Kt doesn't disobey, argue, throw a 6ntrum,
tease his younger brother or sister, or cleans up his room, he
receives the number of points previously agreed upon by all
.parties during the negotiation session. When the child has
reached hit goal in the point system, he-is rewarded in the way
he has chosen. That is, he'rn.ay have decided to see a particula'r
movie, stay up longer to 'watch a favorite TV program, have a
family outing at the zoo, or .receive a gift within the family's
budget.) 6

Time-Out

Unacceptable behavior is dealt with not through physical.
.,,,.punishment, which often has an emotional aftermath and is

therefore tighly discouraged by the" Center staff, but through a
technique -known as.time-out. Time-out means isolation or a
'short separation from pleasurable activities ongoing at the
moment the child becomes unmanageable. It is an arrangement
in whicti an undesirable relponse is followed by a brief period
during. which activities of a family group are denied .him and
the child is separated from family, friends, and pets. The pur-
poseNis to make the child uncomfortable and unhappy within
reasonable bounds because of his separation from the group.
The investigators say that the parents should not be concerned
with whether or not the child is having a goo44time in isola-,

tion: The object of time-out-is -simply to restrict the child for a
time from his social reinforcers, or the pleasure he gets
being with the group. -

An environment for time-out in the home m% be a felatively
barren room; examples may include the bathroom (without any
glass items) or the bedroom. or the back hall (without TV,
books, or toys): Pattergon'S group cautions parents that time- '
out should be used' for only short periods of4 time, no longer ,

than 30 minutes at any one time; and not for long paiods of
isolation in small quarters. The environment should never be
frighteni g; for instance,, there should always bea prpper
amount of liet and ventilation, and the-child should nevée be
made t Stan!' or sit in an uncomfortable position.
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alternative'to the time-out procedure isthe application of
another. form of Mild Punishment, such as household tasks,
given in a nonabusive but firm manner for inappropriate be-
haxior. For instance, the'child may tie told that his penalty for
noncompliance is to mop the kitchen floor and that he will not
be allowed to resume normal activities until his assignment is
completed. If the child balks and refuses.to mop the floor, the
parents ate instructed.to inform the child that there will be no
TV, dinner, or social activities 'until he has finished his task.
ToO frequently parents tend to overpunish or underpunish the
child; they are- more -apt' to say, "no allowance, no friends, no
bicycle, no movies for.the next 2 years," or on the other hand,
merely, "empty the trash can," "feed the dog,' "sit still for
minutes," etc. The child soon learns not to take his parents'
threats seriously, and consequently the overall objective of fhe
program is defeated.

Other examples of bpropriate pun4hment forundesirable
behavior include:

Disruptiv behavior at the dinner table means that tile
child stands across the room for 2 minutes
Interruption of a parent's conversation with another adult
means that .the child must stand off to. one side while the!
conversation proceeds.

'Destruction .of household items means that the child is
given a physicallthore (such as pulling weeds) lasting -frail,
15 minutes to an hour, depending on the age Of the child. I,

a,
. Refusal to comply. with a parent's request means/that the

child is placed in time-out for 15 minutes.

.. .,

. Author's note: Time-out is ilso- an effective and ef ( oient
means of coutrollinglhe child with behavioral problems 'nthe
school setting; An example of this can be found in ,the Mark
Twain School of Rockville, Mirk, which serves the Montgomery
County School System. Under the-skillful administration 'of 4t 4"

principal, Dr. Ronald S. Laneve, . Mark .Twain wie svecifically -.
geared to educate the child with behavioral problems. In, a?'
school whose ehrollment is 80 percent boys, the staff drelies on'

,, time-out as a rapid methOd to curtail classroom tdisruption.-\ ,
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Within the comfortable and aesthetic interior of this sehool
are a number of time-o roo s, each measuring 4 feet by 5

. feet. Each is baqen exce a desk, is well ventilated and
lighted, ahd eve door, always unlocked, has a window. Dr.'
Laneve states that time-out is absolutely necessary in order for
the teacher to maintain discipline in an environment highly
conducive.to classroom disruption. Each time a student enters
a time-out room, separate entries are made for both the teacher
and the child. The teacher's entry is to 'help ensure that the
system is not being inappropriately used by staff the' child's
entry, to track his progress. Walking through the corridors ofi
Mark Twain, .one is astonished to discoYer thai, by and large,
the students appear better behaved than those attending the
usual school.

The Program for "Stealers"

Besides the main program geared to treat the untnanagezkble
child who is a threat to the cohesiVeness of the family, the
Oregon Social Learning Center conducts 'a program, under the
supervision of Dr. Mtn Reid, designed specifically to treat the
problem of. stealing. This program was initiated to study chil
dren whose treatment by staff members dealing with hyper-
aggressive children had been unsuccesSful.

The staff found earlier that stealers tended to exhibit less
deviant behaviormeaning, primarily, lower rates of aggres-

. sive behaviorthan nonstealers. This finding may have ac-
coutlited for the Staff's failure with the stealers, sinée the origi-
nal program-had been designed 'tO control high rates-of aggres-
sive behavior. As Dr. Reid puts it, ". . . thereason the parent
training program produces..minimal results in the case of steal-
ers is that- there is little pf this devipnt behavior Occurring
within the actual home setting upon which the parent.of the
stealer can work!' Because. of this low-rate behavior, parents,
too, are possibly not motivated tO try to alter or restrain .t.heir
child's deviant behavior. Also, stealing' is such a socially unde-
sirable trait that the parents find it difficult to admit their
child engages in it. Eventually, though, the community begins
to exert pressure upon the parents to 'take some form of action.

4 0 1I --/
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Mark( was a socially unskilled, unattractive, obese youngster
of 12and a stealer. Mark's father was extremely 'negative
toward him, not only because,..of such undesirable traits but
qo because Mark did not meet his father's expectations about,
meulifiity or athletics, and did not share mutual interests.
The father frequently humiliated Mark by addressing him as
"fatty," or "thief," fiquently in,the company of others.

Mark was referred to the Oregon Social Learning Center
initially nott because of the -poor relationship that existed be-
tween father and son but because. o? tle boy's food-stealing .

habits. Though comiclerably- overweight, Ihe boy would sneak
out during recess, run down toithe supermarket, and steal sbch
items as cookies, candy, and

Mark had been previously treated for apProximately a year
and a half, at another mental health facility for neurotic behav-
ior. The idea then had been that Mark was absorbed in food as
the result of his parents' failuie to meet his so-called dependen-
cy needs, or his needs for better parental care. Despite treat.
ment, his stealing continued at a very high rate, and he at-.
tempted suicide. .

Eventually Mark was referred to the Center, where the staff
focused on his stealing problem rather than on his underlying
neuroses. The treatment suggested was extremely simple.
Mark's father agreed to cease his degrading remarks or,.if he
did not, to c6ntribute-an agreed-upon sum of money toward a
prize for his son. Mark saw immediate gains in this program,
inasmuch as his father would stop "putting him clown," or else
"pay him ofr." In return, Markkvould cease hiS stealing. When-
ever Mark's parents found in his possesSion anything for which
he couldn't account, he would have to do a giVen chore-1 1/2
hOurs of garden work. .

The stealing ceased alknost immediately, but the father
needed help from the staff in recognizing a positive change in
-his son. One interesting result of the Agreement was that, after
the stealing stopped, father and son-spent more' time together.

t first the. two engaged in many arguments and confronta-
, ons. With further treatment, the aggressiveness stOpped. But

hot all treatments are entirely successful. Despite this prOgress,

on dily without warning the father abruptly told the Center
staff: "I don't care about this stealer; he's a fat, little, queer
kid, and I don't like him."
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So the case was by no means an overall success in terms of
the family. But it was not a total tragedy so far as Mark ,was
concerned. He was placed in aJoster home and at last report
Was doing very well.

Another Case.14story:

The target child in this familS, was a rather obese,
angry, socially unskilled 13-year-oWboy. He had a long',
historY of stealing and fire-setting. There were four,
other clhildren in the familx (boys, ages, 4, 8,414, and
15), none of whom showed ignificant )5roblem b6fia-
viors. The parents were 'extremely uncooperative with
the project, to the point of not allowing home observa-
tions. The father was working full time and attending
college. The mother *as attending college and was
engaged in civic activities. Neither parent supervised
the children carefully. The primary task during ihter-

. vention was to teath the parents to track the boy's
activities. Both parents were quite willing to apply
time-out contingent upon stealing and fire-setting. It
took approximately 10 weeks of intervention for the
parents to comp ete the textbook and to participate in
the program, at whi h time they reported stealing
stopped.

Essentially, treatment for the children who steal is the same
as.for the social aggressors. However, before parents of children
who steal can use the same behavior-management procedures
as those used with socially aggressive children, they need to
learn to label each .stealing event as such and not .to. place a
value on the article stblen. Parents t,end to become upset in
direct proportion to.the monetary value of the stolen item and
to overlook the fact that each stealing event, ,regaraless of'

4klalue, is a theft..As Dr.Reid explains, "We have the parents
document the accusations of stealing, which is not difficult to
do because teachers are complaining about items being stolen
out of lockers, the neighbors are informing the police of thefts,
items are nifSsipg km mom's purse, and so on. ConseqUently,
we'thange the focus from stealing itself to the report of steal-(i . ing, and we define that as the problem. Stealing . . is at ost
impossible to detect .... . and the one thing that goes *nvari bly
with stealing is lying, because obviOusly,.the boy hag to/deny
committing the act.

,
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"We tell the child thatehe has' already`been labeled a. thief
and the stopping of hi stealing habits is aot going to conVince
everybody, as they probably suspect that he has gone under-
ground or has become more sophisticated. The child's problein
is not only to get other .peopleto notice he is no longerstealing,
but also to convinfe tlifm that he is not." Therefore, the p`roject"
works on r ported stealing only. Whenever a stealing report is
made by a credible individual leg., teacher, parent, police),.the
child receives a consequence. Whether or not the child is actu-
ally guilty of the theft, arid there are times when he is unjustly
accused; the action is recorded as a theft, even if the child
arg*Allit he is not guilty. It is hardef to persuade the' par-
ents 'than the child; to, support .the programDr. Reid' reports,
because parents fend: fo be more. liberal and believe in the
judicial system that itiquires proof of guilt. "But," Dr. Reid
adds, "the' childreh have already been labeled, and it doesn't
matter whether they are stealing or not. Everyone thinks they

: are, and quit is /why they get ,exkluded,from social activities
with othercyildren,' Dr: Reid finds that his treatment st9Pii;or
sey.erelji .1.4i...ceS';'':Steahng,i4:atiproximately 90 ilercent of the
Cases. Dr. 'Reid "addifionallY. Supports hig outcome data ._hy
checkirig on 'the rafe of Steeling referrals to.the Juvenile Court.'
Thus far, none of the children in the stealing project has been
picked up by the police afteriptervention.

SUMMING UP

Besides the problems experienced fn the family, aggressive
schildreillpaye difficulty learning, tfie social skills required to
Obtain and maintain.satisfying social.eoritacts. Many aggressive
behaviors are of a nOriphysical sort: humilation, teasing, crying,
whiniiigall ways of inflicting' pain On others. In A: $ocial
Learning Approach to Parnily Intervention, Dr. Patterkloh end
his coworkers state, "Peer groups tend to reject the aggressive' ,
child. Such children,tend to receiye three times as Much pun-
ishment frorn 'their social environment as do -nonproblem chil-
dren. AdaitionallY, socially aggressiYe children tend to acquire
academic skills at a slower Pace than nonaggressive children.
Arid what isAiscolitaging is ;the *finding in , other; studies that
such hig,hl#::*aggressive children are unlikely to 'outgroW their '

probleit*" Thus, the desirability for parents to mqhtain control

.r*
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'over their child's behavior for the chia's,loke beComes appar-
ent, not.only bedause of the need fa harmony in the home add
concern for the child's future, bid' to .avdid the, deleterious
effects stich a child may ultimately have on sOcietyl,The goal of

,.

treatment, then, is not only to , bring tait.of:control behavior
'under control but'also'to, Produce 'effects that will persist. .

Dr. Patterson additionally has fOund, ". . .: analysis of the
(siblings in normal and clinical families Show that at the age of
3, the normal child performs coercive behaVierS' at an even i
higher rate than does our identified clinical sample , . '? But '

-' what is an Iceptable level of aggression in '3,year-olds is no
longer so In 6-year-olds.4Dr. Patterson's 6-year-oldi have not
learped 'to control this aggression. In effect, the older aggres-

.sive child is doing; What is socially acceptable fiVa a-year-old. '
These findinks in turn'suggest,' "it is crucial ,to employ, effective
jlarenting skills for the contrOl of coercion arOltrid the age 'of 3."

. . ,

i,
Patterson's findings Suggest that families 'with hyperaggressive

. .-.

,40i1dren shduld be provided proper training early, to avoid
... pylucing troUbled, disordered children. patterson' staff hopes

A, eventually to deVelop an intervention program for 3-year-olds...
Dr. Patterson's program for modifying undeSiced aggreSsive

behavior in chiklren 'has thug far been rewarding. At the con7,
...

clusion of treatnientNtlie vast majority of participants felt that
the entire family iiad been altered for the better: The child was

. happier, and the parents' attitudea toward the child had imr
proved. As the childli,behai,ior improves,PAKroughapplicatidn
of the social learnhig 'theory, tbe irelationship ketween parent a

and thild irproves as 'Well. As a result,of a reversal pf negative
,to positive iittifudbs toward the child, he becomes viewed, by
.other family members, as. an esteemed and integral part of the .

,.

farhily,, thereby lessening,,his,need o be aggressive.
.. Tfie'progOam.boastSsucdeas in wdeut of three'cases referred
-to the Center. The failare in the dile out of three cases is
attributed ,by Dr. PatterSon and his staff to "poor parentil
cooperation, inability of,the parents to be consistent with their .
children, a tendency for the children Ito demonstrate low rate
but highly .aversive behavior' and stealing to be a referral
problem in cases whitii were difficult to treat." Conceive*, it'

. Ale results continue'to be as successful as they have been in
the past, Dr. Patterson's approach to the so9ial learn* theory

.n
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could be, a treatthent df choice .for many young children who
end up being seen in courts and in child-guidance clinics.

Moreover, this type of treatment can be economical becauSe(
the average length of behavior therapy is approximately
weeksthe total amount of client-contact time. Compared to
the average amount,of 2 years one might sperid in other forms
of therapy; the saving in time and money is considerable. Dr.
Patterson adds that, since parents can be trained to master the
program and gain control over their child's behavior, it should
be possible to train an intelligent, warm, perhaps retired house-
mother tO perform the duties, and responsibilities currently
Managed 133, Ph.b.'s and M.D.'s at the Oregbn 'Social Learning
Center and elseWhere. Buttressint Dr. Patterson's opinion,
paraprofession,als,-ander-the-sttpexvision-of-a-psyehologisti are

"now utilized at the Family. Learning Center in Helena, Mont.
,Here they employ well-tested social learning, principles, .tech-
niques, and izirocedtiries to help parents be a constructive influ-
ence on their children, Making the home into a pleasant envi-
ronment for tip entire Furthermore, the.training of
paraprotessionala should tureher reduce the cost ,of therapy .a
family undergoes in the social learning approaeh.

Approximately one-third of all*mental health referrals from
,teachers and parents are for problems of delinquency and ag-
gression.'Obviously, then, strategies to helpehildion who show
aggressive, delinquent behavior are necessary. Nevertheless,
says Dr.,Patterson, "if we try to address ourselves to the prob-
lems of delinquencY in childitn,' wemust develop methods for
changing the situation of the social environment which elicit,.
shape, -reinforce, and maintain delinquent behavior. Rather

. than treating it syMptomatically (i.e., tryincto treat.the delin-
tinent child who is the end product of the system which creates
delinquency), a successful solution to the problem of delinquen-
ty will require a frontal, assault on thd homes, neighborhoods,
iind classrooms in which these behaviors are taught.".

.
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,

Chris and his mother, Gail,'are playing a board game,
a little like Monopoly,-oilthe floor. Mother and son are
'using the board game to learn and develop skill in
plying the problems that come up between them.
Chris is red, and Gail is blue. Chris has just drawn a
risk card that made him pay $50 into the bank begpuse
Gail refused to accept his "Please" (stop nagginit me
about my homework). Unless he can think of another
"Please" Ahe will accept, they will both have to pay
another pena y.. You can.tell from his squirrnirng that
he does not ant More penalties. The rules are that "

neither can 'scum or argue a decision of the oth9r,
since that deflects from their task. Each can only say
"yes" and go forward on the board and win bonuses or
say "no," suffer,a 'penalty, and follow the direction to
go back and try again. Chris comes up with a new
"Please" (help with his homework) which Gail accepts,
and they both advance two spaces, and Chris gets $50
and Gail wins $100 from a *nue card. In the same .

way they negotiate when and how often Gail wilt,
accept. As they advance on the board, encountering .

bonuses and risks, they step-by-step negotiate the
reward (I will pick up my things) and decide who will .

track the "Please" (keep a day-bINday performance
record at home). They reach the last space together&
MI out and sign a C,ontract (see 'exhibits 1 and 2),-
advance to GO, and collect $200 from the bank. Time.
elapsed: 12 min., 80 sec.; each is ahead $550. Chris is
snnling; he thipkai.piekinq his things up will be a.

897
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Exhibit 1.
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Exhibit 2.

Cpntraet #

4.,

EtAINE BLECHMAN 899ft"3

Family # 03 F

Game # Yi
Date (4 30/7(g

4

CONTRACT

t ,

Red, please till out this contrlet

ted's Name: C)tj k Ljj
Blue'stiame:

PROBLEM:

V IAA., !it 1.4.1,4q,c1 Ift& of&UV(1) What is the problem? 'TY
trotO) i <4J

2) How.often does problem happen -14,/tve..1 L irLO"r
g. L./

3) When does problem happen?

4) Where does problem happen? c

PLEASE: AVA2 1-1^,,L b2A if

1) What do you want Blue to do more of?

2) When do you want Blue to do it? tLOVA U-e

*.

'3) How often should Blue do ft?

REWARD:

I/

1) What will be ihe reward?. Z. nu;
2) When 41, You givethe reward? .4....if-Z0A I -up f P

Who will track the please?

Signafturs: Red:

Blue

)4

42..)

1.

416
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cinch, if it will keep his 'Mother frOm nagging plus
require her to help with hil3 homewok. Gail lets him
think so, amazed at how quickly, after seven other
contracts, Chris has learned to change his "Please" to
solve the problem instead of just sullenly balking. L

Chris and Giil are two of the people in a study directed by
Dr. Elaine Blechman-Beck that is designed to ,train single-,
parent families to solve problems. This work is one of a.series
of Dr. Blechman's investigations in developing and lestinç
forms, of behavior therapy' (Blechman 1974). There are a
number of tYpes of behavior therapies, variously defined byi
different partisans, and all of them. distinguished from nonbe-
havior therapies. Psychoanalytic, Gestalt, social learning, and 2 .
cognitive schools all have their 'practitioners; within< schools"
there are further 'subdivisions of theory.

.

Although' Blechman has had eclectic training, she .sees her-:
self as Partial to learning theory, yet hospitable to any inter-
vention that carefully specifies the result the intervention is
supposed to achieve, that chooses its golds and makes then)
explicit, and that then carefully redesigns and recalibrates the
process of intervention until it is clear the results are achieving
goals. Blechman thus meets a dommon- definition .for ,tlibeha-
viorist; one who breaks down behavior into Units that-Ain be
quantified and measuredj thereby producing clear-cut results.

A slight, gentle, refl4tive person, Blechman is wary of being
identified with any single sctool. She suggests wryly that eich
therapy system ,has its own .devices and escape clauses for
explaining its therapeutic failures. These are concepts used to
explain that if the client doesn't chlinge when the therapy is
given, then there is some defect in the client, not the therapeu-
tic 'system. The requirements of specifying goals and what will
count as result, of stating what the behavioral units are and
.how they will 'be meaintred make the effectiveness of therapies
easier for the researcher to assess. But.even more, the require-
ments are themselves rut/es for a therapy, a behavioral one, .

which Blechman.and her colleagues have developed, directed to
specified, limited goals, that Chris and his mother, Gail, are
learning.

.
t

Some other therapies may suffer not only from Vagueness
that results in failure to sleet thetle requirements and, hence,
are difficult to metier,- bng with hiving escape clauses to help
explain failures, but alsô they may have sucdessful clients who

)
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,

are helped, not because of the system of therapY, bUt from' the

charisma and concern of the therapist. This situation is good

for the particular client but not for succeeding generations of

therapists alkd clients of similar faith vainly seeking the same
successes -and wondering why they are such failures.

Finally, the requirements of specifying units, of fAhavior,

gOals intervention results are procedural; they do not specify'

what the therapeutic gohls should be, only that they should be

made explicit. In this they differ from 0,ther systems that do
claim some forms of behaviorheterosexuality, independence,
warmth, for exampleare healthier or more "normal"' and

more Oesiable than' others. . . .

But the behavior' therapy Blechman embraces allows for
specifying a goal and then abandoning it if, it is unsuccessful.
Its negative side effects.InaT prove worse thin the benefits: It
may not have benefits. It may.benefit in some coniexts but not

others. She believes we do not tinow enough at both the 'individ-

ual and social level yet to be confident that we algmys know

what "good" behaviors are. ,,

Behavioral therapy looks at many interpersonal problems as

amenable to experiment and improVement through problem-

solving skills that can be taught quite quickly to clients them-
selves. They do not need a charismatic tiferapist. Thus, this
approach avoids raising the fear of .control or manipulation*---
others sometimes incited by other varieties of behavior Modifi-
cation, since this one aims to transfer a skill directly,, for
people to help themselves. The theory is that what they' learn

is ot the solution to a single problem but a skill which they

pr e by sacc Thasively aPplying it to many. e skill hai long- .

ran e applicability, and they can generalize it in their own
way. 1r ,

. -,,,

4 But what are these skills?.What are the steps in this process
of problemsolving? How are they taught? And hoW is behavior-

al therapy:designed. so that the ,clients themselves are empow-
ered to help themselves? These are some of the questions.

Blechman has addressed in her work. She has elected to con-
centrate on the relatively young discipline of behavioral family ,

therapy, whidh concerns itselr with marital conflict and child-

related problems and has focused on the latter (Blechman and

Olson 1975).

.41
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In the last few years especially, applied behavior analysis has ,

moved out of the laboratory and beyond animals to apply its
operant principles to the real world of people with real, prob- . -

lems by developing interventions for them. In parent training,
parents learn to use behavioral principles to diminish ft child's
undesirable behaviors and strengthen desired ones (13ertowitz
and Graiiano 1972). In parent-child fonhngency contracting, the
desired change in behavior(js translated into a written contract

'between the parent ang child,, making theithi d an active par-
ticipant. A third kiild ofintervention, called ariously family
negotiations, systems', or problemsolving training, teac l es to
bOth parent and Thild a skill which they learn and pr fice .
together. It is this tupd-of intervention that Blechrnan has
chosen to explore. j -..

TRAINING INTROBLEMSOLVING ILLS
.*

BehaviOr the apy is usually thought of as a way of achieving
a solution\ specifiC behavior probleM._ Bute this is not the

\*.only goal. other goal may be to transmit a skill in family
problem,Iving, which is not itself a solution but a process tor

4 achieving one. Which of these 'goals should' be emphasized de-
pends in Blechman's view on three factors: how specific the
problem is, the source of the complaint, and how many of these
'skills the clients already have. Behavioral interventions can be
designed to place emphasis-on means (the problemsolving proc-
ess) or ends (the solution).

The solution emphasis is often, most appropriate when the
problem is specific. Bedwetting, stuttering, obesity, a phobia, an
addictidntare examples of specific problems. Everyone involved
recqgnizes the problein and needs a solution; the sole criterion
of success is the .measure of change in the target behavior; the
therapistlunctions as an expert directing the clients. But if the
problems are vaguernagging, school adjustment, quarreling,
depreisionrtarget behaviors to be changed must be pinpointed
and, in doing this, therapists' own theories of personal-adjust-
ment and social class values may influence their choice of
solution. This influence is ethically questionable and practically
may decreaSe the client's compliance.

Similarly, if ,the source of the complaint of the problem be-
hinrior is not the client but family or friends or other external

41
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figures, who view the client as incapacitated, inadequate, or
threatening, the client may not consider the complaint justi-
fied, any imposed solution is unlikely to be popular, and its
maintenance:will require unrelenting surveillance. Transfer to
self-control may be an unrealistic goal. A solution emphasis js
likely to have limited success.
. The client's repertoire of problemsolving' skills.. also helps
determine emphlisis. Some families are good at solving most of
their problems 'but will snag on a new one or one kind in
particular. Here a solution emphasia is appropriate. But, other
faMilies have a very limited repertoire of such skills and re-
peatedly fail at many kinds of family problems. But Blechman's
atisumption here is that such people, are not therefore poor
candidates for therapy, only that they are poor candidates for
therapy as usually conducted., Treatment technology should be
altered to suit the clients' capabilities.

The design of the intervention should take ;ill three of these
factors into account. In all three such caseswith iague or
diffuse probleme, exteroal figures pressing far change, the pres='
once of .low problemsolving skills in the familywe see under
some conditions thaV a solution emphasis may be inadequate
and probably ineffective. Under these conditions an emphasis
on means, the process of problemsolving, is more uppropriat*

A CAW STUDY
orThe treatment of a severely depressed moman illustrates em-

phases on both solutions, and the process of gaining skills for
training had to take place in order that solutions become acces-

sible to the client (Blechmari 1976). The focus during treatment
waa on acquiring problemsolving skills to eqiiip the client to
deal .with new crises and ward off recurrence of depression.

,
Methods,

The client, named. Mrs. Jo was a 4 ar-old, high
school-educated Catholic wom children. No
years earlier she *as hospital riefly for depres-
sion' at the' height of a crisis in her, marriage. She was
separated and divorced &dm her alcoholic husband..
For 2 years Mrs. Jones moved through individual and
group therapy Lwith five different nuries and psychiat-
ric residents. When behavioral treatment and study
began, Mrs. Jonea lived at home in a continuous at-

420.
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mosphere of emotional and financial crisis. She said
that she was unable to Lininage her finances or her
family. Her three adult sons (two of whom lived with
her) included one 'who abused alcohol, one who was
drug dependent, and. one whO was AWOL from the
Navy. She could not meet the mortgage payment on
her house, ands she had neither heat, electricity, nor a

,telephone. She appeared completely overwhelmed and
constantly burst into tears. Her medication (200 mgs.-
of a cOmatonly prescribed mood elevator) provided
little help and. had unpleasant side effects.

Mrs. Jones was given bests to establish .some baseline
data-about her capacities,' which could then be used to
measure her progress.' She scored 73 on the Cattell
Culture Fair Intelligence Test before treatment. Her
own report about her life provided little evidence that
she had ever functioned self4ufficiently for a pro-

. longed tithe. To assess how well she was progressing,
Mrs. Jones completed the Eysenck Personality Inven-
tory and the Bernreuter Self-Sufficiency Questionnaire
before and after treatment.

The: therapist was a college-educated young woman
with no formal training in peychotherapy. A study was
designed to measure rs. 4onefi' progress and the ef-*
fectiveness of her t atment, which occurred in three
spaced periods, called "interventions." The design of
this study alternated three periods that established
baseline data (A) with three periods of intervention (B),
six ,phases in all. The first period of intervention con-
sisted tif 17 training sessions over 21 weeks. After 13
weeks another intervention reinstated .training for a
further seven sessions. After 15 weeks, three "booster"
sessions comiirised the third intervention period of'
fading-out therapeutic contacts. These alternating peri-
ods, allowed training to be introduced, interspersed
with periods when its effects could be measured. Aa
Mrs. Jones acquired skills front the training, her im-
provement could be measured, even as training was
attenuated. The study gradually prolonged the inter-
vals between therapeutic contacts during interven-
tions, gradually escalated expectations of Mrs. Jones'
self-sufficiency, and included a, year-long followup
period during which there was no contact with the
therapist; Mrs. Jones was by then expected to do well
on her own.

Two measures were selected to assess the interven-
tion's impact. One goal of intervention was") have

41
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Mrs. Jones feel better. Another was to make her more
effective in solving her own probleins. First, Mrs.
Jones had long relied upon mood-elevating drugs to '
combat unhappy, feelings. Drug use before, during, and

,after treatment was chosen as aji indicator of her sub-
. 3ective emotiorial state. If the-ohent felt better, it was

expected that she would take less medication.

Second, routine conversations with Mrs. Jones re-
vealed a hopeless, passive orientation to pioblems. She
repeatedly cried, raised problems, and ruminated
about consequences. She elicited advice but listened'
halfheartedly and never followed it. Therefore, her in- ,/

clination to solve her problems was assessed in this
way. Mrs. Jones talked 'with a different, unfamiliar
staff member durnig 19 video-taped discussions, called
"probes," scattered throughout baseline and interven-
'tion periods. -Trained raters coded the frequency of
Mrs. Jones' complaining and problemsolving state-
ments during these videcotaped probes. Her problem-
solving inclination was measured to) the frequency of
her problemsolving statements divided by these state-
ments plus complaints. The ratio was expected to in-
crease as Mrs. Jones gained experience and confidence
in her ability to solve her own problems.

Mrs. Jones' behavior with other people was sampled iri
a series of 19 video-taped discussions or probes. Ten-
minute-long video-taped probes were scattered
throughout baseline (A) and intervention (B) phases of
the studY. During each probe Mrs. Jopes was asked to
chat with one unfamiliar staff member. Staff members
rotated over probes and were told to treat the -inter-
view as a casual social contact. If a probe and a train-
ing rssion were scheduled for the same day, the probe
was conducted first to avoid, an ephemeral impact
caused by that day's trainin

Intervention Procedurei

Early intervention sessions (B began with a recita-
tion of problems by Mrs. Jon : her own, her chil-
dren's, and her neighbors'. Eac time she raised . a
problem of her own, the therapist ked her to suggest
a feasible sdIution (e.g., "What w uld you do about
that?"). The trainer ignored Mrs. ones (by not re- 0

spqnding verbally or nonverbally) wh n she discussed
others' problems or when she denigra herself
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Whenever Mrs. Jones suggested a possible problem so-
lution or said something good about herself, the train-

, er showed interest with assent, approvalf or agreement
or with humor and laughter.

VI

The trainer. acted out mcodels of problemsolving, think-
ing ou lotid about issues and presenting alternative
Soluti from which Mrs. Jones was encouraged to.
choose. e trainer elicited Self-approving statements
by asking 'Mrs. Jones at the beginning of each session
what she had done well during the week. .

The latter portion of most trajning sessions was devot-
ed to the development of a homework assignment.
Typically A solution which Mrs. Jones had decided
upon was thought through and made`concrete: An as-
signment to contact legal aid included a list of ques-
tions to ask the lawyer; an assignment to decide about
selling her house included the development of a pro .
and-con list; an assignment' to list her own good quali-
ties followed a session in Which Mrs. Jones explored
how. she thought worthy people act. t.

The concepts of assertiveness, self-esteem, -and deci-
sionmaking were used by the trainer to label the steps
Mrs. Jones was taking. And Mrs. Jones,reported read-
ing and rereading Your Perfect Right by Alberti and
Emmons for encouragement.

During the second int4rvehtion phase (B2), the trainer
was gradually removed from the problemsolving proc-
ess by substituting a programmed game board for the
discussion with the trainer. The purpose (was to
"wean" Mrs. Jones from dependence on the Wainer as
she increased in competence. The game boird guided
Mrs. Jones through steps leading up to selection and
evaluation of a solution. Assignments during B2 fo-
cused on settini nriorities and formulating plans of
actien independent of the trainer.

During the third training. phase (Bethe trainer ad-
Ministered three booster training sessions in which she
once again elicited and encouraged active problemsolw
ing and self-approval by Mrs. Jones.

ResUlts

Interpersonal behavior wills observed and- coded over'
the 19 10-minute-long video taped probes. The observer

iwatched every other 10-second nterval and counted
every pftblemsolving, and complaining statement that

4.2a
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occurred in the interval. Problemiolving statements -
related to solution of a problem and included general
or specific mention of a solution as well as statements
of confidence in the soliition. Complaining statements
included descriptione of problem% conhideration of the .

causes.and implications of problems, and statements of
hopeless attitudes about problenis. Raters overlapped
on one out of five probes.

Figure 1 displays"Mrs. Jones' problemsolving and com-
plaining statements before, during, and after interven-
tion. Before treatment.(A1), prOblemiolving statements
represent 38.6 percent of problem-relevant remarks.
During the first intervention phase (B1), 48 percent of
remarks, were problemsolving statements. This ratio
held constant during the subsequent baseline (A2).
During the second intervention phase (B2), problem- ,
solving statements increased fcom 48 to 59 percent.
Problemsolving statements declined to 53 percent
during the subsequent baseline (A3) ,but rose again to
59 percent during the fading-out period (B3).

Figure 2 shows dosages of a mood-elevating 'drug which
'Mrs. Jones had taken at the rate of a .day for

rsthe 2 yea prededing treatthent. In t middle of 'the
second intervention phase (B2), Mrs. fies asked for a
reduced dosage from her physician. During Baseline 3
(A3), sheAcut down to one pill a day. By week 83 and
through followup she was totally drug.free.

On the tests of her progress, Mrs. Joi4 increased her
extraversion score (from 7-pre to 9-post) and decreased
her .neuroticism score (from 17-pre to 12-post) on the
Eysenok Personality Inventory. On the Bernreuter
Self-Sufficiency 'Questionnaire, her score increased (25-.
pre, 32-post). .

By week 83, Mrs. Jonei had sold her house, paid her
outstanding bills, and rented an apartment which she
occupied with her two youngest children (the older
children were now on their own). She bought .a car and
obtained a part-time job. In a final interview conducted
by an 'interviewer whom Mrs. Jones hiid never met
before, Mrs. Jones reported that self-confidence was no -
longer a problem and that childrearing problems were
few.

Mrs. Jones spontaneoUsly sent a letter to the trainer 3
months.after the last fading contact and wrOte, "I still
have 'goals ..to reach and. :Will work on time limits to,
accomplish:;. them." .Phone. caUs aced ' during the

. .,,. f,. ... ., ,... 1 .0 4 i . h.li
.1. il I. , II. I. :t.o, ii; 0: .',,,
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iourth, fifth, and twelfth followup nlonths- indicated
that positive change had been maintained.

)

Figural, ChangiOn Probionsolving and ConiplaInIng quhavIpr Al a
Function of Problernsolving Training
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The hallmarks .of behavior therapy, both as a iolutiok for a
particular problem and to teach ptoblemsAving skills, ore pres-
ent.in this case study (Blechman et al. 476). In flit design the
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problem is "operationalized,r that is, translated into specific

set of behaviors for this case that can be observed and meas-
ured: (complaining behavior and taking medication. The goals
are to replace the. complaining with -problemsolving behavior .

and to forego medication. The prohlem behaviors are not pun-
ished but recorded and ignored. Desired behavior is reinforced
with praise. In this case the therapist also spent a great deal of

time and care in "modeling" problemsolving bY doing it herself;

Mrs.- Jones' attempts at it were "shaped" through her home-
work assignments where she practiced doing it herself. Gradu-
ally Mrs. Jones took over the problemsolving procedure, begin-

ning with selecting the next problem to work on and culminat-
ing in compliance-with the selected problem solution.

It is not a great exaggeration to suggest
that as the power of chemotherapy lies
in the .drug, _the power of behavior therr

.apy lies in-the Measurement

The care and diwotion given to measurement ore perhaps
what most distinguish behavior therapies from other' kinds,
Measurement is not only a recording tool for the therapist to
agrees change; it can itself be an instrument of change as it
becomes part of a feedback loop of infOrmation for the client. It

is not a great exaggeration to suggest that as ,the power of
chemotherapy lies in the drug, the power of behavior therapy

lies in measuiement. The milligrams of Mrs. Jones' medication

were measured, and thus the drop in dose during the second
intervefition was visible evidence "of progress. ComplaiAing.and

problemselving behavior were video-tape recorded and then
coded in very *tailed and specified ways to ensure uniformity

so that there was evidence of. improvemant. This evrence: of
improimnient, provided' motivation for hardier improvement.
The design of the intervention, intaspersing phases of bpseline
(A) with intervention (B) in all A-B4K-B-AuB pattern prdvided a

way to iiieasure dm effect of each intervention on the ,selected

target
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During all this while, a transfer of power from therapist to
client was taking place, perhaps the most precious gift of the
behavioral, approach. Positive changes occurred in every meas-
ured and observed aspect of Mrs. Jones' life: in interpersonal
behavior, self-ratings, use of medication, and, most important,
in heir life situation. Over the, weeks she learned and practiced
a skill so that she could do it herself:

What evidence suggests that these changes were attributable
to the training procedures? First, Mrs. Jones suffbred from
unremitting depression for a period of 2 years before treatment
began, as indicated by 'a careful reading of therapist notes.
Further indication was provided bY the manner in which Mrs.

. Jones was transferred from one therapist to another'and main-
, tained at the same high dosage of medication.

Second, measured changes in interpers6.al behavior coitt
cided with the onset of training phases. The first phase in
training brought with it a greater equalization of complaining

rand problemsolving behavior. This change was maintained
during the subsequent baseline (A2).. The second phase in train-
ingwas associated with a reversal in the relative standings of
problemsolving and complaining behaviorthe former pre-,
doMinated. There was a slight reversal in the ,subsequent base-
line (A3) and a recurrence of improvement in the final fading-
out period (B3).

Mrs. Jones' decision to cut down her medic`ation was regard-
ed as a positive change by the client. This change coincided
with the second phase in training and was maintained thereaf-
ter.

This case study was designed to shed light on the effects
problemsolving training on interpersonal behavior and psycho-
tropic drug use. So much measurement took place (the inter--..
personal probes) that we cannot rule out its reactive effects,
that is, the possibility that the measuling process itself pro-
duced Some of the changes. Since Mrs. Joneeknew her behavior
was being monitored and scored, she maY have complained less

I and solved problems more, in part simply to up her score.
Therefore, we must tentatively conclude that both interventi
and measurement procedures con'tributed to the positive ri
info reported here.

Even if measurements were reactive, it would still be &lik-
able to introduce the (A-B-A-B-A-B) design of this case study

427
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and its measurement procedures into the'clinical setting along
with the problemsolving intervention. Fimt, the intervening
and recurring baseline phases alternating maY promote main-
tenance of change. Second, measurement of interpersonal be-
havior also provides feedback .to the clinician., who typically
cannot directly.observe subtle shifts in client behavior with
people other than himself. It can tell him how well the intei .
vention is working. Third, measurement also informs the clini4
ciateOf change4 in 'social behavior that may preeede changes in
the depressed client's subjective self-reports, that is, before the
client is aware, of them, and this may be useful feedback.

Pragmatic poblemsolving, encouragement, realistic feed-
back, and structured assignments are not .new intervention
procedures. They have been used in nursing and social work
(e.g., Miles and Harp 191). AlthoUgh more time-consuMing
than drug therapy, a structured problemsolving intervention
may be preferable for womeh low in self-sufficiency and belea-
guered by financial and childrearing problems. It offers dual
benefits: resolution of immediate problems and acquisition of
enduring skills.

PROBLEMSOLVING WITH SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES

The success of Mrs. Jones in learning problemsolving that
enabled her to help heiself, even though initially she,seemed to
have a very limited repertoire of skills, suggests further devel-
opment of such therapy along several lines. First, one cannot
help wondering whether, if the intervention had come earlier,
the sad history of.,the family and her depression could have
been avoided or at 'least mitigated. Mrs. Jones had six children
and an alcoholic husband. Of three adult sons (two still living
with her), one abused alcohol, one wps drug dependent, one waS
AWOL Trom the Navy. Might earlier intervention within the
family itself have prevented some of this pain aiqi unhappi-
ness? I

Some more traditional "talking" therapies have Iot been too
successful with clients wiito are not niiddle class, not used to ,

unstku9tured situations, not highly verbal or sophisticated.
Mrs. Ames herself spent 2 yearsin psychiatric and group ther-
apy. As often as.not, 'attempts at therapy have been character-
ized by high dropout rates and low compliance.

911
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In behavioral family therapy, onti.tool for interpersonal prob-
lemsolving has heen the contract between .spouses or between
parent and child:This has been used successfully with adult
clinical populations (Tighe and Elliott 1968; Boudin 1972), with
normal child populations (Honune 1970; Cantrell et al. 1969;
MacDonald et al. 1970; Dinoff and Richard 1969). But Weathers
and Liberman .(1975) have described an unsuccessful effbrt to
use contracting as an intervention Wiih delinquenth and their
parents.

Blechman believes the contract device used imaginatively
can be very useful for some early interventions in fainily inter-
personal problems, even and especially wilere other therapies
have been less successful. She believes the Weathers and Liber-
man findings may be due ta four conditions not present in their
study, which may be necessary for a successful contract ap-
proach.

A first condition is that the therapist's praise be valued by
the clients so that it matters to them whether their efforts and
contract compliance please or displease the therapist (or train-
er). Thus, at the beginning of each training session the trainer
can set up a small, specific goal that structures the session as
goal directed and makes it easy for family members .to earn
credible and contingent praise from the trainer.

A second condition-is that the child should regard contract-
ing as a way to increase his or her power in the parent-child
interaction. Both parent and child behaviors must be seen as
amenable to change, or there is __Qv Jegrion to_lut in." The
child does not tyPically have access to the rewards and rein-
forcers the parent has, only .the threat of "aversive behavior".
that can' disrupt. In training, both parents and children identi:
fy problems to solve and alternate ip raising problems and
writing contracts to solve them.

A third condition is that family members should feel pride
when contracts succeed. This is far more likely if the contract
is not mainly the work of the therapist but is the result of their'
own efforts in goal setting, tracking desirable behavior, and
meeting goals. To increase the probability of these, during the
task of workipg out the contract, antagonistic or diversiopary
off7ta8k behaVior must be minimized, while on-task problem-
solving behavior must be accelerated.., To accomplish', this,

4 d
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Blechman has developed a board game played in training that
$ takes families through each problemsolying step.

A fourth condition necessary for any long-term change is
that families must learn these steps so that they can them-
selves apply the process to new problems pn their own. To
increase the likelihood of this independence, Blechman pro-
vides that the family in training negotiate two contracts at the
board game tind carry them out on their own during training
weeks, until aech contract is 70 percent successful or is renego-
tiated at the board. Other contracts written during training
can be stored for use after training ends. ' 4%*

Contract approaches that build in these four conditions
appear to promote successful family interventions. This is illus-
trated in the work of Weiss, Hops, and Patterson with married
couples (1973), by the, work of Alexander and Parsons with

man 1976).

-A quents (1973), and in Blechman's and her colleagkes' own

l
wor with single-parent families (e.g., Blechman, Olson, and
lie

Blechman's choice of single-parent families as a proving
ground for ,de eloping a family intervention that teaches prob-
lemsolving sl#ll8 may seem, at first glance, a case of picking
the hardestossible case. Moreover, in her most recent studies
not only 11ve clients been predominantly single parents, but
also the single parent has been predominantly female and poor
and the family likely to be what social workers call "Multiprob-
lem.", 4. ,

The female single parent is likely to command fewer of the
material, financial, and social reinforcers available to a family
of two parents, which comprise our cultural norm and provide
the basis for many' of our economic and social exchanges and
arrangenients. This lack .may isolate the family sOcially. Some
fbmale-headed, single-parent families are addition lly handi-
capped by social disappiloval. Widows and widowers may head
families that are socially isolated, but they will n4 feel the
subtle or explicit 'condemnation .an unmarried femal head of
amily may. Finally, when the roll& tradition allots OS two

parents now fall to one 16rent, something called "role strain"
may result, as the single parent must now start carrying out
unfimiliar, tasks-that formerly *pre ,idconsistent with\shis or
her. role.

. 430
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These conditions May produce for the single-parent faniily, as
they did for Mrs. Jones, an overwhelming number of problems
that may make family members cOnclude they are helpless and
hopeless failures. What follows may be family and individual
disintegratión, as with Mrs. Jones and her family. Their reper-,
toire of skills may be limited. They are less likely to benefit
from traditional therapies that assume mime sophistication
with psychological concepts and verbal facility in interpersonal
affairs.

Training in the process of groblemsolving may be one of the
few ways out. It cannot, of course, solve every problem, nor is it
deillgned to. It cannot "solve" congenital problems, psychoses,
addictions, or problems so . dire, immediate, or symptomatic,
such as child abuse or self-mutilation, that emergency interven-
tion is required. Family members must be capable of organizing
information, planning, evaluating alternative plans, and 'choos-
ing one with a good chance of success. But even with these
conditions and caveats, there are a great variety of problems
and great numbers of people for which this training may be
appropriate. It is the limits of theAe conditions that Blechman
is exploring.

THE FAMILY CONTRACT GAME

The family contract game was designed by Blechman and her
colleagues tcY be an enjoyable and effective way to resolve
family interpersonal *problems: A board game lead); them
through tile basic steps in problemsolving ahd riegotiating a

'written agreement or ,contract. The game is actually what is
called an "algorithm,hstep-by-step path to the solution of a

OP' behavioral complaint. Players choose a problem, a desirable
replacement behavior, ,and a reward for it and agree on the
details of the contract. With each agreement, and only if there
is agreement, they move to the next step. Players may accept
or reject each others' proposals, gaining mutual rewards or
penalties for doing so, btt, they may not discuss or justify their
decisions, since doing so diverts attention from the task. Fur-
ther, to keep attention on the task,.there is a 15-minute time
limit to getting around the board and negotiating the contract.
The game is a useful tool fc\r solving impediate problems and
with practice.provides the faMily with hi long,term stratlegy-for

gal \'
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solving futnre problems, without making ther family dependent
on a therapist for advice and expertise. .

There is a set of basic assumptions, for each of which there
exists sometimes anecdotal but still persuasive evidence, that
undergirds and directs how the game rules were formulated.
The first is that, given no conetraints or direction; families in

. conflict are unlikely to resolve their problems crdatively and
effectively. .

Second, given no constraints or directions, families in Con-

flict, far from reinforcing each others' problemsolving behaviot,
will undercut and block it by being unresponsive, by interrupt-
ing, by denying or excusing their own behavior, or by attacking
each other with insults,fcriticisms, and complaints. ,

Third, a game designed to signal to players exactly how and
when to receive and give token and social rewards for selected
desired behavior can bring players under the game's stimulus
control. This is on-task training in solving a problem together.

Fourth, under the game's stimulus póntrol, the fam4's rate,
of off-task or nonproblemsolving beh ior should decliir drasti-

cally. . 4 i -
1

Fifth, players initially need training and assistance in imple-
menting, a solution. These can be given through prompting,
monitoring, modeling, and reinforcement by the trainer.

(' 11::ixth, conflict behaviors are functionally related so that mea-

\ s able improvement in problezpolving should also 'bring ma-
snrable improvement in other a*as of conflict behavior such as
parents' evaluation of child's behavior or voluntaiy participa-
tion in joint family activities. Thus, there should be a spread of
effects from the intervention. I

1

Seventh, the game is meant to provide such powerful induce-
ment to problemsolving behavior that, while play dk it, players

)

)
temporarily greatly increase desirablkbehaviors ii a structured
and dra atically alterettiocial setting. To testl whether and
how muck the game itself was changing the pia ers: behavior,
an A-B-A oor reversal design was used (where B i the interven-
tbn and 'A is when the family is on its own). If desirable
problemsolving behavior increases during B awl Lis du? tO,play-
ing the fume, then a reversion to the level of A should,occur
after B,s when the game 18 removed. So i three additional as-
umptions address how training may build transfer and main-,f

t
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tenance of changed behavior into the process, since it is not
assumed this development occurs automatically.

Eighth, the game's stimulus control in changing behavior can
be transferred to other settings if it can be taken and played
outside the lab or clinic where training occurs. The game is
designed so that after players have been .trained and have
mastered playing it, they can take it home and use it for
problemsolving there. A

Ninth, use of the game should be maintained as long as the
experience is rewarding to all family members. Immediate re-
wards are the fun of playing the Kame and the rewards from
changed behavior specified by the contract. Delayed rewards
come from having problems solved, an increased sense of com-
petence in solving them, and apProval from people outside the
family, including the therapist, for the increaSed competence.
The device of the game and the tun of it "sell" the contxact
that requires real-life changes, as sugar coats a Pill that has
real physiological effects. Then the contract device requires and
begins to provide evidence and a tracking record to each player
that the other can be trusted in a quid pro quo to solve a
probleni. The building of trust over .a series of contracts pro-
vides a ieservoir of confidence in- each other's behavior in
problemsolving as, at the same time, the repertbire of skills is
gradually increased.

Tenthsand lastly, family members who become skilled should
be able to transfer their improved skills in problemsolving to
tintrained family members arid others. Because game players'
have not been taught simply a solution but have had training
and practice and success in a process ifade explicit at each
step, they can transfer the new competence to introduce others
to the process,
.1lhe game board is divided into 14 squares or steps that the

players move along together. These run along the four sides of
the board, grouping ihe four basic cotponents of problemsolv-
iag: Problem Citoice, in which players select a target behavior
to negotiate; Please Description, in which they agree on a more
pleasing behavior to replace the problem behavidr; The
Reward, in which they decide on the event, activity, or com-
modity which will be the reward; and pontract Settlement, in
which a specific contract is agreed upon, written, and signed.

43a
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In the center of the board are four decks of cards: problem
cards made out by the players, from' which the target behavior
is ch6sen; reward cards made .out by the players, from which
the reward is chosen; risk cards, which.itypose game penalties
when a player says "no," regardless of t$e reason; and bonus
cards, which give players game rewards for saying "yes." When
players agree on the question thin each unit,,, and
before they move on to the next unit the board instructs them
to reward themselves with money and a boaud card draw.
When they disagree,tthe board instructs them to repeat the
unit, pay a fine, and draw a risk cord. in this wa; the game
reinforces cdoperative problemsolying, .helps players to express
their requests constructively, and keeis the attention of #oting
plaiers.

P

Players take turns with the red an1410lue markers in succes.
sive contracts. Red 'raises a problem and writes the final con.
tract; blue is the target of the complaint and the banker during
the game. The contract, once signed, is honored-and-tracked for
a week and then discussfd to see if it working or needs
changes, in which case it may be re-entered into the problem, .

cards. .
There are three rules of thuinb for writing pro14011,

The problem card should describe alf,raction or 'event; that can
be observed and counted ("You're incredibly itupieis imt as
good as "At dinner you invariably disagree wit tny :fóótball
views.NIt is open rather than disguised ("I want, ,igiitaY 'up till .

midnight on Saturdays" is better than, "You 4éi let me key'
p late."). Iti happens fairly frequently PYou always forgot' to
observe Mother's Day" is not as good as, "You 4ere lati for
dinner three times last week."). In this way players learn to ,

translate feelings and attitudes about each other into specific
negotiable behaviors. ,

Similar rdles control turning a problem behavior, into 'a*
"Please" (a request specifying the new desired behavior) during
the first phase of'the game. Good "Pleases" are so clearly and
positively pecified anyone can perform thetn4"Stop leaving
your room in such a mese! is negative; "Keep your room picked
up" is vague; "At 5 p.ni. every day hang up your clothes in the
closet and put your toys on the shelf" it good). Good "Pleases"
do not introduce new behaviors that arelkonly new problems. If,
the problrm is, "You talk to me when I'm on the phone,"

)
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"When I'm on the phone, write me a note and I'll write you an
answer" is not as good as,. "When' I'm on the phone, write me a
letter and deliver it when I get off telephone." Good "Pleases"
try ,to give the same social, emotional, or material rewards as
the problem behaviors they displace. For the problem behavior,
"You hit me when you're angry," a good "Please" might be,
"WheiN you're angry, tell me in a loud Voice that you're angry.
Then sit down and talk about what ma0 you'langry ior at least.
5 minutes."

The rewardfl play an important role in the contracts of
novice playerir-who do not yet have enough evidence to trust
each other that their efforts at changed behavior will be worth-.
while to them. For experienced players problemsolving and
arranging mutually satisfying behavior beoome intrinsically re-
warding. At times parents are skeptical about rewards ("He
ought to be good without rewards" 'or "The reason for )ler
misbehavior must be removed orl the treatment is superficial").
But sbie of these parents are persuaded by discussing the
differenc between bribes and rewards and by the argument
that all iavior reaps consequences whether by plan or
chance, and t s is by plan.

During the fo'tith unit, players negotiate the contract sched-
ule: when the "Pl ase" and the reward should occur, and what
the ratio of behaviors to reward should be. When the new
behavior increases significantly, players may want to renegoti-
ate the ratio and eventually drop the reward altogether, be-
taupe for one player the new behavior is now built in and no
longer inconvenient and has gotten rid of conflièt, and becatale
for the other player rewarding such now frequent behavior has
become tiresome. Tracking is cumbersome and easily neglected
but important to establish how well the contract is working, so
it should be made as easy and convenient as possible.

THE NEWHAVEN STUDY

Building on several years of work developing family-therapy
interventions that included a board game for training and prac-

°tip in family contract negotiations, Blechman and colleagues
at Yale University designed and developed a project to train
single-parent families in problemsolving as a method for resolv-
ing conflict. The method had to be enjoyable, spread responsib-
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ility over all the family member* encourage the open statement
of needs, and provide intrinsic iewards for compliance with the
negotiated contracts. It should use a procedum, that could be
taught to nontherapy-trained professionals'. The method should
be applicable to poorly educated and nonmotivated clients. It
should use a procedure which the family would be likely to go
on using after training was over. "

A. clinical-research unit was set up as a branch of a commu-
nity mental health center. One-parent families were referred
by 'schools, courts, and agencies. Advertisements encouraged&
self-referrals, and in time there were a number of family and',
friend referrals. Over the 2-year project, 90 single-parent fami-
lies requested information, advice, Or clinical help (84 mother-
heeded and 6 father-headed). The age range of the children who
participated was 5 to 17 years, with a mean of 10.5 years: 58
boys and 32 girls. The main problems the families wanted help
for were, in order of frequency: the parent-child relationship,
the child'welf-control, the 'mother's behavior, the child's dis-
turbed social relationship, the child's antisocial behavior, and
the child's physical disability.

After an intake interview to determine ,whether problemsolv-
ing training was appropriate for the problemthe clinic of-
fared other kinds of help as well--,and whether the family%
level of interest in training was sufficient 47 families were
offered:and accepted treatment.

The families were randomly assigned to one of four groups.
Grouis FC learned problemsolving with the Family Contract
Game and received approval (social reinforcement) from the'
trainer for succeselat specifig atils. Group FCM had the saine
treatment but received a smal

f
cish reward (a maximum of 50

cents per family per session) for its success. Group IE (Intensive
Evaluation) went through the same mieasurement procedures as
both grOups but had no treatment training. This group was a
control and, as we shall see, raised both a methodological and
ethical issue for Blefhman and her investigators, which trig-
gered a change in design and nicely illustrates a dilemma that
confronts a scientist whose research subjects are human brings
with needathat confound research design standards. Group

w4s-ii Waiting List control, and these families waited the
ledsth of FC and Fat\ training before starting their training.

/7/ 43G
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The procedure is this: the families bring in lists of their
problems and answets to a questionnaire. During the first ses-
sion a clinically experienced interviewer spends considerable
time eliciting family coMplaints and opinions about what to do.
Near the end of the interview in the first of a series of 5-
minu te video-taped probes, the family is asked to discuss one of
their high-priOrity problems, and the tape is then coded by a
trained rater. If problemsolving training seems appropriate and
they are willing, the family is assigned to a group. The gars of
the treatment are:Jhe success-of two family contracts (one a
parent's, bne a child's), defined as 70 percent success, and ob-
servable improvement in problemsolviiv behavior. Those start-
ing training are given assignments to record at home the daily
frequency of the top three behavior problems to establish pre-
treatment baseline data along with two subsequent probes.

At the second session- a paraprofessional trakner demon-
strates the Family Contract Game, which the family is seeing
for the first:time, having parent and child. select one of their
problems and go through the steps of the game, making sure

\the result is a realistic and positive contract. Nothing but
game-related comments are allowed; time is allowed for discus-
sion later. When the game is successfully finished- and the
players have been congratulated, the trainer goes over each
step of 'what is required by the contract in detail until each
member agrees it is likely to succeed. .

The family goes home and continues to record and count
problem behaViors and to track contsact performance; too.
Each week a clerk makes a phone call on a day chosen at ,

random to collect 'the day's count frpm each member. A probe,
is collected between 'every two subsequent sessions. The probes
are coded and analyzed to see what changes in behavior are
taking place.

EnOrmous care goes into nurturing succesi of the first con-
tract (and the second, one each for parent and child). If by the
third session it is not 70 percent successful, It is reworked or
even replayed on the boai.d. If record keeping is deficient,
members are reinstructed.

For the second contract the trainer leaves the room, and' the
game play is 4ideo taped while the players negotiate tbeir
contiact independently. After 15 Minutes the trainer returns
and congratulates them if they have been successful and, if not,

4 to
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tassures them they can finish at the next
sion extraneous to the contract is post
end, 'when the home records, behavior,
carefully reviewed."These first sessions are
tailed, highly structured, and highly reinfo*
sessions a new formal contract may be,wir tite
most that Shou4 be worked on af one tim
family learns to thin rewards and fade fr
agreetnents after session six. At that t
introduced. This is the beginning' Of ei1ali
the family away from the setting where th
therapist and 'building confidence in their own** rs f, rob-
Jemsolving, substituting weekly home family eeti 010 Olt.
clinic .appointnient., Probes are still collec ant 44 'to:
measure their progress, and family members till O je
clinic to disCuss home meetings and repott re-sults3La iL

do not come to the clinic, but the trainer calls to chec sU
of the home meeting; still titer, tht; trainer calls only if n
by the family. This' is the process of &ding. Finally, the family
returns 3 months and 6 months from the Wit session (the 10th)
for followup. Families can always call in ale event of problems
andiuse the game and home Meetings r they see fit. .

This was the theraPeutic or clinical aspect of the study.
Meanwhile, the' research aspect was proceeding. For each
family, video-tape probes had been collqcted and coded over the
course of pretreatment while the baseline was established. Fur-
ther tapes were taken of those undergoing training in the

y Contract (PC) and Family Contract with Money (FCM).
The tapes coded 28 verbal and ,nonverbal behaviors in
be able to quantify behavior changes with subtlety and

precisi 4A Family Problem-Solving Efficiency Scale assessed
the'degree to which discussion brought a mutual solution, with .

implications overtly consideted, reviSed, and accepted by eta
family member.. Using it ,allowed the/rater to assign a score to
each problem discussion. Third, a Topic of Discussion Record
cataloged, 'put itrsequenee, and' timed topics within the process
of discusiion.

This staggering commitment to capturing observations of be-
havior units and quantifying them strilps some critics of be-, ,

havioral research as tedious beyond compare at best and at
worst al; a soulless travesty of the true richness and' coMplexity

con, r4ct
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of human commi*cafion. One reply to such critics might bp
that for a family deePly in conflict, for whom tier: forms of

a therapy are- ineffective; something thatworks cannot be called
a soulless traveity. Another, reply is that, preciseU- by virtue of
tedious (behavioriits usuallyfprefer the term "painstaking")
.speaification and data csllectidn, l;ehayiorists can lay claim to -'

findings that/are firth, public, and replicable.'
AP

AN ETHICAL DILEMMA OF RESEARCH ON HUMAN SUBJECTS .

Ilehavioral ;interventions ocqii at an interface between 'scien-, tific rigor and .COmpeting req irements due to human subjeds.
Sometimes these do not reinforce but, on the contrary, cut
across each other. An illustration af this occurred with the .

Intensive Evaluation (IE) control group. This group underwefit
, the same pretreatMeht baseline measuring procedures as the

tWq.tivatmenegroups, so that ate effects of the two treatments
mild be measured by ton/paring changed behavior of the two

-,

treat/nett groups against the6behavior of the treatnilless. IE. -

:.oupe
'Phfortuiely and unekpectediy, fhe pretreatme/4 measure-

'. nieht 1iadá reactive-Cfkbpf,,whipt 'showed up-in' the video tapes.
askOd i,epeatellyA,0 -discusii their problems.

without trainink or a. ritructureelipiiikiach to .problemsolving
became 1110te hoitice 4nd' lin -cohtitructive. Videdcoding showed
them over .timekto spend less time "on-tatik" (solving the prob-.
lem) and to exhibit more fiegative social behaVior. Thus, the
procedure that was suppoSed to Simply measure their, conflict
may in fact have been increasing it. This is both an ethical and
a methodological dilemma.

The Iiippocrtitic injundion, "Above all, do no harm," weighs
heavily on researthers investigating clients who need help. The
.vfocedure not only denied treatment a the IE grot4 , it was
Seining them. When this result Was discovered, the g up was .

put on the waiting list Jor treatment. Still, this iO'as a signifi-,'
cant and unexpected finding, evidence that simmly "talk'ng out
your problems" can i.do more haim than good, which is impor-
tant to knaw\ '

. Methodologically, 'the remedy was mare complicated. This
was not a factorial design iirtudy (to elucidate which variablei
`contribtlte to the effectiveneis of treifiment) but one to assess

A.`

O I

n
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the relative -effectiveness of two treatment. variants: Family
contract and Family. Contract with Money, and two control
groups, the Intensive Evaluation and the Waiting List. All
families except thq WL group were studied in an A-B-A rever-
sal 'design, where B was the intervention period and A the
baselines, three video tapes of 19 minutes each period for a
total of nine video-tape probeifor each family.

When the key control groust (IE) may no/longer be used in a
design for ethical reasons, the research problem is.to design, an
alternative. Additionally, because fanlilies in this control group
actually became worse, the measuring process was not measur,
ing a baseline but producing a declining performance. One
design alternative recently developed in detail by Hersen and
Barlow (1977) is the use of 'designs time-lagged oiler clients.
With Binh a design every group is guaranteed tfeatment sooner
or later,4tmt groups started together on baseline measurements
are time-lagged or Staggered into treatment. Thus, group 1
starts t eatment, and these results can be compared not only to
their asegne. but to the other groups' haselines that are con-
tinu ng. Later,*group 2 starts treatment, and those-results can
be compared with the first treatment ai well as the other

'. eon 'nuingiOaselines. In thii way the relative effects of the two
. 'Afar tions in -treatment can be teased out. there is some ques-

----lion whether- measurements of behaviors such as family con-.
flict can ever be duly vutral and not reaqive. One might
iirgue thatAif so, video taing an extended pretreatment' should

ot )ave been done. But xvithout the taping, one would never
-''' tavi known the damaget, was being done. Knowing it, one can

*,

turn to altered designs sueh as multiple baseline deBigns or
other siptle-suect designs, Li--.

FINDINGS d''''.4 . -
Learning to solve .problems by playing .a contract game to
reduce a family conflict heightens the commitment of
,family members to change. A monetary incentive (extrinsic
reinforcement) seems to reduce4his commitment..Perhaps to
be paid implies you are satisfying someone else's goals in-
stead of your own. ..
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Reheated discussion of problems without strured guid-
ance tends to increase family conflict. This diseOnfirms a
prevalent belief in the therapeutic value of "talking things

School-age and early adolescent: children can become part-
ners in the problemsolving process, despite inexperience and
thqir power disparity, by training with a tool such as the
Family dontract Game)1 accessible to all ages. Because of
his, they are more likely to buy into the 'process.
The Family Contract GaMe was shown to be effective for
low-,income, single-parent familres in conflict, a group for
which many theraPies.have been less effective. .

if used repeatedly, the game. promotes,rehearsal and com-
mand of.a new style of interaction for continued use inde. -
pendent of a supervising-tkierapist.

The training was sufccessililly administered by nonprofes-
,

sionals with bachelor's degrees and training only in:these
procedures.

Some advocates of role-differentiation theory have argued
that in female-head4 single-parent families, father-type de-
cisions (the instrumental leadershiP role) may not be carried
out. This was found not to be the case. Single-parent mot
ers did fill this role in problemsolving with their famili

OTHER USES FOR PROBLEMSOLVING TRAINING

Blechman and her colleague Frank Chu have extended the
use of the contract game beyond single-parent families: The
game process has been used successfully in a study of conflict
resolution among 'norMat disadvantaged youth in a fresh-air
camp (1977). It is now being extended to muritaj conflict situa-
tions. It is being inirdduced in Big Brother programs and in
several juvenile justice system piograms.

Two variations of the game have now been developed by
Blechman: bne called "Autoconttact," for one playe'r to work
out formal contracts with himself, to define the problem behav-
ior, the desired change, the reward, and then to track the
change. A second variation is called 'Solutions," designed to
solve a pl!oblem that is not an interpersonal eonflict but a
solution (to mipther kind of problem. For example, Blechman's

,/
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current research project usel2his game with underachievers in
grade school.

Behavior modification, for lont2
feared as the creature of dark manipula-
tors, may become the gift we can all use
to help ourselves.

Blechman believes tha ses of contract games for train-
ing in problemsolving a v e yet to be fully exploited. With some
modest amount of training, chers could use them in, schools.
Physicians, who may see a chil a potential problem long
before it has grown big enough to need the attention of a
psychglogist, might use it in their clinics and offices. Similarly,
social workers and school counselors might tee it with clients
and students; the pastor and the kiest withvpeople who come
for help amenable to problemtiblving; the police with, for exam-
ple, runaways; the court system-with offenders who may not be
dangerously criminal so much as overwhelMed by problems
they are unequipped to resolve by themselves.

The problemsolving techniques learned in the Family Con-
tract Game are somewhat foreign to the way we in our culture
are accustomed to approach our interpersonal problems, loaded
ps they are with feeAngs and anxieties that make us very wary.
We have often preferred to embracethe plsychic spelunking of
far more elaborate therapies or rely on drugs to assuage our
symptoms than try something so pittsaic and homely and
simple as defining and counting and recording our 1?ehaviors in
order to change them bit by bit.

Mo eover, although Blechman believes the trainer must have,r
a posi n of status for the game and process of problemsolving,
to be effective the trainer need not be a highly specialiged
therapist. But we may also be put off that something so impor-, tent as our, interpersonal problems scan 'be helped by anyone
less than a highly specialized expert.

Yet because the power of the therapy lies in the process sand

the process can be,taught, it can empower us to help ourselves,
though we are not experts. Blechman has captured the' process

442.1
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in something as simple and as much fun as a game for almost
any age and any. capacity. Behavior modification, for so long

' feared as the creature of dark manipulators, may become the'
gift we can all use to help ourselves.
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FO TIP/ING FAMILY TIES

Principal Investlgatot.)Bernard G. Guerney, Jr., Ph.D.

Author Charlotte Dickinson Moore, NIMH

I.
TO get along with others is normal desire. At work, at

school, on a bus, receiving agreeable responses tp one s words
and actions is rewarding. At home, where the ommitment is
greater, so are the rewards. So, too, should be he daily effort.

Getting along is not really enough. As a c chy tune needs
harmony and development of a theme, eacl4 individual and
family unit needs harmonioqs relationships in which to flour-

Relationship Enhancement aims at re-
placing vicious cycles With 'auspicious
cycles . . . people learn to be accepting,
hones4 and compassionate with each
other.

ish and develop in a positive direction. Bernard G. Guerney,
Jr., Ph.D., hat been hard at work designing, modifying, and
broadening the, scope of a techifique he calls Relationship En-
hancement (RE) and has drawn a number of eager colleagues
and graduate students into the work. e technique is
useful in many areas of interaction1.hu d-wife; parent-

1

child, therapist-patient.
,

929 445
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RELATIONSI* ENHANCENT: EASING 'THE TIES THAT
BIND

The breadth of the method is illustrated in this definition by
Dr. Guerney and his colleague and former pupil, Dr. Edward
Vogelsong (in press): "Relationship Enhancement (RE) atteMpts
to eliminate dysfunctional patterns of interpersonal interaction
. . . by teaching participants skills that will enable them to
relate more effectively and constitictively with each other." In
a technique designed to build, a harmonious relationship and
provide an enduring, climate for the positive development of the
social unit and .the individuals in it, RE aims to change ,the
ways each of those individuals "views the deepest emotiOns arid

'most important interpersonal behaviors." Each individual will
be able to bring into awareness emotions and behaviors which,
once conscious, can be expressed in ways that are constructive
'for the i4dividual and others important to him. Once this abili-
ty has become part of the person's repertoire, that individual
Gan make fundamental changes in those important j.elation-
ships. and then can exert a positive influence on his/her own
life and the lives of those who matter significantly. There is the
caveat, of course, that the process is easier if these 9thth's have
made similar gains. "The systems approach used in RE Ther-
apy deliberately aims at replacing the vicious rydes with auspi-
cious cycles. In essence, the goal is to have each person learn to
be horiest and compassionate with significant others and to
elicit honesty and compassion from them."

The Theory Behind RE

Relationship Enhancement can be considered a descendant of
the- Humanistic Psychotherapy of Carl Rogers, who' believe
that every person wants"to grow, to be healthy, Or, as Rog
expressed it, to be a 'Tully functioning individual." This, j
turn, ismelded with the social learning theories of Albert
Bandura, B. F. Skinner's principles of reinforcement, and the
work of' Harry Stack Sullivan and Timothy Leary, with their
emphasis on learning and interpersonal processes as the prime
calises of emotional distress.

Iv his book, Relationship Enhancement: Skill-Training Prv-
grams for Therapy, Problem Prevention, a`nd Enrichrent (1977),
Guerney acknowledges a debt to all of these theorists. Certain-

4 4
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, .
,

ly, a description of some of his methods. sounds "behaviorist,"
with use of modeling, covert and behavioral rehearsal, prompt-
ing by the leader, and reinforcement. He adds, however (p. 2),
that in RE reinforcement is used in It"free-flowing fashion that
many behavior modifiers would consider very loose.v To Dr.
Guerney, all lherapy is education.4 the more specific in objee-
fives anti metiOxis the better, and nonbiochemical techniques
which have been labeled ,"pSychotherapy" are, actually, educa-
tion that is unsystematic and unsttuCtured.

.The founder of RE makes clear, his belief..(pp.3-4) that his
model an'd its implications can be revolutionary for t mental
.health professions. He cotAends that for the last h lf-century,

cre

inentai-pealth workers have tended to view as "sick" people
whose interpersonal thought and behavior patterns are consid-
ered undesirable by others and possibly by the client, as well.
Guerney adds that troubled relationships between people were
often considered sick even when no -biocizemical factor was
present to'make the charge plausible. He says that'he concurs '
with Thomas Szasi in his view that social and interpersonal
determinants of ways of life that were unsatisfying or socially
disapproved have not been sufficiently distinguished from tzio-
chemical determinants; people, who werer, simply tzpubled or
troublesome have beeiz treated according to termiziologies, con-
cepts, 'proceduresand feesbased on the prifate practice of,
medicine. He hopes that the term "psychotheraipy" will eventu-.
ally disappear, mental health professionals attempting only "to
change people in order to achieve-an ideal or objective of the
client, or the professional, or both"an educational concept.

v, t

The Benefits of RE

According to Guerney, the cOst-benelit ratios of Relationship
Enhancement are superior, to more.triflitional methods of deal-
ing with relationship problems. In the first place, problems can
be solved more quickly if client defensiveness related to the
therapist is not an impediment; second, rivalry between family
members is redueed, individual membel's no longer feeling com-
pelled to prove themselves right and the others wrong in the
eyes of the therapist. In addition, fundamental relations can be
focused on efficiently and early with this structured, systematic
tnipthod. Mod importantly, clients are urged to resolve their
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own problems and not to expect *the therapist, soinehow to
provide solutions.

Another pOtential which he believes will be provent not only
in cost benefit but in very human terms, is the use of the
principal persons themselves as the change agents for each
other, and the use of other nonprofessionals as change agents.
Group members are trained to help mie another-as they have
observed the leader doing, and groups which meet for longer
periods can, after special instructidn, function with relative
independeirece.

The group-format, which is used whenever practical, is an
efficient use of iime; space, and equipment.. Further, teaching
aids are easily developed within an eduoational model such as'
this. The RE method is similar to that used by many behavior
thdrapist6 in requiring that Participants practice and try to
perfect their new skills it home. This makes particular sense
in it E,,since hotne is presumably where the new skills are
needed and_where-eontinued use in resolving and preventing
problems will grow,easier with praictice. ,

Dr. GuerneyA4fers, also, to the moral vhluea implicit in this
method of building and cementing better interpersonal attach-
ments. The client khooses the treatment goals and the kind of
person he wants to become. In general, these goals are "the
capacity and willinghess to appreciate relationship-relevant
needs, desires, preferences, aspirations, values, motivations, and
emotions of one's self and one's(partnere Relationships with a
high degree of this .kind of uncle tanding are referred to as

-'empathic relationships.
'A tall order? To hear Dr. Gue ney arid his enthusiastic col-

leagues, RE is reasonable, its uiIerpinnings of honesty and
compassion desirable and, at leas in the abstract, valued by
most people. And, if one does o e's homework tuidphonestly
tries to "follow the leader," the rudiments are riot difficult to
acquire. Parenthetically, with RE it seems possible that one
partner need no longer follow the dictum of "turning the other
cheekt" to the other to keep the peace, wiYh accompanying
sensations of resentment and frustration.

As with other methods designed to heighten humanness and
joy in living, RE is most valuable to those who, having learned,
keep in practice, since the skills can be used adaptively, as each
flew occasion requires.

440
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HOW RE BEGAN

Ouerney is professor of human development and head of the
Individual and, Family Consultation Center of The Pennsylva-
nia State University, ,of which he is a graduate. After gradua-
tion .he became deeply ipterested in family therapy, a new
approach at that _time. He continued evolving- his qwn family
therapy theories at Jtutgers University and later when he re-
turned to his almq mater.

ArRutgers he began to-develop his idea of training parents
in the techniques of therapy which, as he says, "seemed to
represent an advance over what was going on at the time . . . .

In general, the concept is that you could train a parent tO have

some of the attitudes and skills in relating to children that
therapists have and that you could. do a lot more, since the
parent means so much more io the child than an outside thera-
pist ever could- Our orientation WaS Rogerian, in that the
parent would not be required to do interpretations, or anything
that Might be threatening .to the child, but rather the methods
would be built around acceptance, compassion, understanding,
and helping the child to express himself fillyin general, deal-
ing empathically and sympathetically." --4r

Filial Therapy

Gtierney marks 1962, at Rutgers, as the beginning of his
Filial Therapy and, although he did not realize it then, of the
other therapies which .,,have evolved from Relationship En-
hancement. He and hiErcolleagues, one of them his wife, Dr.-

Louise, Fisher Guerney, Ph.D., developed this innovative
method slowly and carlfully. Dr. 'Louise Guerney (in press) has
defined Filial Therapy as "a behavioral method of intervening
in, the psychosocial d elopment of children under eleven years
of age which uses pa ents as change agents. Parents are either
individually or in groups of 6 to 8 tauilit to conduct non-
directive play therapy sessions with the instruction and super;
Vision of profestionals." The early sessions were usually com-
Rosed of mothers, who successfully learned to use the play
therapist skills. Their children, who were tested both before
and after MI5 Sessions on their pychosociai adjustment, showed
marked benefits. ,

.!
p
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Louise Guerney has continued her work. in Filial Therapy
with emotionally disturbed children at The Pennsylvania State
University and, in addition, has adaPted it for .usti*rith. normal
children. At the present, she teaches it in an ftipbrorfated form
'in the preschool there. By 1970, success with- if* methOd led to
the training of graduate students in its use. Piir4n4roups may
be composed of couples, single parenti, or foster Paraiit$,. in any
convenient grouping.,

The Technique ;

As suggested in Axline's work on non-directive play. Sitssions,
- (1969), the therapist must exhibit and use stich helping Skills as

iimpathy, warmth; genuineness, and positive regard fOr each.
child, a regard with "no strings attached." Usually, it 'is the
children who direct the Session's activities, but with limits büjlt .

in, so that the play sessions furnish both broad opportunities
for self-expression and a framework within which each child .,

learns to accept responsibility for his own behavior.
Parents learn in a variety of ways with sessions. conducted

'4along the lines of Out first Filial Therapy Project, in which the
mothers of 71 children under 10 years of age met regularly two
hours each week in groups of six to eight. One or two mothers
each week conducted 20- to'30-minute play sessions at the.clinic
with their children after receiving therapist training. After ttie
training sessions, parents conducted play sessions at home, gen-
erally +ne-half to three-quarters of an hour once a deek, and 4

kept notes for discussion at group meetings.
Eventually, after six to twelve home s3assions, depen'ding on

the progreis of the parent-child partners, the leaders direct the
parent's attention to the behavior of the child outside of the
plar sessions. Those sessions are continued, but the parent
begins to observe applications of parental play-therapy behav-
ior in "real life." She learns to reinforce the child's acceptable
behavior and her own expressions of love and acceptance. In
short, play,sessions extend beyond child therapy to the parent's
acquisition of new behavior skills.

"Limits"
.

Bernard Guerney explainehlicipline in Filial Therapy. "It .

enters in in sovthing called 'limits.' There are 'methods of

4 3 0
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imposing limits. First a all, we thach the 'parent to express
herseli very clearly to the child in terms of why thihgs are
done this way rather than that way, and also how to impose a
,limit in discipline, making it:clear to thechild what the conse-
quences will be if he chooses to violate a limit. Most,importanti
as far as discipline is concerned, is always to separate the
behavior of the 'child and the .staternent,J will not tolerate
that behavior,' from acceptance of .the ch`ildltimself and his
needs atvd feelings. If the two types of messages ar43 'not linked,
the child need not Teel rejected even when he must be disci-
pliniad for unacceptable behayior." ir
Filial Therapy as a Help to Parents

"Discipline is part of it," continued Bernard Guerney, "And
the interesting thing about Filial Therapy is that there is very )
muchof a task orientation to it. It's,hôt like traditional ther-
apy where, no matter how rill try to put it to a parent, you
still convey,.'Welli you did a bad job. 8omehow you fouled up,

° and you fouled up the child.' 'Instead of Oat, We say, 'There are'
things we can teach you, and once you know them you'll be
able to do them very well.' We-make the parents our allies and .
elinlinate many defensive feelings.

"When we get into the situation and ask them to do things
like setting limits, showing empathy, and so on, differe t par-
ents have difficulties in different areas: Thp parent w o has.
been overly harsh initially will have trouble being per Naive.
Another parent may have trouble setting limits. In eith r case,
they approach the needs to acquire new behavior patten as a
'skill-learning task, not as something caused by s personal flaiv
for.which they need"therapy' and about which they might feel
inferior' or guilty. They are, therefore, very frank about their
difficulties and we can freely demonstrate new behavior pat-
terns for-them which will help overtome their problems. Even-
thally, they cart master it and see, through the play'Fiessions,
how it works and how tO help their children."

Evaluating Filial Therapy for Disturbed Children

.The parents were pleased with Filial Therapy. Their children
seemed to show improveraent. The Drs. Guerney and their

451
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oolleagueS were convinced Of its Wimpy. How strong were the
objective findings?

. Unfortunately, .not all the cases carried throush to comple-
tion, although the drop-out rate was only 25 pekont, compared
with the 70 percent exiiected on the basis of earlier child-,

therapy studiet ItWO groupg terminated after 12 Months, when
the initial research project ended. In the seven groups which
completed the full . 18 months of treatment, progress on all
measures 'continued in the third 6-month period at the same
high rate as-in the first 12'month8. $

Since the children 'showed gains at a high level of.statistical
signifiCance on all measures of improvement, the rate of gain
'was 100 percent, according to therapidt judgment. Of the 51
ivho remained in therapy, 11 were regarded aS somewhat im-

,

proved, 22 . much improved, and 18 very much improved; as
assessed by the Den Moines Maladjustment Index. Indeed,qic-
cording to this assessment scale, the average child moved froni
a rating of "treatment, required" to "treatment helpful')mt not
necessary." e

. .

Other teals, such as the Des Moines Parent Rath% Sdile'and
the Wichita Guidance Center Check List, demonstrated im-
provement in the .children's general adjustment and a. signifi-
cant decrease in the mothers' dissatisfaction. There %vim im-
provement; too,in the children's social adjustment and a reduc-
tion in conflicts with parents. .

The researchers wanted tO determine that it Was the Filial
Therapy and not just the passage of time or liome other vari-
able that brought about these changes, difficult to check be- t4

cause there was no randomly assigned no-treatment control
group of children and ,parents with similar problerfis with
whom tO compare progress. Still, they are confident that the ,

treatment itself did effect improvement. A rion-clinical control
group showed' no such improvement. The final *posttreatment

. scores were at the level one would expeCt in a normal popula-.
tion. Improvement 'advancing at a fairly steady rate tended to.._
rule out improfement due to a "placebo effect," ')vhich often
shows signs',,of progress piling up early. The, steady rate also
tended to rule . out the spurt of improvement at the end of
treatmentcalled the "thank-you effect."_,Thus, the course 'of
treatment alone could be plausibly credited with the gains.

, ,

,
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Recently, this interpretation re,ceimed furiiier sUpport in d.
diSseetation by -Andrea Sywurak, who demanstrated highly
nificant adjustment gains in a 2-montiO period of Filial Ther-
apy. 'No such gains' tOok place dtfrin4an equivat waiting
'period. The adjustinent gains continued to increisec vet time,
thus allaying a strong correlation between amount of therapy.
and amount again.

.

Ovrail, in the. initial study, behavior. in play situations when
'treatment began Correspondlid with that described by. 'other

,. researchers as CharacteristiclWabnormal children, but patterns
at the end of treatment Were, like those of normal. clpldren.
Another signifiCant finding was that, in genertil, the treatment
was as effective in one socioeconomic class as another. Further,
no difference in effect of treatment, could he itttributed to the
kind or degree of a child's or a ,mother's maladjustment or to
differenCes between mothers as shown in the many pretreat-
ment maternal attitude and personality variables which apz.
,peared in testing. . .

4,TykeUsei of Filial Therapy

Results of the study and. su sequent observations show Filial

,

Therapy to- be equally effective in bringing abaut; change irr
psychosocial adjustment problems,- be they phobia, ag0e9sion,
anxiety, withdrawal, or some combination of diffiqilti* and.
'whether these problems be mild or severe. Not ohly Lire Symp-
tomS often reduced, but self-esteem is increased, Ind the Child
is better able to Meet the world and deal w arger problems.

'.Parent-child communications and cooper e improved, sa -
the child has at greater sen ell-being and the parent a
greater feeling

,

of competence rent.
Dr. Louise Guerney's adaptat of Filial Therapy for normal

children ,is not the Only modification in use. She has employed
it quite successfully in training foster Sand other pubstitute
iparents to.hanFlle or, prevent problems which might celtlyith
'children 'coming into a strange 0,ew homit It hal tilOund
useftpiNtoo, in dealing- with 'children who ve1st a parent
through ,death or divorce or. have gained a :new one through .
remarriage. Low-functioning familks have been helped bY child
'welfare workers using Filial Thera4. Children who ieed 81.3e .
cial attention Ht school are sorhetimes aided by teachers or
other staff skiW in the ,intent and use of this technique. For

1-)
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the older child, the satne ambience as that of the play 'session
can be preserved by a parent, but with. Et choice of.more activi-
ties.

RELATIONSHIP ENHANCEMENT IN ACTION

Diiring the early days of Filial Therapy, the parents=mostly'
mothersoften told the Gaerneys that they were using thp
approaches they had learned in play sessions on other occa-
sions and .with other family members. They were.discovering,

how pleasant and helpful showing empathy and clarifying their
fgelings could be in. everyday situations. "That's when we got ..
started in a serious way, developing the Relationship Enhance-
ment method for husbands and wives. And from husbands and
wives we went to teenagers and families," said Bernard Guer-
ney.

Throughout the years since, Guerney and the young graauate
students, many now Ph.D.'s and colleagues of whom he is very
proud; have been evolving the basic teriets of RE, along with
the procedures for its admlnistration and a battery of tests
both for checking the clients throughout the treatment period
and for evaluation of the programs. In general, the approach is
similar whether for conjugal, parent-child, or premarital ther-
apy and coanseling, or for special applications.

.The Basic Skills

Although additpnal sets of skills are taught, RE has only
four basic new behavioral patterns. The first two are specific
types of communication; the third is the ability to or the first
two behaviors effectively in dialogue with someone else; and
the fourth is the ability to help Others learn to use the skills
effectively and appropriately.

These four skills, or behaviors, are called mod& a word
.Guerpey prefers to roles, which is associated with acting. The
use of these modes is lpt to be confuSed with manipulative
techniques employed, for example, by a spoiled child. The point
is not to receive something, nor to get one's way. It is, rather,
to achiee harmonYlb living apd being with someone, for the
good.of Ioth involved individuals and the family group.

The e planations and demonstrations of Wach of these niodeS
are presented over a period of time, king intake and in later

4 5
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sessions, rather than all at once. Practice must be continued
even after the sessions are ended. Some understanding of the
modes and how they work can be 'glenned from RE's vocabu-
lary, illustrated by examples of their use in conjugal therapy.

The Empathic Mode
Commtmjciffing in this vay ,rneatis accepting another's corn-

munication and identifying with that individual's thoughts and,
feelingswith the way he/she perceives things. Empathic re.'
spQnding is clearly driwn froni Carl Rogers' client,centeml
therapeutic response techniques. According to Bernard Guer-
ney (1977, p. 26) this term "connotes the depth, the intensitY,

# and the giving, illuminating, enhancing qualities of a Rogeriab,
psychotherapeutic rvponse better thanfithe phrases 'reflective
listening' or 'active gstening."

It is not neceessry for the Empathic Responder to agree with
the person who is striving to express how what's been happen-
ing appears to him. It is necessary thd the Responder be
attentive and listen respectfully, accepting the statement as the
other's view, and trying to help the speaker to be rnore open,
honest, and specific. In other words, a.receptive attitude is a
requisite.

The Responder, after all, will very soon have an opportunity
to speak, even to difiagree, if his perception is efferent from
that of the first speaker., To be helpful and emplIthic, and to
receive empathy in return, the Responder must, as Webste

says, have "the capacity for participation in another's feelings
or ideas." Einpathic livening and responding, then, will include
both what is said and the way it is expressed. #

There are some "don'ts" for the Empathic Responder:
oft

Don't ask questions. Asking questions, particularly seeking
new information, may divert the partner's attention from
his main thought or indicate that the Responder is trying to
get more information than the speaker wants to divulge just
then.
Don't present an opinion, or viewpoint about what ,the
speaker is saying. There be time tq present those per-
ceptions when the modes are switched. . .

Don't interpret things for the speaker, trying toexplain for
him why he thinks as he does, thus altering.the perspective.

4 t.)
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Don't make suggestions of solutions or changes in viewpoint.
Don't make judgments. This is no time for the Responder's
evaluation of what is right or true, or even workable, in the
-partner's statement.

After all, the individual expressing these rreds and warries
may feel a sense dr risk-taking, a(fear1 of being cut off,LTriti-
cized, of.rejected. There will be an- awareness, also, th it the
emotional toll is.too great to be repeated soon if the respo se is
cool or hurtful. It is the mission, of the Empathic Responder to
elicit.the needs and wishes of the Expressel in such a way that
vommunication will continue more comfortably and effectiyely
whenever the need arises. Por this reason, the early phases of
the training are given more to the skills of empathic respond-
ing than effective expressing, although both are part of the
program from the beginning.

-

The Expresser Mode It
The mode in which the speaker attempts to express thoughts,

emotions, and wishes honestly and clearly, without arousing
unnecessary hostility and defensiveness in the listener is the
Expresser Mode. Tot clarify the Expresser Mode, let us take, as
an example; a situation inv.whieh a wife feels that her husband
was unnecessarily critical of their children during a dinner
conversation earlier in the.evening. In a typical unskilled re-
sponse the wife might say to her husband, t"Ypu're alWays
criticizing the children. You're discouraging them and making-
it hard for them to share their Ideas with us. Youl're too moral-
istiCwith them. You're trying to make them just like you are
and that!s not going to work:You're just turning them off and
mking thein angry at botii of us." From the perspective of the
apresser Mdde, th,reare a variety of ways of improving this,
'statement to bring shout a more constructive response from the
husband and to better set the stage for constructive problem-.
solving.

A sharing of ,views has to begin with a recognition that the
lOtener is likely to, percei4 what's happening .from his own
perspective.. The Expresser wishes to avdid unnecessary defen-
Siveness and hostility and' also unnecegsary argument from the
person so that they can mutually reach a better state of affaire.
The Expresser; therefore, should make allowances in lidvance

.}
.
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for the natural desire.of both participants to protect their own
self-images. If the Expresser's perception of an event casts the

er's self-image -in a light.ilifferent th the one he or she
pro bly preferii, the listeneis experie ce or memory of the
mit will be different from the Express r's. Calling into ques-

tion the listener's soundness of judgment, virtue of motives, or
correctness of behavior will almost certainly alter negatively
the listener's perception of the circumstances and his motives.
Agreeing on what actuallx happened in such problematic cir-
cumstances is difficult, and attempts of each person to establish
his own version as accurate generally lead away from a success-
ful resolution of the issue.

.

The first rule, then, of the Expreseer Mode is.to state things
. in a way that acknowledges the statement to be subjective,

colored by the Expresser's own judgments and idiosyncrasies.
By avoiding the temptatibn to speak in terms of what is '-'real"
or "natural" or "good" or "right" or "true," the Expresser
becomes, automatically, the ultimate authority on the subject
Under discussionhis/her own perceptions of the world and
his/her own feelings about those perceptions. Following this
rule, the wife should say to the husband something like, "I
viewed you as being very critical . . .,. " To be sure, this is not/a
sensational improveinent or in itself likely to lead to a very
favorable response on the pan of t e husband. however, it does
avoid certain problems and sets t e tage for further improve-
ment. .

The second rule in learning the &presser is to include
a statement of one's feelings if they shou taken into ac-
connt when dealing with the situation. Th Old change the
statement so far intMte following, "I'm fee.ing upeet because I
viewed you as being very critical . . '. . " Such a statement
includes more of the pertinent information which the husband
needs in trying.to solve the problem; namely, the effect of his
behavior on his wife's emotions. Additionally, for some hus-
bands some of the time it would open the door to a concern or
compassionate feeling toward the wife and a desire to consider
the problem from the standpoint of helpiv. her. Previously,
,such a response was much less likely: The husband probably
would have perceived the statement As an attack aimed arhim.

A third guideline for the Expresier Node is to describe the
specific incidents or behaviors which triggered reactions rather

4 5 7
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than to deal in generalities or inferences about the character or
motivations of the other person. Overgeneralizations like "you
always" and "you never" are especially ubiquitous in family
arguments, are almost certai
Expresser's credibility,
nearly impossible. Even

o anger the listener, destroy the
ke -compassionate response

angerous generalizations are
those which impugn the pe s character or motive. Instead,
being specific as to time, .place, and behavior furnishes the
listener with concrete statements on which to base a response
and indicates how the Expresser arrived at such discomfort.
The Responder can be more attentive and the discussion -ean
start on a firm basio with less likelihood of childish exchanges
of "I am no," "You are so,"/ "Oh, no I'm not," "Oh, yes you
are. ,,

I. .

Getting quite specific begins to change the whole character of
the initial statement 'towards something like the following:
"The kiss's did get a little loud at .dinner, giggling about how to
spot a 'narc' at school. I thought your comment about that not
being a funny subject made them feel rebuffed. That upsets me
because I feel they need to discuss what's happening with us so
that they can make sure of our standards. I'm afraid that
comments like that may discourage them from talkifig openly
with us."

A fourth rule of the Expresser Mode states that if there are
any implied criticisms in the statement the Expresser should
also try to include the basic, positive, Underlying feelink or
expectation which usually gives rise to anger, frustration, or

' other negative feelings in intimate relationships. Naturally, not
ll of these guidelines need be followed at once or at the same
'me; but they rather serve to guide a continuing dialogue or
omission. Sometimes a person would find it difficult to make a

pt
ognize and state it later onthp earlier the better.
Itive statement early in the discussion, but wpuld be able to

r
in the present instance, the wife might have stated her con-

cern along the following lines: "I believe the children really
look up to you and are very strongly influenced by your reac-
tions to what they say. I'm very pleased about that. I think
you're a good model and a good influenge on them. I witnt them
to continue to feel frae to talk to you and to get your reactions
so that they can know more about your standards and what
lies behind them. It's very upsetting to me when I see anything

.10 \
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that threatens to undermine that. Tonight, the kids did get a
little loud . . ", Such a presentation is actually a much truer
and more coiniiiete account of the situation. As such, and be-
tause it speaks to,the positive self-image the husband is likely
to have of himself 'and of the relationship, it allovis him to
listen much more openly, compassionately, and .objectively to
the wife's concern.

The inclusion of positive feelings, perceptions, and attitudes
is one of the milt important, yet one of the most difficult skills
for people to' learn in Relationship Enhairement. (It also is one
of the most difficult skills for RE trainers to learn to teach.)

A fifth aspect of the Expresser Mode is the inclusion at 'some
point in the dialogue of an "interpersonal message," a clear-cut
statement of the behavior one would like to see from the other
person: This message incorporates all of the previous principles
when it is well done; it is specific as to. time, place, frequency,
and behavior; and it includes a statement of the positive-atti-
tudes and feelings the desired behavior will probably elicit in
the Expreiser. In other Words, "What .behavior .does the Ex-
presser want from the Responder? Ppisely, how can the Re-
sponder provide this behavior?" The interpersonal message has
the great advantage of focusing on Specific solutions rather
than on discontent. For this reason, it -can be a fine starting'
point for solving problems and for making- personal relations
more satisfying. In many cases, if if were emotionally feasible,
omitting implied criticisrs and proceeding directly to the inter-
personal message would speed solutions of a priiblem. Unfortu-
nately, our emotional needs as human beings make such a
sudden leap into the positive very difficult.

In our example, the wife might include in her Statement, or
in a future statement, &methipg like the, following: "It would
really make me very happy iryou tried to reduce comments
which the children might perceive as critical and shared with
them More of your positive feelings and some of the confidence
you do have in them. If you were willing to do that, I am
confident that we could preserve dinner time as a time *hen
tile children speak freely to us, Then I would feel .much more
relaxed and also very positive toward you."

Guerney has commented that the interpersonal message is
difficult for many people to learn because they are acculturated.
to ask, for things on the basis of right and justice, rather than
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on the basis of their desires and happiness. For Inanyof us it is
frightenin to state a feeling or express a wish ill personal
terms. W t if one is rejected? This is a psychoregical 'risk, and
refusal co Id be4evastating to one's sense of self-worth and I
assurance that the partner cares. Refusal on an objective basis,
on grounds of right and justice, however, can be interpreted as
a lack of character or an inadequacy in the other person, not a
personal rejection. Playing with smaller stakes may guarantee
keeping one's ,self-rehpact intact. But greater fulfillment can
come from playing more daringly, putting one's own values,
wishes, an needs "on the table."

The Efix , and last, 4ideline is at t eart of Relationship
Enhance ent. This ru sa : Convey empatlty to `youlf.partner
at the sa e time that ycALAre xpressing your jilm feelings and/
or your c terpersonal message Begin with the pretnise that
there is a mon for the per n to behave as he/she does.
Putting onetlelf in another's sho often saves a lot of grief in
any case. By .the RE plan, sho ing empathy for the other
person's 'viewpoint can result in a eciprocal, productive conver- t,
sation that makes it easier fo th parties to achie e'their
goals. Eventually, the Expresse can learn4o show mpaOy
even when the other has not yet spoken.

Everyone has had the experience of letting small disappoint-
ments and irritations build and build, until the rivulets that
could have been stemmed at the stint have formed a flood that
breaks the dam. This is not to advocate:"blowing off steam" at-'
hapless listeners at every small provocation. It is a reminder
that wishes, feelings, and expectations should be expressed

,
early, before anger and disappointment acbumulate; they are
easier to-verbalize and communicate con ely before th,ey
are entangled with emotions. REIShow's the way.

I. A viciov cycle in ordinaryrunskillommuni ation is set in
motion, aCcording to Dr. Guerney, when a chaln of fpeaker-
listener responses begins 'poorlS, and leads away kom problem
resolution. This often occurs because the Expresser elaYs voic-
ing desires and needs until they explode in anger a d accusa-
tions. The otho person, threatened, answeri in kin , inciting
still more anter,-thus magnifying the probability that the out-
come of the interchange will be negative. The negative out-
bome, in turn, increases the chances that future communica-
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tion of needs will be delayed until they explode in a negative
way. 6,

Throuth RE skills,, needs are expressed early in a positive,
Understanding way, making a favorable.reception and response
more likely. This, in turn, is likely to lead to a positive out-,
come. The positive outcome will lead to easier, earlier expres-
sion of needs the next time, and, therefore, to a more positive
reaction in the. Responder. Thus is established an auspicious
communication cycle.

Mode Switching

After their clients learnthe Expresser and Responder modes,
the lestiers teach them hoW to switch modes, employing demon-
stration or 'modeling, structuring situations for practice, and
rein for5oemen t:

Demonstration must precede any attempt at the use of a new
behavioral skill by a participant. The group leader never asks a
participant to try a new behavioral skill un'til shown the way
by the leader, nor does he et model behaviors he does not
want participants to imitate. odeling mans providing a par-
ticipant with a more suitable response than he has been able to
furnish; sometimes that may mean modeling entire sentences
for the Responder. As the weeks go by, modeling, and all leader
activity; .for that matter, are less frequently a part of the

..sessions.
Structuring is the term used to describe the leader's explana-

tion and clarification of the skills the clients learn, and 4pe
reasons for using them.

Reinforcement, that is, praise or some other reward, verbal or
nonverbal, given in a spontaneous, uninhibited way, encdtirages
participants and sets an examplol for them in the use of praise
to encourage others to use the skills at home. Group leaders
are trained tolappreciate the benefits.of showing genuine ap-
preciation of even small gains the clients make. Through ob-
serving this reaction, and being encourage4 and reinforced to
do so, most partiCipants will adapt it in .working with their
partners.

Clients lelarns gradually to be alert for messages within them-
selves or frOm the Expresser that signal the need to stop beinK

\ a listener and tO respond. RE. leaders caution clients to makt

7r

e that the Expresser's last ,staternent has received an em-
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pathic response before switching from Empathic-Responder. to
Expressgrjhe trading of modes goes on, much like 'any discus-
sion, ex6eid, that each is sure the other understands and ac-
cepts the point of view being expressed, even though agrement
is not necessary. The Responder should indicate a desire to
become the Expresser after realizing that he is no longer able
to be empathic or recognizing that he can add to the communi-
cation perceptions which will keep the discussion' more "on the
track."

Frequent mode switching is important to the plaxl when both
parties have reached a point of working out concrete ways of
handling conflict or solving a problem, or when both are trying
to make changes leading to a higher level of satisfaction in a
relationship. Knowing each other's reactions to who will do
'what, why, and when requires learning immediately what each
is thinking and accepting, or whether reserv4ions and doubts
remain on either side.

The Facilitator Mode

In RE, the word Facilitator designates group members who
are teaching others how to. use empathic, expressive, and mode-
switching skills, not the professional. The purposes of this mode
are to. help clients teach each other RE skills in the group
sessions and to instruct and encourage members of their-fami-
lies in the use of the skills at home, much as the group leaders
are taught. After groups have met for a longer period and the
members have become more- versed in using the modes, leaders
become less active and turn primary supervision over to mem-
bers.

Demonstration of facilitator skills by the group leaders in-
cludes asking for positive reinforcement from rticipants
when the practicing pair do well, with praise only r their use
of the skills, not for the views they express; su eating that
participants practice thinking of expressive and empathic re-
sponses that might be better than those used by the couple
performing the modes at the time; and calling on the partici-
pants, more and more often, to suggest better responses that
the couple might use. Through this means, the groue leader is
able to eliminate nonfacilitatink respodses and promote mutual
teaching and skill-reinforcement by the clients.
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Teaching is itself a great teacher,so imparting what one has
learned increases one's own learning:Further, facilitating the
practice of mode usage by others maintains atten4on and inter-
est among thosewho are not actively participating as express-
ers or responders.

Most importantly, instruction and practice. in the group aids
in use of these skills at h9me. Their use at gome should begin
only after role-playing prictice. Supervised exchanges at group
meetings provide the training ground for handling longer part-
ner-to-partner encounters, but only after the other skillsem-
pathic, expressive, and mode-switching-,can be used with -rela-
tive success.

In speaking of clients who have conipleted the program, Dr.
Guerney remarks " . . we don't intend for them to use it
constantlY . . I certainly don't interact that way within my
own family. Sometimes, someone has a decision to make and .
you can help him tO clarify his feelings. I think one of the key
things people learri here is that it doesn't pay to Fulth in too
early with suggestions and tell others how to solve their prob-
lems, but rather to help them develop solutions on their own.
Sometimes, you can help someboily else work through feelings
or come ,to a decision using these skills which are, in fact,
helpful in many situations. I believe they are almost always

Finally, she got to the point of sitting
occasionally and listening to her hus-
band talk about his work and financial
worries. Then they each made a discov-
ery.

liseful.when there are negative feelings or attitudes or, indeed,
desire for a iisange in interpersonal behavior patterns, whether
the change be to solve a problem or Create a higher level
happiness. But there are many times that.you wouldn't want
use them. Sometimes at Work 9r plarthey wotild jest get in th
way by consuming extra time."
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There are guidelines for determining when to use facilitating
techniques in daily life: first, the use of expressive skills when-
ever a person is innoyed or makes a demand; second, reinforce-
ment of every skilled Eitatement by an appropriate skilltdi re-
sponsel and third, facilitator skills when one of the partners is

, upset by the.' other's statenient and feels that RE modes have
not been followed.

CONJUGAL RELATIONSHIP ENHANCEMENT(CRE)

The reports of mothers whose training in Filial TheriiA had
spilled over into other family relationships suggested another
application of RE, which became Conjugal Relationship En-
hancement. Subsequently), many' other new applications have
been designed by doctoral candidates working under Guerney's
aegis, along with new inventories, questionnaires, and scales
used in the assessment and evaluation of Relationship En-
hancement as a therapy and a new way of interacting.

Development and Evaluation of CRE

The first study in CRE, colducted by Austin Ely in the late
;60s, was designed to determi e whether married couples Whose
marriages weTh difficulty could be trained to use these new
communication techniques. During the 8-week course, 12 cou-
ples whd received the training were compared to a similar
group who received no RE training. Those Who received CRE.
training showed improvement in their ability to express feel-
ings oPenly and constructively and to have insight into their
spouses' feelings. Even the brief 8,weeks brought improvement,
too, in measures of general oommunimition patterns and har-
mony. Though comparison of the Enhancement and Contrhl
groups was not as refined as ,has been the rule in more recent
studies, the trainers believe the value of the CRE training was
demonstrated.

A second study, conducted by Jerry Cckilins in 1971, lasted for
6 months. Twenty-four couples receiving RE-training were com-
pared to 21. couples who were evaluated for the entire period
but were not in the program. Using a two-by:two analysis of
Variance of difference scores, Collins concluded that CRE 'Cou-
ple4 noticed greater Improvement in commUdication and .in
marital adjustment than did the control coluplei!.. Collins Points
out that CRE differs from many marital cbunseling endeavors
in involving client as well kis therapist in the practice of non-

*
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possessive warmth, genuineness, and accurate empathy, all
qualities which research has shown to be the most effective in
positive therapeutic change. Experimental evaluation of the 6-
month conjugal therapy and Relationship Enhancement pro-
gram furnished evidence that, husbands and wives, as n9n-
professionals, can learn to provide higher levels of warnith,
genuineness, and empathy to each other and can beconie psy-
chotherapeutic agents for their own marital relationship.

Rappaport conducted a study in 1971 aimed at developing an
intensive RE program: a more structured program, more effi-
cient use of therapeutic time, greater emphasis on communicat-
ing in areas of threat and conflict, and more general 'applica-
tion of the skills in the home setting. This program was set up
with two 4-hour sessions and two 8-hour sessions, held on four
weekends during a 2-month span. Twenty couples finished the
program, learning add practicing skills during the sessions and
completing heavy assignments of home practice. For 2 months
prior to treatment, the 20 couples served as their own controls.
A number of measures showed more change during the treat-
ment period in: speaking more effectively and listening more
empathically with spouses; improvethent in marital adjustment
and communication; more trust and) intimacy in the marital
relationship and satisfactioii with, it4and improved ability to
resolve relationship problems iucce fully.

CRE at Home

During an ipformal discussio butth8 every day "use of
Relationship Enhancement,dsard Vogelsong indicated that
often the most constructive, woo, to be empathic at home is to
t'see what condition things ate fn and do something about it .

not talk that way, but act thatway. I've had many people say
to me that, even ,though they.dOn't, use the skills on a day-to-
day basis . . . just the aliareneu of the other person is so
heightened that the wa3r they deal with each other is profound-
ly affrted. And whenever there are Problems, there is a
systern ? to up.".

In reply, Bernard Guerney said, "I think that applies equally
well4with the expressive skills.' Though you may not stick to
the rules in every case, you are sensitive about' overgeneraliz-
ing in the things you say about another person, attributing
things to his character, trying to anticipate for him what he's
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going to say or how he's goink to think. Y9 become sensitive
to all theie things in'yourself and 'you te?O to drop them out,
reducing a lot of hostility. And you tend to state things from a
suNective point'. of ,iview, withat saying 'this .is a fact,' or
''everybody does=this,' or 'this is what yOn Should do.' Once you
become trained, you become aware of the negative.impact these
thinp have on people, making diem ankry or annoyed."

"You'ile acquired a pieCe of knowledge that you know will
work," said Dr/Vogelsong. "Once you'Ve done that, you.tend to
do certain things and avoid other things, almost as a matter of
course. For insOnce, I don't ride a bicycle every day, ,but it
helps me balance in.other.things, and whenever I want to ride,
I can."

When asked about a hypothetical but familiar situation,
withdrawing or "closing up" at a spouse's angry commet*
Vogelsong said, "I would want you to say,-'You seem to be real
angry with me.' And then, you become the Expvesser and, if
you want to be that open, you say, `I'm verk uncomfortable
with that and it makes me all tight inside. I'd like to talk about
it and work it out."
... He continued, "That happened to die last night witikiny wife.
We had company for supper and she didn't likeNthe way things
went: After the company left, she said, 'You know, I -feel some:'.,,
tension, and I don't Want to feel that way toward yon. I donl.
think it's fair that I do, but I want to talk abOut it.' So, we sdr
down and talked about it, and it worked out very well. We both
got a good night's sleep.

"That's the jcind of thing we want people to do, to be above
the table on those issues. It is taking a risk, in a way, .because
it makes yoit seem .vulnerable. We have found, however, that
people take it as a response -that they want tO work on con-
structively. That's one of the things we try to traii ptople to do
when they aretnot in a sessionto say, 'I want, to use these
skills because I don't like The way thiegs are goin It's what
we call lacilitatinq."

"The Facilitator in the home colt ext," explained Guerney,
"is the one who encourages the otha person to .use skills and
helpwhim to do it, who makes ,it easy."

To 'sum up, using Conjugal Relationship Enhancement suc-
cessfully at home is simply having the skills so well ingrained
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listening empa wally is no more than
omes naturally."

,

CRE for One Partner I
e

1.0

querney mentioned another aspect of Relationship Enhance-
ment whichild not yet been employed extensively but thich
can be hanfiled effectively in helping *trOubled marriages."It is
possible,..using role-playing. techniques,' to train one partner ,to
relate to the absent one with empathy-and to be expressive in a
consCructive way.

At 'his colleague's reqbest, Vegelsong told' a story that 43
typical of many couples unable to, talk about the, real wants
and fears which they try to mask ivith blutter or fighting:

.

.Theievife from a home filled with accusations and de-.
fensive reactions, tired of the shouting and recrimina-,
tionss finally told her husband that she felt she needed
therapeutic support( -His reply, "That's up to you, be-
cause I'm not going to ego," prKipted her to come in -

, alone.

To aid this wife in iniating convertattons which
would not "set him eff" and end up in a fight.she and
he therapist practiced different ways of talking and
listen* to her husband until she became confident
that she could begin, in a fion-threateniug way, to
implement 'Relationship Enhancement in her home..As
a beginning, instead of sl 'eking, "Here you are, late .

ilbr supper again. You to e you'd be home at 5:00,
and here it is 6:30," Ohe tr her new expressive skills

. (with perhaps more assertiveness than was her
custom). .

..

The new approacht was something like, "I'd lilt; tO
know .if you're going to be homelate, and I wish you'd
tell me ahead of time, I don't like it when I have
dinner ready at 5Winici you're /lot home until 6:30I

.. . mad, and I don't like that r wish body of us bould,
more realistic,"

.. ....44.-
'Finall,' sne got to the point ofksitting occasionally"and
listening to her Ausbind" talk about his work and.,his
financial word's. l'hen .liiey each made a discovery.
She had wanterto ket ir job but had been afraid that
he did not VIVA her fe and would "blow up" if she

' broached the subjecit: :lie!: 'husband had never felt com-
fortable in suigestjngtbat she wOrk because he woulii
appear irresponsible and urslable to support the tinnily.

.

.
Ji
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The happy ending included secretarial school, a better
job for the wife, and the beginning of a more shared

. relationship.
,

PAR-ENT-ADOLESCENT RELATIONSHIp D6ifLOPMENT
(PARD)

The next program, evolved from Filial and Conjugal Therapy,
is known as Parent-Adolescent Relationship Development
(PARD). Family therapists frequently see parents and their
teenage children polarized by differences in attitudes. Often tile
parent . is recognizing that early dreamsbusiness success,
social achievement, blissful marriagewill not be fully real- 9.

ized. Simultaneously, the adolescent is establishing a sexual
identity, building a value system, choosing goals for' life ancl,,
work, and sorting out' family and peer relatiofiship-s. Add to (Of;

these differences the sense oftalienation experienced .by many
adolescents and their qualms about identity or rivalry with one
oetthe other parent. Compotind these stress factors with the
ordinary conflicts and frustrations of. people living together, no -

matter how loving, anci the strain' on all family members is
considerable.

The objective of enhancing parent-child ,:relations, whether
making a good relationship bettsLor solving tortured communi-
cation problems and family cairlicts, is "to use the potential
capacity for mutual aid inherent' in the family's eniotional
attachments." This method differs from some other clinical
approaches, which attempt to separate adolescegt from family'
and make more use of peer attachments (Ginsberg, p. 229).

PARD.for Fathers and Sons

A cornerstone of PARD is the belief that afaccepting father
can help a child grow .in independence 'an in feeling good

about himself. Ecitylly important is the conviction that this
paternal attitude will lead to greater acceptance of the father
by the adolescent and, in turn, to the fathe4greater satit;fac-
tion in tha parentaL role. Improvement in this role might be
expected to lead to' improvement in the marital role and44 in
turn, to a more harmopious family situation.

Barry Ginsbelt haeclescribed his work in-the tly 'days of
father-son PAD as dytiamic but difficult, exciting but frustrat-

, .ing (1977). Many adolescents come into the .prograth unwill-
.
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ingly, feeling over-contsoiled and unfairly treated. Parents
come feeling unsure, unworthy beCause they have not handled
problems adcquately. Fathers are perhaps saddened because
their almost-grown, sons no longer view them as omniscient
beings who can fix everything. PAR% methods are designed to
minimize the defensiveness and anxiefy exhibited by most fa-
thers arid sons alike.

The Sessions
..

.

at
PARD is similar in most respects to other programs in RE

and, like them, offers a variety of time and meeting formats for
differing numbel,s of pairs. Naturally, sessions designed for the

- therapy of severe relationship di cicultiestor serious' emotional
problems will continue for a lon period than will those for
enrichrftent or problem prevention,

The first sesston is a time for intAductions of leader, mem-
bers, and their reasons for coming, for explanations and de-
scriptions of the modes. As in other RE groups, PAR partici-
pants 'comOlete the Relationship Questionnaire (RQ ), -which
asks them to list in order of significance the three mo4t impor-
tant things about the relationship "that please you now," "that
you hay valued highly in the past," and "that you would like
to see veloped or. enhanced." Other questions concern which
matted} would be difficult Lod whicjip comfortable to talk about
in the group just then.. These RQs form the basis for the first
Expresser's opening topic but may be revised, deleted, or added

,
to as the weeks go by.

Careful structuring is a part of all RE sessions, but particu-
larly in those concerned with parent-child pairs. A feature not
used in other programs but worked out esPeilialfy for.thl'6grroup
format of PARR is Doubling. Reminiscent of a psych ama
technique, this procedure begins in the second PARD session,
witir onp p§iLscting as Expresser and Empathic Responder in
talkiqg'abW" nutual concerns, and with another pair doubling
immediately* thereaftei. It works likethis: Fathr A may want
to express his son's Unwillingnes; to conform to certain house
rules. Father B is asked to express the same concern, vossibly
phrasing it even more closely to .the inttuit of the Expresser
Mode. Son A is supposed to respond empathically and Son B to
rephrase the response and improve 'on it.. Each spealch in the

.1lribemrson singuiftr, as if he were the father or son. .
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There are adVant:iges to 'the doubling technique. Participants_
seem to learn the expressive-responder skills more readily and
to become 'more comfortable about voicing their own problems
when their turn comes, since acting for and with others has
involved their own feelings as well. The leader also may ask a

.father to double for a son or a son for a father, thus intensify-
ing the empathy of one generation for another, As use of the
'skills Increases, the usual Facilitator Mode takes over, and
doubling is no longer used.

Special Problems

P-rOblems voiced.by the fatbers and sops are little different
than those expressed by mothere and daughters. Nor are the
kinds of problems very different than iftiTy were 10,20, or more
years ago. They are trust (very important), choice or Vends, 4
dress, independence, and boy-girl matters.

These are problems for the pairs to work out. The problems 0
of leaders include client defensiveness, anxiety, and sofirietimes

*resistance. Another problem is the feticence of the younger
partners, whether due to shyness in general or domination by
parents. Guerney says that he pnd, the other leaders haidle
this by continued empathy and, understanding and by respond-
ing to nonverbal cues. In extreme cases, witli the young per-
son's permission, the letider. trieb to speak for him to the
parent. The leader checks to see whether he has obtained an t
accurate reading of what is actually on the teenager's mind
and eventually gets him into the discussion.

"I think that once the parents' learn how to respond well so
that the young pqople become leas afraid and really Er n se an
equality in the situation, PARD begins to work very Al. The
system is one that helps 'them overcome their fear, once they
really believe what's happening,' saidlGuerney.

He added, !RE gives Orem skills in communicating so that
socially they now have things to say if they just, apply the
skills. Not bnly saying them well, but responding empathically,
or using reflective listening skills, if you prefer that terminol-
ogy, glves people a way of relating when they may ht have
known What to 'say, Good listeners are in rather short supply
nd in Much demand, so I think that helps them.1 -
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In 1971, Ginsberg compared 14 father-son pairs who were
taking part in a PARD program with 15 similar pairs who had

*been randomly assigned to a waiting-list control group. The
program for the treatmentogroup consisted of 10 weeks of 2-
hour sessions. Not only was the Exper'mental (E) group com-
.pared to the Control (C) group in rela we terms but absolute
changes in the E group were asses d; litter, the Control
group's findings were compared to its o n results when it, in
turn, became the Experimental group.

.The
..

results were considered significant n areas of observed
communication; unobtrusively observediommuhications; self-
repOrt of general communicationAnd of. quality of the rela-
tionships; and, quite importantly, chahge in self-perception.
What's more, Guerney, Ginsberg, and the others heard the
cpmment they were 4,o bear again and again throughout the,

years: "This has 'been extremely helpful. We wish we had
known about this earlier." This feeling was especially apparent

- if the child was the youngest in the family.

i ' tiPARD for Vot ro triil Wu- plow

Gueruey et al. were anxious to Aiftmoitlkutewpula-
tion. Their first experimental PARD treatmentistUdfibt
ers and daughters, however, was conducted with an added di- ".----
mensioh: To ascertain Whether RE methodology was superior to
the' more traditional group problem-discussion approach, they
devised a, program Wsting the, effect of three conditionoL--No
Treatment (NT), Traditional (TRAD) problem-discussion ap-

, proach, âid Relationship Enhancement (PARI3). Clients were
rectuited .thaough schools, letters, or newspapers; all Were ranL
domly assign awl all went through the same intake proce-

. dures an ta at thePsame intervals during the . treatment
.

period. ,

An er goal was.a valid, controlled folldwu , since few such
studio's with.families ;have been, evaluated, 'ng largely to

" -practice igiculties and poor controls. To oit u 31 the impact of
Rel tionship Enhancement over a period of time, only partici-
pa wh9 indicatiki that they wouktbe7evailable for. followup
we accepted. Sisty-six moggrAaughter pairs still 'indicated

. interest in participating after beIng WO that they could receive

Os,
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one of two kinds of .therapy or none. For their trouble they
were recompensed financially 'for completing all research treas-
ures after the initial testing of all 132 persons. Each pait was
given an envelope containing the assignment and received fur-
ther explanation.of the project from the intake worker.

A statistical study of the entire program revealed that the
typical daughter in the study was 13 years and 4 months old.
The initiative for entering the program was usually taken by
the mother, whose typical profile was, a 40-year-old white Pro-
testant who had never attended college, who went to church
frequently, was from a low social stratum, had been married 17
years, and had 3 or 4 children.

Both PARD and the Traditional subjects met weekly for 2
hours, in groups of two to four pairs for a period of 10 to 15
weeks, with groups set up according to similarity in age of the
girls participating (11-14 and 15-18). All groups were led by two
doctoral students, Edward Vogelsong and Jeanette COufal, who
each took "an almost equal number of PARD and TRAD groups.
Prior to the study, they had jointly led one TRAD and one
PARD group in order to standardize their procedures.

How PARD and TRAD Differed in the Sessions

TRAD was similar to PAIID in many respects, both programs
being aimed at improving and enhancing mother-daughter com-
munication and getting-along-together. PARD used learning
and practice of the five RE modes plus programmed home
exercises, developed by Vogelsong, which" required about an
hour each week of tape-recorded homework and written and
verbal feedback from the leaders at the following session. In
later training sessions, participants maintained a log of occa-
sions when the skills were used outside of formal sessions and
of when they should have been used but were not.

The Ttaditional program allowed its participants more free-
dom than did Relationship Enhancement. In both, the therapist
modeled openness, warmth, and gemiinenesirlu4-encouraged
group members. to reae, to each other in the same way.ln
TRAD, every techMque in-the therapist's repertoire wagitsed
positive reinforcement; attentive listening; and attetipts to
keep the topic on the track, to have participation from even the
shyest,group member, and to prevent domination by any inch-
vidual. or group. It had all of PARD's components except skill-

1; 4
t

0,6.
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training in exPressing one's needs and listening empathically .

and in sharing viewpoints with one's partner. Group members
could question one anbther, make suggestions, and share expe-
riences in similar situations, none of which PARD memberdsoe
were allowed to do.

As in the PeiRD groult, TRAD topics were preselected, but,
in TRAD, discussions could rown freely and widely, the only
constraint being the therapist's attemPts to keep the conversa-
tion focused. The TRAD groups had homework, too-, Each pair
iead each week at honle a chapter of Fremon's Children and
Their Parents and.discussed it together, which furnished stimu-
lation and helpful ideas for discussion at the sessions.

When the training program ended, nembeis of both groups
were assigned (randomly, again) to "ster". ot "no-booster"
situations, The asdignment tested the learning theo4 that fol-
lowup contacts and occasional meetings with the leader would
strengthen the gains clients made during ,training. In the be-
ginning, booster groups were contacted by phone,'and mothers
and daughters were encdttraged to, set aside time eacb week to
discuss issues important in their relationships. As the weeks
went by, these calls were decreased, but booster groups met
every 6 weeks during the 6-month followup period. Members of
no-booster groups were not contacted and did not meet during
the 6 months.

Skilfteasurements .

Each *ill attainment Was measured by analysia. of ariance
of,pre- and posttrêatment objective tests and also qu i-behav-
ioral tests scored by independent:judges who had not been told
the hyRothesee, the source, pr the . sequence of the tests. ,As
retards interactions between Mothers and daughtera-7-both spe- #
cific and-general communication patterns, and-general relation-
ship qualitythe hypothefees were that the TRAD group; and
the PARD group would show greater improveMent relative to

. the.,..NT group, and the PARD groip .would show greater im-.

prevement Alative to the TRAD group.
The' specific' cOinmunicatipn skills, einpathic and -eitpressive,

Were measured behaviorally by the VerbelOtteraction Task..
(VIT), in which each mother and daughter engaged in four 47.-

minute, structured; audio-recorded interactions: Each was told::.

"Discuss soMething yoi would like to see changed in youreelf.,!":

V.

r
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and "Discuss somet ing you would like to see changed in your
partner." The partn s took turns at these and at the other i

part of the6instructions: "Openly express your feelings about
the issue" and "Help the other person express her feelings."

Empathic skill as shown in the WIT was measured by the
AccePtance of Other Scale (AOS), This scale was designed to
measure the understanding and acceptance conveyed by Gip
person in response to another's communication when discussing
topics of importance to both of them. It assesseti the Respond-
er's willingness to stick within the Expresser's field of interest
and awareness and his/her sensitivity to the ExPresser's feel-,
ings and motivations. On an eight-point scale, responses at the
lowest Nivel are accusative ad argumentative, thp middle are
ordinary social conversations, and the highest convey complete

.
acceptare of another.

Another measure of empathic skill. was taken- from the
Mother-Daughter Situation QuestiOnnair6, composed of 16
kinds of problems commonly encountered in mother-daughter
interactions. Following each descriptive paragraph is a space
for the respondent, to write the exact words she would say if
she were-the mother or daughter in the situation. Next comes a
space for the ekact words she thinks she s4ou1d say. Some
items were scored on the Acceptance of OtOer Scale (AOS),
others 'by' whether they restated content or clarified feelings.

The. Verbal Interaction Task was measured for expressive
skills, '`also, by means of the Self-Feeling Awareness Scale
which tests whether the speaker's statements will elicit a truly
empathic response. This 'eight-point scale rates speaker state-
ments in the upper range when. they are expreseiwki about the
self or the listener in which the spe ker states Wleher own
feelings, wishes, or thoughts, with e affective area rated
higher (7 or 8) than the cognitive (6). In the lower range, the
speaker is being accusative-(1) or dempiding (2) without owning
up to his feelings.

General communication patterns and the quality of the rela-
tionship were also measured in 4., variety of ways on scales
developed' by Dr. Guerney land his student/colleague group..
Most,.of,these, such as the Family Life Questionnaire and the
Relationship Change Scale and Satisfaetijon Change Scale are
described in detail in his book Rdationship Enhancement,
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which Dr. Guerney feels is an adequate guide for experienced
family therapists who wish to adoPt RE for their .use (1977).

e
How PARD and RIP Measured Ile

The results of posttreatment compared to pretreatment test-
ing generally confirmed the hypotheses. On specific communi-
cation skills of direct expression of feelings and empathic re-
sponding, the three groups did not differ initiallY. After a treat-
ment, neither the subjects in TRAD nor the NT participants
showed significant improvement, and they continued to be
equal to .each other in their average skill level. From pre- to
posttesting, however, PARD participants showed significant im-
provement in both expressive and' empathic communication
skills.

.

In general communication patterns, as measured by the Ado:
lescent/Parent Check List, the three groups did not differ ini-
tially. Neither NT nor TRAD subjects showed significant im-
provement from pre- to posttesting and participants in both
groups N tinued to be equivalent in their general communica-
tion patte ns. However, the participants in the PARD groups
did show significant improvement with treatment. Also, moth-
ers and daughters in the PARD groups showed that they had a
significantly better general communication pattern than did
the mothers and daughters in the NT and TRAD groups.

With respect to the general quality of the relationship, there
was not complete uniformity on all of the measures used, but
the following general conclusions could be drawn. TRAD par-
ticipants iMproved more than the mothers and daughters in
NT. With treatment, %others and daughters in the PARD pro-
gram showed significant improvement in the general quality of
their relationship. Also, after treatment, PARD participants
had significantly 'better relationships with one another than did
the TRAD or NT mothers and daughters; These comparisons
apply in such variables as: (1) empathy and genuineness toward,
each other; (2) intimacy, trust, openness, and understanditng;.(3)
ability to 'deal adequately with interpersonal problems; and (4)
personal satisfaction derived from the.relationship.

Followup testing done 6 months after the termOation of.
treatment revealed that in empathic:and. eipressiVe Skills the
-TRAD grodp still .showed no greater- gains than did the No
Treatment; groUps, 'while ltie,.1,Aittl_ group showed more im-

. ., : :.: .i
ip
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provement than either of the otheetwo. The same results were
found with respect to general communication. With respect to
the five:measures assessing the general quality of the relation-
ship, no significant differences between any of the groups.were
found on two measures. On the remaining three, however, the
TRAD participants continued to have scores equivalent to those
of the NT subjects, while tile PARD participants showed great-
er improvement than did the NT subjects; on two of those
measures PARD participants showed a' greater gain than

' TRAD participants as well. ;

Other Differences

In other statistical analyses, mothers and daughters respond-
ed differently to the PARD treatment only on measures which
teated their ability to respond empathically in typiNiscoblem
situations With each other. Where there was a differe ce,. it
was the mothers who showed the greater gains, oppecially in
the should-say and would-say statements. Both TRAD and
PARD participants showed genuine interest in the program,
had relatively fevrdrop-outs or absences, were eager to express
themselves id class and conscientious about their homework
vignments. (For that matter, the control group members held
tOltheir part of the bargain, in finishing the testing series.)
The, leaders perceived more enthusiasm among .PARD clients
and ttributed it to a sense of accomplishment in learning
skil .and an awareness of the future usefulness of these skills.

opic selection was much the same in both groups. Problems
wit authority, discipline, loye, respect, trust, and sibling rival-
ry Were typical. PARD proved to offer more chance for the
withdrawn or shy to express themselves, and there was greater
self-disclosure and emotional expression. Both methods, howev-
er, succeeded in attaining in both mothers and daughters great-
er mutual understanding and respect fqr each other as sensi-
tive, thoughtful ;individuals.

./
THE MANY USES oil RELATIONSHIP ENHANCEMENT

'Spouses, fathers-sons, mothert-daughterspairs from all of
these populations have received help from RE. Some seek to
ease troubled

I
relationships, others to keep trouble from start-

ing. The latter category and those who seek enrichment for an

4 76
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already satisfactory relationship are new and growing and no
longer come solely from the better educated or Well-to-do. RE
"works" for persons of any socioeconomic class.

there are protections built into the system to keep the sensi-
tive person frOm being hurt bS, having the rest of the group
focus. on his shortcomings. The RE group is supportive, because
neither therapist nor grqup members make judgments or chal-
lenge anyone; everyone ihelps everyone else to learn the skills,
and nothing more: More uses for this appr ch in therapy are
being tried and found valuable.

Premarital Relationship Improvement by Maximiting Empathy and
Self-Disclosure (PRIMES)

A survey of the literature on marriage might reveal a nega-
tive attitude, one that could be construed as pessimistic. Except
for some generalized articles by, family sociologists, there is
little about premarital relationships, positive or negative. It
far. easier to find articles on divorce and divorce counseling or
essays, many facetious, on the "relationships" of the unmarried
than on improvement of the interpersonal relation and prob-
lem-handling skills of a couple contemplating marriage.

The First Study on Premarital Counseling the RE Way

Stephen Schlein initiated the PRIMES variant of Relation-
ship Enhancement. The prograr helps dating couples who are
planning marriage by: furnishing communication skills which
can help them plan the future of their relationships, heighten.
awareneffs of the effect of their behavior on their partners,'
deepen intimacy, and.guide in constructive handling of present
and future problems. The.insecurity an individual experiences
when becoming more awaie of another's. needs- and Motions
while, at the same time, developing ,more self-awareness indi-
cates the need t,"0 foster both the' relationship of the 'dating/.
premarried individuals and the perioiial growth of each.

To evaluate .the effectiveness of RE for premarrieds, Schlein
,assigned one randomly selected group of couples to the learning
series for an 8-week period of 2-hour sessions. The other 29

'couples, "a waitfpg list control group," were compared. to the
learners. The findings of change were not as uniform ifs ivere
those with married couplei, probably because of. the high level
of acceptance and optimism in the premarital .douples. ' The

la
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study showed, however, that the learners revealed greater em-
pathy in listening and openness in expression, firmer ability to
handle relationship problems, anti a higher degree of trust and
intimacy.

RE for Newly-Weds

Guerney commented, "One of the things we'd like to look ,at
a little more is how people select problems; in other Words,
what problems each member of a couple sees- as the most
significant. This might be partieularly revealing in the pre-

4 marital, couples, when they discover areas where they thought
they were in agreement but really weren't."

Most ministers include-counseling for the weddiqg couple as
a part of the wedding Planning, in the midst of plbcting the
music and the color of the bridesmaids' gowns. Guerney and
Vogelsong plan to sponsor a series of worksho which will'
expose ministers not only to the RE 'approach t premarital
counseling but to a new RE program, Neomarital Relationship
Enhancement. During the first year of Marriage, a young
couple may be more realistic about" what sharing and growing
together entail and, therefor% recePtive to learning more effec-
tive ways of handling their emotions and psycbic growth as
individuals and as a couple.'

QE For Delinquents

One of Bernard Guerney> current graduateistudents, Pat6
cia Daubenspeck, told of helping a mother-son pair who had
been referred by a probation board. The young man had spelltts_

'several months in a detention home,and was paroled, on condi-
k tibn that he have some kind of family therapy, a requirement
which he resisted at first. DaubenspeCk saw the pair alone for
12 meetings and told this story:

Her first job was to get the
rnb

other, a divorcee, to listen
to her son, rather than fu e in.her purse for a titsue
or a grocery list. The mothe had been so disappointed
over her sdn's behavior tha she appeared sldw in rec-
ognizing the change which came over him within six
or eight' meetings, when he became quite open with his
mother and shared much more with her than he had

. thought of doing for' many years. The son, had been
notable for the large hat:he wore down over his face,
which "used to drive his Mother crazy."
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Daubenspeck clmented, "I think one of the milestones was
'that he didn't wear his hat the last couple of times. He was'
more comfortable; I think, looking at people."

RE For Drug-Related Cases

Guerney repo+ on a graduate student who has used role
playing and trained other staff meMbers to teach RE skills to.';
residents of a treatment center for drug addicts.. He has fowl())
these skills useful in staff-resident relations. In fact, residente
comment that they expect to find RE useful on re-entry to the
outside world. Edward Vogelsong reports working recently with
drug and alcohol addicts who are more receptiye to the RE
approach than to the confrontational, confessional.sort of group
theçapy. Helping'addicts is another context in which Guerney
and friends- hopelo do more work.

RE For the Mentally Retarded

Vogelsong related a mother-daughter case study which he
felt was among the most challenging in his experience and
illustrative not only of RE with special 'populations but of RE
in esteblishing specific solutions:

A 55-year-old widowed mdther and her 22-year-Old re-
tirdeci daughter were referred by a concerned older
sister. The daughter.worked in a local sheltered work-
shop but was unable to read and write the forms, so,
the therapist had to read the questions and write her
answers. The mother, who had assumed it was her lob
to do everything for her daughter, never took seriously
the girl's dOire to Io things for herself and had not
realized the extent of her daughter's unhappiness. The
gill's latest wishes were to drive a car and to date,
requests to which she had received a flat "no," without
discussion or explanation.

When it was. the girl's turn to listen empathically, the
therapist had to* help hfr more than is usually the
case. To assist her in articulating her feelings, it was
necessary to use those special feeling words that were
a part of her limited vocabulary. The mother learned a
great deal abdut her daughter that she had never been
able to learn, or perhaps tried to learn before.
,Some compromises were worked out .using the moth-

', er's(anddaughter's newly learned skills. The daughter
, wet allowed to start driving on back roads accompa-

,/
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nied.,*by the...older sister in the sister's car, and was
permitted to entertain a young man once a .week at
home, watching TV and making popcorn. These privi-
leges seemed to satisfy the younger client, whose as-
sumption of some personal responsiblility gave a tre-
mendous boost to her self-esteem, and the motkier was
relieved at the removal of tension and the growth of
shared understanding.

RE For Inpatients and Their Families

The RE method tries to change the characteristic liatterns of
interaction between patient and familS/ which, otherwiee; may
continue to be destructive, to family harmony and to. individual
self-esteem. One goal is to replace these patterns and messages
with attitudes and actions designed to promote both-self.under-
standing and better ,understanding of others. Another is to help
the individual, sort out priorities, aspirations; expectations,
the better to know what to seek for himself and what to expect
from family and friends. RE seeks, also, to make' honesty pre-
dominate over deceptions, conscious or (more likely) uncon-

. scious, and to establish mutual compassion.
The RE approach seems eminently reasonable for.this partio:

ular population, since its three-pronged aCcomplishments.
therapy, prevention, eririchmentare applicable both in and
outside a residential setting- for patient and family ikenibers
alike. N

RE In Public *Sohogl Settings

Can 'Children .as young as the age of teri be trained h the
'lame 'empathic skills which haveproven succeasful in enhanc-
ing relationshipa among older individuals? pr. Vogelsong (1978)
conceived a study to find Out, since his reading of Piaget and
others suggested the possibility. He paired randomly 6 boys and
10, girls in a knell, rural public school and gave them ah
audiotaped dialogue pretest' with the instructfOn.: "I want you
to talk with each sl!ither fen. 5 minutes about which T/ programs
you like and don't likb. Try to understand each oth r as much
as you can. I'm leaving and- will be back When the' j minutes
are up to turn off the recorder."

The children were then aaqigned rapdemly to Skills-Training
and No-Training groups.; identiCal in sex and nearly identical in
age, the mean being 10 years,, 3 niontha, After training, the

0
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children in each.group were again paired iandoraly to take the
dialogue posttest, w.ith the saline instructions as the Pretest.
Once a week for 10 .consecutive weeks the training program
went on during a 45-minute activities period at the end of the
day. The trainer met with the ,Skills-Training group in one
classroom, ,while the' others worked in another foam on tetch-
er-aim igned Tiff projects.

During the first .2 weeks, the children learned nonverbal
ways of showing and recognizing emotions by identifying those
the tkainer portrayed with gestures and facial expressions and
by volunteering to portray words from lists,of frillier feelings.
They acted out and identified at least one emotion at each-of
the sessions, and a discussion period followed. During the third
and fourth weeks, they learned the imPortance and ways-of
showing empathic acceptance of another's statement, eac'h
child restaIleig the trainer's statement in a declarative sen-
tence.

During the fifth and sixth weeks, each child was given a
different list of several tpples"Mr favorite pet" or "The
schoorsubject I like best." One pair at a time, the children
practiced with one discussing a topic, the other responding
empathically, and the trainer giving verbal reinforcement and

'helping with responses if necessary, Sometimes they .traded
partners and changed topics. In the last. 4 weeks, the children
selected specific partners and discussed their own topics at
length. They" took turns in both roles and the group discussed
how it feels to know that the person you are talking t under-
standeyou. Near the end of the sessions, each child stat d in a
sentence or two his feeling at the moment and discu sed the
importance of being aware of one's own feelings.

Because of the small number tested, there was no separate
analysis by sex nor did the data suggest' any differences. Using
the AOS, testing revealed that change did take place in the
Skill-Training group. There were no significant differences be-

tween the tiwo groups at pretesting nor between the pre- and
posttest scores of the No-Training group.

The enthusiasm of the Skills-Training children was- the best
endorsement. They volunteered eagerly and cathe with topics to
discuss without being told, often commenting, "I wish more
people would talk to me like this.",They asked for the program
to continue and, on their own initiative, gave a party for the

, 461
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trainer/exper,imenterNon the Last day. Vogelsong admits that
further research is reciuired to expand the period and the skills
taught. TheNstudy suggests to him, however, that active, specif-
ic, concrete skill training can becOme a significant part of
affective education even in the elerAentary grades.

, Whole Family Therapy

For Guerney, some of the excitement of Relationship En-.
hancement lies in finding new uses for the method, or modify-
ing it for new populationsaddicts, business groups, -high
school groups, arid whole families. Patricia Dauberispeck is
planning her doctoral dissertation on the family, with research.,
centering on the whole family unit, as opposed to filial, parent-
adolescent, or couple. The pilOt study has, been encouraging,
with stritg, positive results, so Daubenspeck and Guerney are

forward to the full-scale study. They hope, in fact, to
*arrang a comparison with a more traditional family-therapy
approa -h, possibly going into a treatment center where family
thera y is done, training some.of the counselors with the RE
Method, aiid testing th efficacy of each.

Helping arid Training Other Therapists

From intake, the. first contact with potential clients, to the
final sessions, when4he leaders ideally do little more than
observe, the procedure is relatively structured. RE programs
require well-trained leaders, ,but, because of specificity and the
clArity of the teaching techniques and methods, the time re.-
quilted for training is short, compared to 41ber methods of
family therapy. It includes appropriate readinervation of
live or videotaped groups-in-progress, and supervised playing of
both client and leader roles. There 4re training films available
on conjugal and parent-adolescent therapy, with clear, low-key
demonstrations of each of the modes, even an occasIgnal i"off-
stage" prompting of the Facilitator by the leader. The situa-
tions presented are absorbing and trcie-to-life.

Graduate students without previous 6racticum experience
can become junior coleaders .withiri 80 hours; generally, after
ten sessions,of short postgroup stossion supervision, a junior
coleader is ready to be a senior coleader and a cotrainer. Expe-
'rienced profession?l persons usually need no more than 3 to 5

40
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days of intensive workshop g, often in their own agency
setting, followed by a peri .upervision.

Dr. Guerney and bis colleagues have held many such work-
shops, both in the Individual and Family ConsultatiOn_Center
at:The PeNinsylvania State University add in many other loca-
tions, for individuals from many parts of. the. United States.
There is now, in fact, a nonprofit institute presently directed by
Dr. Vogelsong for the conduct of on-site training.aiiii/or con-
tinuing supervision anywhere in the countty of mental health
programs based on an.educational mode. It is the Institute for
the Development of Emotional and Life-Skills, a name which
forms an inspired acrovm, IDEALS (P.O. Box 391, State Col-
lege, Pa. 16801).

What of the Futurp?

Guerney rsn't mire what may develop ifter the family study.
As he says, "There's a lot of research to be done yet, I think, on
process. That is, what kind of problems do people select, do

they begin to talk more about what might be classified as
deeper problems as they get further along in treatment? We
may want to assess massed sessions further. We may want- to

do more marathon work with people who have serious prob-
lems? meeting 4 hours every other day, up to 8 hours, let us
say, so that problemsolving with new skills can statt right
away."

Bernard Guerney's vision now is for a School for Livirig, that.
is, institutions located throughout the country either in fixed
locations, "without walls," or as extension courses. However set
up, and whether financed by fees, communities, or a combina-
tion, such a school could serve people across the whole life

'span: preparing for a change, such as parenthood and retire-
ment% Ito name two; coping with change,such as divorce, widow-
hood, or job loss; and creating change, the aspect which covers
relaxation, addictions, sexual proSlems, asmuisition of desirablit
traits, and ridding oneself of undesirablelabitsachievement
of personal and interpersonal ambitions, in other words.

To the creator of RE and IDEALS, the prototype for a School.
for Dying, the dream is entirely possible:
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fAMILIES ANE1 PUBLIC POLICY .

Auihor MaryC. Blehar, Ph.D., NIMH

This chapter provides an orienting description of the current
context of growing interest in tile status of the American
family. Although concern for family members has long been
reflected in Federal laws as well as in research such as that
represented in tItis volume, intensive and focused interest is
newer in the family as a functioning social unit and in 'the
influence of institutional practices and laws on families/This
more recent development is Witnessed by the burgeoning
number of organizations with an announced interest, in having
the family protecteil or strengthened. Presented here is a sam-
pling of some beliefs about the family which proVide a concep-
tual and value framework for the current upsurge of concern
for its well-being; a discussion of some general family 'policy
issueS; and a schematic map of some current research and
adv6cac tworks dealing with family issues.

DIVERSE VIEWSOF THE FAMILY,-

Different current conclusions concerning the health of the
American family reflect a range of prevailifig beliefs. In Ail
Our Children (1977), Kenneth Keniston describes a popular
"myth", about the family, that ideally.iir should be self-suffi-
cient, insulated, almost autonomous, protecting offspring
against the corrupting influences ofthe outside world. Accord-
ing to this myth, if the family fails, parents are at fault, and if
it succeeds, they are to be praised. Keniston believes that this
limited fOcus on individual parents is misplaced, since the
causes of faMily success or failure are more, complex and ronted
deeply in economic and social conditions. Ile sees parents not

.
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97.2 FAMILIES AND PUBLIC POLICY

/as abdicating their responsibilities but as dethroned by forces
they are helpless to alter. -

Another view is provided, by U.S. Census Bureau demogra-
pher ea-art:Glick who sees the .cruality of family life as im-
proving. In a rejfart entitled "The Future of the American
Family" (1978), he casts recent social changes such as the post-
ponement of marriage, lower birth rates, and the nicseased
number of working mothers (lamented by many as'emajor -
reason for family decline)us yesponsible for improvement in One
quality of family life. In his judgment, fewer offspring signify
more time to appreciate each one, and .the employment of
women is a change of pace that makes the time that mothers
spend with their children more enjoyable.

Differences in value judgments are also reflected in defini-
tions that have been proposed of what a family actually is, a
preliminary and apparently simple venture into family analy.-
sis. Most definitions make mention of two or more individuals
related by blood, marriage, or adoption, as well as of other
relationships that are continuing though unformalized. To It.
stress the importance of extended family anà kinship networks,'
and of,the_,2.elationship between the individual and his or her
relatives, moSt definitions do not require co-residence. While it
may be argued that definitions of family gave become so-all
encompassing as to be meaningless, and while ordinary use of
the terni most oftep implies a household with children, the care
given to formulating definitions underscQres' the extreme seiisi:
tivity of the topic.

Despite disagreement about thego state of the family and RS
definition, a consensus might be reached on 'three points: (1) the
family is currently, in a state of flux precipitated,by economic
and sbcial pressures; (2) imperfect though it may be, it is diffi-

,

cult to iniagine substituting, an alternative that could perform
all its functions as well; and (3) it itt more desirable to bolster
families than to attempt to supplant them with untried struc-
tures.

VIEWS ON FAMILY POLICY

The heterogeneity of the ,United States' popultition and the
diversity of its interests have contributed to tan historic plural-
ism and contequont difficulty in formulating comprehensive

7
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governmental responses to families and their needs. The very
diversity that makes it so difficult to legislate any uniform
family policy hag, on the other hand, led to an appreciation of
regional, cultural, and religious values represented' by different
family structures. Along with this respect for variety has come
a call for returning to families the means for participating
more directly in-making decisions about matters directly affect-
ing them; rather than. having solutions generated at a more
centralized level where sensitivity to the needs of various fac-
tions may be dulled by distance or disinterest. While tht means
for achieving this goal have t?een cast into liberal and conserva-
tive solutionsje.g., Keniston 1977 versus Berger and Neuhaus
1977), advocates of family "re-empowerment" agree on the de-
sirability of the end.

-

In an analysis of famil licy in '11 Western European coun-
tries (1978), and in the .S., Canada, and Israel, Columbia
University researchers Sheila Kamerman and Alfred Kahl
-point out .that historically the very diversity of the United
States' population has led todopposition to governmental inter-
ference in matters considered to be in the private domain.
Foremost am'ong these are family. . matters. While outsiders
might intervene in families defined as d iant or failures, they
should leave so-called "normal familie alone. Governmental
intervention was a last option after churc and secular agency
intervention had failed, and help was limited to the under-
'classes and the deviant, no matter how extensive theTrovision
might ,become.

In Government Structure Versus Family Policy, Kahn, Ka-
merman and Dowling (1979) note a more recent trend toward
increased societal responsibility for certain risks in life, a trend
that has accelerated sinc;? the New Deal, along with a growth
of governmental roles in protecting the individual against such
threats as 4Cicome loss and the consequences of retirement, old
age, death of a wage earner, etc. While :;uch policies may have
had their most direct effect on individuals, they also indirectly
affected families and tended to encompass a broader range of
families than previously.

Hence, including "normal" families as proper subjects of gov-
ernmental purview and action has been gaining increased re-
spectability. In research and analysis has come a parallel
"new" view of the family as one interdependent element in a

4 88
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system 01. interrelated structures. These structures, such as
neighborhoods, churches, places of'Work*.and, of course, Gov-
ernment, are seen as defining the boundary conditions within
which personal family life is enacted. 'Consonant with this view
is the notion that all elements in the system influence each
other and that-the family is a product, not only of the peculiar
interactions of members' psyches, EU of,a soCial milieu. It has
complex relationshV with an ever-widening circle of related
structures.

One result of this systems approach It a conservatism in the
face of change. This caution stems both from an*appreciation of
how change 'may lead to a course of action that could bring

.1 unintended and perhaps unwanted side-effects and from
tion that the complex, value-laden human context of

chan 1çonsensus about what changes are desirable.
Governme ic' s have been cited for their tranticipat-

ed influence on th*Tit r example, when the Social Secu-
rity program was institut ring the Roosevelt era, the aver-
age lifespan of it worker was shoiter than todtty. Now the
increased longevity of the populatiotr-and the greater tax
burden needed to fundthe expanded ''Orogram threaten to
siphon off income froth younger families at a time when they
are trying to rear their own. .children in an inflation-ridden
economy. Cash benefits aside, Social' Security to the elderly
provides them with a degree of independence seen by some as
weakening the eitended 'family by making it possible for aged
parentsjo live apart ,from their children. Others view it as
encOuraging some older persons to Hy ogether r a tr. than to
marry, which may encOnrage the sai pattern among younger
family members.

.A second example' of the unanticipated influence of govern-
mental actions tin family life can be found in the effects of the
86-called "marriage tax".levied on married earners of approxiA
mately equivalent amounts of income, who end up paying more

, in taxes than people earning similar amounts but merely living
together..-The marriage tax may have discouraged matrimony
among young dual woikers and allegedly ha8 encouraged at
least 'a few to.divorce in order to avoid paying out more money
to the Federal Government. This tax situation again under-
scores the difficulty encountered in legislating in value areas.
While couple-based unite are penalized, individual-based ones
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are favOred, and arguments%l+out the equity of either AitutItion
are difficult to resolve. 114

Hence, the promotion of value is present, implicitly or explic-
itly, in almost every institutional action takbn by Government,
by virtue of discouraging some reactions among citizens and
encouraging others.

Because so many institutional actions' influence family life,
family policies can be conceived of existing at all levels of
Government and even in the private sector. The Federal Gov-

. ernment, because of its size and influence, is the greatest po-
tential and actual effector of change. Tax policies concerned
with home-mortgage deductions, credits for child care during
periods of 'parental employment, and personal exemption
allowances for dependents.directly affect families. Less obvious-
ly, so do decisions to build, four-lane highways, thereby limiting
or increqsing families' choices about where to live, work, play,
or send their children to school. While Federal actions affect
families, theY affect some more than others. Legislation con-
cerni% aid for dependent children,, Head Start programs, and,
school lunches influence lower-income groups most directly and
have relatively less impact on middle- and upper-middle-income
families, except insofar as their tax burden is increased to
support the programs. Conversely, many aspects of tax policy
benefit these latter groups disproPortionately. .

While a cursory analysis of Federal programs and legislation
can uncover actions which have impactdirect or indirect, in-
tended or inadvertenton familfes, the issue of what the Fed-
eral role in family-policy formplation should be remains unre-
solved.

In their anplysis of family policy in 14 countries, Kamermaq
and Kahn (1978) contrast two views of itone as a field, and
the other As a pershective. The first view is derived largely from
the European experience, where governments have brought to-
gethei measures, most often directed-at disadvantaged' and de--
pendent families, and have assigned than to one or two relat:ed
agencies, bureaus, br departments. Where family policy is a
field, the authors find, it usually..becomes a modest one, only
attempting What can reasonably be integrated under one um-
brella. Since so many aspects of Government affect families,
myriad rules and regulations defy compartffientalikation in one
bureau or agency.

. ./
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By contrast, the' perspectival view of family polify woutld seek
to develop a set of explicit criteria by which institutional ac-
tions are evaluated .from the point of viev of their potential
family impact. While such a cerspective could conceivably at-
tempt to define specific goals and standards and attempt to
shape family motives and behavior in a uniform fashion, the
authors beiieve that this uniformity would meet wiepripposi-
tion from diverse segments of the' American population.
Rather, they conceive of a successful family perspective as one
that avoids institutional acts of commission or omission that
'could harm families and one which protects'individual environ-
ments in which children are raised and adults flip' fulfillment,
meanwhile not imposing on families any.one model, one mode,
one pattern, or one value system (Kahn, Kamerman, and Dowl-
ing 1970).

Family-impact analysis is a metkodlbeing developed Current-
ly to report the actu61 or potential 'impact on the family of
administrative rules and laws. Analysis leads to "family-inipact
statements" Which can be used by -policymake).s4o .Aetèrmine.
further courses of action. Earlier interest in impa& prediction
was moderated and replaced by ex-post facto program/policy
assessments in mores specific dohiOns when value conflicts1
knowledge gape, arid technical limitations underscored the un-'
reliability of predictive efforts (Family Impact Seminar, 1978).
While increasing in popularity, family-impact analysis still pro-
vokes doubt about its feasibility (Kahn, Kamerman, and Dowl-
ing 1979). Difficulties aside, family analysis is becoming some-
thing of a boominggrowth industry.

THE FAMILY POLICY NETWORK

Interest hat greatly increased lately in family research, in
evalueting and describing the influence of Government and
other institutions on the family, and in advocacy 'on its behalf.
The first survey reviews new private sector institutions and
programs that define as their specific goal the explication of
relationships between family functions and bi'oader inatitution-
al, social, and economic forces; those receiving NIMH support

mare identified. The second describes some private-sector advoca-
cy networks. Finally, the broad Federal rietwOrk concerned
with child and family ser/ices and research is described.

4E11
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The Family Impact Seminar is located at the Institute for.,
Educational Leade'rship, The ,George. Washington Uni-Versity,
Washington, D.C. During the Seminar's 'brief existence since
1976, the group of 22 members, whoNesent a wide range of

,disciplines in acadedlic life and ex nce in policymaking,
have been testing the keasibility of systematically assessing the
effects of selected Federal policies on families. They have, ana-
lyzed the effect on families of two Federal' policiesGdvern-
ment employment schedules (fleiitikne versus standard tiine)
and programs for pregnant teenagers.fhese pilot analyses are
attempts to iron out difficulties in family-impact analysis tuld
to see how well it works. In June 19782 tf?e Seminar issued a
preliminary report that cautioned afainst hasty actions anil
highlighted the need for more basic and applied resear-ch to k

raw accurate relationships betwee'n'policy and family life. The
nding for the Family Impact Seminar comes from the Foun-
tion for Child Development, New York City, and the Lilly '

Endowment, Indianapolis.
,....0 The American Enterpr>.-rr titute for Public Policy Researcit,

a publicly supported research and education organization based
in Washington, D.C. and New. York City, is conducting re-,.
search into theorole of institutions which stand between the
inchvidual in On/ate life and the megastructures of institutions
and' Government. Of paramount concern is the status and role f
of the Tamily as a mediating structure. A book has been pro-
duced, To Empower People, by sociologists Peter Berga and 1,
Richard John Neuhaus, which describes the value and /Ile of
mediating structuresfamilies, churches, neighborhoods, aud .

voluntary associationsin -'empotivering people to have more
control crier their own lives. The sociologists also suggest some .

directions for faure policy research. Faure 'research will be
directed into the role of mediating. structures in five critical
areas of domestic policy. The areas are health, child care,'edu-
cation, housing, and law enforcement. Each of.five panels will
publish findinga and recommendations in separate volumes. .

banadians have long been considered in the vanguard of
studies of the relationship between public policy,, soalal influ-
ences, and the family. Prominent among,their gioups in this
area is the Vanier Institute of the' Family, located in Ottawa,

4
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Ontario. Among cuirént prbjectS islan.aLysis of thefarnily.

:

including its contribution to the econOniy, ,the. impak of e.co-7-4,: '.

'- nomic patterns -on fkrnily 'iiit, an'a\the:- impict *Qf faMilial pat-

,. terns on the-economy. Special emphasis is given to the cana#i-.
, 'an experience.

.. The Columbia University SAool olSooial" WOrk..is .undvtak-
ing several dross-national studies of family-rehited Isswkes..A.

. recently completed volume, Family Ptkliey: Government and
Families in 14 Countries, is based on the proceedings of a
Conference funded by the Carnegie FoUndation and a Critique of

. the Federal role in family 'policy formulation. Research on a
six-country study of policies concerned with the care of children -

r-

under age -3 and of .maternity benefits currently tavailahle in
European nations is also currently under way,
.. In the Southern. United States, The Center for the Study of,.
Families and.Children at the Institutejor Public Policy Study,
Vanderbilt Universiti, is exaniining policies related to the .

empowerment of parents through child .care .and parentIlduca-
tion programs. Funded by the Carnegie Corporation, tlie 'Center

is developing a ific set of educational, policies that can be

expressed thro Federal-" and .Stattulevel legislation and
through regulati ns- i*ifiate sector organizatiOns. It is
studying the transfer of knowledge between universities and
policy communities, while seeking to establisha two-way bridge
between university-b-ased policy apalSists and individuals re-
sponsible for forMulating and carrYing out' policies ttat affect
children and theitfan4lies.

Training in family-policy anal sis is the focus of:a series of
four related, privately furAed hgrams. In St. Paul, Minneso-
ta, the Bush Institute has awarded grants to university-based
centers to. Support the development and training of doctoral'
and Postdoctoral students interested in family and.public-policy
issues. The 'Bush Institute aims to broaden the interests of
students who are specializing in research fields. 'that Lave

policy implications. The centers are: :The Center for Child
velopment and Public Policy, Yale University; The Center for'
Child Development anct Public Policy, University of Michigan;

,The Center for Child Development and Public Poliq, UCLA. .

Recently,' a grant witagiven to the Frank Porter G.raham Child
Development Center at the University of North Carolina in
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Chapel Hill to develop courses and worlphops to support pre-
and postddctoral fellows.

Thi, Boys Toum Center for the Study ,of Youth Development
was founded in 1917 tis a single dormitory site for boys in need.
of alternative lifestyles and has grown. today into a national
research and service ormization devéted to family and youth.
Boy* Town has several family-oriented projects under way,
among them one, describejl in this volume, by Glen E. Elder on
%social change in the family, a program of treatment for trou-
bled youths in a family-type enVironment, and several others
focus* on youth development and problems. tkie Cent*, as
well as its research and other programs, is funded from Olt
Boys Town Endowment and annual contributions.

Three mAjor NIMH-supported programs are currentl3V-Sn-
gaged in'7research..and policy analyses of American family. life:

The_center .for, the ,Study of the Family and 00 State,
.Chapel Hill, North Cardlina, examines public poliCy from a
regional poia. of Iriew. 'Established in 191/ with a grant
from. NIMH, the Center iFt training social scientists to identi-
fy and analyze lawsr policies, and regulatioris affecting
American families-Mtkjor poli0 components of the training
program are welfare and income-transfer programs, health
policies, housiqg and land use,.family law, family and child
relationship, corporate responsibility to the family, rural
poverty, and the Southern ficmily. Currently, the Center is
producing a yolume entitled Life Cycles'-and the American
Family: Current Trends. and Policy ;Implications. Other
Center work intludes a study of the role of employment in
family life, with emphasis on corporate responsiveness to
family needs, and two family-impact statements, one on
.President .Carter's Welfare Reform and another on child
custody.

Trainitkg anabiSis is, the focus of programs
at The ill,in.nesata Family Study Center at the University-of
MirjeEtota. It rsejntly received a 3-year training grant &dm

a program for family-impact analysts. At
Penn. *State. UniYersity; NIMH is also funding a training
program in 1)he. Department of Individual and Family Stud-
ies. his program 'places explicit emphasis on the family as
th unit of anitly0 and ith multidisciplinary approach.

4 & 4
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NIMH has provided tlinding for some of the work currently
under way on the, family at the Wellesley Center for Re-
seareh on Women, at Wellesley College. -The Center has
developed innovative research into the changing educational
and work needs of women. One, on women and the family,
will be overseen by Joseph Pleck (whose work on men and
the family is reported in this volume). Laura Lein;-who has
just completed a study on 'families and work (alsotin this
volume) is beginning a two-ptirt project on women's social
networks and their impact oo the quality of family life.
Other research initiatives undertaken bY members of the
Center's staff include pnojects on family timing, changes in
child-care phtterns, separation and divorce, and family law.

Adyocace Organizations 1

A growing number of advocacy groupS made up of coalitions
of interest groups haye been organized to provide,.support for
the proposed White House Conference on Families; now sched-
uled for 1981, and are now also organizing on the' State level.

The =Or group among them is the White House Conference
Coalition, at last count comprised of 46 family-oriented organi-
zations, with severAl other applications pending. The Coali-
tion's stated aims are to,ensure (1) that diversity is represented
in the White House Conference; (2) thea primary focus be on..

the impact of public policy at the Federal,level; (3) thatirecbgni-
tion be given 4; the family impact of nuOr nongovernmental
organizations; and (4) that serious consideration be given to
informal and natural syst&ns of support to the family.

Members ivlude groups representing diverse, family forms
(e.g., Parents without Partners), diverse religious and ethnic
backgrounds (e.g., Synagogue Council of .Arnerica, AMericans
for Indian Opportunity), families in various stages of the life
cycle (e.g., National,Council on the Aging); and diverse life-
styles (e.g. National Gay Task Force), as well as a number of
professional and child/family advocacy organizations. ,

Within the Coalition has arisen a smaller independent coali-
tion made up of professional family orgpnizationsThe Ameri-
can Association of Marriage and Family Counselors, the Ameri-
can j-lome Economics Associat1'on, The kamily Service AssOCi-
atioti of America, and the Nati nal Cologilkon F'amily Relo-

- ,
tions.

4
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The White House Conference Coalition is also offering guid-
ance.to states which are planning conferences to complement
the White House Conference; the development tif state coali-
tions., _similar in purpose and form to the national' one, is
contemplated.

Other coalitions represent cohesive ethnic, cultural, or reli-
gious groups. and have formed (1) to monitor the Conference
and keep their constituents informed or (2) to represent specific
issues.

Two coalitions represent black and Catholic interests respec-
tively. The HEW Coalition, convened by the National Black
ChildiDevelopment Institute, is composed of nine national orga-
nizations, which collectively claiM to represent the interests of
a majority of black families iu the United States. The purpose
of the Catholic Coordinating Committee for the-White House
Conference- is to promote Catholic participation and viewpoint
in the Conference.

The National Parents' Rights Coalition, Nunded under the
auspices of Catholic,Charities, aims to promote a certain view--1
oint of family life by (1) persuading policymakers to work for
the good of the family; (2) ensuring erpowerment of parents;
(3) raising parental consciousness; and (4) restbring dignity to
family life.

The Federal Network

A complete deficription of the Federal network of programs
affecting the family in some way might ultimately encompass
virtually the entire Federal bureaucracy. On a more mOdest
scale there are available to the public two documents describ-
ing Federal family activities in two areas: assistance programs
and .research.

In preparing its catalog of assistance programs, The Family
Impact Seminar (Toward a Catalog of Federal Programs with
Direct Impact on Families, 1978) deliberately broadened the
inventory beyond programs administered by DHEW (the most
'prominent locus of family-grogram activities) and/or programs
aimed'directly EIN poor famifies. The inventory was limited nev-
ertheless to program with direct family impact, defined by the
Seminar to include policies or programs whose primary goal is
the provision of financial assistance, in-kind subsidies, or serv-
ices 'to individuals or families, such as Social Security benefits,
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subsidized school lunches, or health services. With few excep-
tions these beilefits or services do not go straight from Federal
departments to families, but pass through administiltive bu-
reaucracies and institutions. The inirentory excluded indirect
Federal policies that could have significant impact on families,
such as tax ?olicies, court decisions, the Federal Government's
own employment policies, regulatory policies, or macro-econom-
ic policy decisions.

Table 1 shows a total of 268 programs administered by 17
different Federal agencies considered to have "potential,impact
on families." A subset.of 63 programs is separately identified as
having explicit family impact. While HEW heads the list of
individual agencies both bY number of pr9grams and dollar
obligations,,HUD, Ihtérior,,Justice, Labor, USDA, and the Vet-
erans Administration collectively account for just as many pro-
grams.'Table 1 belies the assumption that family-related pro-
grams'are the exclusive concern of HEW.

Table 2 prarides an Invenlory of Federal programs with po-
tential or explicit family impact by target groupi.e,.., by ele-
ments within the family. The highest single 'category is the
"family" aself, with 63 programs, but if subcategories of
"child," "child/youth,". tind "youth" are added together, they
account for 64 programs. The smallest category is the "aged."

The Inventory contains a discussion of each Agency's pro-
grams in some detail (including a breakdown of the five sec-
tions of DHEW, with NIMH falling under the Health or Public
Health Services categdry) and provides recommendations for
programs.

The research segment of Federhl family-related activity as it
was/found to be in fiscal year 1976 is represented in table 3.

Family projects are divided into aspects of the family relating
to society (work roles, social norms, family structure, etc.) and
relationships among family members (sex roles, communica-
tion, power structure, etc.).

Table 3 shows that NIMII leads .Federal agencies in support-
ing research focused directly on the family and is second to the
U.S. Office of Education and the National Institute of, Educa-
tion in research indirectly focused on the family. Although
DHEW in general leads in family research (as it did in family
programs), agencies as diverse as the Departthent of Agricul-
ture, Department of Lttbor, and the National Science Founda-
tion are alSo active in the area.
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While"we have deteribed the leading issues and some Federal
and private sector activities centeririg on the family, this chap-
i)er is perforce 'abbreliiated. But it reflects widespread interest
in the chrnging nature of the American family. This interest;
given official sanction by such events as a call for a White
House Conference and by increased funding for projects such as

s ihose detailed in this chapter, reflects a desire, expressed by a
Secretary of DHEW (Califano`1976), to restore the family' to .a
position as come-Mt:me of the national.well-being.

so
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Tab le,1Inventory of Programs With.Potential Direct Impact on Families*

. 1
.

Agencies

Potential
Family Impact

No. of Programs

tothl
Obligations
($ Million)

Explicit
Family Impact

No. of Programs

TAW
Obligations
($

1

DHEW:

Education
Welfare
Health ,

w Social Se gurity
Office of the Secretary
Total 1

\

59
25
25

8
2

119 .119,228

s
5,881

18,336
1,387

93,473
1§1

,

2
9
6
2
1

20

75
15,568

31817,
124

33876,

VETERAI,IS (VA, e

HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT (HUD)
LABOR (DQL) ,

AGRICULTURE (USDA) .

INTERIOR/Bureau of Indian Affairs
JUSTICE 1

.

ACTION
.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMI:SS4N, :
COMMUNITY SERVICES AqMNISTRATION

II

31
24
21
19

` 14 t
13

9
S

4(;) d

1

'
28,385
8,440
6,695

12,t91
350
697
81
85

401

,
.-..'

i .

19 ,

4
9
2

1

11,331
.. 8,4,10

485
7,005

. 10

28
t
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APPALACHIAN REGIONAL *COMMISSION 3 91
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD V. 1 3,639 1 3,639 ,TREASURY

1 .124 A

TRANSPORTATION 1 116
NATIONAL CABOR RELATIONS BOARD 1 . 68
COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS 1 8
PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON \ A

EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED
>
74)TOTAL . 268 180,600 65 s: 66,794.
P
cc

.
rri, .u

Table .1.'summa0vAlhiz tabulations of the inventory based on the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance xiPrograms. (1976). When a pr9otam's title'or bjectives stated that families or at least two family membersas a unit well) Mt ed 'beneficiaries, thi formation was entered under Column 3, "Explich FamilyInipact.".1he ter 0 ions'.' fed in Columns 2 and 4 is a technical, legal term used to describe
federal le04, tin nciad pommitme ts but may not represent net outlay of a program to a department
accurately jn all c ses because of the inclusiOnin the figure of indirect costs.

'Reprinteetfom "T ard an Invent ry of Federal. Programs with Direet Impact on Families "institute for Educatiorfal Leadership,
George Washingtork'U 'versify, Washiniton, e.0 , 1978..

v
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Table 2Inventory by Target Group*.

Legend: 324(10) = $324 million
10 programs

Agencies .. Child
Child/
Youth Youth

Youth/
Adult Adult Aged Diverse Family Total

HEW: ,
Education 144( 5) 2,634(28) 873( 5) 2.061(13) 3( 1) 91( 5) 75( 2) 5.881( 59)

Welfare ,32( 2) 7( 1) - 131( 3) :556(10) 15,568( 9) 18.336( 25)

Health 108( 3),. 931(16) 348( 6) 1,387( 25)

Social Security 62,085( 3) 13,627( 3) 17,761( 2) 93,473( 8)

Office of the
Secretary ' 4 27( 1) 124( 1) 151( 2)

Total 324(10) 2,634(28) 880( 6) 2,061(13)
_

3( 1) 62,216( 6) 17,234(35) 33,876(20) 119,228(119)

Veterans 5,664( 1) 11,314(22) 76( 1) 11.331( 7) 28,385( 31)

Housing & Urban
Development

1

(HUD) . .
6( 1) 12( 4) 8,422(19) 8,440( 24)

Labor (DOL) 142( 1) 5,151( 4y 654( 5) 30( 1) 233( 6) 485( 4) 6.695( 21)

Agriculture (USDA) 1,780( 3) 1.408( 7) 9,003( 9) 12,1-91( 19)

Interior/Bureau of
Indian Affairs 183( 5) 33( 1) 3( 1) 121( 5) 10( 2) 350( 14)

r 0
1



Justice 48( 4) 649( 9) 697( 1,3)
Action N/A( 2) 51( 3) 30( 4) 81( 9)
Civil Service -

Commission 1( 2) 85( 5)84( 2) N/A( 1)
Community Services

401( 4)Administration 17( 1) 356( 2) 28( 1)
Appalachian Regional .

Commission 20( 1) 71( 2) 91( 3)
tRailroad Regirement -

Board 3,639(1) 3,639( 1)'Treasury 124( 1) 124( 1) MTransportation i 0 16( 1) 116( 1)
National Labor n

Relations Board .68( 1) 68( 1) tot'gommission on
,ST1Civil Rights 8( 1) 8( 1).

President's Committee
-

4on Employment of 1 -1) ( 1
.

the Handicapped 1 ( 1( 1) ,. .
TOTAL 2:324(20) N634(28) 1,187(16) 12,876(19) 11,974(21) 62.303(14) 20i08(2) 66,794(63) 180.600(268)

. '
)

Reprinted from "Toward an inventory of Federal Programs with Direct Impacton Families." Institute-TO? Educational Leadership.
George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 1978. . .
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Table 3Federally Funded Family Research: A Profile
Family Research Projects Being upp ed by External Grants and I
Contracts by Federal Governme ncips Active in
Fiscal Year 1976

_..Family Systems Research
i(ReseEvh Focused Directly on the Family)

NIMH

Cd Focused (B)

AGRI

VA
.

Abuse (C)

e\NSP

ED (A)

DOL

Alt Others (D)

3

..

'1

.

-.no

.

t
1

II
,

..

,

a

.

.......

i

50 100

Number of Projects Funded

150

A. Education Agencies (U.S. Office of EducEption; National Institute of Education)
B. Child Research Focused Agencies (1 =Ilational Institute of Child Health and Human

Development; 2=OffIce of Child Development; 3=Office for Maternal and Child
Health)

C.Substance Abuse Agencies (1 =National,Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism;
2=National Institute on Drug Abuse) 1

D. All Others: National Institute on Aging, Socitil Security Administration, Rehabilitation
Services Administration, National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities,
Department of Housing and Urban pevelopMent, Department of Justice

503



ED (A)

ir NIMH

rr
ChildrFoQused (B)

Abuse (C)

AGRI

NIH

VA

DOL

NSF

All Others (D)

MARY C. BLEHAR
.

Family-Related Research r

(Research IndirectliFocused on the Family),

989 s'

I

0 50 100 150 200 250

Number of Projects Funded

Abbreviations:
MMH National Institute On Mental Health
AGRI Department of Agriculture

. VA Veterans Administratlon "
NSF NatIonal.Science Foundation
DOL Department (I Labor .

N1H N/atIOnir Institutes of Health

*This table appeared óriginally In The Amprlcan Family, Feb.Mar. 1978 and is to
be published in Family Research: A Source Book, Analysis and Guide to
Federal Funding, Men, K.; Wakefield, R.; and Washchuck, G., wt.
Wesport, Conn.: GreenwOod Press, In press. 1 f

se
b. \ '
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FAMILIES IN HARD TIMES: A LEGACY. Russet, B. Research of
Glen Elder, Jr. In: Cotfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research fam-
pier on Families and Children. NIMH Sciente Monograph 1. DPIEW
Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washhigton, D.C.: Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

This is a study of the change in family and individualllife brought
about by the Great, Depression. elder is examining the-process by
which economic hardship influenced families and, ,through their adap-
tations, individual family members. Long-range .and prospective in
design, the study uses avhival records on Oakland and-Berkeley,
Calif., families who orighfally took part in studies of their children's
development half a century ago, just as the Depression was starting.
Elder's study of the Oakland families, whose adolescent children were
able to help out during hard times, was published in 1974 as Children
of the Great Depression. Elder- is 96 studying the Berkeley families,
whose children were infants in 19 9. He is comparing their experience
with the Oakland group's, examining the sources of the Berkeley
parents' adaptability, observing changes in family life over. genera-
tions. So far, as expecto:L Elder-has found that the Berkeley children
were more vulnerable to the effects of their parents' financial hard-
ship than were the Oakland children. Equally dramatic and long-
lasting was the difference between the boys and girls from deprived
fierkeley families (those that lat a third or more in income). In'
deprived households, mothers grew in importance as a source of
income and emotional support, while fathers, became estranged and
peripheral. Ties between father and son were weakened, while those
between mother and daughter were strengthened. As a result of this
cemmon pattern, the developing Berkeley children were greatly affect-
ed by economic hardship. Boys felt incompbtent and powerless and
'tended to meet life with indecision and withdrawal, while girls were
self-confident, goal-orientM, and assertive. Harmony in the parents'
marriages lessened these efActs. Men who grew up in deprived fami-
lies were at a disadvantage in their education and early career begin-
niygs; but by middle age they had regained lost ground, largely be-
cause of their military experiences. They were still more troubled
psychologically than the men from nondeprived homes, but the effect
was wall compared with their disabilities in adolescence.

991 505
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LA FAMILIA CHICANA. Moore, C. ResearCh of Jaime Sena-Rivera.
In: Corfman, E., ed. Families ToclayA Research Sampler on Fainities
and Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. DIJEW Publication No.
(ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979.

Four cases of three gene'rations 'of Mexican-descent families in the
Michigan-Indiana-Illinois'legion were studied to examine /a familia
chicana as a special case of the modified-extended or kin-integrated
family. The research investigated the contribution of extended family
structure to the individual's sense of well-being and to the familia as a
social organization. Same-culture interviewers explored this contribu-

. tion, both subjective and material, by interviews of household heads
from each generation'and by limited direct observation. Individual
family trees were charted, with each individual placed as a second-
generation Jmember and each household, or casa, dejineated w.ithin
eAfamilia. Brief biographies showing generational chapges are pre- -
sented. Typical findings of this in-depth sample appear similar for itll .

four families and include: larger size of second-generation families
because of better, more extensive health care; marked increae in out- ...
marriages in ounger generations; 'a 'relationship betweem out-mar-
riages_ and upward mobility; asaimilation of non-Mexicamdescent
spodSes into th6 familia; and almost total Catholic religious affiliation.
Among particular attributes stressed are the lifelong strength of same
age/sbx 'peer relationshipa:and of familia norms, which emphasize
volunteerism supported by duty. This research cantributes to theory,-
on the extended family' in urban industrial society. It adds to an
understanding of Chicanos aS part of the larger Hispanic-Americah
poptilation and of claSs and culture in the United States..Internaliza-...
-tion of self,worth Within the primary social group is seen as. basic to

.. Chicano mental health at all ages.

TRANSMISSION OF PARENTAL VALUES. Yahraes, II. Research of
-.3 Lauren Langman and Richard Block. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families

TodayAjgfesearch Sampler on Families and Children. NIKJ-1 Science
MonograM 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washingtbn, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Governthent Printing Office, 1979.

This study identified factom that lefid children to adopt parental values
and lessen the generation gap. Four hundred families were selected, ran-
domly by drawing students from .six urban high schools. A questionbaire
measured parents' and adolescents' actual values on such topics as morality
and religion as well al each group's expectation of consenstis on these same
values. Elefnents which moist young people's values, such as parental or.
peer identification; social class, religion', geographic mobility, and occupa-
tional plans after high school, were also tressed. Langman and Block con-

sidered the following findings especially important: Parents and youth
may hold similar values and still perceive a wide generation gap. Also; par-
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ental qualities were found to be a more important influance on thetrins-
mission of values than early socialization practices. High- interpersonal
warmth was the single most determining factor in "produOng adoption of
parental .values, while parents who were "kvetchy" (itifite) produced
lowered feelings of mastery and different values in their children.

PREPARATION FOR CHILDBIRTH AND PARENTING. Blehar, M.
Research of Doris Entwisle. Corfmaii, E., ed. Families Today-1A
Research Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH Science Mono-
graph' 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washi4on, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Orrice, 1979.

A study was utidei:taken of 120 couples awaiting the birth of their
first child. Couples were interviewed in person during the wife's preg-
nancy and immediately9after their child's birth.. At 6 months postpar-
tum, the wife was interviewed by telephone. A description of worries,
physical difficulties, and expectations during pregnanm is aen. A
model, developed to predict the quality of a woman's birth exiiiience,
indicates that Intensive preparation for cl4ildbirth was emaciated with
a higher level of consciousnbas. during Mor and deliverytticonscious-
nese in turn was-associated-wah positive,reactiOns to the experience.
The husband's' presence made an indeOendent positive contribution to
quality #the birth experience. Highly prepared women (defined as
those who head taken cdnrses in psychoprophylaxis) also requited fewer
obstetrical medicatiops than did less prepared women, even-though
the former group reported as much physical discomfort. Jalging from
the women's reports, the fewer drqgs used, the -higher the quality of
the birth experience. Highly *pared women reported more positive
reactions to their first encounte?Nwith the infant, earlier occurrence of
maternal feelings, and a longer duration of breastfeeding than women
at !Ow levels of preparation. A thedri concerning the role of prepara-
tion is presented, and .it is suggested that preparation may' aid in the
formation of the new family ounit. Also reported are data on' the
frequency of cesarean section'; whith suggest that mothers delivering
during the duy and firs% with good medical insurance coverage are
more likely to undergo pections than other women. Further tOpics
discussed are the role of obstetrical interventiOns in affecting the birth
eiperience, early parent-infant bonding, the couple's adjustment to the
parent role, and the woman's return to work. . .

FAMILY STYLES' OF INTERACTING. BI ar, M. Research of David
Reiss. In: Coffman, E., ed. Families, Today,A Research Sanipler on
Families and Children. ,NIMH Science Monbgtaph 1. DHEW Publica-
tion No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of -Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

4.

Family groups consisting of Mother, father, and adolescent ehild
were observed in laboratory problemsolving situation. Measuhements
of the flptnily's contribution to the complexity of the individual's solu-

tie 7
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tion and of the degree of coordination among memberp in arriving at
solutions were obtained. On this basis, families were classified into
four groups labeled (1) environment-sensitive; (2) consensus-sensitive;
(3) achievement-sensitive; and (4) interpersonal-distance-sensitive. En-
vironment-sensitive families were,characterized by a mutual effort to
achieve the best possible solution, while consensus-sensitiv'ejamilies
tended to sacrifice coniplexity in order to maintain a united and
unconflicted front to the experimenter. Achievement-sensitive familieS
were composed of persons attuned both to environmental cues and
cues from family members who competed among themsélves rather'
than working together. Interpersonal-distance-sensitive families were
composed of members neither oriented to the environment bor able to
achieve asolution mutually agreed upon. Other findings indicate a
relationshi,p between the family typology and a familytie perception of
the social environment. For instance, environment-sensitive families
were.more likely to.arrange board figure% of family members closer to
"outsider:' figures than were consensus-sensitive families. Discussion
focuses on family interaction as a unique form of group dynamics
based on a long history of shared beliefs that can color perception, on
the value of the differept kinds of-families in past and present soci-
eties, and on the implications of differences in family style for mental
health. Therapeutic applications of research findings are suggested.

FAMILY AND itIENDSHIP IN OLD. AGE. Richer, M. Research
of Gregory Arling. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research
-Sampkr on Families and Children., NIMH Science Monograph E.
DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C. Superinten-
dent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

411,
This study, a survey bf 239 Richakind, Va., residents over age 65 apd

living in their own homes, concerns their mental health and their
relationships with family and friends. A questionnaire was designed to
assess a number of variables (such as personal morale, efficacy versus
powerlessness, age identification.-and expectatkins for assistance from
family and friends) and to evaluate the respondents' interpersonal
retationshipg. Findings indicate that older people, who had a large
number of persons With whom they exchanged support had higher
morale than those with only a few. Black respondents were more
likely, .to endorse reciprocal. support norms -than white respondents.
They were also likely to engage in reciprocal exchanges with family
and friends despite residence in neighborhoods with higher crime and
untmployment rates, factors others have cited 'as contributing to sociar
disorgani7ation. It. is suaested that relatively unfavorable socioeco-
nomic conditions mily have less negative impact if strong support
networks have been 'developed throughuut an individual's lifespan.
Discussion focuses on the i-ole of formal and informal fatial supports
in promoting the mental health of the elderly,

306
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FACTORS SUSTAINING MARRIAGE; FACTORS IN ADJUSTING
TO DIVORCE. Spanier, G., and Fleer,. B. Research of Graham
Spanier. In: Coffman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research Sampler on
Families and.Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. RHEW Publica-
tion No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: SuperinteNent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Governmeit Printing Office, 1979.

The divorce.rate inrthe United States has been steadily, increasing
over the years, but since the mid-1960s it has more than doubled. In
1978, the divorce rate was 5 per year fOr each 1,000 individuals in the
populEttion; over a third of those now marrying are likely to experi-
ence at least one divorce; half of all present-day marriages of,young
Americans can be expected to end in divorce. Dr. Graham B. Spanier
4nd his colleagues undertook an extensive review of the literature on
/herbage quality and stability and a two-part study,'based on inter-
vieWs with recently separated or divorced People, designed to gather
data on the emotional and socioeconomic factors related to marital
failure. From the'literature reView, the investigators derived a theory
that attempts to Mate the mutual influences of quality and stability
in marriage and to explain why some marriages of high "quality" fail
while many poor marriages endure. In the first oft, two parts of the
study, 50 in-depth, Unstructured interviews with the rehently divorced
provided a detailed picture of the problems and events leading to
separation and divorce. From these case studies, an interview schedule
was constructed for the second part of the study, in which more than
200 recently separated people were interviewed. Moat separated and
divorced people encounter two basic problemsthose associated with
dissolution of the marriage and those arising in the course of estab-
lishing -a new lifestyle, the latter problem being by far the more
difficult of the two. Another discovery was the widespread opinion
that the professional behavior of attorneys and the nature of divorce
law itself often lead to needless 144,n and inconvenience'.

IMPROVING COMMUNICATION IN MARRIAGES. Yahraes, H.
Research of Gary Birchler. -In: Corfman, E., ed. Families ThdayA
Research Sar4er on Families and Children. NIMH Science Mono-
graph E DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent of DocUments,11S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

In these studies, Birchler distinguished factors that differentiate
good from bad marriages and also discussed various methods of treat-
ing unhappy couples. One study looked at 24 middle-class couples
matched,closely for factors such as age, length of marriage, andeduca-
tional level. Couples interacted in a laboratory pielemsolving situa-
tion, first with their Eipouse and then with a stranger. The Marital
Interaction Coding System (MICS) measured both' verbal and nonver-
bal behavior of couples. Birchler found that (1) happy couples exhibit-
ed more positive behaviors such as cooperation and compromipe and
(2) married people, regardless of marital happiness, were more positive
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with a stranger than- a spouse. A later study examined couples who
were defined as either very happy or very unhappy. Among very happy
couples, the most oomnion problem was sex, perhaps because other
worries were minimal. Among very, unhappy couples, interpersonal
communication and- self-expression ranked highest as problems, .sex
being rarely mentioned as a primary difficulty. Birchler recommends
several goals for treatment related to marital styles of interattion.
Many marriages can be helped through social learning techniques
such as positive reinforcement and negotiated contracts.

MARRIAGES THAT ENDURE. Moore, C. Research of Clifford Swen-
sen. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research Sampler on
Families and Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. DHEW Publica-
tion No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Prrinting Office, 1979.

The marriage relationship was investigated in terms of sex, retire-
inent commitment, and propinquity and frequency of contact with
children. Two scales and personal interviews were used to examine
224 coupks, half of them retired, all over 50 years of age, and married
for 20 yeMrs or more. One scale measured the expression of love and
the other marital problems. Expressionvof love was found to be lower
the longer a couple had been mariied and Ito be significantlY *less for
postretired than for preretired couloles. The number of marriage prob-
lems was lower,overall the longer a couple had been married, but if
goalsetting, problemsolving,`and decisionmaking had been probleniat-
ic, that situation rarely changed for the better. Increased marriage
problems appeared to be slightly related to increased interaction with
children. Other findings were that sex was not related to love expres-
sion in marriage.and that marriage problems were less for couples
with high commitment. An adaptation of Loevinger's theory of ego
development was used to examine the expression of love, which was
found to be higher in the postretirement years fpr couples at the
postconformist stages of ego development. A similar study conducted
in Bergen, Norway, is described. These studies suggest the need for a
nevi form of marriage counseling to help couples .solve longstanding
problems in order to makimive the quality of their remaining years
together,since, statistically, today's couples have many more postehild-
rearing years than did preceding generations.

PARENTS AS LEADERS: THE ROLE AND CONTROL OF DISCI-.
PUNE. Yahraes, II. Research of Diana Baumrind. In: Corfman, E., ed.
Families TodayA Research Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH
Science Monograph 1. DHEW Publication No, (ADM179-815. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Prihting
Office, 1979.

Studies conducted over thelpast two decades have demonstrated how
various types of parental control affect children's behavior. In her

J.
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initial studies, Baumrind observed normäli. preschool children and
their Pprents and noticed that competent children had controlling,
demanding, communicative, and loving parents who exercised firm
discipline. The third longitudinal study, still in progress, looked at 150
middle-class families in order to 'determine ,the effects of different
kinds of parental discipline on the social .competence of children.
Three types of parental discipline are defined: (1) authoritarian, de-
scribed as restrictive with arbitrary limits ser upon behavior; (2) per-
missive, which aims to give as much 'freedom as possible; and (3)
authoritative, which values not bnly firm, rational control but also
self-assertion. Authoritative parent's produced the Most competent or
self-reliant preschoolers. A followup study with 8- and 9-year-old chil-
dren confirmed this finding. Sex differences were found related .to
paternal discipline, competent boys having relatively nondirective fa-
thers and competent girls having directive fathers. Corporal punish-
ment was common and hot considered harinful when used,by authori-
tative parents. Although children of different temperaments can be
affected dissimilarly by like.childrearing practices, firm, reasonable
guidelines from parents will most likely create competent, responsible,
independent children.

WORKING COUPLES AS PARENTS. Blehar, M. Research of Laura
Lein. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research Sampler on
Families and Children. NIMH Scielace Monograph -1. DHEIN Publica-
tion No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

Twenty-five predominantly middle-income Boston ,area families, in
which both husband and wife work and in wtlich children, usually
preschoolers, are present, were studied intensively to determine how
they coped' with.work and home life. Theiemain concerns were found
to be child care, division of household labor, coordination of work and
family life, and supports for parenthood in modern urban society. The
paper describes innovative child-care arrangements, such as split
shifts in which the two parents alternated between working and
acting as caregivers, an arrangement that allowed children to remain
,in their own homes. Care of home and children was usually cohsidered
by both husband and wife as the woman's responsibility. Although
men were willing to "help out," most resisted assuming responsibility
for domestic tasks formerly performed by their wives. Women, on the
other hand, were more willing to assume a breadwinner role. Working
women were viewed as subject to more stress in coping with increased

.......k.demands on their limited tinie than wers men. The choice of women's
jobs reflected their primary identificatioh with the mother and home-
maker roles. Many women limited job options in order to be close to
home tind accessible to children. Men sought jobs that offered Security,
sometimes at the expense .of opportunities for stimulation and ad-
vancement. Both parents worried about outside influences pn their
children and sought to define their own standards of good parenting.
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Findings are discussed in tergis o( changing.roles. The families are
viewed, at least in the short term, as coping successfully with Li
situation for which few models are available.

DEPRESSION ANd LOW-INCOME, FEMALE-HEADED FAMI-
LIES. Corfman, E. Research of Deborah Belle et al. In: Corfman, E.,
ed. Families TodayA Research - Sampler on Families and
Children. NIMH Science Monograph I. DHEW Publieation No. (ADM)
79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1979.

4he continuing studies of this research group have had several
phases. The first was an analysis of treatment and general population
data to investigate the validity of the common impression that many
more women suffer from depression than do men. An outcome of this
study ,was the-finding that disproportionately large numbers of low-

-. income single ^and married mothers of young children arc depressed. A
-'second phase of the research scheme, intensive investigation of a small

sample of these mothers, was designed to elicit the primary causes of
'depression and to develop promising intervention strategies. Separate
interviews obtained information on the folkowing topics: depression,
life stresses and life conditions, race and sex discrimination, social
networks, coping strategies, social services available, nutrition, parent-
ing attitudes, and the parent-child relation. Forty-three low-income
mothers and their children were interviewed. Mothers varied hi age
from 21-44 with a median age of 30; 21 black, 22 white; ge0 single
(unmarried, widowed, separated, divorced), 23 coupled (12 legietly, mar
ried, 12 not); two-thirds had a high school diploma; median number of
household members was 4.6; median per capita yearly income was
$1,452. The study showed that half the mothers were rated as de-
pressed, and that the mean depression scores for the entire sample of
mothers was very high. Ovet half rePorted being' victims of crime or
household violence or rape within the past 2yea the study. Life'.:
stress event scores and life-stress condition sc res were very high,
correlating strongly with depressive symptom s ores. Depression was
not significantly correlated with length of neighborhood residence,
number of friends and relatives seen at least a few times a.month, or
number of 'close friends. In six half-hotir observation sessions of moth-
ers with their children, depression correlated with high ordering and
demanding behavior and low nurturing. Though correlated with de-
pression, stres4 .does pot appear to.provoke low nurturing behavior.

STEPFATHERS AS PARENTS. Yahraes, H. Research of 'Paul Bohan-
nan. In: Corfrnan, E., ed. Families TodayA Research Sampler on
Families and Children. NIMH Sierence Monograph 1. DHEW Publica-
tion No. (ADM) 79-815., Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.
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Chi Ideen living with their natural fathers were compared to chil-
dren living with stepfathers on the following meastires: academic
achievement, school behavior, interaction at home, and peer relations.
A survey questionnaire was administered to 190 volunteer families, 84
with natural fathers and 106 with stepfathers, matched as to race,
religion, income, education of parents, and age and sex of children
studied. Despite possible problems faced by the stepchildren, measures
used revealed no discernible difference between- the two groups of
children, an outcome attributed to the power of social expectations,
the mothers' positive attitudes, and the stepfathers' efforts. Analyses
of two other studies confirmed the findings. Different styles of father-
ing, such as instrumental, expressive, autocratic, and patriarchal, are
discussed, as well as dilemmas faced by stepfathers. Included are
findings on discipline from the Bohannan study and from that of P.N.
Stern, who suggests solutions for conflict over parental discipline.

MARRIED WOMEN: WORK AND FAMILY. Blehar, M. Research oG
Louise Hauenstein. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research
Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH Science Monograph- 1.
DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 71)-815. W shington, D.C.: Superintend-
ent of Documents, U.S. Government Print Office, 1979.

A survey study of .508. Detroit married women-, houseikives and
working wives, reMdents of environmentally stressful and settled
neighborhoods, blacks and whites, was undertaken to Compare their
attitudes toward husbands, children, working, and economic condiA
tion4. Very few differences were found between women in the twd
occupational roles. While housewives had less money to spend, they
were as content with their ecenomie situation as working wives. Wives
in environmentally sdessful neighborhoods reported more econoMic
worries but no less general satisfaction with life than wives from more
settled neighborhoods. The most striking differences emerged between
women of the two races. Black wives endorsed more strongly latitudes
'indicative of mental health than white wives, and the former were
also more concerned with economic issues and advancement. Consider-
ing the range of differences in occupation, place of residence and race
found in the sample, it is.notable that married women were similar on
the great thajority of attitudes.

MARRIM MEN: WORK AND FAMILY. Corfman, E. Research of
Jose-ph Fleck. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research Sam-
pler on Families and Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. DHEW
Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendept of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

Pleck analyzes the assumptions underlying the psychology of .sex
differences that he claims have conditioned our sense of what is desir-
able or pogsible in defining sex,roles. tie reviews new studies that-call
these assumptions into question. The male sex role is understood as
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made Lip of ,the,two roles of work and family and the Yesponsibilities
and social expectations that accompany them. Pleck evaluates the
importance of the familY tole fot men according fo three parameters:
(1) performance, or the actual time spent in familyrole activities,
usually recorded by some diary technique; (2) psychological inoolve-
ment in the family role as compared with the work role; and (3)
satisfaction, or how rewarding the actual living of the family role is
felt by the male to be. Findings show that all but a narrow segment of
men feel a more pervasive psychological involvement and satisfaction
with their families than with their work. Pleck suggests that men's
commitment to,their vtork ma be motivated by wanting to satisfy
cultural norm that expects rneh to deMonstrate mature manhood by
the capacity to support a family. If so, a large adjustment may be
required if w4Lnen begin to meet or exceed men in the role-of primary
breadwinner./Pleck's most recent w6rk investigate:9 the phenomenon
of role strqin if both spouses must now meet performance expectations
designed when each specialized only in breadwinnirig or in taking care
of spouse, children, and home.

FAMILY ADJUSTMENT TO UNEMPIA)YMENT. Blehar, M. Re-
search of Louis Ferman. In: Cerfman, E., ed. Families' TodvA Re-
'search Sampler oh, Familiesand Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1.
DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintend-
ent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

Detroit 'area workers were surveyed over a 24-month period, begin-
ning with their registration for unemployment compensation, concern-
ing their reactions to job loss, the period- out of work, ana their
readjustment to working again. Among married men in the sample,
seven categories reflecting distinctive career patterns were identified,
and a small group of 21 men, 3 fitting each category, were interviewed
intensively. Results indicate that unemployment is an extremely het-
erogeneous experience. Its impact varied as a function of certainty of'
re-employment, marketability of skills in the "irregular economy"
while technically. urtemployed, economic buffers available, economic
depri,rtitiOn suffered, and social supports aVailable. The reactions of

rmen in the different categories to job loss varied froi4 extreme an-
guish to nonchalance or even actual enjoyment of their nonworker
status, depending in large part on the above Variables. Generally,
uncertainty over futurev availability of work was more traumatic to
most men 'than 'the unemployed status per se, and while economic
depriOation suetered, was probably the single most important fahor in
determining the individual's reaction to job loss, diminution of self-
image as a breadwinner was a source of psychological distress .for
many men. Older men tended to suffer more shame over job loss than
younger men. Immediate and extended familrgripport, both of a func-
tional and an emotional nature, was seen as alleviating the severity of
adverse reactions to job loss.

k
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THE NATIVE AMERICAN FAMILy: THE-URBAN. WAY, Moore;
C. Research of Dorothy Miller. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families Today
A ResearchSampler on Families and Children. NIMH Science Mono-
graph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. WaShington, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. GoveKninent Printivog Office, 1979.

A Native ,American Research Groan conducted three studies of
American Indihns relocated from reservations or- the fringes of cities
near their tribal areas to the San Francisco BayjAren in order to fin.d
better work and educational opportunities. The first study, 'American
Indian Socialization to Urban Life," involved interviews with 20 fami-
lies, 30 each from Sioux, Navajo; the California tribes, Ad kn aggre-
gate of other tribes, to determine degcrees of Indian identity, tages of
child development, degrees of uhanization, and socioeconomic adjust-
ment. Measures of intergenerational use of native language, teaching

. ,.. of tribali-ways at home, and the mother's marriage preference for her
children indicate that the majoray seek to maintain their Indian
identity in the city. The second study, "Nativ American. Children:
Ad Urban Way," reported results of random'sa ple interviews of,109
staff per-Sons of all levels from various social agencies. A principal
finding was that sizable segments of respondents in all types of agen-
cies and at all clahsification levels were either misinformed or unin-
formed about Indians,' eneral and, in particular, about urban Indi-
a4 and the public re rces avairable to them. A major.objective was
creltion of a "fee ack loop" to help develop and implement more
effective social jS1icy and programs for Indian children. Using orikinal
baseline data, the third study, "Urban Indian children: Five Years

IN. Later," obtained 'new data on survival and adaptation in the city. The
researchers empirically classified the modes of adaptation as Tradi-
tidnal, Transitional, Bicultural, and Marginal and assigned each
family to a group on the basis of response and attitude. Preliminary
findings substantiate,the Bicultural hypothesis: Families at home in
both Indian and white worlds have grehter survival capacity in the
city than do those at home only in the Indian world or in neither.

ANTISOCIAL qIIILDREN AS ADULTS. Yahraes, H. Re-search of Lee
Robins. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families Today--A Research Sampler on
Families and Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. DHEW Publica-

S, tion Nd. (ADM) 79415. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

,To determine the origira of antisocial behavior in children tind
predict adult Osychopathy, long-term studies of 4ilstren referred to
child-guidance clinics were conducted. Followup '4.f these patients,
along with,matched controls, continued well into adulthood; the inves-
tigator then looked at the police records of many of the original
suBjects' children. These studies indicate very early onset of antisocial
behavior, especially in boys, with signs such as truancy, poor aeaqemic
achievement, theft, discipline problems, and poor peer reltions. In
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adulthood, less than half of even the most highly antisocial children
Were 'diagnosed sociopathic, but virtually none was psychiatrically
healthy. The number of symptoms was a better predictor of adult
sociopathy than any particular sign or set.of symptoms. Causal factors
discussed wel.e sex, race, and parental behavior. Other factors often
thought of as important in the development of antisocial personality,
such as a broken home, low-social class, and peerlgroup pressure were
hot found significant as isolated factors. Rather, excessive leniency

rand inconsistent parental discipline contributed to adult antisocial
behavior. Other theories discussed include the link between earlier
parent-child.separation and later antisocial behavior and neurological
predictors.

PRESCHOOL INTERVENTION FOR CHILDREN AT RISK. Isen-
stein, V., and Krasner, W. Research of Jon Rolf. In: Corfman, E., ed.
Families 71>dayA Research Sampler on Families andChildren. NIMH
Science Monograph 1. DHEW Publication No. tADMW9-815. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 179.

The Vermont Child Development Project (VCDP), started in 1973,
was designed to investigate the etiology of behavior disorders rn early
childhood and to develop early intervention strategies for these &Or-
ders. An epidemiological survey sampled a broad cross-section of oVer
1,000 preschool children to obtain basic data on the developmental
patterns of large nonclinic populations. Additional studies of 50 high-
risk families and an equal number of controls investigated the compe-
tency of 'preschoolers identified as vulnerable because their parents
had received mental health treatment. From these studies, the VCDP
crea evelopmental risk profile program which quantified norma-
tive be viors among preschoolers.and allowed a comparison between
the hithAk children and controls. A therapeutic day-care program
was initiated to assess the effect of early intervention oh high-risk
children and those already with ilroblems. Program goals centered
around developing social, intellectual, and physical Competency
through creative play and work. Lack of parental participation and
cooperation has been a cohsiderable probleni. Followup studies of the
children as they enter the public schools are helping to assess the
impact of therapeutic day care. Thq VCDP, still an ongoing project,
will identifY specific age-appropriate behaviors of preschool children,

rovile *ght into behavior .disorders, and demonstrate the impor-
intervention.,

RUNAWAYS RE ISITED.Ttlehar, M. ResearCh of Lucy Olson, Elliott
Liebow, Milton Shore, and P. Vincent Mannino. In: Corfrnan, E., ed.
Families TodayA Research Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH
Science Monograph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1979.
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Fourteen young men and women, who as teenagers had run away
from home, were the subjects of an intensive clinical case study which
was a follbwup of a larger-scale survey of runaways conducted in the
early 1960s. A major purpose of the research was to determine how

\s) the former runaways had fared as. adults and whether or not :their
early behavior had foreshadowed later adjustment problems. Intra-
family'comParisons between the runaway and a sibling were also made.
Findings suggest that two factors are most prominently associated
with differential long-terms outcomes: (1) whether or irt the youthful
act was a repeated or an Isolated occurrence, and 42) the individual's
social class. In general, repeaters most nearly fit a model of running
away as a sociopathic act, indicative of severe disorders. A single act of
running away was associated with little long-term disability. As ado-
lescents, runaways inid experienced school failures, andas adults, they,
had little success in obtaining and holding jobs: Many still Iird with
pareohts and were dependent on them or on social welfare agencies for
support. Middle-class runaways suffered more:shame over their pobr
school and job performance than did working-class runaWays, and the
former's parents were less accepting and more critical. Middle-class
runaways felt more ostracized by other members of*their class than
working-class runaways who managed to engage in more sociaI activi-
ties, although these werp usually of a diffused and transitoy nature.,

. The siblings of runaways, with one exception, had manage to make
successful adjustments to adult life. Digcussion centers on the prognos-
tic value of repeated run ing away for the prediction of psychosocial
disability, the influence of the era in which the runaway act occurs,
the contribution Rf ind vidual psychology to the outcomes observed,
and on the irony of the fin4ing that premature separation from adult
authority has led to a prolonged and ambivalent dependence on it.

PSYCHOSOMATIC ASPECTS OF DIABETES IN CHILDREN. 'Segal,
J. Research of Salvador Minuchin. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families
TodayA Research Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH Science
Monograph 1. DHEW PUblication No. (ADM) 79-816. Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

..Severely diabetic children, suffering from recurrent ketoacidosis and
resistant to medical treatment, were studied to determine the role of
family stress in the development of their illness. Stress reactions of
the psychosomatic diabetic childrin and their families were compared
with thbse of two other groups 6f diabetic children and their families
in a lab setting designed to evoke family conflict. The measure of
stress was the bloed level of free fatty acids (FFA), which rises in
response to stress and can cause diabetic ketoacidosis. In comparison
to the FFA level of the control children, FFA in the psychosomatic
diabetic children rose significantly more during family conflict and
remained significantly higher after conflict had subsided..In another
study, the investigators used a technique called the "family task ihter-
view" to assess the unique characteristics of families with severely

7
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diabetic children. In periorming a routine task, these families exhibit-
ed (1) interaction that pathologically enmeshed the diabetic child in
family conflict; (2) overprotectiveness; (3) extreme rigidity; and (4) an .

,inability or unwillingneykr to resolve conflicts. Minuchin and his team s.
found characteristic patterns of family conflict that affected the dia-
betic's ability to respond to stress. The patterns of ,triangulation,
parfnt-child coalitiok and detourinorre described. As' children's FFA
levels ?ose in response to family conflict the parents' FFA. level
dropped. So, by maintaining his illness, the diribetic child plays an
important role in the family's 'pattern of avoiding conflict.

4PHYSICAL VIOLENC.4E, IN FAMHAES. Yahraes, H. Research of
Murray Stra`us and Richard Gelles. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families
Today-4 Re earch Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH Science
Monograph 1J HEW PublicationNo. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.:
Superintend nt of Documents, U.S. Government P.rinting Office, 1979.

In order t determine the extent of physical violence in American
families, Stra s and his coworkers.conducted a national survey of both
child and spo se abuse. Through questionnaires, such as the Conflict
Tactics Sca (CTS), and extensive interviews with over 2,000 repre-
sentative ouples with children, the investigators reported on severe
acts of ily violence. An 'estimated 1.7 million children are subjected'

to dxtrIefnely violent acts in the home, and 3 nr 4 out of every 100
parents are estimated to be abusers. Factors influencing the incidence
of child abuse include,the sex and age of the child and the family's
social class: The more violent forms of abuse occurred most often in

' low-income families. Approximately 1.8 million wives are severely at-
tacked by their husbands at least once a year, with 1/4 of the respond-
ents agreeing that spouse abuse is sometimes permissible. P,revention .
should center around changing the cultural norm that violence among
family members is acceptable, along with (1) reducing violence in the
mass media; (2) eliminating physical punishment in childrearing; (3)
sponsoring research.dealing with the causes of violence; (4) recoknizing,
the legitimacy of family conflict; and (5) reducing sexisin.' The re-
searchers give advice to battered wives and discuss factors that keep
an abused wife home, including joblessness. Straus emphasizes that
violence is learned and need not be a part of normal family conflict.

(HILI) ABUSE.A REVIEW OF RESEARCH. Segal, J. Review of
child-abuse liternture. In: Corfman, , ed. Families TodayA Re-
search Sampler on Families and Child . NIMH Science Monograph 1.
DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815: ashington, D.C.: Superintend-
ent of Documents, U.S. Government Prin ng Office, 19r.

As is now well documented by history, ildren have always been
the frequent victims of abusive treatment y parentsthe more or
less helpless targets for the venting of th frustrations, confliéti,
hatreds, and smouldering anger of the adult who dominate their
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,lives. Though, the phenorhenon of child abuse and neglect is anything
but new, only in recent times has it commanded a wave of national
attention and become the subject of a growing volume of applied
research in the behavioral sciences. Author Segal provideb a survey of
the important literature on child abuse, including an estimate of the
extent and gravity of the problem and .an appraisal of the known
short- and long-term effects on the lives of abused children. Causes of
abusive behavior ixadrents and other elders are discussed, it being
pointed out that a children themselves.often gOw up to become
violent and abusive adults. A brief review of the Oesently a9cioepted.
methods of dealing with abusive parents and the' objects theif
destructive acts is presented. An outline of new aid largell/ experi-
mental ways of identifying prospective abusers in time fovi effective
intervention is included.

41,

.

HELPING.,ABUSED CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS. Blehar, M.
Research of James Kent. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA
Research Sampler on, Families and Children. NIMH Science Mono-
graph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815: Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Goverrfment Printing Office, 1979.

A child-abuse project.at Children's Hospital, in Los Angeles api)lies
research findings to the yeatment of young children at risk and their
parents. Profiles of families in which nonaccidental injury (NAI) to a
child or failure to thrive (FTT) have occurred ore being developed
based on cases seen by hospital staff. Abuse is seen as a multidimen-
sional behavior, indicating varying degrees of family dysfunction,
ranging from parental psychosis at one extreme to parental ignorance
of healthy child development practices at the other, and one which,
correspondingly, carries different risks for the child's development.
The family distinctions are used to predict the child's risk for reabuse
arid the likely outcome of a given course of therapy as well as to
decide whether a child should be placed back in the parental home or
put into foster care. A research evaluation of the project's erfficacy
involves a comparison of families experiencing the specialized inter-
ventions developed by the team with those experiencing the usual
kinds of social-service interventiops. Discussion focuses 'on primary
and secondary prevention efforts in the abuse area.

THE MENTALLY ILL AT HOME: A FAMILY MATTER. Runck, B.
Research of John Clausen. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA
Research Sainpler on Families and Children. NIMJ-I Science Mono-
graph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, DIC.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printini Office, 1979.

This study explofed (1) how families'recognize and deal with mental
illness in, one spouse and (2) the short- and long-range consequentes of
the illness for the family. Families studied in the 1950s were compared
with those in which one spouse was first hospitalized in the 1970s.
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Clausen 'found that, compared with the 50s families, the 70s families
had just as much difficulty recognizing mental illness but a much
easier tinie getting the family, member into treatment. The 70s pa-
tients were hospitalized for a much shorter periodusually less than 3.
weeksand closer to hom0----often in a general hospital's psychiatric
ward. These two changes: accounted, in part, fop other differences
between the 50s and 70s groups: The 70s patients found it easier to.c.
return to work, and they and their families seemed to feel less stigma.

, Their return home was,made easier because family roles and sched-
ules had not chanked.during their absence. But in many cases, the
reunion was made more difficult because patients were still sympto-
matic 9r heavily medicated, and because the tensions that had led to
hospitalization ,had not had time to abate. As in the 50s, the well
paretIt.s found it difficult to explain the illness to their children, and
mental health, treatment staff gave them no help. In the .second part
of the study, Clausen found that the long-term consequences of mental
illnesswerei most severe for schizophrenic women and their fatnilies.
Children in these families had a partiCularly difficult time as they '
grew up, largely because, their fathers were unsupportive; in many'
cases, these men had severe problems of their own, such att heavy
drinking, and they often abused their wives and children. Male schiz-
ophrenics, by contrast, were not seriously affected. Hall had contin-
'ued advancing in their careers as they probably would have if they
had never been ill. Unlike ,the schizbphrenic w men, who had been
repeatedly hospitalized over the years,' the ajority of the schizo-
phrenic men remained symptom-free after their first hospitalization.

HEREDITY A4 MENTAL ILLNESS. Yahraes, H. Research of David
Rosenthal and Elliot Gershon:. In: Corfman, E., `64 Families TodayA
Research Sample?. on Families and t'hildren. NIMH Science Mono-
graph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979

Research has shown that vulnerability to mental illness can be
inherited, but the way in which genes can transmit this tendency is
not yet clear. Rosenthal and Gershon are among the investigators who
are trying to clarify the mechanisms of inheritance. Some investiga-
tors believe that one gene is responsible, while others believe thal
several genes together produce the vu1nerability. The biochemicaY
processes involved are also not clear. The level of one enzyme, monoa-
mine oxidase (MAO), has been found to be lower in both schizophrenic
and manic-depressiVe patients. Because it is also lower in the patient&
relatives who are well, its usefulness as a biologicakmarker of mental
ilitess is diminished. Another enzyme, cathechol-0-methyl transferase
(COMT), has been shown to be higher jn psychotiCally depressed pa-
tients than in their relatives, hovvera Researchers have also found
that manic-depressive illness noir be linked with col& blindness,
which suggtsts that the former as well as the latter disorder May be
carried hy the X Fiex chromosoine.

:0
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POOR IIMILY COMMUNICATION AND SCOLOPHRENIA.'
Yahres, H. Research of Lyman Wynne. In: Cortrtnan,. E., .ed. Families
Tod9iA Research Sampler on,Families,and Children. NIMH Science
Monograph 1. DHEW Pcablicatioh No. (ADM) 79-815..Washington; D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents;U,S. Government Printing Office,1979.
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The influence of unusual styles of 'family communication on the
development or prevention of schizophrenia is under study. Wynne's
group is observing 150 families; each of which had a son who' was 4, 7,
or 10 years old when the family entered the study. In all families, one
parent has been diagnosed as having schizophrenia or another psychi-
atric illness (ps'Ychotic depression, or a nonpsychotic mental disorder
serious enough to require hospitalization). '1,..)e families are being ob-
served over, long periods. Using a variety of tests, Wynne and his
asiociates, notably Margaret T. Singer, .study each family's relation-
ships as evidenced by its niernhers' communications. In past research,
ehey have identified 32 categories of odd communication in Rorschach
(inkblot) test respo- of parents of schizophrenics. Underlying many
of these oddities is peaker's inability to mairitain attention to the
subject at hand or his or her attentional repetitions (stilch as not being
able, to drop a subject and move on). A relationship was also found
between.,the level of vagueness and ambiguity in the parents' ,commu-
nications 'and the schizophrenic offspring'5.subserent breakdowns.
ThriOinding suggests that deviant 'communication can contribute to
chionic schizophrenia. Winn-e-tm-d"Singer believe that a family's devi-
ance in communications styl.ps add to a child's genetic vulnerability to
schizophrenia rather than trigger the appealllince of the disorder. In a
3-year followup orra third of the 150 families now being studied,
chikken of parents with deviant communication styles were doing
v4orse in schoolacademically and sociallythan the other children.

LONG-RANGE Sla1DIER OF CHILDREN AT RIM FOR SCHIZO-
PHRENIA. Yahoes, H. Research of Sarnoff Mednick and Fini Schul-
singer. In: Criffmtn, E., ed. Families TodayA Research SaMpler
Families and Children.`NIMH Science Monograph L DHEW Publica-

4.tion No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U Government Printihg Of6ce, 1979.

ep
Two .on&-r,ange studies (*children thoug4t to be, at risk for develop-

ing adult schizophrenia give begun to produee results. Mednick's
study of Danish children, begun in 1962, -was one of the first to use the
high-risk strategy for studying schizophrenia. He chose as the subjects
at risk 100 children whose mothers had been diagnosed as schizo-
phrenic and is comparing them to 100 children whose families had
een free of psychiatric illness for three generations. In the second
effort, Mednick's group is studying another 200 children on the island
.of Mauritius; qn, the basis of response to tests of the,autonomic ner-
'vous system's response to stress, half of thesenhildrert were chosen as

stibjects. In a 10-year followup of the Danish subjectigthen
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about 25 years old), Mednick found that 8 in the high-risk group had
died, at least 4 by suicide, 13 had developed schizophrenia; and 71
showed evidence of related -pqtlliatric disorder. Only one control sub-
ject had become schizophrenic. The response of the autonomic nervous
system of those who became schizophrenic returned to normal much
faster than those who. ha& not. Mednick believes that heightened
psychophysiologicit responsiveness and fast recovery characterize
chronic, withdrawn schizophrenics. He and his associates are testing
this hypothesis in the Mauritius sample.

DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION,
Yahraes, H. Research of Leon Cytryn and' Donald Mc Knew, Jr. In:
Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Research Sampler on Families
and Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. DHEW Publication° No.
(ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979.

Three types Of childhood depression were identified and
described. Masked depression, the most common, masquerades as hy-
peractifity, school problerns, delinquency, and psychosomatic disor-
ders. Through psychiatric interviews and analysis of dreams and fan-
tasies, depressIve signs ,(sadness, despair, feelings of hopelessness or
helplessness, lack of self-esteem) become apparent. .Acute depressive
illness, resulting from a real or perceived loss, is marked by a sad
mood. It usually clears up in a short time. Chronic depressive ilMess
occurs in children who have ableast one chronically depressed parent,
whose families have a' history of affective illness, who have been
repeatedly separated from persons on whom they were dependent, and
who are apparently not reacting to a single precipitating incident.
Cytryn and Mc Knew advise pediatricians and family physicians to
watch for masked depression in children and recommend that thera-
pists 'working with depressed parents should inquire about the chil-
dren. They also suggest treatment approaches for children of different
ages with diffeient kinds of depression.

NEW LIGHT ON AUTISM AND OTHER PUZZJANG DISORDERS
OF CHILDHOOD. Yahraes, H. Research of Donald Cohen. In: Corf-
man, E. ed. Families TodayA Research Sampler on Familiep and
children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM)
7$-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
Ment Printing Offic, 1979.

Studies of brain activity 'and biochemical imbalances in children
with severe psychiatric illnesses are now underway. Cohen's group is
studying several aspects of autism. Qpe is the apparent inability of the
autistic child to generate rules for dealing with information. received
through the *engem. Another is the body's faulty regulation of states of
arousal, and attention; autistic children seem involuntarily to reject
sensory meSeages hat lead to higher levels of ar2usal in other chil-
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dren. Cohen and others believe this result may come about because
autistic children are in a state of hypervigilance rnbst of the time and
so learn to withdraw and turn their attention inward. Cohen has
found greater levels of the breakdown products of a neurotransmitter,
dopamine, in the cerebrospinal fluid of severely autisstic children, a
finding that suggests that dopamine occurs in abnormally high propor-
tions. Other studies 'are directed at learning the role of thyroid hor-
mone and of abnormally high levels of lead in the blood of autistic
children. Cohen's group is also studying: chitdhood aphasia, a failure
to develop or use language and speech; atypical personality develop-
ment (or early onset, nonautistic, childhood psychosis); psychosocial
dwarfism, which is marked by both physical and behavioral immatur-
ity; and Tourette's syndrome, a chronic disorder marked by multiple
tics such as jerking and kicking and uncontrollable outbursts of vulgar
and obscene language. --

BASIC TRAINING FOR PARENTS OF' PSYCHOTIC CHILDREN.
Runck, B. Research of Eric Schopler. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families
TodayA Research Sampler On Families and Children. NIMH Scien'te
Monograph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

A North Carolina program for training parents as cotherapists 'with tipir
own psychotic-children was begun as an experiment in 1966. By 1972,
it. had proven so successful that the State legislature created Division
TEACCHthe Division for Training and Education of Autistic, Psychotic
and Related Communications Handicapped Childrenas a statewide, large-
ly State-supported program. Closely allied with the public school system,
Division TEACCH now has five diagnostic and treatment centers and, 26
classrooms scattered across North Carolina. It provides indivklualized
treatment and education for psychotic children and others whose commu-
nicMion and behavioral disorders require similar therapeutic and educa-
tional techniques. In each case, both parents go through an extensive diag-
nostic procedure with their child. Once accepted, they attend a TEACCH
center weekly, where they work with the child's therapist and a parent
consultant. They learn techniques for teaching new skills and modifying
the chrd's problematic behavior. Eiery day at home, they apply these
techniques in special practice sessions, as well min daily routines. They
periodically demonstrate their progress to the 'PEACCH stafil. Over the
years, Schopler apd his colleagues, notably Roirrt J. Reichler, have con-
ducted aesearch that has modified treatment methods and has tested the
value .or their Developmental Therapy. Perhaps the most important has
been reaearch showing that, although parents may be upset and confused
by their psychotic children, they are not the cause of the child's disorder,
as was once bdieved. Indeed, with guidance from the TEACCH staff, most
parents become skillful therapists and teachers for their children. Initial
findings of a recent survey indicate that 84 percent of parenta found the
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program esp6clally helpful in improving behavior problems, language, and

social skills.

IMPROVING PARENT SKILLS. Yahraes, II. Research of Ira Gordon.
In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Resgarch Sampler on, Fami lies

and Children. NIMH Science Monograph 1. DHEW publication No.
(ADM) 79-815. Wallington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979.

By' iraining low-income mothers to stimulate the perceptual, motor,
and verbal activities of their infants at 'home, Gordon hoped to de-
crease the need for intervention in later years. These mothers were
trained by parent educators (PEs) who were paraprofessionals from
the same sodal class as the families with whom they worked. The
project began in 1966 with 150 low-income mothers and their 3-month
old infants. Eighty percent of the families were black, the rest white.
Parent educators were trained for 6 full .weeks to demonstrate devel-.,
opmental tasks to the rylothers The project continued until the chil-
dren were age 3. In followup studies, when the children were age 6",
Gordon found that those who had particioted in the home project
tended to score significantly higher on IQ tests than controls. And, at
9 years of age, significantly fewer of the children in the program
needed special schooling. Other findings indicated the importance of a
caring, responsive parent in fostering a child's cognitive developffient.
In addition, both mothers and PEs had improved self-concepts by the
end of the program. Later projects introduced parents to the school
system as active participants in their children's education. Prevention
efforts should start in the prenatal phase and help parents recognize
the emotional needs of their child.

TRAINING FOSTER PARENTS. Isenstein, V., and Krasner, W. Re-
search of Patricia Ryan. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA Re-
search Sampler on Families and Children. NIMI-1 Science Monograph 1.
DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintend-
ent of Documents, US. Government Printing Office, 1979.

A small program for training foster parents, begun in 1974, has
expanded to Eyerve most of the State of Michigan. Its success is suggest-
ed bx the faet that wherever classes have been offered foster parents

tVhave usually turned out in numbers greater than expec . The par-
ents express a need tb learn techniques for rkising foster c ildren, and
they also want to discuss their problems in eiealing with Ilbcial willfare
agencies. Classes include such topics as (1) helping children copeYWith
the trauma of separation; (2) the specific needs of retarded, disturbed,
or otherwise handicapped children; and (3) techniques for handling
school ind behavioral problems. Foster parents can also take classes
in child development and learn about dealing with the child's biologi-
cal parents. Sharing their own' experiences and expertise with other
foster parents is an important part of the program. Ryan and her
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associates have developed curriculum guides and teaching materials
that are available to others who wish to establish similar foster-parent
training programs.

DEVELOPING A SENSE OF COMPETENCE IN CHILDREN, Yah-
raes, H. Research of Burton White. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families
TodayA Research Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH Science
Monograph 1. DHEW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington,'D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

An investigation was undertaken to determine how various 'experi-
ences in the first 3 years of a child's life affected the development of
competent behavior. After observing over 100 children, the investiga-
tor listed behaviors that characterized 'competent 6 year olds and the
most competent 3 year olds. Thirty-nine fhmilies with more than one
child under 3 were selected and divicivi into two groups based on the
competency of the older child. As hypothesized, families with a compe-
tent older.child reared their new child more successfully as assessed
by measures of intelligence, compliance, and imitative behavior. Com-
petence at the age of 3 was found to be associated with high scores in
the activities during the preceding 12-15-month period: procuring a
service, gaining attention, finding out information visually, and listen-
ing to live language. Effective parents who raised competent children
provided maximum access to safe living areas, consulted with the
child, and set firm limits in discipline. White hyptrthesizes that daily
experienceiC occurring in the most critical period (between 6 and 24
months of age) shaped competent behavior related to language, cufc6s-
ity, social interaction, and intelligence. Obstacles facing parents in-
clude ignorance of child development, stress due to the child's period
of negativism, and lack of guidance. The latter, along with ongoing
preventive efforts, are discussed in detail.4

SOCIAL LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR PARENTS OF IHFFI-
(7ULT CHILDREN. Prestwich, S. Resedrch of Gerald Patterson. In:
Corfinan, E., ed. Families TodayA Research Sarnpkr on Families
and Children. NIMII Science Monograph I. IMIEW Publicrition No.
(ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979.

Using social learning techniques (a form of behavior modification),
the researcher has developed a treatment program in which parents of
children 15 years of age and younger aie taught child-management
skills in controlling rmdadaptive behaviors, The children are referred
to the Center for engaging in severe antisocial behavioral disorders,
such as setting fires; stealing, and being physically aggressive. Other
aggressive acts for which they are referred include negativism, teas-
ing, humiliating, noncompliance, and tantrums. Intervention tech.
itiques employed to shape desired behavior and reduce rates of deviant
behavior include the use of rewards and punishments and "time-out,"
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a method in which 'the child is temporarily isolated from olIgoing
social reinforcers. By improving parentAild relationships, Patterson
and his staff also hope to prevent such children from developing later-
life difficulties for which they are at high risk: mental illness, crime
and delinquency, vocational difficulties, and social problems. Results
thus far have been impressive: The program boasts of' success in two
out 'of three referrals, the average length of treatment being approxi-
mately 16 vTitiesks..,

fl

(AmEs THAT IIELP SOLVE LIFE PROBLEMS, Corfman, E. Re-
search of Elaine Blechman. In: Corfman, E., ed. Families TodayA
1?eseorch Sampler on Families and Children. NIMI-1 Science Mboo-
graph 1. IgIEW Publication, No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington,. D.Cti
Superintendent of Documents; U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

,

`Pfre purpose of these studies was to evaluate the effectiveness of
different training methods developed by Blechman and colleagues to
increase skills in solving life problems, using .behavior-modification
techniques. A case study of treatment of a severely depressed wordati
was presented. A board game, somewhat like Monopoly signed to be
played by a parent and child, to learn and p egotiating con-
tracts in the resolution of conflicts they experience as the object of
evaluation of the main study 'presented. In th y, 47 single-parent
families were randomly assigned to one of four groups: family-contract
game trainihg and playing, with praise for success from the trainer;
the same treatment as the first group but with a small cash 'reward
for success added; a control group measured like the firat two, but not
trained; a waiting-list control group, neither measured nor trained.
Findings indicated that playing the game heightened commitment to
change and solving life problems. Cash awards reduced the commit-
ment. Contrary to a commOn belief that "talking things out" reduces
conflict, repeated discussion of problems without structured guidance
tends to increase family conflict. School age and adoledcent children,
despite inexperience and a power disparity compared to parents, can
become partners in the problemsolving .process, as can people with
limited verbal skills. A considerable sothantage of this and similar
gameg developed by Blechman over other therapies and techniques
requiring some verbal fluency is to allow participation and payoffs to

KkIllH tAat will anable them to deal more offectivvly and constructively

ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.

tional interpersonal interaction patterns and to teach participants
Described is an educational mo4r1 designed to eliminate dysfunc-
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very young c ildren and to those with limited language s ill.

F'ORT ING FAMILY TIES, Moore: C. Research of Be nard Guer-
ney, Jr. In: Corftnan, E., ed. Families pxlayA Research 'iampler on
Families and rhikken. NIMil Science Monograph 1. DI-IE Publica-
tion No. (ADM) 79-815. Washington, D.C.; Superintenden
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with each other. Four sets of ,behavior skills or "modes" are taught
and systematically practiced4the F.,xpresser mode, the Empathic Re-
sponder mode, Mode Switching, and the Facilitator mode. The tech-
nique, ftelationship Enhancement (RE), derived in part from the the-
ories of Carl Rogers, B.F. Skinner, Albert Bandura, and Timothy
Leary, is seen as permitting the individual to' make fundamental
changes in important interpersonal systems and to influence positively
his/her life and those of intimate associates, helping each person to
learn and to elicit honesty. and compassion. The development of RE
therapies began in 1962, with Filial Therapy, in which parents leirn to
transfer into daily life the attitudes and skills gained during super-
vised therapeutic play sessions with their disturbed children. RE ther-
apies include Conjugal Relationship Enhancement (CRk), Premarital
Relationship Improvement by MaxiMizing Empathy and Self-Disclo-
sure (PRIMES11 and Parent-Adolescent Relationship Development
(PARD) for father-son or mother-daughter couples. Special aPplications
for retardates, substance abusers and their spouses, delinquents,
school children, and business and industry personnel are suggested.

iThere is.a brief report on the Institute for the Development of Emo-
I tional and Life-Skills (IDEALS), a nonprofit institute for on-site train-
ing and/or continuing supervision. RE is viewed ks an educational tool
potentially replacing therapy in many instances or dysfunctional inter-

! action between couples, family members, or other close associates.
I .

,

) F1MU4IES AND PUBLIC POLICY. Blehar, M. In: Corfman, E., ed.
Families TodayA Research Sampler on Families and Children. NIMH

b Science Monograph 1. DREW Publication No. (ADM) 79-815. Washing-
Iton, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gmiernment Printing
Office, 1979,

Various beliefs about the family and a new model of family-environ-
ment relations are discussed. The impact of institutions and particu-
larly of clovernment on, for/lily lifestfles and decisions is delineated,
and the new field of family-impact analysis is described. Differetit
meanings of the term "family policy" are defined. An oivx&view is
given of some private-sector institutes active in family- and
other family-rplated activities and of NIMI-1 endeavors in the family
areal*.
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